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Ancient Kingdoms of West Africa p» 

pear thar a number of African peoples living close to the Saharan 
proximity to Arabia participated actively in the classical age insofar Es Or in «e of the Arabic form of their titles, were af of 
in intense economic and cultural contact with the Semitic societies of th Y Were in ae the relations between the originally fore; osal derivati - 
Near East. With respect to the centres of the ancient world they were € ancien, e eure of Sao and comes to the conclusion à 2d E i but with respect to other regions of the African continent they had teehee, local NM the autochthones were first doin hr Ps lasting process of 
cultural pioneers. © Tole of BE inared. Approaching the ethnie history of Kane E. assimilated The first section of the volume comprises three studies wi pur. ruling and dethroned dynasties, artic m-Bornu from the point th a focus on trang of view of Saharan relations (I-II). Article I is based on a research trip along the little-kn sumption t 

own central Saharan trade route between Tripoli and Kawar. Buil 
hat specific people of the Sahelian regi 

di 7 crates, and suggests thar the present-day ethni E and developed their 
i T th clusi ng On this perso own states he i A ; € situations are most of; experience, I came to the conclusion that the Sahara was not everywhere a p, nal urcomes rather than the starting points of dynastic histories Thus, th en the 

beween Sahelian societies and North Africa but that in some regions i a barrier o P should be considered as the result of a long process of ethni » € Kanuri of 
conditions for easy communication. Furthermore, 5 IC Provided en mic Homogenization : as an immutable ethnic entity existing fro; eti : at various points between I4 hs and not 8 from the time prior to the founda- Chad and Tripoli, archaeological remains were ro z Á "the Chadic state. oui ea ms to a settle. Lie of the Hausa states is the topic of section three (X-XI communications with the outside world. The second article (II) the contro] of pasis of nineteenth century texts, article X takes the view that th A = eval export of alum from Kawar. In the twelfth century this Afri aS I end is a flexible oral narrative amenable to easy manipulation. As : pe transported by caravans to various Ports of the Melee A Commodity Was is widespread assumption of fast and far-reaching changes in i We: i 

an important role in the economy of the western world. E anr briefly played e societies. The next article (XI) favours the opposite jou = Le ae 
to the medieval sites of northeastern Niger, to the alum de c III draws attention mc pattern of the Hausa tradition as a phenomenon of the Mies decks gus 
— 5 Eod exploitation of salt in that oasis. D vs and to ae be traced back to an Israelite model based on Canaanite P 3 c sik sun ies in section two concern the hi s en etymological arguments and not Proposing any concrete way of : Article IV is a speculative attempt to explain Dens pret, an (V-IX). NE ion, the study is no more than a preliminary attempt to es rise of the Sefuwa in the eleven, century in terms of th, va € Duguwa and the medieval paradigm in West African history. The new essay XII builds on the an external itment of slaves. In is oleae xi e from an internal to results of the preceding article but uses a more structural method of analysis. more satisfactory interpretation of the same Pe E and perhaps It compares the cult-mythological system underpinning the Hausa states with 

QUAM dan structure ~ the clans of the Sefuwa section bei in reference to the that of various other states of the Central Sudan and of the ancient Near East 
Islam than the, clans of. the Duguwa section. Article in more compatible and proposes precise ways and periods for the spread of the Canaanite-Israelite 

iss conducted in Bornu thar focused on the identificati is y-product of field cultural pattern to West and East Africa. Africanists who are reluctant to take 
Place-names mentioned in n and elucidation of non-African phenomena into consideration will find at the end of this chapter a 

literal translation of the first oral and palace version of the Bayajidda legend as it 

: s s was told to me in Daura. to the parallel written information The studies of section four concern the Yoruba states and more particularly 

Ife, their traditional centre (XII-XV). Article XIII reviews previous theories of 

Yoruba origins and points out problems with the available archaeological datings 

for Ifẹ. Alternative solutions to the question of Yoruba origins are put forward X 
article XIV, a paper presented at the annual conference of the Africanist € 

group of Bayreuth in 1993, It compares the Yoruba myth of Sango with the e 

Cycle of Ugarit and the Yoruba myth of Yemoja with the Babylonian Crea wd 
Epic and thus implies the existence of cultural influences from the S: e 

in West Africa, Turning to Kebbi traditions, it equates the Kanta legend 

Kanem to Bornu and shows that this event 
t of the ruling dynasty to a foreign land 

| number of historians — but rather 
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legend of Sargon of Akkad and hence suggests even more precise and hj 
retraceable connections to the outside world. Owing to the pure] Storie 

approach, the weight given to erymological arguments, and the 2 A Arar 
crete ways of diffusion the paper was received with scepticism, The ̂  More 
tries to correct the main shortcomings of my previous analysis by M Essa; 
on the African connections between oral narrative, cult-dramatic ad g 
and related clan organization, thus exploring more in-depth the E E Ormang 3 
of preserving ancient cultural memories (see also 2004a). Furthermor, Conditions 
concepts and terminologies employed for the analysis of myths and E 1 Uses the 
ancient Near East and examines precise parallels between the festival uals o£ the 
and rising god in Ife with the fate ofa similar deity in the Baal Cycle F ofe dying 
best known example ofa cult myth within the sphere of th Ye of Ugarit, the Considered : phere of the Canaanite c sidered to be part of a global social phenomenon inconceivable w; Culture, 

state, the Itapa festival and the related social and olitical insti on, Out the EE E P Institutions are th, to the early state building process set i 3 Ought 
in che region of Lak: ccin motion by the Phoenic; in che region o e Chad (see also XII). In spite of thei nicians EG asd XIV Pol na l 2 pite of their hypothetical Nature Is Collection in order ro allow the reader 

T 

Con. 

of the section five f 
za P are of a more conventional naru E 
ok 2 with EA of z kingdoms of the Middle Niger, b. aur Set a Fe e ne Provided by the royal stelae of 

1 “Saney. (XVI) = : presentation of these stelae and their : FEM dating to the beginning of the commemorated rulers as members 

rovince of the kingdom was situated in ti : 2 
M edhe between two successive asi dee eee ie 
ond half of the eleventh century, the first leading to the advent of sgt ee 
of the Sisse supported by the Almoravids and the second to the rise of a war 
radical Islamic party which ousted the Sisse from power. In the name of Islam. 
the Almoravids exerted considerable Pressure on the sub-Saharan state, su ae 
ing one party to the detriment of another, and thus contributed to pde 
dynastic changes. The transmission of. power on the Middle Niger from Ghana 
to Mali and further to Songhay is the subject of the new essay XX. Building on 

the earlier results of the ethnic interpretation of the Gao-Saney inscriptions, it 
suggests that the state tradition of Ghana was not only perpetuated by the Keita 
of Mali on the upper Niger but also by the Za and the subsequent re on the 
eastern Niger bend before the Malian expansion resulted in the creation of a vast 
Muslim empire on the institutional basis of ancient Ghana. In the second half of 
the fourteenth century, the rise of the Songhay in connection with the anti-Malian 
struggle of the Mande-derived dynasty of the Sonni reduced considerably the 
overall Mande influence on the eastern Middle Niger. Although the last dynasty 
of the eastern Middle Niger, the Askiya, were again of Mande origin, their state 
became entirely Songhay in the sixteenth century. 

Finally I would like to draw attention to the last section of the book, Addenda 
et Corrigenda. Here I attempt to offer a critical re-evaluation and updating of the 
different articles republished in the present volume. 

I am grateful to the following publishers for permission to reprint the arti- 
cles in this volume: Cambridge University Press, Dietrich Reimer, Karl Alber, 
LIT and Walter de Gruyter, and to the editors of Annals of the Institute of Cul- 
tural Studies (B. Adediran), History in Africa (D. Henige), Journal of African His- 

tory (G. M. Austin), Paideuma (K.-H. Kohl, Frobenius-Institut) and Saeculum 

(J. Martin). Two articles were reset (II, HD. 

My special thanks go to my friend Paul Igbeneghu from Iraokhor-Fugar near 
Auchi for the many years of excellent companionship, assistance and advice in 

practical and often quite decisive matters of field-research, to the cartographer 

Thomas Bartsch, Heidesheim/Rhein, for his tireless, good-humoured and skill- 

ful preparation of the maps and graphics, to Kirk Arden Hoppe and Biodun 

Adediran for their cogent and unfailing English corrections and discussions of 

historical matters and to Katrin Mitzinger for her efficient proof-reading and her 

tireless contribution to the preparation of the index, Further valuable corrections 

were suggested by Elizabeth Palcic. My thanks go also to the editor and his assis- 

tant Martina Fath for their effective and cordial collaboration. 
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AL-QASABA ET D'AUTRES VILLES DE LA ROUTE CENTRALE 
DU SAHARA* 

DIERK LANGE** et SILVIO BERTHOUD 

La route centrale du Sahara, entre le Fezzan et la région du lac Tchad, est sans 
doute l'une des plus anciennes voies commerciales connues. Deux groupes d 
situés au nord et au sud d'un massif montagneux en ont fait un lieu de passage 
privilégié entre la cote méditerranéenne et les pays du Soudan. Des conditions 
aussi favorables ne se retrouvent que dans la vallée du Nil, à l'est, et, dans une 
moindre mesure, en Afrique de l'ouest entre la boucle du Niger et le Maghreb. 

Les conditions naturelles propres à la voie centrale du Sahara ont fait que son 
tracé est resté quasiment invariable depuis l'apparition du chameau jusqu'à 
l'époque coloniale. Au sud, cette continuité était renforcée par la présence, 
éventuellement depuis la fin du VI° siècle, d'un royaume faisant preuve, lui 
aussi, d'une étonnante stabilité à travers le temps. Au nord, du littoral maghrebin 
jusqu'en Egypte, se faisait sentir un appel économique constant. La nature de la 
route et la stabilité des rapports économiques des partenaires en présence a pu 
donner l'impression d'une permanence sans histoire. 

Les oasis trés étendues pouvaient favoriser l'installation de communautés de 
commerçants. Situé au centre de la voie commerciale, le Kawar exerçait une 
attraction considérable sur des commergants de différentes origines. Leur activité 
déterminait d'une facon sensible les formes prises par les échanges économiques. 
De plus, les puissances en possession des débouchés de la route devaient intervenir 
directement pour contróler cette artére unique lorsqu'ils en avaient les moyens. 

Ces différentes influences à travers le temps ont laissé de nombreuses traces 
archéologiques jalonnant la voie centrale du Sahara entre le Fezzan et le Kawar. 
Par rapport à l'étude de ces sites, les renseignements obtenus par les textes ne 
peuvent être plus qu'un substitut. Ce n'est qu'à partir d'une étude globale des 
différentes villes et fortifications, s'appuyant principalement sur l'archéologie, 
qu'une histoire nuancée de la route centrale du Sahara : 
inventaire succint des sites permettra, on l'espère, de fc 
pour des fouilles ultérieures. Face à la richesse de la doc 
encore totalement inexploitée, la deuxième partie de la p 
qu'ébaucher les lignes générales d'une eene 

oasis, 
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Al-Qasaba et d'autres villes de la row 5 
te centrale du Sahara 

I 

EAA llement déserte est située Cette ville actuellement déserte est située à 5 kilomètres au 
au sud du petit village de Lotey, en bor 

eus de la palmeraie du nord du Ed Elle PRU à égale distance des deux 
1/200.000 sous le signe conventionnel indiquant un «piton non roch 

II subsiste actuellement une butte de forme ellipsoidale longue Aeon 
at large de 300 mètres. Le terrain tout autour est rigoureusement at RE n 
meraie, contenant des petites dunes de sable, arrive au pied de la colline DO où la pal- 

articulier au sud-ouest, on peut voir. des traces d'implantation humaine Sardi plaine, en 
habitations) jusqu à 1200 mètres environ. Le point culminant est à 15 mètres a ou 
plaine, situé approximativement au centre des ruines. La surface de la butte est j ren tessons de poterie, de bijoux étrangers à la région et de tapis originaires te i = 
gue les traces de nombreuses habitations. Par endroits les Tuines sont totalement gius 
n'apparaissent que sous forme de monticules. Ailleurs, en particulier dans les zones ve 

ouest et nord, plusieurs murs de sel sont encore bien conservés. Au nord-est acne ae 
distinguer les restes d'une mosquée connue des habitants de la région. Ils signalent 
que le quartier nord, en contrebas, était réservé aux forgerons *t appellent dendal un vallon 
coupant la butte dans le quadrant nord-ouest, dans le sens sud-ouest nord-est et se diri E 

la mosquée. Ils prétendent aussi que Gezabi était un birni entouré d'une ser cie E 

tains croient savoir qu'il était percé de 7 portes, mais il n'en subsiste aucune trace actuellement. 

Les habitants, appelés Djelmana, se seraient battus contre les Tubus pendant 7 ans, 7 mois et 7 
jours avant d'étre vaincus. 

Les murs dans la partie méridionale ont en grande partie disparu car le matériau a probable- 
ment été réutilisé pour bâtir un village plus récent au sud-est, muni d'un gassar’. Il est actuelle- 
ment abandonné mais on trouve encore à Aney et à Emi Tchouma des personnes qui y sont 
nées. A l'époque de Barth (1859, II, 619) et de Nachtigal (1879, 1, 541) Gezabi était inhabitée, 
ce qui indique une réutilisation du site de brève durée à la fin du siècle dernier. Les informa- 
teurs indiquent qu'ils ont dû quitter Gezabi, chassés par les termites, pour se réinstaller au pied 
du piton d'Emi Tchouma et ce n'est que depuis l'arrivée des Francais qu'ils occupent le village. 
actuel, plus éloigné de la falaise. Ces navettes illustrent bien la mobilité de la population et les 
relations étroites qui existaient entre ces différents types d'habitat. te 

A 2 kilomètres à l'est-sud-est de Gezabi se trouve une petite construction en terre salée 
mélée de pierres, de 5 mètres sur 11 mètres appelée ankili. C'est là que l'on ent 
sultans Tomagra. Il existe un autre ankili à l'ouest de Dirkü, dont la fonction était 
(non visité). : : 

La première mention incontestable de Gezabi dans les 
akldris? au milieu du XII* siècle. Du nord au sud du 
successivement 5 villes portant toutes des noms propres, 
al-Qasaba*, «la citadelle». Or le site de Gezabi se tro 
nord de l'oasis et l'importance de la colline, tranchant nett 
Paysage aux alentours, suggère fortement que les restes dI 
vrent aucune butte naturelle, mais des couch x 
habitants du Kawar s'accordent à voir di 
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Les lieux de sépulture des rois sefuwa (Kanem. Bornu) d -Bornu 147 
usqu’a li i i 

dhroniqueurs jt squ'à la Premiere moitié du XIXe siècle quand l'évicti sefuwa interrompit la chaine des transmetteurs. oo Quand au milieu du e passé le voyageur Heinrich Barth séjour; B 

nis ue 
na au in 

se procurer deux mdp ar ainsi que des copies de l'importante ch ne Pion Furt Jont il sera question plus bas” Vingt ans plus tard Gustav Nachtigal aaye pee 
retrouver des manuserits anciens, mais on lui présenta seulement des id ie iowa 
bles à celles qu'on trouve encore aujourd'hui dans de nombreux vill: nk ee aes de toute la riche nomenclature géographique du Diwan, ces li Midi des rois, ainsi que l'indication de leur filiation paternelle 
signalent par de nombreuses ineaxtitudes® . D'autres docu 
mis au Jour au début de ce siècle par H. R. P. 

- Amputées 
Stes ne contiennent que les noms 

et la durée de leur rêgne: elles se 
ments à contenu historique ont été 

almer, mais ces écrits ne représentent le plus 
È e! des transcr: 
ae ee transcriptions de traditions orales de peu de valeur exécutées à la demande de 

le champs de is documentation portant sur l'histoire ancienne du Kanem/Bornii reste par 

conséquent jusqu'à nos jours confiné aux mémes limites étroites qu'à l'époque de Barth et il 

est trés peu probable que l'on découvre dans l'avenir d'autres manuscrits anciens à l'intérieur 
du Bornü. Mais si les tentatives entreprises pour augmenter le nombre des sources internes 

furent vouées à l'échec, rien n'aurait dà décourager les efforts entrepris pour la mise en valeur 

des sources disponibles. Or, dans ce domaine presque tout reste encore à faire. 

Trés significatif à cet égard est le peu d'attention accordée jusqu'à présent à la riche 

nomenclature géographique transmise dans le Diwan. En effet, les auteurs de cet ouvrage 

indiquent pour chacun des rois successifs son lieu de sépulture et ils mentionnent en outre 

quelques autres noms de lieux pour situer des événements importants. En tout on trouve dans 

le Diwan 51 noms géographiques différents concernant la période allant du X* au début du 

XIX* siècle. Trois de ces noms désignent des régions lointaines (Egypte, Fezzan [Zeila], Mali), 

cinq des régions du Sudan Central (Bagirmi, Bornü, Kagha, Känem, Kawar) et les 43 noms 

restants semblent désigner des villages — ou des agglomérations plus importantes — situés dans 

la région du lac Tchad (au sens large). J'ai moi-méme signalé que onze noms étaient identifia- 

bles du fait de leur mention dans d'autres sources? , mais seuls huit d'entre eux ont pu être 

localisés avec précision (Alaw, Birni Gazargamo, Dammasak, Dirkü, Kano, Lada, Ngala, Sig- 

gedim)’. La majeure partie de la nomenclature géographique du Diwün — 35 noms dont 33 

ont trait à des règnes antérieurs au XVII si&cle? — était done jusqu'à présent tout à fait 

inutilisable par les historiens et on ne pouvait méme pas étre assuré que ce type de données 

ait été préservé avec la méme fidélité que les indications sur les durées de régnes dont on sait 

qu'elles ont permis d'établir une chronologie très précise! 

4 Barth 1857 (UI): 16 

5 Nachtigal 1879 (10): 393-399. 1 x 

6 J'ai montré que les différentes listes dynastiques connues dépendent toutes d unc version 
ou d'une autre 

du Diwan (Lange 1977: 8-10) 
7 1928 (11) 7, 19, 26, 48, 50, 54, 66). 
8 Lange 1977: 66-82 (cf. en particulier Divin $8 4, 9, 17, 19, 25 PLE TEE 

9 Les trois villes dont l'existence nous ext at rmi par d'autres sources sont Dioni, Malin ct 

Zamtam (cf. Diwàn, trad, $$ 4, 17, 19, 21, 26, 29, 38, 49, ) = 

10 La plupart des rois sefuwa appartenant aw XVHE, au XVII et au début du € eire 

enterrés à Birni Gazargamo qui devint la capitale du Born sous ke règne de Ghadpdent 

1497), 
11 CE Lange 1977: 83-94. 
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L EVICTION DES SEFUWA DU KAN EM 
VAR : A : 21 

a Rec intérét que son lieu de sépulture, Zamtam. À 

no a 140 km à l'ouest du lac Tchad.” sie ONCE 

o ixclese 
du zr At trois siècles et demi plus tard, Ibn Furtü fai

t référei êmes 

9 ts, mais il ne peut s'appuyer que sur des traditions NES 

s de entourage du roi s'étaient opposés à la dene m ruction du 

Sa { al refusa ge OC let avis. 11 défit la chose ancienne et on di 

^ veut ouverte, ce qui était à 
l'intérieur s'envo

la, faisant appel 
it que 

quint. ts qui avaient le désir et l'ambition de posséder du pouvoir p 
ee 

puiss? effet, au temps de Dünama b. Dabalé eut lieu la guerre entr d lu prestige
. 

a guerre et les conflits internes entre jui et les Tub dr. et la tribu 

des at sept jours s 

'u dura sept ans, 

jes auteurs du Diwan, Ibn Furtü
 laisse entendre que

 Dünama, suite 

sacrilege, devait faire face à une oppos
ition interne. Mais ce

tte pu 

3 x adv ersaires sont désignés clairement:
 il s’agit en Yoocurrenc

e 

, Tubu auxquels s'étaient joints certains 
‘hommes puissants qui avaient 

et l'ambition de posséder du pouvoir et du prestige’. On peut 

» ces hommes étaient des dignitaires de V Etat séfuwa et il n'est 

e leur chef de fil
e fut précisément le fils du sultan auq

uel il est fait 

‘ilusi 
, Diwan. L alliance des ces ‘personnages as

soifiés de pouvoi
r” 

~ les Tubu devait constituer une menace très sérieuse pour les Sēfuwa, 

x fait penser que depuis le rapprochement 
entre les Sefuwa etles 

Tubu 

pas siecle, cette population semi-nomade vivait deja disséminée 

es régions du K
änem comme à l'époque d'Ibn 

Furtü (q 

paux alliés des Bulala).^
 On peut donc c

onsidérer 

Dibalami et les "Tubu se dé
roula dans la prov

ince 

s n est en droit de penser 
qu'il affectait pr

ofondément 

l'ensemble de la population 
sédentaire du ‘Kanem q

ui en raison de 

politique d'islamisation, 
était sans doute divisée 

en partisans et ad
versaires 

des Sefuwa 
Nous ne connaissons 

pas Tissue de 
la guerre civile, mais Y im

age 

tres sombre que les sources 
: 

musulman pourrait faire penser que Yall ‘ heit m 
le 

contraindre 
a s 

a 

interprétation 
des donnees 

pourrait expliq
u' 

t-il, pourquoi 
en 1257 le > 

Mais de là il serait 
trop ose 

car tou 

centrale des 

XIII siècle le Kanem échappa à la domin 
ri is 

i 

iurant le regne 

plusieurs indications 
montrant que les trou

bles d 
—— 

S 

Dünama Dibalàmi n'avaient pas sérieusement. 
| ranlé amy, 

USERS E 
n : rni par la fondation 

l'Empire des Sēfuwa. Un prets es erii virent 640
 H (1242) 

kad 

de la madrasa lbn Rashiq, réalis
ée Pur u Kanem. Un indice 

pour le bénéfice des wie originaire? vicit 
Born): textes écrits 

s 

act D; Lange, ‘ Les lieux de sépulture des FE 

et traditions orales”, Paideuma, 25 (979), uu 
ua 

3 

ar. Ree as Einen, Tea FORA
 

m K, ghazawat 
Kanim, fols- iie "E à 

? Op. cit. reset nh renseign
é sUr Vs situation EE

 

les Tubu aux abords du vynil d'Egypte’ C^ 

lac ‘Tchad’, 165; tt. 169 €t note p. 180 

" Cf. al Umari, 
Masålik al 

Khitat, 6d. G. Wie
t (Cairo, between 1

91 
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intérêt que SO! ie é 
vec in qui son lieu de sépulture, Zam 

140 E l'ouest du lac Tchad m tam, se trouve au cent 

ecles et demi 
à 
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que sur des traditions crates, D' les. D'après 

s de l'entoura 
e ET 

ge du roi s'étaient opposés à la d 
estruction di lu 

nt trois si 
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efusa de suivre le 1 j 

a ce qui était ex avis. 11 défit la chose ancie z 

à a jui zo intérieur s'envola, faisat mne et on dit que 
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effet, au temps de Dünama 
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et les Tubu dura sept ans, 

anama] r 
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u Diwan, Ibn Furtü laisse entendre que Dünama suit 
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jae À une opposition T 
D 

signés clairement: il s'agit en l'occur £s 
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rtains ‘hommes puissants qui avaient 

es auteur
s d 

son ac adversaires 
$ 

"étaient joints ce 

ambitio taires de l'État sefuwa et il n'est 
mmes étaient des digni 

ef de file fut précisément le fils du sultan auquel i
l est fait 

Diwan. L'alliance des ces ‘ personnages assoifi
és di ar’ 

s ait constituer une menace très sérieuse pour TERE 

car tout fait penser que 
depuis le rapprochement 

entre les Sifuwa 
et les Tubu 

» 4 siecle, cette population semi-
nomade vivait deja dissémi

née 

differentes ré
gions du Känem co

mme alépoque
 d'Ibn Furtü ( 

x alliés des Bulala).
 On peut donc co

nsidé: 

les Tubu seront les princip
au 

entre Dunam
a Dibalami et les Tubu se dé

roul: 

t a et on est en droit de pen
ser qu v 

ble de la population 
sédentaire 

à i 

d'islamisation
, était sans doute divisée en partisans et adv

ersaires 
E 

sfuwa. Nous ne connaissons pas l'issue de la guerre civile, mais l'image 
4 

bre que les sources internes 
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réformateur
 

} 

an pourrait faire penser que l'alliance 

à se replier vers la fin de son regne au 

n des données
 pourrait exp

liquer sans 
de difficultés, 

til, pourquot
 en 1257 le roi 

è 
du Kanem regna 

Mais de là il serai
t trop osé de concl

ure que 

XIII siecle le Kanem échappè 
à 

rant que les
 troubles su

rvenus 

érieusement 
ébranlé la puissance 

jon au Caire 

ser quc
 ces hor 

as exclu
 que leur ch 

allusion 
dans le 

avec les Tub
u dev 

interprétatio
 

à la dominatio
n 

auons m
ont 

plusieurs indic 

Dünama Dibalämi n'avaient pas se 

l'Empire des Séfuwa. 
Un premier in

dice est fourni par
 la fondation 

de la madrasa 
Von Rashiq, ré

alisée dans Jes 
anne sien 640

 UA 

des étudiants 9 iginaires dU Un indice 

vine Boi:
 west en 

pour le bénéfice 

u Cf. D. Lange, Las lieu de sépultui 

et traditions orales", Paideuma, ?$ (1979) 

E K. ghazawat 
fi Kanim, fols. ragag V 

PES 

Op. cit. Moins bien gm sur Ya situation 
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Jes Tubu aux abords du x 
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n sédentaire du Kanem qui, en raison de là 

e divisée en partisans et adversaires 
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meen effet, 
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C Tubu auxqu 
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des auteur
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principaux 

à 

l'ensemble 
de la populatio 

jon, était sans douti 

politique d’islamisat
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des Sefuwa-
 Nous ne connaiss

ons pas Vi 

s internes 

sombre que les source 

pourrait faire penser que l'alliance de 
è au Borna. Une 

plier vers la fin de son 

urrait expliq
uer sans tro

p 

gna (en fait?) Sur 
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musulman 

contraindre
 à se re 

interprétatio
n des données
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til, pourquo
! en 1257 le roi du Ka
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région plus méridio: é I nale ai éri z 

de la vie sédentaire se P s aga Sefue tere pes 
pees du Kanem aussi sur les frontieres méridi a 

oe F : alors qu'au début du XIII" siè éridionales et 

était encore alimenté par les eaux du lac Tchad a ee je eral Ghazal 

lac au-dessous d'un certai i SOC CES EA Ed 
e cde l'e T an Seuil semble avoir conduit au XIV* SED E 

assèch: nsemble de la vallée.‘ ges 

de la Komadugu Ea See ut M ae au Bornü le débit 

E x : onstant 

pe de pratiquer une agriculture intensive.** En rai : poses Le 

le vie plus propices au Bornu, certains groupes de culti EE Sons 

(ou plus généralement: des locuteurs de langues PAN Manu phones 

doute émigré trés tót en direction de l'ouest. Mais é ariennes) ont sans 

groupes de locuteurs de langues actes a eut qap der 
Re enr déjà a = és collectivement 1 

Soo t dé 
i ds 

SR pu da maleur terres, ce mouvement migratoire, pré 

céd: ēfuwa dans cette région, n’a vraise! ; 
» * 

mi 

— prendre des dimensions considérables.5? ; Ne Oe 

cause principale de l’enracin éfuw: ü doi 
Ee ail ET de ement des Séfuwa au Bornü doit donc étre 

í ailleurs. était sans doute beaucoup plus conforme à la nature 

aristocratique et guerrière de l'état sefuwa d'étendre sa domination sur des 

communautés diverses — qui, par leurs activités agricoles, ou artisanales et 

commerciales, avaient pu atteindre un certain degré de prospérité — que de 

limiter son emprise à l'ensemble relativement homogène des groupes 

kanuriphones. Or, on admet 
en général que ce n'est qu'à partir du XIV* siecle 

que certaines communautés hau
sa commencérent à devenir des foyers actifs 

du commerce interrégional. Mais le silence des sources externes n'est pas une 

raison suffisante pour exclure un développement plus ancien de certaines 

villes hausa. Quand al-Ma
qrizi, au début du XV: siecle, note qu'après la perte 

es effectuées par J. Maley, le niveau de + 286 m., 

#5 D'après les analyses polliniqu 

permettant Je déversement des eaux du lac Tchad, ne semble avoir été atteint que durant 

le ier millénaire de notre ère et, de nouveau, durant le XVI* siècle. En revanche, au 

eaux du lac Tchad n'auraient atteint, d'apres cet auteur, qu'un niveau 

XIII: siècle les 

moyen (cf. ‘Les variations du lac Tchad depuis un millénaire’. Palaeoecology of Africa, 

is de douter de la validité de ces résultats pour cc qui est de 

1x, 1976, 44-7). Il est permi 

la premiere moitié 
du XIII" siècle car Ibn Said précise, sur la base du témoignag

e oculaire 

du voyageur Ibn Fatima, que le roi du Kanem possédait dans la localité de Nayy, située 

au bord du ‘Nil d'Egypte’ (= le Babr al-Ghazal), ‘une promenade ct un bateau de 

plaisance’, ce qui montre que le Bahr al-Ghazal 
devait à cette époque étre rempli d'eau 

(cf. Lange, “La région du lac Tchad’, 164; tr. 168). 

“æ [apres le témoignage d'Ibn Fatima, la région de Djadja 
- correspondant sans doute 

était particuliere
ment luxuriante 

(cf. Lange, ‘La région 

du Jac Tchad’, 163; tr- 167; v.a. 17475). 
ü qu'un 

s situés entre Zimbam 

2 dea iu
ra sani Gana et de la Kornadugu Yobe, étaient, 

moitié du XVI: 
siecle, encore habités par des Soo (Ghaf

ata) (K : 

fols. 11-28; tr. J. Redhouse 
dans J. Roy. Asiat. Soe. 

sur le terrain en 
vue de la rééditio

n du K. Barnü, 

Soo étaient situés à une n
 de pia de r

e 

" ancienne capitale du Bornü fondée sous © regne 

itg on su
it grice aux fouilles de G. Connah q

ue + 

distance de 21 
km du lac Tchad

, était du IX" au XV site 

autochtones “Recent contri
bution to Bornu chronology": W^ 

) L'importanc
e de cette localité peut êt

re déduite 
ir 

k Yobe (car ‘komadug
u Yo-be' = en kanuri: 

d nombre de village: 

s 
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anem, douze autres royaumes restaient soumis au Bornū, ce nombre 

‘ncluait certainement plusieurs cités-états hausa.** Rien REES de penser 

mk 2. la deuxième moitié du XIII" siècle les rois Sefuwa chevehuient a 

Fendre [DIG vers l'ouest afin de pouvoir contróler 
et exploiter à leur 

propre bénéfice es c foyers d'activité commerciale. Au Bornü ils 

étaient évidemment beaucoup mieux placés pour faire sentir leur poids 

e qu'au Kanem. Mais leur éloignement du Kanem devait 

politique
 et militai

r 
5 e 

d 
P on tour conduire à des pertes que seuls les gains sur leur frontiere 

à Sidentale pouvaient faire compenser. 

o 

SUMMARY 

Gefuwa dynasty seized power in Kanem around 1075, but it was only in the 

beginning of the thirteenth century that the rulers of Kanem were able to extend 

their authority over Bornü. Prior to this move small groups of Saharan 

had already established themselves among the Chadic speakers of the 

dugu Yobe valley. Towards the end of the reign of Dünama Dibalami (c- 

48) the court of the Sefuwa itself was shifted to Bornü, mainly as a result of 

bances in Kanem. Indeed, according to oral traditions of the sixteenth 

the Tubu, in alliance with certain members of the Sefuwa aristocracy, 

or rebellion against the central government, apparently attempting to 

of Islamic principles of government by Dünama 

"Towards the end of the thirteenth century powerful rulers were again 

blish the authority of the Sefuwa on firm grounds: in the east, even on 

f Kanem, they brought the situation under strict control and in the 

The 

Koma 

12107 

distur 
century» 

staged a ma) 

resist the strict application 

Dibalam! 

able to esta 

the fringes 9 

west they extended — or confirmed — the political influence 

over the focal points of interregional trade which began to rise in Hausaland. Thus 

f the Sefuwa Empire in spite of the fact th
at 

Bornü became 
the central province o 

d to reside temporarily in the old capital of Djimi situated 

several kings continue 

in Kanem This major shift of their territorial basis affected the position of 

heir original homel
ands. Written sources from the end

 of the fourteenth 

w that the increasing involvement of the Séfuwa in Born’: and its 

er states must have changed their attitude towards the people living à 

Chad: after having acquired the character of an auf 

of Känem - in spite of their foreign ongin — 

became an alien power in this major Sudanic state, even v 

Känem and Bornü were closely related. Furthermore, the rise of à 

in the area of Lake Fitri the rule of the Bulala
 became 

he Séfuwa in theit original ho
me 

aristocracy 

which must have been of Kanembu origin à e 

dentary population of Kä
nem. When finally during the

 reign 

1382-7), the n we 

m, this territori 

tent that has formerly been supposed, since 

ed by earlier gai
ns in the west. 

Séfuwa int 

century sho 

western bord 

east of Lake 

national) dynasty 

gressively 

people of 

powerful kingdom
 

a serious threat to t 

of the Bulala state 

i connected with the se 

| of ‘Umar b, Idris (c. 

| their forces from Kane’ 

of the Empire to the ex 

cast were largely compensat 

€ CE supra, n. St 
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Map. 1. Le Borno au début du regne d'Idris Alauma. 

D Fitri 

DIGNITAIRES BORNOANS DU xvyj* 

` 
SIECLE 

n'y ê qu'un auteur dont les renseignements sur le: d 

sque des Sayfuwa revêtent un caractère strictement s 
Coi 

179 

p. Furtü. Cet auteur bornoan composa deux 
ouvr 

ignitaires titrés de 

yep 
intemporain ; |’ ima; 

AC leg expéditions du Borno’) 5 ages, le K. gh, in 

,ü (les EXPE ; en 1576* et le K ghazawát 

Ber" vi cions du Kanem') en 1578. Dans c - Bhazawat Kanim (‘es 

éditions gue 
e 

P eS ouvrage: Zr 

rrieres entreprises par Mai Idris PE À fit le récit des 

durant les quatorze premieres années di 1564-96) et par ses 

grain Bien que leur sujet soit la guerre, les deux ouvrag, 
so 

4 officiers lu règne de ce grand 

ux renseignernents
 à partir desquels on peut faire a contienne

nt a 

EE interne du royaume en temps de paix les déductions sur 

organis: 

: 

i Manif
estemen

 

officier Super! ir ou subalterne n'est en effet mentionné sans que son nom ne 
; titr -édé d'u 2 

c 

t l'auteur attachait une gra: i nde importa; i nce aux titres: aui : aucun 

L'imäm Ahmad est amené ainsi à faire menti 
E 

n 

titres au total et il cite un nombre encore plus élevé de titulaires. Man, de 37 

est plus important, l'information qu'il donne sur les différents officiers tress 

: 

tres a 

propos de leurs actions militaires sont suffisamment détaillées pour que |’ ie Lon. 

puisse en déduire des renseignements sur leur position hiérarchique et parfois 

jussi SUT les spécificités de leurs fonctions. Confrontés aux indications fournies 

par Nachtigal, 
d'un cóté, et aux observations faites par des anthropologues 

= -s voisins du Bo EL i 1 EM des royaumes * s u orno, de Vautre, les informations contenues 

rages d'Ibn Furtü permettent d'aboutir à une description assez 

jetaillee de l’organisation politique bornoane au XVI* siecle.” 

deta 5 
d 

Dans le présente € 

dans les oU 

tude on traitera de trois dignités dont la signification avait 

jusqu'à present 
échappé aux chercheurs, car lmám Ahmad cite les titres 

correspondants en arabe: al-tc azir al-kabir (‘le grand vizir’), al-rà'id al-kabir 

*) et hájib ( chambellan’). En fait, ces titres devaient être 

portés par des hommes placés a des niveaux très élevés de l'échelle hiérarchique 

car Mai ldris charge les titulaires en question des 

missions militaires de la pl us grande importance. Et pourtant, contrairement 

à la plupart des titres mentionnés par Ibn Furtü sous leur forme kanuri, la 

tradition bornoane n'en rvé aucune trace. Les titres arabes n'ont pas 

non plus survecu au Damagaram ni au Fitri, deux royaumes dont l'organisation 

politique dérive manifesteme 

plus trace ni à 

cle grand pionnier 

des officiers bornoans 

a cons 

nt de celle des Sayfuwa;" on n'en trouve pas non 

Daura ni à Logone Birni, également tres influencés par la 

s Cf. Lange, À Sudame Chronicle 

according to the Account of Ahmad 

Geographical Ga 

K. Barmi 

© Cf H. R. Palmer (éd.) Ta'rikh May Idris wa 

trad. J. W. Redhouse, Journal of the events which occurred during 
seven ENS 

in the land of Känim', Journ. of the Roy. Asane Soc, 19 (1862), 437123- Plus 

K. ghazawat Känim sera cité comme K. Karun. 
: ode 

* A titre d'exception on notera la mention d'un esclave du rot — Dubb 

(Dent de Yours’) dont on ne sait si en fait il portait un titre Où non. Ct. Furtà, 

K. Barmi, in Lange, Sudanie Chronicle, 1%, $13 x 
> 

lignes se propose de présenter ultérieurement un tr
avail plus étendu 

the Barno Expeditions of Idris Alauma (1564-1575) 

b. Furpo Arabic Text, English Translation and 

setteer (Stuttgart, 1987) Pius loin te K. ghazat Bars sera
 cité comme 

-ghazawétis (Kano, 1932), pp- 527129; 

* L'auteur de ces 
sur ce sujet n sultenat 

* Sur le sultanat du Damagaram (Zinder), Yo umet. irn GA M" diede Niger), 

de Zinder au XLX* siècle (Niamey, 1971), et A. Dun LT Univ de California Los 

1812-1906; the History of a Central Sudanic Kingdom’ (PRD: Notes sur les Bilala 

Angeles, 1970). Sur le sultanat bulala du Fitri, voit F. M 

du Fitri’, Cah. ORSTOM, V, 4 (1968), 39 69. 
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Rap: aghast E ou kizlar Tease 

ma eunuque.” T ua
 officier du palais") touj 

compare la charge du IS lfs, dans la deuxième REEL détenue par 

Saad avait disparu au ee à celle du kizlar agha,” ise siècle 

$s x o, comme d" t ion spéci Š 

5 notera qu'il $ : e d'autre part D Pécifique 

E aaa existait par ailleurs des Cika; aussi celle du waziy 

gés de garder les portes de ma d'un rang inférieur iu 

Apparemment I E la vill iss 
bn Furtü se sert du titre arabe de hajib eh lU. Gazargamo,** 

x uhgner que Saka 
était un dignitaire d e haut ran, A 

respon , g employé a : 

I ed Tid des portes de la capitale a palais et non pas un officier 

le cette anal 5: 

Dans la ch a lyse est confirmée , ^ 

efferie du Munio iste; par l'enquéte anth. Y 
subsiste jusqu'à nos j nthropologique 

s jours l'office d'un Ci s 
ikama 
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ganisation politique bornoane. En plus, il faut s'assurer dans 

apparente similitude quant au rang ou la fonction d'une 

dignité ou d'une autre institution politique correspond réellement à une 

stabilité institutionnelle et non pas à un effet du hasard. Ce n'est qu'en prenant 

de grandes précautions dans le maniement des sources non contemporaines 

qu'on peut espérer aboutir à une reconstitution de l'organisation politique du 

Borno à l'époque médiévale, ce qui permettra de dépasser l'histoire politique 

dans laquelle nous enferment les textes. Ainsi certaines réalitiés sociales et 

nnelles pourront étre dégagées et intégrées dans l'histoire sans que 

institutio! 

lon ne soit dupe d'une chimere. 

généraux de l'or 
chaque cas que 

SUMMARY 

Little attention has until now been directed to the rich information on title-holders 

contained in the two chronicles of the imám Ahmad b. Furtü written in 1576 and 

1578 respectively. This neglect is partly due to the ve: 

imäm's writing 
he refers to the three 

officials by translating t itles into Arabic: the Digma 

-kabir", the great Jarma ‘al- 

In particular, 

heir Bornoan t 
raid al-kabir’, and the Cika 

ry confusing style of the 

highest ranking Bornoan 

is called 'al- 

ma ‘al-hajib’. Once 

that the political 
(pron.: cigàmà ou cima 

= ) dont le dé 

oval róle dans lequel nous ciem responsable des clefs du palai wazi 

chambellan’.®? Le titre de ae voir une survivance des tâches d’ te the meaning of these Arabic titles is decoded it appears 

apparemment pour un laps de t a également survécu à Zinder“? ce 
organisation of sixteenth century Borno owes very little to the Islamic model. 

au début du XX“ siècle à la di emps très court — cette dignité a été assimi 29 
Furthermore it becomes clear that the commander of the Bornoan corps of 

e à la dignité d'un wazir.™ 
assimilée 

musketeers was the great Jarma, an official of Ngizim origin, and not a Turkish 

military instructor as one may have suspected. 

However, since Ibn Furtü is mainly concerned with military activities, only a 

rt officials emerge from his account; 
three high-ranking cou 

ferred from the information provi 

d from more recent anthropological a 

uwa state fell to pieces in 

ded by nineteenth-cen
tury 

counts. In Borno the 

the first half of the 

few functions of the 

others have to be in 

European travellers an 

On a vu que l’exégèse des écrits n rt ver le voile jeté I d d'Ibn Furtü permet de soulever | 

par la terminologie arabe sur les noms kanuri de certains titres sayfuwa. La 

méme méthodi ^ DEA TER 

occupé par nl d'aboutir à des indications précises quant au r 

á es et elle fournit des indice: éci end 
n 

fonctions. D'autres aspects de l'o: B LES GOAT ee leurs 
political organisation of the Sayf 

XVI: siècle, tel que le statut social SERR politique de l'Etat sayfuwa au i nineteenth century, when al-Amin al-Künerni and his successors built up 2 new 

structure gouvernementale 
E grands officiers et le

ur insertion dans la 
system of administration This progressively supplanted the old system, which 

(ER des , peuvent etre déduits à partir des renseignements 
was based on a great number of court titles and attendant. offices. Important 

par voyageurs du XIX* siecle et de l'étude comparative de: 
elements of the political organisation of the Sayfuwa survive until the present day 

ae 
in some former vassal states of Borne which became independent in the course of 

ry or earlier. 
the nineteenth centu 

sott tions effectuée aupres des royaumes vassaux des Sayfuwa. A cet égard 

cependa nt souligner que des extrapolations à partir de ce qu'on connait 

des périodes récentes ne peuvent toucher qu'à des aspects relativement 
Bü 
| B 

: 77 Bien que le term ‘abd (‘esclave’) puisse s'appliquer à la limite aussi à un khast 

(‘eunuque’) - terme qu Ibn Furtü n'emploie jamai
s — l'existence de la dignité eunuque de 

Furoma et, probablement aussi, ‘celle de Mestrema semblent exclure que le Cikama était 

un eunuque. 
% Cf. Mantran, ' Kapidji'; Inalcik, ‘Kaps aghasi'; Bosworth, ‘Kiz’, Enc. de l'Islam, 

# Rohlís, Quer durch Afrika, 1, 3- La comparaison avec le ki
zlar agha ne lui a 

saggérée au Borno car el
le ne figure pas dans Reise d

urch Nord- 

e / s Cf. Koelle, African Native Literature, 420. 

© # [bn Furtü mentionne deux officiers portant le titre de Cikama qui étaient ap
parem- 

. ment des gardiens des poner "dc la ville: Cikama Bumu (K. Barnd, n, $6) et Cikama 
i 
: 

“3 Cf, Salifou, Damagaram, 
127: 

était aussi appelé Waziri 
(cf. 

le Cikama 

1938 ' in Archives LR.
S.H., n. 18, p. 5). u3 
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toa ier Tchad avaient cessé depuis cn A a ants des Sayfuwa. Dur. la Wende je opa “aie ee Sr à prendre parti pour l'un SOR RS ; z. nitive, ce ne fut donc Pas l'hostilité p] uu a maison royale qui rendit le Pays du Tchad AG M ement d'une administration ce e : la population autochtone aux 

ujets loyaux et luttes dynastiques, ils avai des candidats en pr 
des Sao à l'égard de 
le bon fonctionn 

aient 
appliquer 

Dt certes en ans cette derniere région le ations autochtones du Status 10N intégrée et partiellement a et la ‘loyauté’ des Sao-Gafata le degré d'intégration à la société kanuri de deux t parfaitement hétérogènes : 

nuisible 1 ntrale, mais la partici id 
iB : s Pation de dans le Pays nouvellement lente dels Komadmen tee ae contre, D neue façade sans failles. Quand ils Mite en dr ic nouvel ensemble de Populations, ils le fire pensant aux ‘Sao’ de la plaine du "Tchad, mais d processus d'assimilation avait fait passer les popul d'une ‘population protégée’ à celui d'une populat hostile. En somme, 1" hostilité’ des Sao-Tatal 

reflétent en proportion inverse 
ensembles ethniques au dépari 

SUMMARY 

The identity of the Sao to the south of Lake Chad has 
the efforts of archaeologists, ethnographers and historians. To solve the proble " grap p m, 
it is necessary to look at the historical circumstances in which they passed into 
legend as the ancestors of the present occupants of the region, namely the creation 
of the empire of Borno to the west and south of the lake in place of Kanem to the 
north-east. The conflicts involved in this creation lasted from the beginning of the 
thirteenth to the seventeenth century, and produced the main historical references 
to the Sao apart from oral tradition, always as enemies of the new rulers among the 

native population. The first applies to the fourteenth century, but all the others are 
from the contemporary record of the campaigns of Mai Idris Alauma by Ibn Furtü 
in the sixteenth century, where we learn of the Sao-Gafata in the neighbourhood 

of the Bornoan capital Gazargamo, and of the Sao- Tatala on the flood-plain south- 

rest of the lake. Elsewhere on the flood-plain, the various peoples are referred to 

e x 5: N Mak Kotoko. It seems probable that by recognisably modern names: Ngoma, Makari, : bre ee 

in ü we find the last use of a term whic in the work of Ibn Furtü we h d RÉ Lo Le 

Kanembu had originally used to describe all the inhabitants of their new we 

lomini hen employed as an adjective for each particular population, un m 

I k es f j Sao-Gafata and Sao- Tatala it was abandoned except as the 
the suppression of the 5ao- Sa Enrop alike. Tha 

name ople ancestral to Kanuri an OUPS. ie 

cre etapa iin f the term itself is that it meant ‘city or city 
most probable explanation of f the walled villages or towns of the food- 

sellers", describing the inhabitants of the Aere c Romo at dia 

pure; i rs the Sayfuwa rulers o 
plain as perceived by their conquero: y 

outset of their imperial adventure. 
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y evidence pertaining to the medieval history of the region of Lake Chad 
orar Y S 

[he contemp! bundant. Nevertheless it is insufficient to derive from it a clear picture with 

is relatively ae A basis of the Kanem-Borno empire Situated on the crossroads of 

respec! bs i the Nile valley and North Africa, Kanem-Borno was the major state E 

nflucnces TOP rod HORE the medieval period. Its domination extended in the cue e 
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account of these events a word of caution should be voiced: our main 

all centre on the two successive ruling dynasties of Kanem- 

sources of later periods have a. 

Before giving an 

sources, internal and external, 

Borno. Therefore it must be recognized that the official 

strong bias 1n favour of Kanem, the homeland of the Sayfuwa, but completely disregard 

Hausaland.? Further, it should be noted that the royal chronicle of the Sayfuwa, the Diwan, 

any geographical information since it focuses entirely on events of dynastic 

This again applies only to the main ruling house and not to any dynastic 

e main political 
at times as powerful opponents to thi 

e of the Duguwa in the history of 

ONHOS8 
gives hardly : 

significance 

offsplits, although the latter emerged 

forces. In particular the Diwan carefully conceals the rol 

Kanem-Borno 

epa 

sdnoib 2uqi3 
saxuwoi | sari 

|. The Rise of the Sayfuwa 

First we are concerned with the overthrow of the Duguwa - or Zaghawa as they are called 

in the external sources - by the Sayfuwa. As far as we know this event occurred shortly 

before the Almoravid-inspired take-over in Ghana." Most scholars seem now to be 

convinced that such a dynastic change did in fact take place in the Chad region and that the 

met in Borno during the nineteenth century, 
a, whom the first European travellers 

nasty to have ruled over the Central Sudan in spite of their vehement 

instead of trying to convince the stragglers - it would now 

appear to 
ope of the political change involved. The 

available evidence as such is certainly not sufficient to find any straightforward answer to 

this question. Hence it will be suggested herc that a better understanding of the process of 

ethnogenesis through dynasuc groups will throw new light on this particular event - as also 

and that it will allow us to get a better grasp of certain characteristics of the 

West-African state than would be possible through the narrow reliance on the 

UBPNS (211027 au jo sdnojd NUY RAMPU 9 

RADNI uos 

M 

Sayfuw: 

were not the first dy 

aims to such Therefore cl 
be more important to determine the sc 

on others 

medieval 

available texts 

In the first pl 

in general to the great Chadic kin 

under the tribal name Zaghäwa. Only al-Y 

by providing the important information that the 

al similitude that the name Za 
would appear on the basis of structur 

connected with the dynastic name Duguwa. which the authors of the Diwan applied in an 

early rulers of Kanem Therefore, if the name Zaghäwa 1s collectively 

the Kanem kingdom since the early ninth - or perhaps the 

o imply that Dugu, the eponymous founder of the 

od. An early date forthe foundatio
n of Kanem 

early Arab geographers and historians refer 

orial name Kanem, but only 

ry, links the two notions 

ace it should be noted that the 

ngdom not under the territi 

a'qübi, in the ninth centu 

Zaghawa were living in Kanem® Now, it 

ghäwa is actually 

Arabic form to the 

applied to the inhabitants of 

carly eighth’ - century this would seem t 

kingdom, must belong to à much earlier peri 

3 Diwän, 1977; Ibn Furtü, 1987. 

4 Lange, 1977: 98-1125 id, 1993 
5 Lange, 1977: 95-129; Zeltner, 1980 38-45; Cuog, 

authors are reluctant to accept the idea that Hummay was the founder of a new dynasty { 

123; Barkindo, 1984: 238; Nur Alkali, 1987: $57) 

6 K. al-ta'rikh part, transl. in: Hopkins and Levtzion, 1981:21 

+ Wahb b. Munabbih in: tbn Qutayga, K. al-ma'srif part. transl. ux Hopkins and Levtzion, 1981: 15 

3-46 b (forthcoming) 
1934: 236-243; Hallam, 1937: 3 

Lavern, 198 

INHIOva 

139 
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he seventh century expedition of the A
rab conqueror 

s Indeed, this expedition to an area far away from the 

if the way had been paved
 by earlier trade links 

n? The kingdom of Kanem, the emergence 

-Saharan trade, may therefore have been 

would appear to be consistent with t 

*Ugbà b. Nàff to Fezznà and Kawār.
 ‘I 

Mediterranean world can best be explained 

between the region of Lake 
Chad and the nort 

of which was partly a consequence of trans 

i 
d 

unded earlier than was hitherto supposed. | ) i - 

È From the twelfth century onwards Arab writers no longer use the name Zaghāwa with 

respect to the Central Sudan.
 Instead they continua

lly employ the üpuuehi mo E
 the 

name Zaghawa is applied to a tribal group living 1n the area Detween Ian co
ton 

What had happened? It can be shown that the reason for this geographical and semantic 

shift was the occurrence of dynastic disturbanc
es in the course nahn

 the Duguwa were 

replaced by the Sayfuwa who claimed to descend from the Y Quinte hero Sayf b. Dhi 

Yazan. According to the internal evidence
 provided by the Diwan

 the fall of the Duguwa 

took place around the year 1068, i.e shortly before the dynastic change in G
hana. 10 Andin 

fact, apart from this synchronism there are several other reasons, in particular the Berber 

origin of Hummay, the founder of the Sayfu
wa dynasty, which lead on to suppose that the 

dynastic change in Kanem is linked to the religious and political turmoil created by the 

Almoravids in the western Sahara and Sudan 11 An external account from 1067-8 gives 

some support to the idea that therc was an important opposition force in Kanem with 

foreign links since 1t notes the presence of descendants of ihe Umayyads among the 

inhabitants of Kanem. These "Umayyads' would appear to have been supporters of 

Hummay (1068-1080).!” 

Considering the elements pre 

corresponded to a major political up 

assumed power in Kanem.'* 

The following arguments can be brought forward in favour of such a thesis: first, the 

disappearance of the name Zaghawa from the external record as a consequence of the 

dynastic change; second, the survival of the Duguwa in Kanem in the form of a subservient 

caste of blacksmiths and elsewhere as minor rulers (Dukawa, Wasangari); third, the 

simultaneity with the Almoravid-inspi
red activities in Ghana and Gaogao. These different 

elements would, at first sight, seem to suggest that the local Duguwa were defeated by 

foreign Berbers. 

In fact, it can be shown that the conquest theory is in this case based on false assump 

tions and that actually the rise of the Sayfuwa 
corresponded more to a rebellion staged by 

court officials than to a major ethnic upheaval. Indeed, it should be fully appreciated that 

none of the testimonies referring to the early history of the Sayfuwa points to a radical 

change of the political set-up of the state. It could, of course, be argued that the court 

sented so far it would seem that the dynastic change 

heaval in the course of which a group of Berbers 

8 Ibn "Abd al-Hakam, Futüh Misr, and al-Balädhuri, Futüh al-buldán, part. transl. in: Hopkins and 

Levizion, 1981: 12-13, 18. 

T a Berthoud, 1977: 19-22. 
Hummay and other Kanem-Borno Jers of the medieval period h 7 

D dues (Lange. 1977: 82-94) rulers of medieval period had previously been given 

g rae a 1985: siege c 1993b (forthcoming). 

-Bakri, Masálik al-absár, transl. in: Hopkins and Levizion, 198 164, 

13 Lange, 1971:95-112. r MUN 
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as Were eager to rewrite the dynastic history of Kanem i 
b iori : concerning the usurpation of power by the Sayfuwa wa Dg a 

0 rite a chronicle only one and a half centuries aft s discard 

al the break in the dynastic continuity - and Anh event with the main 
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priate to consider the mune incident in 

rebelled against the Sayfuwa. It is therefore appro) 

more detail. 
OR ; 

d by the Diwan the "cutting of the mune" 

Among the meagre information provide 
e 

emerges as an event of outstanding importance. From the phrasing used by the author it 

would appear that the object was considered by the people as being something sacred: 

certain Gayu b. 

*only God knew it”. The two events mentioned next - the war against a 

rinces - may be supposed to have been more or less direct 

Lafrad and the dispersal
 of the pi 

consequences of the destroying of the royal emblem. 18 pes ' 

Ibn Furtü, writing in 1578, refers to the mune incident in his concluding remarks at the 

He claims that Sultan 

end of his two volume account of the reign of Sultan Idris Alauma. 

Dunama was warned 
to open the mune since it had been handed down 

by the people not 

from the early rulers of Kane
m asa device to assure the victory of the Sayfuwa against their 

enemies. When, inspite of this warning, “he broke it open” the results were disastrous 

“Henceforth the great peop! 
dy for power and rank” 19 [bn 

le of the kingdom became gree! 

Furtü does not say who these powerful people were, but it is clear that he thought of them 

as members of the royal establishment. More
 specifically he asserts that the mune incident 

was responsible for the outbreak of a war between
 the Sayfuwa and the Tubu which lasted 

ars, seven months and seven days 

for the conventional time of "seven ye 
739 He is 

furthermore of the opinion that even the Bulala wars, which started more than a century 

he royal talisman - as Barth calls it - had not been 

later, could have been avoided if t 

opened?! Thus the opening - or destruction - of the mune caused a movement of 

widespread opposition among the great officiers of the state and it gavc rise to tribal 

disturbances. 

As for the actual shape of the mune Ibn Furtü is hardly more specific than the Diwan: 

bject from "ancient times" (asl qadim). Further- 
apart from being a “thing” it was also an ol 

more, he considers the mune as having been something which was "encased in wrappers 

and covered up" being thus concealed from the eyes of the spectators. When Sultan 

Dunama had opened it "the thing which was contained therein flew away"? 

It is not clear to what extent Ibn Furtü relies in his account on oral traditions. He 

explicitly compares the mm kina® and quotes on its behalf Arabic 
une with the qur'ánic sai 

lexicographers. These were in turn influenced by the jinn-like description given to the 

sakina by the exegists of the Qur'än.#* It appears from the lexicographical definitions that a 

certain amount of pagan demonology was thought by these scholars to be compatible with 

their Islamic faith.25 But surely, if the mune was a statue of the Egyptian god Amun, as is 

18 Diwan, 1977: § 17 

19 Ibn Furtü, K. ghazawat Kanim, ed. Palmer, 

20 Ibn Furtü, K. ghazawát Kanim, ed. Palmer, 1932: 99, 12 

21 Jbid., 128/transl. 122; Barth, 1857, Il; 584. 

22 Redhouse, 1862: 122. 

2 Tu 2s XLVIII, 4, 18, 26. 
ris, K. al-afrád, and al-Firüzäbädi, a/-Qámü: 

25 Cf B. Joe, “Sakina”, in: Houtsma et aL, 1913, VII: ie ore 

1932: 128; transl. Redhouse 1862: 92, 122 

B; transl. Redhouse, 1862: 92, 122. 
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án nor Ibn Furtü would have used the 
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fre main n it inherited through the filter of Meroe from Ancient Egypt?” 

Historians tend to see in the opening of the mune an important instance of the attempts 
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the Bulala opposition - which Ibn Furtü considers to have been a result 

ed - proved extremely detrimental to the Sayfuwa. 
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priate to consider the mune incident in 

rebelled against the Sayfuwa It is therefore appro 

more detail. 
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Among the meagre information provided by the Diw: c 

emerges as an event of outstanding importance. From the phrasing used by the author it 

would appear that the object was considered by the people as being something sacred: 

*only God knew it". The two events mentioned next — the war against a certain Gayu b. 

Lafrad and the dispersa
l of the princes - may be supposed to have been more or less direct 

consequences of the destroying of the royal emblem 18 : 

Ibn Furtü, writing in 1578, refers to the mune incident in his concluding remarks 
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end of his two volume acco
unt of the reign of Sultan Idris Alauma. He claims that Sultan 

Dunama was warned by the people not to open the mune since it had been handed down 

from the early rulers of Kanem asa device to assure the victory of the Sayfuwa 
against their 

enemies. When, inspite of this warning, "he broke it open” the results were disastrous: 
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“Henceforth the great people of the ki
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Furtü does not say who these powerful people were, but it is clear that he thought of them 

as members of the royal establishment. More
 specifically he asserts that the mune incident 

was responsible for the outbreak of a war betwee
n the Sayfuwa and the Tubu which lasted 

for the conventional time of "seven years, seven months and seven days”? He is 

furthermore of the opinion that even the Bulala wars, which started more than a century 

later, could have been avoided if the royal talisman - as Barth calls it - had not been 

opened.?! Thus the opening - or destruction - of the mune caused a movement of 

widespread opposition among the great officiers of the state and it gave rise to tribal 

disturbances. 

As for the actual shape of the mune Ibn Furtü is hardly more specific than the Diwan: 

apart from being a “thing” it was also an object from “ancient times" (as! gadim). Further- 

more, he considers the mune as having been something which was "encased in wrappers 

and covered up" being thus concealed from the eyes of the spectators. When Sultan 

Dunama had opened it “the thing which was contained therein flew away". 

It is not clear to what extent Ibn Furtü relies in his account on oral traditions. He 

explicitly compares the mune with the qur’anic sakina?? and quotes on its behalf Arabic 

lexicographers. These were in turn influenced by the jinn-like description given to the 

sakina by the exegists of the Qur'än.#* It appears from the lexicographical definitions that a 

certain amount of pagan demonology was thought by these scholars
 to be compatible with 

their Islamic faith.25 But surely, if the mune was a statue of the Egyptian god Amun, as is 
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18 Diwan, 1977: § 17 

19 Jon Forti, K. ghazawät Kanim, ed. Palmer, 1932: 128, transl. Redhouse 1862; 92, 122 

20 Ibn Furtü, K. ghazawat Kanim, ed. Palmer, 1932: 4 ; 
Fo oe Via eu M. 121; Bath, 1851 IL 584. 932: 99, 128; transl. Redhouse, 1862: 92, 122 

22 Redhouse, 1862: 122. 

23 Qur'an, il, 248; IX, 26, 40, XLVIII, 4, 18, 26. 
24 He quotes Ibn Faris, K. al-afrád, and al-Firüzábádi, al-Qámüs. 

25 Cf B. Joe, “Sakina”, in: Houtsma et aL, 1913, VII: 78. 
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a? It would appear that present-day traditions offer valuable 

for the answer to this question. Considering the dynastic lists of 

the Bulala we notice that in the earlier part they are nearly identical with those of the 

Sayfuwa.35 This may be par
tly due to the fact that some elements have been borrowed from 

the Sayfuwa lists in recent umes. Nevertheless it shows at least that the Bulala think of 

themselves as being close relatives of the Sayfuwa. Such a contention Is supported by the 

similarity existing betwee
n the titles used in the Bulala kingdom of Fitri and those of pre- 

Kanemi Borno. As for their language it should be noted that the Bulala speak at present 

the language of their Kuka subjects as well as Arabic?" but this does not preclude the 

possibility that they earlier spoke a Kanembu dialect 

Looking at the Bulala traditions of origin we find that they 

origin as thc Sayfuwa. This may have led Barth to suspect that Jil Shikoméni, the royal 

ancestor, was a son of Dunama Dibalemi.?5 A better explanatio
n for the close relationship 

between the Bulala and the Sayfuwa is offered by a Kanembu oral tradition recorded at the 

beginning of 
Landeroin. In Mao, the capital of Kanem, 

this century by the Colonial officer 

he was told by court offi 
Kanem before the arrival of 

icials that the Bulala were residing in 

the Sayfuwa from Yemen.? This tradition is consistent with an etymology proposed by 

Palmer according to whic! h the Bulala name is derived from Bulu, the penultimate of the 

pre-Islamic rulers of the Du; guwa.*? Whatever the origin of their name it can hardly be 

doubted that the Bulala were part of the Duguwa ruling elite. They may even have been 

priests of the Mune/Amun cult‘! The connection with the Duguwa is no longer known to 

the Bulala. This is, however, not surprising since after their last defeat at the hands of the 

Sayfuwa and their final expulsion from Kanem towards the end of the sixteenth century," 

a Sayfuwa origin must have appeared more attractive to them than the reference to a 

dynasty the name of which mainly survived in the Duguwa caste of low standing. The 

situation was different in the fourteenth century when the Bulala must have still prided 

themselves - as we will see later - on being 

Who were the Bulal 

supplementary elements 

claim the same Yemenite 

descendants of the Zaghawa. It is this early 

genealogical claim which would seem to establish most clearly that the present petty 
rulers 

of Fitri were indeed closely related to the first dynasty of Kanem.*? 

In the mid-thirteenth century the Bulala were forced to withdraw to the area of Lake 

Fitri where they subdued the Kuka. One century later, however, they rose against the 

35 Carbou, 1912: 302; Hagenbucher, 1968: 51. 

36 Hagenbucher, 1968: 54-56. 

37 Carbou, 1912: 293. 
38 Barth, 1857, Il: 586. 
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the language of their Kuka subjects as well as Arabic3?, but this does not preclude the 

possibility that they earlier spoke a Kanembu dialect 

Looking at the Bulala traditions of origin we find that they claim the same Yemenite 

origin as thc Sayfuwa. This may have led Barth to suspect that Jil Shikomeni, the royal 

ancestor, was a son of Dunama Dibalemi.?5 A better explanati
on for the close relationship 

between the Bulala and the Sayfuwa is offered by a Kanembu oral tradition recorded at thc 
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la were related to the Duguwa (Danoa) (1879, 

| | 
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E o had temporarily reestablished their rule over 

gay ants of Hummay to abandon their earlier central prov 

ent “i their enemies obliged them to be on their guards 

org” nem and the region beyond the Bahr al-Ghazal. Hen 
a c Bulala had originated from the area of | 

poll" sion thal th A 
the same at the beginning of the sixteenth centu; 

kingdom by ine name Gaoga, perhaps derived from its Kuk: 

developments in mind we may now interpret the mun A ae 

cs, among which the Bulala cthnogenesis was the re cd 
and foremost it would appear that Hummay and as mapu 

gayfe mere prepared to share the advantages of high office ires =e 
power oy, the coexistence of the two royal clans must have mea i Dema mek 
practica? wer remained intact and that a great number of Fn kn d ces were a K r 

guw jon m embers of both clans. Kingship itself was most likely open to the S: yfuw ayfuwa 

m They forced the 
S se ut frequent inroads 
Eo ering their power on 

n Furtü could have the 
ake Fitri. This Situation was 

z 
Ty when Leo Africanus called 

ular 
with these 

equenc sequ 
a, First 

wi F ^ 

US Duguwa, eae if up to a reign of Dunama Dibalemi only descendants of 

an led. Islam was widely accepted as the 7 
ay had ru y e creed of the new age, but und: 

Y 
J jer the 

À ult survived By destroying the mune Dunama Dibalemi obviously 
5 io abolish the remains of the old state religion of the Duguwa. Wc 

want timated the overall significance of the “pagan idol” for the Chadic state ed cid 

E. Tw difficult it would be to overcome the resistance of the pagan priests. bes 

no ide radical Duguwa, in particular the Bulala, rose against the Sayfuwa BNET 

ued.** In the end the internal enemies were vanquished, but it was only possible 

ack the support of the moderate Duguwa by making drastic 

nm: 
pur c Amun € 

the more
 

warfare e
nst 

for the Sayf
uwa to 

concessions aa 

win b 

[IL From Kanem to Borno 

Central Sudan is the withdrawal of the Sayfuwa 

16-1381). According to the Diwan the The third major event in the history of the 

from Kanem during the reign of ‘Umar b. Idris (13 

of government, to the Bula
la and 

Sayfuwa surrendered at this time Njmi, their ancient seat 

fled to Kagha *^ Since tis well-established that the Sayfuwa first ruled in Kanem and later
 

in Borno, historians were € er to find out under w hich circumstances the royal court was 

ed from the east of Lake Chad to the west. By turning the Kagha province of Bomo
 ag 

mov 

Tubu without losing à word ease
 nine 

ja must have 
hom the Bulala m

 
te 

292,22 88 
Diwa, 1977: § 13) heir 

ons the rebellion of the 

nobles, among W 

12:99, 128 trans Redhouse, 186. 

Jer of the eleventh century & 

44 Iba Furtü candidly only mente 

which certainly consisted of Duguwa 

Furtü, K. ghazawal Kánim, ed Palmer,
 19 

are already mentioned in coanection with a ru 
N conflict. 

cthnogenesis is not likely to be related to the Saytuwa-Duguwa 9? ations be may have had 
: reser 

45 Note that the Imam Ibn Furtü was certainly not willing 10 express any 

concerning the historical legitimity of Sayfuwa rule 

46 Diwan, 1977: § 32 
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into a “place of refuge”
 the Diwan provides a simple and plausible

 explanation which 
was 

: at face value.“ 

clc aM learn however that Borno had gained i
n importance Over Kane

m 

much earlier? In the ninth century al-Ya‘qübi mentions the existence of hostile relations 

between Kanem and Mali, a remark which implies that both kingdoms
 were situated not 

too far from each other.?? In the mid-thirteenth 
century the ruler of the Chadic 

state was 

called “king of Kanem, ruler (sahib) of Borno
"5* In the mid-fourteent

h century Ibn Battü
ta 

considered Idris (b. Nikale) to be the king of Bo
rno-*' About the same time the chancery 

records of Cairo list Kanem and Borno as two different kingdoms, the rulers
 of the first 

claiming descent from 'Ali b. Abi Tali
b? These elements cast considerable doubt on the 

validity of the idea suggested b
y the Diwan that the royal court of

 the Sayfuwa was shifted 

from Kanem to Borno during the reign of ‘Umar b. Idris. It is certainly not correct that 

earlier the center of the Ch
adic state was permanently situat

ed in Kanem. 

On the contrary it would appear that the Sayfuw
a were firmly established in Borno by 

the middle of the fourteen 
ih century. It is from the area west of Lake Chad that they tried to 

extend once more their political influence to Kanem which had earlier been lost to their 

Duguwa rivals} The information
 concerning the death of two rulers, ‘Uthman b Dàwüd 

(1369-1373) and ‘Uthm
an b. Idris (1373-1375), in Njimi - which may also apply to Idris 

b. Nikale (1335-1359)
* _ should therefore be considered as evidence that the Sayfuwa 

were campaigning in Kanem. Asa matter of fact, fighting in Kanem
 had been resumed in 

consequence of the dynastic conflict which had arisen between Dawid b. Nikale 

(1359-1369) and the sons of his predecessor Idris b. Nikale.55 Taking advantage of this 

situation the Bulala tried once more to win back the ruling position of their ancestors 36 

And indeed, with the he 

their eastern province.*” 

Contemporary sources confirm the marginal position of Kanem within the empire of 

the Sayfuwa in the second half of the fourteenth century. Al-Qalqashandi reproduces a 

letter from the Sayfuwa ruler "Uthmán b. Idris which was handed over by a Bornoan 

emissary to the Sultan of Egypt in 794 AH (1391-2). Th
e letter is a note of protest again

st 

the depredations committed by noma
dic Arabs in Borno. In spite of the fact that the Arabs 

E 

Ip of the local population they were able to expel the Sayfuwa from 

47 Barth (1857,11: 587), Palmer (1936: 217) and A. Smith (1971: 179) follow the Diwan by suggesting à 

transfer of the royal capital. See also Urvoy, 1949-
 54 (departure of various tribes), Trimingham, 1962 

120 (move to Kagha). Fisher, 1977: 291 (exodus), Zeltner, 1980: 65-66 (flight to Borno, an earlier 

temporary residence of the Sayfuwa), Lavers, 19804: 192 (Borno a 
new home), Barkindo, 1984: 244-6 

(migration to Borno); Cuog, 1984: 250-251 (withdrawal to the small territory of Borno). 

48 Lange, 1982: 315-331. 

49 K al-ta'rikh part. transl. in Hopkins and Levt
zion, 1981: 21. 

50 Ibn Khaldün, K. al-‘ibar, part. transl. in: Hopkins and Levtzion, 1981: 337. 

51 Tuhfat al-nuzzár, transl, in: Hopkins and Levizion, 1981: 302, 

52 AI-"Umari, al. Ta'rif, part. transl. in: Hopkins and Levizion, 1981: 277-278. 

53 Lange, 1982: 317-326. 
54 Diwan, 1977: $$ 26, 28, 29. 

PA Diwan (1977: § 27) and Ibn Furia (K. ghazawat Kánim, ed Pal 1932: 
i 0) có iud 4 n ed. Palmer, 2: 54; transl 

3 Dei 197: F31; the Bulala wars started during the reign of Dawid b. Nikale. 
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must have come from the east the letter does not contain any reference to Kanem.** 

Furthermore, if really the Sayfuwa had been utterly defeated under “Umar b. Idris they 

would, among other things, certainly not have been able to send a royal delegate shortly 

afterwards to Cairo 

Al-Maqrizi provides information which proves that the idea of a refugee governement 

in Kagha must be rejected. According to his statement the inhabitants of Kanem had 

rebelled against the Sayfuwa, but Borno and twelve other kingdoms had remained faithful 

to them.” There is no reason to suppose that the Bornoan delegate, who is at the origin of 

both elements of informatic on, gave a totally distorted picture with respect of the political 

situation in the Lake Chad area since, on the other hand, he candidly admits the 

devastations committed by the Arabs "in the whole of Borno" *! 

Al-Maqrizi further notes that the people of Borno as well as those of Kanem were called 

Zaghay.® It can hardly be doubted that Zagháy is a name derived from Zaghawa. The 

curious resurgence of the Duguwa/Zaghaw towards the end of the fourteenth century 

reminds us that not only the Bulala claimed descent from the first dynasty of Kanem but 

also the Sayfuwa, whose carly chroniclers had inserted the names of their Duguwa 

essors into the official kinglist^ And in fact, it must be remembered that it is 

preciscly this distortion of past realities w hich had given rise in the first place to the idea to 

produce a written document, such as the Diwan, in order to prop up the spurious dynastic 

claim to a dual ancestry 64 Now, the revival of the name Zaghawa/Zaghay at the end of the 

fourteenth century would seem to imply that the Sayfuwa had by this time accepted the 

genealogical prominence of the Duguwa, even if their claim of descent from Sayf b. Dit 

fully discarded. In any case, it clearly shows that the ideological position of 

Yazan was not 

the Sayfuwa had been weakened, although it in no way supports the idea that the royal 

court had taken refuge in Kagha 

In the light of these elements it appears quite probable that the Diwàn, with respect to 

“the flight of the Sayfuwa from Njimi to Kagha”, reproduces the opinion of a late court 

historian who tried to link the ethnogenests of the Kanun to the destiny of the Sayfuwa 

If the name Kanuri is derived from Kanem, as suggested by Nachtigal, this 

a of a migratory mouvement from east to west On the 

lied by Hausa speakers to the Sayfuwa (because of their 

es a close connection between 
the Kanuri and 

ver, that the chronist was
 correct in 

predec 

dynasty 

etymology W ould support the ide 

other hand the term Beriberi app! 

Berber origin) and their subjects also impli 

the Sayfuwa dynasty All this still does not prove, howe 

à Levtrion, 1981: 347-8 

354; Lange, 1979: 208 
as such he was able to be 

7: 200, see also Lange. 

58 Al-Qalqashandi, Subh al-a'shá, part ansi in: Hopkins am 

59 Ajnds al-Sūdän, part transl. in: Hopkins and Levtzion, 1981 

60 Itis known that al Maqrizi was for some time à secretary un the chancelle: 

presentin audiences granted by the Sultan to foreign delegaurons (Garcin, U 

1979. 208 n 5} 

61 Al Qalqashandi, Subh ai a'shá part transl. im: Hopkins a 

62 Lange, 1979 207.9 

63 Diwán, 1977: $$ 2-11
 

64 Lange, 1977 158 

65 Nachtigal, 1879, It 418.
 lt shoul 

1937: 208) 

66 Barth, 1857, 1h 26 

nd Levizion, 1981: 347 

d also be noted that the Yor uba refer to the Kanuri as Raniké (Lukas, 
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> 4 the Foundatio: 

Gazarg 

suggesting that the ad fled “with all his people"? ie. the Kanuri?5,
 at the time of 

| IV. Beate 
pn 

‘Umar b. [dr 
a. A far better cand

idate for the shift of the royal court 
vent under discuss

ion is the foundation o
f Gazz 

io be Dunama Dibalemi (1203-1242)
. He died i 

The ; MS E jazargamo, the first permanent and 

from Kanem to Borno would appear © g Iter capital of Borno. t is M 
arobe Sir sine the days of Dunama Dibalemi (1203-1242). 

s 
Furtü and to local oral traditions it was `Ali Gaji ( 1455-1

487) who built 

Zamtam,a loc
ality situated t

othe west of G
azargamo, the a D BP the C 

ucces Kada; 1242- 
bn Khaldün mentions the exact title of the hadic 

This is C S » Diwdi " 

successor yc A no”. Kaday had most robsbly E
en is d town. This is confirmed 

by the Diwan which first mentions Gaza
rgamo as the burial 

lace of ‘Ali Gaji Located ata site near the confluence of the Komadugu Yobe with the 

ruler: “king of Kanem, rul 
2 ; k Ši RK 

court in Borno, while claiming 
at the same time authority over anem. ince the Kanuri 

A Se ie EP. 
3 4 

: 

can be defined as the people of Borno
 the process of their

 ethnogenesis has begun in the 
Kamadug Gant pence capital was in a better position than Kagha with respect to the 

Saharan trade.#? From here it was also easier to reach other towns of the Sahel 

thirteenth century- 

especially the Hausa cities 

It is only at a la
te period that K

agha rose to prominence. 
The actual position of Kag

ha 
LA à eid 

can be established with a certain degree of confidence. In various forms the same name 
“Ali Gal! inte

 5 new pare in t
he history of the Chadic state, but he did not 

lay 

appears in the w
ritings of Arabic authors. Ibn Sa'id in the thirteenth

 century mentions the 
the foundations S 

ve 4 pus Clu
ne More than a century earlier Idris b. Nikale was 

fertile land of Jaja which was apparently situated to the west of Lake Chad.” Tow
ards the already a POWCT g ia i ODIEN if his court was established in the southern part of 

mid-fourteenth century al-Umari considers Kaka to be the most southern town of the country During the ong stay in Kagha the Say fuwa were exposed to the Sao culture. 

Kanem,!! while al-Qalgasha
ndi, quoting a statement of the royal Sayfu

wa envoy, refers to 
itishere that the H

ERD adopted the legends of the
Sao giants which they l

ater spread to al 

it as the capital of
 Borno.”2 Among 

m ern writers the most authoritive identification of 
other areas where the settled, including 

the Saharan oasis 

Kagha has been pro
vided by the knowl

edgeable travellor Heinrich 
Barth who located it in 

Oral traditions of the Komadugu 
area claim that prior to the coming of the Sayfuwa the 

the area of the mod
ern town of Maiduguri? Th

ese various pieces
 of information s

how that 
site of G azargamo

 Was inhabited by Sao 
people with a chief called Sao 

Dala Ngomami*! 
I 

Kagha was situated 
somew! 

thwest of Lake Cha
d ina region partly

 inhabited 
believe these accounts the chief helped the newcomers build their capital, but 

by the Chadic spe
aking Sao.’ If we 

der that the aban
donment of the Kanem 

later his P' e eliminated by trickery Although even Ibn Furtü uscs the name Sao- 

province did in fact no
t imply any major di

sruption in the history of the Chadic state we Gafata to refer to the local inhabitants of the Komadugu area it would appear that the 

come to the conclusion 
that the roy: 

been established in 
original Sao were 

living In the firki region 
south of Lake Cha

d, which include
d the eastern 

al court of the Sayfuwa mu
st have 

J 

Kagha even before the reign of ‘Umar 
b. Idris. 

districts of Kagha. The specific name given to the Chadic speaking inhabitants of these 

This line of thinki
ng leads to the ide

a that Sa‘id, the n
ext ruler of the Chadi

c state was a districts Was Ngama According to one possible ety mology the name Gazarga
mo contains 

leading member of the royal court.
 He is the only ruler m

entioned in the Diwan who 1s the Arabic qasr (stronghold) 
and the ethnonym N 

The same tribal name seems 10 

s not followed 
be included in Sao Dala Ngomamt which may be analy sed as "Sao Dala” - meaning 

goma on 

by the name of his father, a fact which is also quite except
ional for the chronicle.7

 On the 
perhaps the “urban Sao" - of “Ng gin". On the basis of these e

tymologies one might 

basis of these elem
ents Barth suggested th

at Sa'id was an usurper."* But cons
idering that 

be tempted to believe that the Ngama, who are today considered to be part of the Ka
nun, 

e Sayfuwa in Kanem it would appear to
 contributed to a large extent to the building of Gazargamo? 

However. it can more 

Sa‘id was the first 
king to rule after t

he defeat of thi 

ible that he was a non
-royal offical of the Sayfuw

a court - perhaps precisely 
plausibly be argued that the tradition of Sao Dala Ngomam

t has been been transfered en 

bloc from the original Sao c
ountry in the firki region 

to the area of Gaza
rgamo.™* Indeed. 

in 

the Digma - who, in
 the absence of any legitimate ruler, had temporarily

 assumed power In 

the name of the Sayfuwa dyn
asty." 

Kawar the same story of Sao Dala Ngomami is told, although the
 pre-Kanuni inhabit

ants of 

the oasis are likely to 

we are to 

cople wer 

")instead ofthe u
sual "sultan". Furt

her, his name i 

given the title malik
 (“king 

have been Berbers ss 

67 Diwan, 1977: 8 31. 

68 The Kanuri name
 is first mentioned in

 the eighteenth century
 by the Fulani scholar Tahir b Ibrahim 

78 Ibn Furtü makes an explicit statement to this effect (1987: 36x. in the Div án Garargamo is fut 

(Bello, Infág al-maysü
r, transl. Hodgkin 19

75: 209). 

mentioned as the burial place of Ali Gaji ($ 48) 

Lange, 1982: 321. 

79 Diwan, 1977: § 48 

F 
i i Levizion, 1981: 187-188 

80 Lange, 1987; 114-17 

jon, 1981: 260. 

#1 Palmer, 1936, I: 64 68 

jon, 1981: 344. 

82 Itcan be objected
 to this etymo 

expected if really the name was m 

2 
73 Barth, 1857, Ik 587. 
14 Lange, 1989: 203-210. 

Connah looks for Kagha 
in the central firki lands 

close to Lake Chad (1981 
83 Lange, 1989: 205 

E could e further noted 
that Kagä is also the Tubu 

name given to the Kanuri of Kanem 
(Carbou. 

84 We entirely lack a survey of the Sao-traditions of the firki-lands, With 
respect to Sao Dala Ngoma! 

3 1912: 26 n. 4,298). 

Lebeuf and Masson Detourbet, 
who mainly have in view the Sao- traditions of 

the Kotoko, reproduce 

1977: 8 32, 
f 

the version provided by Palmer 
(1950: 31-31) 

85 Le Sourd, 1946: 5. The archacologist H. Ziegert discovered that the Kanun conquered Jado w he 

ior to this date the inhabitants 
were Berbers (n George, 

1992: 176) 

logy that the Diwan h
as the spelling G

hazr not Qasr as one coulé hav
e 

derived from the Arabic 

72 Subh 

fifteenth century. Pri 
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On the whole it would app: 
more correct to link Ghazr to the 

Ethnonym Ngazar which is today applied to a specific group of Kanuri-speaking
 people 

living in southweste
rn Borno and who 

have their own king.*é Both design
ations, Ghazr and 

Ngazar, are perhaps also connected with the name Kisra
, which is used by A

rabic authors 

to referto the Sassanids. In the Central Suda
n the idea of a Kisra 

origin was most li
kely put 

forward by the Dugu
wa - on the basis of earlicr or

al traditions pointin
g tothe Nile "diy 

= 

in order to fight the Sayfuwa
 by belittling the importance of their Yemenite origin." That 

indeed Gazargamo harboured the main components
 of the Bornoan socicty 1s supported by 

local oral traditions 
which claim the city of ‘Ali Gaji 

to be inhabited by M
agumt Sayfuwa 

and Magumi Duguwa 
E 

Gazargamo was à: 

ear to be etymological
ly 

Iso the starting point of the great Bornoan expansion during the 

second half of the fifteenth century
. It ‘would be out of plac

e to develop this subject here any 

further. Suffice that it
 was not by vanquishi

ng hisinternal enemies that ‘Ali Gaji was able to 

extend the political influence of Borno far to the west, but by concious efforts of 

reconciliation. His tolerant approach towards earlier adversaries of the Sayfuwa 

comprised both, dynastic groups 
and religious minorities. As a consequence the majority 

of the Duguwa nobles of Hausaland 
became his supporters and allies.*° 

As a matter of fact some neighbouring people have preserved the memory of the 

Bornoan expansion by recalling 
either Gazargamo or ‘Ali Gaji. The rulers of Kutus, north 

of Munio, trace their origin back to MaïCillum Awami of Birni Gassalambo (
Gazargamo). 

In the far west of Hausa
land the rulers of Arewa claim decent from Ari, son of Kalumbu, 

two names in which we may recognize a reference to ‘Alī Gaji and Gazarga
mo.® The 

name Arewa itself, which in Hausa later took on the meaning “north”, stands for “the 

people of "Ali Ali > Ari". It is only on 
the basis of such elemen

ts of local traditions that 

we can hope to get an idea of the great Borno expansion which took place under the 

leadership of ‘Alt Gaji’! 

be said that the foundation of the Chadic state antedates the 

In conclusion it may 

emergence of recognizable ethnic grou
ps in the Central Sudan for several centuries. As far 

as we can see there was no single ethnic substratu
m on which Kanem was founded. It has 

been shown that the territorial base of 
the state underwent in the course of history more 

complex changes than is implied by the double na
me Kanem- Borno. The Bulala and the 

Sayfuwa Magumi are two examples for thc numerous descent groups which emerge
d as a 

consequence of the competi
tion for power. The Bulala became a distinct ethnic group, 

while the Sayfuwa Magumi are today part of the Kanuri. Other ethnic groups, like the 

Tubu, the Sao and, among the latter, the Ngama, were o
riginally distinct from the Kanem- 

86 The second part of the name
, -kamu is also found in komadugu, onc of the Kanuri terms for "river" 

87 Lange, 1993a (in press). To
 this etymology it can also be objected that if Gazr- stands for Kisra, why 

then was the name of the capital 
not written accordingly? 

88 Fieldnotes, 7/1977. 

89 1993a (in press). Historians te
nd to consider “Ali Gaji a powerful military leader (Bar

th, 1857, 

Ir 58 PADS Pi. 1971: 181-183)
 and founder of the Bormo Calip

hate (Paine. 1936. 222-225; 

Trimingham, 1962, 121-122, L
avers, 1980: 192-194; Barkindo, 1984: 246-249). 

90 Landeroin, 1911: 494; Zakari,
 1985: 189. 
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pu/Kanuri, but became progressively assimilated to them. With the failure of the Chadic 

state to maintain its authority over Kanem and the surrounding areas, the Tubu reverted to 

their former independance 

Many more people of the Central Sudan can be traced to dynastic descent groups of the 

c state. This is true for the Zaghawa, the Afuno (Kano people)? and other Hausa 

and the Bariba (Beriberi)"? as well as for smaller people such as the Ngazar, the 

the Ngizim, the Bedde, the Bolewa, the Achifawa and many others. The Kanuri 

themselves, now considered to be the carriers of the Chadic state, only emerged after the 

foundation of Borno in the thirteenth century It is not yet established whether they are 

entirely identical with the Beriberi of Hausa parlance. If they were it would be correct to 

consider them as the “people of the Sayfuwa" in contrast to the "people of the Duguwa”. To 

the latter belong the Bulala, the Ngazar, the Dagora, the Bolewa, the Ngizim, the Bedde, as 

f the individual Hausa peoples. Other descendants of the once ruling 

t of the Kanembu society 25 members of the Dugu caste of 

Chadi 

groups 

Dagora, 

well as most o 

Duguwa arc today par 

blacksmiths.
 

The Kanuri are of an heterogen
eous origin, as reflected by their tradit

ions: on one hand 

they have incorporated the fictitious Yemenite tradition of origin of the Sayfuwa and the 

idea of an original home in Kanem; on the other they have also adopted the more popular 

Sao-traditions of the people of 
the firki plains south of Lake Ch

ad who had come under the 

sway of the Kanembu. Therefore, the Kanuri can be seen as immigrants from Kanem, 
who 

developed their own identity as people of the Borno state. According to this definition there 

were no Kanuri during the period when the main Chadic state was centered on Kanem. 

The inhabitants of the Kanem empire may be called Kanembu, but one should keep in 

mind that the leading Magumi and Dalatoa sections of the present-day Kanembu 
came 

from Borno and that they are therefore of Kanuri ongin 

In the end it would appear that traditions of origin and ethnonyms - when properly 

analysed - arc better guides for historians than conclusions drawn from the present-day 

ethno-linguistic situations Thus, in spite of their close linguistic 
parentage the Kanuri must 

anembu, but the Kanuri-speaking Ngazar and the Chadic- 

be distinguished from the K 
g 

speaking Ngizim should be considered historically related. The same holds true for the 

Kanembu-speaking Bedde and Ngijem/Guiyim and the Chadic-speaking Bedde and 

Ngizim.* These groups are related through their common Duguwa parentage tn spite of 

their present linguistic differences. Therefore, if many people in the neighbourhood of 

Borno pretend in our days to the same origin as the powerful Kanun these claims should 

ally be discarded as being merely expressions of intellectual snobism. In fac
t. 

not automatica 

y the people themselves and the history as it really 

the gap between the history as itis seen b 

92 Lavers, 1980b: 117-118. Afuno would appear to derive irom Funé, the name of the first historical ruter 

of the Duguwa (Diwaa, § 4) 

93 Lange, 19934 (n press) 

94 Lange, 1993a (in press) 

95 On the Ngijem/Guiyim (Ng 

Another group of Ngijim ts dominated by the B 

regalia of Kanem-Borno the Ngijic which wasa silver orb should be noted. lt was 

or by a royal singer called Nguima (Palmer 1936, ur 

dschem) and the Bedde of Kanem see Nachtigal, 1879, WE 331-332) 

ulala of Lake Fun i Hagenbucher, 1968: 54). Amon
g the 

held either by the Max 
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d on the basis of an excessive reliance on 

was is much smaller than was hitherto suppose 

concepts establishing ethnic differences. 
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The Evolution of the Hausa Story: From Bawo to Bayajidda* 

by Dierk Lan ge 

According to widespread consensus the early history of the Hausa 

states rests on two main sources: the Arabic chronicle of the kings of 

Kano and the oral account of the Hausa bakwai or ‘Hausa seven’. 

Historians are inclined to give considerable weight to the Kano 

Chronicle because it is a written source, while they tend to disregard 
the story of the ‘Hausa seven’, because of its oral transmission. In 
spite of their heavy reliance on the Kano Chronicle, it is only 

recently that they have begun to probe the validity of the informa- 

tion contained in the early parts of the Chronicle. Murray Last, who 

studied the Kano Chronicle for many years, came to the conclusion 
that its first written version was drawn up towards the middle of the 

seventeenth century! and that one of its main purposes was to foster 

the claim of Kutumbi (c. 1623-1648) and his successors to establish 

a Kano Caliphate’. 

In comparison, the story of the ‘Hausa seven’ has received much 

less attention from historians, despite its wide circulation among the 

Hausa people’. Recent changes in the content of the story have not 

received the attention they perhaps deserve. It is argued here that 

these changes reveal the basic message of the story and are there- 

fore extremely significant. Further, it has not been recognized that 

by the time the history of Kano was first committed to writing, the 

story of the ‘Hausa seven’ was already well-known in Kano and cer- 

tainly in other parts of Hausaland. Missing this important point, M. 

Last comes to the erroneous conclusion, that the story of the “Hausa 

seven' was only developed in the eighteenth century by transform- 

ing *an originally seventeenth century claim to à Caliphate [. . .] into 

a historical myth which recognizes the primacy of the Borno Cali- 

phate over the region."* Indeed there are good reasons to believe 

that the Kano Chronicle was first conceived in an attempt to react 

against the recognition of *the primacy of the Borno Caliphate" and 

not in order to establish the formal claim to a new Caliphate. But the 

authors of the Kano Chronicle were unable to suppress the message 

of the Hausa story — only the modern exegetes could be duped. 

Among the people of Hausaland it was towards the middle of the 

nineteenth century, some time after the rise of the Sokoto Caliphate, 
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scription of Hausaland with the followi at p. ollowing, rather surprising state- 

“(The Hausa states] are inhabited by Südäniyyü pe $ : üd A slaves (mamalik) of the Barbar [= A Mu 
Borno, as well as Fellata and Tuareg”. : 

He then continues by providing the following explanation basing 
himself apparently on information derived from oral traditions cur- 
rent among the Hausa people: 

"They claim that a slave of the Sultan of Borno called Bawo was 
the progenitor of the Südaniyyün among the people of this land. al source giv 

nt the Hausa story Was widely known. On the 

basis of information collected in the second half ofthe
 seventeenth 

century in Egypt, the Turkish author Evliya Çe
lebi mentions in his 

Dno 

Travel-book that “there were seven tribes of Afnu (Hausa) . Since 

Evliya Qelebi obtained very l
ittle information concerning 

the Central 
There follows. amore deteiled account of the times ee AE 

to which the people of Gobir did not belong to the Hausa bakwai. Itis 
probably in order to establish this critical point that Bello finds it 

Sudan, the fact that he mentions the existence of seven Hausa 

“tribes” at all shows that this informa
tion was particularly important 

necessary to mention the name of his informant, Muhammad al-Ba- 

qiri, who was the Sultan of Agadez: for his informant. 
In the Kano Chronicle thi ; 

two passages relating to emo cem RERO enl codd “The Commander of the Faithful, my brother Muhammad al-Ba- 

qiri, son of the Sultan Muhammad al-‘Adil, told me that Ka- 

tsina, Kano, Zegzeg, Daura, Rano and Biram are all of the pro- Muhammad Sharefa (c. 1703- 

like her is found in the Hausa bakwai”. The reign of 

geny of Bawo who was a slave of the Sultan of Borno. As for the ing: “No woman 

Yaji b. Dadi (c. 1753-1768) is described as having been peaceful in 

people of Gobir, they are free in origin". 
the following terms: 

“In the time of Yaji there was no strive in this country, east and 

west, south and north. Everything was peaceful. Since the 

beginning of his reign he did not go forth for any military expe-
 

dition. The relations between him and his brothers, the childre
n 

of Bawo, all of them, became peaceful”. 

It may be deduced from this passage that by the mid-eighteenth cen- 

tury there existed in Kano a strong tradition of the Hausa bakwai. 

According to this tradition the rulers of the seven Hausa kingdoms 

were considered to be brothers because they were the supposed de- 

scendants of Bawo. Apparently the tradition was considered to be 

historically valid since the author of this part of the chronicle seems 

to share the belief that the kings of the Hausa bakwai were related by 
strong family ties. 
j A more explicit reference to the story of the ‘Hausa seven’ appears 

in Mubammad Bello's /nfag al-maysür. The author begins his de- 

Hence we said that they are slaves ofthe Barbar of the people of 

e ‘Hausa seven’ are mentioned again in 

Some fifteen years later another scholar, ‘Abd al-Qadir b. al-Musta- 

fä, one of the leading personalities of the Sokoto Caliphate, gives in 

his Rawdat al-afkär some more information on the “Hausa seven'. In 

doing so he apparently intended to correct the simplifying statement 

of his predecessor according to which all of the Sudanie people of the 

Hausa states were slaves of the Sayfuwa (or the Beriberi). Having 

first made clear that the Hausa bakwai had to be distinguished from 

the banza bakwai (the "illegitimate" or “worthless” seven) he gives 

the following account of the Hausa story: 

"These regions were formerly in the possession of the Sultan of 

Borno. He had a slave called Bawo, of whose origin lknow noth- 

ing, nor have I heard his tribe mentioned by anyone. 
The Sultan 

of Borno set him over these regions and he took charge of t
hem. 

He had seven children and when he was near to death he set 
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= ae over these seven lands re
mained in the hand

s of the 

dante of the children of the
 afore-mentione

d Bawo. It is 

ape reason that it is said that all the
 people of these lan

ds 

are slaves of the Su
ltan of Borno, mea

ning by that E 
sultans, 

since the people of these
 lands were under their rule". 

zeg are 
is the 0! 

i i i ture of the rela- 

*Abd al-Qadir on trying to describe th
e exact nature 

e which poate existed
 between the Hausa bakwai and Bor

no. 

He apparently builds on the available oral tradition of his time: 

“These sultans used to pay tribute and lev
ies in kind to the sul- 

tans of Borno. They would send these
 to the Emir of Daura who 

would send them on to the Emir of Bo
rno. This was a practice of 

theirs which they did not abandon until the beginning of this 

jihad".'* 

Even if ‘Abd al-Qadir’s account of the Hausa story contains more 

details than those given by the authors of the Kano Chronicle and 

Muhammad Bello it is still a summary with many omissions. How- 

ever, his clear statement that nothing was known concerning the ori- 

gin of Bawo seems to exclude any omission of relevant information 

relating to the ancestry of this semi-mythological figure which was 
the cornerstone of the Hausa story. 
In the middle of the nineteenth century Heinrich Barth also heard 

of the Hausa story. His account of it confirms the validity of the infor- 

mation provided by ‘Abd al-Qädir, but there are also variations and 

sents Bawo as the grandson of Biram and the son of Karbagari (in 
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3 - His list of th ie 

vations concerning the status of Gobir. Accordi o eo 

children of Bawo had the same mother who ing to Barth all the 

— a section of the Kanuri and not a Berber belonged to the Dagera 

R i MS tribe à 

gome prominence is given to Biram as the Pues Pre ,&n! 
to Daura as his eldest child. Amon 

> i g the di 

Barth's version ofthe Hausa story ET A d om Pr 
of twins: Katsina and Zegzeg, Kano and Rano, Gobir and zm pairs 

These differ from the pairs mentioned by ‘Abd al-Qadir aura ^. 

Incidentally Barth provides some further information on the town 

of Daura in his German edition which does : s not figuri = 

version: 
ot figure in the English 

“Daura seems to have been the center of the old pagan cult. It is 
said that the “dodo”, the principal god of the pagan cult, was 
slain here. Until the present time the inhabitants Fe on 

an old mystical well which is said to be always dry after 

sunset”.'® d t 

In spite of the rather detailed account of the Hausa story, Barth does 

not mention Bayajidda, the queen of Daura or the snake who all 

figure prominently in the expanded version. However, the basic ele- 

ments of the story are there and it would seem that by the middle of 

the nineteenth century we are close to the time when the Hausa 

story could be changed into the Bayajidda legend. 

Early in the twentieth century, A. Mischlich collected in Kete- 

Kratchi (German Togo) a version of the Hausa story which goes back 

to an informant of Katsina who died in 1894. According to this ver- 

sion the ancestors of the Hausa people were two Arabs who settled in 

the area of Gabi, later called Daura. One of the Arabs had a daughter 

called Daura who became the wife of an unnamed stablemaster 

(murima) from Borno". The stablemaster was obliged to flee from 

Borno because he had betrayed his royal master. Daura gave b
irth to 

a son called Bawo. Soon after the birth of Bawo the Sultan of Borno 

died and his successor asked the stablemaster to return to Borno. 

The latter wanted to take the child with him but Daura refused. 
Lat- 

er Bawo became the father of six male children: Gabi, Katsina, Auyo, 

Kano, Gobir and Rano'*. In this version the Borno connection is 

clearly acknowledged, but instead of being the Sultan’s representa- 

tive Bawo becomes a refugee. 
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T i i told a different version
 of 

At about the same 
time, 

Ex. 

ee of Kats: according to this versi
on, 

inhabi 

Bagadaza (Baghdad) whose name was unknow
n. The 

pete neds 
urney arrived at the town of 

long jo! 
man left Bagadaza and si c gx who was also called Daura, 

Dane Te eed Bagadaza wanted to water his horse he was told 
When the man 

could only draw water on Fridays because 

Ba tae a yc ang inte 
the well he found that this

 being was a monstrous sna. d e killed 

the snake and henceforth the inhabitant
s of Daura could draw water 

whenever they wanted. As a recompense he married the elderly 

queen of Daura and together with her a young woman. The young 

woman soon gave birth to a boy called Karbagari (‘seizer of the 

town") and later the queen of Daura herself gave birth to a son called 

Bawo who is supposed to have been the father of the historical 

Muhammad Korau”. This version of the Hausa story contains no 

reference at all to the Borno connection; it establishes instead a clear 

link with the Arabic world. 

The same tendency is apparent from a footnote inserted in some 

copies of the Kano Chronicle: 

*Bagauda is the son of Bawo, the son of Bayajidda who des- 

cends from Hàm b. Nüh. It is by reason of this origin that Bawo 
ruled over all the land of the Hausa, he and his seven children. 

The first of them was Kazüra, then Bagauda, then Uban Doma, 
then Gamgama, then Kumayo and then Kasanki. When Bawo 
died Kazüra reigned over Daura, Bagauda went to Kano, Uban 
Doma to Gobir, Gamgama to Zegzeg, Kumayo to Katsina and 
Kasanki to Kir which is Nara [= Rano]”!. 
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serta into the text, 
g care to notify that Bawo was 

opening section. devoted to Bagauda he in 
“Bagauda, son of Bawo", without takin « 
the son of an Arab, It is clear, towards A 

the Hausa story had been sufficiently Sete EE cU 
mental to the ‘national’ pride of the people of Kano Mu uus Not only does this important footnote ofthe Kano Chronicle m le men- 
jon the name of Bayajidda for the first time : re 

it Bawo was a loci anie miler ty eee in 
p. Nuh. Hence it is no longer the Borno T Se Re 
the rule of Bawo and his sons but their Hamitic origin Furth ae 
it should be noted that the Hausa story was not Vd qm 
respect to Bawo's origin, his descendants were also given precis 
names, several of which can be traced to the existing kinglsts of the 
Hausa bakwai”. It would therefore appear that at some Em durin 
the nineteenth century the Hausa story had been expanded er 
and downward from Bawo and that the basic idea of the story had 
been diluted to the extent that it was no longer recognizable. 

In fact it would seem that, once again, the Kano chroniclers 
stemmed the tide of the times. British administrators noted that at 
the beginning of colonial rule a written account of the Hausa story 
was widely circulated in the court circles of the Hausa bakwai. In 
1910 E. Arnett published a translation of an Arabic manuscript 
which must have come to light in Zaria because it contained a list of 

the rulers of Zegzeg*. Later Walwyn published the translation of a 
different version of the same story which he had obtained in Daura. 

Walwyn himself compared this text with an oral version of the Hausa 

story which was based on a different manuscript. The published 

translations of the Hausa story vary considerably in their phrasing 

although their content is quite similar. To these two early versions of 

the new Hausa story should be added a third account of the same 

The footnote appears in an early section of the chronicle and is 
meant to explain the origin of Bagauda, the founding hero of Kano, 
who in the text is depicted as a foreigner. The evolution of the Hausa 
tors PRU consequence ofthe weaning power of Borno — made it 
pee lift at last the veil which concealed the supposed origin of fa Kano kop, Now that Bagauda was no longer the slave of the 

i oral ae but the son of an Arab nobleman the careful chro- ziden admit that Bagauda was indeed the supposed son of 
Another copyist of the Kano Chronicle goes even further, In the 

story published in 1952 by Hassan and Shuaibu of Abuja” because it 

comprises a few apparently authentic features not contained in the 

earlier versions. The main features of the expanded Hausa story may 

be summed up as follows: 

There was a man called Bayajidda" who was the son of Abdal- 

lah, the king of Baghdad". Bayajidda left his home and came 

with his followers to Borno. He was more powerful than the king 

of Borno and therefore the latter gave him his daughter Magira 

as his wife. The king of Borno asked Bayajidda to lend him his 
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troops so as to aid him against his enemies. Wh
en Bayajidda 

$ wanted to kill him but he escape 
was alone ae i 5 concubine. At a place (later) Ee 
together S bas his wife bore him a son called Biram. Bayajidda 

Des d son behind and travelled to Daura. He arrived 
left his wife of an old woman and asked for water, but the 

ay thie) house ter could only be obtained on Fridays"? 

k bucket, went to the d ae ae that 
in it. He killed the snake wi is sword. The 

E eur ue people of Daura saw that the fearful 

snake was dead. News ofthis event reached Déurà who was 
the 

queen of the town of Dàurá. The queen promised to share the 

town with the hero who had slain the snake. Many false pre- 

tenders came forward. But the old woman reported that a stran- 

er had come with a curious animal (an ox or a mule) and had 

been able to obtain water during the night. Bayajidda 
was sent 

for and when he produced the head of the snake he was ac- 

claimed as the hero who had slain the snake. The queen offered 

him half the town, but he said that he would prefer to marry her 

and she accepted. Some time later his concubine” bore him a 

son named ‘Mukarbi-gari’ ("let us take the town”)*'. Then the 
bore him a son named Bawo”. After his father's death 

Bawo became king, and he had six children. These were 

Gazaure the king of Daura, Bagauda the king of Kano, Gun- 

guma the king of Zazzau, Ubandoma (or Duma) the king of 
Gobir, Kumayo the king of Kateina and Zamman Kogo (or 
Zamna Kogi or Zamagari) the king of Rano”. 

A comparison between the Bawo-story and the Bayajidda-story 
shows that certain elements of the earlier story were too resistant to 
be done away with. In particular we note that in the new story Borno 
remains an important center of power, although, instead of being the 
War og omnipotent suzerain, itis transformed into a place of tran- 
ave Penis Daura, the earlier gateway to Borno now turns out 

a bett eve caedem itis only on account 
marriage 1 queen Bawo in turn will be 

a im eno de founding-fathers of six states of the Hausa bak- 
i me = outside the sphere of the really indepen- 
i nt re es ' survives in the Bayajidda-story, 

suggestion ite sting: instead of legitimizing the rule of 
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Bawo over the Hausa bakwai — as may be inferred from Barth's ver- 
sion ofthe Bawo-story — he is now made to be the irrelevant son of a 
concubine. 

Tt should further be asked how the change from the Bawo-story to 
the Bayajidda-story was brought about? Are we to imagine an on- 
going process of changing oral traditions or was the expanded ver- 
sion drawn up as the result of a deliberate choice? The answer to this 
question is not easy since it would appear that all Hausa stories col- 
lected in the twentieth century represent the same basic tendency to 

disconnect the history of the Hausa states from Borno. The story of 
Bayajidda itself is echoed by the story collected by Landeroin of the 
hero from Baghdad who came to Daura, which in turn seems to ela- 

borate on the kind of information collected by Barth concerning the 

Baghdadi apostle of Daura, the “dodo”, and the dry well. On the 

other hand there is the story of the fleeing stablemaster of the Sultan 

of Borno transcribed by Mischlich and there exist a number of relat- 

ed stories". Perhaps even more attempts were made independently 
or in conjunction with these two main currents of tradition building 

on the Bawo-story with shifts of emphasis. 

In the case of the complete Bayajidda-story it should be noted that 

the early known versions were obtained from Arabie manuscripts. 

One of these manuscripts, the text of the Chronicle of Daura, which 

contains the most authoritative version of the Bayajidda-story, can 

be traced back to the middle of the nineteenth century. Indeed the 

manuscript was part of the private property of Sarkin Nuhu of Daura 

who had to leave his home-town Daura (-Zango) soon after 1851. 

The property was seized in 1861 by Tanimun, the Sultan of Zinder. 

Towards 1920 the manuscript — or a copy of it — was finally restored 

to the rulers of Daura”. The full text of the Chronicle of Daura was 

translated by Walwyn™; an abridged copy of the same text, pre- 

served in Zinder, was published by A. Salifou". Another copy of the 

text apparently found its way to Zaria where the early parts of it 

were used as an introduction to the local kinglist. 

Some of the information contained in the Daura Chronicle must 

have been obtained from persons with knowledge of other Hausa 

kingdoms, otherwise the chroniclers could not have inserted the 

names of the founding heroes of the Hausa bakwai at the end of the 

Bayajidda-story. These names — Bagauda for Kano, Kumayo for 

Katsina etc. — replace the names of the individual states which, in 

the Bawo-story, were also supposed to be the names of the first 
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ns of the Daura Chron. 
as returned from Zin. 

39 refore 

Ei ae de CRM at a time when ho e Daura had 

decided to produce an authoritative version of the revised Hausa 

story by taking into account the existing oral traditions concerning 

the queen of Daura, the arrival of ‘Ali al-Baghdadi 
and the elimina- 

tion of the old religious cult centered on the pagan divinity dodo. 

But the decision to write a revised historical account of the origin 

of the Hausa states must also be seen in rela
tion to aclear-cut ideolo- 

gical purpose. At the beginning of the nineteenth century Fulani 

jihadists, inspired by the teachings of Uthman dan Fodio, had over- 

run the Hausa states, replacing the Hausa dynasts by Fulani rulers. 

Only a few Hausa rulers could preserve their kingdoms, and this on a 

reduced scale. This was true of the ruling dynasty of Daura 

(-Zango)*". In a political context in which the Hausa rump-states
 had 

t from their former Bornoan overlords and a lot to fear little to expec! 

from their Fulani rivals, any attempt to rally popular support by giv- 
ing new impetus to the claim of the Hausa dynasties for legitimate 

rule must have been most welcome*'. However, the supposed Bor- 

noan slave Bawo was certainly not the appropriate figure. Under the 

new political circumstances created in the Central Sudan by the 
Fulani jihad, an Arab hero called Abii Yazid — shaped into an African 
state-founder by his Bornoan experience and popularized in Hausa- 
land as Bayajidda — would certainly be helpful in promoting a 
renewed sense of a common Hausa culture and political destiny. 
The historians of Kano were quick to pick up the new idea; but in- 

stead of inserting into their chronicle a new reminder of the Borno 
connection — which the first chronicler had attempted to obliterate — 
they once more avoided any allusion to the influential role of their 
powerful eastern neighbour in the history of Hausaland and, in addi- 
tion, they invented the first African version of a Hamitic myth of origin. 
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1 M. Last, 1980: 161-2. M. G. Smith (1983: 41-5) ons a six- 
teenth century date for the first writing-up of the Kano Chronicle but 
his arguments, based on a compute of reign-lengths contained i 
various existing kinglists, are unconvincing. x 

? Last, 1983: 82. 
? Hallam gives a useful though entirely uncritical summary of the 

Bayajidda legend. His attempt to link Bayejidda with the tenth cen- 
tury Abū Yazid of Ifriqiya (Tunisia) is unfounded (Hallam, 1966: 47- 

60). 
4 Last, 1983: 80-2. 

5 East, 1933, II: 31. Also Ta’rikh arbab Kanu, Nig. Nat. Museum. 

Jos, Ms. 46: 8 29 I. 69. Palmer translates “Hausaland” (Palmer 

1928, III: 119). This mistranslation partly explains why Last and 

others considered that the story of the ‘Hausa seven’ reflects a late 
development. 

* Ciecierska-Chlapowa, 1964: 243. 

7 Ta’rikh arbab Kani, Jos; § 40 TI. 4-7; trans. Palmer, 1928, M: 

126. 
8 Ta’rikh arbab Kani, Ms. Jos: § 40 IL 4-7; trans. Palmer, 1928, 

III: 126. “All of them” would appear to be an allusion to the rulers of 

the Hausa bakwai. Palmer omits it. 

? Bello, 1964: 44 II. 4-5. 

10 Thid.: 44 IL. 6-8. Bello seems to apply the term ‘Südaniyyün to 

the Hausa people. The term ‘Barbar’ (Berber) is either used in refer- 

ence to the Sayfuwa, the ruling dynasty of Borno, or to the Beriberi 

(Kanuri). 

n [bid.: 44 I. 9-11. 

!? ‘Abd al-Qadir, Rawdat al-afkar, § 4.2. The reference is to the 

Arabic edition and English translation of this chronicle prepared by 

J. O. Hunwick and the present author. The edition is based on an 

autograph manuscript held by Wazir Junayd of Sokoto (uneat. ms., 

private collection). 

? Thid.: 4.3. 

" Ibid.: 4.4. 

18 Ibid.: 4.4. 

* Barth, 1857, II: 81 (German ed.). 
erence to both a 

U In Kanuri the word má[ima is used in refe 

226; |=retroflex) and a particular royal title- 

Mulima was always of slave ori- “groom” (Lukas, 1937: 

also used in dialects of eastern 
holder. According to Nachtigal the 

gin (1879, I: 721). The word mulima is 
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Hausaland (Daura, 

master” (field notes). 

18 Mischlich, 1907: 155-63. 
= 

2 baby a translatio
n of the term dodo. On the meaning o

f this 

term see G. Nicolas, 1975: eu > 

" deroin in Tilho, 1911: -7. 

a Tanith arbad Kan, f. 3 v; trans. Palmer, 1928, III: 98 (Palmer’s 

translation was first published in 1908). b h d 

rye the Hausa translation of the Ta’rikh arbab Kanü by 

F. Edgar from an unknown Arabic manuscript which dates from 

1911 (Nig. Nat. Arch. Kad., O/AR 2/41) f. 3L 51. 

23 Bagauda of Kano in: Ta’rikh arbab Kani, f. 5r. 

Uban Doma of Gobir in: Rawdat al-afkar, 8 6.3. 

Gamgama of Zegzeg in Arnett, 1910: 165. 

Kumayo of Katsina in Barth, 1857, I: 474-5. 

24 Arnett, 1910: 161: 67. 

?5 Walwyn in Palmer, 1928: III: 132-8. A late copy of the manu- 

script translated by Walwyn has recently come to light in Zinder. It 

has been published by A. Salifou and translated by A. Bioud (Salifou, 

1971: 203-43). So far this is the only published version of the 

expanded Hausa story, but unfortunately this version has been 

seriously abridged by later copyists. 

% Hassan and Shuaibu, 1952: 1-4. 

27 [n the early Daura version of the Hausa story the hero is called 
Abū Yazid, although in the Daura kinglist the father of Bawo is given 
FE o (Walwyn in Palmer, 1928, III: 134, 142; Salifou, 1971: 

a" Barth gives the interesting information that Daura claimed an 
apostle of ite own, Muhammad ‘Ali al-Baghdadi, and he connects this 
person with the famous Sidi Baghdadi of Air (Barth, 1857, I: 472 n.). 
“amare viet told that the founding hero of the Hausa states came 
1911, 487 but his informants did not know his name (in Tilho, 

The Daura Chronicle published by Salifou contai 
tary, perhaps authentic information ome re h the ae ho edil ; ch the people 

approach e well were killed by the snake unless they c vitiis Tui (Rel ess they came 
E Only free 3 (Salifou, 1971: 206, 234). 
Wikia PEA of tlie “i Chronicle translated by 
came from Borno (Walwyn in Palmer o gave birth to "Mukarbigari' 

er, 1928, III: 134); all other ver- 

Damagaram) where it means "groom" or “stable. 
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sions transform her into a present given by the queen of Daura to her 

husband (Arnett, 1910: 164; Walwyn, oral version, in Palmer, 1928 

JI: 234; Hassan and Shuaibu, 1952: 3). t 

9! In "Mukarbi-gari' we recognize a diluted form of ‘Karbagari’ 

*town-seizer"), à name given in Barth's version of the Hausa story 

to the father of Bawo (Barth, 1857, I: 471). Accordingly the Daura 

Chronicle transforms the name of Bawo into ‘Bawo-gari’ (“give the 

town back again") (a form only contained in Walwyn's translations, 

in Palmer, 1928, III: 134). The new etymology neatly does away with 

the awkward resemblance of the name Bawo with the Hausa word 

bawa “slave”. 

32 Or: ‘Bawo-gari’ as in Walwyn’s translation (in Palmer, 1928, 

III: 134). 
33 [t will appear from this summary of the expanded version of the 

Hausa story, that I considered Walwyn's version to be the most 

authoritative. A full account of the expanded version can only be 

given when the relationship between written and oral versions ofthe 

Hausa story is better understood. 

34 The author, together with J. O. Hunwick, hopes to present soon 

a fuller account of the different versions of the Hausa story and a 

more elaborate assessment of their historical implications. 

35 See Landeroin in Tilho, 1911, II: 443, 445; Walwyn in Palmer, 

1928, III: 138, 140-1; Salifou, 1971: 77. 

3 Walwyn in Palmer, 1928, III: 132-34. 

37 Salifou, 1971: 203-204. Unfortunately Salifou does not explain 

from whom he obtained his manuscript. Elsewhere he notes that 

Sarkin Dawaki Damo had restituted the manuscript to its proprie- 

tors in Daura (ibid.: 77 n. 3), confirming thus the information provid- 

ed by Walwyn (in Palmer, 1928, M: 132). 

38 Arnett, 1910: 161-67 

% Note, however, that the Arabic text of the Zinder manuscript 

has only the names Azaure (for Kazaure) and Bagauda and then con- 

tinues with the fifth name of the Daura kinglist. This omission does 

ar from the translation which Salifou has apparently 
not appe 

translation of the Daura 
streamlined by drawing on Walwyn's 

Chronicle (Salifou, 1971: 207, 235). 

*" M, G. Smith, 1978: 143-236. 

*! The Kano chroniclers disregarded also the effects of the Fulani 

jihad, M. G. Smith notes that the Kano Chronicle “gives an extraor- 

dinary terse account of the Fulani j ihad at Kano" (Smith, 1983: 47). 
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The Pre-Islamic Dimension of Hausa History 

Von 

DIERK LANGE 

Bayreuth 

For too long historians have looked at the past of the Hausa people from the angle of 
Arabic texts alone. This approach is hampered by the limitations of the source material: 

the Arabic texts are few in number; they convey only little historically significant 

information, and they reflect the Muslim point of view. With respect to the pre-Islamic 

past of Hausaland these shortcomings outweigh the advantages of written sources: 

apart from the relatively recent dynastic history there is hardly any other aspect of the 

past which can be recovered through this material Moreover, "Muslims cannot be 

expected to provide an adequate description of their pagan arch-enemies. Recently 

some attention has been devoted to oral traditions, but these traditions were only 

known from written versions, and hence once more the Islamic bias was allowed to 

distort the original material. Other aspects of the rich pre-Islamic inheritance of the 

Hausa people, such as the Bori possession cult, the ceremonies associated with kingship 

and the yearly festivals, have not yet received the attention from historians that they 

deserve. Even if none of these pre-Islamic remnants survived in their original forms, it 

should be possible to recover their former religious dimensions from the secularistic 

reshaping of these institutions which took place during the seven centuries of Islamic 

penetration. 

From a more theoretical point of view, the main obstacle in re-assessing the pre-Is- 

lamic past of the Hausa is evolutionism. According to this predominant approach in 

African history, simple and unsophisticated institutions became more complex and 

multi-functional over time. Individual institutions are therefore considered to be either 

the result of an internal process of elaboration, the outcome of interactions between 

neighbouring people or the product of long-distance trade. This prevalent perception 

of the African past is entirely consistent with the Islamic view of the jahiliyys— „the 

time of ignorance" which presupposes a state of barbarism prior to Islam. As theoretical 

evolutionism is being reinforced by one-sided source material, the historian of Hausa- 

land is now faced with a well-enshrined „orthodox view" of Hausa history." 

There is however a third obstacle to a sober re-evaluation of pre-Islamic Hausa 

history which is more difficult to counter than the two previous ones: the Hamitic 

hypothesis. During the colonial period it was generally
 supposed that in Africa tangible 

progress was only achieved by foreigners. Just as European powers of the colonial age 

!— According to the expression used by John Sutton in his polemic against Abdullahi Smith (Towards a less 

orthodox history, 179-201), Por full references see bibliography at the end of the article. 
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:vilisation to Africa, it was also held that a] 

were thought to have i ien m i result of earlier immigrants in 

cultural achievements o E inst these colonialist assumptions the historians of inde. 

outside Africa. ar ae ere was any foreign impact on Africa prior to Islam and 

EXON m However, itis now clear that this reaction 
hasnotonly channelled 

European EA T PRE a vigorously African perspective ofthe African past, 

the energies of researt ‘Africa and the outside world, 
formidable barrier between 

Afri 
Tm pe trend of research, this article proposes to adopt a compa- 

i 5 thar theoral traditions which tra
ce the origin ofthe Hausa 

POE t Ner apenas correct. There is no need to resort to the feedback 

d to assume that the inheritors o! at $ ; 

d is they claim that their country of origin was Canaan. Looking at the 

question of origins without prec
onceptions, we find that a rather coherent body of 

legend, myth, ritual and linguistic elemen
ts supports the idea that the earliest bearers 

of Hausa culture, insofar as they arc at present identifiable, were Hebrews. 

F this great state tradition have been misled 

1. The Hausa legend: written and oral versions 

Any serious consideration of the pre-Islamic history of the Hausa 
people should begin 

with the Hausa legend. In brief the legend tells the story of the indigenous queen of 

Daurz, Magajiya, and the forcign hero Bayajidda, their marriage after the killing of the 

dreadful snake and the origin of the Hausa nation: 

While Magajiya is said to descend from immigrants originating from Canaan, Bayajidda was 

supposedly the son of the king of Baghdad. Having fled from his home town, he reached Borno 

with a large contingent of troops. He married the daughter of the king, but in danger of being 

killed by his father-in-law, he fled further west. Next he halted at Garun Gabas, where his Bornoan 
wife gave birth to his first son called Biram. Leaving his wife and his son behind, the hero once 
more fled further west, and then came to the well of Daura. Here he was told by an old woman 
gare Sent be We tea mc inm Fa ped oe ed cbe people of the town 
to water on Fridays. Bayajidda killed the snake and married the queen Magajiya. But the 
rosse demens therefore she gave him a slave concubine. In due time the concubine 
ue 7 faepe (town-seizer). Subsequently Magajiya also delivered a boy; he was 

ex [ town]). Karbagari became the ancestor of the founders of the „seven 
useless P M eee da A Ham" nu 
(Hausas bakwhi), The seventh state was founded by Biram, the first son of Bayajidda. 

In this context it should be further noted that most j i xt it shoul Hausa consider their lan, 
to be the main distinctive feature between the Hausa bakuai and the banza bohan 

te legend has until now remained im 1 lausa penetrable for th 
analytical mind of the historians, A number of authors have related it to a supposed Bornoan ascendancy over the Hausa states, but these attempts are unconvincing, as 
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we shall see below. Before considering the different theori 

historical meaning of the Daura story, es designed to explain the 
7 - we have to turn our attenti 1 

s, Even if they have noth ae ention to the written 

es its recent Bi Peai 
ai story, they will perhaps 

The earliest, vague reference to the i i : 

Kucumbi (c. 1623-1648) is said to Mech potter tt 
wai“? The Sokoto scholars from the beginnin; F he ni Among ee 

ey g of the nineteenth centu: idi 
more details Muhammad Bello, who wrote in 1812, considered Bawo, th ahi a 
ancestor of the Hausa bakwai, to have been a slave governor of dcs li ee FB zin 

around 1824 “Abd al-Qadir b. al-Mustafa is the first to mention erit mem 

of the bs ne d pres But the Muslim scholars from Sokoto dismined E 
mythical rcd : d ron We have to wait until 1853 to get from H. Barth the 

basic outline of the tradition, which also contains its core-element, the killing of the 

snake called Dodo. At this point, we also learn that the hero came from Baghdad and 

that he was called Muhammad ‘Ali. Further, we realize that the legend ascribes the 

foundation of the Hausa states to the killing of the snake and not to the political 
domination of Borno Therefore it would seem that the entirely demythologised 

versions of the Sokoto authors were the result of a deliberate attempt to presenta secular 

interpretation of the remnants of a pre-Islamic myth. 

In fact, the prestige of the written records has until now distracted the attention of 

researchers from a thorough investigation of the genuine oral traditions. To be sure, 

the more extensive versions of the Hausa legend presently available in print are trans- 

lations from closely related Arabic manuscripts. Titled Kirab malik Dawra (Book of 

the kings of Daura) the original text may have been composed in Daura itself, the small 

but prestigious centre of carly Hausaland. Copies of it are known to have been kept in 

Daura, Damagaram, Kano, Zaria and Abuja $ One copy even reached western Borno, 

where it was used for the composition of the so-called Masfarma Chronicle 
? We know 

the K. mulük Dawra through a number of translations, but only one original Arabic 

text. The age and the circumstances of its composition being unknown, it can only 

be surmised that the text was designed to provide an ideological platform for the Hausa 

people who fought at the beginning of the nineteenth century against the Fulani 

jihadists. In spite of this anti-jihadist and hence somewhat anti-Islamic tendency, it 

Fa mythical tradition translated into Arabic by Muslim 
would be very surprising i 

1 Palmer: Memoirs, II, 119; Lange: Evolution, 196. 

3 Bello: /nfàq, 44; transl, Armect: Rise, n. 

4 Palmer: Western Sudan history, 265 meae 

5 Barth: Origin of the Hausa bokkoi’, 293-5; id: Ten 720. a 

6 Walwyn: History of Daura, 132-1; Sulifou: Damagaram, 201-243; Meek: are
 LHE 

(Kano); Arnett; Hausa chronicle, 162-165 (Zaria); Hassan and Shuaibu: Chronicle of Abuja, 1-4; Palmer: 

Hausa legend, 231-233, 
? Palmer: Sudanese Memoirs, Ill, 149-153 

+ Salifou: Damagaram, 203-243. 
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scholars was not considerably distorted in order to make it conform to the Islamic 

worldview. "cera and Niger, the author was able to suppl. 
: ip to Nigeria and Niger ppie- 

During a cun ae ca LE evidence. With respect to the text of the 

aar oa ae t cuu rails, which add to the elements known from the written 

a 
versions, are noteworthy: 

$ | zs i i f Daura had to pacify the snake with a special 

Prior to the arrival of Bayajidda the inhabit Oda — or rather Abu Yazid — came to the 
i i from the well; when Bayajid : : 

song z ne wire ee the Abagayawa blacksmiths who forged a special knife 

Re kim; the old woman living near the well was called Ayana; the snake itself is known by three 

different names: Sarki (king), Dodo and Bajimi; once the news of the killing of the snake had 

spread, only the Kaura, the army leader, was brave enough to ascertain that the monster was really 

5 ing of the snake was followed by mixed reactions of the i
nhabitants of Daura, some 

copre da were sad; the slave concubine of Bayajidda was called Bagwariya; Bagwariya 

gave to her son the name Karab-da-Gari (forced entry into the town), not Karbagari (received the 

town); Magajiya was succeeded by her
 own son Bawo, not by Bayajidda; Bawo declared Karbagari 

to be his slave and he instructed him to practise the pagan rituals (Maaguzanci); he further 

commissioned him to supervise the court organisation; Karbagari sired the founders of the banza 

bakwai (useless seven) situated in the sout
hwestern fringe areas of Hausaland.? 

Some of these details were already mentioned by M. G. S
mith in his voluminous study 

on the evolution of the political institutions of Daur
a.” 

Other versions of the Hausa legends were recorded in Gobir, Katsina, Kano and 

Zamfara.!! They vary in three important details with respect to the Daura version: the 

dragon-slaying hero is called Bawa (Kano), Abawa Jidda (Gobir, Katsina) or Abajidda 

(Korgom); the creature in the well is considered to have been a spirit (aljanii) and at 

the same time a serpent; in a Zamfara version it is explicitly stated that the body of the 

snake was divided into twelve parts;!! other versions mention the remains of the snake 

which formed one huge heap in front of the well (Katsina, Korgom) or seven heaps 

(Kano, Gobir)" The last detail should be compared with the Canaanite notion of a 

seven headed dragon Leviathan and the splitting of the body of Tiamat which, accor- 
_ ding to the Babylonian creation myth, gave rise to the universe, 

Authors of the colonial period often subscribed to the Berber theory, according to 
which the northern neighbours of the Negro-Africans played a decisive role in the 

p M LP M adi anui (born ca. 1932), field notes: Daura, 7/8/95. 

s ne imeniened rir hy Dan Sela intervioved in Maradi, 1/4/95; Abubakr von 

A ge i 1/4195; Tarno, field á in een Mandon 95 Nal ; Tas m notes: Korgom, 11/8/95; Tahida Mahaman 

Smith: Early History, 52, 58. i: 14; Dalley: Myths, 254 £; see also Day: God's Conflict, 1-18; M. 
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state-building process of sub-Saharan Africa. With re: i 
suggested that Bayajidda was a partisan of the Berber EDAD ed M d 
was killed by the Fatmids in 947. They supposed that this surviving partisan of Abu 

Yazid marched across the Sahara at the head of the remnants of the defeated Berber 

army. Further, they thought that in Daura he married the indigenous queen after some 

kind of exploit later identified to be the killing of the snake.!5 This attempt to solve 

the enigma of the Hausa legend is as unconvincing as the Borno theory, because it is 

solely based on che apparent similitude of two names. In particular, it deut the fact 

that Abu Yazid is the Arabic form of an indigenous, quite different name. Furthermore. 

there is no evidence whatsoever that any partisans of Abu Yazid reached Borno ot 

Hausaland. And indeed, it is very unlikely that a defeated and lonely refugee, who had 

lost his army in Borno, could transform a preexisting chiefdom into a powerful 

kingdom. 
During the postcolonial period scholars stressed the Promethean character of Afri- 

can societies. In terms of Hausa history this meant that they tried to relate the Daura 

legend to the medieval or early modern history of the Central Sudan. Abdullahi Smith 

thought that the legend was based on the historical fact that a number of Hausa states 

payed tribute to Borno from the fifteenth century onwards. M. G. Smith, who 

conducted extensive historical and anthropological research in Daura, noted the great 

significance of the legend for the constitution of the kingdom. However, in spite of 

the firm belief of the people of Daura that the legend refers to events of the pre-Islamic 

period, he stipulated that the legend reflects the beginning of the Bornoan domination 

over Hausaland which he dated to the sixteenth century.” The present author tried to 

tie the key-events of the Daura legend into the medieval history of Kanem-Borno by 

connecting Karbagari with the anti-Sayfid Duguwa of the thirteenth and fourteenth 

century and Bawo with the pro-Sayfid Duguwa of the fifteenth century. These 

theories assume that the dragon-story was invented" during the Islamic period of 

Hausa history or at least that it reflects the repercussions on Hausaland of the struggle 

for power between the Duguwa and the Sayfuwa in Kanem-Borno. Further they imply 

that certain institutions of the Hausa kingdoms, which are similar to institutions of 

Borno, resulted from the profound cultural impact left by Borno after a long period 

of domination. 

A good example for such cultural transfers appeared to be the office of the queen 

mother, called Magira in Borno and Magajiya in Hausaland.? However, if such a 

transfer of a key institution of the political system has really taken place, it cannot 

5 Palmer: Bornu Sahara, 273 fs Hallam: Bayajida, 49 Ez see also Fage: History. 63. 

16 A, Smith: Some considerations, 336. 

17 M. G, Smith: Daura, 55-6, 
V Lange: HausaTraditionen, 57-60 

1 Lange: Kóniginmutter, 1433-4 
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ing the Islamic per
iod when women

 had to submit to the 

Jausible chat 
d based on the dragon-sla

yer pres 

Jamic rationalis
m began to shape the min

ds of the people.
 

cal data recently
 collected in Daura with r

espect to the 

char the regional pa
radigm cannot acc

ount forthe 

ties of the Central Sudan have in common, 

legend itself. and the associa
ted ritual 

kingship ideology of the pre-Hel- 

possibly have occ
urred duri 

patriarchal order. 
Nor isit p! 

elaborated ar a tim
e when Islam 

In the light of the
 anthropologi 

Gani festival, it wo
uld rather appear 

numerous culture traits which che societ 

There arc good reasons to believe that the 
Hausa ^ 

of the Gani festival are rooted in the We
st Semitic 

lenistic period. 

2 The Gani festival of Dau
ra 

Nearly all the inhabitants
 of Daura believe today that the Gani

 festival (sallar Gaanii) 

is nothing other than the ce
lebration of the Prophet's b

irthday, the mawliid or mawlid 

al-nabī. On account of the actual date of the festiva
l, the 12ch Rabr I of the Musl

im 

calendar, they claim that the
 Gani has always been identical to the mawlüd. However,

 

in and a later accomodatio
n 

rures of the festival point to a pre-Islamic origi 

Gani, like the two other Muslim festivals, the «id al-adha 

(sacrificial feast) and the ‘id’ al-fitr (festiva
l of the breaking of the fast), is celebra

ted by 

a horse-riding procession performed by the nobles and comm
oners of the kingdom 

during two days; the Gani festival was until recently associated with sexual licence in 

which women went with men of their choice; during the festiv
al foreigners were highly 

welcomed and treated with great respect; the Gani festival is not only known in 

northeastern Hausaland (Daura, Gummel, Hadeja, Korgom, Kance, Zinder and Aga- 

dez) bur also in Borno (where the procession was abolished at the beginning of this 

century) and in fringe-areas of the Islamic world such as Nupe
 and Borgu. In all these 

regions it is now generally believed chat the Gani is a local form of the mawli
d al-nabi. 

However, the common non-Islamic name and the important role of the king during 

this festival give rise to the suspicion that we are dealing here with a phenomenon 

spares to a common pre-Islamic substratum.”! 

in the basis of my recent research in Daura, it can now be advan: i 

was originally a New Year's festival during which the people idi E Xi ; 

of the snake" (murnar hash? macìijii). Toda: 4 - ij y only very few people arc aware of the 

cc ume emi of the Gani. One might even doubt the validity of such a 

"m cde f Mi supported by a secret ritual which, until recently, was performed 

On the eve of the Gani around midnight, the king pans : went secretly to the Kusugu well to fetch water. 

dressed in modest, old clothes and wore simple sandals on his pagi on his shoulder 

some fea! 

with Islam: in Daura th 

2 Ja wrongly assumed in ibid., 143 £, 
7/1 Lange: Schango, 231. iin 
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dda and in his hand he held upright the knife of Bayajidda. His closest 
ked in front of him and two Dakama singers followed him to the well. 

hen they arrived at the well the Dakama sang the song called Sikede 
„king of the well" (sarkin riijiiyaa). The modern, Hausa version 

lation of the older, uncomprehensible Sikede kimemme, can 

hung the sword of Bayaji 
official, che Shamaki, wal 
They marched silently, but wi 
kimemme so as co propitiate the 
of the song, which is supposedly a trans! 
be rendered in English as follows: 

You, whoever you are in the well | we are waiting for you 
we are late in the day / we did not drink water 
here we have come / waiting for you. 

himself let the bucket into the well and lifted it up again. At 
efor the second time. The king then drank some water 

and poured the remainder intoa brass vessel (Lengi) held by the Shamaki Subsequendy the Shamaki 

f ved the vessel with a lid, hid it under his gown and carried it to the palace Finally both sat 

briefly together in the vestibule of Gani (zaurèn Gàanii), where the Shamaki handed the water over 

to the king who took it into his bedroom. Early in the morning the king took a cup and drank 

from the water. The last drops he poured on his hands and performed an ablution involving his 

hands, his face and his arms. He practised this ritual every morning, using the water sparingly, so 

«would last for the seven days of the festival 

ently abandoned under the pressure of Islamists, 

After approaching the well, the king 
this point the Dakama sang Sikede kimemm 

that i 

Apparently the entire ritual was rec 

who branded it as a „pagan custom“ 7? 

A public commemoration of the ,killing of the snake" takes place during the Gani 

festival in the form of a great procession in which all the titled officials of the kingdom 

and their retainers participate. 

The king is on horseback holding in his right hand the knife of Bayajidda, while the sword of 

Bayajidda is hanging from his left shoulder. He is preceded by the five female Dakarna singers on 

foot; on his right side he is escorted by the Shamaki on horseback. The king is followed by a ca
mel 

Carrying the two royal tambari drums, a beat on the right one signifying Canaan" and a beat on 

the left one „Lamurudu“. Then three smaller drums carried by two other camels respond „son of 

Canaan" (d'an Ka 
æhager), onc of which 

naan) 24 Next follow twelve unmounted horses (dewaakin 

carries the saddle of Bayajidda, called Badaure (the one of Daura) The praisc-song which the 

Dakama sing for the king hails him as the forefather of the children of Bawo and the grandfather 

of the Arna (pagans), and as the one who has the extraordinary weapon called dasond, But the king 

is also praised by the song Sikede kimemme which was originally sung for the king of the well”. 

On the second day of the Gani festival there is another procession which starts in the morning 

ing. Its main event is the 
alace where the previous procession finished in the even! 

2" in her house situated close to the southeastern 
edge of the palace. Having 

house, the king and the highest officials dismount in onder to pay their 

Daura, who is the official mother” of the king and the second highe
st 

15 The reverence shown to the great lady is explained 

in front of the p: 

„greeting of the Magaj'y 

reached the Magajiya’s 

respects to the first lady of 

ranking person of the kingdom 

22 Alh. Lawal Daura, Shamaki, field sores Daura, 19/8/95 

2 See photo in M. G. Smith; Daura, following p- 29. 

M Similarly Hogben and Kirk-Greene: Emirates, 148 
1 

35 M. G. Smith notes that the Magajiya has constitutionally the right to depose the king (D
aura. i520 
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o the coming of Bayajidda and the cus prior t ng 
d to sino t ie Pe sil show the visitor a number of places 

Likewise, e time when Magajiya was the sole master of the 

Ee first floor which a dee fos Lady is made more explicit: she is hailed as the 

palace. In the praise oe ijo) and, more surprisingly, as the „woman of many mea (egress 
Pa aer of Dodo" (mài Dàedéo) ands MAT e Magajiya the procession sets in motion again, passes 

P, A After S eee the southern precincts of the town turns back to the 

use of Ayana an 

as an act designe 

killing of the snake.
 

by the hoi 

palace. 
- 

3 szd al-adha) and the karamar salla (id al-fitr), 

The other two festiv
als, im des is

 x ̂ mee evo
 days SES a cds

 s 4 

follow a similar € ue I it is only the Gani festival which officially 

Magajiya on the ee Au the associat
ed activities, such as popular rejoicing on 

e A licence, many people still consider the Gani to be the most 

a large scale an tS 2) Thi
s is contrary to Islamic practice, according to which 

important ge Um val In east
ern Hausaland we find a different situation: the 

ic un s here probably transferre
d to the two other properly Islamic 

EA which do not have an i
ndependent pre-Islami

c background. 
m 

The Gani was not only the joyful celebration o
f the »killing of the snake", it also 

had a political dimension. Daur
a informants claim that in th

e period before the Fulani 

jihad, the king of Daura invited his counterparts from the six other Hausa bakwai 

kingdoms to partake in the celebration 
of the festival. Even today 

the visitor of the 

ace is shown the zauren Gani (v
estibule of Gani), a reception hall in the inner palace, 

where the Hausa rulers are supposed to have held their yearly meeti
ng. Furthermore, 

the formal installation of the king should ideally take place only durin
g the Gani 

festival. During the interim betw
een two reigns the government would 

be headed by 

the Kaura, the slave commander of the army
. Likewise, the turbaning of the impor- 

tant title-holders of the kingdom is said to be restricted to the Gani.” Today, the 

different ceremonies of the Gani festival are no longer considered to be rooted in the 

qa past of thc kingdom. Indeed, Sy a ere: the o
r E 

i E the Shamaki, the court historian Alasan u an and the a 

singers— are aware that the Gani festival was orig
inally designed to celebrate the „killin

g 

of the snake". All the other inhabitants
 of Daura are convinced that the Gani is just 

an indigenous word referring to the mawliid. 

In Korgom, between Maradi and Zinder, we encounter a similar situation: once 

more the people concerned consider the fea
st to be entirely dedicated to the celebration 

of the Islamic mawlad. However, the persistent investigator is told after some time that 

the main feature of the Gani procession here is the fierceful charge in full gallop towards
 

a tree, followed by a respectful greeting. This ceremony 
is first executed by the king 

himself and then by all the horse-riders participating in the p
rocession. The tree is an 

% Not mentioned by M. G. Smith: Daura, 98-103. 

2 This timing is not mentioned by M. G. Smith: Daura, 97-103. 
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acacia called „the Gao of victory" (Gaon nasaràa). After showing their respect to the 

tree, the horse-riders of the procession turn back to the town. Although the relationship 

between this ceremony and the killing of the snake is not clear, we are obviously once 

more faced with the remnants of a pre-Islamic feast which remains the core-element 

of the most important yearly ceremony.2# Moreover, in Korgom the appointments to 

the important offices seem to take place, as as in Daura, during the Gani festival. 

Going one step further we may ask what the original significance of the Gani festival 

There can be little doubt thar the king of Daura was — and to a certain 

extent still is— identified with the hero from the east who killed the snake and married 

the queen (sdraunyaa). Furthermore, it is very likely that the water ritual, performed 

until recently by the king, represents only the remains of a ceremony which was once 

more elaborate. In addition to the fetching of the water and the daily ablutions, the 

original ritual may have included a feigned combat with the „king of the well" or the 

sea god. The Kusugu well once figured also prominently in the installation ritual. 

Before being properly installed the king lives for one week in seclusion in a stable of 

the Shamaki's quarters? During this period the newly appointed king secretly went 

for himself, because he was allowed to drink only 

rived at the well with the Shamaki, the latter 

hereby wetting all the kings clothes, which he 

of seclusion, the king was not 

may have been. 

to the well every night to fetch water 

the water of Kusugu. When he first ar 

poured water from the well over him, c 

subsequently took for himself. During the whole period 

owed to take a bath, so that he would not touch any other water. Hence it 

Gani festival and the installation rituals 

rformed by the king and 

even all 

would appear that the activities of the original 

consisted of reenactments of certain mythological events pe! 

the high dignitaries of the state. 

The deeper meaning of the rituals was no longer understood by those who practised 

them. The main reason for this ignorance would seem to be the replacement of the 

pre-Islamic religion of the Hausa by Islam. A somewhat unexpected model of inter- 

pretation is provided by the myths of Ugarit, which were discovered from 1929 

onwards in Ras Shamra, in the ruins of a Syrian scaport dating from the thirteenth 

century BC. These findings shed new light on the Canaanite religion and culture, 

which otherwise were only known from the Bible and from some informatio
n recorded 

by Greek authors." In the light of the Ugaritic myths, it would appear that the actors 

of the Daura legend were once viewed as gods and goddesses and not human 
beings 

and monsters, the secularization of these myths and their transformation 
into legend 

being a necessary consequence of the substitution of the old religion by Islam. 

To begin with Bayajidda, or Bawa Jibda, as the state god is called more property? 

we notice that he has several traits of Baal (Bawa), who vanquished the sca god, Yam. 

Adamu Duna, Korgom, 11/8/25. 
u Description provided by the king of Korgom, 

hout giving further details (Daura: 102) 

» M. G, Smith only mentions the weekly seclusion wit 

9 Lore Ugarit und die Bibel 
^ 

3i Thus in the Gobir king list owned by Dan Akali, Tsibiri, The Tarno of Kongom calls him Abajidda. 
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he direct successor of Ba
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Enr 
the ,owner of the dds

oné " 
ài farar wukaa), 

bese Daura, God of the slaves" (mai 

Mamman), and he is given 

who is conside 
The king of Daura, A 

Dod Fche white knife" 

in praise-songs 
,ownero 
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(a mysterious wea
pon perhaps an axe), ,0Wn 

i iji aze of Muhammad“
 (hazoo na 

a eis 

Dark the 
Mearan doubt

 that the exp ress
ion ,owner of th

e white knife" must 

vi d knife of Bayajid
d. 

di -slayer, because 
the sword an i yajidda 

E eel A s AR ER
E consider dsoné to designate a kind of 

arc part of the oa rn
 i sible derivations of this and some 

ee, va uem Um gea
 a ee (Igbirra), dati (Songhay) and osé 

as pm PL
 lian pau (axe). 

the Hausa word ùba
ngij? (god), used 

for the king of Daura, 
seems to derive from #baa 

(father) and gicifgitti 
(axe). In fact, 

the axe was the principal symbol o
f Baal and the weapon 

used by the heroic go
d to 

overcome Yam in the struggle for the cosmic kingsh
ip- Concerning the name Ali 

i ing of Daura, we note that 

sm al” In northwestern 
Hausaland the same name is applied to the 

founder of the Arcwa dynasty who, as we shall see, was none other than the hero of 

Daura.” Since the Yoruba god and divi
ne king Shango and the

 Songhay god Dongo 

can in turn be identified as the main god of Ugari
t,” the identification of Bayajidda 

with Baal does not stand 
in isolation in West Afric

a. In a context of wides
pread divine 

kingship it isnot surprising 
that certain divine attribute

s distinguish the king of Da
ura 

from a secular Islamic monar
ch who is no more then a representative (khalifa) of God 

on carth. 
Turning our attention to the serpent of the well of Daura, the „king in the well", 

we note that in a praise-song the monster is called Ba-Jimi. If we disregard the prefix 

of origin ba, we are left with jimi, a root nearl
y identical to the West Semitic name of 

the sea god based on yam (sea, water
). According to several versions of the Hausa l

egend 

the serpent of Daura was cut into seven pieces; this indication is paralleled by infor- 

mation provided by an Ugaritic myth in
 which the sea god, Yam, is equated with „the 

valiy (most high) isan ep
ithet and analternative 

z Rudi Eom the Dakama singer Zulai
 Haruna and odher text checked with Alasa

n Abdurrahaman, 

Daura, 13/8/95. 

3 M.G. Smith: Daura, 99, and photo following p. 29. 

3 Lange: Schango, 234. 

55 Abraham: lu buce axe (Dictionary, 327); Nicolas: gitti magical axe (Dynamique, 3 d tionary, 327); ique, 339). According 

t9 the current explanation Martij is derived from giji - home", However this etymology does not 

necessarily rule out a derivation from giei/gitté: without an assimilation to a neutral term a strongly coined 

bx for God could not have survived in an Islamic setting, 

MEN L21V ee 18, 23; de Moor: Anthology, 39-41, 
The interpretation of gmdm as à ,Aouble-axe" 

pcs piens by pamm of the alternating terms ymdm and (md „two dubs" and club" 

Cros te Myths, 43 f.) or just „the weapons" and „the weapon" (M. Smith: Baal Cycle, 1, 322-324, 

37 Keres epos, KTU 1.16 III 6, 8; wansl, Gibson: Canaanit Myth, 

98 Piault: Histoire, 91 f. cc dont 6 
3 Lange: Schango, 227-236. 
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wriggling serpent: the tyrant with seven heads" ̂? In i 

Sion Tiamat, the equivalent of Yam, is said to arre ee T 

constitutes the universe. In view of these comparisons, 
we cannot aei the dd ir 

that the divine being in the well of Daura is identical to the Girare sea god. epi 

Finally, we should consider the Magajiya. As we shall see below, the Bod pre [3 

the western Hausa still worship Magajiya as one of the most EROS spirits Pr ehe 

re-Islamic pantheon Her name seems to be derived from gadfu (the holy onc), the 

widespread ,cover name" of the Canaanite goddess Asherah,*! with the refix m-21 

Ugaritic mythology Asherah is the wife of El and the mother of the d she is is 

„the Great Lady who walks on the sea (yam) " #? There are numerous old Syrian seals 

showing the weather god killing a serpent in front of a goddess. Although in the Baal 

epic of Ugarit, “Astarte, another important female goddess, urges the heroic god to 

deliver the coup de grâce against Yam,” the divinity seems to be a predecessor of 

Asherah. She is sometimes represented as a tree goddess. In the so-called Qudsu 

phy the serpent is associated with a goddess, thought to be Asherah.” 

f parallels concerns the Israelite queen mother (gébiré) who was „the 

herah, the kings heavenly mother” 48 Similarly the Magajtya 

ficial mother of the 

iconogra|
 

Another set o 

earthly counterpart
 of Asl 

of Daura and other Hausa kingdoms is considered to be the .0 

* 49 Before the coming of Islam she most likely had priestly functions also, an 

king 

assumption which, in the case of the equivalent office of the Kanuri Magira, is sup- 

ported by better evidence. The most prominent Magira, Aissa Kili girmarma, is 

said to have saved her son — Mai Ali — from his powerful dynastic enemies.*? Further- 

be identical to the Kanembu ancestress Aissa Bugdarimaram (Aissa 

more Aissa seems to 
cestor Sayf b. Dhi 

of Baghdad) and A'isha bint Krm, the wife of the Kanuri dynastic an 

Yazan.?? Therefore the famous Magira would appear to have originally been the goddess 

Asherah who was eager to protect her divine son 'Ali (Baal) against the dangers of chis 

world. Further, it should be noted that the term 
.Magira” derive from the Hebrew 

term gébira (qucen-mother) to which was prefixed the Afroasiatic nomen agens forma- 

io KTU 1.3 II 39; transl. Gibson: Canaanite M 

u Gese: Religionen, 152-155; Helck: Betra 

& The commonly proposed derivation gàadaa (inheri) > magaajiyea (W 

should perhaps be modified to qa (holy) > gaadde (inheritance) and qd! > magasit 

© N. Wyatt: Asherah, in DDD, 183-195 

u C. Uchlinger: Leviathan, in DDD, 958 f: Keel: Recht der Bilder, 212- 

€ Gibson: Canaanite Myth, 44; M. Smith: Baal Cycle, 1 

4 Keel: Recht der Bilder, 250 fig, 2 3 

€ R S. Hendel: Serpent, in DDD, 14 

a Ackerman: Queen mother, 400; N. Wyatt Asherah, in DOD, 193 

v M. G. Smith: Daura, 123 

% Lange: Kôniginmutrer, 139-146 

3i For traditions concerning Aisa Kili 

51 Meek: Northern Tribes, 70; Lange ce 

Yanan is also said to be „the daughter of che king 

= Referenzgrammatik, 126) 

215, 250-252 

Ngirmarma see Lange: Sudanic Camda B2E 0. 

hronologie, 65 f. Note that the unnamed mother of Sayf b. Dhi 

of Baghdad" (ibid: 65) 
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ality fre J 
in Hebrew gébrà (strength), a quality frequently 

tive m-, Parallel to ah we is pins bs 
the consort of Baal (and of Yahweh),5 

attributed ro Yahweh. “dered to be a divinity of comparable strength, 

we may asume ihar a ee 
which in popular Hebrew or in Aramaic 

Magebird might theretc ess of the gbir (Asherah?). These
 comparisons lead us to 

the priest de Magajiya by the king of Daur
a corresponded originally 

iage“ (hieros amos) of the king with 
a priestess who acted on behalf 

it for deum the old woman met by Bayajidda near the well, she
 

Drame riestess, 25 suggested by her name, who pla
yed the part of the 

ee nae akitu festival.” Her role could have been similar to 

eat goddess in Me: 5 REY 

that of the Kebbi prim Eie 
interpretation of the Hausa 

In view of these parallels, the presen
t-da 

bs 

Eois to which the rule of the king of Garkii) was wr by the 

s of minor queens (sarauniyaa) or fema
le chiefs (7 magaajiyaa), shoul

d be discar- 

iti 
the divine but tyrann

ical „king in 

56 In fact, the transposition of the power from
 

See Bajimi,
 to BEAD and b

eneficent king of D
aura corresponds

 precisely 

to the shift of the divine kingship fr
om ical sea god, Yam, to th

e fertility god, 

Baal.” In Canaan and in Mesopotamia 
the victory of the Baal over

 the sea god Yam, 

or Tiamat, provided the 
mythological background 

for the New Year's festiva
l. In Bo rno 

and Hausaland the festival for the Prophets birthda
y is known by two traditional 

names, Gaanii and Takutahaa,®* bo
th of which point to close

ly related oriental antece-
 

dents: Gaanii to gn, the fourth month of t
he Ugaritic spring year’? d

uring which Baal's 

feast may have been celebrated, and Ta-hutà-haa to akitu, the New Year's festival of 

many Mesopotamian cities. In both festivals the king reenacted 
the victory of Baal 

over the sea god and in Meso
potamia — perhaps also in Canaan — he performed the 

ritual of the „sacred marriage". 

Under the pressure of Islam the basic institutions of the pre
-Islamic religions could 

survive in West Africa only by 
ion to the new religion. A good 

example of such 

a survival under new conditions is offered by the Gani festivals of the Central Sudan. 

53 Ps 54:3; 65:7; 66:75 80:3; 89:14; 145:11; Isa 11:2; 
33:13; Jer 16:21. 

54 According to the epigraphic evidence of Khi
rber d-Qém and Kuntillet'Ajrud, sec Olyan: Asherah, 23-37; 

Dietrich and Lorerz: „Jahwe“, 77-124. 

55 Von Soden, Einführung, 63; CAD, IV, yit 

% M.G. Smith: Daura, 53, 56; Hogben and Kirk-Gteene: Emirates, 147. 

53 KTU L2 IV L 32; transl. M. Smith: Baal Cycle, 1, 324. 

55. Bargery: Dictionary, 357, 981 fu; Abraham: Dictionary, 296, 844. 

# KTU 4.219; Gordon: Textbook, 414. 

/& Another possible derivation is sākuliu > Takutaha, sakultu being a cultic meal somewhat connected with 

Be akitu festival (von Soden: Handwörterbuch, Ill, 1309; van Did. Cult,
 164). 

Renger: Heilige Hochzeit, in: RA, IV, 257; von Soden: Einführung, 63, 186, For the assume
d ritual of 

a mastiage" in Canaan see Engnell: Divine Kingship, 102-173 and de Moor: Anthology, 8 n. 42, 
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If these important festivals, once celebrated in honour of Baal-like gods, could outlive 

the Islamic fight against polytheism at all, it is on account of their assimilation to the 

Prophet's birthday (mawlüd). Apparently people believed that Bayajidda, Kisra and 

Tongo - oF by whatever name they called their primordial leader — had something in 

common with the Prophet Muham mad, so that one feast could be merged with the 

other. ‘Avoiding major disruptions, people also tried to rescue from oblivion the other 

divine protagonists of the festivals by transforming them into historicized legendary 

figures or depotentiated spirits. Priestly offices were simply secularized 
or abolished. 

3. The Dango festival of Kebbi 

The observer of present-day Bori rituals of Kebbi soon finds our that the most powerful 

pre-Islamic spirit is called Dango (Dàngá). However, the insertion of this spirit into 

the pantheon of Kebbi is not well established. The fact that the Kabawa themselves 

associate the worship of Dango with the Zarma immigrants, seems rather to indicate 

that prior to the nineteenth century the spirit was unknown in Kebbi. This suspicion 

is not entirely ruled out by a written praise-song, in which the king Yusuf Mainassara 

(1854-1859) is called ,Dango, father of Musa Kaya" 2 In view of the long-lasting 

alliance between the Kabawa and the Zarma, one might have suspected that even 
such 

an outstanding praise-name was a concession made by the Lekawa to their only 

superficially Islamized allies in their struggle against the Fulani Jihadists of Sokoto.“ 

Nevertheless, the anthropological evidence for a pre-Islamic cult devoted to Dango, 

which was shared by the pre-Lekawa Kabawa, 
the Songhay, the Zarma and the Ar

awa, 

allows us to dismiss the idea of a recent and superficial tr
ansmission of Dango from 

the Zarma to the Kabawa. In fact, in all the towns and villages of Kebbi the faithful 

adepts of Dango once celebrated a New Year's festival during which the worshippers 

renewed their pact with the great god who 
assured their personal well-being, 

the fertility 

of their crops and the prosperity of their 
country. 

Some supplementary comments on the history of Kebbi are necessary in order to 

explain the remarkable vitality of the Bori rituals in this part of Hausaland. In fact, 

Kebbi was the last great kingdom of the Wes
t African savanna to be exposed to intense 

Islamic influence. From here the 
Songhay migrated in various wave

s to the west up the 

River Niger, the last and most decisive movement of expansion dating from the 

beginning of the fifteenth centur
y. On the Middle Niger, the pol

ytheistic faith of the 

Songhay and their language affected the Zarma, who had turn
ed to Islam in the days 

6 Lange: Schango, 226. 
© Included in the Hausa Ajami text, Aralin Kabawa, in the possession of Mr. Salima Tajaddin, Argenge. 

^ Alkali: Kebbi, 230-278. 

6 Lange: From Mande, 293-299. 
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V -bbi lam was precipitated by dic orate 
may have been obliterated in Argungu — even before 1978 — they might still be 

of the Almoravids.“ In vr oed eR IE d by Gao and Katsina 
practised in the villages of the hinterland, In fact, nowadays the Eu ps mainly 

ofthe old Kanta dynasty ne LIEN Until roday this major event mud | celebrated to the west of the River Rima, in areas inhabited by Arawa, Zarma and 

in the second a i vidis it is only referred to in a brief note in the 7; Gobiawe —. 

the attention of the ABE. said to have sent an expedition against ,Kankoy" in The best witness of the great pre-Islamic festivities of Kebbi is certainly Eni Mai 

d Korau (text: Mubammad Kuyraw). Further, taking into Tasa, i fas pecus New Ye
ars festival of Argungu. She was the main organiz

er 

y f the Kebbi king lists, we note that prior to the rise of the ote dS De E d p who belongs to the royal Lekawa, merely supervised 

m a vies of Katsina, the Kanta rulers of the kingdom were the activities o! c D ordinates. At shan fura all the gods of the Bori pantheon were 

al does e es probably the main driving force behind the joint attack 
invited to come, but Dango was the most important invitee. Without his presence the 

of Gao and near, the new rulers of Kebbi certainly had to compromise with the festival could not have taken place. 

agan inclinations of the Kabawa from whom they adopted the pre-Islamic Kanta The ceremony was held at an open space called Kaura near the dye pits in the northern part of the 

don of origin.” Moreover, since Muhammad Korau himself was the first Muslim old town of Argungu. Here two holes were dug into the ground, one being filled Wd was into 

ruler of Katsina, it has to be expected that the religion
 which his soldiers spread together 

which pounded grain had been washed (kàasarii) and the other with 2 liquid preparation of 

with their language among the conquered Kabawa was the old polytheistic religion of 
pounded bulrush-millet (gümbaa). Then the gods were called one by one by their special melody 

the Karsinawa with a slight veneer of Islam. 
played by the hade pya Gae g0o

gée) and the drummers (màasuu dündufa) one by one, first 

Turning now to the pre-Islamic New Year's festival of Kebbi, we note that contrary Mohamman-na-Ruwa, then Hajoruwa, then Kuji, then Magis Junta and all the others, indu- 

Lo alsuda k be E ih ding of course Dango, who came last. After having respectfully greeted Eni and Ts
ohi, who sat in 

= the cai Fitak Css M of He ris u meum re — ei pa i ding f the holes, the possessed dipped their heads into either the water or the gumbe depending 

e mawlüd The was celebrated in Argungu unt! , when it was abandone: on the category of gods to which they belonged, in order to foretell the results of the next raining 

as a result of increasing Islamic pressure against all religious prac
tices associated with 

season. Eniand Tsohi listened serif to all these predictions, ad
monitions and injunctions, a 

Bori. The immediate cause for the abolishment of the festival w
as the construction of at the end of the ceremony they announced to the participants a statement summarizing the 

2 primary school on the site of the great closing ceremony. Known as gyaaràn gàrii yai propia MERS Whey went Se a e king to inform him about the „coming of 

Pare 
" 

the spirits and at ut cir prophecies concerning jc Next raims.’~ 

eder) the festivities extended over two successive Sundays at the CERES CERA deperit PESE prepared themseives for the second part of 
because these activities 

celebrated what is now generally called shan furaa (drinking of gr
uel) and on the second ae forbidden for everyone, including the Muslims, on Sunday. Furthermore, on Saturday night 

and no stranger was allowed to come in However, an exception 

shan kùbeewà (drinking of the pumpkin).’° They were directed by Tsohi, the titled the gates of the town were closed 

chief of the old town, and the titled priest
ess called Eni. The colonial administrator, 

was made for a procession around the town le
d by Eni and Mai Bori (the leader of the B

ori adepts) 

to whom we owe a brief description of the more spectacu
lar activities which took place 

which started from the house of Tsohi. Stops were made at certain wees and termite hills, the restin
g 

at these occasions, took only little note of the reli
gious aspects of the festival.” In order places of the different spirits. May of the Bori adepts were possessed, most were dancing, This 

10 find out the spiritual meaning of 
the gyaran gari it is nsi hoec Bori was not the case for Éni, Mai Bori and the fiddle players, because th

eir functions as organizers and 

adepts who actively participated in the celebrations. Furthermore, we should mes FE ces 
eee 

d not procession around the town finally reached 

ict our inquiry to the capital of Kebbi, because while some
 aspects of the festival 

On Sunday the Bori adepts and their specta! 

Here the fiddlers, the guitarists (mazsus moolee) and the drummers called the spirits once more. 

———— 

They formed different groups scattered on and around the. mountain. The spirits would only join 

% Lange: Almoravid expansion (in press). 
their „horses“ when these would hear their special music. Eni and h

er helpers 

p Tite 90. The emendation of hankey to Kanta-koyis justifiable if we consider kankoy to be 
of animals for the spirits, and they prepared food which was

 caten by the possessed and everyone 

- ns 1a-kej. The identification of Muhammad Kuyraw with Muhammad Korau stands on 

(cese ung ops rien act aa en iA of Sonni*Ali (1465-1492) (Hunwick: 

snakes it posible to asume that he was the king sel edens Tat niei, vil 
ald the fiture themselves on the basis of what they saw ia the rwe 

s Prior 232; Lange: Frühes Kebbi, 149-155. 
holes (Sokoto, 354-356). 

L E , 
7) Harris: Sokoto, 356-358. 

70 We may assume that earlier the ,drinking" involved alcoholic drinks. Under the influence of Islam this 
M In Birnin Kebbi, the earlier capital of Kebbi, there is a corresponding, much higher mountain called 

Dukku, Before 1805, when the Lekawa had to cede Birnin Kebbi to the Fulani of Sokoro, the festival 

pace like many others, became more lenient. 
Harris: Sokoto, 354-358, 

probably took place on the Dukku mountain. 

(putting the town in oi 

end of March and the beginning of April. On the first Sunday, the Bori adepts the festival the shan kubewa. They had to pound grain PQ 
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irits. The last spirit to come was Dango. After 

dsc who wanted ro share the sacred mal ze the api important 
ceremony of shan kubewe the 

having appeased his hunger, of black millet called sarmaikunwaa kept from th
e last harvest 

distribution of blessed Oe LEE upside-down mortar for grain (turmii), holding in his left 

for this purpose. Dango © a distributing with his right hand the miller, first to the people of 

hand his two axes (Gaatarty, es 7 and then to everyone elso who wanted some. At the beginning 

authority, or their ce ives ner would mix the small quantity of millet obtained from Dango 

ofthe next raining season t D. their seeds would chus resist drought. Meanwhile the other 

with their ocher CES Ge He admonit
ions for the year to come, and ifthey

 foresaw calamities 

spirits uccered their predicto Lo to forestall them. At this occasion the blood of the sacrificed 

they would advise the Bori a Gas to shan fura the prophecies did not only
 concern the crops 

animals was used as an Rei 7 to come and the destiny of the whole coun
try. Itwas therefore 

of the nert harvest but the whole yr r bs could rake the appropriate measures 

particularly si ih the divi Thi by a „horse“ of Anniya,”ć because 

in accordance wit 2 à 

mac inti main spirit of de ruling
 Lelawa: 

Similar festivals are celebrated to the west of the 

different feasts at the b
eginning of the dry s

eason, fi 

- (wàasaan bakwài), then the gyaran gari/* Th
ey are 

each other at irregular
 intervals. 

ded millet with a little water making a 
; the helpers of Mai Bori prepare poun 

Ee oe the Mai Boites to become po
ssessed by Kini or any other 

„son 

of Dango” - Musa, Hausakwai or Beela. When the spirit is „on his head! , 
his helpers lead him to 

a mortar placed upside down or to a chair and give him a pot cont
aining the paste. In front of him 

there are three pots filled with w
ater placed in a line. He then s

tarts distributing the paste made of 

millet to the participants, first to the village heads and the
n to the others. All will keep the

 paste 

for the next planting season, when they will mix it with their own seeds in order to ensure the 

"prosperity of their crops. When 
this ceremony is finished the spir

it leaves his whorse™ in a state of 

exhaustion. Mai Bori then starts drinking from the water in front of him. All other partici
pants 

do the same. By this time the other spirits have finished their predictions concerning the next 

raining season and also possible misfo
rtunes or narural disasters facing the people in the year to 

come, and they have given their advi
ce on how to prevent them. On account of thes

e prophecies 

the wasan bakwai is also called „festival of th
e end of the year" (waasan cikàn shiekaràa). 

At the gyaran gari of Tago the adepts of Bori follow a procession led by the Mai Bori once aro
und 

the town. Many of the adepts of Bori are then 
possessed by their spirits. At the beginning a

nd the 

end of the procession a meal is shared by all the participants. Without such
 meals, resulting from 

appropriate sacrifices, the spirits would not come and 
visit the mortals.” 

River Rima. Ac Tago there are two 

rst the „feast of the seventh mo
nth“ 

both held on Sundays, but follow 

5 Due to the progress of Islam, none of the titled officials of Kebbi, w
ith the exception of the Bori priests, 

p pecie ieri ses cant BTA tes 

Anniyais in western Gobir (Sabon Birni), Kebbi, Zamfara (Krieger: Notizen, 99) and
 Arewa. 

Pi rae ce Pa da cei Ma in the results of these consult- 

ations”, Various interviews í Jimmai i i 
1994 and Sepuanber 1955. Mohammed Sani, called Mai Tasa (born 1930) in November 

s. ‘Tago is situated 33 km west of Argungu. 

Sarkin Bori Mai Fala, note book: Tago, 23/8/95; Malam Bakar, note book: Tago, 29/8/95. 
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Ac Feske, even further to the west of Argungu, the festival is called Dakka na-Dàngó 

(Dango's pounding) and lasts for one week. Here it is the Mai Bori Sheeku ene 

organizes the festivities which take place in January or February and which are therefore 

considered to be equivalent to ,the opening of the bush" (budèen daajii) at the begin- 

ning of the dry season. 
8 

Mai Bori starts the festival by addressing a prayer to Dango in which he requests che god to 
Ma well-being, the health and the sustenance of the people. Then the musicians Ep 

De different spirits except for, however, Dango, who will only come on the last day of the fexival 
‘The main god of the festival, the one for whom all Bori adepts came, presides over dec ceremoni 

one closely following the other. Once Dango has taken possession of his ,horse" he is taken b "his 

„slaves“, the baayiin Dàngá, to an upside-down mortar; he sits down on it holding in each Vadit 

sacred axe (gàatariin Dangé). He first presides over an omen ceremony showing what the results 

Fe next raining season will be. In front of him towards the cast rwo small furrows, cach havin 
the length of two axes, have been dug crosswise in the ground according to the cardinal E 

Doy pras is put into the furrows and lit. Four men standing at the four cardinal points each slaughter 
4 hen and let the blood run into the furrows. Next they pour water into the furrows from four 

vessels placed at the cardinal points. Ar this stage others will go to the shrine of Dango in order to 

sacrifice — out of sight of the others — a goat for him. By then Dango is standing on the mortar, 

watching the omen carefully: it is believed that in the region corresponding to that side where the 

water stays longest, more rain will fall than in the others. Through the last ritual Dango ensures 

the personal well-being of individual participants by distributing medicine to them: bending 

forward from his mortar towards the cross-section of the furrows, he collects with his axe some 

ashes mixed with blood and sand and hands them over to those in need. Finally Dango takes three 

handfuls of this medicine and mixes it with the millet kept in a calabash. He then puts the calabash 

on the central point of the furrows and starts distributing its contents to the participants, firs to 

the village-heads, whom he calls one by one, then to other Bori adepts. As in Argungu. this is done 

in order to ensure good crops for the next harvest. The last sacrifice for Dango in his shrine is 2 

black male goat, which is roasted and consumed. Afterwards, the parücipants separate and return 

to their villages. 

The pre-Islamic New Year's festivals celebrated in a number of Kebbi towns and villages 

have been described at length, because they reveal the earlier central position
 of Dango 

in the ritual of the Rima-valley people. Furthermore, it should be noted that the gurar 

gari of the Kabawa is closely related to the yeenendi of the Songhay in which Dang
o is 

likewise the main spirit to be exhalted. The common traits can be summarized as 

follows: first, the yeenendi (in Songhay: making fresh) is celebrated in order to appease 

Dongo and thus to induce him to send the rains — but it is also celebrated if the rains 

have already set in; second, the spirits are present at the ceremony by taking possession 

of their „horses“; third, the order of precedence is strictly followed, with Dongo always 

coming last; fourth, the priest questions the spirits about the raining season, and the 

spirits answer by exhorting their worshippers to be more faithful to them before 

ke is situated 60 km due west of Argungu, close to the border of Niger. People of Tago claim that the 

Peake festival extends over ten days. 

M Mai Bori Sheeku, note book: Tunga Doole, 28/8/95 
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to the requested ra
ins; fifth, H people a

lso ask 

2 which have nothing to do with the rains; sixth, 

aac E ceremony involving a vessel (hampi) filled 

associated with the rai
n-omen is a ritual which consi

sts 

5 ich is added into the water of the vessel; eighth, 

of the pounding the hampi with tw
o fingers of one hand and pledge to be faithful to 

ae Simiri); ninth, Dongo comes by taking posse
ssion ofa priest; 

he holds 

= p de à on an upside-dow
n mortar and then presides over the rain-omen 

his axe, SEM Dongo either distributes the millet
to the people (Kebbi) or he throws 

Saas mille into 
the vessel and pours the 

water into a furrow dug in t
he ground 

in foe 
ly the priest places the vessel on two 

i of him (Songhay: Simiri); alternative! } s : 

oisi the nf w
hich form a cross according to the cardinal points;

 Dongo 

takes some of the water into his mouth and mak
es the remaining water overflow and 

run into the furrows; later old straw is thrown into the furrows and lit (Songhay: 

Sakoyré);# eleventh, finally animals are sacrificed to Dango in such a way that the 

participants cannot sce them (Simiri, Feske). Itis clear from this brief comparison, that 

the yeenendi of Songhay and the gy
aran gari of Kebbi are two closely related festivals, 

and that the descriptions of t
he different rituals complete 

each other. 

Informants from Argungu claim that the Borgu festivals are basically the same as 

their own. As an example we may 
take the Gani festival in Nikki, during which the 

king is temporarily concealed in a kiosk. A week later the naming ceremony of the 

"Wasangari princes takes place at the h
and of the „official queen mother“.

# Morc closely 

related to the Kebbi festivals however is babban tsaafi (great worship), the main feast 

of Illo, which is now no longer practised
. Like the garan gari of Argungu, it ex

tended 

over two consecutive Sundays. On the second Sunday a ceremony called Kuti took 

place in which the king himself participate
d and which involved the sacrifice of a horse

 

and a cock Ifin the surviving festivals of Kebbi and Son
ghay, no such participation 

can be shown, this is certainly due to the influence of Islam.
 However, in Argungu thc 

earlier participation of the king can perhaps indirectly be inferred fro
m the fact that 

the Bori adepts informed him about the interpretati
ons ofthe omens and the predicti- 

ons. Also, as we have seen, even the Muslim kings of Kcbbi were sometimes called 

Dango. Similarly, we note that two great officials, the Galadima and the Kunduda, 

provided animals and other provisions for the great banquet of Dan Koji. Therefore it 

is not an unwarranted conclusion to assume that the king of Kebbi himself was once 

the most active performer in the great New Year's festival. 

expressing the
ir good-will wi

th respect 

questions conce
rning t 

ona hill outside the VC 

ii takes place; seven» 

p aee : f black millet,
 wh 

12 The evidence for Songhay is provided by J. Rouch: Religion, 220-224, and: Rites, 1671-1687, Rouch 
rr ereda race which took place in Sakoyré on 25 June, 1942, and in his article a ceremony 

mir on April, 1951, In view of the above comparison the elements of the two ceremonies have been 

® Orou: Gani, 48, 52 E; Lange: Schango, 231. 
# Harris: Sokoto, 372. 
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4. Oriental parallels of the New Year's festival 

In view of the more detailed reconstruction of the pre-Islamic New Year's festival of 

Kebbi and Songhay, it may be allowed, even at this preliminary stage, to speculate 

about possible Near Eastern parallels. However, it has to be noted that our knowledge 

of the Near Eastern New Year's festivals is very limited; we know very little about the 

Israelite Feast of the Tabernacles and only a little more about the Babylonian akitu 

festival. Nevertheless, some details of the akitu seem to be echoed in the West African 

ceremonies considered here. First, the name akitu, already suspected in the Hausa term 

Takutàbaa, is applied in Mesopotamia to a temple situated outside the city’ Perhaps 

the name is also preserved in Illo, where the final ceremony, involving the sacrifice of 

different animals and subsequent withdrawal of the people, is called Kuti 95 Second, 

the king was considered to be the representative of Baal/Marduk on earth, and therefore 

he played the main part in the creation drama which was at the center of the akitu 

festivities (cf. Daura) He reenacted the death and resurrection of Baal (cf. Borgu)” 

Third, the festival began with a long prayer addressed to Baal (cf. Feske). Fourth, the 

festival ended with a climax during which, after his resurrection, Baal took his seat in 

the Duku, where he determined the fate of future days (c£. Feske, Argungu). The final 

ceremony of gyaran gari— involving the determation of destin
ies — probably took place 

before the jihad on a mountain outside the town of Birnin Kebbi called Duku. This 

name would seem to derive from the ceremony. Fifth, the ritual of the hieros gamos 

was performed by the king and by a high priestess bearing the title Znru (cf. Eni of 

Argungu and Inna/Magajiya of Gobir/Daura).® Sixth, in Babylon Baal was led to the 

akitu house on the tenth (or eighth) day of the festival, before he was brought back to 

his temple on the next day? The festival therefore extended over eleven days (cf. Feske, 

Argungu, Illo) Seventh, it included a banquet in honor of Baal and other gods (cf. 

Kebbi and Illo). Eighth, the akitu was a festival of the seed-time, although the actual 

planting season was later?! Ninth, all rulers of Mesopotamia came annually to Babylon 

for the akiru festival (cf. Daura, nomination of office holders in Daura and Korgom, 

naming ceremony in Nikki)? 

Shifting our attention to the Canaanite and Israelite Feast of Tab
ernacles;? we note 

the following parallels: in Kebbi and in Canaan the New Year's feast took place in the 

© According to Falkenstein the term abitu was first applied ro the temple 

(Akiti-Fest, 147-8). 

% Harris: Sokoto, 374. Also the Nupe kusi (ritual) may derive from kiru (Nadel: Nupe, 14 £, 216) 

V Meissner: Babylonien, I, 98; Labar: Royauté, 164-165. 

m Meissner: Babylonien, ll, 95-98; Pallis: Akita, 122-127; Labat: Royauté, 166-176; 240-252; Falken- 

stein: Akiti-Fest, 147-182. 

H Renger: Untersuchungen, 144 $ 50; Lewis: Sargon, 38; von Soden: Einführung, 63. 

»® Meisner: Babylonien, II, 97; CAD: 1, 268. 

91. Labat: Royauté, 167; Falkenstein: Akiti-Fest, 152. 

91. Pallis: Akitu, 140. 

% Mentioned in: KTU 1.41 L 50 f. 

(Fit akirim) and later to the festival
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eaten by the birds and his limbs consumed by the sparrows".!™ In another instance 
t was meant to celebrate the turn was indeed 

Jf complains after his defeat: „Because of you, Baal, I have suffered abasement, because 

though in both cases i 

seventh month of the year; although in PP c to the first month of the year; 
Yam himse RT 

I have suffered. splitting with the sword (dry b hrb), because of you I have suffered burning 

of the year, the month 
al lunar year” which corresponds ni f 

SES 

you 

in Nikki Ganiis the last month a 3 sae he punkera um Ec 
th fire (7p b i), because of you I have suffered grinding with millstones (thn b rhm), because 

to the Rabi I of the Muslim cales? 
di al year? oa tie suffered winnowing with the riddle (dry b kbri), because of you I have suffered wii 

3 the last month of the autumna’ year (most of 
is (b Idm), because of you I have suff i i g 

of the spring lunar 
: x X 

he fields m), because of you I have suffered scattering in the 5e2".119 

Pe: t in Israel); according to the Israelite solar 

is Pp Pium mu 
:97 the Feast of Tabernacles 

Variou 

Se ae days; 
symbolic cessation 

jn the context of the same cultic situation.'! 

a e 2e Hos offerings? in Ugarit sacrifici n > The evidence from Ugarit is echoed in the following Levitical prescription, which 

Mount Saphon;!® in Jerusalem the feast was celebrated in the precincts of the some authors have related to the New Year's festival celebration of the renewal of Baal’s 

temple, 101 Pile burnt sacrifices were 
offered on the sacred rock (

qubbat aj-takhra), 9 
power: 

bur there was also a place of sacrifi í i Yahweh autumnal rains;'®™ 

the feast was a ceremony of watcr-pou
ring requesting from 7 Xd the fire.!!? Put oil and incense on it; it isa grain offering. The priest shall burn the memorial portion 

many authors are convinced that the main purpose of the Can
aanite New Year's feast 

of the crushed grain and the oil, together with all the incense, as an offering made to the Pel br 

was to celebrate the return of Baa
l from the underworld, wh

ere he stayed after his defe
at 

fre.“ 

y 

by Mot (cf. Feske and Argun
gu: the arrival of Dango on the last day);'% other autho

rs 

stipulate that the Israelites celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles in order to renew the Iris hard to believe that the precise and clearly depi
cted tortures inflicted on Yam/Mot, 

covenant with Yahweh (cf. Songhay-Simiri).'°° 
which were later integrated into the Levitical code, were only transmitted in the form 

The comparison between certain details of the Baal epic 
of Ugarit and the rituals of 

of mythical tales. In fact, the final ritual 
of the West African Dango feast involves the 

of grain (to produce the paste of gumba
), the burning of straw, 

the New Year's festival observed in West Afri
ca reveals another set of parallels. 

same acts: the pounding 

the distribution of the paste, the mixing of the paste with seeds and the throwing of 

Baal is victorious against Yam with the help of double-axes (md) which Kos
har-wa-Khasis had 

the paste into the fields durin the act of sowing, It is difficult to escape the conclusio
n 

forged for him. Subsequently Baal aay
on = rhone of bs m (bb BLL hei me 

RER are faced in these ae A with the n sort o£ cult ritual which must hav
e 

is acclaimed as „mightiest Baal is our king" (mlkn alyn BYA The same event gives rise to the 
A B 

z s 5 

comment: ,Yam is indeed dead! Baal shall be ling!" (ym
 | mt E ylk)” But Yam is not only formed the ritual basis of the Baal cycle. In West Africa the main performer was 1n 

defeated and killed, he is also cut into pieces an
d thrown away: This instance is recorded in two 

pre-Islamic times the king himself, who, posses
sed by Dango, had ceas

ed to be a human 

different versions. Once it is Anat who seized him (in this case
 Mot), split his body with a sword being. In Canaan the situation might have been similar if the king was in this case 

G brb rbd nn), winnowed him with 2 sieve (b kbthr tdry nn), burnt him with 
fire (b it tirpnn), 

also possessed, he might have ceased
 to be a human being by becoming th

e reincarna- 

ground him with mill-stones (b rhm sthnn), sca
ttered him in a field (b id sd nn), so that his

 flesh tion of Baal. Hence, it is perhaps not t i that the much disputed 

Ugaritic proclamation ,mighti i ing” andi equivalent „Yahweh 

has become king" (yahwe mik), 
i 

also to a concrete cultic situation 

of y 

int 

s scholars have pointed out that Yam and Mot had suffered the same treatment 

ear the entrance of the tem, le;!93 associated with 
à s 

ee E 
Jf you bring a grain offering of firstfruits to the Lord, offer crushed heads of new grain roasted in 

3 K Jarod: Kalender, in: NBL, If, 432. 
95 Orou: Gani, 19 £; A. Martius (Frobenius): Borgu-Stimme, f. 44. 
% Gordon: Textbook, 414. 
57 Ibid. 432. 

91 Deut 16:13-15; Lev 23:33-36; Num 29:12-37. 
P Lev 23:367; Num 29:12-13. 

Lore: Ugarit, 75. 
101 Neh 8:16, 

z 

192 H, P. Rüger: Jerusalem, in: 
o KTU 16 1 30-37, transl, Gibson: Canaanite Myths, 77, I. 30-37: 

163 Exod 40:29. e seeds : 
t KTU 1,6 V 11-19, transl. Gibson: Canaanite Myths, 79, V. 11-19 and de Moor: Anthology, 95. 

34 § Sam 7:6; Zech 14:7; A. Angerstorfr: Laubhürtenfes, in: NBI 
1M Bordreull: Rechercher, 17-30; J. R Healey: Mot, ia: DDD. meines | ^m 
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5. The Bori pantheon and the 
legendary ancestors of the Haus

a 

In spite of the considerable influence of Islam on Hausa society, the Bori religion was 

able to survive until the present day because Islam recognizes th
e existence of spirits, 

Within Islam the Bori adepts are free to practise their possession rites, provided they 

have given up the shrines of their former gods and the public sacrifices for them. 

However, as has been noted, an important aspect of the Bori religion was divine 

kingship; therefore, the adoption of Islam b
y the Hausa kings must have deeply affecte

d 

the main cult rituals ofthe old religion. Although s
ome important polytheistic concepts 

could survive Islamic penetration in a demythologised form (cf. Daura), others were 

entirely wiped out. £ 

In view of the fundamental opposition between the old religion of the Hausa and 

_ Islam, it is surprising that most of the studies of B
ori deal with kingdoms whose Hausa 

© dynasties were overthrown at the beginning of the nineteenth century by the Jihadi
sts 

“of Sokoto (Kano, Katsina and Zaria). Moreover, even research conducted in societies 

which could remain independent from Sokoto suffers from an anthropological bias: 

. "most often we are confronted with monographs which only provide
 us with descriptive 

data pertaining to local phenomena. Ac best they offer some symbolic or functional 

"interpretation. No attempt has been made to reconstruct the earlier religious situation, 

involving a divine king, a great priestess and many minor officials having priestly and 

— "secular functions. Most researchers assumed that Islam was the driving force which 

directly or indirectly led to the emergence of states in Hausaland. In fact, it can be 

that none of the great institutions of the Hausa state is based on Islamic models, 

Il had ro be desacralized in one way or another in order to conform with the principles 

“À similar process of secularization must have been at work to give rise to the present 

form of the Hausa tradition. As a result earlier gods and goddesses are now remembered 

as historical heroes. Having incorporated a number of figures which are reminiscent 
of the Daura tradition, the Hausa king lists provide some examples. In the long list of 
Gobir kings we find in the first seven positions the following names: Kanäna, Lama- 
rüdhu (Nimrod), Magajiya Raqiyya, Abawa Jibda and Bawu na-Turmi (Báwo of the 
mortar), Sanalafu, Gübiru.!!5 The long list of Kebbi begins with Baram-Baram and 
continues with Argüji, Tabare, Zartay and Gübara.!!4 The official list of Zamfara has 
at the beginning Bakukuru, Bakara, Gimshiki, Argoje;! 7 but another list has Dakka, 

15 List of Dan Akali, Tsibiri, court historian; similar: Hama du Gobir, 28. 

names correspond ET Histoire du Gobir, 28. Perhaps the first four 

un a CON ee lad brcsom she long Goble king lin 

Emirates, 415). ginning; Bana Turmi, Gubur, Sanakafo (Hogben and Kirk-Greene: 

116 Mischlich: Beitrkge, 163, 196; Sölken: 1 Hae sanga 
“Un Dre nn raptam d EN gone bise -am 

Krieger: Geschichte, 24-26. 
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followed by four names, and in the sixth position Algoje, then Bakukuru.!!* According 

to various Zamfara sources Argoje was a queen.!!? Clearly, Magajiya Raqiyya of the 

Gobir list corresponds to the Magajiya of the Daura legend, on account of her name 

and her position before Abawa Jibda (Bayajidda) and Bawu (Bawo). The only „queen“ 

of the Kebbi and Zamfara lists is Algojc. This fact and the similarity of her name with 

Algade/Algaji, the epithet of the spirit Magajiya (see below), makes it very likely that 

the „queen“ of the king lists was none other than the „queen“ of Daura mentioned in 

the Hausa legend.'?° 
For Arewa, which is north of Kebbi and west of Gobir, we have no written king list. 

But in this case present social distinctions, backed up by oral traditions, suggest that 

there were three different groups of immigrants. If we arc to believe the standard 

anthropological interpretation, the groups arrived in three successive waves: first came 

the Sarauniya (queen) who, having left Daura, settled at Lugu; next arrived the Baura, 

who was a blacksmith of apparently unknown origin settling at Bagaji; finally there 

are the ruling Arewa, who claim to be the descendants of the Bornoan prince Ali (or 

Ari, hence ,Arewa") and a local princess, although the prince left the country even 

before his son was born.'?! While no dates are provided for the first two waves of 

immigration, it is generally believed that the Bornoan prince Ali lived in the seven- 

teenth century.!? In fact, in Arewa we are most likely dealing with the same legendary 

figures as in the Daura tradition which — as we have seen — belong to the realm of myth, 

not to history:!?? the Sarauniya is identical to Magajiya; Ali is the same as Bayajidda, 

as is apparent from the Daura praisc-songs mentioned above, and Baura apparently 

corresponds to Bawo, the proper ancestor of the Hausa. The fact that Borno figures 

prominendy as the origin of Ali should not surprise us, because the same is true for 

Bayajidda: Kanem-Borno was an old, powerful state, and its location on the way to 

the Orient made it an ideal halting place for the hero of the Hausa legend. 

Bur if it is true that the legendary figures of the Hausa tradition are historicized gods 

and goddesses, one would expect to find them in one form or another among the Bori 

spirits who are the last remnants of the pre-Islamic religion of Hausaland. Tolerated 

TW Hogben and Kirk-Greene: Emirates, 415. With respect to Dakka, it should be noted char dk i perhaps 

an epithet of Baal (KTU 1.6 V 3; transl. Gibson: Canaanite Myth, 79 L 3). 

119 Krieger: Geschichte, 26 f Hogben und Kirk-Greene: Emirates, 415. 

120 Hence it may be supposed that the third queen” of Hausaland mentioned by oral traditio
ns, Amina of 

Zaria (Kano Chronicle, in: Palmer: Memoirs, III, 109; Arnert: Hausa, 161), is also identical with a Canaanite 

goddess (Anat?) 
121 Piaule: Histoire, 49, 71, 91; Lange: Hausa-Traditionen, 57 f. 

122 Landeroin: Notice, 494; Piault: Histoire, 52. ^ 

123 The exchange of gifts which is supposed to have taken place between Arewa and Borno before the bad 

(Landeroin: Notice, 495) does not confer to the legend the character of a historical source providing 

information on real events, 

14 Although Piault recognized that the Arewa legend is cognate to the Daura legend (Histoire, 92 n. 62), 

he dissociates according to his stratification model between the Sarauniya, Baura and AÏAR by raggesting 

that each of them was the leader of a wave of immigrants, 
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i hij all over Hausaland during possession 
by Islam, care eger ras es spirits by singing their praise-songs 

pone thei UE then the spirits take possession of their medium
s or „horses“ 

and playing He h them. Besides the corpus of the sometimes very elaborate 
and act an oe Do [med the Bori priests remember some rudimentary myths; they 

tour of the different spirits, and they arc ab
le to classify them by groups 

and indicate their family relationships. Because no comparative study of the Bori 

theons, which differ considerably from one Hausa state to another, has yet been 

aa ted “125 we have to base our investigation on the few Ge studies which are 

available és on our own field notes for western Hausaland.! 

a. Magajiya — Asherah 

jiya i ern Hausa Magajiya Jangare, Magajiya Algaje, Algade 

FR Ero aay Mail she is unknown to the Bori adepts 

of eastern Hausaland. But is the spirit Magajiya really identical to the legendary figure 

of the queen of Daura, and ifshe is, does the spirit correspond to the Canaanite
 goddess 

Asherah? There are a number of arguments in favour of these identifications. 

First, in Katsina, Gobir and Kebbi, the Bori adeps consider Magajiya to be the 

mother of Daudu (David), Sarkin Rafi (Ibrahim/Abraham) and a spirit called Bawa. 

Aswe shall see below, Bawa is identical to Bawo; therefore, Magajiya should be identical 

je legen. ween of Daura. 

dd pi to myths told in Kebbi, Magajiya had a co-wife called Gulma or 

who was a slave. In Kano, where Magajiya is called Sarauniya, Magajiyas 

co-wife is called Bagwariya (see below). This information provided by Hausa myths 

is echoed in the Daura legend, where Magajiya gives to Bayajidda her handmaid 

Bagwariya as a concubine. A parallel can be found in a theogonic text from Ugarit, 

where a handmaid of Asherah engenders with El some monsters.!? Being slaves and 

therefore foreign, Bagulma and Bagwariya do not speak Hausa; their offspring are 

non-Hausa. Accordingly Karbagari, the son of Bagwariya, became the ancestor of the 
banza bakwai who are not Hausa. Also it should be noted that in Songhay gurma 

125 Frobenius was probably right to see Bori in connection with a widespread „religjon of possession" shared 
in West Africa by the Hausa, the Songhay and the Yoruba, However he was mistaken to locate the origin of 
this religion in Persia (Und Afrika, III, 248, 271). According to Tremearne, the religion of Bori spread from 
North Africa accross the Sahara (Ban, 392-426). 
2% Frobenius: Dämonen, 294-369; Greenberg: Influence; King; Boorli (1966); id., Boorli (1967) 105-125; 
Krieger: Notizen, 96-120; Reuke: Maguzawa, 126-132; Eslmann and Magagi: Girkaa. 
17 Magajiya Jangare and Magajiya Algade (or Algade Magajiya) are names known in Kebbi and Gobir (Sabon 
Birni); in Katsina Magajiya is referred to as Magajiya Algaje and Gaida (King: Bborfi [1967] 49, 91), in 
Kebbi, Argungu and Kamba, as na-Gado and in Gobir also as Godia (Sabon Birni). 
pd Ore or f Tiemearne: Ban, 389 (Arzikki Boboniya [= Bagwariya is the wife of Malam 

39 KTU 1.12 16-29; transl, de Moor: Anthology, 130, 
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designates the right bank of the River Niger in contradistinction to hausa, the left bank. 
Without doubt we are faced here again with an opposition between „their own“ (and 
good) (hausa) and the „foreign“ (and bad) (gurma). 

Third, in Kano, where we find no spirit Magajiya, Bori adepts worship a spirit called 
Sarauniya (queen). Just as Magajiya elsewhere, she is the mother of Dan Galadima 
(Daudu) and the co-wife of Bagwariya who, like Gulma/Bagulma, is a concubine of 
her husband.!?? The identity between the legendary and the mythological figure can 
be accepted, because the same Bori spirit is called by the two names of the legendary 
queen of Daura, „queen“ (sarauniiyaa) and ,Magajiya". 

Fourth, the name Magajiya Jangare refers to Jangare the „city of the spirits“ lying in 

the east.!3! On account of this epithet, it may be supposed that Magajiya Jangare was 

thought to hold the office of Magajiya in the city of the spirits; therefore, she must 
have been the most prominent female spirit. Again, the Magajiya of Daura, who is 

considered to be a reincarnation of the legendary queen of Daura, also holds this office, 
which theoretically gives her power over all women. Some Bori adepts see in Magajiya 
the elder sister of Jangare (Sarkin Aljan).!7 

Fifth, the epithet Algade/Algaje/na-Gode can be recognized in Arguji/Algoje, the 
„queen“ who figures prominently in the king lists of Kebbi and Zamfara. On account 

of her sex and her position on top of the king lists, she seems to be identical to Magajiyya 
Raqiyya, the third figure on the long list of Gobir. Further, the close resemblance of 
the two names shows that the „queen“ of the king lists is in fact identical to the spirit 
Magajiya Algade. We may suppose that the same transformation of a mythological 
Magajiya into a „historical“ Magajiya took place in Daura. 

Sixth, just as the Kanuri term Magira seems to derive from Hebrew gibirá (queen 

mother), Magajiya seems to derive from Hebrew gadfu (the holy one), the „cover 
name“ of Asherah. In both cases the root has been prefixed by the Afroasiaric momen 
agens formative. Hence, on linguistic grounds the root should refer to the goddess and 
the prefixed term to the priestess — or in masculine to the priest (Magaji). But since 
the name of an office has been transferred to the name of a goddess, it is perhaps not 

quite correct to assert, in the case of the Magajiya of Daura, that a mythological figure 
became a legendary figure. Nevertheless, in spite of this shift of a name from an office 

to a divinity, the identity of the goddess herself was probably not affected by the new 
name given to her, 

Seventh, while the term Magajiya originally designated the priestess of Asherah, the 
parallel term Inna, which in Gobir is applied to the same priestly office, !% was appa- 

rently first the name of a goddess, as can be judged from the Hausa spirit Inna (Bafillata) 

1 Greenberg: Influence, 37 f. 

1» Tremearne: Ban, 255 f; Frobenius: Dimonen, 315, 347-350; Greenberg: Influence, 28 È Jangare may 

be cognate with Songhay jingarfingin (prayer). In Timbuktu: jéngeré - mosque (Barth: Travels, lll, 32). 
Y Frobenius: Dämonen, 351. 
19 Nicolas Dynamique, 151 €, 340 E; Lange: Koniginmutter, 144 f. 
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It would seem that, in this case, it was 
2 Inanna for Ishtar.” 

bn pee who was designated by the na
me of the goddess Inanna. 

i the Canaanite gbiré was, lik 

bove, there are reasons to believe that ic Ca , like 

Cede oen 
in the ritual of che „holy sn

 No Parallel to the Inna 

i Ayana of Daura and the priestess Eni ol Argungu may owe 

er num 
cient éntu priestess of Ishtar. 

i d their name to the ani p B i 

"dig "he Bori adeps of Gobir often call Magajiya by the name Aisha,’ which, 
= ic A'isha, is equivalent to Kanuri Aissa. As has been shown above, 

derived from Arabic A isha, E A e]; Ngirmarma seems to be identical to Asherah It 
i figure Aissa 

ie Kamuri genda i da West Semitic name Asherah was rendered by the 

uld therefo that the E HE 

Muslims oft the CE Sudan as Wisha and names derived from it. Since Magajiya is 

a name derived from a priestly office, Aisha, Aissa and Alg
ade/Algaje seem to be more 

correct names for the great goddess of the Canaanite pantheon
. 

Ninth, the Bori sedi Katsina and p
robably also those of Kano call Magajiya by 

the epithet sua mutaanee — „mother of men“.1# This would seem to reflect the 

icular status of Asherah as mother of the minor gods of the p
antheon, the , seventy 

sons of Asherah“, which arc also referred to as „the sons of Qudšu“.!38 In compa
rison, 

the offspring of the legendary Magajiya is restricted to Bawo and his sons. However, 

this contrasts with Magajiya's epithet uwam mut
àanee and the information of the Bori 

adepts of western Hausaland, according to which Magajiya was the mother of both 

Bawa (= Bawo) and Sarkin Rafi (= Ibrah
im/Biram).1? 

In the light of the elements presented above, it would appear thar the legendary 

figure of Magajiya has a number of traits in common with the mythological Magajiya 

who, in rurn, is identical to Asherah. However, by distingu
ishing between the Bornoan 

Magira and the Magajiya of Daura, the Hausa legend differs from the available myth
s, 

although by classifying Biram (Abraham) among the Hausa bakwai i
t clearly builds on 

the Bori tale of Magajiya, where Abraham is called Sarkin Rafi. It would therefore seem 

that according to this tale Biram and Bawo were engendered by the same fat
her and 

mother. A similar result can be obtained if one considers the parallel ctymologics of 

Magajiya and Magira: Magira who is the same as Magajiya is separated from the latter 

by Bagulma/Bagwariya, the slave concubine and mother of Karbagari, Thereby we 

arrive at the preliminary conclusion that the Hausa legend uses preexisting myths but 

then reshapes them in order to express historical realities. 

Lo TP ET ER aren VM and Heroes 

pol Alo gern ion rigat 
J Borli (1966) 115 n. 6. Tremearne has vwal yara — mother of children” (Ban, 301); Frobeni 

bests reae mathe of the Bor people" and „mother of the Bori piu (Dimonen gel 
EL M EI LEM, M Mem Mug Ya UA 921 21. 4 

i Kwotorkoshi, notes: Sabon Birni, (praise-song Mirari s 
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b. Bayajidda — b'l zbl ars 

Next we have to deal with Bayajidda, the dragon-slayer an: i 

ue kings of Daura. Is he also to be found ur iie Bere EE 

is, but not in the form one may have expected. In fact, the name Bayajidda is not the 

only one by which the dragon-slayer is known. In the K mulitk Dawra the hero is first 

called Abū Yazabad, then consistently Abt Yazid. In the Gobir king list his name is 

Abawa Jibda, in Katsina and in Korgom his name is pronounced Abajida. It is only in 

a late footnote of the Kano Chronicle that we find the name Bayajida (transl.; Baya- 

jidda). ^ Colonial authors and modern schools have contributed to impose this form. 

The name may be interpreted as a distortion of a frequent epithet of Baal, #7 (lord) zbl 

(prince) ars (earth), which appears in the Ugaritic texts as zbl P1 ars and in the Bible 

in the corrupted form Baal-Zebub:1 b.a for E (on the basis of the Aramaic form 

ba là), j/jib for zbl(zisin Hausa often palatalized), d for ar; (sis in Hausa realized either 

as lor 4). It should be noticed that the Hausa form, Bayajidda, by the sequence of the 

words more closely echoes the biblical Baal-Zebub than the Ugaritic zbl b'l ars. The 

most common epithet of Jahwe figuring in the Bible, s2626t (God of hosts), could 

perhaps be based on the same epither.'“? In view of the great importance accorded in 

Daura to the slaying of the dragon, it is perhaps not surprising that the hero from the 

east was known by a name which distinguished him from all other Baals by the 

honorific title „king of the earth“ (F1 zbl ary). 

Bayajidda is unknown in other parts of Hausaland. In his stead the people of Gobir 

remember Mohamman-Mai-Gitti (Muhammad the owner of the axe), who is said to 

have lead the Gobirawa from Arabia to West Africa. According to another version 

of the tradition, Mohamman-Mai-Gitti was the last son of the queen Tawa who was 

the wife of Sharif and the sister of Raffi. After his eleven brothers had perished in fights 

against the Tuaregs, he led the Gobirawa south and established the kingdom of Gobir 

in the present territory." But the Gobir traditions insist particularly on the miraculous 

death of Mohamman-Mai-Girti: having been deprived of his medicine", the gicifrimi 

(axe), the hero hit the ground with a violent stroke of his sword; the ground opened 

and he disappeared into the earth together with his troops.!5 The two 
great figures of 

the Gobir legends, Tawa and Mohamman-Mai-Gitti, can be identified with the help 

of the related minor figures, Raffi and Sharif: the first is certainly identical to Sarkin 

Rafi (Abraham), and the second would appear to be the same as El, who was probably 

Va Palmer: Kano Chronicle, in: Palmer: Memoirs, I, 64 n. 1. 

Mi KTU 1,3 E 1-4; KTU 1.5 VI 10; Gibson Canaanite Myths, 46, IL 3 £75,116 à Kgs 12-16. 

10 Cf, A. S. van der Woude: Sat, in: THAT, Vl, 505-507. 

10 Villomé Monographie, f. 15. 

14 Nicolas: Question, 15 Ex Hama: Histoire, 34 È 

16 Landeroin: Notice, 470 F; Kumuhi, field note: Trofon Birni, AUS. 
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the consort of Asherah.! 6 Hence Tawa should be Asherah and Mohamman-Mai-Gitri 

should be Baal. Three further arguments may be brought forward in favour of an 

identification of the Gobir hero with Baal: Muhammad seems generally to have been 

the most favoured name given in the Islamic period to Baal, just like the Gani festival 

was interpreted as the mawlid al-nabi the axe or the double-axe (jmd) was the sacred 

weapon of Baal; the periodic disappearance of Baal, his stay in the underworld and his 

resurrection were basic tenents of the Canaanite religion of fertility." These mytho- 

logical events, originally related to the raining season, were also reenacted during the 

Gani festival. 
A more obvious equivalent of Bayajidda is the Arewa-founding hero Ali. Like 

Bayajidda he came from Borno; like Bayajidda he had some connection with Daura, 

and again like Bayajidda he found the other figures already established on the spor.!4* 

In the Daura praisc-songs for the Magajiya and for the wives of the king, Bayajidda is 

referred to as Ali. On the other hand, we note that the most common composite 

designation of Baal is liyn 61 (mightiest Baal).!5° Sometimes Baal is solely referred to 

as aliy (most high).?! In the pantheon of the western Hausa, we find that onc of the 

most prominent spirits is called Ali Aliyu. By his devices this spirit is singled out as 

somebody who is equal to God and the Prophet: »Allah I follow and you, the Prophet 

I follow and you.“15? He is also highly respected as the husband of the beautiful and 

spoiled Miriam." Identical to Mai Sambo, he is in Zamfara the only spirit who owns 

an axe with a bell./5* In Kebbi he holds in one hand an axe and in the other a walking 

stick.!55 These characteristics, widely recognized among the western Hausa, and his 

name, modelled on ‘aliy ‘aliyn (most high, mightiest), make Ali Aliyu a good candidate 

for a Hausa divinity derived from Baal. He is certainly not related to the Prophet's 

cousin and son-in-law ‘Ali b. Abi Talib. 

Further we should note that several Bori spirits exhibit characteristics similar to those 

of the ancestral figure Bayajidda. Rakau-na-Gaya of the Gobir pantheon is the husband 

of Magajiya and of Anniya-Zakuma, the first being the mother of Bagobiri-Bawa, 

46 ead Asherah, in: DDD, 184. Asherah was certainly the wife of Elkuniria (71 gn rj) (Gese: Religio- 

nen, 114). 
147 M. H. Pope: Baal-Hadad, in: WM, 261-263. 

M8 Píault: Histoire, 91-94. 

14 The Magajiya and the noble wives of the king are praised as 1a Ali (,related" to Ali). 

1% KTU 1.1 IV 22; KTU 1.21 4; KTU 1.3 12; KTU 1.4 II 22; transl. Gibson: Canaanite Myths, 39, |. 22; 

40, L 4; 46, L 2; 57, L 22. Virolleaud, the discoverer of the Baal tablets, called the heroic god Alein-Baal 

(Nouveau chant, 113). 
151 Keret epos, KTU 1.16 III 6, 8; transl. Gibson, Canaanite Myths, 98, |. 6, 8. Ps. 97:9 (For o ^ i» 8; h , 98, I. 6, 8. Ps. 97: you, O Lord, 

are the Most High over all the carth; you are exalted far above all gods). In the Bible we find the title “a
lly 

applied to Yahweh among others in Deut 33:12 and Hos 7:16. 

152 Eni, field notes: Argungu, 9/11/94; Faci, field notes: Kamba, 27/8/95. 
153 Ibid. and King: Bóorfi (1967), 23, 65. 
14 Krieger: Notizen, 106, 117. 
155 Eni, field notes: Argungu, 22/8/95. 
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Dan-Galadima-Bori (Daudu/David) and Sarkin Rafi (Ibrahim/Abraham) and the 

ancestress of the Hausa, and the second the mother of the Beibei (Gwari, Gurma) and 

the ancestress of the banza bakwai.’* In Kebbi the Bori adepts consider Kure to be 

the husband of Magajiya, Doguwa (Inna) and Bagulma and the father of Bawa, 

Dan-Galadima (with Magajiya) and the Bobayi (with Bagulma).19” In Zamfara they 

think that Galadima was the husband of Magajiya, their children being Dan Galadima 

and Bawa/Wanzami. Here Rakau and Jangare are other names for Galadima.* In 

Kano they believe that Sarauniya (queen) is the wife of Malam Alhaji and the mother 

of Dan Galadima, Bagobiri being the slave of Dan Galadima, while Bagwariya is the 

concubine of Malam Alhaji 159 In Gobir Malam Ali is alternative name for Malam 

Alhaji (thc pilgrim).! It is obvious that Rakau, Kure, Galadima and Malam Alhaji 

(Malam Ali) arc closely related, if not identical figures. On the basis of information 

collected among the Hausa of Tunis, it is possible to go one step further. Here the. 

husband of Magajiya is called Malam Ali Geshe (from Hebrew geler: — rain?), Sarkin 

Fushi (king of wrath) and Sidi Ali, and in his praise-song he is specifically stated to be 

a „conqueror“ and to be somebody who hurts the woman (godiya = Magajiya).'* 

Besides the name Ali, there is his rage, his conquering ability, his power over rain 

(geïem?) and the violence used against Godiya/ Magajiya which make the god look like 

a foreign Baal who conquered the land of Asherah 

In Kebbi the Bori adepts tell a story which could refer to 2 usurpation of power. It 

is the only story told with respect to the former gods. It deals with the two wives of 

Kure, Magajiya and Doguwa; the slave concubine of Kure, Bagulma; and his son Bawa, 

Daudu or Mohamman. Although the mother of this boy was Bagulma, Magajiya took 

the boy away from her and gave him to her elder sister Doguwa for breast-feeding. 

When Bagulma discovered that her boy had been stolen by Magajiya, she did not dare 

to claim him back because she was a slave. When Magajiya in turn asked her elder sister 

to return the boy to her, the latter refused 1& This story should be compared to the tale 

of the Bori adepts of Sabon Birni (Gobir) referring to the quarrels between Rakau and
 

his wife Magajiya about the ownership of their children." In Gorin Dikko (central 

Kebbi) the Bori priestess sings a praise-song for Sarau
niya-Anniya which mentions that 

Sarauniya (queen) killed the son of her co-wife, who is not mentioned by name 

(Magajiya2).' In view of the fact that the Bori adepts of Sabon Birni (Gobir)
 consider 

156 With respect to the spirits this informatie: 

Sabon Birni, 31/8/95 (prase-song ~ hiinerid 
197 Eni, field notes: Argungu, 1/9/95 

191 Krieger: Notizen, 101, 107-109. 
19 Greenberg: Influence, 37 f. 

1a Nicolas: Dynamique, 314. 
161 Tremearne: Ban, 306 f. 
16 Eni, field notes: Argungu, 1/9/95; Hawa'u Dodo, field notes: Sawwa, 1/9/95 

16) A'i Kwotorkoshi, field notes Sabon Birni, 51/8/93. 

itt Rumba Narba, field notes: Gorin Dikko, 29/8/95. 
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the consort of Asherah.1# Hence Tawa should be Asherah and Mohamman-Mai-Gitti 

should be Baal. Three further arguments may be brought forward in favour of an 

identification of the Gobir hero with Baal: Muhammad seems generally to have been 

the most favoured name given in the Islamic period to Baal, just like the Gani festival 

was interpreted as the mawlid al-nabi the axe or the double-axe (smd) was the sacred 

weapon of Baal; the periodic disappearance of Baal, his stay in the underworld and his 

resurrection were basic tenents of the Canaanite religion of fertility. #7 These mytho- 

logical events, originally related to the raining season, were also reenacted during the 

Gani festival. 

A more obvious equivalent of Bayajidda is the Arewa-founding hero Ali. Like 

Bayajidda he came from Borno; like Bayajidda he had some connection with Daura, 

and again like Bayajidda he found the other figures already established on the spot,“ 

In the Daura praise-songs for the Magajiya and for the wives of the king, Bayajidda is 

referred to as Ali. On the other hand, we note that the most common composite 

aal is ‘liyn I (mightiest Baal)./5? Sometimes Baal is solely referred to 

as «aliy (most high).!9! In the pantheon of the western Hausa, we find that one of the 

most prominent spirits is called Ali Aliyu. By his devices this spirit is singled out as 

somebody who is equal to God and the Prophet: „Allah I follow and you, the Prophet 

I follow and you.“15? He is also highly respected as the husband of the beautiful and 

spoiled Miriam.!5? Identical to Mai Sambo, he is in Zamfara the only spirit who owns 

an axe with a bell.! In Kebbi he holds in one hand an axe and in the other a walking 

stick.155 These characteristics, widely recognized among the western Hausa, and his 

name, modelled on “ally ‘aliyn (most high, mightiest), make Ali Aliyu a good candidate 

for a Hausa divinity derived from Baal. He is certainly not related to the Prophet's 

cousin and son-in-law ‘Ali b. Abi Talib. 

Further we should note that several Bori spirits exhibit characteristics similar to those 

of the ancestral figure Bayajidda. Rakau-na-Gaya of the Gobir pantheon is the husband 

of Magajiya and of Anniya-Zakuma, the first being the mother of Bagobiri-Bawa, 

designation of B: 

346 vg Asherah, in: DDD, 184. Asherah was certainly the wife of Elkuniria (140 5j) (Gese: Religio- 

nen, 114). 
147 M. H. Pope: Baal-Hadad, in: WM, 261-263. 

148 Píault: Histoire, 91-94. 

1 The Magajiya and the noble wives of the king are praised as sa Ali (.related" to Ali). 
1% KTU 1.1 IV 22; KTU L214; KTU 1.312; KTU 14 II 22; transl. Gibson: Canaanite Myths, 39, |. 22; 

40, L 4; 46, L 2; 57, L 22. Virolleaud, the discoverer of the Baal tablets, called the heroic god Alein-Baal 

ipea chant, 113). 
1 Keret epos, KTU 1.16 III 6, 8; transl. Gibson, Canaanite Myths, 98, L 6, 8, Pi. 97:9 (For you, O Lord, 

are the Most High over all the earth; you are cxalted far above all gods). In the Bible we find the title "aliy 

applied to Yahweh among others in Deut 33:12 and Hos 7:16. 

152 Eni, field notes: Argungu, 9/11/94; Fati, field notes: Kamba, 27/8/95. 
153 Ibid, and King: Béorfi (1967), 23, 65. 

154 Krieger: Notizen, 106, 117. 
155 Eni, field notes: Argungu, 22/8/95. 
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Dan-Galadima-Bori (Daudu/David) and Sarkin Rafi (Ibrahim/Abraham) and the 

ancestress of the Hausa, and the second the mother of the Beibei (Gwari, Gurma) and 

the ancestress of the banza bakwai.'* In Kebbi the Bori adepts consider Kure to be 

the husband of Magajiya, Doguwa (Inna) and Bagulma and the father of Bawa, 

Dan-Galadima (with Magajiya) and the Bobayi (with Bagulma).!5 In Zamfara they 

think that Galadima was the husband of Magajiya, their children being Dan Galadima 

and Bawa/Wanzami. Here Rakau and Jangare are other names for Galadima.5* In 

Kano they believe that Sarauniya (queen) is the wife of Malam Alhaji and the mother 

of Dan Galadima, Bagobiri being the slave of Dan Galadima, while Bagwariya is the 

concubine of Malam Alhaji.! In Gobir Malam Ali is alternative name for Malam 

Alhaji (the pilgrim).1@ It is obvious that Rakau, Kure, Galadima and Malam Alhaji 

(Malam Ali) are closely related, if not identical figures. On the basis of information 

collected among the Hausa of Tunis, it is possible to go one step further. Here the 

husband of Magajiya is called Malam Ali Geshe (from Hebrew gefem — rain?), Sarkin 

Fushi (king of wrath) and Sidi Ali, and in his praise-song he is specifically stated to be 

a „conqueror“ and to be somebody who hurts the woman (godiya = Magajiya). ̂  

Besides the name Ali, there is his rage, his conquering ability, his power over rain 

?) and the violence used against Godiya/Magajiya which make the god look like 

] who conquered the land of Asherah 

In Kebbi the Bori adepts tell a story which could refer to 2 usurpation of power. It 

is the only story told with respect to the former gods. It deals with the two wives of 

Kure, Magajiya and Doguwa; the slave concubine of Kure, Bagulma; and his son Bawa, 

Daudu or Mohamman. Although the mother of this boy was Bagulma, Magajiya took 

the boy away from her and gave him to her elder sister Doguwa for breast-feeding. 

When Bagulma discovered that her boy had been stolen by Magajiya, she did not dare 

to claim him back because she was a slave. When Magajiya in turn asked her elder sister 

to return the boy to her, the latter refused." This story 
should be compared to the tale 

of the Bori adepts of Sabon Birni (Gobir) referring to the quarrels between Rakau and 

his wife Magajiya about the ownership of their children. In Gorin Dikko (central 

Kebbi) the Bori priestess sings a praise-song for S
arauniya-Anniya which mentions that 

(queen) killed the son of her co-wife, who is not mentioned by name 

Bori adepts of Sabon Birni (Gobir) consider 

(geiem 

a foreign Baa 

Sarauniya 
(Magajiya?).' In view of the fact that the 
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d ife of Rakau and the co-wife of Magajiya, it is plausible to It should be noted that elsewhere in Hausaland, and in particular i i i 

Anniya-Zakuma to be the ET ta rerprered as referring to historical upheavals considered to be a synonym for Bagobiri.'™ This Bawa- Bagobiri does 

quering goddesses: Magajiya/Asherah subdued ished from Bawa-Wanzami. Apparently the former, the deos eponymos of the Gobirawa, 

a took the power from Magajiya. In these cases js identical to the Bawu na-turmi (Bawo of the mortar) of the Gobir king list.!7! In 

cerfere in the struggle for political preemi- another document from Gobir the name is rendered as Bala na-turmi (Baal of the 

bout the ownership of the child, he would mortar).!7? This form of the name Bawo reminds us of the Kebbi spirit Becla, thought 

to be a brother of Dango (Baal). It is tempting to relate Bala and Beela to Baal and 

more particularly to ba la, the Aramaic form of 61173 On the other hand it should be 

c. Bawo — Baal 
noted that Bagobiri, the alternative na

me for Bawa, seems to echo the Biblical aggeber 

- , (the potentate).! 4 On the basis of these elements it may be suggested that Bawo/Bawa 

Finally we should turn our attention to Bawo who, according to the Hausa legend, once had, like Baal, who was the „lord“ of the country and hence also the „king“, a 

was the father of six sons. These sons together with Biram, the first son of Bayajidda, dominant position. Like Dango he would appear to have presided over the New Year's 

make up the Hausa bakwai. Since Bayajidda also fathered a son with the 
foreign slave festival on a mortar. However, we also have to take into consideration the slave status 

concubine — and thus gave rise to the banza bakwai—he is not the real ancestor of the | of Bawa-Bagobiri, which is not only suggested by the Bori liturgy, but also by the 

Hausa. A more specific ancestor of the Hausa bakwai is Bawo, the son of Bayajidda linguistic transformation of the Semitic Plor, more precisely, the Aramaic bala (lord) 

with the queen of Daura, although Biram was not his son. In view of the proper name to the Hausa baawa (slave).'75 Apparently the forebears of the Hausa experienced 2 

Hausa given to the descendants of Bawo (and Biram), and in modern times to the dramatic loss of political independence by the subju
gation of their king and their god 

Hausa nation, we have to suspect 2n overlapping of two traditions, a formalized 
to foreign conquerors. 

tradition centred on Bawo and an informal tradition centred on Hausa. 
As for the profession of barber which Bawa practised according to the Bori liturgy 

In order to clarify this confusing situation, we should first try to find out whether 
of western Hausaland — and to some extent also of Katsina and Kano — we find some 

Bawo figures in the Bori pantheon, and if he docs, 
which his particular features are. support in the Hausa legends. The ancestor of the Baure of Arewa was a blacksmith, 

Indeed, the Bori adepts of Kebbi and Zamfara 
worship a spirit called Bawa, who is and the intermediate position of the Baure between the Sarauniya (Magaïiya) and Ali 

(Bayajidda) suggests that his identity should be considered in connection with Bawo. 

Hausa legend, Bayajidda had to contact the 

with the same mythological pattern asin the legen
d of Daura. Further, we should note Abagayawa blacksmiths, so that they might forge for him the knife with which he 

that in Kebbi and Zamfara Bawa is also known as Wanzami, and in Kebbi as
 Gazama.' would kill the dragon. It would appear that the -barber" of the Bori worshippers, the 

The term gàzam has no specific meaning in Hausa — although some think thar it Abagayawa blacksmiths and the Baure of Arewa have something in common, insofar 

means „brave“! —, bur it is recognized to be an epithet for men called Bawa.’ As as all three practised a handicraft. Further, it should be noted that in two cases the 

for wanzaami, it is a word which in a number of Sudanic languages designates the evidence seems to reflect a situation in which craftsmanship stood in opposition to 

barber’ Baawiz itself means „slave“ in Hausa, a definition acknowledged by the political power, an opposition which is strongly stressed by the name of Bawa (slave), 

Bori liturgy, but rejected by the written and oral historical sources of Daura and the alternative name of Wanzami (barber) and of Bagobiri. 

Gobir, Although Bawa-Wanzami is clearly identifiable with Bawo of the Daura legend, The information provided by Bori worshippers should be compared with the evi- 

is it conceivable that the ancestor of the great Hausa nation was either a slave or a dence derived from Songhay myths. Indeed, in the Songhay pantheon we find a 

Barber? 
craftsman deity called Hausakwai — „king of Hausa". 

According to Songhay mythology 

connect these 

involving the superior power of con: 

Bagulma and Doguwa/Anniya
/Inanna t 

the divine husband, 
Baal or El, docs not in! 

nence. Bur when he quarrels with his wife abou 

appear — like Bayajidda 
— to be the god of the inv

aders. 

known to be a son of Magajiya and Kure, her hus
band.'® This definition of Bawa as 

a son of Magajiya and a husband identical with Bayajidda shows that we are dealing Further, we note that according to the 
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to be a brother of Dango (Baal). It is tempting to relate Bala and Beela to Baal and 

more particularly to ba là, the Aramaic form of #1173 On the other hand it should be 

noted that Bagobiri, the alternative name for Bawa, seems to echo the Biblical haggeber 
be the god of the invad

ers. 

c. Bawo — Baal i (the potentate).!74 On the basis of these elements it may be suggested that Bawo/Bawa 

Finally we should turn our attention to Bawo who, according to the Hausa legend, once had, like Baal, who was the „lord“ of the country and hence also the „king“, a 

was the father of six sons. These sons together with Biram, the first son of Bayajidda, 
dominant position, Like Dango he would appear to have presided over the New Year's 

make up the Hausa bakwai. Since Bayajidda also fathered a son with the forcign slave festival on a mortar. However, we also have to take into consideration the slave status 

concubine — and thus gave rise to the banza bakwai — he is not the real 
ancestor of the of Bawa-Bagobiri, which is not only suggested by the Bori liturgy, but also by the 

Hausa. A more specific ancestor of the Hausa bakwai is Bawo, the son of Bayajidda linguistic transformation of the Semitic Plor, more precisely, the Aramaic bala (lord) 

with the queen of Daura, although Biram was not his son. In view of the proper name 
to the Hausa baawa (slave).!7> Apparently the forebears of the Hausa experienced a 

Hausa given to the descendants of Bawo (and Biram), and in modern times to the dramatic loss of political independence by the subjuga
tion of their king and their god 

Hausa nation, we have to suspect an overlapping of two traditions, a formalized to foreign conquerors. 

tradition centred on Bawo and an informal tradition centred on Hausa. 
As for the profession of barber which Bawa practised according to the Bori liturgy 

In order to clarify this confusing situation, we should first try to find out whether 
of western Hausaland — and to some extent also of Katsina and Kano — we find some 

Bawo figures in the Bori pantheon, and if he does, which his particular features are. support in the Hausa legends. The ancestor of the Baure of Arewa was a blacksmith, 

Indeed, the Bori adepts of Kebbi and Zamfara worship a spirit called Bawa, who is and the intermediate position of the Baure berween the Sarauniya (Magajiya) and Ali 

known to be a son of Magajiya and Kure, her husband.!6 This definition of Bawa as (Bayajidda) suggests that his identity should be considered in connection with Bawo. 

a son of Magajiya and a husband identical with Bayajidda shows that we are dealing Further, we note that according to the Hausa legend, Bayajidda had to contact the 

with the same mythological pattern as in the lege
nd of Daura. Further, we should note Abagayawa blacksmiths, so that they might forge for him the knife with which he 

that in Kebbi and Zamfara Bawa is also known as Wanzami, 
and in Kebbi as Gazama.! 

would kill the dragon. It would appear that the „barber“ of the Bori worshippers, the 

The term gàzamà has no specific meaning in Hausa — although some think that it Abagayawa blacksmiths and the Baure of Arewa have something in common, insofar 

means brave"! —, bur it is recognized to be an epithet for men called Bawa.'@ As as all three practised a handicraft. Further, it should be noted that in two cases the 

for wanzaami, it is a word which in a number of Sudanic languages designates the evidence seems to reflect a situation in which craftsmanship stood in opposition to 

„barber“.1® Baawaa itself means „slave“ in Hausa, a definition acknowledged by the 
political power, an opposition which is strongly stressed by the name of Bawa (slave), 

Bori liturgy, but rejected by the written and oral historical sources of Daura and the alternative name of Wanzami (barber) and of Bagobiri. 

Gobir. Although Bawa-Wanzami is clearly identifiable with Bawo of the Daura legend, "The information provided by Bori worshippers should be compared with the evi- 

is it conceivable that the ancestor of the great Hausa nation was either a slave or a dence derived from Songhay myths. Indeed, in the Songhay pantheon we find a 
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à the thunderbolts in the form of axes.76 Hence it 

this deity forges for eee when the main god of the Hausa was wid
ely known to 

would appear that as P E 
bstitured the name „king of the Hausa", 

bea craftsman det 7 opl
icable to the craftsman helper of Dongo (Baal), for 

recognized m pt de of this deit
y. Since ewai/koiis the Songhay term for „king“, 
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faced here with a West African deve

lopment. 
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I 
and Kutar, king of Phoenicia.!9? He is mentioned 

n Borgu and in some neighbouring regions he is 

jra.'82 With respect to Hausakwai, we note that 
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, Sarkin Aljan, is 

alternatively referred to as Sarkin Huëi (= Khasis).1# Also we have K
eetau (= Kotar), 

a frequent epithet for Wanzami, employed in Bori liturgy and in daily parlance." 

Sarkin Aljan is called Sarki and S
arkin Makada (king ofthe dru

mmers) in Katsina and 

elsewhere.' An identification of Hausakwa
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Aljan is supported by the magical and 
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of the western Hausa, then we have to suppose that the forebears of the Hausa 

substituted at one point in their history Koshar-wa-Khasis for Baal. This substitution 

of a craftsman god for a state god would appear to have corresponded to a radical 

reorientation of the society itself due to the loss of national independence. 

6. Further links between the Hausa and Canaan 

Our exploration of the pre-Islamic dimension of Hausa history has led us to look for 

arallels in the Orient. A number of otherwise
 unexplained features of Hausa culture 

could thus be elucidated: the tale of the Hausa legend, the Gani festival of Daura, the 

Dango festival of Kebbi and the identity of several Bori spirits. Precise antecedents of 

these different phenomena are to be found in Canaan. Such a transfer of cultural traits 

coincides to some extent with the linguistic evidence. Linguists have recognized the 

existence of a Chadic subgroup within the Afroasiatic language family, composed 
of a 

variety of different languages spoken by Black Africans. How
ever, it is by no means 

clear at which period and under which circumstances the early speakers of these 

languages reached the Lake Chad region.!** On the basis of the available cultural 

evidence for the Hausa, we may now suggest that strong religious influences reached 

Hausaland from Canaan and that these influences date from the formative period of 

the biblical creed. 

The documentary evidence provided by the Kano Chronicle tends to support this 

ention. In fact, the earliest rulers mentioned in the chronicle do not belong 

Africa, but to the history of Israel. Bagauda, the great conqueror of 

to have been called Da'üd (David), would appear to be 

usalem (ca. 1010-970 BC). Possibly the name 

by which later generations in West Africa remembered the great king, is derived from 

Gath, the name of a kingdom in which David stayed under the protection of the 

Philistine ruler Achich.!*? According to the Kano Chronicle, David built in Barka 

(Philistia?) the „town of Goliath“ (Ziklak2).! In fact, we know from the Bible that 

from Gath to Hebron in Judah, where he was 
after the defeat of Saul, David moved 

rs in Israel, he became the successor of Saul's son. 

recognized as king. After some ycai 

He then turned his forces against the Jebusite stronghold Jerusalem and 
conquered 

ch of the Kano Chronicle towards the 
it!” Hence, the somewhat negative appro 

„conqueror Bagauda“ could either reflect the particularism of the northern tribes of 

he Jebusite inhabitants of Jerusalem after the loss of their 
Israel or the resentment of t 

cont 
properly to West 

Kano, who is specifically said 

identical to King David of Jer 

187 Lukas: Gehalt, 286-299; Greenberg: Languages, 45-48; Jungraitmayr: Schichtiufen, 
35-100. 

1m Lukas: Verbreitung, 108-118. 

10 1 Sam 2711-7. 

V9 Reading Jalütiwà 

IN 2 Sam 516-9. 
instead of Tilüciw& (Kano Chroni

cle, in: Palmer: Memoirs, Hl, 99). 
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i ivati da is from Hebrew gèbñd ( 

i 
ther possible derivation of Bagau 

\ gba (to 

avi
 Abraham could base itself on th

e epithet Gaude (pri
ckly 

attack). arkin Rafi.” Also Abraham was the first patriarch to come 
* AT S. le 

vie made good sense, ifhe was the one who had built a city 

ua Barka (the Holy Land). Yet, che mention of the name Goliath seems to refer to 

David. Further, to neglect the name David itself, given as an equivalent of Bagauda, 

i v st the evidence of the Kano Chronicle. 

Ea de dre d entions Warithi, a name which in Hebrew (drei) 
, the chronicle m. 

Next to Bagauda, the chron and which therefore could apply to Solomon. 
bic (warith) means „heit“, 

i 

“earl been followed by Gijinmasu, a ruler who had not yet establishe
d 

himself at Kano. Indeed, the chronicler prefers to follow those oral traditions which 

credit Yusa (Yoshua) with the foundation of the city. In broad terms this fits the 

chronology of Israelite history from the exodus under Moses (Gijin
masu?) to the 

conquest of Canaan under Joshua.'™ Yet, by attributing the „building of the city" to 

the foreigner Joshua, the Kano Chronicle once more adopts the perspective of the 

Canaanites. Quite out of context, the Chronicle situates between Gijinmasu and 

Joshua the reign of the twins Nawata and Gawata, in whom we can recognize the 

threatening Gog and Magog 
of the Bible.” 

4 

To thesc historical data derived from the only substantial written source available 

for the Hausa, we may add the following derivations for the geographical directions 

used in Hausa. 
The term for north, ariewa, is derived from Ugaritic and Hebrew -aliy — „high, 

highest“.!% The expression parallels the te
rm s afon, which designates in Hebrew Moun

t 

Casius/Jebel el-Aqra— situated close to the tow
n of Ugarit and hence north of Palestine 

—and by extension the north.” Like safon, “aliy was probably a term applied by the 

Hebrews to Mount Casius and to the corresponding dir
ection. Hence we not only find 

in Hausa aréewa, but also in Yoruba ariwé, both having the same mcaning,'^* 

Next we should turn to the Hausa term for west, yémma. It is derived from yam, 

which in Hebrew designates the sea and the west; in Aramaic yammā. Since the 

Mediterranean sea lies to the west of Israel, the Hebrews understandably referred to 

the west as the seaside. A number of Chadic languages have preserved the W
est Semitic 

172 Gesenius: Handwörterbuch, 133. 
1 King: Boosli (1967) 93. 

194 Kano Chronicle, in: Palmer: Memoirs, IIl, 100, Last, who first suggested some of the above identifica- 

D vua it for pom the Israelite names correspond to Islamic feedback into the local tradition 

| 38:2-21; 39:1-16. The Koran mentions the threatening people Y3ÿüj and MijUj (XVIII, 94-9 

| and the Babylonian angels Hirü and Mart (II, 102). x T " d 
1% Skinner derives artews generally from Aftoasiatic ‘al (Lexicon, 6). 
191 W, H. Schmide: $afon, in: THAT, I1, 575-582. 
18 Crowder: Dictionary, 4]. 

i 
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root yamand its pone meaning „sea, water", but not Hausa.!” Again we find in Yoruba 

Then we have kudit, the Hausa term for south, for which a derivation from 4548 

(holiness) seems to be likely. The Arabs call Jerusalem al-quds, the holy one, but already 

in the Old Testament the city is called “ir haggôde (holy ciry) 2?! It would appear that 

arallel vo the geographical expressions sāfön and yam and also to the Hebrew term for 

south, negeb (desert), kudulqôde was the specific Israelite term for the south, insofar 

as Jerusalem was the first great Judean city situated next to Israel. Another Hausa term 

for „south“ is gusüm, corresponding to Yoruba gus??? It may be derived from Hebrew 

gem (rain), considering that in this case an African reality may have influenced the 

meaning given to the term, insofar as the south must have been perceived as the „land 

of the rain“. 

Finally we have gabàs, the Hausa term for „east“, which in Yoruba corresponds to 

gdbasi29 The term could be derived from Hebrew gabis (ice) since the east of Israel, 

in contrast to the Mediterranean west, is known for its cold winter with snow and 

sometimes ice. Although the validity of individual derivations may be disputed, on the 

basis of the overall similarity of the Yoruba pantheon with the 
remaining Hausa deities, 

and the suggested derivation from Canaanite terms for the direction of the sky, it is 

hard to believe that we are faced here by isolated interregional loans. In fact, we
 know 

of no historical event which brought the Hausa massively into contact with the whole 

of Yorubaland, nor do we know of a major expansion of the Yoruba 
to the north. 

Noteworthy are also the following ethnonyms given to the Hausa by some of their 

neighbours: Afuno by the Kanuri, Itefan by the Tuareg, Fufe by the Bachama and 

Wefofon by the Mumuye.?* Perhaps these names, built on the root fn, are derived 

from Ephraim, the common designation of the northern kingdom of Israel** 

In the same line of thought, it may be suggested that the ethnonym Hausais deri
ved 

from Hoshea, the name of the last king of the northern kingdom of Israel. Hos
hea was 

the leader of a pro-Assyrian party who came to power in this kingdom some time after 

the Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser III had conquered Syria and parts of Canaan (733 

BC)2% At the beginning of his reign he was an Assyrian vassal. Later he rebelled, 

but he was defeated and imprisoned by the Assyrians. Acco
rding to the Bible he ruled 

more in conformity with the religious law of Israel than his predecessors ™ 

1? Jungraithmayr and Ibrszimow: Chadie, Il, 340 É 

99 Crowder: Dictionary, 212 

201 Isa 48:2; 52:1; Neh 1:3; Deut 904. 

201 Crowder: Dictionary, 94. 

»" Ibid. 92. 

> Nente-Lukas: Handbook, 150-1. 

» Donner: Geschichte, Il, 303-316. 

9 | Kgs 29-90. 
M7 ANET, 284. 

ma 2 Kgs 17:12. 
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Conclusion: the Oriental dimension of Hau
sa history 

we may finally venture the conclusion that the 

Hausa legend refers to the history of Israel ‘and, more specifically, to the Assyrian 

Peur the northern kingdom in 722 BC. We know from the Bible that, as a 

consequence of the defeat, the ind
igenous elite of Israel was deported to the east, where 

their traces are lost.2° Some of the deported people must later have found their way 

to Africa, perhaps during the Persian period.?!° The legendary leader of the Hausa, 

Bayajidda, was apparently none other than the victorious god of the Assyrians
 seen 

je of Israel: for the Assyrians the god was ARur, 
through the eyes of the conquered peopl 

h 

while for the Canaanites he was a powerful manifestation of Baal, „the Lord, Master 

of the earth“ (61 zbl ars). 
à 

Confirmation for this shift of allegiance from the indigenous Baal-Yahweh to the 

foreign Baal comes from West Africa, w
here Baal-like deities are called Jang£. Indeed, 

the Yoruba, the Songhay and the Achipawa worship a state god who has the same 

characteristics as the ‘Canaanite storm and weather god Baal. Moreover, among the 

Oyo-Yoruba and the early Songhay of Kebbi, the king was considered to be the 

reincarnation of Jangá.?!! Even the Haus
a seem to have once cherished the name Jang, 

ion Zaghäwa, applied to them by the Arabic geogra- 
as we can judge from the designati 

phers, and the ethnonyms Shonka and Sonka, by which they are still known to some 

people of the Benue.?? Furthermore, we learn from the Kano Chronicle that in the 

seventeeth century the leader of the Maguzawa of the Kano city-state held the tide 

Dhanku (= Shango).?!? The Gobirawa pride themselves still today to be ,Shage, 

descendants of Shage, free Shage”.?!4 Sangit was in Mesopotamia the title of a high 

priest, bur the neo-Assyrians frequently applied it to their king. Its application to the 

state god Baal would therefore seem to echo the same historical events as the transfor- 

mation of Baal into Bayajidda. 
In the Hausa legend all traces of Shango have been lost. Instead we find Bayajidda, 

the hero from the Orient who killed the dragon of Daura and married Magajiya (the 

priestess of Qadäu/Asherah). Bayajidda is identical to Ali, the ancestor of the western- 

most Hausa, the Arewa, and he has the same characteristics as Mohamman-Mai-Gitti, 

the primordial leader of the Gobirawa. But is it possible to identify Mohamman-Mai- 

Gitti with the foreign Bayajidda, or does he correspond to the original Canaanite 

divinity Baal? In fact, as we have seen, the Bori adepts of Gobir consi
der Bagobiri, the 

presumed deas eponymos of the Gobirawa, to be a slave. If it is correct to see in this 

slave-deity, Bagobiri, the divine equivalent of the legendary Mohamman-Mai-Gitti, 

In light of the preceding comp
arisons, 

29 1 Chr 5:26; 2 Kgs 17:3-6, 24; Neubauer: The ten tribes?, 14-18, 95-114. 

719 Lange: Hausa-Traditionen, 71-2. 

see Schango, 227-235. 
lente-Lukas: Handbook, 150; Lange: Schango, 221. 

213 Kano Chronicle, in: Palmer: Memoirs, III, 121. 
34 Dan Akali, court historian of Gobir, Tsibiri, 3/1/95. 
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then we come to the conclusion that the early Gobirawa experienced the same 

disastrous foreign domination as the other forebears of the Hausa people. 

On the other hand, we have the opponent of Bayajidda, the dragon of Daura. To 

pe sure, he was not just a dreadful monster: the people venerated him as „the king of 

the well", and they still did so until recently; because he was the primordial kin; E 

had to be vanquished before Bayajidda/Baal could establish his dominion o
n this can 

fact, the legendary dragon of Daura has the same characteristics of the West ae 

Yam: he has power over the water, his kingship precedes the kingship of Baal, 

people conceive of him as a dragon, just like the monster Leviathan was one of the 

manifestations of the deity Yam.?!5 Supplementary proof for the 
dragon's identity with 

Yam is provided by his specific name Ba-jimi 26 In Canaan the victory of Baal over 

Yam was celebrated during the New Year's festival. In Daura this mythological event 

has in the context of Islam been historicized; it is still celebrated as the Gani today, 

even though very few persons know that the Gani festival corresponds to a reenactment 

of Bayajidda's victory over „the king of the well". Furthermore, the Gani of Daura is 

not an isolated festival in central West Africa. The Gani of Borgu, the Dango festival 

of Kebbi and the „New Yams festival" of the Yoruba are likewise survivals of the 

Canaanite celebration of Baal’s resurrection or of his victory over Yam. In other words, 

we find important elements of Canaanite culture not only among the Hausa, but also 

among the banza bakwai. 

However, certain Oriental survivals among the Hausa cannot be traced back to 

Canaan. Here we have to mention, above all, the notion of „seven Hausa states", which 

has its pendant in the „seven banza states". No doubt, there is a connection with the 

„twelve tribes of Israel, to which correspond the „twelve tribes of the Ishmaelites", 

later identified as the Arabs.?!7 But if we consider the whole corpus of the Hausa legend 

we find that in some versions of the legend Bayajiddais victory over the dragon 
resulted 

in the splitting of the monster and in the formation of seven — or twelve — heaps near 

the well. This reminds us of the splitting of the Mesopotamian Tiamat from w
hose 

dead body arose the subsequent generation of gods.?!* Since nothing si
milar is reported 

in the Canaanite sources about Yam, we have to suppose
 that the forebears of the Hausa 

had, like the Jews in their Babylonian exile, added to their Israelite and Canaanite 

heritage concepts derived from the Mesopotamian 
culture. Other examples of elements 

not traceable to the western Semites are the terms langüand 

that only in the heartlands of Assyria the people from Canaan could have bee
n exposed 

In 
sea god, 

215 Kaiser: Bedeutung des Meeres, 40-77; M. H. Pope: Jamm, in: WM, 

1389-1402. Allusion's to Yahweh's victory over the sea are found in Isa 27 

26 Since Ba-jimi would seem to derive from Hebrew hay 

formless one) and Ba-Gobiri from bagpibbér (t
he strong one) the Hausa prefix he- 

:1; 51:9-10 and Ps 74:13-14. 
289-291; F Stoke: Sea, in: DDD, 

(the sea), Ba-Gulma from Aagetbal (che 
as such, which normally 

figures in nouns designating à person's ethnic affiliation, geographical origin, ot profesional oc social 

position, may perhaps be understood as a residual article. 

27 Gen 25:12-18; Koran XIV, 37. 

?! Dalley: Myths, 254 f. 
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title, char finally they substitut
ed it for their original 

t attested in West Semitic, supposes a heavy 

its Ugaritic equivalent smd
 (axe) even being 

so intensely to the royal Assyrian 

theonym Baal. Likewise the term pax, no! 

exposure to Akkadian linguistic influence, 

mentioned in the Koran.?? 

Other Oriental survivals must have existed in Canaan, although th
ey are not attested 

there, As an example we may 
mention the weapons of Bayajidda which figure promi- 

nently in Daura legend and custom. From the Baal myth of Ugarit we know that 

ons which enabled Baal to vanquish Yam, but 
Kashar-wa-Khasis forged the two weap! 

we do not know whether these weapons were thought to be passed down to the king. 

Although in general, there is only little evidence 
about the social and ritual background 

of the Canaanite myths, we may in this casc supplement the dearth of the Canaanite 

sources by a second ‘millenium letter from Mari on the Euphrates River which points 

our the divine origin of the kings weapons and thus confirms the legitimizing func- 

tion of Baal's conflict with Yam. Quoti
ng the storm god himself, the text states: , When 

you (the king) sat on the throne of your father, I gave you the weapons with which I 

« 220 We have seen above that the regalia of the king of 
fought against the Sea (yam)“. 

Daura consist mainly of the sword and the knife thought to have been used by 

Bayajidda to kill the dragon. During the ceremon
y of installation they are handed over 

to the new king?" The weapons arc again exhibited each year during the Gani 

procession. Therefore we may conclude thar, in spite of the silence of the Canaanite
 

sources, the myth of Baal had important implications for the kingship ideology of the 

western Semites. 

On the basis of these considerations we are now in the position to provide a new 

interpretation of the Hausa legend: Bayajidda, his three wives and his three sons all 

belong to the history and culture of Canaan. In order to get a clear picture of them, 

we have to distinguish between myth, historicized m
yth and history, three levels which 

are in the Hausa legend merged into one. Bayajidda himself, the dragon-killer and 

founder of the Hausa and banza states, corresponds to $1 zbl ars, a powerful manifesta- 

tion of Baal inspired by the Assyrian conquest of Israel. His union with Magajiya, the 

divine protectress of the local king, Baal-Yahweh, gives rise to the Hausa states. Biram, 

the first son of Bayajidda, who is surprisingly classified as Hausa, is identical to the 

patriarch ‘Abraham, He stands for the period when Israel was governed by its own 

divine kings. Karbagari, 72 the second son, represents the Assyria
n king who conquered 

Israel, eliminated the Israelite kingship and deported the henotheistic elite to Meso- 

potamia and thus exposed them to unadulterated polytheism. However, in spite of his 

military success and his great impact on the society, the Hausa legend does 
not present 

Karbagari as a legitimate ruler, since his mother was only a slave con
cubine. Finally we 

21? Koran CXII, 2. 
229 M, G. Smith; Early History, 56 f. 
22 M. G, Smich: Daura, 99. 
222 À derivation of che name from Hebrew gbl (receive) and ‘ir (town) may be worth considering. 

208 
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have Bawo, the divine king of Israel and great loser of the Ass
yrian conquest; although 

he was eliminated along with the kingship of Israel, he survives in the form of a 

slave-pattiarch (baawia) as the main ancestor of the Hausa. 

In fact, until today the prestige of Bawo has remained so great that the kingship is 

supposed to have passed directly from Magajiya to Bawo, without any major inter- 

ference from Bayajidda. As for Karbagari, the town-seizer and great protagonist of 

Bawo, he is still supposed to control the court and, of course, he is the ancestor of the 

„real pagans“, the Maguzawa and the Anna. Among the Hausa the kingship belongs 

to the sons of Bawo, while the banza are ruled by the sons of Karbagari. This leads us 

to the conclusion that the Hausa legend expresses basic dichotomies between Canaan 

and Mesopotamia, henotheism and polytheism, and national identity and universal 

syncretism. In some instances, like in the drumming for the king of Daura, this 

dichotomy becomes an opposition between Canaan and Lamurudu (Nimrod). The 

„seven Hausa“ have remained faithful to their Canaanite henotheistic heritage, while 

the „seven banza“, like the Maguzawa and the Anna, were deeply influenced by the 

ut often oral traditions confuse the two different legacies. A 

tatement of the last tided Sarkin Kano (King of 

Kano) of Hausa origin, Attahiru. He declared that he was the greatest Jew of the country 

and the oldest descendent of Lamurudu (Nimrod).3 Hereby he combined what the 

Hausa legend clearly separates, the tradition of Canaan, represented by Magajiya and 

Bawo, and the tradition of Mesopotamia and Nimrod, represented by Bayajidda and 

Karbagari. 
The core element of the Hausa story 15 provided by the Israelite tradition of Canaan 

or, more precisely, by the biblical tale of Abraham, Sarah and Hagar. The all-powerful 

Bayajidda and his son, the conqueror 
Karbagari, have been woven into this tale without 

major disruption because Hagar was already the pi 

nomads. However, there was no place in the tale for the craftsman Koshar-wa- 

Khasis, the main deity of the early Haus
a, nor could the defeated king of Israel, H

oshea, 

possibly be given the same status as Jacob, the grandson of Abraham and progenitor 

of the twelve tribes of Israel. Had the Assyrian conquest of Israel not shown that 

ple? From now on the 
Baal-Yahweh had taken sides with the enemies of his own 

peo] 

rm- and weather god was Shango or El ebl ard (Bayajidda), the suppos
ed 

aal- Yahweh only survived as a depo
tentiated ancestral figure, just 

is only remembered as the namesake of the „seven 

Assyrian tradition. B 

striking example is provided by a s 

real, great sto 

state god of Assyria. B 

as his last reincarnation, Hoshea, 

22) Lemoine: Monographie, f. 3. 
inc re Yahweh, bat see Px 45:7, w

here the king 

is addressed as elim (God), see also the references to Yahweh'
s combat with the sea (Ps 7413

-14; Bs 89:10) 

and notice the „brazen sea", à laver holding water (1 Kp 7:
23-26: 2 Chr 42-10), which might b

ave been 

used by the king for the ritual r
eenactment of Yahweh's victory

 over Yam. In this connection at
tention should 
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ich wu called il of he tote

 (én Paranmin. 
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ien 

Adonijah made sacrifices in an attempt to unir 
royal power (1 Kgs 1:9-25). Kin
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HAUSA HISTORY IN THE CONTEXT 

OF THE ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN WORLD 

Although Hausaland lics in the Sudanic belt just south of the Sahara it is not 

blessed with many Arabic sources. Instead the historian has to rely on an oral 

tradition with important implications for pre-Islamic regional history and for 

the history of ancient contracts with the north. Indeed, the Bayajidda legend of 

the Hausa is one of the most comprehensive oral narratives of Africa and can be 

shown to be rooted in institutions of considerable age. Built on the ancient Near 

Eastern theme of the dragon-slayer and his marriage, it provides a clear state- 

ment of foreign antecedents and evidence of long-term Hausa dependency on 

Bornu, it explains the most important political institutions of Hausaland, and it 

situates the Hausa states among the societies of the Central Sudan. Although the 

historical implications of this oral data are not yet fully understood, it is has been 

suggested that the legend, by distinguishing between the seven Hausa and the 

seven Banza states, represents a foundation charter of Hausa society. However, up 

to now it has been the narrative itself and the events it relates that have attracted 

most attention. Too little consideration has been given to the social implications 

of the story.! In fact, the legend’s character as a foundation charter can only be 

fully appreciated once its far reaching cult-dramatic and institutional connec- 

tions as an carlier cult-myth are recognised, Being fully embedded 
in Hausa soci- 

ety, the story can neither have been invented for any short term political purpose. 

nor is it possible that wandering bards transmitted it independently from the 

festal ceremonies and state offices to which it is linked. Rather it would appear 

that the oral narrative and the basic institutions of the Hausa state are two faces 

of one and the same coin. 

According to the Bayajidda legend, immigrants from Canaan founded Daura, 

the oldest town in Hausaland, The first rulers of Daura were successive queens 

belonging to this group of immigrants and bearing the title of Magajiya. How- 

ever, with respect to the snake Dodo living in the well of the town, the Magajiya 

was only a priestess: she Jed the people in the appropriate worship of Dodo,
 the 

1 For earlier attempts to use the Bayajidda legend as an historical source sce Hallam, “Rava- 

jidda legend”, 49-57; Smith, “Beginnings”. 340-345; Smith, “Considerations”, 335-337; 

Sutton, " Less orthodox history”, 192-199; Smith, Daw, 55-59: Lange, "Hausa Traditionen
”, 

55-60. 
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n. Next the legend turns to the story of Bayajidda, the 

ho came to Bornu with a strong army. In Bornu he 

her the cult-myt 

uthority of the king he became v
ulnerable 

he left his pregnant W fe at the beginning 

m. Riding with his horse 

real king (sarki) of the tow! 

son of the king of Bagh
dad, w! 

married the princess Magira, or rat 

try, bur having put 
his army under the

 a 

and finally had to flee, On his w: 

of Hausaland where she gave bird 

to the west he finally r
eached Daura at nig 

vas only available o
nce a We 

hological queen of the coun- 

ay west 

h to his first son Birar 

ht and asked for water. An old woman 

ck since the snake Dodo did not 

told him that water w 

allow the people to t
ake more. Nevertheless he went

 to the well, lowered a bucket, 

pulled it up rogether with the snake and killed the monster with his sword. The 

h 
n king, was dead. Magajiya 

next day people realized that Dodo, the unknow: 
i 

promised that she wo 
lom between herself and the hero whe 

uld divide the kingc 

had killed the snake. Bayajidda came to the palace and it was soon discovered that 

he was the one who had accomplished the heroic deed. But instead 

half the kingdom he wan
ted to marry Magajiya- The queen finally c 

since she had to remain a virgin she gave him her slave Bagwariya as concubine 

After he fathered a boy called Karbagari (‘take the tow! 

queen became jealous and after some rituals she likewise became 

gave birth to a boy called Bawo (“return the town to me”). Karbagari became the 

father of the founders of the seven Banza states while Bawo had six sons who 

together with Biram became the founders of the seven Haus state 

Post-colonial historiography of Hausaland tends to highlight local factors 

of state development. However, in the light of the Canaanite anc Baghdadian 

origins referred to in this story, local components alone do not explain the full 

meaning of the legend with respect to Hausa origins. Further, the casual dismissal 

of the ancient Near Eastern antecedents as boastful and articial feedback is pre- 

mature considering the weight of the legendary as well as cult-mythological and 

institutional parallels. Nevertheless, scholarly efforts aiming at African compari- 

sons with non-African cultures should nor restrict themselves to an analysis of 

similarities. They should also take into account differences. By doing so histori- 

ans will gain precious insights into the particular condi
tions which brought about 

modifications of a common pattern. 

of accepting 

onsented but 

n”) with the slave, the 

nant and 

1. Theories on the Origin of the Hausa States 

Current scholarship dates the origins of the Hausa Kingdoms to the middle ages. 

Arguments for this late emergence of the Hausa polities are based on textual and 

circumstantial evidence. Arab geographers mention Kanem and Ghana as carly 

1 See Palmer, Memoirs, Vl, 132-134, and pp. 289-296. 
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as the ninth century, but first refer to particular Hausa states in the fourteenth 

century." Ihe most relevant local Arabic source, the Kano Chronicle, seems to 

sinning of Kano (according, to its unverifiable lengths of reign) to the 
date the begi 

of the tenth century." € onsiderations based on trans-Saharan trade tend to 

h an apparently late emergence of these states by the marginality of 

Hausal and with res routes to the north. Kanem-Bornu and 

lying close to the terminus of well-known caravan routes through 

1 the benefit of direct communication to the north, 

end 

explain suc 
spect to major trade 

Ghana-Gao, 

the Sahara appear to have hac 
been dependent on its neighbours for similar 

he Hausa states rose in con- 

e Central Sudan with 

However, if trade was the most important factor for the rise of the 

it would follow that these states fulfilled primarily bureaucratic and 
Hausa states 

functions. The descriptions of various Hausa a br Mo Sous 
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and G. Nicolas emphasise the comple 
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west However, five arguments must be raised against this idea. First, there is 

no evidence for the existence of continued relations between the Nile valley and 

West Africa. Second, the particular structur
es of West African kingdoms cannot 

be shown to be similar to those of ancient Egypt- Third, it is difficult to conceive 

that nomads, who themselves lived only at the mar
gins of particular 

states, were 

the carriers of the idea of the st
ate. Fourth, the spread of divine

 kingships is much 

pansionist phases of th
e core state than 

likel, have occurred during eX 

neal s an 
d of Christianity in Egypt and North 

during periods of decay- Fifth, the sprea 
/ pt and 

md have contributed co
nsiderably to the weakening of divine kingship 

so that any further diffusion during that period appears 
very unlikely. 

A second theory is of an etymological 
nature and builds sol

ely on the similar- 

ity of names. Thus the 
legendary hero Bayajid

da or Abuyazidu is suppos
ed to have 

inherited his name from the Berber rebel Abuy
azidu who fell in 947 AD fighting 

against the Fatimids. Followers of the Berber and Kharijid leader are thought 

to have escaped to the Central Sudan where they conquered segmen
tary Hausa 

communities thus founding the Hausa states.’ Three shortcomings of the Aba 

Yazid theory are notewort
hy. First, although the hero died in North Africa, the 

theory assumes that his name spread with some refugees to the Sudan. Second, 

pite of their misfortune in 

S it postulates that the foll
owers of Abü Yazid were, in s 

i the north, able to establis
h one or several conquest states in the south. Third, the 

Í theory very implausibly credits N
orth African Muslims with the foundation of 

pre-Islamic divine kingships
 south of the Sahara.” 

A third theory explains the 
origins of the Hausa states through the expansion 

of the Kanem-Bornu empire and the later breakaway of its western provinces. 

This argument also draws on the Bayajidda legend, as before arriving in Hausa- 

land the founding hero stayed for a long time in Bornu and fathered his first 

; descendant with a local wife ther
e. Building further on evidence

 that prior to the 

= nineteenth century the Hausa states paid annual tributes to Bornu, it suggests 

: that the Bayajidda legend corre
sponded to a Bornu tax list}! Along the same line 

certain authors suppose that a number of royal symbols and institutions were 

borrowed by the Hausa states from t
he suzerain court of Bornu.'? Although these 

VET Ti epee ester 
E Oliver/Fage, Short History, 31-37; Dittmer, “Afrika”, 596-618. 

3 Palmer, Bornu Sahara, 273; Hallam, “Bayajidda legend", 49-51; Fage, History, 63; Hiskett, 

Development of Islam, 69-71. 

16 Hallam is aware of this contradiction when he writ
es that the Islamic faith of the immi- 

i Japsed or lay dormant until later (“Bayajidda leg
end”, 59). 

i 1 Smith, "Beginnings, 347-352; Smith, “Considerations”, 336; Sutton, “Less orthodox 

history”, 196-197. 

— M Smith, “Beginnings”, 351-352; Lange, "Am
t der Kóniginmutter", 143-144; id., " Hausa- 

"Traditionen", 67-70. 
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ideas are widely shared by scholars, there is disagreement on chronology. Whi 

some historians link the Bornu factor to the state building piod ce 2 

to date the expansion of Bornu to the late medieval period whe Pun s ds 

Hausaland were already fully developed.!? Nevertheless, most of thei ok 

to the idea that the Bayajidda legend provides evidence of Bornoan pus ae " 

it can be shown that the legend is old, then Kanem-Bornu must have Made : 

siderable influence on the formation of states in Hausaland, but if the le endis 

a recent invention, then this would imply that the expansion of the Cae ae 

towards the west occurred too late to significantly influence the emergence of the 

Hausa states Both hypotheses assume the validity of the medieval paradigm. 

A fourth theory connects Hausa origins to the desertification of the Sahara 

and to corresponding, or later shifts of populations from north to n lu 

based on the Bayajidda story insofar as the legend traces the origin of Daura to 

the reign of primordial queens from North Africa, and on Gobir to which 

suggest à movement of immigration from Air. The nomadic theory gave rise to 

the Hamitic hypothesis according to which Berber domination of the Hausa had 

a decisive influence on Hausa state building. The Berbers in question are often 

thought to have originated from North Africa where they had been acquainted 

with different types of states. The major problem with bis emphasis on long 

distance. diffusion lies in the process of culture transfer. As with the theory of 

nomads from Egypt discussed above, it is difficult to imagine that camel herders, 

themselves living on the margins of the state and knowing little about royal urban 

life, could have transmitted detailed ideas about state structures. The theory is 

even more difficult to sustain if it supposes that local Berbers established conquest 

states without drawing on any model of a previously existing complex political 

organization. 

The fifth theory is based on the notion of dual institutional structures traced 

back to the spread of Sudanic trade and Islam. Mainly based on the example of 

es that the establishment of a state-like institutional 

Katsina, the theory suppos 
social transformation duc 

superstructure was the result of an ongoing process of 

to the arrival of Wangara traders and clerics and the corresponding incorpora- 

tion of Hausaland into the general West African network of long-distance trade 
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s that following the conques
t of the chieftaincy 

routes. The theory further stipulat
e: 

f traders, the priest-chief was supersede
d 

by members of the Muslim community o! 

— without being eclipsed — by a king. In the new system of contrapuntal para- 

the end of the fifteenth c
entury, the Muslim conqueror of 

o have confirmed the power of the earlier 

pagan priest-chief, bur also to have raised him to the second highest position in 

the realm and to have entrusted him with the privilege of electing the king.!* 

In spite of the cogent connection between the expansion of trade and the rise 

of states, the dual institutional theory has a number of weaknesses. According to 

the Karsina king lists, the
 usurper Korau was a wrestler from Yandoto 

who killed 

his predecessor Sanau.!7 Nothing suggests thar Korau was a Wangara trader or 

a Muslim.!5 In fact, the king lists explicitly state thar Islam was introduced by 

- Muhammad Korau, the third successor of Korau. Also, it is unlikely that Musli
m 

ders seized power in Karsina by force of a
rms and it is even more suspicious 

"that they should have b
estowed considerable powers on the existing pagan chief. 

- Therefore it is quite unwarranted to connect the elimination of Sanau with the 

ion of Wangara trade and the spread of Isl
am. 

Still, the dual institutional theory rightly considers the transition from Sanau 

to Korau asa pivotal event in Karsina history corresponding as such to more than 

just a dynastic change- As ch
ief of the Durbawa, Sanau was the leader of the Aznä 

- clan-family, while Korau, the head of the ‘Yan Korau, the “people of Korau”, was 

“the leader of the Hausa clan-family, the two sections of Katsina society found all 

over Hausaland. As we shall see, the political prevalence of ei
ther the Hausa or 

… the Azná clan-family provides the decisive criterion for the distinction between 

* the seven Hausa and the seven Banzá states. The Bayajidda legend itself has the 

F character of a foundation charter of Hausa society insofar as it not only explains 

E the difference between the Haus
a and the Banzä states but also the distinction be- 

tween the Hausa and the Azna cl
an-families within the two categories of Central 

Sudanic states.!9 Since the coexi
stence of the rwo clan-families is constitutive for 

the Hausa societies and states, it cannot possibly have been intr
oduced by foreign 

mountcy established at 

Wangara origin is not only supposed t 

— 

“Reconsideration”, 326-328; Palmer, “Katsina Emirate", in: Tempcl/1 Temple, 

-222; Nicolas, Dynamique, 65. 
Wangara trader rests mainly on Korau's assumed Yan- 
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oral version of the legend (see below se
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traditions for Kawina and Gobir (Nicolas, Dynamique, 
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birthday of the Prophet Muhammad. Only a few insiders with hist 

are aware that the legend and th 
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Islamic past. Superficial observers may think 

Hausa tradition rooted in the pre- 

that the Gani festival takes place in the same way as the two other great Islamic 
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the Katsina king lists, the usurper Kora
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his predecessor Sanau.!7 Nothing suggests that Korau was a Wangara trader or 

a Muslim.!5 In fact, the king lists explicitly state thar Islam was introduced by 

Muhammad Korau, the third successor of Korau. Also, it is unlikely that Muslim 
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the Hausa or 
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the seven Hausá and the seven Banzi states. The Bayajidda legend itself has the 
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the difference between the Hausa and the Banza states bur also the distinction be- 
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troduced by foreign 
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"s 
Sens + Meetin 

People assemble here | :Ÿ” place g Gani festival 

for the procession of the 

Gani festival without [7 
re Path of the king to the well — 

2 T now abandoned (at midnight 
on the eve of the Gani festival) 

— ——> Procession on the first day of 

the festival (hawan sallà) 

me > Procession on the second day of 

the festival (hawan daushe) 

Friday mosque 

Placating of the snake 

and drawing of water 

(now abandoned) 

Hausa History in the Context of the Ancient Near Eastern World Nea lor 

Photo 1: The king 

more original sallar Gan provided the or inal model for the other two more 

islamized festivals 

What then are the most important features of the G 

has to be noted that the king acts on the three outstandin: 

is an incarnation of Bay ijidda, his legendary ancestor The 

c eve of the festival at 

the king himself, his close advisor Shamaki and two 

well of Kusugu. listened to the song 

stival? Above all it 

ding days ot the festival 

first performance, 

which is now obsolete, was very secret It was enacted on th 

midnight by four persons 

Dakama singers The king then went to the 

and drew holy water trom the well 

The second performance 1$ staged in the form of à great procession (he 

inst day of the festival, leadi 

placaung the snake 

ng from a place north of 

entre of the parade sallà) in the afternoon ot the f 

ate and then to the palace Ar the © 

we find the king sitting on horseback holding in his hands the sword and the 

d by his ancestor to kill the snake and to cut off its head. Close to the 

Shamaki and the Dakama singers All participants 

the town to the western p 

knife use 

king are, as the night betore, 

1 On the functions and social background of these officials see Smith, Deane, 42, 137, 

M5 
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5 rejoice on this day; but only the insiders realize chat they are 

f the snake. 

ce takes place on the 
in the festivitie 

celebrating the killing o 

| The rhird performan: 

arade (hawan daushé). 
a great p. 

men on foot starts from che palac 

iminary rl 
commemoration of the prel 

he dragon-killer, 
her subsequent marriage to t 

present Magajiya, enters and greets her. Next, the cavalcade moves on, passes by 

the house of Ayana — the old woman who once received the hero dur
ing the night 

and advised him on how 
rosses the former southern gate 

to approach the well — ci 

of the town and turns back by the next gate to the palace. 

Both processions are pat
terned on the legend of Daura, the first representing 

the triumphal entry o
f the hero i nto Magajiya’s palace and the second his subse- 

quent marriage to the queen. In spite of the Islamic overlay of the celebrations
, 

it is not difficult to recognise that the main 
ceremonies correspond to an ancient 

cult-drama constituting a New Year festival.” 

A major question with respect to the Gani festival of Daura concerns the in- 

carnation of Bagwariya. There arc a number of argumen
ts in favour of the lya. She 

is officially regarded as the king's sister and she presi
des over che ritual washings, 

seclusion and instruction of every prince on his first marriage. She is further in 

of selecting the three major non-
Islamic — probably Azna — titles: Magajin 

Bayamadi, Sarkin Masu and Dan Baroka. Particularly significant is her connec- 

tion with Magajin Bayamadi since he is considered the descendant and the incar- 

nation of Karbagari.” During the major festivals the king visited the Iya on his 

way to the prayer ground outside the town for a “private audience”. According 

to another author, during this visit the Iya produced two strips of woven white 

cloth and presented it with the words “here is the milk”? Earlier this “private 

audience” was probably seen as a re-enactment of Bayajiddas relationship with 

likewise considered to be the “sister” of the 
Bagwariya. In Gobir the Iya or Inna is 

king and, as we shall see, the festal cult-drama insinuates that the two have inti- 

cond day and consists again of 

But this time the cortége of horse riders and 

e and leads to the house of the Magajiya. In 

ule of the Queen Magajiya Daurama and 

the king stops at the house of the 

se 

73 Franklort, Kingship, 313-333: de Moor, New Year, I, 4-29. 
24 Smith, Daura, 133; FN 97, 16-22. 

25 Smith, Daura, 35, 39, 93, 123-124. This information places the meeting between the 

king and the Iya on the first day of the Gani festival before che great procession (hawan sal
i). 

Ir supports the validity of those versions of the 
Bayajidda legend which claim that Bagwariya 

came with the hero from Bornu and that she was pregnant before she arrived in Daura 

(Palmer, Memoirs, 111, 133). Alhasan mentions that Bayajidda came with a slave (FN 95, 81), 

26 Palmer, Memoirs, WI, 145. Because of its pre-Islamic implications, the Iya office is now 

purely honorific, 
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ations. In Bornu the Magira performed similar functions as the Maga- 

a, while another female offical corresponded to the Bagwariya.* The 

Kanuri kingdom of Musune the title of Luwa. 

from among the girls of 

ys of seclusion. By 

mate rel 
f Daur: 

1 female official held in the 

rituals of coronation the king chose a mate 

?) clan with whom he spent his seven da 

age during the period of seclusion, the 

e title and position of Luwa.2? Recent attempts to reach greater 

Islam have most likely contributed to obscuring the role of the 

and of the lya of Daura in the 

jiya o 
second 

During the 

the Ngalag
a (Duguwa

 

this choice and the subsequ
ent concubin 

girl receive
d th 

conformi
ty to 

Luwa of Musune in the installation ceremonies 

Gani festival 

Similar processions based on a common cult-mythological pattern take place 

in the other royal towns of Hausaland during the great Islamic festivals. In Zaria 

the procession of the first day (hawan salla) starts likewise from the prayer ground 

of the town, then it moves outside t 

east to the palace. On the thir 

and turn south — in pre-Fulani 

of Magajiya — and cross the southern gate After a 

oin the main road to 

north 
he town to the northwest and enters 

n the west heading 
d day (hawan daushé) the 

fror times probably to 

people start from the palace 

the southeast to the house 

short while they return by t 

0 On both occasions the c 
he same gate but they then j 
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Dédè “the g 
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led they c 
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k fights at this spot thus 
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hero 
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slamic practices are better pres 

als some details supplement t 

a Gani festival corresponding to the Istamic 

and two female officials, the Turaki, the 

heir own royal household with tidcho
ld- 
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Certain pre-l 
erved in Abuja/Sulleja than in 

Zaria. With respect to the royal testiv 
he information 
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shied, the visits of the king to à male 

and the Iya (who cac h have t 

ose of the king), a special sor 
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^ By indicating that the hero married Magira in Bomu, most vets 

parallel position of Magira and Magajiya (cf. Arment, 
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is a New Year festival, and the custom of finishing the festival after twenty days 

by dancing to the end of the town with two branches of a certain tree and then 

i 
all. Further, it is noteworthy that the king 

i wer the town W: 

ong epar
 "estival goes by foot to the house of the Turaki where he 

sits down with his host between two lampstands each holding twelve receptacles 

for oil? The next day he greets, one after the other, the two women officials 

by the respectful address “må” signifying “mama, mother before entering with 

his officials into their house and dancing
 with them.* All these elemen

ts point 

to the now largely forgotten former cultic significance of the Gani
 festival of 

Abuja/Zaria. The night
 vigil can be associated with the killing of the drag

on, the 

honorific “mother” with a title given to a priestess, and the danci
ng with a sacred 

marriage- Therefore these features appear to belong to the cult-dramatic under- 

pinning of the myth lying behind the Bayajidda legend. | E 

In Gobir the Canaanite cult-mythological pattern of the New Year festival is 

re-enacted quite differently. On one of the days preceding the festival, the Sarkin 

‘Anna, the “king of the Anna people”, goes to see the king in his palace. He bring
s 

with him a golden and a silver bangle and also a ram. The meeting between him 

and the king consists of a ritual
 combat: he puts the golden bangle on the right 

arm of the king and keeps the silver onc for himself, then both pretend to engage 

in a short fight; finally Sarkin Anna remo
ves the silver bangle and places it on the 

left arm of the king. After that both protagonists carress the ram from its tail to 

its head.4 The ram, handed over by the first official to the second, symbolically 

represents the primordial being of which Sarkin Ann
i is the descendant and liv- 

ing representative. The ritual combat fight in turn can be interpreted as a sym- 

bolic confrontation between the forces of the moon and those of the sun. Indeed, 

since Sarkin Anna represents Karbagari/Ishmael and the king Bawo/Isaac-Jacob, 

the antagonism refers not only back to the distinction berween the Azna/Anna 

and the Hausa clans but also to the ancestral division berween the Hausa and 

Banzä states and thus to the difference between the Israelites and the Arabs.” Be- 

yond the legendary level, the ritual combat between incarnations of the sun and 

the moon also has vast mythological implications: apparently the forces behind 

Bawo/Isaac-Jacob were the deities of the upperworld and those behind Karbagari/ 

Ishmael were the deities of the netherworld. Hence, it may be supposed that the 

® In Feske/Kebbi, Turaka is the name of the hut of Dango used at the festival of watan 

bakwai (Shek, Mai Bori FN 95 130). 

35 Tanko Turaki, Bisalla Sara FN 97, 78-82, Sce also Hassan/Shuaibu, Chronicle, 65-66, 

68. 
Y Nicolas, “Fondements”, 223; id., Dynamique, 362 ; id., Question, 13; Kühme, Konigrum, 

79, 93, 

55 Lange, "Ursprung des Bösen”, 6-26. 
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ichotomy between the sons of Jacob/Isracl and those of Ishmael is based 

| dualism of the Semitic pantheon distinguishing between societies 

with prevalent upperworld and netherworld deities. Descent from Jacob is there- 

fore the legendary aspect of the prevalence of the sun, i.e. the upperworld deities 

descent from Ishmael the legendary aspect of the prominent RE 

of the moon, i. €. the netherworld deities, among the pre-Islamic Arabs 

On the eve of the festival, the king of Gobir walks to the house of Sarkin 

g of the blacksmiths” and strikes twelve times upon one of the twelve 

As a descendant of Bayajidda he apparently begins a 

biblical d 

on the astral 

in Israel and 

Makèrā “kin 

drums of the kingdom 

Je of cult-dramatic performances commemora
ting the killing of the primordial

 

On the cult-mythological level he 

- blacksmiths 

ycle of 

cyc 

and its splitting up into twelve parts 
snake 

- the god of creation, while the chief of d 
incarnates — as in Daura 

ently for an allied god of handicraft. According to the Baal C 
stands appar 

licraft Kothar wa-Khasis forged for the god of 
the god of hanc 

| weapons used by the latter to kill the primordial deity Yamm, Ugarit, 
cm 

Baal the powerfu 

which in Babylon was called Tiamat 

he New Year festival, the Baal-like king meets the chief blac 

himself for his subsequent fight with primeval 

) The comparison suggests that, acting out 

the cult drama of t 

smith in Gobir in order to prepare 

chaos 

On the following 

ay that only minor el 
day, the people of Gobir celebrate the sacrifice of the ram in 

ements of the cult-dramatic performance 

slam. The main ceremony takes place on 

of the town. During the prayers 

e middle of the congregation in an enclosed temporary shelter 

After the prayers the donated ram is slaughtered in front 

hanges his ordinary dress for those of his 

Iter the sober mood of the con- 

his scene 

such an original w 

can possibly have been borrowed from I 

the communal prayer ground at the southeast 

the king stays in t 

built for the occasion. 

hen the king himself c 

es out of his she 

bilation.*? For the interpretation ofu 

of the assembly 

crowning ceremony. W hen he com 

gregation turns to joy fulness and ju 

he pre-Islamic Arabs scc Fahd, Panshéon 
city among th 

D 

between astral ^ For the importance of the moon d 

492-494, 549. Day distinguishes 
18.24; Hôfner, "Stammesgruppen", 467, 4 

sing the sun and the moon together ~ and underworld deities (Y 

deities — thus bring 

151-225) : 
V Nicolas, Dynamique 

Kühme, Kónigtum, 187-188 
M Por the seven or twelve heaps remaining 

7, M7, and Krieger, Geschichte, 19 

24, VI 50-53; Wyatt, Religiosa Texts, 65-07, 

163, Boyd, “Sallah in Gobir”, 593-594; Lange EN 01, 51-52 

€ killed by Bayajidda see Nicolas, 
from the snak 

Dynamique 63, 22 

» KTU 1.2 IV 1 
144-145; Pritchard, Texts, 

61-68; Kühme, Kénigtum, 188-189 
; 

5^ Nicolas, Dynamique. 363-365; Boyd. “Sallah in Gobir”, 594; Lange, EN OL. $3.54; 
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s provided by Sarki
n Anna and that both 

tas Sarkin Makera forges d chat the ram 
Wa | 

for sacrifice. Ju
s 

g his own deity for the ic has to be remem
ber 

à 

ecrated it 

Sarkin Anni and
 the king cons 

rhe weapon: 
Sarki a vides an animal sy

mbolisi 2 

he w s, Sarkin Ann
a provides 

3 

creation combat. On the cult-mythologic
al level the sacrifice of the

 ram paral. 

; x 
D E 

z ikewisc re- d in the Babylonian 

> killing of Tiamat, which was likewise re enacte 1 

du _ wee CHE 
according to the Babylonian creation epos Enuma 

Es. E > g 

Jesh, the splitting of her body gave rise to heaven and earth and the dissection of 

See 
, rpse to clouds, rivers, springs and mountains, the 

cosa pin npud blessings to the believers without further 

explanations. Apparently 
up to the present day the people of Gobir

 perform a 

cult-dramatic creation co
mbat of which the Muslims, by just sla

ughtering aram 

or a camel during the pilgrimage of Mecca, 
preserve only the final 

acc On the 

basis of the biblical Isaac 
story (Gen 22: 2-14) and the parallel 

juo sacrifice during 

the Itapa festival of Ife” 
— where the high priest of Obameri/Mó

t consecrates the 

victim immolated by the high 
priest of Obatala/Baal in the netherworld grove of 

Obarala‘4 — it can be assumed that earlier the sacrificial animal 
was a human be- 

ing. By merging their own 
traditions with rhe injunctions of Islam, 

the Gobirawa 

perpetuate the original cultic context out of which the main ritual of Islam drew 

its prime inspiration. 

Subsequently the procession moves around 

north, enters it from the north and reaches the palace from the west. During the 

king's absence the Priestess Inna 
and her followers from the Bori cult take posscs- 

sion of the palace. When the king returns to the central place of the town,
 several 

ceremonies are performed there before he enters the palace.55 Then the Inna ar- 

rives with her Bori followers and does homage to the king before sitting down in 

the front room. The officials pass by he
r and do homage to her before they do the 

same to the king, Next the king retires to his harem with his wives. After some 

time he comes back to the throne hall, receiving again the homage of his people. 

Subsequently the Inna and her lady follo
wers come and in successive small groups 

join the newly withdrawn king. At this point the cultic performance of the sa- 

cred marriage becomes realistic: the king having first been alone with his wives, 

later stays with the high priestess Inna and her followers, Certain characteristics 

of the Inna of Gobir should be noted in order to understand the mythological 

the town by the east and the 

4 Frankfort, Kingship, 327-329; Moortgat, Tammuz, 134-142. 

& Wensinck, “Hadjdj’, EP, II, 34-38; Daum, Religion, 128. 
4 Cf. Stevens, "Orisha-nla", 193-197; FN 00, 93-95 (own observations). 

4 Je should be noted that in Ife and in Gobir the victim is handed over by the cult party of 

the netherworld to the cult party of the upperworld. 

# Kühme, Kinigum, 201-202. 
4% Kühme, Kinigtum, 196-203, See also Nicolas, Dynamique, 263-265. 
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signif ance of her cult-dramatic behaviour: she represents Takurabow or Inna 

Baka “the Black Inna”, the dynastic goddess of Gobir, she often wears male dresses 

she is considered to be the sister and consort of the king’ Although noth- 

c is known about the earthly incarnation of Anat, similar features arc 

have characterized the consort of Baal.## In the absence of the Baal-like 

ho reigns over the country. When the king comes back 

e incarnated goddess offers herself in a sacred marriage 

and 
ing precis 

known to 

king, the Inna is the one wl 

from the chaos combat, th 

e victorious hero, thus ensuring the deification of her partner 
to th 

sobir refers to cult-mythological features simi- 
Apparently the cult-drama of 

behind the ancient Near Eastern New Year festival: the hero 
lar to those lying 

with special 
his palace and enters into the netherworld, he arms himsel 

leaves | 
kills the chaos monster, is resurrected from the netherworld and cel- 

weapons, 

cbrates a sacred marriage Like the divine kings of the ancient Near Fast, the king 

is ensured the annual renewal of his deification. The of 

Africa. 

rations of Easter 

of Gobir tht 
erpetuation of 

this Semitic cult-mythological pattern is not restricted to 

ctected in the mythology that gave rise to the Christian 

performances of the Muslims duri 

1 can likewise 

be d 

and in the cult-dramatic 

Mecca.?? In one way or another all these festivities are derive 

This act had to be repeated year after year in order to 

ular divine kings, but also in order to ensure 

image at 

rom the concept 

of a violent act of creation. 

guarantee not only the rule of partic 

the continuity of the cosmic order 

3. The Social Dimensions of the Bayajidda Legend 

cerns the classification of 

“Hausa” and “Banzi”. 

he ii “the seven Haus” 

seven Banzi" states descend from the sons of the 

ger founder of the Hausa states from the Queen 

ates from the queen's female slave, 

Another im portant aspect of the Bayajidda legend con 

or Central Sudanic societies into the categ ones of 
the maj 

The legend explains that the founders of d usé ba 

states and the Banzai baku 

two wives of the hero: the youn 

of Daura and the elder founder of the Banza st 

given to the hero as a cone ubine 

hat linguistic criteria distinguish the Hausi from the 

, the former being composed of Hausa-speakers and the latter of 

0 Two arguments undermine this linguistic explanation. 

It is often supposed t 

Banza states 

non-Hausa speakers.” 

© Nicolas, Dynamique, 340-342; Lange, “Neujahnfese”, 131-132; Kühme, Könige, 82- 

87 

9 Wyatt, Religious Texts, M0 n, 267; Lange, "Neujahrstest » 136-149. 

le of Resurrection, 2 20:221 
Daum, Religion, 108-130; Mettingen. Riddl 

90 Barth, Traveli, V, 472; Smith, “Beginnings”, 343: Hogben/Kirk-Greene, Emirates, 149 

»" 
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states belonging to the seven Banza, 

in ancient times, the core of 

seven Hausa states were. 

his dichotomy is also re- 

f the legend makes it 

Kebbi and Zamfara,
 TWO 

The first relates co KebD! 
ae 

ile Kebbi might have been Songha) 

zm was E
 in Hansa

-speaking p
a i E 

ment against à inguistic cf! à 

E aide Sam
e Indeed, the gt version

 o : e 

clear thar the el
der son of the founding

 hero did not em
igrate to other

 areas since 

he continued to fulfill importan
t functions wi

thin the kingship o
f Daura. Just 

as 

the hero and the Q
ueen of Daura have their present-da

y incarnations in the form 

of specific rirleh
olders, so 100 has the elder son of

 the dragon-kil
ler. This is not 

only truc for Daur
a but also for Gobir

 and Karsina, two other states of the seven 

In all chree states the titleholders representing the el
der son of the hero 

— Magajin Bayamad
i, Sarkin Anna and Du

rbi — preside over one sec
tion of Hausa 

society variously called Azna, Arnä, Anna, or Maguzawa.”! Since the members 

peaking for as long as the members 

of the Aznà section must have been Hausa-s| 

of the Hausa section proper the distinction between the "seven Hausa” and the 

ave originated from a difference in language.** 

“seven Banza” states cannot h: 

What then could have give
n rise to the Hausä-Banzā di

chotomy? The answe
r 

is again to be found in the pre-Islam
ic cult-mythological sph

ere. Without going 

into details here, it should 
be noted that within the surviving Bori cult groups of 

Hausaland, there are two different categories of inh
erited spirits. They are called 

the black and the white, the p
agan and the Muslim, the Azna and the Hausa, an

d 

earlier netherworld or upperworld deities.> Furthermore, 

the names of many Bori spirits are identical with those of the pr
ominent political 

offices of the Hausa states. Most anthropologists s
uppose that the Bori spirits and 

their designations were copied from the prestigious political offices. In fact, it is 

more likely char these are two sets of correlated survivals — the spirits and the of- 

fices — who owe their existence to a form of pre-Islamic divine
 kingship in which 

the main officials were priests and priestesses presiding
 over the cults of individual 

deities.# The Bayajidda legend mentions the figures of Magajiyas Bagwariya, 

Galadima and Kaura corresponding to specific Bori spirits and to Islamized 

state offices. In comparing the legend with che Bori tradition it is clear that the 

5i Smith, Daura, 57, 135; Nicolas, Dynamique, 64-65, 
381-382. 

52 For further details, see Lange, "Gründung
 der Hausastaaten" , 31-33. 

53 CE Tremearne, Ban of Bori, 247, 296-35
3; Greenberg, Influence, 29; Krieger. "Notizen", 

97; Nicolas, Dynamique, 317-318; Besmer, Horses, 63. The distinction between netherworld 

and upperworld deities can only be indirectly inferred. 

4 Cf. Nicolas, Dynamique, 312-337; Besmer, Horses, 62-120; Lange, 

134, 156-158, 

35 The spirit Bagwariya is considered to be
 a slave identical to Boboniya and Bagulma 

(Tremearne, Ban of Bori, 388-390; Échard, Génies, 45-47). As we have seen above, the legen- 

Hausa. 

correspond either to 

“Neujahrsfest”, 130- 
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the “seven Haus" 
pe 
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remnant cult-mythology 

of Bori in Kebbi and in 

Gobir reveals (by associat- 

ing Magajiya and Bagwa- 

riya/Bagulma to a boy of 

outstanding importance 

called Dan Galadima or 

Mamman/Bawa) surpris- 

ing parallels with the 

Bayajidda narrative and 

thus allows to perceive the 

mythological background 

behind the legend.5* These 

and other considerations 

make it clear that the 

value of the Bayajidda 

narrative as an historical 

source lies first and fore- 

most in its character as an 

oral foundation charter for 

Hausa society based on an 

earlier broadly shared cult- 

mythological worldview 

that permeated all aspects 
bewails her son Dan Galadima (Bawo) 

4997 of society.” 

Earlier Bori practition- 

ers played central roles in 

rmance of the festival. Although in Daura they still participate in the 

s thar it is difficult to ascertain 

ces. Only in Gobir do the Bor
i 

Together with the 

Photo 2: Magajiya 

whom she shares with Bagwariyal Bagulma, A
rgungu 

the perfo 
main processions, they are so marginal nowaday 

their original contributions to the festal performan: 

adepts still significantly participate in the main celebrations. 

he palace once the king has left it, then they follow the king to 
Inna they enter ti 

the prayer ground. Once the prayer is finished they run in front of the cavalcade 

dary figure Bagwariya is related to the office of lya/Inna (see above pp. 221 -229). For the other 

spirits and offices the parallel names clearly indicate earlier connections with a precise state 

office (Lange, “Dimension”, 182-195; Kühme, Konigtum, 63-92). 

% Lange, “Dimension”, 184-185; id., “Neujahrsfest”, 131-134. 

5 These results are based on field research by the author in the years | 

(EN 97, 16-22; EN 00, 9-27; FN 01, 3-75). 

997, 2000 and 2001 
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Moreover, as a result of the integration of 
around the town back to the palace.’ 

1 its disconnection from the solar 
il into the Islamic lunar calendar and 

the festiva 
ycle, it has lost its former relevance for the 

year and hence from the agricultural c 

c Islamic religion of fertility 

Yet, in the southern suburb of Daura 

or fasà kàbèwà, the “drinking” or breaking of the pumpkin festival in 

At the height of the festivities the mediums of Sarkin Rah the Hausa 

smash one big pumpkin after another. They 

i tful and ben- 

pr 
some Bori adepts continue to celebrate 

the shan 

December 
Baal, and three other white deities 

ypease the deities and ensure that the ? 
thus af 

ficial.” In Kano, Katsina and Zaria, thre othe 

pumpkin is likewise smashed by a medium of th 
Bori adepts con ider this performance to be hig! 

that black spirits might interfere and cause 

his neck 

Ir is tempting to associat 

Year festival with the eg 

of Philo of Byblo ind 

Cycle.f! In Canaanite so 

the form of an egg shaped fruit n 

molation of Yamm in the fo 

two concepts by relating the struggle betv 

bursting of the ca 
primordial cal ibash, th 

heaven and earth the deities is re- 

In the states of the Banza 

versed. In Kebbi, the two leading priests ot 

black deities. One of them prepare 

from a white deity.“ Un 

1 the pumpk nto be € 

any interference 

shan kàbëwà festival of Zamtara However, with respect 
pore prominent 

royal house of Zamfara, we Know that black deities were in a r 

on than white deities in chat state 
had their tocal spear to have 

positi 
r appear 

he last years of the wentieth century, the 

ce (Kühme, Abeer 
465, During 

EN 01, 56; Nicolas, Dyna 
her with the Inna in the p 

927; EN 01, M. 3 41,454 

193 

Bori adepts stayed toget 

Bargery, Dictionary 

tà Beamer, Henes; 79, 1345 FN 01, 35-36, 7177 

Philo 10. 2 (Attridge ‘Oden, / 47) and KTU 1.6 

Religious Texts, 135 136, 141) 

91 Ellis, Peoples, 41-42 Frobenius, Gérer 119. 

456-357; EN 01, 65:67 

11 31-35, V 12-19 (Wyatt 
ilo af Bybsio: 

od Harris, Provincial Gazetteer 
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5 sh.7! contrast tO Yahweh.7! In addition to the structural parallels detectable within t 

c 

à : «cond in command.“ A similar 

point in Galadima, the former chie
f WARE and netherworld prevails cult-mythology of two Central Sudanic societies and Canaan-Israel with re: 

inversion of the de e de fea bakwai, where Oduduwa and his to the deities of the upperworld and the netherworld, the corres ences 

among the pus ae SEM ; d his supporters. These ex
amples tend to words and things show that the two culture areas concerned must Nu. zb a 

followers predominate
 ov an a Hausa pakwai and the Banza bakwai was in intensive contact with each other 

ee 

show that the distinction be
w depended on the prevalence in each particular 

vely to the upperworld or 4. Reflections of the Canaanite-Israclite Mythology in the Oral Traditions 

ofa cult-mytholog
ical 

state of either whi
te or 

the netherworld.
 

While among the 

elonging respect! of the Central Sudan 
black deities, b 

nce of a particular
 set of deities can 

4l, among the Yoruba of Ife it can The h 
likewise contain ci id 

milar distinctions were made of Canaanite-Israclite influences. B: oe cca a a 

ferred from the concept of a “divine council” com- | ber of parallels with the bib 

families the “ons of Athirat” appear to are certainly not due to coincidence. In both cases a stranger marries 

e netherworld deities of the 
arah is indicated by the dai "US 

to resemble the upper- 

= 
ot na- 

istorical traditions of the Central Sudan 

eginning with the Bayajidda legend itself we 

lical narrative of Abraham, Sarah and 
Hausa the predominai 

mainly be recognised in the New Year festival, 27 

- 

i Gi 

also be detected in palace organization. 6 That sì 

in Ugarit could p
erhaps be in 

posed of “divine 
families". Of these 

usa dichotomy to th 

note a num 

Hagar which 

the Bible the royal status of S: 

Sarai to Sarah (princess) and the promise to be the “mother 

15-16). Both depict an elderly 
a queen — In 

name from 
d in terms of the Hai » have an offspring of kings (Gen 17 correspon 

ny (97 

Banzi or Azna category: while the “house of Baal seems 
| 

world deities of the Hausa category properly speaking.” A
mong the Yoruba the

 tions” and tc 

opposite group of deities prevai
led. In both societies the legen

ds of origin give an | legal wife who gives to her husband a young female slave who becomes pr 

adequate expression of pr
evalent cult-mythological 

realities. 
| first and bears a male child. In both cases, the ethn 

In view of the historical significance of social and cultural parallels between 
concerned are either classified as descendants of this 

the Hausa and Yoruba societies on one side and the world of the Canaanites on | the legal wife of the hero and her son — here the Hausa bakwai and the B 

the other, etymologies should not be systematically discarded. Two examples 
wai, there the Israclites and the Arabs. In each tradition cult-dramatic perform- 

may suffice. Most likely the Hausa term bôri (“cult of spirit-possession
’), she | ances staged during the main annual festival re-enact the principa features of the 

” or “spirit of an ancestor") and the cognate abore (priest | legend: in Daura, the killing of the dragon and the marriage of the hero with the 

queen; in Mecca, the stoning of Satan and the sacrifice of a ram: among the Jews, 

(“cistern” and hence “entrance to 

the netherworld”).” T
he other example con

cerns the name Azna and hence also 

Although the three Abrahamic religions consider t 

Banza (Ba-nza). Apparently these designations are connected with the main cpi- 

thet of Mót ‘az (“strong”) and also with
 the biblical demon ‘Azazel mentioned in | offspring to have been present in th 

it the beliefs of the Judeo-Christian 

y exclusive 

nembrance of Abraham's prev ented sacrifice. 7 

he patriarch and his main 

cir respective core areas, Israel and Mecca, they 

ns and the Muslims pertaining to 

The spread of the narrative 

Yoruba ebora ("deity 

ed from the Hebrew bór 
of a deity") are deriv the blowing of the horn in rem 

are aware tha 

EARS N 

| 

4 Krieger. "Notizen", 99-111. Since the application of the shari'a in Zamfara, the practice | the activities of these figures are mutuall 

of Bori has virtually been eliminated in the state (FN 01, 51-52) 
| to the Central Sudan, where the name Abraham changed to Biram, the first son 

| of the hero,” adds a third dimension to the diffusion of the patriarchal legend. ™* 

© Lange, "Ursprung des Bösen”, 9-13. Sec below pp.
 347-351 

45 Lange, “Preservation”, 131-135. 

& Del Olmo Lete, Canaanite Religion, 

hotomy berween Yahweh and a demonic 
-66; Lange, | 

1 Day, Yahweh, 187-188. For Azazel see the dict 

J^) in Lev 16: 7-10, which can be equated with an opposition 

+, $8.59; HAL, UI, 762). 
217-218; Smith, Origins of Monosheisr, ál 

deity called ‘Asd'sé! (“herce gos 

“Ursprung des Bösen”, 15. 
Day includes the moon among 

between Yahweh and Mot (Tawil, “Azaze Jourees, 105-151; 

& By distinguishing between astral and underworld deities, 

the former (Yahweh, 163-166). 

For the analysis of the names 
of the main legendary Hausa and Yoruba 

figures sec Lange, 
* Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Pèlerinage, 225-230, 268-272; Firestone, 

“Dimension”, 184-193; id., "Erbe, 1", 87-121. However, Oduduwa should not be identi- 
Fahd, "Sa'y^, El?, IX, 97; Gasten, Festivals, 111; Silbermann, "'Aqedah" , in: Zwi Werblowsky 

fied with the legendary figure Didánu (/bid., 87-92) but with the deity Dód/Yamm (Lange. Wigoder, Dictionary, 58-59 

“Jesus”, 7; id., "Ursprung de
s Bösen”, 9-13). 

! Lange, ^l dimension", 186, 198 

70 Lange, "Erbe, II^, 135-136; Tromp, Con
ceptions, 66-69; HAL, 1, 111-112. 

^ Lange, "Hausa Traditionen", 56 n. 5i id., “Dimension”, 198 199. 
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— However, in this case the 

ne 7 Sarah? + CERES cult-mythological under- 

| Bayajidda + M 7 (slavemaid) pinning of the legend is 

| feit 
still clearly recognisable, 

| 
Judging from the cultic 

| 
| significance of the Baya- 

| 
| jidda legend it may be 

| 
Ishmael assumed that the story 

Karbagari of Abraham was in Is- 

rael and Arabia likewise 

based on religious phe- 

nomena of a pre-mono- 

| theistic nature. 

TONER Going one step fur- 

ther, we may even iden- 

tify another reflection 

of the Abraham story, 

with the familiar inver- 

sion, among the Yoruba 

of Ife. Here nwo women 

are said to have been 

wives of Oduduwa, the 

rich Olokun who had 

no children (Sarah), and the poor Osaara who was blessed with many children 

(Hagar). The inversion consists in this case of the attribution of the sara title- 

name to the child-bearing Hagar. Simil
arly the apostle Paul uses the biblical de- 

scent pattern by claiming thar the Christians as free beings are related to Sarah, 

while the Jews as slaves of the Law a
re children of Hagar (Gal 4: 22-30

). Norwith- 

standing the childlessness of Olokun, her festival is connected to the dispersion 

of the sixteen chiefs of Ife who became the founders of certain Yoruba towns in 

the east, in contrast to the towns founded by the sixteen sons of Oduduwa (and 

Osaara ?) in the west.” The dichotomy between the sons of Olokun and those of 

12 tribes of the Arabs 

FTTETTI 
—— 

12 tribes of Israel 

7 Hausä states 

* Gerh means "penas 
= The fest ofthe seven Hausa states orig 
the son of Bayada with the Borna pr 

Desp by D Large + Gate by T Bet D 

yajidda and Abraham, their wives and 
Chart 1: The patriarchs Ba! 

their offspring 

75 Fabunmi, [fe Shrines, 4-6, 22; Parratt, "Approach", 342-343, Similarly Paul insists on the 

contrast between the numerous children of Hagar and the few descendants of Sarah (Gal 4: 

27). In Genesis the contrast is less apparent (Gen 16: 10 and 18; 10, 14). 

76 With respect to Olokun, Parratt mentions the towns and regions of Ekiti, Akure, Idanre, 

Ilare "Approach", 342-345). According 10 Johnson the sons of Oduduwa founded Owu., 

Ketu, Benin, Ila, Sabe, Popo and Oyo (History, 7-8). All the former are situated in the east, 

while among the latter only Benin is situated in the east, It is consistent with this classification 
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Oduduwa is related to the distinction between the descendants of Obatala and 

a since Olokun was a follower of Obatala. Therefore it may be supposed 

sition of the Yoruba corresponds to 

Magajiya/Bawo and Bagwariya/Kar- 
Oduduw 

that the prevalent Obatala-Oduduwa oppo 

a certain degree to the opposition berween 

Bagari among, the Hausa 

More significant for the Yoruba as a whole is the Oduduwa tradition of origin. 

without taking, simply as an oral tex: 
Historians consider the legend up to now 

sion. According to the orally trans- 
into consideration its cult-mythological dimens 

ted story, Oduduwa, the original founder of the Yoruba states, came from 
mit 
Mecca to West Africa where he settled ar Ile Ife. Later his seven or sixteen sons 

or grandsons dispersed from Ile Ife and established the major king, of the 

Another 
Yoruba including Benin beyond the arca of Yoruba-speaking 

resents Oduduwa as a deity who created the c 

sis father, the high god Olodumare” From the more det 

son Obat 

set of stories p 

instigation of 
11 ld ted his elde 

appears that Olodumare first instruc 
1 Oba. al c mythology, it 

h. On the way down to the primev 

fell asleep. His younger brother Od 

in the act of creation in his s 

create the eart 

palmwine anc 

steal the sacred items and to t 

alized that his brother had betrayed h 
awoke and re 

him and thus initiared the everlasting 

iis brother, Until recently, mem 

ine on the procession road of the 

creation com 

bers of the Odu 
and those of 

ed this by throwing palmw 

The conflict-stricken relations berween the two g 

the Ife creation myth expresses the same ant 

v mythology of the Hausa do. Even the indicate that 

the Bayajidda legend and the related cul 

be shown ta correspond te the same categories of deities: 

Ied “Hausa”, “Musli 

while the deities of the 
two divine parties can 

ausa the deities of the up 

“followers of Obatala” 

alled among the Hausa "Aznà, Anni or “black” and among 

As the deities of the upper 
and netherworld 

tradition either behind Bawo Isaac-Jacob 

among the H 
perworld are cal 

"white" and among the Yoruba 

netherworld are € 

“followers of Oduduw Y the Yoruba 
the legendary 

stand according to 

party and that the Edena gate on the cast 
belongs to the Obatala 

| 132), while the Osaara cult 
that the Olokun cult group 

vision (FN 02, 28, 62 

ern side of the palace was under their super 
c 

group belongs to the Oramfe party (Jimoh/Emese FN 00 172; Obalayan FN 02, 74 

Johnson, History 3.0; Law, “Heritage of Oduduwa”, 208-213 

? Johnson, History, 143; Law, “Heritage of Oduduwa”, 209-210 

285-287; Idowu, Oledumare, 18-20 

' Frobenius, Und Afrika. 

50 See below 348-366, The eliminati 

is scene virtually imposst 
ion of the Obameri grove by the extension of the town 

makes futur re-enactments of th 
ble (Lange, “Preservation”. 1 48-149) 
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ities, clans and kings 

of the netherworld Deities, clans and kings 

of the upperworld 

_----- Mythological relation ——— Clan affiliation ——— Yoruba legend of origin 

Design by D. Lange * Graphic by T- Bartsch 04/2004 

Chart 2: Kings and clans of th
e Yoruba according to Ife mythology and l

egend 

Bayajidda 
m.Magajiya c.Bagwariya 

Deities, clans and kings 

of the 

— Clan affiliation —— Legendary relation 

Digg by D Lange * Crepe oy T. Bartsch 04/200. 
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Karbagari/Ishmael, and according to the mythical tradition either behind 

ala/Baal or Oduduwa/Yamm,! it is clear that the overall mythologies, clan 

ingship traditions of the Hausa and the Yoruba belong to the 

or 
Obat 
structures and 

same C anaanite-Israclite pattern. 

Ihe most elaborate historical legends of the Yoruba are those of the great 

northern kingdom of Oyo They offer a complex example of the shaping of a 

aistorical tradition in a dualistic fashion. Indeed, the oral record in 

th an intriguing combination of Israelite and Assyrian 

elements grafted onto the Canaanite dichotomy of two cult-mythological parties 

As in all Yoruba communities we find in Oyo a number of cult groups divided 

i valYamm and an Obatala/Baal section. The oral record of Oyo 

the legendary ancestor of the Yoruba. From the cultic 

ba, it is obvious that this well-known 
fe, the holy city of the Yorut 

re corresponds to a humanized god. Being the leader of the major 

t Obatala — was predestined 

mythologized 

is case 15 characterized by 

into an Odud 

begins with Oduduwa, 

situation in I 

ancestral figu 

ies he — and not his defeated opponen 

at ancestor of the Yoruba.** According to the organizational 

to become the gre 

n of Ife clans, his son Oranmiyan was one of the leading 

party of deit 

patter 
members of the 

Oduduwa party." 

All following figures of the Oyo 

Ajaka, the third and fifth figure of the oral | 

the most famous 

world of hu- 
king list apparently belon 

man beings 
ist, must be seen in con- 

tion with the intermediate Sango, ruler of Oyo, who after 

been deified as the god of thun 

ts of his tradition indicate a foreign oc- 

junc 

his death is supposed to have 
der. Sangos intrusion 

into the reign of Ajaka and other elemen 

cupation of Israel. Having a closer look at the history of Israel, we find that Isaac 

can be considered as an epoch-ruler w hose long reign was Most likely interrupted 

almanassar Ill in 841 B C and the subsequent three years 

si While the name of Ajaka seems to cotre- by the conquest of S 

Assyrian occupation ot the country 

Sango was apparen dy derived from the priestly å 

he god of thunder Bel-ASsut. 

d the thunder-god 

hat of the 

spond to Isaac, the name 

Assyrian kings who represented th 

estival, when the divine king incarnate 

aken the name of the king for t 

ately to the Assyrian line 

title applied to the 

During the New Year f 

ay easily have t 
the common people m 

appear to belong altern 
god. The subsequent four rulers 

11 On the identification of Obatala with Baal Melqart Yahweh and Oduduwa with Yamm 

Dodd/Modad, sce Lange, “Jesus”, 75 id., "Unprung des Basen”, 9-16, and below pp. 354 

358 

& Johnson, Hiver, 3-7, VAY id, Ursprung des Basen”, 9-13. Sce also below pp. 354 

358 

?! Fabunmi, Gen 

m Astour, “Assyrian invasion”, 

™ Lange, " Wettergott Schan: "NT 
n LL D 

exis, BY idu, Ife Shrines, 15-7 

383-389; Thiel, “Jehu”, ABD, I 670-673 

"Erbe, IV, 81-99 
222-230: ia 
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—— 

Israelite figures and their vassals i 
| 
| 
i 
i 
1 

Eoo t dox 

syrian overlords | Identification 

and chronology 

Módüd/Dód/Yamm 

Benjamin 

Son of Yamm? Gods 

Sangû = 

Salmanassar Ill 
(858-824) 

Joram vs. Jehu(841) 

Kings of the Near East 
Isaac 

Šamši-Adad V 
(824-811) | 

Adadnerari Ill 
(811-781) 

Joas (803-791) 

Hosea (731-722) 

Kings of the Near East 

Hausa History in the Context of the Ancient Near Eastern World 

of conquerors and to the Israelite line of local kings, with Olugbogi being perhaps
 

identical with Hosea (731-722 BC) — the last king before the final break-up of the 

Israelite state.#ć The next five leaders probably represent the North African transi- 

on period between the destruction of the Israelite state and the final settlement 

s with strong Canaanite tendencies. 

)duduwa/Dód — and not from Obarala/ 

— and linking themselves to certain 

tic 
in Yorubalan

d of a group of Israelite: 

Deriving their legitimacy from € 

Melgart (as some minor Yoruba kings do)” 

n figures, the Oyo rulers apparently belong to a Ca- 

naanite tradition of kingship rooted in the pre-eminence of the primordial god 

— as opposed to the tradition of the god of violent creation." A similar dualistic 

have predominated in the Phoenician cities of the Near 

upperworld apparently prevailed, 

n Sidon and Beirut? Three ele- 

ments show that information on the early history of Oyo was transmitted prima- 

ise its most significant details were considered to be related to the two 

^ First, both available accounts of Oyo history 

Assyrian and hence foreig 

cult-mythology seems to E 

East, where in Ugarit and Tyre the deities ofthe 

while those of the netherworld had authority i 

rily becat 

parties of the creation conflict 

begin with the creation of the world 

! Second, we notice that it was a snak 

of the Dód/Yamm-party — which led Oranmiyan to the appropriate site 

2 Third, both accounts refer to a skull ritual performed in 

number of defeated vassals representing 

dent recorded by the 

— even though in one case, there is a demy- 

thologized version as well.” 
e — the animal 

symbol 

of his future capital? 

the Oyo palace in commemoration of a 

Obatala.?? Apart from the striking parallel to a particular inci 

Book of Kings with respect to the treatment of the vanquished Omride dynasty 

el by the pro-Assyrian usurper Jehu, we find in the ritual a remarkable 

ous rebels, associated with the Oduduwa 

cultic tradition, towards the vanquished local rulers identified with Obatala.** In 

i 

of Isra 

instance of respect shown by the victori 

to Lange, “Erbe, II”, 99-102 
® Such as the kings of Ogbomow, Ejigbo, It 

208; Orisatoyinbo! Adediran, Histo 
‘on, lkire and Oba Akure (down, Olodumare, 

Ejigbo”, 16, 75, 153; Vergen 

ss On this difference with respect to the creation € onilict see Lange, "Ursprung des Basen’, 

4-26. 

” Philo of Byblos 10. 10; 10 

Cycle, KTU 1.1.1.6. (Wyatt, Religions 

% For the importance of the creati 

God's Conflict, 88-140. 

n Hess, Ame nègre, 11 
? Johnson, History, 11 

"^ Hess, Ame nègre, 16 

^ Jehu ordered the heads of the sl 

of the city gate (2 Ki 10: 6-88, 11). For th 

Lange, “Erbe, 11", 84-86. 

28, 10, 35 (Attridge/Oden, 7 

Texts, 36-145); Lipinski, Dieux, 116 1 

ion. conflict for Israclite political conceptions see Day, 

9.122; Johnson, History, 9, 143 

Johnson, History, 152, 154 

laughtered Omrids to be put in two piles at the entrance 

c Biblical comparison see Johnson, Hisers 154; 
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n their Oduduwa/Dód identity by 

incorporating a number of Assyrian rulers into their essentially Is
raelite list of 

patriarchal predecessors.
 A similar projection o

f cultic dualism into h
istory can 

be detected for Tyre where Samemroumos/ Baal
 Samem is considered to have 

rebelled against Usoos (Yamm?) and for Katsina where the dynastic founder 

ài k fight treacherously mu
rdered Sanau, the last ruler 

Korau is said ro have in a moc’ 
: 

of the royal Azna clan descending from Karbagari/Ishmael.?
 In view of the pre- 

eminence of the Yamm/Odudu
wa tradition in the historical records of Oyo, in 

the cultic setting of Ife 
and more generally in the legend of origin

 common to all 

Yoruba states, it is certainly not by accident that the Bayajidda legend places the 

Yoruba into the category of the Banz
ä and not into that of the Hausa states. 

general however, 
the kings of Oye insisted oi 

5. Reflections of the Canaanite-Israelite Dual
istic World View 

in the Written Records of the Central 
Sudan 

Four states of the Niger-Chad
 region have the benefit of written historical records 

of particular depth which are open to comparison with evidence from the Ca- 

naanite-Israelite world: Kanem-Bornu, Kano, Kebbi and Zamfara.” Looking at 

them from the point of view of the dualistic cult-mytholog
ical pattern, we find 

a significant distribution of Israelite or anti-Israclite elements according to their 

classification as either Hausa or Banzi. This is clearly apparent from the Kano 

Chronicle and from the king lists of 
Kebbi and Zamfara, the first belonging to a 

Hausa state and the two others to Banzá states. The situation in Kanem-Bornu 

was more complex since in this case we observe that the cult-mythological struc- 

ture of the kingdom changed in the co
urse of history: having first been character- 

ized by a Banzä constitution, the country experienced with the arrival of Islam a 

cultural revolution in the course of which the Hausa section of the society, instead 

of the Banzä section, became the leading force in the country. The evid
ence avail- 

able for the history of Katsina appears at first sight to indicate a similar change o
f 

the clan structure.” 

In terms of the Bayajidda legend, Bornu should on account of the hero's first 

son Biram be classified as a Hausa state. However, the carlier cult-mythological 

situation in the Chadic state was different. This is apparent from the fact that 

% Philo of Byblos 10. 10 (Attridge/Oden, Philo of Byblos, 43, 82-83); Palmer, “History of 

Gera , 221; Hogben/Kirk Greene, Emirates, 157-158; Nicolas, Dynamique, 65. 

5 etos dinem eee could not be identified, although, according to the 

o i, 52 out of 125 kings ruled outside the Niger-Chad regi Hogben/Kirk-G 

Emirates, 181-182; 415-417). x pe Bp 

77 See below pp. 250-252. 
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the Chronicle of Kanem-Bornu introduces two concepts of origin: one turns 

the South Arabian hero Sayf b. Dhi Yazan of the late pre-Islamic period into the 

great ancestral figure of the Chadic state, and the other proposes a genealogical 

link of the Kanem-Bornu rulers with the long line of biblical patriarchs down 

to Abraham and Ishmael. Although it is documented as carly as the thirteenth 

century, the connection with Sayf b. Dhi Yazan is certainly due to Islamic feed- 

98 Je might have resulted from the attempt to turn an earlier clan deity called 
back. 

e Arabic-Canaanite Isaf and the Canaanite Baal 
Sef — perhaps identical with th 

Safon” — into a legendary figure by identifying it, on account of the similarity of 

nar 
(b. Dhi Yazan). The genealogical list at the 

beginning of the Chronicle further refers to the mother of the hero ea princess 

of Baghdad. An ancient legend calls this princess Aisha and depicts her as a great 

gure having several sons. The first, Ngalma Duku, was the ancestor of 

the Duguw the first dynasty of Kanem-Bornu. and the second, Sef, the ances- 

tor of the Sefuwa, the second dynasty. Having vanquished his elder brother in a 

mock fight and accidentally killed him, Sef became ruler of the kingdom.!? This 

iltural revolution of Kancm which re- 

incident would seem to refer to the great cu 

Duguwa and the rise of the Scfuwa around 1068 AD. 

S. 

ncs, with the Yemenite hero Sayf 

ancestral 

sulted in the demise of the 

Earlier scholarship considers the advent of the 

onceive the Duguwa and the Setuwa merely as two dynasties or two royal 

dimension of the upheaval of 1068 AD, docs not take 

of the Duguwa or Zaghäwa state in the fourteenth 

common to the Kanuri 

cfuwa as a dynastic change. 

Yet, to € 

houses misses the cultural 

into account the resurgence 

century, and disregards the dualistic social organization 

and Hausa societies 102 

Ihe second concept of origin refers to biblical ancestors. lt starts with Adam 

and mentions all the patriarchs down to Abraham and Ishmael with the except
ion 

lt further adds seventeen Arabic names including Quraysh, the ancestor of 

being incompatible w ith sou
thern and 

al insertions.'?* Only 
of one 

the Prophet Muhammad, but these names, 

northern Arabic genealogical figures, are clearly late artihici 

m Lange, Diwan, 22 24, 65, For the text of the thirteenth century Arab geographer Ibn Said 

, 163, 168 
sec id., "Région du lac Tchad" 

™ For Isaf, the companion of Ni'ila, see Fahd, Juntos: 

257-258 Baal Hadad", in: Haussig, Wörterbu 
100 Legend of the “Five tribes of Kanem”, Palmer, Memoirs, 11, 83-84; Jager, "Ursprungstra- 

dition”, 198-199 

wi Lange, “Progrès de l'Islam”, 

Islam, 104-105 

102 For the large iden 

153, and for the retum of t 

108 Lange, Diwin, 65 n. 7 

. 175, and for Baal Saphon see Pope. 

498-509; id., “E xhnogenesis", 263
-265; Hiskett, Course of 

tity between the Duguwa and the Zaghiwa sce Lange, Diwan, 148 
271.272 

he Zaghay or Z aghäwa to power Lange. Ethmagemenis, à 2 
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to Ishmael is highly si- 

TEN SE) the reference 

1. Adam 
gnificant as it indicates a non-Israelite 

E eod 
line of descent, either among the 

3. Enos 
ern Arabs or among the Phoe- 

a 
northern Arabs g 

E peen cam 
| nicians.™ One might have expected 

6. Zayd b. Mabrak (= Jared) 
thar the earlier, purely biblical sec- 

7. Enoch alin 
tion of this genealogy was likewise 

5 P eee Ms 
copied from a late Arabic source. 

aa Sen 
However some details make it likely 

11. Shem 
that these names derive rather from 

| 12. Arphaxed 
an earlier internal written source 

| T en 
than from any Muslim world his- 

| pam 
tory — although the latter also tend 

16. Arku (= Reu) 
to begin with an account of the suc- 

1017: pue 
| cessive biblical patriarchs.'°° Most 

| 18 or | as C : 

19. Azar, brother of Terah 
| strikingly, the patriarch Methuselah 

| 20. Abraham 
| is given the second, explanatory 

| 21. Ishmael 
| name Matusalim mentioned in ear- 

fé 
ly Christian literature but unknown 

to the biblical books and 
to Muslim 

| authors. Next, the importance 

of Eber, the eponymic ancestor of 

the Hebrews, is highlighted by the 

additional epithet “commander”, 

although Muslim historians ignore 

the link of the name Eber with the ethnonym Hebr
ew and hence any outstandin

g 

quality of this patriarch." 
Furthermore, the fourth patriarch is called Kenan 

in spite of the biblical form Qenan and a corresponding spelling in the Arabic 

chronicles. Similarly Re'u, the name of the sixteenth patriarch called Arghu by 

the Arab authors, is written Arku. Support for the existence of a pre-Arabic 

version of the Chronicle of Kanem-Bornu comes from the Kanuri loanword 

abs and as builder — together with Abraham — of 

| (followed by 17 Arabi
c names) 

| : 

| 39. Sayf b. Dhi Yazan, 
son of a princess of Baghdad (=Aisha) 

as legendary an- 
Chart 5: The patriarchs of Israel 

cestors of the kings of Kanem-Bo
rnu 

TT For Ishmadl as ancestor of the northern Ar 
the Ka'ba see Kot, 2: 125-127; Paret, “Ismail”, EP, IV, 193. 

ios For example al-Ya'qubi, Tarikh (872), al-Tabari, Tarikh (915) and Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil 

fiam (1230). 
106 The name Marusalim first appears in the old church (BHHW, 11, 1207). The Septuagint 

and the Vulgara have Mathusala. 

w Num 24: 24 implies this qualification but Islamic authors do not mention it. 

108 Since the Chronicle of Bornu has an initial kif in Qenan one may expect that it was 

based on a Greek text like the Septuagint which does not distinguish between haf and hf 
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girgim referring to both written and oral historical information and which seems 

to derive from girginakku "box for tablets, library", an Akkadian loanword from 

Sumerian.” C Xther Sumerian loanwords noted in Kanuri corroborate the hypoth- 

esis of ancient Near Eastern cultural influences reaching the region of Lake Chad 

via the Canaanites of North Africa. !? Considering that the Ugaritic ancestors of 

tes also collected Sumerian documents in their archives, especially 

al traditions,!"! it would not be surprising if similar 

in the Phoenician cities of North Africa and — why 

Christian influences may have 

these Canaani 

scribal exercises based on or: 

traditions were once cherished 

— in their colonies south of the Sahara Early 

| Sudan as a consequence of the political involvement 

in Fezzan in the second half of the sixth century. 2 The 

a biblical genealogy — perhaps successively in Hebrew 

n indication of Israelite 

not 

penetrated to the Centra 

of the Byzantine Empire 

internal transmission of 

and Greek — can hardly be interpreted other than as ai 

origins 
Inspite of the deep influence of 

and institutional survivals which 

ere are also a Islam on Kanuri culture, 

point to a considerable 

Most notably, the number of legendary 

degree of earlier exposure to € anaanite-Israelite culture. 
elite origin of besides its claim of a Yemenite and Is 

p» states that the first rulers of the kingdom were not black in com- 

It is only from Salmama b. ‘Abd Allah 

(1176-1203) onwards that they are said to have been “very black™.*™* Owing to 

the fact that Humé (1068-1080) the first Sefuwa ruler, belon; d to an ancient 

o white ancestors can hardly be related to Berbers. 5 It 

litions, although it does not nece sarily refer to 

Chronicle of Kanem-Bornu, 

the ruling grou 

plexion but “red as the Arab Bedouins” 

local clan, the reference t 

is certainly based on authentic trad 

entury since mainly folk- etymological considerations seem to have 

the twelfth c 

(Luke 3: 37). The kafin Arku (Hebrew Re'u) may be explained by the Greek transcription of 

ayin by gamma (Luke 3 
» CAD, V, 86-87. An illustration ot a 

Meissner, Babylonien, M, 331 and ill. n° 44 

10 Drexel, "Bornu und Sumer”, 215 294; Lange, 

shy of Cunchillos lists 127 Sumerian and 75 

oral use of Sumerian in Ugarit see Krecher, 

35) 

box in which the tablets were kept is to be found in 

“Ursprung des Bösen”, 4-6 

7 Accadian texts (Tre 

Schre 1 The bibliograg 

phique, 15-83). For the written and 
ep 

133 berschulung in Ugarit”, 132 

112 For further details see below pp. 27 

11 Lange, "Dimension", 171-172; Jager, "L 

70-71. For the slightly amena 

98.99, 157: 

7.287 and Lange, “Slave trade” (in press) 

Jesprungstraditionen’ , 197-200 

5 Lange, Diusin, 
Jed chronology sec below p. 552 

Kingdoms of Chad", 239 243 "Eth 

115 As | wrongly assumed earlier (Dineen, 

nogenesis, 264-205) 
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the first black king of 

led to the singling out 
of a specific Sef

uwa ruler as being 

Kanem.!!6 

Above all. it sho 

of the patriarchal 
figure of 

f Sef and Dugu: thus ir 

— and not Isaac — 

ccessor of Sef, he is again r 

yf- Abraham — Dükü.” 7 

igration to Ka 

onicle insists on the importance 

ection with him on the great 

dualistic social organization. 

t patriarch of 

uld be observed 
that the chr 

Abraham, and in conn 

ndicating à 

Abraham is the last grea 

mentioned in the king list 

n a legend of 

nem.!!8 More 

significance © 

Followed by Ishmael 

the genealogical l
ist. As a su: 

properly speaking 
in the sequence Sa 

the sixteenth century; he is said to have led the m 

recent legends insist on the important role of Dugu Bremmi, who can be identi- 

fied due to his name and his burial place of Ye
ri Arfasan with the third figure of 

the king list, Dükà b. Ibrahim.'” According to legends he fought a war far to 

the south and left behind him a number of pagan descendants, the Mbum, the 

Teda, some of whom were still tributaries of Bornu 

Tuburi, the Musgu and the 

in the nineteenth centu
ry!” From the cvidence presented so far, it appears that 

the Duguwa of Kanem-Bornu indeed occupied a position similar to that of the 

Aznä of Hausaland (especially in Katsina): they were descendants of Abraham, 

they were an internal and external ruling group and they stood in opposition to 

another ruling group."!
 

In comparative perspective, 

berween Sef and Dugu as parallel to the oppositi
o 

among the Hausa, Isaac-Jacob 
and Ishmael among the Israelites, and Obat

ala and 

Oduduwa among the Yoruba. Therefore it may be assumed that the Duguwa and 

the Sefuwa were two clans or groups of clans wit
h mainly cul c-mythologic

al func- 

tions, one representing the deities of the netherwo
rld and the other those of the 

upperworld. With the rise of Islam in the second half of the eleventh century, the 

party of upperworld deitie
s naturally turned more easily to the new religion than 

the evidence points to the antagonistic position 

n between Bawo and Karbagari 

136 Moreover, it should be noted that Kanuri 
speakers are tempted to derive Salmama from 

salam “black”. 

u7 Lange, Diwän, 65-66. 

15 [bn Furtá, K ghazawát Kanem; transl. Palmer, Memoirs, 

Sayf was burried in Kanem (Lange, Diwan, 66). 

11^ Barth notes that the Kanuri situate Yeri Arfasa in the Musgu country, 

also Palmer, Memoirs, VI, 103-107, and Lange, Diwan, 66. 

130 Legend of “Mai Dugu Bremmi"
, in: Palmer, Memoirs, Vl, 106-107; Last, “Early king- 

doms”, 192-193. The Tuburi, Musgu and Mbum inhabit a region situated 300 to 400 km 

phis Chad. The Teda live north and northeast of the lake up to the mountains of 

ibesti. 
121 The Arab geographers to have called 

7 ^ 

alae qon appear i dents them first Zaghiwa and later Zaghay 
(Lange: 

I, 15. According to the Girgam, 

Travels, M, 581. See 
| 

TERES, 

| Neutral fathe 

[^ 77 Sefuwa tradi 

| S 

sa His ie Contex e Ancien: 5 ry r Eastern W y f the Ancient N Near Eastern World 

S 
2 | | Aisha i Abraham 

A e pones nto de M
EE M 

2 | | 
| 

oe ll 

S | | (dacs i (1. Dugu Ishmael | 
m 

ERE 
a 

(«983-1002 | 2 

(c. 1002-1018) 

(c. 1018-1061) 

(c. 1061-1065) 

(c. 1068-1080) 

(c. 1820- 1846) 

t fiqure 

tion: dan affili 

a) ations to upperworld deities 

Duguwa tradition clan affili 

ations to net 

Chart 6: The early kings of Kanem Bomu 

herwortd deities 

according 

kings 

Muslim 

Duguwa 
affiliation Historical 

feos 
Sefuwa Ancestral 
affiliation 

figures 

ap ty T Barre X me 

Design by D Lange * GF 

to their cult mythological clan affiations. 
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nd hence the Sefuwa eclipsed the Duguwa. 

eae 
netherworld dei

ties with Islam which seems to 

eects Duguw
a as pagans — just as with the Azná among 

à did convert to Islam.!?? It also explains w
hy the 

the Sefuwa despi
te their conversi

on to Islam. 

usaland, the Duguwa continued to play 

h and in the first half of the fifteenth 

Jala, having organized a movement 

did the party o' 
ities ar 

Te was the incompa 

have led to the br
an 

the Hausa — although in fact they 

Duguwa rulers w
ere overthrown by 

Nevertheless, contrary to the Azna of H
a! 

important political roles in the fourteent 

y f them, in articular the Bul g t 

ei 
Up 

under the cover of nominal Islam, expelled 

the Sefuwa from Kanem and confined them to Bornu, the western province of 

their ancient king
dom. Others, integrated into the state of the S

cfuwa, were able
 

to rule for short per
iods as kings.!? By 

thar time, Islam had largely e
liminated the 

earlier polythcistic
 implications of cl

anship. 

With respect to the "seven Hausa” states 

mention to the history of Kano blessed by © J o e. T 

Chronicle presents the picture of an indigenous chiefdom 
ruled in the beginnin

g 

bya priest-chief whose
 main religious activities con

sisted ofthe worship
 ofa deity 

called Tsunburbura and the celebration of 2 p
re-Islamic festivity correspondi

ng 

most likely to the New Year festival.!24 The period of the car
ly chieftaincy was 

brought to an end by a g
reat conquest accomplis

hed in the name of a man called 

Bagauda. A number 
of clements from the Chronicle show 

that the Bagauda pe
o- 

ple coming via Barka (Cyrenaika) in North Africa appear to have been deeply 

imbued with Israelite culture- Bagauda himself bore the second name Dawid 

aligning him with King David of Isracl. Being specifically labelled a Muslim, 

which in Koranic terms means he was an Israelite monotheist, he hi
mself did not 

reach Kano. He built the city of Talarawa recalling the name Saul (Tälür) and he 

stayed at Shémé, perhaps al
-Sham “Syria’.!2 Still today. the blacksmiths

 of Kano 

claim descent from King David of Israel. The Bayajidda legend refers to the 

ancestral importance of Kano by claiming that the Abagayawa blacksmiths of 

properly speaking, we m
ay turn our 

he copious Kano Chronicle. The 

IZ Lange, Diwan, 67-68. For the Dugu caste of Kanem see Comte, Marriage patterns, 95. 

98, 103. Among the Tubu the Dugu correspond to the blacksmith caste of Azza or Duudi 

(Nachtigal, Sahara, 11, 259; Kronenberg, Teda, 87-89), The latter two names might indicate 

an ancient cult-mythological substratu
m connecting the Dugu and Azza castes with the Az

ni 

of Hausaland and Oduduwa of Yorubalan
d. 

123 Lange, “Hausa-Traditionen’, 51-52; id., “Ethnogenesis", 268-272. 

124 Kang Chronicle transh. Palmer, M
emoirs, ML, 97-101; Arabic text, Jos Muse

um, Ms 46. 

12 Lange, Dimension, 193-194, Sec also Last, " Metaphors”, 166-167. 

126 Jaggar, "Kano city blacksmiths”, 14 n. 5. 
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Kano provided the dragon- | c 

killer of Daura with a | Kano | Israel 
l 

| 1. Bagauda/Däwüd | David 
cessors of Bagauda/David, | \ 
knife." Among the suc- 

we recognise five biblical | e Da 

figures: Warithi, the “heir” | EDI e l Solomon 

(Solomon),?* Nawata and | 4 ! 
3. Gijin-Masu | Moses 

Gawata (Gog and Magog), 

Gijin-Masu (Moses) and RRS " | 

Yüsa (Joshua). All these ele- awata and Gawata | Gog and Magog 

ments are usually consid- 5. Yüsā i 

ered to be feedbacks. 7? But x | Joshua 

if they were recent loans Char 7: Legendary kings of Kane zi í 4 ry kings of Kano 

from Arabic literature, one 
s more likely that the carly 

rusalem which 
would expect more straightforward parallels." It see 

people of Kano looked at their city as being a second 
hip of Moses 

was successively conquered by incoming Isr: 
ical terms 

Joshua and David. Furthermore, it is significant that in c 

the period of pre-Islamic” chieftaincy is related to the deity Tsunburbura and 

hence apparently to the Bori snake spirit Danko dan Musa, while the kingship 

ders of Israel. This 
of the Bagauda era corresponds to the time of the Yahwisti 

could mean that in terms of the Kano Chronicle a preliminary petiod of snake or 

period of Baal/Yahweh worship. Looking 
Yamm worship was followed by a long 

ation with Danko dan Musa 
at the Bori pantheon of Kano, we find a parallel situ: 

and his acolytes at lower levels of importance, and Sarkin Aljann Sulemanu “Solo- 

v Hence the Kano Chron- 
mon, the king of the spirits’ and his house at the top. 

icle and the Bori pantheon of Kano beth confirm the validity of the Bayajidda 

legend, which classifies Kano among the seven Hausá linked to Magajiya/Sarah, 

Smith, Daun, 54. The same incident is reported in the oral version of the Bayajidda 

legend by Malam Alasan (see below pp 

based on the Arabic noun sdritb "heit, 
289-296). 

H5 The name is 
corresponding to the Ugaritic jr 

and the Hebrew pire! (HAL, 11, 421) 

1? Last, "Early Kano", 16: df. “Metaphors”, 166-167 

Yàjùj and Majaj as evil-doers ( 

of Moses” (18: 61), In the Arabic chronicles, the 

d have been: Gog and Magog. 
1 The Koran presents 

18: 94), lx does not mention Joshua 

by name bur refers to him as “the servant 

name Joshua is written Yüshu The chronological order shoul 

Moses, Joshua, David 

1 For this identification see Paden, Religion, 4S 

W Besmet, Moret, 65-69, 87 89, 167, 170. 
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states linked to Bagwariya/ 

the Queen of Daura, and not among 
the seven Banza 

Hagar, the maidservant- 

“Another state of the “seven 
Israelite antecedents is 

Katsina, Here we note that five kings of 
the Durbawa royal clan of 

e ye 

famil Pied before the rise to power of the Korau royal clan of the dausi clan- 

A 
wn by Korau in a wrestling match, 

family. Sanau, the last Durbi, was overthrown Dy BON wres 

the deuil: of whi
ch are still vividly remem

bered in Katsina. It is often assum
ed 

d his people for t
he Durbawa took place in the 

itution of Korau an: 
thar the substitution 0 ora! 

mitch incegration AU 

form of a dynastic 
change. But this view is contradict í 

1 f the new state as one of the senior title-holders: up to the 

Durbi into the fabric o! 
l i 

resent he is chief pr
iest of the Azna clan-family, and th

eir supreme judge, and he 

Es to the council of the four royal electors. 133 Likewise, the circumstances 

s 

that a military takeover 

of the fight berween 
Korau and Sanau were so peculiar 

a 

as a former playmate of Sanau 

must be excluded from consideration. Korau w: 

and he knew that Sanau was unequalled at wrestling owing to a certain charm 

that he wore around his waist. Korau was invited t0 a certain feast by Sanau and, 

having persuaded Sanau's
 wife to steal his charm, 

he challenged him to a wrestling 

bout. The contest took place at the traditional site in front of the palace wh
erc 

the king still today receive
s the homages of his peop

le during the annual festivals. 

own and while he was on 

Robbed of his hidden strength, Sanau was quickly thr 

the ground Korau treacherously stabbed him to death. It is on this event that the 

main praise-saying for the k
ing of Katsina — “successor of Korau, wizard

 of Samri, 

t of Sanau who killed his host” — is based.!5* 

The legend of Korau's victory 
over Sanau seeks to explain the rise to power of 

the Hausa and the demise of the
 Aznä. But does it refer to an historical event? A 

number of strange coincidences would rather seem to imply a cult-mythologi- 

cal background: the fight took place at a festival; 
it was a somewhat sportive or 

ritual wrestling fight, not a military confrontation between rwo enemies; and its 

protagonists, Sanau and Korau, were 
supposed to have been closely relate

d. Until 

recently a similar ritual combat was performed between Sarkin Anna and the king 

of Gobir the day before the Islamic feast of sacrifice (‘id al-adha), during which 

the two officials pretended to engage in a short combat with the type of sharp 

bracelets (baurä) normally used for wrestling fights (e
warayà or shanci). 135 In the 

Gobir case, there is a clear parallel between the traditional ritual combat and the 

Hausa” with Canaan ite- 

719 Nicolas, Dynamique, 56, 142, 149, 204; Palmer, “Katsina Emirate", in: Temple/ Temple, 

Notes, 472. 
134 Hogben/Kirk-Greene, Emirates, 156-157; Usman, Transformation, 12-16, 

Fa Nicolas, Dynamique, 349; id., Question du Gobir, 13; Abraham, Dictionary, 90, 590, 
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Daura legend, as Karbagari is said to have himself used the sharp bracelets d 

a wrestling fight, and the protagonists were seen to o pa i À z ee 

as representatives of the two leading legendary figures, Karbagari E Bas - 

Hence it would appear that the Katsina tradition corresponds to a erae 

crying to explain the shift from Azna to Hausa power in reference to a c 

ritual combat between the two leaders of the two antagonistic peior ue 

rst ime ene h ne a A further look at the Katsina king lists 

shows that Sanau and Korau were cither preceded or succeeded by two fa es 

having biblical connotations: the first being Yanka Dari (Hausa: eese zi 

fices”) also called Ibrahim and the second Jida Yaki (“many wars’) corres pre! 
perhaps to Ishmael on account of his position behind Ibrahi and "ere 

dispositions 137 Certain traditions even merge the names Jida Yaki and Sand 

by calling the figure Jabdayaki, nicknamed Sanau, or just Jabdayaki Sanau.^5 It 

would therefore appear that Sanau was identical with Ishmael, and Korau with 

Isaac, Abraham (Yanka Dari) being the father of both 

Again, the appearance of biblical figures in the Katsina king list docs not ne- 

ed, it should 

be noted that until about the thirteenth century the Durbawa were established 
cessarily imply that the Sanau-Korau fight was purely legendary. Ind 

in Durbi-ta-Kusheyi, 30 km to the cast of Katsina, while Korau and his people 

were variously located to the north, west and south of Katsina at Birnin Samri 

Bugaji and Yandoto. At first the future town of Katsina mi: 

nistic clan-families 
nothing more than the meeting place of the two antag 

ing the annual festiv als. In that case we would have to reckon with rwo separate 

movements of immigration, the co-ordination of which was a local achievement 

of the medieval period. Such a conclusion, strange as it may appear, is supported 

to a certain extent by the Bay ajidda legend according to which Magajiya and her 

ce Bawo was 
people came to Daura a long time before the arriv al of Bayajidda. S 

the son of the queen and Karbagari the son of the slave-maid, who is sometimes 

said to have come with Bayajidda from Bornu,"* the opposition between Bawo/ 

Isaac-Jacob and Karbagari Ishmael in the case of the legend corresponds largely 

De Cf. Nicolas, Question du Gobir, 13 

19 Palmer's combination of three Katina king lists has the onder Sanau, Korau, Yanka Dari 

Ibrahim, Jida Yaki. According to an additional note some lists place Yanka Dari and Jida Yaki 

before Korau and omit Sanau (“History of Katsina”, 221 n. 3). Jida Yaki is said to have been 

"History of Katsina”, 221). His name might be com 

continually at war against Gobir (Palmer, 

posed of Arabic jiddan "much and Hausa iti "war". For Ishmael as warrior sce Gen 16:12 

1 Landeroin, "Du Tchad", 456: Usman. Transformation, 11, 15, V7. 

!9 According to the Palmer version, the concubine from Bor 

arrived with the hero in Daura (Memein, Tl, 133 

mu was pregnant before she 
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he Bayajidda group. In 

s of the society. U he Hausa party arrived 

à In Daura we face therefore the opposite 

arty was discarded from power by the 

he Bayajidda legend and
 the Katsina 

pect thar local factors modified 

to the different migrations of the Magajiya 
people and t 

terms of the two section: 

first in Daura and the Banza party last. 

situation to Katsina where the Banzà P: 

Hausa party, Whatever the history behind the 

king list might be, in both cases we have to sus : 

considerably the 
contributions from the Canaanite-Isra

clite world. à 

In the o Banzi states where Haus
a is spoke Kebbi and Zamfa

ra, the avail- 

able interdepende
nt king lists bear witness to ancient Near Eastern antecedents 

f early names provided 

devoid of any Israelite conn 
ed, a number of ca 

by these documents
 can by identified as royal or legendary figures of Mesopota

- 

mia.!*9 A few isolated names seem to refer to Sumerian and Babylonian hi
story. 

he names of five Kassite kings, a dynasty which ruled over 

5 BC. The fact that Burnaburias, who was the first 

also che first king of the king list of Kebbi deserves 

o rulers called by this name in Kassite Babylon 

ons the name Burumburum. 

his means that d 

ections. Inde 

» More significant are © 

_ Babylon from 1531 to 115 

Kassite ruler of Babylon, is 

ial attention.!^! There were tw! 

and the king list of Kebbi accordingly twice menti 

Five other names apparently derive from the Assyrian king list. Most significant 

is the name Dundun-Fan
i which figures in both the Kebbi and the Zamfara list. 

In the form of a scribal error, jt contracts the names of two legendary figures 

following each other, Didanu (10) and Hana (9). Similarly the Zamfara list has 

Tasgarin-Burum whereas in the Kebbi list we find Tasgari (23) followed by 

Burumburum Il (24). In fact, Tasgari co
uld either correspond to a distinct ruler, 

namely Tazzigurumas, or
 else relate indeed to Burnaburias I since rizkar in Akka- 

dian means “be mindful”. In the second case, the name of the second Burnaburiaë 

might have been preceded by a prefix indicating the intention to preserve the 

memory of the first.'7 In a later section, the Kebbi king list mentions twice the 

first as Maru-Kanta (33) after Maru-Tämü (32) and then 

).1 Kanta was the great hero of the Kebbi oral 

gon of Akkad 
important name Kanta, 

as Kanta (43) after Makara (42 

legend whose exploits correspond to those of the legendary Sar 

196-198, and Sélken, “Geschicht
e 

— 136 For the Kebbi lists sec Mischlich/Lippert, “Beiträge”, 
and id, "Bemerkungen". 

von Kabi”, 138-143; for the Zamfara lists see Krieger, Geschichte, 

89-139. 

Ui For the ancient Near Eastern king lists sce Meissner, Babylonien, ll. 439-452, and 

Grayson, "Künigslissen und Chroniken", RLA, VI, 86-135, 

3 For an equivalent name in the Sumerian king 
list see Jacobsen, King List, 62-83, 

145 [n Akkadian, márw in connection with persona] names may either indicate desc
ent from 

somebody or relation 19 a deity (CAD, X, 308-316). 
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Gilgameš 

| Hammurabi 
(1792-1750 BC) i 

Muršili 1 
(Hittite conqueror 

| of Babylon ca. 1595 BC) 

19. Burnaburias Il 

26. Kudur-Enlil 

| 77 Salmanassar | 

Chart & Legendary kings of Ke! 

Sumer and Babylon i 

| 

| 

| 

Kassite dynasty 

(rulers from ca 1650-1233 BC)! 

6. Tazzigurumas | 23 Tasgari 

10. Burnaburias | 

j 

16. Kadašman-Harbe | 

Assyria | 

(rulers from ca. 2000-1244 BC) 
I 

2. Adamu i4 

9. Didanu \ 

10. Hana | 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 

15, Azarah i 

| 

| 
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! 15. Tama 

c 52 à 
| 19. Hamar-Kurma | 23. Hamitu-Kurma 

| 25. Mawashi | 12. Mawashi 

1. Burumburum | 

9. Kadandan 

y : 
i 24. Burumburum Il 

| 14, Kututuru 
| 
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18. Sulaimana i 25, Sulaimana 

bbi and Zamfara 
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re appear chat the author © 
here 

(2334-2279 BO).!4
 It would thereto! e D 

to present him. 
like Gimshi&i/Gi
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sor of Támü/ Tamm
uz. 

How can one explain this sti 

names? Most likely, che documentar
y 

- probably first tr
ansmitted in Phoenician - 

Banza identity of Kebbi
 and Zamfara in contra 

tity of the Hausa 
states. Whereas the kings of the 

: 

descent from a Canaanite queen, the kings of the B
anza states - 

mselves to a maidservant — traced their origins
 to powerfu 

dynasties. A similar anci-Israelite tendency can be observed in 

veneration of the first Assyrian conqueror o! 

priestly title Shango
. 

In the Central Sudan, the 

made by the kings of Ka
nem-Bornu. In this case 

genealogical link to Ishmael and Abraha
m an 

The somewhat atypical affiliation to the patriarcl 

plained by the early prim
acy of the Duguwa and th 

deities of the netherworld. This filiation was maint 

by identifying the clan deity Sef with the legendary 

Dhi Yazan. Contrary to Dugu, Sef represented
, like Obatala, a 

the upperworld and as such he belonged to 

descendance. 

range combination 

ary references 

: were used as a devi 

-distinction to th 

Hausi states to 

ing the! 

most outspoken c 
we even find a 

6. Ishmael and Isaac in Somalia 

Further evidence for a deep rooted cleavage between two 

Israelite society comes from Eastern 

clan-families, the Daarood Ismaa‘iil and the Isaaq, bear the pa
tri 

the dualistic Canaanite society. Details of t 

this naming is not accidental. In the neigh! 

f the list wanted 

n list, as a son and succes- 

of ancient Near Eastern 

to Mesopotamian dynasties 

ce to bolster the 

he Israelite iden- 

ok pride in their 

tes — instead of link- 

1 Mesopotamian 

the widespread 

f Israel called in West Africa by his 

laims of Israelite descent were 

fully articulated 

d further to the biblical patriarchs. 

hs through Ishmael can be ex- 

cir supposed veneration of 

ined in the Islamic period 

South Arabian hero Sayf b. 

leading deity of 

the Isaak-Jacob side of Abraham's 

sections of Canaanite- 

Africa. In Somalia the two great northern 

iarchal names of 

raditions and clan structures show that 

bourhood of the Somalis, the Ethio- 

pian tradition of origin offers valuable data indicati
ng an intriguing combination 

of Israelite and Canaanite cultural elements. Deriving the royal ancestors from 

a union between the local Queen of Sheba and King Solomon, the tradition 

suggests that the biblical account of the meetíng between the two royal figures 

ju Mon likely the Sargon legend was originally a folk tale (Lewis,
 Sargon Legend, 87-124: 

262-263). For the Kanta legend see Harris, Provincial Gazetteer, 235-235, 

son between the two legends sec Lange, “Links”, 351-355. 
and for a compari- 
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is based on an ancient legend that grew out of the practice of a sacred marriage 

between the king and the major priestess during the New Year festival.!° + 

The Daarood and Isaaq legends indicate an Arabian origin for ie two cl 

ancestors. While some accounts refer to a common arrival of the edd 

others suggest that Daarood came first and Isaaq several generations later. There 

are several versions explaining, the flight of Daarood to Africa. According to the 

most elaborate, Daarood's uncle, who was a Sultan, once arranged a et feast 

Ihe boy refused to cat from the ne because he 

ense of human flesh about 

it, When questioned, the women of the palace explained that indeed the female 

pherd who herded the flocks had herself suckled the slaughtered lamb. The 

ywer of vision and feared that his 

boy's father 

to which the boy was invited 

felt that the sheep from which the meat came had a 

she 

Sultan became alarmed at young Daarood's pe 

rom him by the boy. Therefore 
throne might be taken away fi 

brothers arranged for his flight to Africa. 1 

himself. When 
and his 

eft alone in the 

Daarood dug a well and excavated a cave for 

which had been given to him by his fa 

ager. But he realized that God was with him wt 

covered with flesh again. This mi 

day he met Donbiro, the dau 

ell. From then on 

the two met regularly 
i d, the animals of 

her fock soon became fleshy and fat. When Daarood one da that Donbiro 

was followed by two strong men, he became afraid and climbed a huge tree. 

One of the men was Dir, the father of Donbiro, and the other was Hawiye. They 

ove the lid of the w f 

he made it clear to the 

sheep of the herd 

he would die of hur 

morning the bones of the sheep were 

peated itself over a certain 

with her flocks and helpe 

but secretly. Being well-water 

period. One 

d her to water her animals at hi 

saw 

asked Daarood to help them to rem 

Daarood understood who the men were, 

lowed to marry the girl. Fur 

descending from the tree Hawiye refused, but Dir accepted on 

of the marriage should be given to their family as a 

clayed and the first four boys 

lt is only the last 

that he would 

ther, he asked to use their 

only assist them if he was al 

shoulders when 

the condition that a child 

y. However, the payment of the dowr 

ed with their parents. 

knamed Awrtable, who was handed over to his mother's kin. 

became familiar with them. However, one day he 

plotting against his own people in order to kill them 

crous. Yuusuf secretly manocuy red against the plan 

cial knot (hence Awrtable: “trick- 

dowr 
y was di 

Kablallah, Sede, Tanade and lise = stay 

boy Yuusuf, later nic 

He grew up with the Dir and 

overheard that they were 

before they became too num 

by attaching, the camels
 of the Dir using à spe 

n | Ki 10: 1-03; Mt 032: 42; Lk 11: 305 Koc, 37: 0748 For an attempt to relate the 

and the biblical Queen of She 

vd marriage see Lange. “Äthiopien”, Ethiopian tradition of origin 
ba story to the Canaanite New Year 

269-277 

festival and the ritual of sacr 
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author of the list wanted 

list, as a son and succes- d therefore appear 
that the 

oul 
(2334-2279 BC).! It wou /Gilgames of the Sumerian 
to present him, like Gimshiki! 

sor of Tama/Tammiz. i 

How can one explain this st 

names? Most likely, the documentary 

r itted in Phoenician 
a ste 

5 ih D of Kebbi and Zamfara in contra-distinction to the Israelite iden- 

Ef die Hausa states. Whereas the kings of the Hausa states took pride in their 

descent from a Canaanite queen, the kings of the Banza states — instead of link- 

i ir origi ful Mesopotamian 
i maidservant — traced their origins to power ; 

oui 
can be observed in the widespread 

ies. A similar anti-Israelite tendency e à 

E oe fe Assyrian conqueror of Israel called in West Africa by his 

range combination of ancient Near Eastern 

references to Mesopotamian dynasties 

— were used as a device to bolster the 

veneration of the first 

priestly tide Shango. 
E : 

In the Central Sudan, the most outspoken claims of Israelite descent were 

ines of Kanem-Bornu. In this casc we even find a fully articulated 

E ae Ishmael and Abraham and further to the biblical patriarchs. 

The somewhat atypical affiliation to the patriarchs through Ishmael can be ex- 

plained by the early primacy of the Duguwa and their supposed veneration of 

deities of the netherworld. This filiation was maintained in the Islamic period 

by identifying the clan deity Sef with the legendary South Arabian hero Sayf b. 

Dhi Yazan. Contrary to Dugu, Sef represented, like Obatala, a leading deity of 

the upperworld and as such he belonged to the Isaak-Jacob side of Abraham's 

descendance. 

6. Ishmael and Isaac in Somalia 

Further evidence for a deep rooted cleavage between two sections of Canaanite- 

Israelite society comes from Eastern Africa. In Somalia the two great northern 

clan-families, the Daarood Ismaa'iil and the Isaaq, bear the patriarchal names of 
the dualistic Canaanite society. Details of traditions and clan structures show that 
this naming is not accidental. In the neighbourhood of the Somalis, the Ethio- 
pian tradition of origin offers valuable data indicating an intriguing combination 

| of Israelite and Canaanite cultural elements. Deriving the royal ancestors from 
a union between the local Queen of Sheba and King Solomon, the tradition 
suggests that the biblical account of the meeting between the two royal figures 

| 14 Mos likely the Sargon legend was originally a folk tale (Lewis, Sargon Legend, 87-124: 
E 262-263). For the Kanta legend sec Harris, Provincial Gazetteer, 235-235, and for a compati- 

son between the two legends see Lange, “Links”, 351-355, 
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is based on an ancient legend that grew out of the practice of a sacred marriage 
between the king and the major priestess during the New Year festival.145 3 

The Daarood and Isaaq legends indicate an Arabian origin for us two clan 
ancestors. While some accounts refer to a common arrival of the ancestors. 
others suggest that Daarood came first and Isaaq several generations later There 
are several versions explaining the flight of Daarood to Africa. According to the 
most elaborate, Daarood's uncle, who was a Sultan, once arranged a great feast 
to which the boy was invited. The boy refused to cat from the meat because he 
felt that the sheep from which the meat came had a sense of human flesh about 
it. When questioned, the women of the palace explained that indeed the female 
shepherd who herded the flocks had herself suckled the slaughtered lamb. The 
Sultan became alarmed at young Daarood's power of vision and feared that his 
throne might be taken away from him by the boy. Therefore the boy's father 
and his brothers arranged for his flight to Africa. Left alone in the wilderness, 

Wh 

sheep of the herd which had been given to him by hi 
Daarood dug a well and excavated a cave for himse n he had eaten th 

t, he became afraid 
he would die of hunger. But he realized that God was with him when the next 

morning the bones of the sheep were covered with flesh again. This miracle re- 
peated itself over a certain period. One day he met Donbiro, the daughter of Dir, 

with her flocks and helped her to water her animals at his well. From then on 

the two met regularly but secretly. Being well-watered and grazed, the animals of 

her flock soon became fleshy and fat. When Daarood one day saw that Donbiro 

was followed by two strong men, he became afraid and dimbed a huge tree. 

One of the men was Dir, the father of Donbiro, and the other was Hawiye. They 

asked Daarood to help them to remove the lid of the well, but he refused. When 

n that he would 

only assist them if he was allowed to marry the girl. Further, he asked to use their 

shoulders when descending from the tree. Hawiye refused, but Dir accepted on 

the condition that a child of the marriage should be given to their family as a 

dowry. However, the payment of the dowry was delayed and the first four boys 

Kablallah, Sede, Tanade and ‘lise — stayed with their parents. It is only the last 

boy Yuusuf, later nicknamed Awrtable, who was handed over to his mother's kin 

He grew up with the Dir and became familiar with them. However, one day he 

overheard that they were plotting against his own people in order to kill them 

before they became too numerous, Yuusuf secretly manoeuvred against the plan 

by attaching the camels of the Dir using a special knot (hence Awrtable: “trick- 

Daarood understood who the men were, he made it clear to th 

H5 | Ki 10: 1-13; Me 12:42: Lk Li: 30; Kor, 37: 17-44. For an attempt to relate the 

Ethiopian tradition of origin and the biblical Queen of Sheba story to the Canaanite New Year 

festival and the ritual of sacred marriage see Lange, “Athiopien”, 269-277, 

is 
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alerting his brothers, and later on joining them. Therefore the 

: a Id and was about to die. He was 

il 
y came very o 

lot failed. Eventually Daarood bec y XS t : 

Sich his sons some distance from their encampment. Seeing their father in such 

i i jes, each of the boys forw
arded his own solution to the problem:

 

e ned to have his father stay where he was, while Yuusuf ee 

that he bt be raken home on a horse. According to the diHerent po
 the 

father blessed his sons: the eldest, Kablallah, was promised numerous offspring 

and the youngest, Yuusuf, would have only few descendants but these would 

excel in learning and rank. '*ć 
$ et 

There are a number of elements in the Daarood legend which are reminiscent 

of Biblical and Koranic stories. First, it should be noted that the name Ismaa'iil or 

fer to the biblical Ishmael, the ancestor of the Arabs. 

Ismaa‘il Jabarti, appears to re 
: i 

E e a this, the strange story of the meat of a sheep which has something 

of human flesh about it can be interpreted as a pale reflex of the biblical story 

of Isaac’s or, according to most Islamic authorities, Ishmael's intended sacrifice 

and his substitution with a ram. The regenerating meat of a sheep is perhaps 

likewise building on the sacrifice story, containing in addition a reference to fer- 

tility. Similar to Hagar, Daarood's people provided 
him with food to survive in 

the wilderness (Gen 21: 14). The beneficial well dug by Daarood himself which 

brought about the wonderful fattening of Donbiro’s herd, can be related to vari- 

ous biblical and Islamic allusions to sources and wells, especially the Meccan well 

of Zamzam, connected with Hagar and Ishmael.1#7 Moreover, the well, the cave, 

and also the bounty which figure so prominendy in the Daarood legend evoke 

various aspects of the netherworld: its entrance, its limitation by a river and 

its — apparent paradoxical — fertility and creativity.!^* 

On the other hand a comparison between the youngest boy Yuusuf with the 

Biblical and Koranic Joseph or Yasaf is unavoidable. According to the Bible, 

Joseph was the second youngest son of Jacob, he was thrown by his brothers into 

a cistern (bór) and then sold by them to Ishmaelites who took him to Egypt (Gen 

ing with camel”), 

4 Drake-Brockman, Somaliland, 72-75, 273; Laurence, Tree, 134-138; Lewis, Peoples, 18- 

23. Further information on Somali traditions were kindly provided by Mohamed Abdi, Asha 

and Saida Herzi and Habib Dirie. 

147 Gen 16; 7 (Hagar at a source in the desert); 16: 14 (well called Beer Lahai Roi “well of 

the Living One who sees me”); 21: 19 (Hagar discovered in the desert a well, enabling her to 

give water to Ishmael), Islamic traditions connect the well Zamzam in the Ka'ba with Hagar's 

or Iemi'ifs searching for water (Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Pèlerinage, 77-80; Firestone, Jour- 

P nep, 63-71). 

| 14 | am grateful to Katrin Mitzinger for this idea, For Môt as a god of fertility sce Tromp, 

Conception, 53, 62, 217, and as the seed of creation see Philo of Byblos 10, 1-2 (Attridge/ 

Oden, Philo of Byblos, 37-39). 
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37: 24-28). Having reached a high posi i k 4 a high p J esce : at gh position in Egypt, he later forgave his brothers 
and helped them to survive a terrible famine. When the father was ab: di $ ~ out to dic, 

icc red p den : f i ere ud ur 2n o the burial place of his fathers (Gen 47: 30). 
4 Ps to Josep) Fs z J cph and his two sons and later one after the other 

to pis sons (Gen 48-49). These different incidents, most of them also 
found in the Koran, run parallel tc F ; , ara o E E 149 Yı f 1 esses eos f the story of Daarood:'* Yuusuf was given 
to gn people (the Dir), he assisted his brothers although he was not living 
among them, he promised to bring his father home for burial and he eA 

special blessings from him. With respect to the problem of having Yuusuf in 
Somalia on Ishmacl's and not Isaac's side as in the Bible, it should be noted that 
the biblical story likewise connects Joseph with the Ishmaclites and with the for- 
cign country of Egypt. All in all, it is hardly conceivable that the Ishmacl-Joseph 
story could be remembered solely by oral transmission for over two thousand 

years if it was not related to a specific social and cult-mythological context. As the 
tradition of origin of the Awrtable, the Joseph story is among the Somali firmly 

rooted in a specific clan for which it constitutes the foundation charter. j 

Turning our attention to Isaaq, the second great ancestor of the Somali, we 

note that according to legend the patriarch came from Hadramawt and first 

preached in Mecca, then travelled to Egypt and h id Zayla in the 

northwest of Somalia.!*? From there he moved teach ing to Harar, 

undertook the pilgrimage to Mecca, came back to So and went along the 

shore castward to Mait where he converted the 

he thought of getting married. He first took as his wif 

of Magaad. However, for a long time she did not bear him any child. So lsaq 

married the Ethiopian slave girl Hannifa. She bore four sons: Tolja lo, Jalo, 

ve birth to the twins Arab and Sanbuuru and ‘Ibraan. Then his first wife in turn g 

Ismaa'iil, the latter nicknamed Garhajis.!*! Legends mention a third wife of the 

patriarch with respect to descendants living in Arabia. The important lsaaq dans 

of Habar Awal and Habar Ayuub are traced either to Magaado or to the third 

wife.!? It is further noteworthy that the ancestors of the Habar Habuusheed, the 

* According to the Koran, travellers found Joseph in a cistern (usb) and sold him in Egypt 

(12: 19-20), There is no mention of Jacobs blessing, nor any allusion to his desire to be buried 

in Canaan 
Bader, Yibro, 105 (R. Burton), Later traditions trace Iszaq to Ali b. Abi Talib (Schiee, 

Identities, 28; Lewis, Blood, 103) 

151 Drake-Brockman, Somaliland, 76; Laurence, Tree, 145-146; Lewis, Peoples, 23-24. 

152 The information on the ancestry of the Isaaq clans was kindly provided by Mohamed 

Abdi. Drake-Brockman, Laurence and Lewis consider the Habar Awal and the Habar Ayuub 

to be descendants of the third wife (Somaliland, 272; Tree. 145; Powples, 23-24; Blood, 108), 
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Isaaq 
(— Isaac) Toljalo/Ahmad 

Ja‘lo/Muusaa 

Sanbuuru/Ibraahiim 

Jbraan/Muhammad 

Habar 

c. (2) Hannifa Habuusheed 
(= Hagar) 

nm) Magaado Garhajis/Ismaa‘ill 

| (=Sarah) Arab 

m. (3) X 22? Awal 
. (s Keturah ?) L Ayuub 

x 

EH 

Š 

Chart 9: The biblical descent pattern in an Ishmaelite context- 

four sons of the Ethiopian slave girl, are also known by the Semitic names ‘Ibraan 

(Eber 2), Ibraahiim, Muusaa and Ahmad.'*? 

The Isaaq legend is obviously patterned on the Biblical and Koranic notion of 

a wandering patriarch who piously fulfills his religious duties. It further builds on 

the Biblical genealogy of the Israclite and Ishmaclite tribes, with the minor shift 

in the general ancestry from Abraham to Isaac and the major twist of attributing 

the offspring of Sarah to Hagar and vice versa. Indeed, among the Isaaq, it is the 

childless woman Sarah — Magaado, the daughter of Magaad — who later becomes 

the mother of Ismaa‘iil and Arab.'% But before her it was the Ethiopian slave 

mother, who, like Hagar, gave birth to sons of the patriarch. In the twins Ismaa iil 

and Arab we may recognise the parallel ancestors of the Ishmaelites and the Arabs, 

while the Semitic names of the numerous descendants of the slave woman would 

seem to associate these descendants to Eber, Abraham and Moses. Furthermore, 

the equivalent to Hagar bears the curious name Hannifa which probably has to be 

1 Lewis, Peoples, 24; Bader, Yibro, 105-107, and information by Mohamed Abdi 
1% There is some confusion over the names of the progenitor and his daughter: Drake 

Brockman and Lewis call the father Magadleh and have the daughter unnamed. Laurence 
calls the father Magad, the daughter Magado and the offspring Magadlch. Bader applies the 

names Magaado to the daughter and Magaadleh to the father and to the offsping (Tree, 145 
146; Vibro, 107). 
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Daarood 
(= Ishmael) 

Kabiallah [ Koombe Hanc ae 
Komade : Ogaadeen 

Sede : Mareehaan 

m. Donbiro Tanade : Leelkase 

"lise : Nearly extinct i 

by D Lane 

Yuusuf : Awrtable 

the two closely related Somali clan-f 

understood in the pre-Koranic Het 

ver Hence we find among the S 
bears an Israelite name, has transmitt 

fashion: while the ancestress corres 

of the Ishmaelites and the Arabs, the ec 

of the Israelites, Is such a radical dist 

the Ishmaclites at all li 

In spite of their name, the Isaaq should basically be con 

Proto-Arab and not Israelite clan-family. As such they wer 

kely to have ever occu 

Ishmaelite point of view with respect to reli 

literature we find traces of a similar attempt to use 

for particular group interests. Thus in the first century, I 

were slaves since they belonged to the descendants of Hag 

2-30). Likewise, were free on account of their relation to Sarah (Gal 4: 2 

Christian scholars from the fourth century onward refer to Arabs by desi 

ac them as Saracens, Indeed, several authors derive this name from Sarah an 

that the Ishmaelites used the term in order to avoid the disgrace of descent trom a 

13-14 I, 169-170; Crone/Cook, Hà Ch Watt, “Hanif”, EI 

Somali Yibir is similarly called Muhammad Haniif (Lewis, Proples, 45; Bader, Vibro 
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arks we may deduce that pre-Islamic Arabs 
tend- 

of Abraham in order to avoid being 

at we find in the genealogical 

d to the slave women and 

slave mother.!56 From these rem: 

ed to trace their ancestry from thi 

treated as descendants of Hagar. 

traditions of the Somalian 
Isaaq: 

e legal wife 

This is exactly wh: 

the Israelites are relate ; 

the Arabs are turned into descendants of the legal wife of the e
s io 

The Ife clans of Olokun and Osaara exhibit a similar, but less radical, diver- 

sion from the biblical descent pattern- By having the ram
aty = based = s 

itle sara "| ” shifted from the first to the second wife 

Hebrew royal title séra "princess, queen » 9/77 mitha h 

cre Me by distinguishing between a rich wife with no child and a poor 

cdm a e reference to the slave status of 
i ing th 

ife with many children, and by suppressing t 

Er sik, the Ife tradition follows the general trend of the Yorub
a cultural 

pattern favouring the deities of the netherworld over the deities of the upper- 

world.157 On the legendary level. this tendency corresponds, as in the Somali 

case, to the upgrading of the Ishmaelites
 and the downgrading of the — apparent 

— Israelites. 
; 

Both Somali clan ancestors, Daarood Ismaa‘iil and Isaaq, are worshipped 

during pilgrimages to their tombs. These lie in Northern Somalia 70 km from 

each other, with the tomb of the elder Daarood located further inland and less 

frequented. The Daarood pilgrims not only visit the tomb of their ancestor but 

also his cave, in which grease is said to bear testimony up to the present day to 

the miraculous regeneration of his food. In the same province of Sanaag we find 

the tombs of the five sons of Daarood and other tombs of unidentified prophets. 

it may further be 
With respect to the cultic importance of the clan traditions, 

noted thar traditionally-minded members of the Daaro
od clan-family resort to an 

invocation of Ismaa‘iil Jabarti in the face of danger. They also pron
ounce benedic- 

tions and wishes of bounty by referring to the “ribs (sarar) of Daarood Ismaa'iil", 

thus specifically recalling the never-ending food supply of their legendary ances- 

tor. The fertility aspect of the legend, the cave tradition, and the benediction are 

reminiscent of a former mythological context. 

Finally, it should be mentioned thar the Daarood recognise certain Arabs living 

in the Saudi Arabian province of ‘Asir, in the Yemenite province of Hadramawt, 

and in northern ‘Oman as their kin. Referring to them by their eponymous an- 

cestor, they call them, in line with their own designation Daarood Ismaa'iil, 'Asiir 

1% Mordrmann, “Saracens”, El, IV, 156 (Jerome); Millar, “Hagar”, 41-45 (Sovomen). 

157 CF. Parratt, “Approach”. 342-343; Lange, "Ursprung des Bösen”, 9-13, In spite of the 

fact that Olokun means "goddess of the sea”, the clan of Olokun belongs to the Obatala party 

(Olu/Obatala FN 01, 133; Okunniyi/Olokun FN 02, 62), while the Osaara clan, associated 

with the small Osaara lagoon of Ife, belongs to the Oramfe party (Fabunmi, /fe Shrines, 22: 

Jimob/Emese FN 00, 172). 
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Ismaa‘iil, Mahri Ismaa'íil, and Suuri Ismaa‘iil."5* The Daarood do not remember 
any direct genealogical connections between their ancestors and the Arab clans or 
clan-families. On the grounds of geographical proximity, it is not surprising that 
the Daarood claim to be related to the Mahri, but the inclusion of the ‘Asiir and 
the Suuri into the same group of Ishmaelites needs special consideration. There is 
a particular group of Mahri immigrants called ‘Arabta Mahmuud Saalch whose 
ancestor is supposed to have arrived in Boosaaso in the eighteenth century. Col- 
lectively the members of this lineage are likewise considered Mahri Een 5 
Somali links to the Proto-Arabs are not restricted to the Daarood and the Isaaq. 
The great majority of Somali-speakers trace their origins back to Samaale,’ the 
main national ancestor whose name may be interpreted as a reflection of the 

name of the ancient Arab confederation of the Sumu'il.^' Furthermore, some 
authors believe that remnants of Canaanite-Israelite cults, names and group iden- 

tities are widespread among the different Somali clans.!52 

Abraham and Ishmael in Mecca 

In the cult of Mecca we observe the pre-eminent position of Ishmael and the 
ls of al-Safa and al- 

ate search for water 
of the story of how 

absence of Isaac. The running of the pilgrims between t 

Marwa (sa'y) is explained as an actualization of Hagar's desp: 

to quench the thirst of Ishmael. There are different vers 

Ishmael was saved by the water from the well of Zamzam: either the angel Gabriel 

made the water flow, or Ishmael himself thrust his foot or finger into the sand and 

a spring arose. Hagar then rushed forward and hurriedly scooped the moisture 

into her jug.'** This association of Hagar and Ishmacl with water is fully in line 

with biblical accounts. Its particular importance for the Meccan cult might reflect 

a deep Canaanite culture stratum carefully concealed by an Israelite legend.'** 

Once established in Mecca, Ishmael received several visits from his father 

Abraham and finally he helped him build the Ka'ba (Kor. 2: 121). After the de- 

5 Cf. Lewis, Blood, 103; Headley er al, “Asir”, EP, 1, 729-731; Müller, “Mahra”, EU, VI 

729-731. Sur is an ancient harbour in the northeast of Oman. 

26, and oral information from Mohamed Abdi. Cerulli, “Gruppo Mahri” 

Lewis, Peoples, 13-17: id., Blood, 105; Schlec, Identities, 28. 

161 See below p. 268 
Mohamed Abdi, Hüvoire, 65-129; Bader, Vibro, 115-144. On the relation between the 

Yibit (Hebrews?) and the Jibire moity of the Rendille and the Gabbra sce Schlec, Id 

11-12; 241-242. The iron-working Tumaal can be compared with the biblical figure of T ubal 

or Tubal-Cain (Gen 4: 22; Ez 27: 13) 

161 Wensinck, “Isma'il”, EU, I, 543; Firestone, Journeys, 63-71 

1 Cf. Gaudefroy- Demombynes, Merinage, 71-101; Daum, Religion, 110-111 
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a and was finally buried with his 

5 [ is difficult to perceive 

hind the Islamic stories derived from 

ibli > pre-Islamic deity of the Ka'ba wi
th his own statue was 

E 
been the original "Lord of this House" 

] remained in Mecc: 
parture of his father, Ishmael Seba called Hi! 

mother in a special place close to the 

the original Canaanite cult-mythology bel 

a thors consider him to have o 

"cose he ume (10
6: 3).!6 On account of a painting of Abraham rep- 

he divinatory arrows normally associated with 

that Abraham was an Islamic cover-name for 

ali i is tradition, it is more likely that the god of the Ka‘ba was 

Come LV pede the more specific figure of Ishmael. Es Furthermore,
 

Hubal’s characteristics as a primordial god and specifically his identification 
as 

either a moon deity or a deity akin to Saturn, suggest 2 connection with the 

netherworld.19 Although Abraham, on the basis of earlier Israelite influences
 and 

biblical loans, is given greater emphasis in the Koran, Ishmael would appear to 

have been more firmly rooted in the pre-Islamic cult-drama of the Ka'ba. ; 

The cult-dramatic performance of Mecca most important to this analysis is 

the great pilgrimage (aj) which Muslim 
authorities unanimously refer back toa 

set of pre-Islamic ceremonies with minor adaptations. What then were the main 

features and the original ideas attached to the pre-Islamic hajj? The pilgrims first 

pur on a white dress in two pieces without scams and thus entered a state of ritual 

purity (éhräm). They accomplished the most significant performances in the form 

of a great procession leading like the movement of the sun from Mount ‘Arafat 

in the east to Mina, five kilometres before Mecca in the west. Changing from the 

moment of wuqüf “waiting” to ifada “running”, they moved
 hastily in the evening 

from ‘Arafat towards Mecca. At Muzdalifa they slept on the ground without any 

comforts. They saw on their right the fire of Kuzah and at day break they rushed 

in a second ifida towards Mina. Here they lapidated the G
reat Satan with stones 

which they had picked up at Muzdalifa. Once they had changed their clothes 

and left the state of ihrim, they individually proceeded to perform the sacrifice in 

mentioned in : 

resenting the patriarch as h
olding d 

the god, it is sometimes supposed 

TUE 

f commemoration of Abraham and Isaac or Ishmael.'”° 

| 

| 165 Wensinck, “Ka'ba”, EI^, II, 585; Firestone, Journeys, 70, 86, 89. Crone and Cook connect 

the Hijr with Hagar (Hagarism, 23) 
1 Wellhausen, Ferte, 75, 221; Winckler, Arabizch-Semitisch, 83. Some authors also refer the 

Koranic expression al-hayt al“atig 22; 29, 33) to Hubäl (cf. Fahd, Panthéon, 102). 

167 Wellhausen, Reste, 75; Winckler, Arabisch-Semititch, 110, 
1@ Fahd contrasts the universalistic aspects of Allah with the particularism of Hubäl (Pan- 

thon, 96). 
F 169 Winckdes, Arabisch-Semitisch, 83; Nielsen, "Religion", 226. Cf. Fahd, Panthéon, 102-103. 

17 Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Pèlerinage, 235-276; Wensinck, "Hadjdj", EI!, 11, 199-201; 
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EE the most likely explanation, these ancient moments of a pre 
Israclite cult-drama corresponded to the re-e : a 
Meccan god to his ies On Hs 5 pe ee 
front his divine foe, later associated with Sas In ch e es ‘ c an. € course of the procession 
the pilgrims attempted to join their god and identify with him by adopting the 
same movements first they waited for him, then they rushed forward UE 
and finally they won a great victory together with fs The most unpleasant 
performance took place on the last night when the deity was about to ore the 
netherworld: then the pilgrims were prepared to suffer at Muzdalifa for the sake 
of their god the discomfort of a short night in the wilderness. The next morning 
the pilgrims ran forward to take part in Mina in the decisive combat for the sup- 
port of their god. By pronouncing continuously in loud voices abbayka— “at your 

service” or "we assist you”, '! they expressed their deep emotional idenuifieacon 
with the god's efforts to overcome his enemy. The defeat of the divine foe was 

re-enacted by the stoning of Satan. Once the victory was achieved, the pilgrims 

had fulfilled their task and they could quit the state of ; = 7. From then on the 

cult-cry labbayka gave way to the invocation Allāhu akbar “God is greater”. With 

the help of his faithful people, the god had vanquished his enemy and could again 

return to the Ka'ba. Henceforce he became once more the “greater God”, the one 

who had shown that he was stronger than his foc." 2 

Who were the two opposing deities of this pre-Islamic and pre-Israelite cult- 

drama? The prominence of Ishmael in the Ka'ba and the former importance of 

Hubal suggest that we are dealing here with the combat between the leading god 

of the netherworld rushing towards his temple, and the leading god of the upper- 

world trying to obstruct his movements. Such a reconstruction amounts to ashift 

of the resurrection pattern from the dying and rising god to the primordial deity: 

the leading god of the netherworld, most likely Hubal, confronted and fought 

the thunder-god Kuzah.'7 In the end he vanquished Kuzah by stoning him or 

his alter ego Satan, the sun-demon.'”* Under the premise of Israelite monotheism 

and of early Islam, this sequence of ritual performances was reinterpreted in terms 

of the biblical sacrifice of Isaac. The uncertainty of the Muslim authorities as to 

™ Wensinck, "Talbiya", EN, IV, 640; Fahd, "Talbiya", EE, X, 160-161 

i? Cf. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, PHerimage, 181-184; Wensinck, "Hadidj", EX, 1, 196- 

201 

1 A similar inversion of the resurrection pattern in favour of the leading deity of the neth- 

erworld can be observed in the case of Amora (= Mòt), the state-god of the Yoruba town of lla 

(cf. Pemberton/ Molayan, Kings, 191-196). 

'* Earlier interpreters identified the involved deitkes in a similar way but neglected. the 

cult-dramatic aspect of the pilgrimage (Wellhausen, An, 79.84; Wensinck, “Hadid”, ED, 

11, 199-201; 
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he identity of the intended victim — Isaac or ]shmael — and their interpretation 

M 
be distracted from his mission,!75 

e : 5 's refusal to 
of the act of stoning as Abraham's re à eae 

clearly show that we are facing here an adaptation of the biblical legend from 

the ancient Meccan cult-drama. Nevertheless, the details of the successive
 rituals 

ugh to allow us to perceive the original p
olytheistic meaning of the 

i der the overlay of later explanations. In particular they 

f his son has to be seen in the context of the 

hich elsewhere in the Canaanite- 

ual relations between the 

are clear eno 

Meccan pilgrimage un 

show that Abraham's sacrifice o 

e two hostile deities w 
antagonism between th 

w € 

d in terms of conflict 
Israelite world was reinterprete 

two sons of Abraham. 

8. Characteristics of the Canaanite-Israelite Culture Pattern in Africa 

associated with the names Isaac and Ishmael, 

and sometimes Abraham, can be found in West and East Africa. Genealogical 

concepts, family constellations in stories of origin, and isolated patriarchal names 

from these areas indicate relationships with Israel. Behind these orally transmit- 

ted legends we discern a related cult-mythological background, particularly ap- 

parent among the Yoruba and the Hausa, suggesting the existence of a bi-focal 

society in which cultic and mythological features prevailed over bureaucratic and 

legendary ones. What then were the overall characteristics of the cultural pattern 

that blended Israclite genealogical concepts with Canaanite cult-mythology? 

Among the Hausa the legendary evidence refers to two sets of states and to 

two sections of society — those descending from the first-born son of a slave 

mother and those descending from the next-born son of a royal mother. Among 

the Yoruba the myth of creation allows us to distinguish likewise between two 

sections of society — the first being composed of clans claiming descent from the 

primordial god and his followers and the second from the god of creation and 

his followers. Only ín Kanem-Bornu, where two similar sections of society can 

be shown to have existed before the rise of Islam, is it possible to relate onc of 

the sections to Ishmael and to recognise Abraham as the supreme father towering 

above both sections. Various comparisons make it clear that the dualistic society 

was originally in all three cases based on two groups of clans distinguished by 
their affiliation to deities of the upper or of the netherworld, However Abraham, 

the progenitor of the two major clan ancestors, was clearly detached from the clan 

structure of society. His position corresponded to that of the high god Olodumare 
among the Yoruba who was too remote to have been involved in any clan ancestry 

The dualistic social organization 

17 Wensinck, idjdj”, EN, I, 198; Firestone, Journeys, 110-115, 
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ture confirms findings from the Central Su 

Ishmael, Isaac and Joseph. Furthermore, northern Somali 

a good example of a dualistic system associated wi 

cal representation. In other words, in al 

Hausa, the Yoruba and the Somali 

cach section contains on a subordinate level 

section, an 

among the Ishm 

elite Isaaq = in a disguised form 
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bakwai, Among the Yorub 

Ps Cf. Idowu, Oledumare, 38-56; Lange, "Ursprung des Bösen” 

a sub-syst 

lan. But in this case, three highly 

nt clan formations 

dan structure offers 

em of recipro- 

| three major societies considered — the 

on the level of the state or the clan-family, 

arrangement which can be called Canaanite-Israclite. Thus we fin 

aclite Daarood the Israclite clan of Yuusuf and among the lsra 

the Ishmaelites and the Arabs. Similarly, each 

mily, the former be 
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; in the Ob. 

former predominating in the Oduduwa kingdoms and the latter in the Obatala 

E 
kingdoms.!7 

But above all 

of the Ishmaelite tradition: here an 

— lives in an Ishmaelite context. With respect fo t 

i iati f che il 
i the Isaaq Somali an affiliation o! lige: 5 

Band af the foreign mi
nority group to Hagar. It is likely thar this genea- 

i d among the ancient 

i t through Sarah was more 
widesprea x 

EU eun o = ene descent derived from che Torah."* Islamic 
Arabs than the notion of a Hagare 

authors relying on oral sources tend to upgrade the status of Hagar and Ishmael, 

me even turning Hagar into a princess. I? Moreover, they most often 

s: intent F the sacrifice of Abraham rather than 
ael as the intended object o f i 

nce to the Ishmaelites over the Israelites, 

t to have prevailed among pre-Islamic 

‘Arabs.!8! Bur in fact other evidence, in line with the genealogical pattern of the 

Isaaq Somali, points to the earlier prevalence of genealogical links to the legal 

wife of Abraham.!5? The absence of any recollections among the Isaac clans of 

—— the Somali concerning the historical Israelites, the Jews, and any form of Jewish 

religion can be explained by the early implantation of
 their ancestral clans into a 

purely Ishmaelite context. 

With respect to Israel, similar indications of a prevailing dualistic system ex- 

ist involving the reciprocal representation in a subservient position. We get a 

glimpse of this in the tribal lists, in which twelve tribes are mentioned either with 

Levi and then also with Joseph, or without Levi and then with the subtribes of 

Ephraim and Manasseh in place of Joscph.!5 Various answers have been given to 

explain this discrepancy.’ In the context of the debate it should first be noted 

that two curses concerning Simeon and Levi are included in the blessings of Jacob 

chibi ignificant features 
i cultural pattern exhibits the most signi 

s MEE minority group — the Joseph people 

he biblical descent pattern, we 

ndigenous majority group 

consider Ishm 

]saac.!8? The tendency to give precede 

occasionally called Hagarism, is though’ 

17 For instance in the Oduduwa kingdom of Ife, Oduduwa is dominant and Obarala is 

secondary (Lange, “Preservation”, 141-143), while in the Obatala kingdom of Ifon Obatala is 

dominant and Ogun secondary (Orisatoyinbo/Adediran, History, 63). 

178 Ibn Ishaq, Siras, I, ed. M. Saqä et al, Cairo s.d., 5-6; Ya'qübi, Tarikh, 1, ed. M. Th 

Houssma, Leiden 1883, 25; Tabari, Tarikh, I, Leiden 1879, 268-270, 

177 Kisa'i, Kisas, 142; transl. Thackston, Tales, 151. According to Tha labi, Abraham treated 

Ishmael more honorably than Isaac (Aris, Cairo 1994, 81-82). 
39 Wensinck, “Isma‘l”, EN, I, 544; Paret, "Ismail", EP, If, 192; Firestone, Journey», 135- 

151; 170-178. 
18! Crone/Cook, Hagariom, 3-34; Knauf, lomael, 49-55. 
JH Sec the above mentioned etymologies of the names Saracens and Oyaara on p. 236. 
1# Gen 29: 31-35; 30: 1-24; 35: 16 (with Levi); Num 26: 5-48 (without Levi). 
1% Noth, Geichichte, 83-84; Donner, Geschichte, 72-73, 
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(Gen 49: 1-27), while Joseph and his sons, Ephraim and Manassch, are blessed 
separately (Gen 48; 14-20). It should be recognised further that Jose h is 2d 
to have been bought by Ishmaelites and sold by them in Egypt EE he later 
reached a very high position (Gen 37-50), The somewhat separate and ostracised 
situation of the Levites among the tribes of Israel may best be explained by the 
former cultic role of their ancestors as priests of the netherworld deity oe 
Déd or Wadd. As such the Levites were in a subordinate position within a E es 
in which priority was given to the priests (kéhanim) of the god of creation 156 
Inversely, the descendants of Joseph, tightly connected with the Ishmaelites and 
Egypt, might have been in a corresponding position of subordination among the 
former worshippers of deities of the netherworld, who then under the RTL 
istic influence of Israel turned into descendants of Ishmael. This is the situation 
of the Awrtable among the Somali 

9. The Spread of the Canaanite-Israclite Culture Pattern to East Africa 

Turning to East Africa, we note that the Horn of Africa stands in geographical 

proximity to Arabia. Towards the middle of the first um BC, the northern 

Ethiopian highlands (now Eritrea) experienced strong Sabean influences. The Sa- 

bean kingdom of Di'amat flourished from at least 420 to 320 BC, bur the South 

Arabian interference in Northeast Africa may have started much earlier Im- 

age into Africa, derivations migrants from South Arabia imported a Semitic la 

iopia. and parts of eastern of which are still spoken in Eritrea, the highlands of Eth 

Ethiopia. !# The Israclite Falasha who still live in central Ethiopia bear testimony 

to the religious dimension of the South Arabian immigration.!* At one stage, 

perhaps during the Achaemenid period or later, Semitic colonists brought with 
À marriage — the Israelite legend them — in connection with the concept of sacred 

of the Queen of Sheba. At first concealed within the polytheistic surface of the 

South Arabian religion, these traditions became official only as a consequence of 

M Dozy suggests that the Simeonites whom he considers to be related to the Ishmaclites 

founded the Ka'ba of Mecca (Jmaeliren, 74-86, 89) 

IM Lange, "Ursprung des Bösen”, 1 3-26. In the oasis of Dedan, Levites are mentioned in 

connection with Wadd (Grimme, “Levitismus”, 170. 

1 Kitchen, Documentation, 115-117, 227, 247. Von Wismann considers Diamat to have 

been a Sabean state colony (Geschichte, 261-265) 

Gurage and Harari (Ullendorff, Fzisepsans, 111-130). Munro-Haye 
!5 Tigrinya, Amharic, 

c languages in Ethiopia to 2000 BC (Aum, dates the beginning of the spread of the Semiti 

62) 
1 Rathjens, Juden, 9-135 Ullendorff, Enlsiapians, 106-107, 
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m in the first half of the four
th century AD.!99 

From 

AD, the kingdom oF Axum was strong enough to 

bear on its neighbours on the other side of 
the Christianisation of Axu 

the third to the sixth century 

intermictently bring its influence to 

91 

E n 
the northern coast of the Gulf of 

imi nt starting further e
ast on r t 

a B e edel SRI In this case the evidence is provided by biblical 

clan names embedded in an Ishmaelite context. A
ssyrian records of the eighth and 

seventh century BC mention a northern ‘Arab confederation called Sumu'il,192 

vel y 

Various books of the Old Testament refer to members of this confederation, led 

T. 3 During the period of Persian administra- 
Jan of Kedar, as Ishmaelites. 1” 

| 

eed va d fifth century
 BC, the different clans of the confederation of 

Sumu'il lost their political unity — but not necessarily their group identity.1% The 

main deity of Sumu'il was "Attarsamain, usually associated wit
h Venus, and next 

,155 Nuha, the sun-deity, completed the 
to her there was Ruda, the moon-deity. 

x 

divine triad of the confederation. °° In view of
 the pre-eminence of two nocturnal 

gods, we are apparently dealing here w
ith a situation of predominant neth

erworld 

deities. The presence of the sun-deity in a subordinate position may in turn in- 

dicate the integration of adepts of the upper
world deities, and in particular wor- 

shippers of the dying and rising god, into the context of prevalent netherworld 

deities. Probably derived from Sumu'il, the name Ishmael was subsequently used 

by carriers of monotheistic ideas to refer to the moon-god existing as a clan deity 

in similar constellations elsewhere in the Semiti
c world. 

Triads composed of the moon, the Venus and the sun-deiry are also found in 

the South Arabian kingdoms of Ma‘in, Qataban and Hadramawt which flour- 

ished from the ninth to the fourth century BC under the suzerainty of Saba’! In 

WCE Ullendorff, "Queen of Sheba”, 107-108: Phillipson, Ethiopia, 141-142; Lange, 

“Äthiopien”, 274-277. 
191 Munro-Haye, Aksum, 71-88; Phillipson, Ethiopia, 51-54. 

172 Eph'al, Ancient Arabs, 229-230; Knauf, Ismael, 1-9. 
155 Ps, 83; 7-8 associates the Ishmaelites and the Hagarites with Edom, Moab, Byblos, 

Ammon. Amalek, Philistia, Tyre and Assyria. Gen 37: 25-28 and Jdg, 8: 22-24 call the Midi- 

anites Ishmaelites. 2 Sam 17: 25 and 1 Chr 27: 30 refer to individual Ishmaelites. For Kedar 

see Gen 25: 13. 

1% Knauf, Ismael, 1-45; id, “Ishmaelites”, ABD, III, 515-519; Donner, Geschichte, 65. 

#5 Knauf, [mael, 63-85; Hófner, " 7, 422-423. Mentioning the supposed 

nocturnal character of Ruda, Fahd prefers to connect her with Venus (Panthéon, 145-146). 
»* Knauf, Jomael, 84-87. Hófner believes that the name means "reasonable, intelligent" 

en. ro Ye air Ms dinanaon of a Melqaru 

17 Nielsen, “Religion”, 213-234; Hofner, "Religionen", 240-295, For political history and 

chronology see Kitchen, Documentation, 104-117, 
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at least the four kingdoms of 
| Awsan, Man, Qataban, and 

Hadramawt, the moon-deity — 
variously called Wadd, ‘Amm 
and Sin — was the supreme 

god of the state. Almaqah, 
the state-god of Saba’, might 
also have been a moon-god 
although some authors now 
believe that he represented 
the deified sun.}% 'Attar was 
in each case the Venus-deity 
and Sams the sun-deity.'” 
In many parts of the Semitic 

world, but particularly often 
cient South Arabia, the 

oon and the sun-deiry are 

n 

esented together in the 

indicating ci- 

ther union opposition 29 

À Yoruba traditions Chart 11: Incense altar dedicated to the sun deity, South Hausa an 

teach us to consider the ref- 

erences to the celestial bodies 
Arabia (Louvre AO 5963) 

in terms of either deites of the upper or the netherworld, the sun incarnating the 

former and the moon the latter.2% At a later period when Israelite ideas became 

prevalent, the names of the leading deities of the discredited polytheistic system 

with its moon and sun party were replaced by their legendary cover-names Ish- 

mael and Isaac. By the fourth century AD, the upper classes of South Arabia 

whose religion is reflected in the inscriptional material — went over to the mono- 

‘ For the general opinion sce Nielsen, Religion”, 217, and Hôfner "Südarabien, 492 

Garbini, followed by Beeston, suggested that Almaqah was a sun-deity (Almagah’, 22; 

“Saba”, EE, VIIL, 664-665). 

19 The only exception concerns 

gionen”, 240-295; Nielsen "Religion, 224-234). 

» Cf. Rathjens, Juden, 16-17; Hôtner, "Religionen", 261-295; Daum, Religion, 30-51 

DCPP, 431-432, Some authors consider the possibility that the disc rep: 

Marin where the sun deity is called Nakrah (Hither, “Reli 

Gubel, “Symboles”, 

resented Venus (Rathjen, Jaden, 16). 

?! See above pp. 221-229 
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Christianity or Judaism, as can be deduced from 

7,2? This was the 
the reference to the cult of “the Merciful, the Lord of Heaven 2 

terminus ad quem at which South Arabian clans must definitively have preferred 

to substitute a legendary ancestor of the biblical tradition for their earlier concept 

of a divine progenitor. 
à f 

The spread of religious ideas from North to South Arabia was considerably 

facilitated by the caravan trade on the incense route from Saba’ and Hadramawt 

to Palestine and Syria. The most important items of trade on this route were 

myrrh from Hadramawt and franki
ncense from Zufár. In the eighth and the sev- 

enth century BC, the incense trade was controlled by the Ishmaelites of Sumu'il 

who EXER at the northern end of the route. After the Persian period, when the 

Ishmaelite confederation disintegrated, Minean merchants in their turn seem to 

have extended their influence on the route far to the north by establishing trading 

colonies in the oases of Dedan and Hegra.?? It may be noted that the Minean 

dating apparently from the fourth century BC, provide 

Levites in the local temple of the moon-god Wadd.204 

Some authors thought that these Levites were priests from Israel who, having 

turned away from Yahweh, rendered service to Wadd. In fact, it seems more 

likely that the Levites of Dedan were local cult servants attached to the temple of 

the Minean moon-god who could later be promoted to higher positions. Among 

the Yoruba, Levites — distinguishable by their clans and names — can be found as 

half-priestly officials of the Oduduwa/Wadd section of society. 

In two South Arabian kingdoms, Ma'in in the north and Awsan in the south, 

Wadd was the statc-god. In these kingdoms the king and the people considered 

~ themselves to be descendants of this moon-god.2” In the sixth century BC, 

Awsän dominated the South Arabian coast from ‘Aden to Qana and the inland 

up to the desert of Sayhad. In the northwest it incorporated most of Qatabän and 

in the northeast extensive parts of Hadramawt. Reacting against the expansion of 

its southern neighbour, the king of Saba’ Karib'il Warar I conquered the entire 

theistic creed, not necessarily 

inscriptions of Dedan, 

evidence for the presence of. 

222 While Hafner considers South Arabian monotheism to be of Christian and Jewish inspi- 

ration, Beeston compares it to the Hanifite tendencies of Mecca (" Religionen", 280; “Saba”, 

EP, VIII, 664). 

2 Nielsen, “Incense”, ABD, III, 407-408; Knauf, “lshmaclites”, ABD, III, 517-519. 

Müller and Beeston date the flourishing of Ma'in from the forth to the second century BC 

("Skizze", 51; "Saba", EI?, VIII, 664). 
24 Meyer, lraeliten, 88-89; Grimme, " Levitismus", 169-199. 

z 205 Meyer, firaeliten, 89. Grimme considers the Levites to have been in ancient Arabia 

pd PRESAHU nc 198-199). 
Lange, "Ursprung des Bösen”, 25-26, and below pp. 355-356, 368-369. 

27 Nielen, "Religion", 217; Caskel, “Gottheiten”, 108; von Wissmann, Geschichte, 46. 
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territory of Awsän towards 520 BC,20* i z 

left, he expelled the king Muratta'um fom ae Mein E is 
rival kingdom including those situate : j ROS EYE 

sixteen thousand and discum ie ieee * c Wess RAO: 

the kingdom of Awsan ceased to exist for several a i En e pomi 

was occupied by Qatabin and Hadramawt, and BA E Pure" 
cults practiced on the former territory of Pape rhe risen zu Aa y of / ere those of the Qatabanian 
deity 'Amm and the Hadramawtian deity Sin 21 
E ons de clit itp Bees of a former relationship of 

s ) on-god Wadd. Indeed, on account of 
Arabic dar and related nouns in Hebrew and Phoenician meaning “tribe”, “gen- 
eration and mis sit would appear that etymologically the name derives from 

dar Wadd, the "tribe of Wadd” 212 This interpretation is supported by the fact that 

Ismaa iil, the second name of the clan-family, can be shown to correspond, in the 

Canaanite-Israelite world, generally to the legendary designation of the leading 

god of the netherworld — the sea-god Yamm of the Canaanites and the moon- 

god Wadd of the South Arabians. Hence Daarood and Ismaa‘iil are two basically 

equivalent names, the first belonging to the mythological, the second to the le- 

gendary sphere. It is tempting to connect the arrival of the Daarood in Africa with 

the fall of Awsan, the kingdom on the opposite side of the Gulf of Aden where the 

moon-god Wadd had been worshipped as the state-deity. 

The legend of the Daarood itself might refer to a movement of refugees across 

the Gulf of Aden following the defeat of Awsän. Naturally the Sabean records 

only mention those Awsänians who were killed or captured, although the suc- 

cessful flight of King Muratta'um may bc inferred from the expression that he 

was "swept away" .?!! The attack having been directed from the north against the 

south, many other Awsanians must have attempted to withdraw to the neigh- 

bouring coast of Africa. Such developments might be implied by the legend of 

* The chronology adopted here is from Kitchen, Documentation, 196-197, 242. 

» Translation of RES 3945 by Müller, "Inschriften", TUAT, 1, 653-656. For the identifica- 

tion of the place names mentioned in the inscription scc von Wissmann, Geschichte, 34-35, 

159, 352 (map) 
210 Karib'il Waar | ruled according to Kite 

242) 

i Von Wismann, 

“Kataban”, EP, IV, 776 

112 On Arab. dar as a synonym 

Phoenician dér, dr meaning among 

^15 Lic: he destroyed many towns 

(RES 3945; 5; transl, TUAT, |, 654). 

hen from 525 to 500 BC (Darumentarion, 196, 

Geschichte, 34-38, 153-159; Hafner, "Religionen", 390; Beeston, 

of gabila “tribe” sce Lane, Levin, TH, 931, For Hebrew and 

others "place of residence” and "family" see HAL, 1, 209. 

"until he swept away Awsin and its king Muratta um" 
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Daarood which relates the crucial events of the past in the form of a benign 

family conflict: because he was threatened to be killed by his uncle the king (of 

Saba’), Daarood fled (from Awsin) into the wilderness of Africa, got married 

local people and had many descendants, 
there, asserted his ascendancy over the 

On the basis of this legend, the Daarood consider Arabia even now to have been 

the starting point of their migratio
n to Africa?" » a 

Certainly the Horn of Africa was not a terra incognita for the Awsänians. T
hese 

enterprising South Arabian traders must have had long-established trading posts 

on the African coast in order to gain access, as the Egyptians had before them, to 

African varieties of frankincense and myrrh.2!5 According to the Zeriplus Maris 

Erythraei, in the first century AD myrrh and frankincense were exported from 

various ports of the Horn of Africa — Avalités/Zayla', Malaó/Berbera, Mundu/ 

Hiis, Mosyllon/Boosaaso, ‘Aluula, and Tabai/ Hurdiyo.?!6 As the quality of Afri- 

can varieties was superior to Arabian varieties it was not only shipped to Egypt 

by the Red Sea but also to ports on the northern shore of the Gulf of Aden.217 

The incense trading ports of the Somali coast, all ruled by nomadic Barbaroi, 

extended from Zayla‘ to Cape Guardafui.*"* South of Opone/Ras Hafun began 

the land of Azania which in the first century AD was dominated by the Himyarite 

kings of Saba’ and Dhü Raydan who ruled through their port of Muza/Mukha 

west of the Straits of Bab al-Mandeb.?!” 

The Awsánian merchants operating from ‘Aden and Qana’ were no doubt 

the most active South Arabian traders in Africa before the destruction of their 

kingdom by Saba’. They then had a second period of influence in Africa when a 

new line of independent Awsanian kings ruled from about 140 BC to 15 AD.22° 

214 Lewis, Peoples, 14; id., Blood, 104; and see above pp. 255-256. 

215 CE Drake-Brockman, Somaliland, 2, 234-260; Lewis, Peoples, 73; Ullendorff, Ethiopi- 

ans, 45-46. 
216 The anonymous Periplus is now dated to 40-70 AD (Casson, Periplus, 7; Kitchen, Docu- 

mentation, XXII, 22-25). On the importance of the ancient Somalian incense production scc 

Casson, Periplus, 119 (map), 120, 122, and Desanges, Recherches, 298-300, 304. 

27 An anonymous Greek geographer writing around 100 BC remarks on the Sabcans’ 

wealth thar it depended on the trade in aromatics, those imported from Africa and their own 

Similarly Pliny notes that African myrrh was the best (Nat, hist., 12. 66, 69). 

3 nm The trecs ms cy cascades to be treated several times before the pre 

cious resin can be tapped. The greatest producers of myrrh are the Dhulbahante and the 

Ogaadeen, those of frankincense the Habar Tolja'lo, the Warsangeli and the Majecrtcen 

Lane m vo re 1, 219). For the prob 

Coston, Petites TA, incense, 99; Martinetz, Weihrauch, 1; 

79 Periplus, 16, 22-23; Casson, Periplus, 7-14, 115-132, 

22 Kitchen, Documentation, 76-79, 188-189, 241, 
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'some ancient right subordinates Azania to the king- 
According to the Periplus, 

dom which had become the first in South Arabia” 22! This statement seems to 

| states of South Arabia: Saba, Awsin, Qarabin 
refer to the successive imperia 

! Periplus, 16; Freeman Grenville, East African Coast, 1, Cassons translation implics that 

East African coast began with the rise of kingdoms in South 

rule of Himyar and Saba over Azania with the 

9, 149-151) 

South Arabian domination of the 

Arabia (Periplus, 61), The Periplius «x 

otra (Casson, Periplus, 6 
»nttasts the 

rule of Hadramawt over Soc 
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of the first century AD, South „ards che middle L 

ae in the hands of the Himyarite ye have seen, tOW 

East African coast 13} and Himyar. As W 

Arabian suzerainty over the 

f Saba’ and Dhü Raydan. East African coast by Awsän seem to 
rulers o 

: , n 

F ie tion of the Ea 
Y 

f an earlier dominal 
LE 

= 

Traces o Jared name of Azania. It is often ov erlooked that Pliny, who pro- 

survive in the relate 
cook a E

RA 

lies this name to t ] 
app. . the southern end of the Red Sea, and the 

Gulf of Aden.?* While the localization of 

's misunderstanding of 

formation, vides the oldest in j 

the “Azanian sea” towards Adulis, i.c. 

“Azanian ocean" correspondin
g to the 

the "Azanian sea" in the Red Sca may 

earlier Hellenistic texts, Its identity wit 

derive from Pliny 

h the Gulf of Aden is confirmed in an- 

ther instance where the island of Dioscuridu/
Socotra is situated in the “Azanian 

E This carly application of the name Azania to the Gulf of Aden makes a 

per ier derivation of the
 name more likely than an African connection — after 

all even today the gulf is called after an Arabian and not a Somali, let alone an 

East African, town or territory. Therefore the general assumption that the name 

‘Azania has a common basis with the name Zanj, used by the Arab geographe
rs 

to designate the black African inhabitants of the East African coast, has to be 

discarded. ?^^ It is far more likely that the East African coast was called Azania in 

early Awsanian domination which was probably renewed in the 

25 Bur also in this case the connec
tion of the name Azania with 

ly be conccived linguistically. In view 

e etymological relation 

consequence of 

first century BC. 

the kingdom of Awsan should not necessari 

of the parallel position of the Aznà in Hausa society and th 

of the latter term to a Canaanite name and epithet of Mô; an equivalent nam- 

ing of the East African coastal society is plausible.” Historically the Himyarite 

expansion at the beginning of the first century AD might expl
ain how the name 

disappeared from the South Arabian coast but survived in East Africa.” 

On the basis of their own information, the author of the Periplus (middle of 

the first century AD) and Ptolemy (second half of the second century AD) re- 

22 Pliny, Nat. hist., 6. 172. With respect to the "Azanian ocean”, Pliny notes: oceanum qui 

influit Azanium appellant (Nat. hist., 6. 108). 

223 Pliny, Nat. hist, 6, 153. Dihle expresses doubts that the Azanium mare corresponded to 

the southern Red Sea (ANRW, II, 9, 2, 562-566). 

74 Dihle, ANRW, II, 9, 2, 564 n. 61; Casson, Periplus, 136. See also Fage, History, 21. 

225 Although the emendation of a passage localising Menouthesias/Zanzibar opposite the 

“Ausianic coast” appears to be mistaken (Casson, Periplus, 252-253), the etymology of Azania 

and the implied predominant historical role of Awsin on the coast of the Gulf of Aden leads 
to the same conclusion, 

226 The term ‘zz "strength" appears in the South Arabian inscriptions (Beeston, Dictionary. 

24). A better established parallel name of Canaanite origin is the Hausa bòri, the Yoruba abore 
and the Somali boorane (Lange, "Erbe, I", 135-136, and above section 3). 
77 Cf. Müller, “Skizze”, 52, and Kitchen, Documentation, 79. 
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strict the name Azania to the East African coast south of R : j 
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AS fi 228 EF 

up to Rhapta, the last known port of the E ig ee 
been profoundly influenced by the Awsan re a di zs e = ss n i 

) * Awsantan dominatio; f 
JB 

etore it came unde: 
; i : 4 b er 

the is PSI ir, otherwise the application of a term related to this So ra- 
E M e c his South Ara. 

bian kinge s to the core region of the later Swahili c ivilisation would hardly be e C vould hardly 

ers able. In the middle of the first century AD. Rhapta was admi stered 
jeep ien thapta was a nistere: 

through rming by the Arab skippers of the South Arabian port of Mukha 
The intermarriage with local women noted by the Periplus th 

7 Yom ; c eriplus must ha 
an early period onward to the steady int 

- ed from 
zration of Arab men into the local sed- 

entary population? Slaves were probably 3 f ably — as in West Africa — a ma est Afri a major export 
F "b: 

have omitted 

his p: 

trade from Fast 

n the East African « SUI. 4 
fror can coast. The Periplus, referring to the s 

quality slaves” from Tabai/Hurdiyo near Opone/Ras Hafun, ma 

mentioning the export of ordinary slaves from furt sou actice was 
perhaps well-known. Evidence for an ancient and ongoing 

Africa is provided by the presence of mp n y e of an impo 1 F thern nt Lan) population in s 

second h ünth century, alt Iraq which, before the great insurrection ir 

revolted twice in the second half of the enth century 

In spite of an carly influx of people | Awsan coast of the 

Horn of Africa was not called Azania. Judging 

century, the ports of this coast were 

ds w season from April to August, the nom 

In contrast to the inhabita etching f fertile interior. 

Mogadisho further south, immigrants from South A 

c. Duc to 

n this region were 

forced by climate to adopt a transhumant way of 

lus applies the term Barbaroi to the inhabi- corresponding tribal power, the Pe 

tants of the northern coast, while the East African coast from Mogadisho to the 

south — with its permanent towns ~ is referred to by the more prestigious notion 

of Azania.2? After their crushing defeat at the hands of the Sabeans. the seafaring 

people of Awsin might have either joined their brethren of the Hom of African 

and integrated into their semi nomadic society or sought refuge with their rela- 

15-16; Casson, Periplus, 136, 252-253; Prol., Gog.. 1. 17; Stevenson, Predem ^ Perip 
38. 

! Periplus, 16: Casson, Periplus, 45-46 61, Mast authors believe that the local East Afri 

sry, 21-22: Casson, Periplia, 134-136) cans were Cushites and not Bantu (Page, Hi 

Popovic, Rérolte, 62-63, Lam grateful 

revolts of the Zanj 

M1 Paulitschke, Erbnognapisie, 

= 7-18; Casson, Per 

1, 120; Lewis, Peoples, 90-92 

Periplus, 
of Azania likewise Barbaroi, whil 

17; Geog., V. 17) 
e Prolemy mentions Barbaroi living beyond Rhapta ( 

to Ulrich Rinn who drew my attention to the cart v 

plus, 55:61. At one instance the Peripher calls the inhabitants 
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fric: sc.235 

amunities of Azania on the East African 
coast, 33 In each 

nemies. 

ancestors of thi 
tives in the sedentary con Eon 

case they were out of the reach of their c! 

cir Afri ai e Awsanian 
In their African dom

ain the y ancesto ERS pie 

families replicated the social structure of their South Arabian homeland in the 

f reciproc: ion.234 

form of a dualistic 
clan system with a subsystem of reciprocal representation. 4 

They used two sets of ethnonyms, one referring to the former clan-dei
ty and the 

i : 
of the moon-god, all the 

other to its legendary equivalent. Thus, in the section j 

lans of the Daarood, including the Awrtable, tended to consider themselves the 

clan: F g 

“people of Wadd” and 
descendants of Ishmael, while only the Aw rab

le preserved 

E Israelite tradition of their own by claiming descent from Joseph.75 Similarly in 

the section of the sun-god, the 
preserved the epithet of 

Ishmaelites seem to have 

their former deity in the form of the name Magaad by
 calling all the descendants 

of Isaaq who are not the issue of the Ethiopian wife (Habar Habuush
eed), Habar 

Magaadle “people of Magaad”. Ind
eed, the names Magaado an

d Magaad, applied 

ro the equivalent of Sarah and her father, appear to be derived from the Arabic 

divine name majid "glorious, exalted
, splendid” which, like the personal name 

"Abd al-Wadad, probably referred back to the moon-god Wadd.7* 
Only the wor- 

shippers of the sun-goddess
, being more amenable to monotheism, dropped 

their 

pagan name entirely and just maintained 
its legendary equivalent Isaaq- 

Altogether, the names and legends of the northern Somali clan-families indi- 

cate that their ancestors were familiar with the details of the biblical genealog
ical 

charter as it applied to their specific clan o! ganization before they had left South 

Arabia. The absence of any consciousness 
that their own legendary clan ances- 

tors corresponded to Koranic figures bearing the same names, clearly shows that 

these names must have been adopted in South Arabia several centuries before the 

rise of Islam. In fact, the process of substituting legendary for mythical names 

y when the infiltration of nomadic Arabs began to 
was already well under wa 

undermine the sedentary basis of South Arabian kingdoms from the first century 

al structure of the northern Somali clan 
AD onward.2/ Since the organization: 

e northern Somali clan- 

255 Archaeologists have not yet been able ro identify any of the sites of the different towns 

mentioned in the classical sources. 

24 For the Somali clan-families see above chart 9 pp. 258-259. 

255 Folk etymology explains the name Awrtable as being composed of awr “male pack 

camel” and tab-leh “having skill”. A more satisfying etymolo
gy should perhaps take account of 

graphic South Arabic wrt “unprotected situation” (Beeston, Dictionary, 23). 

% Lane, Lexicon, VII, 2690. For the pronunciation of jim in Epigraphic South Arabic as 

gim sec Beeson, "Inschriften", 106, The root mgd is also attested in Hebrew, Palmyrcan and 

Epigraphic South Arabic (HAL, II, 515). 

257 The term Arabs ('7b, rbn) appeats in the kingdom of
 Saba’ in the first century AD and 

in Hadramawr in the third century AD (Eph'al, Ancient Arabi, 8). Belonging o an carlicr 
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families was subs: y an rther massive arrival of peo equently not affected by any furth l ssiv val of peop 
from outside or by any othe y any other historical upl cal upheaval, the South Arab Arabian clan heritage 
from classi imes is still rec rt WV f Islamic and other c bl d F si e he overlay of Islamic and 

10. The Spread of the Canaanite State to West Africa 

West / c t Im a d throug: 
In West Africa the Canaanite dualistic society was most likel j V st likely established th h 
the agency of Phoenician officials and traders from North Africa Fr m i Ki lers fre orth Africa. From the beg 

ning of the first millenium BC onward the Phe g 

culture to the whole area between the Gulf of Syr ee 

coast. On the basis of later evidence, som hist 

ticipated in this African expansion ore 

the North African coast. Epigraphic and a 

their agricultural settlements in the interior of 

mentioned by classical writers testify to t s 

culture among the Berber population of North A 

in Garama further show that they ps 

oasis which lay least as far as Fezzan, an exte 

region 

West Africa? It is often supposed that « 

Bur in the Central Suda African trade 
the Sahara. On have provided the basis for an ongoing flow of goods t 

1 ordinary metals, the Mediterranean Sea the Phoenicians traded 

b xury and other rcfin xxls, textiles and weapons It is less well- 

known that the Phoenicians also traded extensively in h n beings. Homer and 

15.2 Various books 
Herodotus considered them dangerous pirates and kidr 

of the Old Testament describe them as slave traders eager to acquire war capuves 
m 

in order to sell them to distant lands As a result of their far-reaching trading 

period the ancestors of the two northern Somali dan-families were therefore not Arabs but 

Proto-Arabs 

* Slouschz, Thavels, 210-224; Oliver Fage 

485-490, and Niemeyer, "Phónizische E xpansion 

, DEPP, 184; Ruprechtsberger, Garamea 

an Gold, 25-26: Hu, Gor 

Short History, 42. On the Phocnician cxpansio 
155-175 

see Culican, "Phoenicia" 

" Lipinski, "Garamantes" 

V Gsell, Hitoire, IV, 140; Jenkins/Lewis. Gerthageni 

!! Moscati, Phéniber, 341-347; Culican, 77 

32 Od. 14, 297; 15. 452; Hdt 1. 1: 2, 54 

O Ez, 27: 13] 4:6; Am 9 

A-4606 
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Beda 
Fother Mediterranean people." Black slaves, rather than 

likely to have constituted the bulk of the trans-S
aharan 

245 South of Kawar, nort
hern traders may have followed 

the trail of the local salt transp
ort existing since the pre-Chr

istian period.#6 

From the sixth century onward, Carthage was the main 
Phoenician power 

trading in slaves. From the two Roman-Carthaginian 
treaties it appears that 

many slaves were obtained by organized brigandage. Concluded in 509 BC, 

lc the Carthaginians to build forts in Latium and to spend 

the first treaty forbad: 
ail fos er 

the night on land. This implies that Carthaginian pirates and brigands regu- 

Jarly attacked towns and villages in the neighbourhood of R
ome in order to win 

boory.247 Attacking in the carly morning to take the inhabitants by surprise 
is a 

well-known strategy from classical and modern evidence for seizing and enslav- 

ing human beings." By reducing the scale of brigandage in its neighbourhood 

by treaty, Rome insisted on irs hegemonic claims without yet being able to re- 

inforce them by military means. The second treaty from 326 BC prevented the 

Carthaginians from selling enslaved people from towns allied with Rome in 

Roman markets.?? Hence, there can be no doubt that in the fourth century Punic 

slave-raiding groups from North Africa were raiding the Italian coast in search 

of human spoils. A turning point was reached when Carthage lost its possessions 

in Sicily after the First Punic War (264-
241) and when it had to give up Sardinia 

and Corsica a few years later. By that time, Rome had become strong enough to 

eliminare the threat of Carthaginian raids on Italian coasts. 

Italy and other Mediterranean countries were probably not the only slaving 

grounds of the Carthaginians. Numerous iconographic representations show 

that black African slaves were widely known and appreciated in the Greck and 

Roman world 2 They were employed as doorkeepers, as servicemen in public baths, 

proportions than that 0! 

gold, are therefore more 

trade since earliest times. 

34 Movers emphasises the importance of the Phoenician slave trade (Phänizier, IV, 6, 70- 

86). See also Moscati, Phdniker, 164, 347; Gucht, "Esclavage , DCPP, 157, Markoe, Phoeni- 

cians, 105. 

245 Bovill and Fage mention gold and slaves on equal terms (Golden Trade, 21-25; History. 

46-48). 

246 Viker thinks that the reference of Herodotus to salt of the
 Sahara might imply an ancient 

to the south (Oasis, 141-142, 147). 

147 Polyb, 3. 23 1-6; Huff, Geschichte, 86-90; Ameling, Karthago, 130-132. 

»» Hide, 6. 16, 2; Diod., 15. 14.4; Syll^, 521 (Amorgos); Lyon, Narrative, 255: Nachrigal, 

Sahara, V, 627-629; Ameling, Karthago, 131. 

24 Polyb. 3. 24, 5-6; Hub, Geschichte, 149-155; Ameling, Karthago, 132-134: 

280 Snowden, Blacks, 33-97; Desanges, "Iconographie", 246-268, 
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as musicians, as grooms, and as soldiers! Because of their distant origins, flight 
was practically impossible, Where did they come from? It is often suggested xm 
Egypt was the main provider of black African slaves 2%? However, since in medi 
eval and modern times Egypt itself relied — due to insufficient supply from the 
upper Nile and Darfur : in part on West African slave importations, there are 
reasons to suppose that in earlier periods the situation was similar??? Thus, the 
central Saharan route leading from ‘Tripoli via Fezzan and Kawar to Lake Chad 

also have been in ancient times the main provider of black slaves EC by 

j 
may 
way of Leptis Magna, its direct Mediterranean outlet, or indire: 

or Egypt 
i y via Carthage 

Ihe conditions of travelling were particularly favourable on the central Sahara 

route between Tripoli and Lake Chad. Here watering pla 
idely-spaced oases of Fezzan and 

Kawar provided good opportunities for rest and 

n morc 

than three days apart. Moreover, the two 

nishment of provisions 

and considerably reduced the hardships of surmount two thousand kilo- 

metre distance between Tripoli and Lake Chad. Loose sand only created serious 

difficulties for sixty kilometres immediately south of K 

sand dunes posed serious obstacles for animals. Human bet 
ader of the Ga- 

central part than 
by this barrier.2°> Owing to the natural advantages of the 

ramantian route, it was much easier to cross t 

in the west between the Maghrib and the Niger Bend or in the cast between the 

Cyrenaica and Waday 

In earliest times donkeys and oxen were used as pack-animals to carry in- 

dispensable water food and firewood supplies on the way th gh the Sahara. 

Traders travelled in horse-drawn chariots and later on horseback.” Some ser- 

vants, used to the desert, and conveyors of caravans walked occasionally, slaves 

of the nineteenth century. 
always on foot — as witnessed by European trave 

Likewise from later accounts it is known that slaves were sometimes forced to 

carry loads on their heads. 2% When diminishing rainfall transformed most of the 

! Desanges “Iconographie”, 265; Snowden, Blacks, 165-191; Schumacher, Sklaverri, 43 

0 Bang, "Herkunft, 248; Desanges lconographic", 2 

374-379; 428-473; Daget/Renault, naites, 40-44: Austen, “Islami 
> Mauny, Tableau 

slave trade”, 214-248; Rohlís, Quer, rood. 1984, 111 

i Grell mentions specifically the easy route from 

Mattingly considers thar in the Roman period 

from the south imported via the Garamantes | Trapelitania, 156) 

* Nachtigal, Sahana, |, 5 45-550; Rohlf, Rene, 1, 40-41 

99 Bovill, Golden Trade, 15-17; Mauny, Tablier, 282-284; 394-395, 435 

Nachtigal, Sahna, |, 228-229; Mauny, Tablean, 277-279 

138 Barth, Thtvels, VL, 606; E. Vogel quoted by Weis, "Bornustrasse", 440 

Fezzan to Bornu (Hi re, XV. 139) 

slaves were the most important commodity 

bea) 
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vasteland, the reduction in the number 

into uninhabitable v 
: nu 

re. Furthermore, at the beginning of 
re secu i Sahara progressively 

j of ]e made the caravan routes mo 
> 

th Chi rian era the introduction of the camel to North Africa and its adoption 

a 

iderably.25? In the end it 

by nomadic tribes facilitated trade across the desert consi 

was hardly more dangerous for North Africans, although certainly more strenu- 

j us, to cross the central Sahara on the Garamantian route than to sail from one 

ous, 

d of the Mediterrane
an Sea to the other. 

s 

sé Classical authors were badly informed about trans-Saharan enterprises. They 

mention a single crossing of the
 Sahara by five Nasam

oncs from. tha Cyrena
ican | 

hinterland and a repeated crossing by the Carthaginian M
ago." Furthermore 

the Garamantes are said to have used four-horsed chariots to raid the Troglodyte 

Ethiopians.*6! These instances of Saharan activities might not ha
ve been as iso- 

lated as generally believed. Jud
ging from the pattern of Mediterr

anean trade and 

warfare, they could have been a facet of the African slave trade set in motion by 

"the Phoenicians. 

It is only during 

of the northerners in Fezzan and 

the authority of Marinus of Tyre, Prolemy m 

ficer Septimus Flaccus and the trader Julius Maternus,
 who travelled beyond 

Garama and reached the country of the Ethiopians in the far south? While 

Flaccus undertook the journey with his own army, Maternus from Leptis Magna 

accompanied the king of the Garamantes in an expedition against Agisymba “a 

land of the Ethiopians, where the rhinoceroses gather". 2 Apparently the king 

wanted towards 90 AD to re-establish a tributary relationship which was profit- 

able cnough to warrant the organization of a military expedit
ion across the Sahara 

against a rebellious vassal? 

the Roman period thar the veil covering the activities 

the Central Sudan is slightly lifted. On 

entions two Romans, the of- 

I Demougeot, “Chameau”, 209-247; Weis, “Bornust
rasse”, 456-462; Lhote, Chars rupes 

tres, 45-62; Bulliet, Camel, 111-140. 

29 Hdt., 2. 32; Athenacus, Deipnosophistai, 2. 44 e (Mauny, Siècles obscurs, 120). 

261 Hdt, 2. 32-33; 4, 183. 

262 Some authors believe that Septimus Flaccus and Suellius Flaccus were the same but 

Desanges argues against this identification (Recherches, 211-21
). 

268 Ptol., Geog, 1, 4 4-5: Stevenson, Ptolemy, 32; Law, “Garamantes"
, 197, 

24 Prolemy first mentions an "expedition against the E
thiopians” and then claims thar the 

Garamantes and the Ethiopians had the same king (Geog, 1, 8, 4-5). On the dating of the 

expedition see Desanges, Recherche, 200-209. 
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Most authors situate Agisymba in either Tibesti, Kawar or Air.2® H 
diclo IET ptt ed aes cat incepet RA jee 
tions on the central Saharan route, Moreover, POL) ae is Ex 
dipeilidans were dlrecred aotttwatc, de fuse ecd deca E ERE 
months to reach the Ethiopians. It might be that the sine given eit s 

ihe return journey. In the nineteenth century Barth oi idi ete 

distance from Lake Chad to Murzuq, the capital of Fezzan 2% This is c pim 
to an average of 26 km per day. A well-organized small a pire hat of y corps — lik 

Uqba b. Nāfi' using horses and camels in the seventh century — could cross the 

eight hundred kilometres between Fezzan and Kawar within a fortnight, which ithin a fortnight, whic 

not sure amounts to an average of 57 km per day? Perhaps Fla 

ar like “Uqba b. ̂ of his return base in Fezzan, reached only K 

later. By travelling in the company of the king of t 

in a far better position to arrive in the region of I 

Arab geographers place the kingdom of Kanem 

certainly the best candidate for de coni, ok 

ubmission of 
of the expedition was most likely the 

had to deliver an annual tribute in slaves. Far-reach 

ized in the early Islamic period and in the nin 

Kanem 

The penetration of Northerners to the sou 
n two sites south s found 

led to Kawar^? One 

n marble column which 

by archacological evidence. Representations of ch 

of Fezzan indicate that a minor chariot-route 

nineteenth century European traveller found a broke 

Mauny and Desanges favour the 

Recherches, 199), Bovill thinks of 

rupestres, 123). Vikor thinks that trans-Sah 

from Ferzan to duc south only in the late Roman period (Qais, 1 

Barth, Trevel, 11, 605-626. Denham needed 68 and © Rohlfs 7 

days (Narrative, 1-84: Reise, V, 11-48: Sahara 1, 491-564 

Ibn "Abd al-Hakam i: Levtzion: Hopkins, Compas 12-13 

Law and Hug look for gisymba in the r n of Lake Chad ("Ge 

6). Weis notes that the rhinoceros was hist tow nd on the 

4500 

197; Mit 
1 res ot Lake 

telmeerwelt 
northern shor 

Chad (C Bornustrassc 

on A|-Ya qubi ine Leveaton: Hopkins, Corpus, 22 Lyon, Narr 

Bovill supposes that the expedition € 

123-130; Denham et al 

Narrative, M, 94 
of the Garamantes corresponde 

à Trade, 40) slave raid (Ge: 

"Two engraved chariots were found ch 
north of Jado in Blaka (Lhote, Cars rupem 196, 256 n 

sresentations near Kawar that this oasis was in ancient times Tubu 

ose to Jado and two other representauor 

119), Lhore concludes trom 

rarity of chariot rep 

Berber territory (ibid, 197) 
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he well of Meshru ninety kilometres south of 

han three hundred kilometres south of Fezzan, 

vered the existence of an ancient rectangular struc- 

e been Roman.” From the description 

he attributed to the Romans at d 

Fezzan.27! At another well mor
e th 

French colonial officials disco 

ture of squared stone also believed to hav eines d 

of the expedition of the Arab conqueror
 ‘Uqba b. Nafi' to Kawar it appears that 

al-Qasaba, the main settlement of that important oasis, was already by 
the middle 

of the seventh century
 à flourishing trading station. Finally, it is at the southern 

end of the central Saharan trade route that from the ninth century onw
ard Arab 

geographers noted the existence of the king
dom of Kanem, the most stable polity 

of West Africa.?”4 Since this state of the Lake C
had region provided the outside 

world with a continuous flow of slaves throughou
t the Islamic period," its pre- 

cursor in classical times might 
have performed a similar economic function. 

The large-scale Garamantia
n expedition witnessed by a 

citizen of Leptis Magna 

should be seen in a broader historical context. Carthage establi
shed its suzerainty 

over Leptis Magna and its two twin towns at the end of the sixth century BC.76 

From this time onward we may reckon with the possibility of intensive Punic 

ral Saharan route and beyond. The rise of Garamantian 

uld have been the result of early trans-Saha
ran trade. As 

l city states remained strong, the Garamantes 

and caravanners of the north-bound 

enterprises on the centi 

based in Fezzan co: 

long as the authority of the co
astal 

seem to have operated mainly as conveyors 

trade generated by the Punic ra
iding and trading stations esta

blished in the Cen- 

tral Sudan. When Carthage, pressured by Rome, lost its influence on the coastal 

towns of Tripolitania, the Garamantes gradually asserte
d their independence and, 

with respect to the Central Sudan, followed in the footsteps of the Phoenici
ans. 

The tendency to reserve the benefits of the Sudan
ic slave trade for themselves may 

partly lic behind the early antagonism between the Garamantes and Rome. It was 

only towards the end of the first century AD, perhaps in conse
quence of the use 

of camels, that Rome could force the Garamantes to adopt a more cooperative 

Fi Rohlf first connected the column of Bir Meshru with the Garamantes (Reise, I, 16) and 

later with the Romans (Quer durch Afrika, 
reed. 1984, 144; sec also Voyages, I, 199). 

27 Deberz mentions in connection with the stone structure at the well of Taradjihida, 3.5 

dem west of the well of Madema, the discovery of an apparently Roman sword and precious 

stones of the pre-Islamic period (see Rohlfs, Voyages, 11, 204 n. 174). 

273 [bn "Abd al-Hakam én: Levizion/Hopkins, Corpus, 12-13; Lange/Berthoud, “Qasaba”, 

21-22; id., “Slave trade" (in press). 

7 [bn Qutayba and al-Ya'qübi sm: Levtzion/ Hopki
ns, Corpus, 15, 21. 

275 Urvoy, Histoire du Bornou, 150; Mauny, Tableau, 435; Renauh/Daget, Traiter, 165- 

169. 
76 Gsell, Hiaaie 1, 372-373: 455-459; Hub, Geschichte, 73-74; Rebuffat, "Tripoli", 

“Lepr 

Magna”, DCPP, 257-258, 471. 
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n expeditions beyond Fezzan 
i i c ve na 

In fact, in this period the
 two Ron 

nu have been facilitated by camel transport took place.3 In the south 

which might ha Podio of Agisymba the first unsuccessful attempt by a 

Y z discern in t 
s 

we may disce nal system into balanced trading rela 

vassal state to change 4 one-sided pres
tatio: 

e light of history
 in 569 AD whe

n they sent 

tions. 
tes re-entered into

 th f 
\ 

“into the peace of the Roman state 
The Garaman 

j 

coast to request 
incorporati

on 
, 

implying the extension of Byzantine 
faith”.27? This mo

ve: 

best be explained b
y the need to protect the precarious 

trade. In exchange for such support, which may have 

of Fezzan,?*? the Garaman- 

envoys to the 

and into the Christian 

influence to Fezzan, can 

bur profitable trans-Sa
haran 

à 

involved the building of castles in the southe
rn oasis 

tes might have dispatch
ed — judging from later evidence — annual contingents of 

slaves to the Byzantine gov
ernor at the coast. There are indications that Byzantine 

influence reached further south than Fezzan. Archaeological traces of Christian- 

ity have been found in the fortified village of Jado, north of Kawar, and in the 

twelfth century one of the towns of Kawar was
 still called by the Christ

ian name 

Qasr Umm sa “castle of the mot
her of Jesus" 25! Elements of the Ka

nem-Bornu 

king list and later tradition
s of the Central Sudan suggest that Christianity spread 

considerable amount of trade on the central trans-Saha- 

even further south.™®? A 

ran route in the early Islamic period is indirectly evidenced by the expedition of 

the Arab leader ‘Uqba b. Nafi' in 666 AD to Fezzan and Kawar. At such a deci- 

sive moment of their North African conquests, the Arabs must have had precise 

ideas about what to expect from such a daring enterprise before they inter
rupted 

their advance to the west by turning south. Imposing on Waddan, Fezzan and 

Kawar annual tributes of slaves, they certainly used a well established route and 

77 Bovill, Golden Trade, 38; Law, "Garamanter', 190-196; Mauny, Siècles, 122-124 

2% Bovill, Golden Trade, 39; Weis, “Bornustrasse”, 462. Bulliet believes chat the southern 

nomads adopted the camel before the Romans (Camel, 138-139). 

9 CE lohannes Biclarensis, Chronica Minora 2 (ed. Th. Mommsen 1894), 212; transl 

Wolf, Conquerors, 63. 

299 Ruprechtsberger suggests that the rectangular mud-brick castles of Fezzan reflect Byzan- 

tine workmanship (Garamanten, 77). while Weis notes the similarity of Gasr Laroku, 35 km 

west of Garama, with Roman buildings for defense further north ("Bornustrasse", 432). 

21 George! Ziegert, “Zitadelle”, 157-182. Al-Idrisi mentions Qasr Umm ‘Isa at several in- 

stances (Levtzion! Hopkins, Corpus, 123, 173, 192). Ibn Sa'id applies the name of Qasr ‘Isa to 

Jáda/Jado north-northwest of Kawar ( Vikør, Oasis, 168). 

2: The name of one of the early kings mig
ht have been Paul (Lange, Diwan, 67 n- 1). Ta 

late fifteenth century reports of the Portuguese from Benin concerning the cross symbol o 

the far-away inland ruler called Ogane may concern Kanem-Bornu (cf. Hodgkin, Nigeria" 

Perspectives, 122, 124), See also Gray, “Christian traces”, 383-393. 
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lowed a tributary earlier e ee 5 utary praxis earlier employed by their Byzantine and Roman pre- 

Further south, the Carthaginians might have been active slave-traders b 
ning in the sixth century BC. In response to Medierne iat s AR 
they seem to have established trading posts and transit stations Ries ae 

tes, as perhaps also the Libyphoenicians of the North African duse: 
important as conveyors and intermediaries but they could not have nn 

ere not market demands from the far north to the far south. Moreover, slaves w 

a commodity that can be supposed to have been readily available in sub-Saharan 

Africa, They had to be “produced” and their long foot march across the Sahara 

iow from their had to be carefully organized in order to avoid high losses. Wi 

ravages in Italy that the Carthaginians were efficient slave raiders. Via their vassal 

found ways and means to proceed 

d and to the west of it they 
town of Leptis Magna, they could easily hav 

to the lands of the Sahel. In the region of Lake € ha 

may have established the same kind of trading posts and used to 

build on the shores of the Mediterranean. However, sc 

cian foundations were apparently better rooted and mor 

, the the local population. Through intermarria 

an ongoing process of localization they finally beca: 

! Such a process of cultural transfers would s 

the striking parallels between the C entral Sudanic 
Sudanic states 

and 

z to the slower rhythm of change in societies 
cult-mythological patterns. Owing 

icture of Canaanit e organization is here still 
south of the Sahara, the basic str 

recognisable in spite of subsequent transtorr anions. 

itical situation at the southern end of the Gara- 
Further glimpses into the pol 

he Bayajidda legend. By mentioning two 
mantian route may be obtained from t 

the Queen of Daura and Bayajidda — the legend refers to two 
consecutive heros 

from Canaan and reached Hausaland 
different immigrations The first started 

(in press) 
#3 Ibn ‘Abd al-Hakam in: Leverton Hopkins, Carpe 12-13; Lange, “St 

is authors usually took the literary topos of the au uide knew no 

Previow 

country beyond Kawar at face value Bovill 
197 

hed view bur then stipulates t 

awar was an entrepet of the trans Saharan slave trade (Quests, 

nantes” 245; Law à 

hat "Uqba travelled on a w xal 
Golden Tr 

Vikør first follows the establis 

known route and assumes that K: 

148, 150-151) 

si Meillassoux explains the rise of m 

slaves (Anthropology. 50 $2). Ullendorff suggests a similar p 

Islamic polities of Ethiopia (4 4, 60, 124) 

* Lange, “Ursprung des Bösen”, 4-5: id: "Slave trade” (n press). It would appear that 

sy and the horse were introduced Saharan Africa at the same time tet 

iron technolog 

Mauny, Siècles obscurs, 61 76; Fage. History v 

ecieval West African states by their function to captate 

process of state-building for the 

À into sub 

4 
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second began in Baghdad and came 
to Hausa- 

verall relevance of the Canaanite-Phoeni
cian 

d appear that the two lines of immigration 

reflect the two basic tendencies of Can
aanite-Israclite ns 

the local aspect by 

the queens from Canaan and her numerous followers and the M Bagh- 

dadian or rather ASiur/ Babylon aspect by the isolated male hero.256 However, it 

would be wrong to reduce the legend solely to its ancient Near Eastern prototype, 

‘A local West African element would seem to be implied by the Borno
an suzer- 

two lines merging in Daura would further appear to refer to the two 

sections of Hausa society, the Queen of Daura and her son Bawo to the Hausa, 

and the Baghdadian hero Bayajidda and his son with the concu
bine — who in 

already pregnant when she arrived with the hero in Daura 

be noted in passing that according to this interpretation 

dary and foreign people and not, as often supposed, the 

288 

the longue durée 

ent and long lasting suzcraint
y of the Chadic state 

g their dependency on Bornu, all the Hausa states 

— the seven Hausa as well as the seven Banza — sent annual tributes of slaves to 

their eastern neighbour until the beginning of the ninetee
nth century.?5? Some 

authors consider therefore the Bayajidda legend as a Bornu taxlist.2% In view 

of the primordial subordination of the Hausa states to Kanem-Bornu it would 

in fact appear that the Chadic state stood since ancient times in the centre of a 

regional system of security based on age-honoured tributary relationships. The 

system implied that, as long as the tributary o
bligations were fulfilled, peace was 

guaranteed and the slaving raids were directed against other people of the Cent
ral 

Sudan. On account of their basic economic and polit
ical functions, the nuclei of 

states first established in the Sahel in the form of fortified slave trading posts and 

garrisons could in this way easily spread fu
rther south and reach Yorubaland. 

The Chadic state stood at the apex of the regional system of security for dif- 

ferent ethnic groups. For a long time it had been itself submitted to a prestational 

296 Lange, " Hausa- Traditionen", 72; id., “Dimension”, 197. 

297 Palmer, Memoirs, VI, 133. 

7/1 Anthropologists consider the Anná/Azn
à or Maguzawa usually as pre-Islamic polytheists 

(Hogben/Kárk-Greene, Emirates, 222; Nicolas, Dynamique, 34-35; Smith, Daura, 32-33) but 

according to Hausa tradition they are descendants of Karfagari (Hogb
en/Kirk-Grecne, Emir- 

ates, 148; Nicolas, Dynamique, 64-65, 349). 

2f ‘Abd al-Qadir b. al-Mustafá, Rawdér al-afkdr, transl, Palmer, 

Hogben/ Kirk-Greene, Emirates, 149 

2 Sutton, "Less orthodox history’, 196; similarly Smith, “Considerations”, 336, 

of North Africa, while the 

land via Bornu. In view of the ov 

background for Hausa culture, it woul 

by way 

ainty. The 

some versions was 

— to the Azna.?8” It may 

the Azna were the secon 

primary and local popula
tion. 

In terms of local history in 

Bornu probably reflects an 
anci 

over Hausaland. Acknowledgin
; 

the provenance of Bayajidda from 

“Western Sudan”, 265: 
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system of forwarding slaves to the north. Later in the early Islami d, wh: 

the great powers of the north had vanished, it was able to replace M eee 
system by an exchange system based on market principles jum mica rco 
Kanem-Bornu further outgrew its former suzerains in the north by ` Se : 

settlement colonies in Kawar and in Fezzan.?! Thus it reversed de nm iP dE 

ation of cultural and political dependency: indeed, in the twelfth dus d 

century, security in the central Sahara was no longer assured by s ciet 

power but by the Chadic state itself. Just as Carthage had once superseded its 

mother country Tyre, the Chadic kingdom had taken the political and cultural 

lead with respect to the successor polities of its earlier metropolitan state. 

11. Appendix: Oral Version of the Bayajidda Legend 

It might come as a surprise that despite long-term academic research on Hausa his- 

j end of Daura. tory, the following text is the first full oral version o£ t 

Alasan Abdurrahman, the son of the Emir Abdu 

dictated the text on the eve of the Gani festival 

1932 and died in early 1996. According to his own 

late Emir Abdurrahman to collect all available information on 

end and to write it down. He had three main informants: hi 

the brother of Abdurrahman, the Wazirin Daura, ™ and th 

brother of the present Emir Muhammadu Bas 

+ Abdurrahman, 

ima Sule, the 

Having completed his research 

guage, he wrote down the Bayajidda story 

Emir Abdurrahman. Since then he earned 

aura. All the important vist- 

and being literate only in his native lan 

in Hausa and gave the only copy to the 

the reputation of being the official court historian of 

tors to the town were referred to him? 
owing oral account, Malam Alasan 

pects of the Bayajidda narrative and 
worked for several days with me on various asp 

1 court ceremonies of Daura. The informant pointed 

he palace only royals knew the story well, not 

knowledge of court history 

Subsequent to the recording of the foll 

on related praisc-songs anc 

out that because of its bearing on t 

commoners 2% Unfortunately he did not pass on his 

to any of his children nor to any other person 

Mn, 67; Lange! Berthoud, “Qasba”, 31-32 

95.53) ^t Martin, “Kanem”, 19-21; Lange, 7 

? Probably Waziri Alasan (Muhammadu Bashar, Emir. EN 

? | am grateful co Philip Shea and A. U. Dan Asabe both of the Abdullahi Bavero Uni 

versity, Kano. Philip Shea gave me precious advice and arranged the research in Daura. Dan 

Asabe introduced me to Malam Alasan and helped me with translations 

IM EN 95, 34 
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‘Ancient Kingdoms: Hausa States 

The earlier published versions of the sre m e ee on History of the people of Daura 

Arabic texts written down towards the end of the s : n pan y locally 
y 

trained Muslim clerics. The best known and most widely used was translated 

by A. Walwyn and published by H. R. Palmer. Two s --— written person who led the migration was Najib, the grand son of Canaan. They came to 

versions of the legend were translated by E. J. nes and : assan and Shuaibu, Egypt. From Egypt some of his relations stayed in F thiopia. The others proceeded 

Further, there is an Arabic text published in conjuncuon e a es 
translation i forward and came to Egypt where they stayed. They were disturbed by conflicts 

by A. Salifou. Oral versions from various commoners are ound in the writings of and unrest. Therefore they left Egypt and went to Libya. From Libya they split 

G. Nicolas and F Edgar. 
Il of God, Daara was the one 

akar Imam, 

à cesa narrative has been the object of various studies. The follow- 

ingare noteworthy: Barth, Travels, 1, 471-472; Palmer, Bornu Sahara, 273-274; 

Hallam, “Bayajidda legend", 47-60; Hogben and Kirk-Greene, Emirates, 145- 

154; Smith, “Formation of states in Hausaland”, 329-346; Smith, “Beginnings”, 

Smith, “Bayajidda and Magajiya”, in id.: Affairs of Daura, 52-57, Lange, “Pre- 

Islamic dimension of Hausa 
history”, 162-173, 182-193, and id., “Kanaanäisch- 

israclitisches Neujahrsfest”, 112-160. None of these studies fully explore the 

ts of the story in Hausa society and its implications for the connection 

The origin of the people of Daura was that they migrated from Palestine, The 

up; some of them went towards the Sudan. By the w 
who led them to Kutugu, a place situated in the desert, v 

near Mali. From there they came to the town of Da: 

they came to Kufai. From Kufai they went to anc 

the francophone country. At Rafa they split 

Duma of Gobir, led them. Then Kafara led 

after Kafara Yakano, then Yakaliya, chen K 

then Jiagari, then Wairama and then Daura 

ing; men did farming and hunting 

Then Daurama according to history 
À deep roo 

=o 

between the emergence of states in Hausaland and the trans-Saharan trade activi- f 

E f the Phoenician city states of North Africa." 
found that there was a certain place whe 

«ties Oo! J d ated south of Daura. Then she went south 

f the Hausa oral text, the following is a literal word 

for word translation. Even if sometimes a bit tortuous, it hopefully conveys some 

of the favour of the oral account. Hesitations, sudden shifts of the mind, and 
nd 

; repetitions are indicated by dots. Minor slips of the tongue have been omitted. | as OUTS, mete aS NS vr He 

am grateful to Muhammad Munkaila from the University of Maiduguri for his inser ea we . Pa made him ike a 

"transcription of the tape and for his as
sistance in the translation of the Hausa text well, this is what they used to sing 

into English. An carlier translation by Ibrahim Hamza provided useful cross-ref- 

. crencing, I hope at a later date to be able to provide a more elaborate exploration | 

"of the story in connection with the carly history of Hausaland. The main 
purpose 

of this presentation is the rapid publication of the oral text that thus precludes 

in-depth interpretation. 
| S. apea eid 

we did not 

snake. She said: “You should come, 1 saw 

tled Ac that time of the arrival of Dau 
Based on a transcription o 

1 1 " 
used to the snake 

the rim of the 

of the snake was thought vo be the most di 

The statement implies thar the worship 

tive element of the ancestral religion 

1d: Boe torpe 229290 reg 
PRET seul 

m Being very old, the words of the song are not understood by mm nt Hausa-spe akers 

62-65; filer Monte HE, 132
-143; Salifou, Damagaram, 203-2

43. 4 e 
There arc different variants of the ancient song (Alasan, Dakama, EN 9 5 per A " nslatson 

2 On the trans-Saharan trade ans née Doll Hinsoire, IV, 138-140; Bovill, 
into present Hausa is likewise part of the repertoire of the Dakama (FN $, Si. Ki “vou” is 

ain : 
feminine. It could apply to martin the feminine form of madiji “snake 

Golden Trade, 13-44; Mattingly, Tripolitania, 156-157; Lange, “Ursprung des Bósen' , 3-5. 
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It gave them water or rather, they fetched 

SE ater from the well... which was in the 

d. Rd count one week before coming back. After a week 

they ent back. Thus, from one week to another the snake became accustomed 

y] Va E ening- 

Ea e ME e uad the P" of Baghdad Abdullahi — he was the 

E o x: Abuyazidu. When the Queen Zidam conquered Baghdad, 

t people separated. into forty groups.?? Abuyazidu led one of the groups 

comprising three hundred people and entered Nigeria from the direction of 

Lake Chad by the town of Ngala. It was from the name of Ngala that the title 

Galadima was derived.?®! He arrived at Borno 
ata ume when it was not yet called 

Borno but rather Gazargamu- When he came to Gazargamu ne met the people 

staying there with their king. When he realized that the king’s people were few 

and thar his own people were more numerous and stronger than those of the king 

of Borno he made up his mind to make a plot to have the king killed so that he 

became the ruler of Borno. However, the news of the plot reached the king of 

Borno: “Did you hear that the stranger who came is planning to kill you?” The 

king of Borno gathered his senior officials and they took a decision. It was de- 

cided that he should give him his daughter called Magaram in marriage.*”? 

Consequently, when there was an outbreak of war he borrowed all the slaves 

of Abuyazidu. Whenever he conquered any town he ordered some of the slaves 

to stay in the town. This practice continued until Bayajidda??* was left with only 

one slave and his wife. So they remained only three in number. Abuyazidu real- 

ized that what he formerly had planned again
st the king was now directed against 

him. Thar is all. Thercforc he decided that in the night he himself, his slave and 

his wife would leave the town in order to proceed towards the west. 

» arrived at a town called Gabas ta Biram “the east of Biram” situated at 

present in Hadeja and now called Garin Gabas “eastern wall”. At Garun Gabas 

he realized that the king of Borno could easily get hold of him there. ‘Therefore 

Thereafter the snake moved aside. 

d fetched w 

79 Later on also called Bayajidda. 

39 Perhaps a reference to the Babylonian conquest of Assyria in 612 BC or to the Persian 

conquest of Babylonia in 539 BC. 

59 Other versions of the narrative link the origin of the office of Galadima to the verification 

of the death of the snake at the well (Smith, Daura, 54). 

52 Other versions of the legend call the Bornoan wife by the name Magira, designating, 

the office of the queen mother in Bornu (Arnett, “Hausa chronicle", 162; Palmer, Memoirs, 

IU, 133; Salifou, Damagaram, 233; Smith, Daura, 54), The office corresponds to that of the 

Magajiya ín Daura (Lange, "Amt der Kóniginmuner", 139-147). 

» This is the only instance the name Bayajidda is mentioned. Elsewhere the hero is called 

Abuyazidu, 
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he sneaked out at night, leaving behind his wife and slave. He c cd 
his course further west until he reached Gaya. The present Aba un l idt 
Kano were originally from Gaya. They are blacksmiths. He d Ee Kis kn fe 
and said to them: “This is what I lost on my way and I would like ee E 

dice for me its similar make". And they did hac was requested from diene 
produce. ™ He headed northward into the wilderness without any dence = 
mind. This until God brought him to a certain place... He said to himself: “For 
sure, in this forest I will find a town". From there God brought him to Daura He 
arrived at Daura in the night. He entered by the eastern gate When he came, he 

cut a tree in order to climb into the town. He opened the gate..-he had ded his 

norse outside the gate. Then he opened the gate, then he went back, pulled his 
horse and entered the town eg 

God in his power. ..when he arrived in the town, he went to a house which 

ne believed belonged to a male person. But actually he entered into the house 

of an old woman. The woman was called Ayana. Her house is situated near the 

could 
black 

prison in Daura. When he saw the old woman, you will wonder how the 
ll o 

scople. He was addressing her saying: “I would like to have water. Please give it to 
communicate. In fact, they were all Arabs, althou| h now we are 

me", She replied by saying: "No, my son. we in this town do not get water except 

on Fridays". He said to her: “I still ask you to give me water” ‘He insisted she 

give him a bucket. She gave it to him. But he said: “Please show me the direction 

there is a well” of the well". She said: "Look over there. Inside that thick for 

Being a brave man, Abuyazidu headed towards the bush wher well was situ- 

ated. As soon as he reached the rim of the well, he continued holding his horse 

and looked into the well, to see what was inside, because Kusugu at that time was 

a hole of limited size. The water of Kusugu did not rise up like a spring, It came 

ter some time dropped 
from different sides and where it met it went up and 

dow n 

When Abuyazidu looked into the well and saw the snake, he tied his horse, let 

the bucket down into the well, The snake held the bucket and pressed it down. 

Abuvazidu did not know how to fetch the water from the well, since Ayana had 

told him: "Even if I explain to you, how to get water from the well, you will 

not be able to apply this properly", He remembered the word kis saki “you 

v^ Probably Alhasan means here the sword of the hero and not his knife, since in the inter 

view he specifically states thar the hero brought the sword from Baghdad while the knite was 

produced by the Abagiyawa (Alhasan FN 95, 12). Bayajidda used the former to kill the snake 

and the latter to cut off its head (Alhasan FN 95, 11 13) 

99^ "This rhetorical question is addressed to the interviewer. 

ias Later Alasan explained that the sacred song had to be sung on Friday and in a special 

way (EN 95, 61, 81) 
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oved aside. It gave them water or rather, they fetched 

ter. When the people had fetched water from the well... which was in the 

We X 

p ; : i 

bush they left. They would count one week before coming back. After a week 

, they left. ) 

xm me back. Thus, from onc week to another the snake became accustomed 

ey cal : 7 

thar was what was happening. 
to er um the son of the king of Baghdad Abdullahi — he was the 

to as Abuyazidu. When the Queen Zidam conquered Baghdad, 

o forty groups.° Abuyazidu led one of the groups 

comprising three hundred people and entered Nigeria from the direction of 

Lake Chad by the town of Ngala. It was from the name of Ngala that the title 

Galadima s derived. He arrived at Borno at a ume when it was not yet called 

Borno bur rather Gazargamu. When he came to Gazargamu he met the people 

staying there with their king. When he realized that the kings people were few 

E that his own pcople were mor
e numerous and stronger than those of 

the king 

of Borno he made up his mind to make a plot to have the king killed so that he 

became the ruler of Borno. However, the news of the plot reached the king of 

Borno: “Did you hear that the stranger who came is planning to kill you?" The 

king of Borno gathered his senior officials and they took a decision. It was de- 

cided that he should give him his daughter called Magaram in marriage.#? 

Consequently, when there was an outbreak of war he borrowed all the slaves 

of Abuyazidu. Whenever he conquered any town he ordered some of the slaves 

Mo stay in the town. This practice continued until Bayajidda??* was left with only 

one slave and his wife. So they remained only three in number. Abuyazidu real- 

ized that what he formerly had planned against
 the king was now directed against 

him. Thar is all. Therefore he decided that in the night he himself, his slave and 

"his wife would leave the town in order to proceed towards the west. 

They arrived at a town called Gabas ta Biram “the east of Biram” situated at 

present in Hadeja and now called Garin Gabi “eastern wall". At Garun Gabas 

he realized that the king of Borno could easily get hold of him there. Therefore 

Thereafter the snake m 

person referred 
à 

the people separated into for 

77 Later on also called Bayajidda. 
39 Perhaps a reference 10 the Babylonian conquest of Assyria in 612 BC or to the Persian 

conquest of Babylonia in 539 BC. 

599i Other versions of the narrative link the origin of the office of Galadima to the verification 

of the death of the snake at the well (Smith, Daura
, 54). 

32 Other versions of the legend call the Bornoan wife by the name Magira, designating 

the office of the queen mother in Bornu (Arnett, “Hausa chronicle", 162; Palmer, Memoir, 

III, 133; Salifou, Damagaram, 233; Smith, Daura, 54). The office corresponds to that of the 

Magajiya in Daura (Lange, “Amt der Kóniginmuter", 139-147). 

20 This is the only instance the name Bayajidda is mentioned. Elsewhere the hero is called 

Abuyazidu, 
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he sneaked! out at night, | i a ght, leaving beh H i ius g ind his wife and slave. He continued on 
his course further west until he reached Gaya. The prese: 3 A aya c present Abagiyawa people of 
ano were originally from Gaya. They are blacksmiths, He drew out his ‘knife’ aed ) y knife 

and said to them: “This is what I lost on my way and I would like you ; 5 y to pro- 

duce for me its similar make". And they d ak ney did what was requeste em t 
produce." He headed north 1 wes I a northward into the wilderness without any destination in 
mind. This until God brought him to a certain place... He said to himself: “Fo: c e r 
sure, in this forest I will find a town”. From there God brought him to Daura. Hi „He 
arrived at Daura in the night. He entered by the eastern gate. When he came, he 
cut a tree in order to climb into the town. He opened the gate... he had tied his 
horse outside the gate. Then he opened the gate, then he went back, pulled his 
horse and entered the town 

God in his power. ..when he arrived in the town, he went to a house which 

he believed belonged to a male person. But actually he c tered into the house 

of an old woman. The woman was called Ayana. Her house is situated near the 

prison in Daura. When he saw the old woman, you will wonder how they could 

communicate. In fact, they were all Arabs, although now we are all of us black 

people. He was addressing her saying: “I would like to have water. Please give it to 

me”. She replied by saying: “No, my son, we in this town do not get water except 

on Fridays”. He said to her: “I still ask you to give me water”. He insisted che 

give him a bucket. She gave it to him. But he said: “Please show me the direction 

of the well". She said: “Look over there. Inside that thick forest there is a well” 

Being a brave man, Abuyazidu headed towards the bush where the well was situ- 

ated. As soon as he reached the rim of the well, he continued holding his horse 

and looked into the well, to see what was inside, because Kusugu at that time was 

a hole of limited size. The water of Kusugu did not rise up like a spring. Tt came 

from different sides and where it met it went up and after some time dropped 

dow n 

When Abuvazidu looked into the well and saw the snake, he tied his horse, let 

the bucket down into the well, The snake held the bucket and pressed it down. 

Abuvazidu did not know how to fetch the water trom the well, since Ayana had 

told him: “Even if I explain to you, how to get water from the well, vou will 

not be able to apply this properly". ™ He remembered the word kin seki “you 

*^ Probably Alhasan means here the sword of the hero and not his knife, since in the inter 

view he specifically stares that the hero brought the sword from Baghdad while the knife was 

produced by the Abagiyawa (Alhasan EN 95, 12). Bavajidda used the former to kill the snake 

and the latter to cut off its head (Mhasan FN 95, 11, 15) 

M This rhetorical question is addressed to the interviewer: 

* Later Alasan explained that the sacred song had to be sung on Friday and in a special 

way (FN 95, 61, 81) 
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release" 307 Therefore he said: "You release". Thereupon, the snake released the 

j p Gad he pulled up the bucket with the water. He drank and gave water 

his h Then he put the.-- bucket back into the well. He took his sword, 

bo ae The snake took hold of the bucket. By pulling 

iting for the snake to come out- 
; 

D ecl 
ake, Allah gave him success and with 

bucket, he also pulled out the sn à 

Ehe Lud half of the snakes head. The snake fell back on one side. He 

followed it and cut off the remainder of the head. He put the head of the snake 

inside his bag and went back to the house of Ayana, the old woman. He gave her 

water, she drank and wondered about what had happened between him and the 

snake.305 
ues 

Farly in the morning when the people came out, they Knew that if the snake 

uld cause havoc. Because of that the news started spreading that; 

309 although today is not the normal day of his 

hed Daurama. Then Daurama said: “Let us get 

m" 21? Daurama instructed an announce- 

was out, it WO! 

"Today Sarki is out [of the well] 

appearance". Finally 
che news reac - 

ready as we used to. Let us go and beg hi 

ent to be made that the people should come out towards the snake. There is 

4 certain drum called Dajinjin (dajinjin). As soon as they heard this drum, they 

knew chat they should go to the
 rim of the well. The Daji

njin is now at the palace. 

Right now the Dajinjin is at the palace of Daura. It is the instrument they beat at 

e night preceding the Gani festival. (If you come tonight you can find women 

ying it for the king.)?!! They arc
 singing the song of the well for

 him, the song 

t used to be sung for the snake that was killed: 

"King, we praise thee, we thank thee, we pay homage 10 thee. 

Bull, you are very strong, your power
 supersedes shat of all others. 

King, he was generous to you, he passed away ^ 

» Kin is a feminine form indicating that the snake was thought to be female. Note that 

Dédé, the name of the monster of Kusugu (Barth, Reisen, 1I, 81 n), has the feminine form 

‘Didannlya (sce Palmer, Memoirs, M, 136), 
3% By killing the snake Bayajidda — and hence his incarnation — the king is said to have 

inherited the power of the snake (Alasan FN 95, 4, 23, 54-55)
. 

»9 Sarki in Hausa means “king”. Above, the snake is said to hav
e been made by the people 

“like a king”. 

310 The “begging” in this instance is not for the access to water but it involves perform 

to appease the snake vo that it will go back int
o the well without causing damage. 

31 This sentence is not part of the story, since the narrator here addresses the interviewer. 

92 Literally: "He ran away”. The normal e
xpression would have been yd kauri “he migrated, 

he died". 

ances 
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"That song was originall F x Wi ally sung in praise i eid » y g in praise of Abuyazidu. It was this song which 

was nto the praise song of the Daura royals, That makes h f, 
when they sing it, the snake is pre: : 7 E y , a present, although actually eve y 
the snake was killed : sie ae iss 

When [the inhabitants of D abita aura] arrived w | ero ] with Daurama, they stayed at a 
dista ody dared to go near to the mouth of the well. Howeve: 
person called Audu Indi was ti i | | i was the one who cautiously moved forward until he 

reached the rim of the well. He looked closely at the snake. Then he came and 

tidiDaumma the nets Tod ¿ille f E ip e day the killer has been killed for us, he passed away 

(gaurä)”. |Daurama asked:] "He passed away? You are Kaura”. That is the reason 

why [the title] Kaura spread in Hausaland.? 

called Kaura.*!" 

After the people had come and surrounded the place, Daurama said: “An an- 

nouncement should be made that, whoever killed the snake, | will divide the land 

into two and give him half of it. We will rule together". So, there and then having 

Therefore, if you see a hero, he is 

all gathered, one cut and brought a head, another tried to match it, yet another 

cut and brought another head. Finally, when the old lady Ayana had got the news, 

she came to the place of Daurama, she knelt down and grected her. Then she 

said: “Yesterday I had an outstanding visitor, who € me water to drink”. 

Daurama said to her: “Alright, you should go and call him”. Ayana went and met 

him. She said: "Alright my son, you should go to the w ell, Daurama is looking for 

you”. He came. Daurama said: “The old lady claimed that you killed the snake". 

it, if you 
Abuvazidu said: “I am the one who killed it”. [Daurama said]: “Alrig 

have the head bring it out”. He put his hand inside his bag and he brought out the 

head of the snake. Someone tried and it matched exactly the head of the snake, 

Abuyazidu said: “I heard that you promised that whoever killed the snake, you 

would give him half of the land. Alright, I do not want half of the land, I want to 

marry you”. At that time queens did not get married. N hoever was a queen she 

should not know a man. Alright, Daurama considered what the man had done, 

plished with respect to the snake. She said that she 

agreed to marry him. Then they tied the marriage. Daurama said: “However, you 

only once | remove 
will not be able to consummate the marriage with me. lt is 

le between us that you will be able to consummate the marriage." 

vu can stay”. She offered them 

all the things he had accom 

the obstac 

Meanwhile let me give you à slave with whom y 

wo senior eunuch officials of Daura. Galadima and Kaura 

The first was not courageous enough to reach the well (Smith, Dawns, 54) 

4 As a result of Islamic influences, Kaura in this sense tends now to be replaced by the 

name Ali in rememberance of Ali b. Abi Talib 

us According to Smith “the queen apparently re 

Bayajidda lived in her home" (Daura, 54). 

"* Other versions mention the t 

fused to consummate the union, though 
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e where they could stay inside the palace; he and the slave Bagwariya that. 

a plac 

she gave to him. 

They stayed together until God gave her pregnancy. Then she gave birth to 

a oi She gor the permission of her husban
d to give the name to the 

child. She said: “He should be called Karap da Gari”. It means: ‘He snatched the 

rown’3!6 Then Daurama became worried [because of the child and his name]. Fi- 

nally, by the power of God, Da
urama also became pregnant. Nobody knew what

 

the sex ‘of the child would be. She prayed and God helped her to give birth to a 

male child. She too requested for the permission [to give the name to her child]. 

She said: “Since that one got the permission... it would be more appropriate to 

one was called Karap da Gari meaning ‘snatcher of the 

town’, mine should have the name Bawo meaning ‘he should give it back to the 

rightful owners.” That is why the name of her child is Bawo ‘give it back’4!7 

Alright, when Abuyazidu died and Daurama also died, people said that Bawo, 

- being the son of Magajiya Daurama, should succeed his mother. He was the first 

male child [and male king] and the tenth by counting because his mother was 

" "the ninth. That means thar he was the first male [on the throne of Daura] and 

| became the tenth [ruler]./8 But the counting starts from him up to the present 

King of Daura. 

After Bawo had become the ruler he said: “This son of Bagwariya, you are 

the son of a slave, the son of the slave of my mother”. Because of that he made 

him an errant-magician. He said to him: “Well, what I want from you at a cer- 

He, Bawo gave birth to these children... Bawo...He said to him: 

magician for me”. Thus he turned him into 

“You will keep on doing all the things the 

tual origin of Maguzanci.!?? “All the 

give it to me. Since that 

- tain time...”. 

- “Well, you keep on being an errant- 

a Bamaguje. Hence he said to him: 

Maguzawa are doing" 2!? That was the ai 

i 1 ———— 

E 316 Karap can be considered as an ideophone of karbé “snatch, take over”. The name implies 

mak thar Bagwariya giving the name Karap da Gari “overtaker” to her son expects him to be the 

s: furure ruler. 
317 The name Bawo implies the restitution of the town as well as the rulership. Bdwó is 

composed of bá "give" and ó — in this case wó — the ventive particle indicating the movement 

towards the speaker. It means “give back to me" or “return to me". 

988 [n the interview, Alasan also made it clear that Abuyazidu was only the royal husband 

and nor the real ruler of Daura (FN 95, 16). 

319 Bawo addresses Karap da Gari in the plural form (bg) thus indicating that his descend- 

ants should likewise be Maguzawa. 

3 The Maguzawa, sing. Bamagujc, arc a section of the Hausa society equivalent to the 

Aznä or Arná (Alhasan FN 95, 48; Kun
kumi FN 00, 18-20), On accoun

t of their affiliation to 

the deities of the netherworld they are often considered to be pagan. Indeed, contrary to the 

Had section ofthe society they ate mor
e resistant to Islamic monotheism. Their sp

ecific cult 

practice is called Magusanci (Bargery, Dictionary, 746). 
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superstitions which are to be performed, you are the one to do them. I hi 

Brckwhorrales, bucithecicualsyomarehelene torte mead ae 
So, when the time went on Bawo inherited him 22 lacer on, Bawo gave birth 

to six sons: Daura, Kano, Katsina, Gobir, Rano, [ZazzauíZaria) the seventh = 

ing Gabas ta-Biram, At that place Abuyazidu left his son 33 if you count, yo 

will find out that there are six Hausa, while the seventh is Gabas-ta-Biram AS 

the son of Bagwartya, Karap da Gari, he established Jukunawa, the Keanna 

people, the people of Kebbi, Igala. All the people around this region are called 

Banza bakwai “seven Banza” and Hausa bakwai “seven Hausa". 2 

From Bawo to the present king of Daura there are altogether ninety-five kings. 

However in the book of Girgam and owing to the loss of history they ue 

fifty... .in fact, fifty-eight kings. The Fulani had nine kings following the ousting 

of the Habe during the Jihåd of Usman dan Fodio. He scat Isiaku with a flag. Hbc 

latter stayed at Godai which is situated west of Daura at a distance of one and a 

half miles. They settled there and kept on praying to God. There was a famine 

of eleven years. At that time, Sarkin Gwari Audu left Daura. After having left 

Daura, he headed towards Maiaduwar Kadai. From there to Kandanka, then to 

Jere, from there he went to Dawambai. At Daw ambai Kaura, son of Dawambai, 

said: “We should go to that tree. He said: When we go, who will do for us...’ 

He said: ‘We should make an announcement (je£ so that our kinsmen come 

and join us.” Yekuwa is now a town with a king. lt is there that Sarkin Gwari 

died. His younger brother Ibrahim went and founded Birnin Gwari.?* When 

Sarkin Gwari came here [to Daura], we took him to the grave of Sarkin Gwari 

Audu. When they were at Yekuna, they decided to leave the foot of the mountain 

and to go back to Daura That is why they cam 

From there his younger brother Kitari went and founded Magaria. Danficini 

isman established Toka, Muhammadu established 

c to Yardaje, where they stayed- 

went and established Baure, U 

Similarly, Gobir traditions link the non-territorial power of Sarkin Anna to 

of Karbagari (Nicolas, Dynamique, 64) 

9? Although the narrator uses here thi 

Bawo the inheritor of his 

Rawo was the first male king after nine queens. 

= as a locality, the narrator makes ùt 

c masculine pronoun referring apparently to Baya 

jidda, he probably intended to make mother, The evidence for this is 

w the carlier statement that E provided t 
"Gabas/east of Bira si By defining Gabas-ta-Biram 

other names likewise refer to towns and not to 

here the Banza belii with the Hansi bakmèi, the preced clear that the 
sons. 

* Although the narrator mixes 

ing statement makes it clear that in ! 

9 Perhaps the narrator wanted to refer here 

called upon by the dàyimis drums 

his mind they arc two distinct entities 

to the ritual of the well. Ac that time any im 

portant meeting 
had pethaps to take place at the well 

(see Smith, Danes, 303) 

1 Other authorities do not mention any link between Daura and Binin Gwari 

OS 
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ncophone territory. Alright, after some time Sarkin Gwari 

i w in frar Bee tice Lukuli took over from him. After Lukuli took over from him 

there was Nuhu. Lukuli is the one who came to Tiohon Kafi of Zango.??? 
Lukuli 

said: “I established Kafi of Zango”. However, he did not complete the founda- 

tion before he died. When Lukuli died, he was followed by Nuhu. When Nuhu 

inherited him, he said: “Well, my facher established Tsohon 
Kafi”. He is the one 

who came to Tsohon Kafi na Zango. He said; “That Zango is a camp on our way 

ro Daura”. That means that we stayed here before we went to Daura. Their oust- 

cd for ninety-nine ycars before they came back to the town. 

fida, then Haruna, then Suleiman, then Tafida who was the 

is Malam Musa who came to Daura in nineteen hun- 

ing from Daura last 

After Nuhu came Ta 

father of Malam Musa. It 

Dole 

Alright, at chat time the 

Europeans asked him about t 

who have it, they are there to the cast". 

Fulani were ruling. Murnai was the king. When the 

he history of Daura, he said: “I do not have it. Those 

. That is why Malam Musa was brought 

from Zango to Daura. He gave the history of Daura as it really was. It was said: 

“Alright, this town is yours! You, this is not yours, this is not your town! ??? 

Malam Musa was given the rulership of Daura, Maiaduwa and Sandamu and all 

the places where the Fulani were ruling: Maiaduwa, Sandawa, Daura they were 

all merged and placed under the authority of Malam Musa. The Europeans con- 

firmed that they gave [those areas] to him. Then after Malam Musa established 

the kingdom of Daura, it was said that Zango should be merged to it. The king 

of Daura was put in charge of all those areas.” 

ed in the year one thousand and nine hundred 
After Malam Musa return 

and....he returned for seven years... he reigned for eleven years. After his death, 

Abdurrahman was turbaned in the year 1911. Abdurrahman died in 1966.5 

Then Alhaji Muhammad Bashar inherited the kingship of Daura. 

My name is Alhaji Alasan Abdurrahman, the son of the latc king of Daura 

Abdurrahman. 

f travellers and caravans and as such it is not thought of as a 
377 Zango is a camping place o! 

permanent settlement. 

525 The restoration of the Hausa kings took plac
e in 1906 (Hoghen/Kirk-Greene, Emirates, 

153; Smith, Daura, 419). 

229 By this statement the narrator repeats the verbal command supposedly given by the Brit 

ish colonial authorities to the conflicting parties. 

9" For the political history of Daura from the ousting of the Hausa kings by the Fulani 

jihadists in 1805 10 their re-establishment by the British in 1906 see Hoghen/Kirk-Greene, 

Emirates, 151-155, and Smith, Daura, 143-331, 

2 According to Hogben/Kirk-Greene, Abdurrahman was t 

ates, 153). For an account of his rule from 1911 to 1966 see Smith (Daura, 
he 58th ruler of Daura (Emir- 

461-462). 
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Among the peoples of Africa, the Yorübá sta: ich à 
testimonies of their past. In addition to the splendid da eee 
traditional capital, their extensive mythical and historical traditions attracted the PT, 
of European scholars from the beginning of the colonial period. Probenius compared the 
richness of Yorùbá myths to that of the Egyptians, Baumann described the Yorùbá as the 
most outstanding people of ‘Black Africa’ with respect to their myths. and Mauny found 
Ife to be the most important archaeological excavation site in Africa south of the Sahara! 
It is thus not surprising that the history of the Yoruba soon became the subject of 
numerous speculations 

According to Yorùbá mythology, the holy town of LR. or Dé-Hfg. located in the 

middle of their land, is the centre of the universe and the origin of all mankind. lt was 

here that Odùdùwa created the primordial oceans and the earth, and it was from here that 

his sons are believed to have set out to found the other sixteen kingdoms of the Yorùbá. 

Even today, If$ is the home of the most respected Yorùbá king, and 1t is here that more 

festivals take place than in any other town. In fact, the people of Lf claim that they 

celebrate at least one festival every day of the year. Furthermore, there are a number of 

stone monuments not normally found in most parts of tropical Africa, and it is from Ife 

that most of the well-known Yorùbá statues of kings and gods come. Hence it is not 

surprising that the Yorùbá take pride in considering Lf} as the starting point of all their 

kingdoms and that they hold the town in honour as the profane centre of their religious 

universe 
But how is it possible to explain the remarkable cultural achievements 

associated with Ilé-Lf ("house'/"home' of 1g)? Were they the result of early influences 

from the Mediterranean civilisations, as Frobenius believed, or from Egypt, or even from 

the Near East, as some authors assumed? These questions, which gave rise to heated 

debate in the past, are today no longer taken into account. The reason for this could 

perhaps be found in the distinct break in African historiography, which was more radical 

with respect to the Yorübá than it was with respect to other peoples. Whereas Africanist 

researchers in colonial times turned their attention mainly towards the advanced 

civilisations of the North, supposing that all cultural impetus, which led to the foundation 

of states and cultural development in ‘Black Africa’, must have spread from there, the 

postcolonial scholars, moved by the optimism of the carly years of political 

independence, were fascinated by the prospect of disclosing the internal factors of 

development. Consequently, the postcolonial generation of Africanist historians rejected 
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AE E E p Sardinian terracotta masks (Frobenius 

3992:/6): Om the bail of tases aad o ea aie ERE ERE c and other parallels, Probenius di 
the Yorùbá were deeply influenced b E D mu raws the conclusion that 

VPE e TIS nu pre-classical Mediterranean culture. 
parisons that Frobenius atiempts to prove the 

existence of a West African Atlantic culture, whose carriers migrated from across the 
seas. Given the fact that even the Carthaginian seafarer, Hanno did not know of the 
Yorübá culture area at the time of his alleged journcy in the 5th century BC., Frobenius 

concluded that contact between the Mediterranean and this West-Atlantic colony had 
broken down well before the Carthaginian expansion. Since, on the other hand, the 
cultural comparisons point to parallels with Etruscans and ancient Sardinians, he tries to 
construct a connection with the Sea of People of the 13th century BC. in which he sees 
representatives of a western Mediterranean culture. He supposes that carriers of the 
"West Culture’ had migrated to the Atlantic coast of West Africa where they founded 

Auantis even before the Tursha (Etruscans) atacked Egypt (Frobenius 1912a:348) 
Frobenius thus confused things which simply had nothing to do with one another: Plato’s 

Atlantis legend, the eastern Mediterranean Sea People, and the hypothetical "West 

Culture’, which, in his opinion, embraced the Druidic culture of Gaul as well as the 

Etruscan culture, or that of their ancestors, and that of the Libyans. The fact is that the 

Sea People initially proceeded from north to south and later from east to west, because 

the Etruscans and Sardinians are to be identified as the descendants and not the ancestors 

of the Tursha and the Shirdana, who are mentioned in Egyptian texts and who sealed in 

the western Mediterranean after their defeat in Egypt? 
The strange connections constructed in Mediterranean history, which make the 

Atlantis thesis untenable, should not deter us from considering the possibility of cultural 

influences having spread from the pre-Indo-European Mediterranean region to the south 

Frobenius maintained that the Phoenicians did not know the impluvial house and that they 

only practiced the templum religion in a degraded form (Frobenius 19122:344). Was this 

really so? And how does this fit together with the expansion of glass making, the ‘lost 

wax’ method of producing bronze statues and hand looms? Without looking deeper into 

their origins, Frobenius presumed an carly introduction of these techniques from the 

north, in order to support his Atlantis thesis. Moreover, he thought that Y orübá mythical 

conceptions bear witness to influences from outside of Africa. In parücular, Probenius 

saw in the Yorùbá the descendents of Poseidon or Olókun, a name by which the earliest 

burial ground of 1f is denoted even today, it was here that he bad unearthed the valuable 

bronzes and terracottas from If. His critics understood him to have postulated a link 

with the Greeks, without taking 

population and also that the la 

with their Poseidon, It is there 

ter Greeks themselves identified other peoples's sea god 

fore unjustifiable to accuse Frobenius of ethnoceninsm. 

Purthermore, it would have been more worthwhile for the progress of research if, instead 

on the identification of Olókun as the Greek Poseidon, one would 

have paid closer attention to the further considerations of the great ethnographer For 

instance, why do the Yorùbá use the strange name Ebolókun (‘sacrifice of the sea gad’) 

of focusing exclusively 

into account that be had in view & pre-Indo-European 
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= aa a f the so-called Poscidonic culture would have been driven out and 

v") by Eds Greeks (Frobenius 1926:x, xi-xvi, 8-10). When, renowned 

archaeologists today claim that Frobenius traced back the founding of Mfg to 
Greek 

colonists, it is in every respect false.* It was
 not Eurocentrism which inspire

d the brilliant 

ethnologist to develop his Atlantis thesis, but the insight derived from his
 vast Africanist 

knowledge that Yorùbá culture cannot be fully explained from within itself. 

rigin of the Yorùbá 

dere ii
 of the 19th century, the quest

ion of the origin of the 

attracted the interest of Muhammad Bello, son of Uthman dan Fodio 

aaa Sokoto-Empire. He committed
 to writing the traditions, related to

 

hi by Muslims from the North, according to
 which the Yorùbá were descendas of te 

Cansanites, belonging to the family o
f Nimrod (Bello 1964:48; trans. Arnett

 1922:16). 

1n precolonial times, the clergyman 
Samuel Johnson gathered similar ve

rsion 

of the Yorùbá tradition of origin. He recorded them in Qyq, in th
e northern part of 

Vorübéland, where the inhabitants h
ad been in contact with the Muslims

 for centuries. 

According to Johnson, Odàdwi w
as the pagan heir to the crown of t

he King of Meses. 

Lámárudu (Nimrod). Afer the killing of his father by t
he Muslims, Oduduwi is 

to have fled with his people to West Africa (Johnson 1921:3-4). Johnson 

ed, no doubt, that the original home
 of the Yorüba lay in the East. He believed

 thal 

Ld the Yorkin had adopted certain practices
 und traditions of the Hebrews: a primitiv

e form 

of baptism, oriental clothing, a distorte
d version of tbe biblical tale of tbe Killi

ng of the 

Baal priests by the prophet Elijah (1 Kings
: 18) etc. He further thought that Hebrew 

or 

Pioelician leaers figured on à stone memorial i
n If, the famous ‘staff of Òrtayè n 

(Johnson 1921:79, 110, 144-5, 154). In the sacrifice of ÊLà by her own mother Moremi 

(Miriam), which is still commemorat
ed today in an annual festival in If

e, he ir 

form of the Christian story of salvation (Ibid... 14
7-8), The relic called Id! 

Among the Oyf-Yorübé, which people took t
o be a wrapped-up Koran, he regarded ta 

to the Coptic Christians. 
Likewise, the missionary Stephen Parrow igi 

perspective of the Old esi Mee cultural one ere Er = 
the Hebrews attracted his attention (Parrow 1926:7). In the realm of myth, he mentions 
the story of the Flood and a tale about the origin of the Ifá oracle which resembles the 
Fall (Ellis 1894:58-64), Concerning the similarities of sacrificial practices, Farrow delves 
more intensively into the matter: he compares the burnt offering practiced as a 
purification rite with the sacrifice of the Israelities prescribed by the Levitical Code, the 
release of a sacrificial animal with the practice of sending a scapegoat into the DES 
the sprinkling of blood on the two doorposts and the threshold during certain sacrifices 
with the Passover festival (Farrow 1926:97, 167). On the other hand, he is convinced 
that it is possible to recognise in Qb& tálá, who participated with the high god (plérun) 
in the act of creation and who was also called the ‘son of glórun' , ideas expressed in the 

New Testament about the agency of the divine Logos in the work of creation and the 
existence of a ‘son of God’ (ibid., 167). Farrow made no conjectures about the possible 

historical connections, but he felt that these parallels could be more easily traced back 

to an early relationship with the Hebrews than to a later influence through Christianity. 

He thus tended to believe that the Yorùbá were immigrants with a Semitic background 

(ibid., 44, 166-8). 
Less influenced by Biblical ideas was Pastor J. Olémidé Lucas who perceived 

the Yorùbá as Egyptian immigrants who came across the Sudan to West Africa. In 

support of his theory, Lucas produces extensive linguistic and other comparative 

material. For example, he provides Egyptian derivations for the names of forty Yordbé 

gods and for more than one hundred and fifty words. His proposed etymologies are 

however very vague and since neither the assumed phonetic and semantic similarities are 

convincing, they cannot be accepted as evidence for historical reconstruction. The view 

held by Lucas, that the original home of the Yorüb& was in northern Egypt, from where 

the immigrants reached West Africa by crossing the Sudan, is therefore as unconvincing i 

as Johnson's Coptic thesis (Lucas 1948:353). 

Next we should turn to the colonial ethnographer P. Amaury Talbot whose 

general considerations seem at first sight to be more plausible, altho
ugh they are founded 

on little concrete evidence. In the historical introduction to his volumin
ous Ezhnography 

of the Peoples of Southern Nigeria be postulates à conne
ction between the migration of 

the Yorùbá, the introduction of bronze technology into southern Nigeria and the 

domination of Egypt by the Hyksos in the 17th century BC. He supposes that soon after 

their arrival in West Africa, the Yorubé founded Ife and made it their capital. Later they 
became adept in the making of pottery and in iron-work. According t

o Talbot, the god 

of war and iron, Ògún, reached the Yorùbá together with the technology of iron 

with pre-Carthagenians by sea, Talbot su
ggested that remnants of Tyrrhenian ara

 and 

beliefs had filtered through by war of th
e Carthagenians, who were closely allied w

ith 
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ifically mentions examples of Mycenean and other old 

‘Africa , he thinks that the principal foreign influence 

was that of Egypt. Contrary to the early Frobenius, He maintains that aspects of the 

Yoruba religion, together with the glass-ware, water-storage structures and terra-cottas 

came from the north-cast, not from the north (Talbot 1926, vol. 1:19-22). 

We are indebted to S& büri Bíòbákú foptthe first and until now the only coherent 

treatise regarding the origin of the Yorùbá (Bidbékü 1955). This historian endeavours in 

the first place to distinguish between various waves of Yorubá migrations which followed 

each other, thereby somewhat neglecting the cultural connections of the Yorübá with the 

outside world. Relying mainly on the literal interpretation of oral traditions, he comes 

to the conclusion that two great Yorubá migration thrusts have to be differentiated from 

one another, an early migration in the 7th century AD. and a later migration in the 10th 

century AD. Most decisive for this chronology is the assumption that the Yorùbá took 

part in the Kisra migration. Following Frobenius, Bíóbákü identifies Kisra with the 

Persian ruler Khusrau Parviz, whose troops occupied Egypt from 619-628 AD. 

According to him, a second group immigrants from upper Egypt, led by Odüdüwa, 

reached Yorübáland and founded If in the tenth century AD. Bíóbákü was thoroughly 

convinced that all characteristic features of Yordbé culture were introduced to West 

Africa by migrant groups from Upper Egypt and the Near East: polytheism tinged with 

Judaism, advanced arts and crafts, urban culture and political institutions (ibid., 20-3) 

Since independence, the regional paradigm has replaced the transcontinental 

theories of the origin of African peoples. Th
e new point of view is determined by the 

conviction that African peoples. like the European nation states, are best defined by their 

language. Yorùbá belongs to the Kwa language group and is, despite considerable 

cultural divergencies, closely related to its neighbouring languages. Instead of looking 

to the people of the Mediterranean area, be they Pelasgian, Etruscan. Phoenician, 

Egyptian or Hebrew, historians now only consider closely related peoples as possible 

candidates for particular migration movements. More attention is however devoted to the 

attempt to discover endogenous factors to explain cultural developments, such as the ‘lost 

wax’ technique for the casting of bronze sculptures, glass production and iron-ore 

smelting, that far-reaching external influences are considered, and then exclusively in the 

context of trade relationship. On the basis of the feedback theory developed by Henige 

and others, traditions of origin which point to links w
ith places and peoples outside of 

Africa are generally dismissed as late inputs from written m
aterial.’ 
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Benin can all be found in the to IQ was surrounded on all sides by swamps, which is wby thes of tae vows coe et 
be shifted (Frobenius 1912a:271-2), Therefore, it may be Re o c en 
settlement site of Ifé is located more or less within the Re me 

However, the thin settlement remains make the discove: ia ae 
undisturbed stratigraphy quite unlikely, Purthermore archacologists es fo pore 
attention on the sites in which the inhabitants of the town ae art ot z ne ae 
the remains of the town as such. It was first in the seventies that Peter EE gaben 
a site in order to answer questions about the history of the town (Garlake sr 
It was then discovered that the locations where bronze and terracotta fi T we pale 

commonly found did not correspond to their primary contexts. In Eon is s s 
had obviously been hidden to protect them from theft. Even today xxr o dE pere 
which: retiri to life’ during atina! festivals are carctulty busted agus Tipai Lee 
at the end of the ceremonies. Moreover since the present-da Rens We Le 

know anything precise about the customs and practices of their use ti pec 

difficult to estimate the original functions and even more so of the TX 

finds i 
The situation is quite different in Igbó Olókun (the 

north of the town, where Probenius discovered the naturalistic heads and several 

artifacts. For centuries, the inhabitants of Ifẹ have been digging up glass beads as well 

as bronze and terracotta objects at this site. If they were lucky, they came upon burial 

chambers at a depth of four to seven meters in which they found urns with glass beads 

and terracotta figures. Furthermore, glass-making crucibles from Igbé Olókun can be 

found in relatively recent shrines of the city, but it seems that all knowledge of these 

crucibles had already been lost at the time of their reuse, because some of them were 

containing heads and in one case people were convinced to have discovered the ‘drum 

of Oddduwa (Willett 1967:24-5). Nevertheless, the crucibles, the slagg and the beads 

from Igbó Olókun tend to show that Ifè was the center of a productive glass industry 

(Probenius 1912a:311-2) With respect io the naturalistic terracotta heads, Frank Willett, 

who for many years led the excavations in IR. is of the opinion that they represem 

specific kings and he supposes that they were used to take the place of the kings during 

the second burials. In his view, the findings from two other important places in lft, the 

Wünmoníjé compound and the grove of Olékun Wälédè, were also originally from lgb 

Olékun (Willet 1967:24-6). In spite of the significance of these findings, there were no 

excavations undertaken in Igbó Olókun, the most important primary ste of 1, with the 

exception of a few test pits in the early days of the archaeological investigations Fage 

1953:849). Consequently there are also no datings available for the obviously oldest site 

in If. We do not know for certain whether lgbé Olókun once belonged to the IR 

Olókun grove), located 

en 

settlement area or not 

The site of la Yemóó, Jocated in the northeast of If, close to the old town 

jon. Near this site, Wille found bronze and terracotta 

ose to a particular ritual site, which still plays 

figures lay on a potsherd pavement, Willou 
wall, deserves special considerat 

figures, in their archaeological comtext, ch 
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identified the place as a ritual site enclosed by mud walls and roofed (Willett 1971b:1- 

35). The datings of the pavements fall between the 11th and 12th centuries; the materials 

underneath the pavements were dated at a time shortly before this (Willett 1971b:24; 

Shaw 1978:148). Since the bronze figures lay on the same type of pavement, it was first 

assumed that they belonged to the same period. However, two thermoluminescence 

datings, obtained later from fired clay remains found inside of the bronze figures, show 
that they only date from the 14th or 15th century (Willett and Fleming 1976:138). 

Despite this discrepency, it is clear that Ita Yemd6 is a site belonging to the middle age. 

Dates from the 15th and 16th centuries are available for three further bronze 

figures from If, which were not found in their original contexts (Willett and Fleming 

1976: 136-7). The pavement under the remains of a templum house excavated by 

Garlake, with which sherds from glass melting pots 
were also associated, yielded dates 

from the 13th and 14th centuries (Garlake 1977:72.) These various elements prove that 

the classical period in Lf? and the glass production associated with it have to be d
ated in 

the 12th to 14th centuries and that, as far as we now know
, the bronze figures were 

produced in the 14th and 15th centuries. 

On account of these dates, several authors have distinguished three periods in 

the history of the town of Ifẹ: an early period without pavements, a pavement period and 

2 late period also without pavements, in which the middle of the three corresponds to the 

classical period (Shaw 1978:162-3; Qbáygmí 1985:271). Three considerations, however, 

make it doubtful that this periodisation can claim general validity. First, it may be 

assumed that Igb6 Olókun was once part of the If? settlement area and that it had been 

abandoned a long time ago; as long as there are no datings or stratigraphically well- 

defined findings available for the site, no valid estimation as to the age of the town can 

be made. Second, for the present area of the town, the dates obtained for the burial 

grounds of the rulers of Benin confirm that the city was already settled from the 6th to 

the 10th century (Willett 19712:365-6). Since Ifẹ is older than Benin, the founding date 

for the former must be placed much further in the past. Third, the double figure from 

lta Yemd6 which has most frequently been identified as the 'royal'pair' could actually 
represent the divine couple, Qbè tálá and Yemd6’, since the figure was found near the 

present shrine of the goddess Yemd6 (which is the reason why the site is called lu 
Yemd6) (Euba 1985:9). However, there are indications that Oba tálá and Yemd6 were 

originally two antagonistic deities in Ifè mythology.” If this assumption is correct one 

would have to suppose that 1f?'s ‘classical period’ was a rather late period, in terms of 

the evolution of mythology. Given these elements of doubt, it seems rather risky to date 

the process of political centralisation and the formation of a priesthood to the beginning 

of the archacologically proven ‘classical period’ in Ifẹ (Shaw 1978;157-9). In view of the 

mumerous, archaeologically unresolved questions about Ife, one should not rule out the 

possibility that the peak of Ifẹ culture has to be dated much further back in time than 

historians are now prepared to admit. 

Concluding remarks 
ny - Since independence, Africanist historians were eager to stigmatise the cultural- 

historical approach as a method which has only in view to prove the validity of the 
Hamitic hypothesis. But in fact, by turning away from the external historical context, 
historians have given up considering important phenomena in African history, leaving 

these subjects to other disciplines, The origin of the Afro-Asiatic remnant-languages and 
cultures of the Chadian region were henceforth only a subject for linguists, who in turn 
mostly contented themselves with internal reconstructions and failed to take chronology 

into account, the Bantu expansion, which originated around the Lake Chad area or 

somewhere to the south of it, is about to become a domain for linguists who cannot be 

expected to consider possible links with political upheavals affecting the regions north 

and northeast of the Sahara. A further consequence of this demise is the blind confidence 

placed in archaeological findings and their interpretation by a handful of archacologists 

dealing with the proto-historical period. For them, the middle Nile valley was. according 

to the formulation of Connah, not a corridor but a cul-de-sac (Connah 1987-24-66). 

Before the coming of the camel to North Africa and the rise of the regular trans-Sabaran 

trade, the Sahara was also thought to be a strong barrier to the circulation of ideas and 

people (Mauny 1970 78-137). This means that most of the continem was severed from 

the world and regarded as a self-standing isolated entity 

The isolationist approach has the strongest effect on the problem of state 

foundation. Whereas earlier explanations used the idea of a common denominator to 

account for the similarities of African sacred kingdoms (Oliver and Fage 1988:31-8), 

historians now see these states as totally independent entities, shooting up out of the 

ground like mushrooms. Vague trade relationships, an imaginary threat of an unknown 

enemy, or just a clever big man, who can be found everywhere, are in this vein thoughi 

to be enough to speed up the process of political centralisation which mutates a tribe into 

a state. At the time in which the euphoria of independence was making waves, it seemed 

imperative to assign the precolonial foundation of states to a recent period, in order to 

document the steady growth of civilisation in Africa, which could be continued after the 

gloomy chapter of colonial exploitation. Similarly, indications of regressive 

development and cultural decay were ignored, even if the corresponding periods might 

have proven to be momentary and reversible, since such considerations were Oui of tune 

in a time of inbridled Afro-optimism. At present, with the first stages of posicolomalism 

behind us, should not the historians dismount from their 

energies more on the facts than on mere wishful thinking? : 

As far as the Yorùbá are concerned, the break between colonial and 

postcolonial histriography was more radical than it was à À 

away from the shores of the Mediterranean and the banks of the Nile, it seemed to the 

historian, interested in world history, that the ground had been pulled out from under
 

him. Here archaeology also had its hour of glory. And indeed, with the available dating 

methods, it was unobjectionably proven that the — = 

to the murky prehistory of presumed foreign inf luences, à: 

believed, but to the late middle ages. In this time, glass bead production as well as 
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terracotta and bronze artwor
k flourished, and many houses and temples in the town Wer

e 

covered with pavements of pebbles and potsherds. No one sho
uld claim that we are faced 

here with a declining culture which has no prospect for revival an
d genuine development. 

On the other hand, these momentous signals of African creativity do not rule 

out the possibility that basic elements of statehood, the cult of the dead, the prime 

I 
5 " 

] ythical concepts, as well as urbanity, which formed the background of the artistic 

EE re rooted much earlier among the Yorübá. Ifa 

| creations today admired worldwide, we: 
à 

| flourished in the late middle ages, there is no doubt about that, but with the dati Li 

f the founding of the city is far from being EE 

available to us today, the problem o 
Tem ions with cultures of the outside world in early periods of African history 

should in our time no longer, ipso facto be brandmarked as diffusionist absurdities 

belonging to the colonial age and thus land on the garbage heap of outdated ideas." Only 

when the historian of Ancient Africa is prepared to acknowledge that a process of decay 

might precede or succeed a process of growth, will he be able to cast off the role of a 

professional panegyrist and instead serve enlightenment, irrespective of ideological and 

academic opposition. 

NOTES 

f: This article was originally written in German for readers with no knowledge 

of Yorùbá culture and history ("Ife und der Ursprung der Yorùbá: 

Historiographische Betrachtungen.” Periplus 5.(1995)). In the hope that the 

iving the debate on Yorübá origins’, it has been 
article might be useful in reviving 

translated into English and republished - in a slightly revised and expanded 

form - in this journal. 
82. 

2 Frobenius 1926:199; Baumann 1936:132; Mauny 1961:1 

Kienitz 1982:104-8, 165-70, 197-8; Stadelmann 1984:814-822. 
3. 
4. Willet 1967:14; Smith 1988:23; Shaw 1978:127-8. 

5. Fora biographical sketch of Samuel Johnson's career 
sec Doortmont 1991:167- 

182. 

6. idi means ‘bundle’. 
973:25-40; Shaw 1978:157-163; 

K Beier 1955:25-32; Smith 1988:13-28; Law 1 

Obáyemí 1985:255-322. For a general presentation 
of the feed back theory see 

Henige 1982:81-87. 
8. Shaw expresses doubts as to whether the glass i

tself was made locally 

(1978:146). 
9. Willen thought that they represented the Qni (King of If) a

nd his queen 

(1967:P1.'10, III, p. 72). 
10. For a detailed description of the festival, see Stevens 

1966:184-199. 

11. For more on this cuphoria and its pervading i
nfluence on African 

see Vansina 1994:111-136. 

Concerning Yorübá history, see the recently published article
 of Zachernuk 

12. 
1994:427-455; for the opposite view see Lange 1994:213-328. 
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LINKS BETWEEN WEST AFRICA AND THE ANCIENT ORIENT! 

DiERK LANGE, Bayreuth 

Most colonial administrators and anthropologists of the colonial period thought of Africa in 

terms of foreign influences. With the independence of African states this attitude has given 

way to an approach which insists on internal forces of development. It is therefore not 

surprising that modem historians of Africa conceive of the rise of early states and other pre- 

Islamic cultural and political developments as phenomena which owe little or nothing to 
forcign stimulation. However, up to now little evidence has been produced in support of either 

point of view 

Foreign influences are clearly scen in Nubia, where Egyptian colonialism laid the basis for the 
Meroitic state in the second millenium BC, and also in Ethiopia, where South Arabian 

immigrants spread their Semitic language and other elements of the Near Eastem civilisations 

in the millenium preceding the Christian era? In both cases, a foreign state-model was 

imposed on African societies. Here, however, we are dealing with peripheral people, living in 

the immediate proximity of powerful empires. Their favourable geographical position allowed 

them to react against their northern neighbours and to leave in turn their own stamp on world 

history 

West Africa, on the other hand, was difficult to reach for conquerors fr y the Sahara 

And indeed, neither the institutions of surviving states nor the cult facts found by 

archacologists seem to show tangible proof of any foreign interference. Most historians 

therefore assume that the great increase in trans-Saharan trade which followed the Arab 

conquest of North Africa produced the initial stimulation which led to the foundation of the 

carly West African kingdoms. This supposition finds some support in the evidence provided 

by the written sources: while classical authors were silent about West African states and 

peoples, the earliest Arab geographers mentioned the powerful kingdoms of Ghana, Gao and 

Kanem. Historians therefore tend to believe that the new trade opportunities sparked 

ie Shortland for stylistic corrections and discussion. 
1 Lam grateful to Gabriel 

W. Y. Adams, Nubia Corridor to Africa, London, 

tische Expansion mach Nubien, Wiesbaden, 1988, 

1973, 45-55 

n 
1977, 217-245; K. Zibelius-Chen, Die gp- 
E. Ullendorf, The Ethiopians, London, 3rd ed 



entirely new forms of political centralization at several points of the Saharan fringe by the 

eighth century AD3 

Anthropologists had earlier pursued a different line of investigation. To them similarities in 

the structure and rituals of the kingdoms of West, East and Central Africa were of paramount 

importance. In their opinion these similarities were SO striking that they regarded individual 

states as manifestations of a common underlying pattern called “divine kingship". Although 

examples of divine kingship have been reported from other parts of the world, in Africa the 

corresponding institutions have taken on a specific form which set them apart. This 

observation in turn gave rise to the idea that a particular form of kingship had spread from a 

t of origin outside sub-Saharan Africa.4 Additionally, oral traditions with their 
common point p 

Africa received the attention of early 
references to culture heroes from beyond Black 

investigators and reinforced their impression of foreign influences.5
 

1. The Sudanic State 

Taking these anthropological elements into consideration, the historians John Fage and 

Roland Oliver developed the theory of the "Sudanic State", according to which important 

elements of the Egyptian state were transferred via Meroe to West and East Africa. They did 

not have in mind the grafting en bloc of a whole structure, but rather the dissemination of a set 

of ideas, also influenced by Yemen and Sassanid Persia.6 Their concept of a variety of 

influences coming not only from the Pharaonic civilisation, but which filtered through Egypt 

and Meroe, was probably based on the observation that Egypt is hardly ever mentioned as the 

ultimate point of origin in the oral traditions of West African people. 

The theory of the "Sudanic State" has been sharply criticized, and it has recently been 

abandoned by Roland Oliver. Like other historians Oliver now relies heavily on 

archaeological findings although only a few sites relevant to the formation of states have been 

excavated in West Africa? Even Jan Vansina, whose use of oral traditions as historical 

sources has earned him a great reputation among historians, has voiced strong reservations 

about the theory due to its insistence on elements extraneous to Africa. However, his 

arguments concern only the structural similarities between African kingdoms and they do not 

3 R Mauny, Les siècles obscurs de l'Afrique Noire, Paris, 1970, 78-137, Th. Shaw, "The 
me Peor am in: J. Ajayi and M. Crowder, History 4 West Africa, vol. 1, 3rd. ed 

4 L Frobenius, Und Afrika sprach. IL Band: An der Schwelle des verehrungswürdigen Byzanz, 

Berlin, 1912, 1-11; H. Baumann, et al, Vélkerkunde von Afrika, Essen, 1939, 268-274; D 

Westermann, Geschichte Afrikas, Köln, 1952, 30-46. 

5 Frobenius, Und Afrika, Il, 335-344; K. Dittmer, "Afrika südlich der Sahara", in: K. Dittmer, ef 
al (eds.), Saeculum Weligeschichte, vol. IV, Freiburg, 1967, 610-613. — ‘ 

6 pom Fage, A Short History of Africa, 1st ed. London, 1962; 6th ed. London, 1988, 

7 R. Oliver, The African Experience, London, 1991, 
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deal with traditions of genesis or linguistic data? In any case, general considerations against 2 5 s i2 à es Rim should not lead us to disregard cthnographic or linguistic evidence if this shows 
that sub-Saharan societies did not develop in isolation from the outside world 

However, it must also be admitted that any attempt to correlate African oral material with 

dated and written clements from other civilisations involves a serious bias since it ne A e 

mass of linguistic and ethnographic data which as yet cannot be brought fe Wes sical 

perspective. The evidence for a Mesopotamian influence. which is ne : i anes 

should therefore be considered with caution. Although it would s 

ubject of this paper 
ggest a far earlier 

foundation of states in Africa than has previously been admitted, it may well apply y bee ed, it may well apply 

particular region 

Before criticizing the theory of the "Sudanic State”, 1 would like to 

the arguments advanced by John Fage concerning the rise of 
Besides comparing ethnographic relics, Fage bases 
origin. The traditions taken into account revolve around 

Frobenius had already identified Kisra, the found 

states of the Niger-Chad region, with the Sassani 

Egypt from 619 to 627.9 Fage points out that be 

Southern Arabia, whence the idea of a Yemuiniic 

regarded the Sayfid tradition of Kanem and the Bar 

instances of the cultural influence of the Near E 

considered to be identical with Abū Yazid the te 

t influences from N therefore represent more res 

that these traditions of genesis were unaffected by I 

Critics of this view deny that these traditions refer to histoncal ev They argue that in 

some cases as recently as the beginning of the nineteenth century, Muslim literati introduced 

ideas about the pre-Islamic past of Arabia and Mesopotamia to the Muslim comm panies of 

West Africa and to the courts of pagan kings. Among the latter these ideas were presumably 

io the fabric of indigenous traditions in order to prov ide an 
well received and quickly woven int 

12 Indeed, Nimrod and Mecca - two 
ideological basis for pagan resistance against Islam 

4 J. Vansina, “The roots of African cultures", in Ph. Curtin et al., African E 

30-36. 

9 — Frobenius, Und Afrika, I. 

History, 64-65; Oliver and Fage, Short History, 37 

63. For the identification of Bay ajidda as ‘the hero from Baghdad see D. Lange, 

Abhängigkeit von Kanem-Bomo und Nubien”, Antheopos. $$ 

in 
341; J. D. Fage, A History of Africa, London, 1978, 63 

10 Fage, 

11 Fage, History, 

"Hausa-Traditionen in ihrer 

(1993), 55-56, 67 

12 Ph. Stevens, "The Kisra legends and the distort 

History, 16,2, 1975, 189-200, R, Law, The Oyo Empire € 
on of historical traditions", Journal of Africam 
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entirely new forms of political centralization at several points of the Saharan fringe by the 

eighth century AD.3 

ists had earlier pursued a different line of investigation. To them similarities į; 

Pau rituals of tie kingdoms of West, East and Central Africa were of prunes 

importance. In their opinion these similarities were so striking that they regarded 
individual 

states as manifestations of a common underlying pattern called “divine kingship". Although 

examples of divine kingship have been reported from other parts of the world, in Africa the 

corresponding institutions have taken on a specific form which set them apart. This 

observation in tum gave rise to the idea that a particular form of kingship had spread from a 

common point of origin outside sub-Saharan Africa.4 Additionally, oral traditions with their 

references to culture heroes from beyond Black Africa received the attention of early 

investigators and reinforced their impression of foreign influences.5
 

1. The Sudanic State 

Taking thesc anthropological elements into consideration, the historians John Fage and 

Roland Oliver developed thc theory of the "Sudanic State", according to which important 

elements of the Egyptian state were transferred via Meroe to West an
d East Africa. They did 

not have in mind the grafting en bloc of a whole structure, but rather the dissemination of a set 

of ideas, also influenced by Yemen and Sassanid Persia Their concept of a variety of 

influences coming not only from the Pharaonic civilisation, but which filtered through Egypt 

and Meroe, was probably based on the observation that Egypt is hardly ever mentioned as the 

ultimate point of origin in the oral traditions of West African people. 

The theory of the "Sudanic State" has been sharply criticized, and it has recently been 

abandoned by Roland Oliver. Like other historians Oliver now relies heavily on 

archaeological findings although only a few sites relevant to the formation of states have been 

excavated in West Africa. Even Jan Vansina, whose use of oral traditions as historical 

sources has earned him a great reputation among historians, has voiced strong reservations 

about the theory due to its insistence on elements extraneous to Africa. However, his 

arguments concern only the structural similarities between African kingdoms and they do not 

$—R eom eee ee? ie Reber) Noire, Paris, 1970, 78-137; Th. Shaw, "The 

"^, in: J. Ajayi Crowder, L I, 3rd. ed om Fa ir \jayi cist hi West Africa, vol. 1, 3rd. 

4  L. Frobenius, Und Afrika sprach. II. Band: An der Schwelle des verehrungswirdis Byzanz, 
Berlin, 1912, 1-11; H. Baumann, et al, Völkerkunde von Afrika, Essen, 1939, 268.274, D. 

» Westermann, Geschichte Afrikas, Köln, 1952, 30-46. 

Frobenius, Und Afrika, II, 335-344; K. Dittmer, "Afrika südlich der Sahara", in; K. Dittmer, ef 
al (eds) Saeculum Weltgeschichte, vol. IV, Freiburg, 1967, 610-613. 
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deal with traditions of genesis or linguistic data. In any case, general considerations against 
diffusionism should not lead us to disregard ethnographic or linguistic evidence if this shows 
that sub-Saharan societies did not develop in isolation from the outside world 

However, it must also be admitted that any attempt to correlate African oral material with 

dated and written clements from other civilisations involves a serious bias since it neglects the 

mass of linguistic and ethnographic data which as yet cannot be brought into a Seemed 

perspective. The evidence for a Mesopotamian influence, which is the subject of this Un 

should therefore be considered with caution. Although it would suggest a far Tm 

foundation of states in Africa than has previously been admitted, it m: 

particular region ‘ 

vell apply only to a 

Before criticizing the theory of the "Sudanic State", 1 would like to present in detail some of 

the arguments advanced by John Fage concerning the rise of early states in West Africa 
erations mainly on traditions of 

and Yemen. Leo 

and of other 

states of the Niger-Chad region, with the Sassanid king had occupied 

Egypt from 619 to 627. Fage points out that besides Egypt, the Sassanids also dominated 

ht have spread! Also, he 

end of Hausaland as further 

|, however, Bayajidda was 

Besides comparing cthnographic relics, Fage bases his cor 

origin. The traditions taken into account revolve around twe 

Frobenius had already identified Kisra, the founding hero of th 

husraw I] Parviz 

Southern Arabia, whence the idea of a Yeminite origin 

regarded the Sayfid tradition of Kanem and the Bayajidda le 

instances of the cultural influence of the Near East. Strict 

considered to be identical with Abü Yazid the tenth century rebel of Kairouan, and must 

ca! Although Fage did not think 
therefore represent more recent influences from North Afri 

that these traditions of genesis were unaffected by Islamic influence. he maintained that they 

reflected some kind of genuine knowledge about specific origins. 

Critics of this view deny that these traditions refer to historical events. They argue that in 

some cases as recently as the beginning of the nineteenth century, Muslim literati introduced 

ideas about the pre-Islamic past of Arabia and Mesopotamia to the Muslim communities of 

West Africa and to the courts of pagan kings. Among the latter these ideas were presumably 

well received and quickly woven into the fabne of indigenous traditions in order to provide an 

ideological basis for pagan resistance against lslam.!? Indeed, Nimrod and Mecca - two 

8 J. Vansina, “The roots of African cultures”, in Ph. Curtin et al., African History, Harlow, 1978, 

30-36 

9 — Frobenius, Und Afrika, Il, 341; J. D. Page, 4 History of 

10 Fage, History, 64-65; Oliver and Fage, Short History, 37. 

1} Fage, History, 63. For the identification of Bayajidda as "the hero from Baghdad’ see D. Lange. 

"Hausa-Traditionen in ihrer Abhängigkeit von Kanem-Bormo und Nubien”, Anthropos, 88 
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entirely new forms of political centralization 
at several points of the Saharan fringe rue 

eighth century AD.? 

Anthropologists had earlier pursued a different line of investigation. Ho them similarities in 

the structure and rituals of the kingdoms of West, East and Central Africa were of paramount 

importance. In their opinion these similarities were so striking that they regarded individual 

states as manifestations of a common underlying pattern called "divine kingship". Although 

examples of divine kingship have been reported from other parts of the world, in Africa the 

corresponding institutions have taken on a specific form which set them apart. This 

observation in turn gave rise to the idea that a particular form of kingship had spread from a 

gin outside sub-Saharan Africa.4 Additionally, oral traditions with their 

from beyond Black Africa received the attention of early 

ir impression of foreign influences.$ 
T 

common point of ori 

references to culture heroes 

investigators and reinforced the 

1. The Sudanic State 

Taking these anthropological elements into consideration, the historians John Fage and 

Roland Oliver developed the theory of the "Sudanic State", according to which important 

elements of the Egyptian state were transferred via Meroe to West and East Africa. They did 

not have in mind the grafting en bloc of a whole structure, but rather the dissemination of a set 

of ideas, also influenced by Yemen and Sassanid Persia Their concept of a variety of 

influences coming not only from the Pharaonic civilisation, but which filtered through Egypt 

and Meroe, was probably based on the observation that Egypt is hardly ever mentioned as the 

ultimate point of origin in the oral traditions of West African people. 

The theory of the "Sudanic State" has been sharply criticized, and it has recently been 

abandoned by Roland Oliver. Like other historians Oliver now relies heavily on 

archaeological findings although only a few sites relevant to the formation of states have been 

excavated in West Africa? Even Jan Vansina, whose use of oral traditions as historical 

sources has earned him a great reputation among historians, has voiced strong reservations 

about the theory due to its insistence on elements extraneous to Africa. However, his 

arguments concern only the structural similarities between African kingdoms and they do not 
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deal with traditions of genesis or linguistic data. In any case, general considerations against 
ifi pma 3 d is diffusioni: m should not lead us to disregard ethnographic or linguistic evidence if this shows 

that sub-Saharan societies did not develop in isolation from the outside world s 1 

However, it must also be admitted that any attempt to correlate African oral material with 

dated and written clements from other civilisations involves a serious bias since it neglects e 
mass of linguistic and ethnographic data which as yet cannot be brought into a paa x 

perspective. The evidence for a Mesopotamian influence, which is the subject of this Eco 
should therefore be considered with caution. Althoug : it would suggest a far earlier 

foundation of states in Africa than has previously been admitted, it well apply only to a 

particular region 

Before criticizing the theory of the "Sudanic State”, | would like to 

the arguments advanced by John Fage concerning the rise of 

Besides comparing ethnographic relics, Fage base: 

origin. The traditions taken into account revolve ar 

Frobenius had already identified Kisra, the founding hero 
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ideas about the pre-Islamic past of Arabia and Mesopotamia to the Muslim communiucs of 

West Africa and to the courts of pagan kings. Among the latter these ideas were presumably 

well received and quickly woven into the fabric of indigenous traditions in order t provide an 

ideological basis for pagan resistance agat nst Islam.!2 Indeed, Nimrod and Mecca - two 
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ded in numerous traditions of genesis not considered by Fage - are 
inal to the indigenous traditions.13 3 i here they appear to be margina n : 2 

mentioned in Pius with Kisra (Kisira), who is considered in Borgu to be the 

However, this is nol the case in Borno, where a number of Kanuri 
ruling Wasangari!4, nor is it 

here 

cond ofa ed that pm u
ltimate homeland is Yemen.15 It is difficult to believe that 

em aval false suggestions have been merged so firmly into the world-view of 

ci y 
African peoples that they could give rise to totally incorrect ideas about highly respected 

ican 

ancestors and revered ancestral homes- 

important elements inclu 

On the other hand, it is certainly justifiable to regard with scepticism those Muslim concepts 

which are not firmly embedded in the indigenous culture. Indeed, fere we have to suspect the 

influence of written material on oral traditions. Nevertheless, the historian should search not 

only for the possible reasons for particular influences within a given context but also for their 

culture-historical implications. In other words, his attention should not be geared solely 

towards the Arabo-Muslim interpretations of pagan realities but also to their historical 

background. 

ii iderations onl: make sense if it can be shown that core el
ements of the 

poe ae pu ancient civilisations known to us through their written 

IRE Attention should therefore be focussed more particularly on religious elements which 

tend to change at a slower pace than other aspects of a cultur
e. Hence, the investigation of the 

non-Muslim societies of the Guinea belt should be favored over the Muslim societies further 

north, where Islam has largely suppressed 
various expressions of pagan beliefs and with them 

the basic institutions of divine kingship. Nevertheless, it can be shown that even in those 

societies where Islam has been predominant for many centuries, important traces of the pre- 

Islamic political culture have survived. Mi i influences subsist among Muslims in 

the form of traditions of origin and among pagans in the institutions of divine kingship and in 

myths. As an example of such influences i
n Muslim societies I will first consider the

 Kania 

saga of Kebbi and then compare this with
 the Mesopotamian Sargon legend. With respect to 

pagan societies, I will examine the possibilit
y of a relationship between the Shango priest- 

kings of West Africa and the priest-kings of 
Assyria and I will attempt to show that Shan

go 

and other Yoruba gods derive from the pantheon
 of the Syrian and Mesopotamian people. 

times can hi: itself? Some s in the traditional history of 

Son aa Jornal of Afic Historical Studies, 18, 1 (1985), 40. 
E 

13 The Nimrod tradition of the Yoruba, which turn
s Oduduwa into a son of Nimrod who lived in 

Mecca, was recorded only by S. Johnson (History of the Yorubas, Lon
don, 1921, agre 

day Yoruba sec the founding hero Oduduwa only in
 connection with the town of fe i 

‘Achipawa accept Nimrod as one of the founders of their petty kingdom, but they men
tion 

only inter alia (Kareshin, April, 1993). 
14 J. Lombard, Structures de type féodal, Paris, 1965, 89-95; M. H. St

ewart, "The Kisra legend as 

history”, Journal of African Historical Studies, 13, 1 (1980)
, 51-70, 

15 H.R Palmer, Sudanese Memoirs, Lagos, 1928, vol. Il, 56-59, 
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2. Kanta and Sargon: Two Legendary Figures Compared 

The Kanta saga of Kebbi tells the story of a young man, called Kanta, who was employed as a 
herdsman by a Fulani cattle herder. According to a prophecy revealed to the Sae of the 
herd, a great destiny was promised to the person who ate the next-born calf of a specific 
pregnant cow and who fulfilled certain other conditions. More precisely, this person was 
destined to become "ruler of the world". Kanta paid heed to this revelation and, in the absence 
of his master, met the requirements, In consequence he became a great boxer, enlisted a large 
following and finally founded his own capital.16 

The Kanta saga is held in great esteem among various ethnic groups within and beyond the 
present state of Kebbi (northwestern Nigeria) and in Ader (Niger). Three groups, each with 
their own version of the Kanta saga can be distinguished: royal and non-royal clans based on 
Argungu (the present-day capital of Kebbi), Muslim Fulani living near Surame (the late 
medieval capital of Kebbi), and the Hausa and Fulani inhabitants of Ader. With the exception 
of the rudimentary Kanta stories told in Ader, all versions of the Kanta sega point to an 

Arabian or Near Eastern origin. They clearly show that the “migration” from the east took 

place before the rise of Islam. However, opinions diverge with respect to the starting point of 

the "migration". The official version has Mecca as the original home of the ancestors!7_ but 

other informants begin with Egypt. The learned Fulani versions claim that Kanta's father was 

a Jew or an Arab.!5 

Although the Ader stories have nothing to say about Kanta's origin, they clearly reveal the 

basic message of the saga, according to which Kanta was a “nobody” who rose to supreme 

power. Once established as a king, the hero continued to show extraordinary magical gifts: he 

instructed people to dig wells in the right places, he ordered them to smelt great quantities of 

iron ore and, quite miraculously, his granaries were always full 1 

The Muslim Fulani of the Surame area have added a prestigious Islamic ancestry to the basic 

story of the "nobody" working for a cattle herder, According to them, Kanta's father was a 

pious pilgrim from Timbuktu or Futa Toro who on his way to Mecca stopped at Gande, the 

village of the Fulani cattle herder. He married a slave-girl, fathered Kanta, but had already 

continued on his pilgrimage when the boy was born. 

The Argungu clans have also distorted the basic pattern of the story by providing Kanin witha 

noble ancestry. According to them, the hero's father was an in-law of the King of Katsina. The 

16 A summary of the official version of the Kanta tradition is given by S. J. Hogbea and A. H. M. 

Kirk-Greene, The Emirates of Northern Nigeria, London, 1966, 240-241 

17 P. O. Harris, Sokoto Provincial Gazetteer, Sokoto, 1938 (typescript), 230 and version of the 

Dankanawa. 

18 The different versions of the Kanta saga will be part of a forthcoming study 

19 Dj. Hamani, Contribution à l'étude de l'histoire des États hausa: L'Ader précolonial, Niamey, 

1975, 80-1. 
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ani cattle herder living in Gande, He stayed 
C iven i y to a Ful 

ner eae ance hen he was still young. It can be shown that 
B his nts died wl 

i 

ya ES Saree ee e
m skillfully adjusted to the needs of the ruling Lekawa 

is version © 
in Kebbi ing the second half of the fifteenth 

i took power in Kebbi during 
1 

bio sea ied Se a Argungu clans who cherish the Kanta story, the Lailabawa and 

Co faim E 
been of local descent, they nowadays An claim 

that Kanta came 

a pee parently they could not escape the political pressure in favour of the Lekawa 

m l. 

version of the Kanta story. 

iti i ording to the area where it is told, it 

the political colouring of the Kanta saga acc n l 

Is ze ae the story of the young cattle herder who became "ruler of the world" has 

=e 
In the state of Kebbi the saga has taken on an 

i ise to two different interpretations. : : 

el character as it is strongly emphasized that only descendants of Kanta 
can 

rule the country. Due to this, the exact genealogical relationship to Kanta is a matter of 

ie g 2 

dispute between the two royal clans, the Lekawa and the Lailabawa, although the latter has 

been excluded from power for many centuries?! 

is gi le who are hostile to the supposed 
Quite a different slant is given to the story by peonk : 

us of Kanta. The Sokoto Fulani, for instance, stigmatize the cultural
 hero who was a 

"social nobody" by calling him a "slave of the Fulani" 2? One might have thought that the 

a itself was designed to embellish the original slave status of Kanta by changing nes a 

i i ly the other way round: in all likelih e 
lent adoption.?? In fact, it was probab m 

Sram episode was one of the core elements of the or
iginal story and was erroneously 

interpreted as a way of concealing Kanta's slave status. 

eee E wir 

search iginal f the Kanta story and its historical basi
s has to begin wi 

m; ES sis In this respect it should first be pointed o
ut 

attempt to identify the hero through his
 name. Labo u 

ea forms of the name Kanta have surviv
ed in West Africa in contexts of ruler

ship 

blacksmithing. In Medieval Mali t
he Keita were 

an who were considered to be bl
acksmiths? Among the Mossi there are two loo

sely 

related clans of blacksmiths called Kane a
nd Kinda?5 Among the Akan we find the

 title 

Lange, Kebbi i: Versuch einer historischen ion der Kanta- 

- D Lange, "Das ied Duschen Movgenn
duchen Gesellschaft, 141, 1 (1991), 156-7. 

21 Lange, "Das frühe Kebbi”, 165-166. 
FPE 

Muhammad Bello, al-maysür (transl, E. J. Arnett, The Rise of
 the Sokoto Fi wi, 

E 1922, 13) and abd d Mir b. al-Mustafá, Rawdat al-afkár (transl. HR. dumb 

Sodan History: The Raudthát ul Afkdri", Journal of th
e Royal African Society, 15 (191 J, 263 

23 Lange, "Das frühe Kebbi”, 161. 

24 D. Lange, "Das alte Mali und Ghana: Der Beit
rag der Oraltrditionen zur Kritik einer historio 

Fiktion”, Historische Zeitschrift, 255 (1992), 610-621. 
E 

25 À. Stbesel, Rilsyam. Geschichte und Gesellschaft 
eines Moose-Staates in Burkina ‘aso, 

Westafrika, Wiesbaden, 1989, 281, 291. 
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Kontihene ("chief Konti") bestowed on a commander-in-chief 26 Among the Yoruba the God of iron and war is called Ogun and his son Ogundahunsi (from Ogunda/Kanta ?)27 In Ader the name Ikannawan designates the caste of Tuareg potters, while Kanta is the ; it culture: 
hero.?8 These examples have been chosen because they reveal the existence of em which 
the two items are distinguished only by the suffix -te or -ta. The same distinction can be noted 
for the Manding term kana or kanda nowadays meaning "war lord” 29 As Delafosse has 
pointed Out, it is this term which has given rise to the name Ghana used by the Arabs in 
reference to the great West African kingdom known for its riches in gold.?? This etymology is 
supported by Arab geographers who note that Ghana was also the title of the king 31 Hence it 
would appear that kana/Ghana and kanda/Kanta are two forms of a royal epithet, which more 
particularly designates a king renowned for his knowledge of blacksmithing 

Bearing these elements in mind and taking into account the oriental origin claimed for Kanta, 
we may now turn our attention to the Mesopotamian ruler Sargon of Akkad who is the best 
candidate for identification with the West African Kanta. At first sight the name Sargon 
appears quite different from Kanta, but it should be remembered that Sargon wes not the 
original but the adopted name of the founder of the first Mesopotamian empire. Furthermore, 
Sargon is not the Akkadian but the Hebrew form of the name known through the Old 

Testament. Akkadian texts call the ruler sarru-kému which means the “rightful (k£nu) king 

(Sarru)" 32 It was precisely because Sargon was an usurper, that be chose to be called "rightful 
king" (which, according to the dynastic principle, he was not)3* In fact, his personal name 

was unknown. Going one step further, it should be noted that the abstract form of kin 

(rightful) is kinutu (faithfulness).34 These two related forms are perhaps echoed in the West 

African pairs käna/kända and Ghana/Kante. 

26 1 Wilks, Asante in the Nineteenth Century, Cambridge, 1975, 728 

27 RS. Smith, Kingdoms of the Yoruba, 3rd ed., London, 1988, 47. lt has been suggested that 

Ogun was the god of foreign invaders (S.T. Barnes and P. G. Ben-Amos, "Ogun, the empire 

builder", in: S. T. Barnes (ed.), Africa's Ogun, Indiana, 1989, 29-38) 

28 P. Bonte, "Esclavage et relation de dépendance chez les Touareg Kel Gress” 

(ed.), L'esclavage en Afrique précoloniale, Paris, 1975, 51 

29 M. Delafosse, La langue mandingue, vol. IL, Paris, 1935, 2 

617 

30 Delafosse, Mandigue, 11, 241 

3 J. Hopkins and N. Levtzion, Corpus of Early Arabic Sources for West African History, 

Cambridge, 1981, 52 (Tha Hawqal), 79 (al-Bakri) 

32 B. Lewis, The Legend of Sargon, Ph.D., New York, 1976, 43-48 

33 W. v. Soden, "Sumer, Babylon und die Hethiter bis zur Mitte des zweiten Jahrtauscads v. Che", 

in. G. Mann und A. Heul (eds.), Propylden Weltgeschichte, vot. l Bertin, 1960, 547-9, C. J 

Gadd, "The dynasty of Agade and the Gutian invasion”, be | E S. Edwards, et al. (eds), The 

Cambridge Ancient History, vol. I, part 2, Cambridge, 1971, 417-421 

M However, the name Kanta may also be derived from the Akkadian noun kiniu, meaning - 

mr things - "a servant employed in the garden” (W. v. Soden, Akbadisches Hand- 

wörterbuch, vol. 1, Wiesbaden, 1965, 480, 481). 

x: CL Meillassoux. 

242; s. a. Lange, "Altes Mali, 
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i i 2414-2358) was first a cup-bean 
i historical records it appears that Sargon ( 

) 

a coxa of T3 Semitic rulers of Kish.35 His father
 was called La'ibum.36 At some 

became independent of Ur-Zababa and founded Akkad, his own capital.37 Later 

eee nsi re 
the king of Uruk, defeated and captured him.38 Throug

h 

further conquests he subdued the whole area between northern Syria, Susa (the. Elamite 

ital) and the Persian Gulf. Akkadian, the language of the Semitic inhabitants of 

iced 
in written language. However, in spite of 

Janted Sumerian as the main : 

the foundation of an empire of unprecedented extent in which the Semites were for the first 

time the ruling elite, the rulers of Akkad continued to call themselves “kings of Kish (sarr 

Kis)"39, an epithet still cherished by the neo-Assyrian kings.Ó? Assyriologists think that the 

SERA enigmatic reference to Kish pays respect to the early rulers of Kish who forme
d the 

first postdiluvian dynasty.4!
 

impressive i i f Akkad is reflected in the Sargon birth 
The career of the empire builder Sargon 0! d is re 

legend which, in its present form, may have been 
composed either in the fourteenth c

entury or 

42 ]t depicts Sargon as the illegitimate son of a 
during the reign of Sargon II (722-705). 

priestess, who was abandoned in a ba
sket in the Euphrates. He was found

 by a woler drawer, 

agi, who hoisted him out, brought
 him up and employed him as his ga

rdener. When he had 

becorae a young man the goddess Istar fl
l in love with him and made him king. 

The comparison between the Kanta saga
 and the Sargon birth legend reveals a nu

mber of 

noteworthy similarities. Apart from the simi
lar purport of the stories which in different

 

environments turns a "nobody" into the "ruler of
 the world", the following parallel traits may 

be observed:#4 

NEMUS o 

35 Th. Jacobsen, The Sumerian King List, Chicago, 
1939, 111. ARTE OCT 

Sargon-Lugalzaggisi episode 2 |. Güterbock, historische 

= Tant of do fee Laginen 
nd Hals. Ws 1200", Zeitschrift für 

Assyriologie, 42 (1934), 37. Perhaps the name La'ibum is echoed i
n Lailabawa. 

37 Chronicle of Weidner, in: Güterbock, "Historische Tradit
ion", 54-55. oca 

Sargon-Lugalzaggesi episode in: Güterbock, "Historische Tradition", 38; inscri 

M Text of e arn etim. et Hirsch, "Die Inschriften der Könige von Agade”, Archi
v 

für Oriemforschung, 20 (1963), 2; Lewis, Legend of Sargon, 136-7, 139-140. 

39 Hirsch, "Inschriften", 2. 

40 M-J. Seux, Éplihétes royales akkadlennes et sumériennes, 
Paris, 1967, 308-313; D. O. Edzard, 

 Reallexikon der Assyriologie, V, 610. - 

4i W. W. Hallo, Early Mesopotamian Royal Titles, New Haven, 1957, 25; Edzard, "Kis"
, RLA, V. 

608. 
42 Lewis, Sargon Legend, 187-191. 

43 Pritchard, J. B., Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament, 3r
d ed. Princeton, 

1969, 119. 
“ The rubrication is partly based on Lewis’ comparison of four Exposed Hero Tales deal

ing with 

Ancient Oriental rulers (Sargon, 397). 
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Sargon Kanta 

1. Mysterious origin exposed and adopted orphaned and adopted 
2. Humble beginnings gardener cow herd 

3. Divine favour stars lover future ordained by prophecy 

4. Court official cupbearer45 (boxery46 

5. Divine vs. worldly power refuses to reduce offering to betrays his master and 
Marduk‘? fullfills the prophecy 

6. Foundation of new capital founds Akkad founds Surame 

7. "Ruler of the world" Sarr kissati sarki | 

It may be objected that similar stories were told about other historical or legendary figures like 

Krishna, Cyrus, Moses, Perseus, Romulus and Remus and many others.“ However, some 

authors suppose that even in these cases we are dealing with variations derived from a 

common historical archetype.49 Although the Sargon birth legend was recorded several 
centuries after the fall of the Akkadian dynasty it was certainly based on authentic written or 

oral tradition. The most significant of these elements is the reference in the Sumerian king 

list to a date-grower related to Sargon before the latter became cupbearer of Ur-Zababa 5! The 

king list can be dated to the beginning of the second millenium B.C. and it would appear that 

the date-grower and the legendary water-drawer Aqqi are identical 5? But what happened to 

the king of Kish in the later traditions? If the Fulani cattle-owner of the Kanta story and the 

water-drawer Aqqi were one and the same then the sagas would be identical and both would 

have entirely omitted the Kish episode. However, Kantas disobedience towards his master 

and his independent rise to power seem rather to suggest that the adoption and the court 

episode are merged in the Kanta saga. 

45 Jacobsen, King List, 111 

46 The underlying common concept may have boen the successful warlord. 

47 Chronicle of Weidner in: Güterbock, "Historische Tradition", 54. 

48 For a comparsion of 71 tales of the hero who wa
s exposed at birth being told from Iceland to 

China see Lewis, Legend, 218-310 
1 

49 P. Jensen, "Aussetzungsgeschichten", Realiexikon der Assyriologie, 1, 322-4, Lewis, Legend, 

366 

50 Lewis, Legend, 382-3 

51 Jacobsen, King List, 111 

52 Jacobsen thinks that a written version 

corresponding note in the king list (King 

(Legend, 186). 

of the Sargon birth legend was tbe s
ource for the 

List, 145-6), but this supposition is rejected by le
wis 
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gin which apparently refers to the same historical 

event. The hero, called Dongo, was a slave of the Babalia king, who stole the royal herd and 

ran away from his master. He married an Arab woman, built his own fortified town and buried 

his own son in its wall.53 In spite of having the name Dongo instead of Kanta this tradition 

apparently tells the same story as the Kanta saga but with one major difference: here we are 

not faced with the adoption motive but solely with the slave ELS of n adult hero. Hence, Š 

is not the Sargon birth legend which gave rise to the tradition of Gawi, although it has the 

same historical background, e.g. the foundation of the Akkadian state by the disloyal courtier 

of the king of Kish. But in this case the royal master is the king of Babalia or Babylon, a town 

which was situated close to Kish and later supplanted it. Further it as suggested that the hero 

was closely allied with the Arabs, which is historically corectia the sense that Sargon 

certainly built his empire with the help of Semitic or, more precisely, desert nomads from 

Arabia. The tradition of Gawi therefore seems to reflect the rise of Sargon more closely than 

the legendary Sargon birth legend or the related Kanta story and hence it would appear to have 

been transmitted quite independently. A different line of transmission is also suggested by the 

name Dongo which, as will be seen, can be taken to be identical with Shango. 

The Kotoko of Gawi have a tradition of on 

With respect to the titles mentioned in the Kanta saga it should be noted that the Asalin 

Kabawa and the official version distinguish between a minor title, Magaji, held by Kanta's 

father and a major title, Sarki, acquired by Kama himself.$4 The feminine of Magaji is 

Magajiya, the royal epithet of the legendary queen of Daura5 and the title given today to the 

women leaders of the Bori possession dance.56 The term Magajiya has given rise to the q
uasi- 

ethnic name Maguzawa applied to the pagan Hausa of central Hausaland 57 Magaji and 

À Magajiya may be compared to the Akkadian terms makhkhu (masc.) and ma
khkhutu (fem.) 

which refer to particular priests and priestesses frequently possessed by their god.58 Since the 

similarity between these terms involves form and meaning it is very likely that we are dealing 

with cognates. 

. Sarki, on the other hand, is most likely the abbreviated form of sarr Kis (king of Kish).59 That 

^ the second syllable of Sarki did not originally belong to the radical is shown by th
e Hausa 

53 A-M. Lebeuf, Principautés kotoko, Paris, 1969, 71. 

54 For the Asalin Kabawa see Lange "Frühes Kebbi”, 145 n. 26. According to this nineteenth 

century text Mohammadu Kanta rose from Magajin Makata to Sarkin Kebbi. 

55 MG. Smith, The Affairs of Daura, London, 1978, 53-54. 
56 Frobenius, Und Afrika, I1, 250. 

57 The earlier suggested derivation from the Arabic majiis (Magian) would imply that the pagan 

Hausa adopted a name used by Muslim clerics. 

58 E. Ebeling, "Besessenheit", Reallexikon der Assyriologie, 11, 18; J. Renger, "Untersuchungen 

zum Priestertum der altbabylonischen Zeit. 2. Teil", Zeitschrift für Assyriologie, 59 (1969), 

218-223. 

59 The royal title sarr kissati (king of the universe) is only attested for Assyria, It is a mistake 10 
rend the care sarr Kis as sart Lia (Hallo, Early Tides, 23, 26), C.K. Meck suggested that 

sarki is derived from sarr kissati (The Northern Tribes of Nigeria, |, London, 1925, 75 n. 1). 
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forms sarauniya (queen; Akk.: sarratu) and sarauta (power; Akk Sarruiu) which include the 
first syllable based on sarr (king) and omit the additional and somewhat superfluous mention 
of the town of Kish. On the other hand we have the Borgu (Boko) and Songhay terms for 
"king". Ki and Koy, corresponding to the second syllable of sar-ki (cf. Sor-ko). According to 
the Sumerian king list, Kish was the first kingdom of Mesopotamia after the flood and it was 
from Kish that Sargon started his career as an empire builder.ó! As has been noted Sargon, his 
Akkadian successors and the Assyrian rulers, but also various other rulers of Babylon called 
themselves "kings of Kish".2 It is not surprising that the Hausa did not use the ordinary sarr 
(any ruler)6? but the prestigious sarr Kis/Ki in reference to their kings. The final consonant of 
the name Kish may easily have been omitted at a time when the precise knowledge of the 
Mesopotamian heritage had been lost. 

Even though the identification of Kanta with Sargon of Akkad may be surprising it has 10 be 
borne in mind that Hausa and a number of other languages of the Lake Chad area belong to 
the Afroasiatic language family. As such they are genetically rela ted to Ancient Egyptian and 

Semitic of which Akkadian is the earliest written language. As yet, it has not been possible to 

establish the exact relationship between Chadic and Afroasiatic $ i reasons for this 

difficulty probably lies in the rudimentary state in which co: come down to 

us. However, if we look at a language such as Hausa, tural 

heritage and a continuous state tradition, we may al traits have 

survived until the present day. Similar traits may also have c groups like 

the Songhay and the Yoruba whose languages do not belong to Afroasiatic 

On the other hand, it should be observed that the identification ama with Sargon of 

Akkad does not necessarily imply that people cherishing the saga moved into West Africa 

towards the end of the third millenium BC. In Mesopotamia the memory of the Akkadian state 

founder remained alive at least until the fall of the Assyrian empire (609 BC).55 In fact, there 

are even good reasons to believe that the Sargon birth legend survived until the Persian 

occupation of Babylonia and maybe even until the great Arab expansion during the rise of 

Islam.66 

60 R.C. Abraham, Dictionary of the Hausa Language, 2nd ed., London, 1962. 783, 785; Soden, 

Handworterbuch, 1188, 1190 

61 Jacobsen, King List, 77-85, 111 

62 Edzard, "Kis", RLA, V, 609-610 

63 M-J. Seux, "Konigtum", Reallexikon der Assyriologie. Vi, 141 

c c c ("Chadic external 
64 H. Fleming considers that Berber is the closest Afroasiatic language to Chadic ec À 

relations", im: B. Wolff and H. Meyer Bahlburg [eds], Studies in Chade amd Afroustatic 

Linguistics, Hamburg, 1983, 22) 

* ul +, in: Ci c 1, 2, Cambridge, 1971, 
65 H. Lewy, "Assyria, c. 2600-1816 B.C", in Cambridge Ancient History, l, ^ 

735-6; JR. Kuper, "Northem Mesopotamia and Syria”, in: Cambridge Ancient History, V, 1, 

Cambridge, 1973, 6, Lewis, Legend af Sargon, 210-217 

66 Lewis, Legend, 231-2, 236-7 
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tions, it should be noted that Mesopotamian cultural elements 

f the Hyksos (1650-1540) and again during 
the period of the 

1-664).57 Eduard Meyer supposed that for a brief 

period the hegemony of the Hyksos extended from Babylonia to Crete. Another author 

suggested more recently that the founders of the Mycenaean civilisation were displaced 

Hyksos leaders from Egypt.6 It is therefore quite conceivable that some of the Mesopotamian 

cultural elements noticed in the Niger-Chad region reached West Africa through Egypt during 

the middle of the second millenium B.C.7 However, as far as the Kanta saga is concerned 

and the identification of its hero with the Semitic empire builder Sargon of Akkad, a later date 

for the arrival of Assyrian or Babylonian warrior groups attached to the Akkadian state 

tradition would be more likely.7! In fact, the link between Kanta and iron, which is apparent 

from the saga and the Kante/Kinda autonym of groups of blacksmiths, suggests that the 

transfer of the Kanta saga to West Africa was related to the spread of iron technology, first to 

Egypt and later to West Africa.7? Hence, either the brief Assyrian occupation of the Nile 

valley in the seventh century or the prolonged Persian occupation of Egypt (525-404) would 

appear to have provided various opportunities for Mesopotamian influences to reach distant 

Quite apart from these considera! 

reached Egypt during the period o! 

Assyrian occupation of the Nile valley (67 

areas in Africa. 

3. Shango Priest-Kings 

will now tum to Shango, the royal ancestor of the Oyo-Yoruba and their god of thunder. His 

name can be equated with sangú, the Sumero-Akkadian designation for the high priests of 

individual cults and for the chief temple administrators."? In the Assyrian empire sangü 

became the title of the king and its abstract form, sangütu, the general designation for the 

Assyrian kingship.74 The Yoruba consider Shango as a royal ancestor of wild disposition who 

67 W. G. Waddell, Manetho, London, 1940, 77-97, W. Helck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu 

Vorderasien im 3. und 2. Jt. v. Chr., 2nd. cdn., Wiesbaden, 1971, 89-94, 100-106; M. Bietak, 

j “Hyksos”, Lexikon der Ägyptologie, IIl, 94-110; H. v. Zeissl, Athiopen und Assyrer in Agypten, 
2nd edn. Gitickstadt, 1955, 35-46. 

68 E. Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums, Il, 1, 3. Ausg., Darmstadt, 1953, 43-44. 

69 F.H. Stubbings, "The rise of the Mycenaean civilization", im: Cambridge Ancient History, ih, 1. 

633-638. 

70 R. Stadelmann, Syrisch-paldstinensische Gottheiten in Agypten, Leiden, 1967, 14-20. 
71 D. Lange, "Hausa-Traditionen", 71-72. 

72. On the beginning of iron working in the Nile Valley sec P. L. Shinnie and F, J. Kense, "Meroitic 

iron working”, Meroitica 6 (1982), 19-21. 

73 Soden, Handwörterbuch, 1163; J. A. Brinkman et al. (eds.), The Assyrian Dictionary, vol. 17,1, 

Chicago, 1989, 377-382. 

74 P. Garelli and V. Nikiprowetzky, Le Proche-Orient asiatique: Les empires mésopotamiens, 
Israel, Paris, 1974, 129, 177, 236-237; Chicago Assyrian Dictionary, 17, 1, 382-384. 
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fought many wars, committed. suicide, disappeared into the earth and later took up his abode in heaven whence he threatens to throw deadly thunderbolts 75 

Other West African people have also preserved the memory of a mythical ancest: 
ancestral god bearing a similar name, for instance the ancestor of the kings of x SET called 
Zaghe, whose name can be read as Sangu due to the throne names Yama Dunku and Hizka Zunku Dam preserved in the Gao king list 7 The Jukun have a founding hero or god called 
Kenjo who, similarly to the Shango of the Yoruba, is considered to be in control of lightnin; 
and rain.77 The Mossi venerate the severe and terrifying earth-god Tenga who punishes = 
perjurers.7® In Hausa mythology Jangare is the father of all the Bori gods who lives in an invisible eastern town bearing the same name 7° The Shangawa of southern Kebbi claim 
descent from an ancestor called Shanga Huga who was ousted from power in Kebbi by his 
younger brother Kanta.#0 In the Gawi tradition of origin already mentioned the founding hero 
is called Dongo, although the circumstances of his rise recall the Kanta saga and the 
foundation of Akkad. In the same line of thought it may perhaps be supposed that the move of 
the royal residence from Oko (Kish?) to Oyo, which the Yoruba tradition of origin attributes 
to Shango, also refers to the foundation of the Akkadian empire by Sargon fi If we accept that 
Shango initially designated the personified Assyrian pries and their Akkadian state 

tradition then it is not difficult to understand why the ances res Shango/Dongo and 

Kanta are connected with largely identical traditions of origin 

As examples for ancestral or mythological hometowns with d from an Assynan 

ri gods®? Sango, the original 

town of the Jukun or Kwororafa, and Tunga, whence the Dagomba claim to have originated © 

Invariably these towns are said to lie in the east or, sometimes, the northeast (Jukun). It would 

appear that in cach case the original reference is to the Mesopotamian residence of a powerful 

royal title, we may mention Jangare, the invisible city o 

priest-king known by his religious title Sangu (priest) 

| 75 A B. Ellis, The Yoruba-Speaking Peoples, London, 1894, 46-56, Frobenius, Und Afrika, Il, 
230-238; Johnson, History, 34-36, 149-152 

76 D. Lange, "From Mande de Songhay: Towards a political and ethnic history of medieval Gao", 
Journal of African History, 35, 2 (1994) 290 

17 CK. Meck, A Sudanese Kingdom, London, 1931, 36, 265-7 

| 78 L Tauxier, Le Noir du Yatenga, Paris, 1917, 376-7 ; 

I 79 L. Frobenius, Ddmonen des Sadan, Jena, 1924, 347-350; J. Greenberg, The Influence of Islam on 

a Sudanese Religion, Seattle, 1946, 28-29 

| owe this information to Richard Kuba who recorded the tradition of origin. of the Shangawa in 

January 1994 

#1 Johnson, History, 12, 144, 150 

A2. Vide supra n. 81 

"n HR "as "Notes of the Kordrofawa and Jukofi", Journal of the Africam a id ah 

12), 402; D. Westermann, Geschichte Afrikas, Köln, 1952, 178. | um grateful to 
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h z - nd royal epithets resembling the Assyrian royal title, tii 

aoe Pm oir pcs Ee fon the name Tunkà Manin recorded 
by al-Bakri, 

and the present Soninke title Tunka.84 In medieval Gao it was Dunka, as is evidenced by the 

surviving title of the the royal bards, Jesere Dunka®>, which 
ade to the king by the first and 

the second term - jesere being derived from Akkadian sa sarri p man of the king’. In Borno 

apparently we find the form Tsongo-rina in praise songs to the kings and in Darfur Nachti, igal 

noted that the king was referred to as Donga. 86 

Furthermore, there are a number of ethnonyms which, on account of their form and of the 

corresponding traditions of origin, would appear to be related to the same Assyrian title, The 

name Songhay, which is made up by the root sangi and the Songhay plural marker -ey means 

the "people of Shango”.87 The name Zaghawa, given by Arab geographers to the people of the 

Lake Chad area, has the same meaning considering that parallel to the term Zaghäy it is 

composed of the root Zaghe/a/u and the Saharan plural marker -wa/-a.88 The corresponding 

traditions of origin both refer to Yemen (i.e. originally to the god Yamm), and the Borno and 

Hausa traditions refer more particularly to Baghdad, ie. Babylon or Kish.8? The name 

Wasangari, given to the Borgu aristocracy, may be understood as another derivation of sangiü 

considering the Kisra tradition of origin; traditional and modern scholars alike have related 

this to the Sassanids but it morc likely refers to the Ancient Orient. Another example is 

|... provided by the ethnonym Shangawa derived from the royal title and the name of the capital 

of the ethnic group concerned. 

Although it will be difficult to establish under which circumstances the Sumero-Akkadian 

designation sangd gave rise to particular cthnonyms there can be hardly any doubt that, 

originally, the people concerned considered themselves as "people of the sangii priest-king". 

As such they would appear to have been faithful to a tradition of sacred kingship derived from 

the neo-Assyrian state. 

84 Corpus, 79; E. Pollet and G. Winter, La société soninké, Bruxelles, 1971, 38. 

85 J.-P. Olivier de Sardan, Concepts et conceptions songhay-zarma, Paris, 1981, 225. 

86 J.R. Patterson, Kanuri Songs, Lagos, 1926, 1, 6, 11, 14, 17, 23; G. Nachtigal, Sahara und Sudan, 
vol. HI, Leipzig, 1889, 343. 

87 Lange, "From Mandé”, 290, 
88 Ibid. 
89 pad acne CRIME casa mm aue DAFT, 53, 67, 69) but means 

90 Frobenius, Und Afrika, V, 335-344; Palmer, Sudanese Memoirs, 11, 61; History, 63-65. The, 
Kisra of the Ws could be identical with the premordial divinity of the Enüma elis 
(Pritchard, ANET, 61) or with Kothar wa-Khasis (ibid., 129-141). 
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4. Shango and Baal in their Mythological Context 

Now to the religious meaning of the Shango concept We have noted that in Yoruba it 
designates the god of thunder?! He punishes human beings with red-hot chains of iron 
transformed into thunderbolts. He is married to his sister and dwells in the clouds in an 
immense opulent palace, where he maintains a large retinue and keeps a great number of 
horse Shango is generally represented armed with a double-axe called ose and a rattle called 
sere.9? The Songhay worship a similar god called Dongo who is the ‘master of heaven’ and 
whose emblem of power is also an axe (dongo dasi).9? Both are powerful sky-gods who kill 
the guilty and send rain to the good. As gods of thunder and lightning they throw chains of 
iron or thunderbolts forged in the form of an axe ^ On special occasions they manifest 
themselves by taking possession of individual adepts; then the possessed seizes the axe of the 
priests and dances while holding the axe in one of his hands 95 The Achipawa who live in a 
region of difficult access between Hausaland and the country of the Yoruba worship a god of 
rain and fertility called Tongo. They believe that Tongo was forced out of Mecca by the 
Muslims and that he died in their present country % In all three cases Shango is a god of 
fertility, but among the Yoruba and the Songhay he is more particularly a weather god, the 
lord of storm, lightning and thunder 

The features mentioned suggest that Shango is related to Baal or Adad, the great weather god 

of the Semites. This impression is supported by iconographic elements which often represent 
Baal carrying an axe (Akk. pdsu) in one hand and a lance in the other? The Yoruba and 
Songhay terms for axe, ose and dási, are derived from Akkadian pdsu, an intermediate form 
being the Igbirra base. Further parallels concern Baal's position as the lord of heaven and the 

king of the gods, his palace in heaven, his marriage with his sister Anat/Istar (Oya), his fight 

with Yamm (Olukun) and his death followed by his descent to the nether world and later 

resurrection.95 The major difference between the two gods which needs explanation is their 

name 

9| Ellis, The Yoruba-Spoaking, 47 
92 Ibid., 47-49 

93 J, Rouch, La religion et la magie somghay, Paris, 1960, 68-69, 161-2 

94 Ellis, Yoruba-speaking, 47; Rouch, Religion, 69 

95 Frobenius, Und Afrika sprach I Bard: Auf den Trimmern des klassischen Atlantis, Bertin, 

1912, 240; Rouch, Religion, 161-2. P. R. McKenzie notes that the axe is laid on the v ̂ w 

possessed ("Shango - a traditional Yoruba cult-group*, Africana Marburgensáa, 9, 1 {1976}, 2 

96 Wombido, Kareshin, 6/4/1991 

97 O. Eissfeld, "Kanaan&isch-ugaritische Religion", ó R. Spuler, od., Handbuch der Oriensalisnk, 

1. Abt, &, Bd. | Abscha., Leiden, 1964, 83 
^ 5 L 

l '$ Ugariter inter”, im. 
9% M, H. Pope and W., Rollig, “Syrien: Die Mythologie der Phin c 

Hast. ub, ol rer dr Mythologie, V. Abt, B4. L er 253-264, As far as 

these features refer to Haal's/Shango's relations with other gods they explained below 



But first, attention should be directed to an earlier West African weather-god associated with 

divine kingship whose connections with the Ancient Quel are more direct. This god is 

known by the name Dodo which would appear to be derived from Adad. The non-Islamic 

Hausa of Gobir consider him to be a god of thunder who is able to summon the rainy 

scason.% Similarly the Abakwariga of Wukari have a god of a possession cult known as Dodo 

Agashi or Raka Dodo who is believed to have once been the personal god of the kings of 

Kano.100 An earlier close association between the Hausa kings and Adad/Dodo is still 

perceptible from the praise songs calling the king "great Dodo".10! The same identification of 

the king with the Semitic weather god is attested for the Egyptian Pharaoh who was addressed 

as "my Baal, my Addu", Addu standing for Adad.!02 In the Niger-Chad region the name 

Adad/Dodo occurs prominently among the Dass of the Plateau area where it is applied to 

collective ancestors who continue to interfere with the living in a disruptive way.103 The 

Achipawa, on the other hand, call the royal clan of Kareshin Odondo, while the royal clan of 

Kadedan is given the name Olo (Sem. ilu - god).!°4 The name Adad can also be recognized in 

Oduduwa, the father of the seven or sixteen original Yoruba kings. However, since Oduduwa 

no longer has the traits of a weather god it must be assumed that he has ceded them to the 

younger god Shango. 

Keeping the distinction between the earlier weather-god Oduduwa and the later weather-god 

Shango in mind it may now be stipulated that in West Africa the personified Assyrian king 

was first venerated as a royal ancestor. It was only at a later stage, when he had become 

deified, that he was given the traits of the great Semitic weather god. Consequently 

‘Adad/Oduduwa kept his primacy in the Yoruba pantheon as either a remote ancestral god or 

as a goddess of love.!05 In the former we may recognize the attributes of the old 

“ Mesopotamian weather-god Enlil, displaced by Adad, whose function was to install worldly 
rulers!06, and in the latter Istar/Astarte, the goddess of war and love. 107 

Other parallels between the Semitic and the Yoruba pantheon concem El/Olorun, 

"Sala/Oshalla-Obatala, Aya/Oya and Yamm/Yemoya. In each case the name of the divinity has 

99 G. Nicolas, Dynamique sociale et appréhension du monde au sein d'une société hausa, Paris, 
1975, 227, 235. At present the Hausa generally conceive of Dodo as an evil spirit. 

100 Frobenius, Damonen, 320-322. 

101 P. Krusius, "Die Maguzawa", Archiv für Anthropologie 42 (1915), 292. 
102 Pope and Rollig, "Syrien", 253. 
103 F. P. Conant, Dodo of Dass: A P. Reli Northern Nigeria, Columbia 
um DESERT NA pes Aer 

104 A.B. Mathews, Historical and anthropological report of the Achifawa, Kaduna National 
Archives /SNP/17/8/K.2068 from 1926, f. 2. V 

105 Ellis, Yoruba-Speaking, 41-43. 

106 Johnson, History, 3; Frobenius, Und Afrika, 1, 207, D. O, Edzard, "Mesopotamien: die 
Mythologie der Sumerer und Akkader”, in: H. W. Haussig (ed), Wörterbuch der Mythologie, 
Stuttgart, 1965, 60. 

107 Haussig, Worterbuch, 81-89, 250-252. 
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to be distinguished from its particular features. Olorun, the high god of the Yoruba occupies a 
position similar to that of El (ilu), the supreme god of the Semites: both are remote gods (dei 
otiosi) who live in heaven,!08 The name Olorun is composed of olu-wa (‘possessor from Sem. 
ilu - god) and orun (sky). Both forms, i/u and olu, have given rise among the Semites and the 
Yoruba to many theophoric names, 109 

Let us next turn to Obatala, the great sky-god of the Yoruba and husband of the goddess 
Oduduwa. In Ife, the holy city of the Yoruba, and among the Ekiti he is known respectively as 
Oshalla and Ossala.!!0 This name may be compared to the name Sala which designates the 
wife of the Akkadian weather-god Adad 111 In the couple Oduduwa - Oshalla/Obatala we 
therefore have precisely the nomenclature of the Akkadian couple Adad - Sala but with 
inverted sexes. The difference of the sexes is not significant since both Oduduwa and 

Oshalla/Obatala are equally masculine and feminine.!!? Also, Frobenius specifically noted 
that the sexes of the sky-god (Oshalla) and the carth-goddess (Oduduwa) are sometimes 

inverted.! 13 Moreover, it is Oshalla who stands for maternity, not Oduduwa. 

Now to Oya, the principal wife of Shango. As noted above, among the Yoruba the Akkadian 

thundergod Adad has been displaced by the younger god Shango. We have just noted that the 

Akkadian wife of the thundergod has stayed with her husband. Hence it is clear that Oya, like 

her husband Shango, must have been a newcomer. What might have been her earlier position 

in the Semitic pantheon? On the basis of her name it may be suggested that she was identical 

with Aya, the wife of the sun-god Samas.!!4 A further argument for this identification is 

provided by a myth which relates the flight of Oya and subsequent pursuit by her husband. 

Both available versions of the myth specify that Shango followed his wife, hidden behind the 

sun and taking the same course all day, from his rise in the cast to his setting at the place 

where the sea and the sky join.!!5 Since Shango behaves like the sun in this important myth, 

it may be assumed that certain traits of the sun-god Samas were transferred to him and, in 

particular, that he was given Samas wife Aya. 

Finally, we have to deal with Yamm and Yemoya Yamm is the fierce ocean-god of & 

Ugaritic mythology and as such he is identical with the Tiämat of the Emima elis (the creation. 

108 Pope and Rolling, "Syrien", 279-283; G. Parrinder, Religion in aw African City, London, 1953, 

7T. M 

109 Pope and Rollig, "Syrien", 

110 Frobenius, Und Afrika, 1, 207, C L. Temple, 

1922, 105, 382 

111 Edzard, "Mesopotamien", 118, n6 
: 

112 For a goddess Obatala/Orishalla see R. E. Dennet, Nigerian Simdies, L
ondon, 1910, 81 who 

quotes S. Crowther ( 1852). For Oduduwa representing Istas sec 4 

113 Und Afrika, |, 207 

114 Edzard, "Mesopotamien", 19 

115. Frobenius, Und Afrika, 1, 231; Ellis, Foruba-Speoking, 4. 

270-283; R. Hallgren, The Good Things in Life, Löberöd, 1988, 161 

Notes on the Tribes of Northern Nigeria, Lag
os, 
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epic). Both names, Yamm and Tiamat, also designate the sea. In Yoruba mythology the 

ocean-god is called Olukun (o/w/iiu - master, god; kun - sea). However, it is not Olukun who 

has the specific traits of Yamm/Tiàmat but Yemoya. Nevertheless Yemoya is the goddess of 

brooks and streams, and priests consider her to represent water. 116 In the Enima elis the god 

Marduk splits Tiamat into two halves, from which he created the heaven with its stars and the 

earth with its animals and plants,!!7 According to Yoruba mythology Yemoya was first 

ravished by her son Orungan and then persecuted by him. Yemoya then fell to the ground and 

her body began to swell enormously and burst open. From it originated fifteen major gods, 

including Ogun and Shango.!!8 Because of her name and the similarity to the corresponding 

myths of creation it seems that Yemoya is largely identical with Yamm/Tiämat. In her case 

the myth relates the creation of the gods and in the case of Tiamat it relates the creation of 

both the gods and the universe. 

Conclusion 

The above-mentioned comparisons suggest that important elements of the Near Eastem 

cultures were introduced into West Africa during the pre-Christian area. Both the Kanta 
legend and the cult of Shango contribute to the legitimation of political power to the present 

day. They belong to a cultural context of which various other elements may also be related to 

the Ancient Orient. They cannot be considered isolated additions, which were inserted into a 

system already en place in medieval times, and they certainly did not result from modern 

feed-back. It is therefore difficult to avoid the conclusion that the traditions of genesis in the 
Niger-Chad region which point to an origin in the Ancient Orient are basically valid. 

Tentatively three types of Arabo-Islamic reinterpretations of authentic material can be 
distinguished: first, the similarity of names lead local Muslim scholars to adopt an Arabic 

name instead of a similar-sounding African name with a different meaning (the historical 

Kisra/Khusraw instead of the mythological Kishar (or Kôthar), the land Yemen instead of the 

god Yamm); second, the geographical proximity induced local scholars to substitute one name 

for another (Baghdad instead of Kish, Mecca instead of the Assyrian capital); third, old 
elements of indigenous traditions were converted into a concept familiar to Muslims on 

account of a realistic - albeit very approximate - evaluation of the cultural background 

(Nimrod instead of the divine father of Adad/Oduduwa; Arabs instead of Semites). On the 
basis of these considerations there would appear to be an urgent need to pursuc the line of 

research indicated by the promoters of the Sudanic State theory. However, going one step 

116 Ellis, Yoruba-speaking, 44, 86. 

117 Edzard, "Mesopotamien", 122-3, 129; Rolling, "Syrien", 258-260; B. Meissner, 
Robins ted Haprien À, Heiden 1928 103-101, 

118 Ellis, Yoruba-speaking, 44-5. With respect to Ogun it should be noted that in Ire, the Eketi centre 
of the cuit, the god is said to have into the earth (P. Verger, Notes sur le culte 
des et vodun, Dakar, 1957, 142) - Shango and Baal. This parallel supports the 
tentative identification of Ogun with Kanta/Sargon, the founder of the Assyrian state tradition. 
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further, the historian should neither restrict his attention to the Nile valley, nor should he overstress the importance of the civilisations which immediately preceded Islam. In fact, there are sufficient reasons to believe that the threads provided by African history lead to the earliest history of mankind. 
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There was a time when the Yoruba were generally d 
A " ally thou 

outside of sub-Saharan Africa. Some authors eh 
ee t to have originated 

à -anaan and Arabia a others North Africa and E pil + Ee 
unlikeliness of a large scale movement of people — whether b land eee 

e er by land or sea 

$ favoure 

starting point of a great migration, 

— over 
these long distances, such theories are no onger taken into consideratio E tion. 

Following a general trend pos! = Sto! avour 
£ lin t-colonial African hist ~ favour of local 

; 
tor regional closely 

-ircumscribed origins.’ This position seems all the mor i ce the neigi ur- 
i ll the more valid since the ne he neigbo: 

ing people in the north, the Bariba, Nupe, Hausa, and Kanuri were thoush: 

have no comparable claims of northern connections. Why should eo 

alone have migrated over a long distance while their neighbours have ares 

hundreds or even thousands of years in their homelands without major residen- 

tial changes? We have seen above that this was not the case. Even though the 

concept of large scale migration has to be rejected, the evidence for ee 

contacts with the north in ancient times is, with respect to the Hausa and die 

Kanuri, too obvious to be neglected * 

developments, historians of the Yoruba now prefer to search 

The Yoruba legend of origin traces the starting point of the great migration to 

Arabia. Indeed, the culture hero of the Yoruba, Oduduwa, is said to have origin- 

ally lived as a crown prince together with his father Nimrod in Mecca. There he 

tried with the help of his priest Azar to reverse the religious situation by reintro- 

ducing idol worship, However, Abraham, the son of Azar, agitated in favour of 

Islam and destroyed the idols.* When the people were about to burn Abraham, 

the Muslims revolted so that Oduduwa and his supporters had to Ree“ Nearly 

all the details of the story including the particular name of Abraham's father and 

the destruction of the idols can be shown to have been borrowed from the Koran 

bre, XXVI, 8-10 
Johnson, History, 3-5; Frobenius, Gécterls 

n, 352-354. 
Frobenius, Und Afrika, 323-351; Lucas, Reit 

! Smith, Kingdoms, 4-6; Law, Oyo Empire, 2 

‘ See above pp. 229, 233-254, 277-287 

The Koran mentions Azar instead of Terah as the 

30. 

father of Abraham (Gen Vis 26: Kos & 

74) 49.40. 

* Johnson, History, 35. See also Law, 7 Jow many imes , 
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and from Islamic Tales of the Prophets.’ However, why was 
Oduduwa as a son of 

Nimrod so cogently inserted into the story of Abraham's struggle against idola- 

try? Later his son Oranmiyan is, in a similar vein, supposed to have attempted 

conten to Mecca in order to reconquer the town. The great collector of Yoruba 

traditions Johnson himself cannot possibly be credited with such reconstructions 

that he relied on oral accounts which he heard. Further to 
since he clearly states 

un 

the north the Fulani scholar and later Sultan of Sokoto Muhammad Bello was 

acquainted with a similar story according to which the Yoruba were remnants of 

the Canaanites and hence kinsfolk of Nimrod.’ These elements of Yoruba history 

interwoven with Islamic feedback are certainly based on old traditions transmit- 

ted via the milieu of Muslim traders residing among the Hausa and in northern 

Yorubaland. Although the details about Mecca and Islam are certainly not based 

on historical events, the general link they establish between certain biblical figures 

and the Yoruba culture heros cannot be dismissed as mere fabrications for the sole 

purpose of constructing a prestigious ancestry without any foundation in ancient 

history.’ Owing to the reorientation of trade towards the coast and hence the 

disruption of contacts with the north in the colonial period, later authors could 

no longer avail themselves of similar informants."° 

Behind the Yoruba legend of origin we perceive the more complex Ife myth- 

ology involving a remote High God, Olodumare, and his antagonistic sons, 

Oduduwa and Obatala. All three deities participated in one way or another in 

the process of creating the world, which is supposed to have taken place in Ife. 

The creation myth of Ife can be shown to be closely related to the Baal Cycle of 

Ugarit." On the legendary level, clear correspondences exist between the Hausa 

tradition of origin and the biblical genealogy of the tribes, both distinguishing 

between the chosen people descending from the legal wife and the underprivi- 

leged sons descending from the slave concubine. According to Ife mythology the 

same pattern is found in the grouping of the deities in the two major parties of 

Oduduwa and Obatala, rwo figures corresponding to Ishmael and Isaac-Jacob.”* 

These parallels are not accidental since Canaanite-Israelite myth and legend 

are based on a dualistic social organization in which two clusters of clans stand 

7 Koran 2: 260; 19: 43-49; 21: 53-68; 37: 85-97; Tabari, Tarikh, 1, 257-264; transl 

Brinner, History, IL, 53-60; Kisãi, Kisas, 131-137; transl. Thackston, Tales, 140-147. 

* Bello, Infag, 48; transl. Arnett, Rise, 16. 

? Current research insists mainly on the feedback aspects of the tradition (Law, “How many 

times”, 39-40; Shaw, Nigeria, 10). 

? Though published only in 1921, Johnson wrote his book originally in 1897 (History. 

VIII). 

1 Lange, "Erbe, I”, 106-137; id., "Ursprung des Bösen”, 6-18. 

12 Lange, "Ursprung des Basen”, 20. 
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in sharp contrast to each other: there are those clans claiming descent from de- 

ities of the netherworld and those clans deriving their descent from deities of 

the upperworld. It is this intermediate level of two different categories of deities 

which allows us to understand the social implications of Canaanite mythology 

and the derived Israelite legend, since each deity is worshipped exclusively by the 

members of the specific clan attached to it.” The very close relationship between 

the members of a clan and a particular ancestral deity becomes clear when we 

consider the performance of the different festivals of Ife. Each festival is organ- 

ized by the priests of a particular clan and it is enacted by the active members of 

the clan as a religious service done for the clan deity. Other people may join the 

festival at different stages, but they can do so only as members of related clans 

insofar as their own deity was once associated to the main deity of the festival. 

Even the organization of the traditional state depends on the clan structure of 

the society, since the palace officials are chosen according to their membership in 

specific civil service clans and their corresponding functions with respect to the 

clans of the society and their festivals. The king himself is considered to be the 

last of the deities and hence the closest to human beings. Through his support of 

the major cultic activities and his participation in the most important festivals he 

transcends the social segmentation introduced by the clans and the clan parties.'* 

For the historian these connections are relevant insofar as they show that in the 

contexts under consideration creation myths and the cognate foundation legends 

are deeply rooted in society. When parallel myths, legends, social and political 

organizations can be found in distant societies, it has to be assumed that these so- 

cieties must once have been in historical contact. For the Hausa, the Kanuri, and 

the Yoruba the available evidence clearly points to Canaanite-Israelite influences 

reaching the Central Sudan through Phoenician agency.” 

The topic of this paper is the dying and rising god in the New Year festival 

of Ife. By comparing the [tapa festival of the religious capital of the Yoruba with 

the ancient Near Eastern New Year festival, I would like to draw attention to 

the remarkable number of parallels chat exist berween an African festival studied 
in vivo and a Canaanite festival solely known by its cult-mythology. Although 

mythological and ritual performances tend to emphasise different aspects of the 

underlying cultural pattern, it can often be assumed that specific myths and cor- 

responding rituals form rwo sides of the same coin. On the African side, the ritual 

{1} For further details sec above pp. 237-239, 
H For further details on clans in Ife see Bascom, Yoruba, 42-46, and Lange, "Preservation", 

141-143. 
Lange, "Ursprung des Bösen”, 5, 13-14; see also id, “Erbe, II", 138-140, and Kühme, 

Künigtum, 213-216, 
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performances arc of outstanding importance, while the texts of the ancient Near 
East provide us with extensive accounts of myths. Once it is established thar pem 
sets of information belong to the same myth and ritual pattern, the comparisons 
become an heuristic device of far-reaching consequence. Thus, while the idea of 

ear East, mainly been 
considered on the level of myths, its relevance for the actual celebration of the 

the rising and dying god has, with respect to the ancient 

ale sw Year: fe: 4 ‘ ancient New Year festivals remains highly conjectural. In contrast, the New 
: example of such performances for Year festival of Ifc provides us with a concre 

which the mythological background is partly missing. Taken together the cult- 

dramatic performances in an African context and the mythological c 

of the ancient Canaanites provide us with new evidence for our understanding of 

the history of a major African society. Furthermore they help us to consider the 

rise of Christianity and Islam from a new perspective 

1. The Itapa Festival and the Resurrection of Obatala 

Various Yoruba towns celebrate an annual festival in honour of Obatala." However, 

nowhere does this festival so distinctly resemble a resurrection fi * The 

organization of the festival is the duty of two descent groups, the dan of Obatala 

an of Obameri. But not all members of these clans daiming descent from 

s of the religious cults. In fact, only the 
and the cl 

the respective deities are active practitione 

groups within the Obatala and the Obameri dan organize and 
members of the cult 

Two 

enact the festival. Moreover, there is no connection whatsoever between the 

ach of which celebrates its own festival ignonng that of 
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ltancously and are interrelated 
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According to the festal legend, the festival re-enacts in the first place the 

the world in which several deities were involved. At the beginning 

of the world the High God Olodumare commissioned his eldest son, Obatala, 

with creation by handing over to him a special bag containing soil. However on 

his way from heaven to the primordial ocean, Obarala got drunk on palm wine 

and fell asleep. When Oduduwa, Olodumare’s younger son, saw that his brother 

he stole the bag and created the world in his stead.” It is unclear 
on or whether he left the work unfin- 

creation of 

was sleeping, c 

whether he accomplished the act of creati 

ished. The members of the Oduduwa clan believe that he indeed finished it, while 

the members of the Obatala clan claim that he did not since only their god had 

the necessary åse “divine authority” to fulfill the act of creation. These versions 

of the story of creation are still in dispute today?! They explain the never-ending 

quarrel berween the two major clans of Ife and hence between the two multi-clan 

parties constituted around them.” Yer, there is agreement among the members 

of the different clans and among the inhabitants of the different kingdoms of 

Yorubaland that the creation of the world took place on the very spot where the 

town of Ife was later founded.” 

At a later stage of primeval history, a quarrel over control of Ife occurred 

in the course of which the primordial god Oduduwa was able to maintain his 

supremacy while the god of creation Obatala was expelled from the town. In 

this case, the confrontation did nor take place between Obarala and Oduduwa 

himself, but between Obatala and Obameri, the god of death and the general of 

Oduduwa.# Once Obatala was in exile, it was again Obameri who made sure that 

his enemy was unable to return to town. Yemoo, Obatala's companion, stayed in 

3 Owing to this misfortune, the worshippers of Obarala still today abstain from drinking 

palm wine (Idowu, Olodumare, 118). 
3 Stevens and Willett consider Oduduwa to have been the creator of the world (“Orisha- 

nla”, 185; Je, 121), while Idowu claims that it was Obatala (Olodumare, 19-22). Only 

Ojutalayo is aware of the conflicting versions of the story of creation (Orisa, 2-3). Among 

the oral accounts gathered by the author are those of Obalubo/Oduduwa, Idare/Oduduwa, 

Lokore/Obameri (FN 01, 93, 108-9; FN 02, 223) and those of Obalale/Obatala, Olu/Obatala 

(FN 01, 93; EN 02, 20). Stevens was told that Obatala withdrew to heaven taking with him the 

bag of creation when he saw thar Oduduwa had created the world ( "Orisha-nla “, 187). In con- 

trast, one Obatala priest claims that his god finished the work of creation in six days and that he 

got drunk on his way back 10 heaven on the seventh day (Obaluru/Obatala FN 01, 101). 
Z On the relation between the myth of creation and the clan structure of Ife see Lange, 

“Preservation”, 132-134, 
2 Although providing an entirely different version of the creation account, the Yemoja myth 

recorded at Badagry also refers to Ife as the place where the creation of the world occurred 

(Ellis, Peoples, 45). 
? For the characteristics of the main deities of Ife see below sec, 3 of this chapter. 

Photo 3: The procession of resurrection approaches the palace, Ife 2000 

the town and remained faithful to him. In exile, Obatala was well received by his 

friend Obawinrin (i.e. Sanponna, the god of small pox), who even abdicated his 

throne in his favour. After a while, the citizens of Ife saw that humans, animals 

and fields were becoming infertile. Realizing that these misfortunes were caused 

by the absence of Obatala, they wished for his return The head of a third party, 

the deity Oramfe, changed sides and forced Obameri to let his enemy come back 

to town,” Indeed, when Obatala returned, fertility was restored and all the hard- 

ships the people had suffered came to an end.* 

In accordance with the primordial confrontation between Obatala and 

Obameri, the main performances of the ltapa festival are staged by the Obatala 

and the Obameri cult groups, both celebrating their own festivities. In spite of 

Influenced by the saying about Oluorogbo according to which this deity is “a fighter on 

scholars thought up till now that this deity and not Oramfe 
*Orisha-nla”, 187; Obayemi, “Yoruba”, 271; Eluyemi. 

as the 
carth and in heaven”, 

arbiter in the creation conflict (Stevens. 

Ile-ife, 45) 

* Obalale/Obatala F 

Obascemi/Obameri denies that Obatal 

Since Stevens, Parratt and Ojutalay rely on Oduduwa informants, they miss the fertility 

185-187; “Approach”, 244; Orisa, 94-102). Stevens however 

N 96, 121; Obalale/Obatala, Obalura/Obarala EN Q1, 95-96, 100 

a's exile had an influence on ferdlity (FN 01, 165) 

aspect of the exile ("Orisha nla”, 

mentions the birth of disfigured 

creation (°Orishaenla’, 187). 

children owing to Obaralas retreat from the earth after the 
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this antagonism during the festival, all traditionalists of Ife know that the main 

confrontation was between Obatala and Oduduwa. Likewise, the various clans of 

Ife are organized according to this basic mythological conflict, one party being 

led by the high priest of Oduduwa and the other by the high priest of Obatala. 

A third party headed by the high priest of Oramfe is also linked to the creation 

conflict since its members claim descent from the arbitrating god Oramfe and his 

helpers. The same basic pattern of three religious factions which underlies Ifẹ clan 

structure can also be found in the organization of the palace, the judicial senate, 

and the militia.” Although the Itapa festival is characterized by the confrontation 

between the descendants of Obatala and those of Obameri, the basic antagonism 

re-enacted is the one between Obatala and Oduduwa. Even the descendants of 

Obameri admit without hesitation that they actually fight on behalf of Oduduwa. 

Therefore, the apparently divergent cult-dramas of the Itapa festival together mir- 

ror the creation myth of Ife. 

The Itapa festival is all che more important as most of the cult groups of Ife par- 

ticipate, irrespective of their own festivals, in one way or another in its various cult- 

dramatic re-enactments. However, the cult groups are strictly divided into the two 

major parties, one led by Obarala, or rather his priests, and the other by Oduduwa 

or his priests. Despite the fact that the priests of Obameri organize their own festival 

of opposition against Obarala, they acknowledge their subordination to the high 

priest of Oduduwa since their own god was a follower of his god. On four occasions 

during the festival this relationship of subordination is clearly expressed.” During 

the thirteen days of the festival there is not a single ritual action in the course of 

which members of the two distinct parties come into direct contact. This physical 

separation and the corresponding antagonism are all the more surprising, since the 

original setting of the festival clearly exhibits a coherent overall structure with vari- 

ous linkages between the activities of both cult groups and their associates.” 

Historians are convinced thar the Itapa festival corresponds to a re-enactment 

of events which occurred in the medieval period.” Relying on distorted and one- 

sided accounts of the festival and its mythology, they overlook the fact that the 

Jtapa festival refers to the story of creation and that its main activities consist of 

cult-dramatic re-enactments of the descent of a fertility god into the netherworld 

7 For further details, see Lange, "Preservation", 131-132. 

2 These are during the cult meal of Obameri, during the cult meal of Esindale, during the 

Imojubi ritual behind the palace, and during the Imojubi dances in the “reception hall” of 

the palace. 
2 The two available descriptions of the Itapa festival by Stevens and Ojutalayo only consider 

the actions of the Obatala cult group. 
% Smith, Kingdoms, 14; Obayemi, “Yoruba”, 268-263; Adediran, “Early beginnings”, 81- 

85. 
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and of his subsequent resurre: "np : ihe bai cuhemerim o Yoruba myths which invoke e Re a a human beings and the presentation of the m ele E m » PRS 
as profane stories, Hence we hear of the ex ü P We re à ; pulsion of the hero from town, his 
stay in exile, and his triumphant return to town. Actually, we do not face ic 
an annual re-enactment of precise events of the past for the sake of historical 
commemoration, Instead the Itapa festival must rather be considered as a form 
of cult-dramatic worship consisting of the performance of a myth. Therefore the 
main features of the festival should be considered as providing the basic structural 
support for the traditional religion of Ife. Three arguments favour this interpreta- 
tion. First, the entire festal myth and its practical realization during the festival 
are connected to an account of the creation of the world. Second, all protagonists 
are at present worshipped as deities. Third, all the actions of the festival aim at 
nothing else than obtaining divine blessings. 

2. The Baal Cycle of Ugarit and the Dying and Rising God 

We now turn our attention to the pre-Roman North African horizon of Sudanic 

cultures. In view of the scarcity of North African sources from the Punic period, 

we must consider the Phoenician homeland on the Levantine coast and the sur- 

rounding Canaanite region. The most important texts were found in the trading 

town of Ugarit situated north of Tyre, Sidon, and Byblos, which was destroyed 

by the Sea Peoples around 1200 BC.“ The cuneiform texts discovered in the 

mound of Ugarit provide the most important single corpus of documents for the 

reconstruction of the Canaanite culture of the Phoenicians. Among the mytho- 

logical and legendary texts of Ugarit, the Baal Cycle is particularly relevant for 

attempt to explore the festival culture of Canaan and hence of Punic North 
any 

Africa." 

It remains unclear to what extent the 

text. While most scholars restrict their enquiry to its mythological features, consist- 

an account of the actions of the main gods of Ugarit, some scholars regard 

` 

Baal Cycle is a mythological or a ritual 

ing of 

ne of the palm wine. 
M Stevens mentions the crearon account but omits referring to the see! he 

184-185, 198-199) ion only concerns Yemoo ("Orisha-nla", 

ssist at the procession of resurrection, Ojutalaye correctly men- 

la on this day, but she renders other details in a distorted way 

In his opinion, the resurrecti 
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tions the final victory of Obaral 

(Orisa, 94-96) 

N Loretz, Ugarit w 

? Xella, “Ugarit”, DCPP, 48144 
nd die Bibel, 6:7; You, Cité d'Ougarit, 31-35. 

84; Lipinski, Dieux, 49-51; 
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Chart 13: “Baal au foudre" — stela from Ugarit 

(Louvre AO 15775; Keel, Welt, n* 291) 

ir as a liturgy of che New Year festival. 
Going one step further, some interpreters 
believe it co contain the most convinc- 
ing evidence of the ancient Near Eastern 
mythological or even cult-mythological 

pattern of the dying and rising god. A 
few researchers even try to uncover specif- 
ic scenes of a cult-drama in the text deal- 
ing with the death and the resurrection of 

the fertility god.* They thus join earlier 
scholars in their attempts to interpret the 
Mesopotamian text first called “Passion 
and Triumph of Bel-Marduk” in terms of a 
cult-dramatic re-enactment of Bel’s death 
and resurrection during the Babylonian 

New Year festival.” 

The narration of the Baal cycle con- 
sists of three different parts. In the first 
part, the weather god Baal confronts and 

vanquishes the primordial god Yamm in 

the so-called chaos combat. Although the 

surviving text fragments do not explicitly 
mention any act of creation, some schol- 

ars by comparing the Baal Cycle to the Babylonian Enuma Elish draw attention 
to the scattering of Yamm and the subsequent rise of Baal to kingship and thus 

consider both to express cosmogonic ideas.” The building of Baal's temple is the 

? For an overview of the different interpretations of the Ugaritic Baal Cycle, see Smith, Baal 
Cycle, 1, 58-114. For the most comprehensive study of the Canaanite New Year festival, see de 

Moor, New Year, 1, 4-12. 
# Gaster, Thespis, 114-244; Engnell, Divine Kingship, 99-100; Smith, Origins, 120-130; 

Mettinger, Riddle of Resurrection, 55-81. For the pattern of the dying god and rising god, «cc 
Baudissin, Adonis und Esmun, 1911, and Frazer, Dying God, 1913. 

* Hvidberg, Weeping and Laughter, 15-49. Similarly but less cult oriented Gray, Legacy of 
Canaan, 20-75, 

7 Zimmern, Neujabrsfest, 14-26; Pallis, Akitu Festival, 200-206; Frymer-Kensky, “Tribula- 

tions of Marduk", 131-141. 
? Fisher, "Creation at Ugarit,” 313-324; Clifford, Creation Accounts, 117-133. 
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Men's Cou 

At dawn of the second day of Booths: 

A Two Priests with trumpets (shofar) 4 

B Levites singing and playing various musical instruments 

1 Blowing of the shofar at earliest break of dawn | 

| 2 Sounding of the shofar on the tenth step 

| 3 Sounding of the shofar upon reaching the courtyard of the women | 

| 4 Continuous sounding of the shofar while walking eastwards | 

5 Contrary to the sun-worship of their forefathers they turn their backs 

| to the sun upon reaching the Beautiful Gate 
L 

Chart 14: Remnants of a cuit-drama between Priests and Levites in the Herodian Temple of 

Jerusalem 

3. Deities of the Itapa Festival of Ife 

Before turning to the cult-dramatic enactment of the Itapa festival itself, ir is 

important to identify the various gods in whose honour the festival is performed. 

The parallels berween the Yoruba and the Canaanite deities will show the close 

relationship beween the two sets of phenomena.” 

Olódümare 

As the highest god of the Yoruba, Olodumare is superior to the other deities 

without actively influencing events on carth. Therefore, no cult is dedicated to 

him. For the Itapa festival, he is important because the Yoruba consider him to 

* For the general plausibility of Phoenician influences from North Africa see Lange, "Ur- 
sprung des Bösen”, 4-18. 
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have been the ultimate Instigator of the act of creation” Olodumare has much in common with the Cana the name Olodumare is probably derived from Olu probably based 

“ As a remote High God 
anite god El. Etymologically 
WEI and from dem 

; í a zaros a word on the Aramaic di maris, “the one of the height” ” 

Obàtálá 

The Yoruba venerate Obatala as the god of Creation, or more precisely the god who created human beings. Not only in [fe but also in other towns, an nual festi- va festi- s celebrated in his honour represent him as a “dying and rising god" of fertil ity." In Canaan and Isracl, Obatala should be compared to Baal, Melgart ond Yahweh.“ His name can be interpreted as oba - ba'al “king” unies action of 
t'la, “the one who raises himself” 8 

Odüduwa 

He was the opponent of Obatala in the primeval time of creation. Taki 
account other Yoruba myths, he can be described as the primordial god whose 
claim to fulfill creation was originally based on his ident on with “water, 
the first existing matter. Being the only Yoruba deity to have both a masculine 
and a feminine form, he corresponds to the Canaanite masculine Yamm “Sea” 
and the Babylonian feminine Tiamat "Sea". The name Oduduwa seems to be 
derived from the Yamms5 prominent epithet md il or modd il "Beloved of EI” 
which is mentioned in the Baal Cycle.*' The inscription of the Mesha stela shows 
that southeastern Israelites venerated a god called Déd as well as Yahweh. This 

dualism is similar to the Ugaritic contrast between Baal and Yamm.~ Arabian in- 
scriptions suggest that the Levites worshipped a deity called Wadd.? In the South 

Arabian kingdoms of Ma‘in and Awsin, Wadd was the moon god and the main 

* Idowu, Olodumare, 38-47; Hallgren, Gead Things, 

© Lipinski, Dieux et déesses, 123-124. On the attributes of El see further Pope, E 

Ugaritic Texts, 25-54 

* Idowu, Olodumare, 26; Lange, Erbe, I, 114-115 

* Baudissin, Adonis und Emun, 450-510; Widengren, Saknales Kónigtum, 62-79; Engnell, 

Divine Kinghip, 97-110; Lipinski, Dieux, 226-243 

! Lange, “Erbe, 11°, 109 

! KTU 1,1 IV 20, 1.3 AN 38; 1.3 HE 43; 1.4 134 1.4 VE 12: 1 a VH à 

KAI, 181 12; Mowinckel, Palma, 1, 137-138 

” Grimme, "Südarabischer Levitismus”, 169-199; Hôfner, "Stammesgruppen, 476-477; 

Lange, "Ursprung des Bösen”, 16, 19, 25. 
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These pieces of evidence make it likely chat Wadd/Modüd/ 

d god in the ancient Near East corresponding to the 
s 

deity of the state.” 

Déd was a widely venerate 

Ugaritic Yamm. 

Obameri , nx LLL 
ormer sanctuary of 
'Obatala s consort / He is a Yoruba god only known in Ife. Although his priests and followers are the 

direct opponents of Obarala during the Itapa festival, in the primordial conflict 

FOduduwa.5 Besides this basic dependency on 
Obameri acted as the military arm o 

his overlord, mythological accounts tell us very little about him. His main charac- 

teristic as a god of death can only be inferred from the functions of his high priest.* 

The high priest of Obameri is supposed to be able to force people to commit suicide 

and he is called upon in cases of suicide. At the burial of the king, his functions | 

are more important than those of the other priests of the Oduduwa party. Further- 

more, it is believed that the staff of Obameri makes women barren.” His equivalent 

in Ugarit is Môr, whose name means “death”. Obameri's name can be etymologi- 

cally traced back to 064 — ba'al “Lord, owner” and meri — môt “death”.” 

Yemòó 

She is Obarala’s companion and wife. Yemoo’s image stands next to her consorts 

in the temple of Obatala and it is treated in the same way. Only during the proces- 

sion of resurrection, when the high priest and the high priestess of Obatala and Ye- 

moo play the roles of the two deities, is a clear distinction made between her and 

her husband. As Obatala and Yemoo are venerated in the same temple and their 

cult-dramatic representations are closely connected, their worshippers belong to 

Ex Oduduwa party 

— ̂ Hofner, “F Religionen Arabiens”, 289-290. On Yamm see Pope, “Jamm”, in: Haussig, Wor- 

terbuch, 289-291, and Fantar, Dieu de la mer, 27-130. 

# Ademakinwa, Ife, Il, 28-32; Fabunmi, Ife Shrines, 14; Stevens, "Orisha-nla", 185-187. : 

* Likewise standing for death among the Yoruba are the god Amota in Ila, the Egungun 5] Temple 
" Meeting house 1 

. Shrine or place of worship a SR Dt 
Oramíe party * 

masquerade Mope in Ede and the quarter Oke Mopo ín Ejigbo (Pemberton/Afolayan, King- 

ship, 179-181; Beier, Year, 27; Oluwin FN 02, 143-144). 
*' Lokore/Obameri FN 00, 33 (suicide), 46, 180-189 (dead king); Idare/Oduduwa FN 00, 

| 
| 

| 

105 (hanged people); Obaseerni/Obameri FN 01, 163 (staff); Orunbato/Obameri FN 02, 88 | 

(kings grave). 
| 

# On Mat see Cassuto, “Baal and Mot”, 77-86, and Pope, “Möt”, in: Haussig, Worterbuch, | = Street 
| : : een 5 

Map 6; Important temples and sanctuartes of the three cult parties of Ite 300-302. 
? Lange, "Erbe, IN”, 116-125. 
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a single clan, the Idita community.“ On the cult level, hs ge close relationship 

between these two deities exists in other Yoruba towns, " With respect to Canaan 

and Israel, Yemoo corresponds to Baal and Yahweh's consort Anat. Possibly the 

name Yemoo is derived from j£ (Yabamatu), the most important epithet of 

Anat. It occurs in the Baal Cycle, has the meaning of “widow”, and probably 

refers to the time when Baal is absent. 

Sànponná 

He is the god of small pox throughout Yorubaland. In Ife it is said that Obawinrin, 

the high priest of Sanponna, welcomed Obarala after his expulsion from town and 

gave over to him the position of ọba /gbà "king of the netherworld". During festive 

Geremonics, the high priests of Sanponna wear a long rafia masquerade (daré) as a 

cult dress that covers the whole body. They are then known as Oluyare “owners of 

the Aaré”. According to the de-mythologized version of the Ife tradition, re-enacted 

in particular during the Edi festival, their ancestors, the Igbo, are considered to have 

been an ancient neighbouring tribe which attacked the town and seized the people.“ 

In Canaan, we find the pest god Rashap, whose Mesopotamian equivalent, 

Nergal, is known as lord of the netherworld.5 In Israelite folk religion, Rashap 

can still be recognised as a god who followed Yahweh (Hab 3:5). The name of 
Sanponna is either derived from Rashap, by the omission of the first syllable, or 
from Saphon, the name of the deified holy mountain of the Canaanites.“ 

4. The Most Important Cult-Dramatic Performances of the Itapa Festival 

The activities of the Itapa festival of Ife deal with the death and resurrection of 
the god of creation, Obatala. The dramatic suspense of the festival is derived from 

/ ^ Stevens, “Orisha-nla”, 193-199; Ojutalayo, Orisa, 87-102; Eluyemi, Jle-/fe, 17 
#! Ede and Ogbomoso (FN 00, 192; 201). In Ifetedo, Yemoo/Ycemolu is the wife of 

Oranmiyan (FN 00, 161). 
© KTU 1.3 II 33; 1.4 II 15. For the meaning of the full epithet ybmt [imm “widow of the 

Lord (Baal)" see Pope, “Anat”, in: Haussig, Worterbuch, 240. On Anat sec further Kapelrud, 
Violent Goddess, and Cassuto, Goddess Anath. 
© Ademakinwa, Ife, I1, 34; Stevens, "Orisha-nla", 185, For an explanation of the title oba 

Jghó sce Lange, "Erbe, 11", 135-137. 
^^ Walsh, “Edi festival”, 230-236; Ademakinwa, /fe, II, 32-52; Willett, Ife, 122-123; Smith, 

Kingdoms, 15; Lange, “Erbe, II", 122-137. 
^ See Pope/Róllig and Edzard in: Haussig, Wörterbuch, 109-110; 305-306; Fulco, Relep, 

33-71, and Pardee, Ritual, 282-283, 
^ Lange, "Erbe, I7, 130-135. For the holy mountain of Canaan see Clifford, Cosmic Moun- 

tain, 57-79. 
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is an intense form of worship. It has nothing 
al commemoration of any outstanding event.” 

In the following brief outline of the festival, 1 discuss only the three most 
important days of the festival and its key dramatic moments“ 

to do with the historic 

Ipiwo 

On the seventh day, cult servants fetch from Idita Ile, Le. the Obarala temple, the 
statues of Oba } a and Yemoo out of the holy of holies and wrap them in large white 
cloths. At the head of a ceremonious procession, in which all members of the cult 
group participate, two junior priests carry the wrapped, but still distinctly recognis- 

able statues, through the town with great effort. They cross the netherworld river 

and finally reach Idita Oko, the netherworld grove of the Obatala cult group. 

The inhabitants of Ejigbo and Ede celebrate a similar festival of liberation and hence of 

resurrection of Obatala (Lange, “Erbe, H7, 114-116; Beier, Hear, 13-14). In lla the resurrection 

festival of Obatala takes place at the same time as the festival in honour of Amora (Pemberton. 

Afolayan, Kingship, 136-144, 179-181) 
* The summary description of the Itapa festival is based on participant observations in Janu- 

ary and February 2000 and on subsequent interviews concerning its different performances in 

August/September 2001 and 2002 

^ The Esinmirin river can be interpreted as a river separating the world of the living from 

the world of the dead and the two groves of the Obatala and the Obamen people beyond it, 

Igbo Obameri and Idita Oko, as groves of the netherworld, 

AS 
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Photo 4: Junior priests carry 

the statues of Obatala ang 
Yemoo to the grove of the 

netherworld, Ife 2000 

By this time, the 
Obameri people are 
already in their Brove 
beyond the netherworld 
river where they wor 
ship their god and two 
minor deities, They can 
hear the procession of 

their opponents passing 
at a short distance. A 
little later they move to 
the processional way the 
Obatala people just used 
and pour palm wine 
across it. Through this 
action they commemo- 
rate Obatalas failure to 

create the world owing 
to his excessive drinking 
of palm wine. At the 

same time, they symbo- 

lically deny the Obatala people their return into town. Subsequently, they march 
to the palace where they dance in front of the king, thus demonstrating that from 
now on they are the ones who rule the town.” 

In the meantime, the Obatala people start a night vigil in Idita Oko: they un- 
wrap the statues of Obatala and Yemoo and paint the statues and the naked torsos 
of the highest priests with white dots. This is done in rememberance of the god of 

small pox and ruler of the netherworld, Sanponna, and his friendly reception of 

Obatala." Then the rituals of the long night vigil begin: by singing, dancing, offer- 

™ The earlier descriptions of the Itapa festival by Stevens and Ojutalayo fail to mention the 
cult-dramatic performances of the Obameri people and the activities of their allies from the 
Oduduwa party. 

7 The legendary accounts always refer to Obawinrin, the highest priest of the Oluyare who 
are worshippers of Sanponna (Stevens, "Orisha-nla", 185; Ojutalayo, Orisa, 10-11; Owajan/ 
Oluyare, Woycasiri/Oluyare FN 00, 112, 120). 
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Photo 5: The high priest of Obameri pours palm wine 
people, Ife 2000 

ing sacrifices and thus commemorating the unfo ity whom 
the inhabitants of the town betrayed, the Ob 
members of the Obatala segment of th 
cult groups of the Obatala party join 

Imójübí 

Iwo days later on the cvening of the ninth day, all members of the Oduduwa 

en party celebrate the climax of their rule over the town. Organized by the Obam 

people, they first perform a night-time ritual just behind the palace at Igbolokun 

Iwo statues, one female and the other male, are brought into a temporarily 

erected palm hut and placed into a hole Then the high priest of Obameni blesses 

all the high priests of the Oduduwa party one by onc. 

Subsequently they move together into the palace and dance before the king the 

dances of the 401 gods of Ife, First, the different priests of Obameri dance one after 

the other, then the different priests of Oduduwa, then all the other high priests of 

the Oduduwa party, and finally che king. They even sing the songs of their enemies 

from the Obatala and the Oram party whose priests are not present. The mem 



i ae : : E 
Photo 8: The Obameri people fight in front of the palace against the return of Obatala into the 

town, Ife 2000 

bers of the Oduduwa party thus demonstrare their willingness to include all cult 
parties in their rule over the town. During both rituals the high priests of Obameri 
and of Oduduwa and their allies show the extent to which their deities were in full 
agreement about the course to take in their fight against Obarala. 

Finally, the Obameri people prepare for the decisive combat against their op- 
ponents who try to escape from the netherworld. They sing the whole night and 
dance through the town and thus demonstrate their determination to oppose the 
return of Obatala into town.” 

Ekuru Ìràpá 

At noon on the tenth day, the peak of ritual fighting in front of the palace occurs, 
in which Obatala and his people are branded once more as arch-enemics.” All of 

spirit of the Obameri people vanishes. 

” After the dances in the palace the Oduduwa people return home, only the Obameri peo- 
ple and one other group, the people of Esindale, roam about the town for the whole night 
without ever meeting. 

” Neither at this nor at any other scene of the festival do the antagonistic cult groups actu- 
ally meet. 
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Photo 7: Representing Obatala, the painted priests dance at the rear of the procession, Ife 2000 

Then the Obameri people proceed into the palace where they receive the 

burning torches that they themselves had prepared and carried ceremoniously 
into the palace at the beginning of the festival. Then they run with their torches 
through town into their netherworld grove in order to quench the fire with the 
blood of a sacrificial animal. By leaving the town and crossing the river of the 
netherworld, they indicate that the short period during which their party had 
assumed rulership is over. 

In the afternoon of the tenth day, the celebration of Obatala's resurrection 
begins. The procession forms itself near the entrance of the town on the way 
to the netherworld river. Once again, the highest priests are painted with white 
dots in remembrance of the friendship of their god with the god of small pox 
and ruler of the netherworld. Continuously dancing beside cach other in a row 
at the end of the procession, they represent the god of creation resurrected from 
the netherworld. 

The procession is led by a row of boys marching in front of each other carrying 
wrapped bottles on their heads containing sacred water. They are followed at a 
distance by a girl carrying the throne stool of Yemoo on her head. Behind her the 
highest priestess of the Obatala cult, Yeyelorisa, walks in a dignified manner. She 
is in a trance and embodies Yemoo herself. The procession, slowly moving toward 
the palace, is successively joined by other members of the Obatala clan: young 
men of the Isogan age-group playing drums, other men, and elderly women. 

The Dying and Rising C sod in the New Ye ar Festival of Ife 

Photo 8: Jaran implores 
Yemoo that Obatala should 

forgive the people of the 
(Gees town, Ife 2000 
| 

Close to the palace 
the procession stops 
three times. First Jaran 
the highest palace of- 
ficial of the Obatala 
service group, leaves his 
group and comes close 
to Yeyelorisa Accompa- 
nying cult servants hide 
the two behind a white 
cloth: in a low voice 
Jaran begs Yemoo, now 
seated on her throne 
stool, to try to convince 
Obatala to forgive the 
towns citizens for their 

previous unfaithfulness 
that led to his expulsion 
After the first attempt 
fails, the same official 
approaches Yemoo a 
second time with the same request, Frustrated once more, he again joins the 

e, Araba, the high 
priest of the Ife oracle, appears with his fifteen priests. When he expresses 

procession with his people. At last, already in view of the pala 

same request for forgiveness, Yemoo' reply gives some hope 

Together with the Obarala people, the members of the Obatala segment of the 
palace staff and the Ifa priests proceed toward the palace. They stop in front of 

the palace which the Ifa priest enters in order to consult with the royal Ifa oracle. 

When the oracle announces that Obarala has forgiven the towns people their 
carlier betrayal, the Obatala people, the palace staff, and all the spectators from 
the town joyously respond, * Now the procession of the Obarala people continues 

* If at present there are any spectators at all, it is curiosity which makes them look at the 

ceremonies, not any concern about the religious meaning of the cult-dramatic performances 
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confidently to the temple: Obatala has returned and Idita Ile will once again be 

his h > Pret, 
PM evening the king, barely clad and protected from the public view p 

a white cloth, comes out of the Edena gate and walks to Idita Ile. Nobody else is 

allowed to approach this area.” He humbly worships Obatala and begs in his turn 

that the deity forgive the people of Ife. He then returns to the palace waiting for 

Yeyelorisa in the ritual chamber of the Obatala group. A little later, Yeyelorisa fol- 

lows the king into the palace carrying sacred water hidden under her dress which 

she hands over to the king by way of a palace official. This gesture shows the kings 

divinity at this point as based on his identification with Obatala, with Yemoo as 

an intermediary. Blessed by Yemoo — which in an attenuated form corresponds 

to his earlier E marriage to her — the king thus becomes the alter ego of the 

resurrected Obarala. Just as Obatala rose from the netherworld to save all people 

from death, the king assumes similar power to turn death into life (ikú, aldsée 
éheji drisà — “death, owner of a power like that of Obatala”)”. 

5. Comparisons Between the Itapa Festival of Ife and Ancient Semitic 
New Year Festivals 

With respect to possible comparisons between African and Semitic phenomena, 
the New Year festival is the most significant link between Yoruba culture of 
the tropical rain forest and Canaanite culture of North Africa. Besides the six 
prominent deities of the Itapa festival, all with precise Canaanite equivalents, a 

- number of structural parallels berween the Itapa festival of Ife and the Semitic 
New Year festival provide further evidence for the existence of a common cul- 
tural pattern extending from Phoenician North Africa to Hausa and Yorubaland 

in West Africa.” 

7 This interdiction is still strictly applied today, but it is now also meant to conceal the fact 
that the king himself has not performed the ritual for more than twenty years. In 2002 he 
declared that for the sake of Christianity he would no longer participate in any festival at all 
(Lange, "Preservation", 147-148). 
"Such a marriage is still thought to be concluded by the king at his enthronement berween 

himself and the well of the palace, Yeyemolu (Fabunmi, We Shrines, 26). 
7 Although usually this motto of the divine king is taken «o refer to all orisa “deities” 

(Pemberton/Afolayan, Kingship, 92), the Obatala worshippers relate it to their deity alone 
(Obaluru/Obatala, FN 01, 103, but also an elder of the Obajio family, FN 00, 143). For the 
motto see also Fasogbon, Constitutional History, 23, and Stevens, "Orisha-nla", 188. 

7 For preliminary evidence concerning the integration of the Hausa into this cultural pat- 
tern, sce Lange, "Dimension", 161-203, and id, "Ursprung des Bösen”, 6-8. 
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Th S Á 
Ihe ltapa festival is a New Year festival centred on the de: stay in the netherworld eee » and the resurrection of the god c ourth day, | scheme appears to 

ath, a three-days’ 
of creation on the 

have been widely followed in 
survived in the Easter celebra- the hajj ceremonies of Muslims.” 

This festiva 
the Semitic world.” [n different ways it has tions of Christians and 
‘The Itapa festival consi N sts of the cult-dramatic representation of a divine of creation and a god of death. For both deities it is their descent groups or clans and in particular their specific cult groups which organize the festival On the mythological level the same E described by the Baal Cycle of Ugari — — à Even though the cult groups of Obatala and of Obameri are the Organizers of the Itapa festival, most of the other cult groups of Ife g 

conflict between a god 

- belonging to two major cult parties led by the high priest of Obatala and the high priest of Oduduwa - also participate in the festivities. In Ugarit a similar dualistic antagonism exists in the mytholgical Opposition between the “gods of the circle of Baal" and the “sons of Athira * E í Although most of the festal celebrations primarily involve the cult groups, 
the king and the palace staff of Ife have important roles in the festival. 
Ihe members of two of the three palace chambers are the intermediaries 
between the two antagonistic cult parties and the king: Their leaders 
provide the sacrificial materials and they represent the king at important 
cult-dramatic actions outside the palace. In particular, the leader of the 
Obatala faction plays an important role during the resurrection procession. 

, had aving the title of sc In Phoenician cities, certain officials, often | g 
the task of resurrecting the dying and rising god Melgart™ 

5 Just as the clans of Ife are divided into two major partics and onc minor 
group, the palace staff is split into three segments according to the three 
groups of deities." In Punic North Africa the threefold palace structure of 
Ife might correspond to a municipal organization headed by two or three 
suffets having administrative, judicial and religious functions.“ 

' For Mesopotamia, see Zimmern, Neujahrsfest, 3-26; for Israel, see Gressmann, Ade 
j »n2 e und Exmun, 405-423; for Ugarit see del Olmo Lete, Cenaamite Religion, 210-212, and for 

Phoenicia, sec Lipinski, “Fete de l'ensevclissement", 30-58. ie 

? Meissner, Babylonien und Assyrien, 11, 98; Lange, “Jesus”, 4-6, 10-11; Daum, Religion, 

119-128, 131-144 un pun 

" Herrmann, "Góttergruppen", 93-104; Smith, Read Cycle, 1, 92-96; Olmo Lete, Casaamine 

Religion, 49-51 E d 
! Bon “Mig P Js 

*! Bonnet, Melgart, 174-179; Bonnet and | ipinski, " Miqim Elim”, DC su a P 

y I - PM : a 
? On the palace organization of Ife sce Adediran, Analysis”, 3-29, and Lange, “Preserva: 

don”, 141-143 E. E 

* Gsell, Histoire, 11, 193-201; Gubel/Lipinski, "Sufftes", DOGR 4 23. 
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Ihare/Agba Ife Modewa 

5. Owasin/Wasin [Ilare] | 

| 18. Akogun [Ikogun/Okerewe] | 

| Design by D. Lange + Graphic by T Bartsch 04/2004 | 

Chart 15: The town officials and the three segments of the palace organization of Ife 

6. Two ofthe three palace service groups of Ife are deeply involved in the cele- 
bration of the Itapa festival. Indeed, members of the two major factions 
provide the antagonistic cult parties with sacrificial materials on behalf of 
the king, the officials of the Oduduwa ritual chamber (Ogungun) dealing 

with the cult groups of the Oduduwa party, and the officials of the Obatala 
ritual chamber (Omirin) with those of the Obatala party. Members of both 
chambers are born into their groups and during their Jife can climb the 
hierarchical ladder from infant servant to the position of the most senior 
palace official of their respective chamber. On the Oduduwa side the most 
senior palace official is called Lowa, and by extension the same name is 
also given to his two senior colleagues of the same ritual chamber.” The 
same or similar names are used for half-priestly or priestly officials, oc- 
cupying a similar structural position in relation to the divine parties, in 
the Yoruba city states of Ila, Ejigbo, Ifon, and Ede. These officials can be 
equated with the order of the Levitic priests in Isracl, in terms of the car- 
lier cultic functions of the Levites in the polytheistic setting, The validity 
of the comparison is more obvious for the Levites of the Arabian oasis of 

The Dying and Rising God in the New Year Fests al of Ife 

al-Ulà/Dedan of the sixth century BC bo » Who were worshippers of Wadd vites were integrated into the central- 
Ty priestly order subject to the Priests 

“In Israel the Le ized cultic organization as a seconda 
(kõhanim) * 
Among the im portant sanctuaries of the ples for Obata la and the three ma 
strictly speaking neither Obameri 1 for the Igbolokun rituals of Imoju Obameri erect a hut of palm leaves 

Itapa festival are individual tem- 
jor deities of his party. By contrast nor Oduduwa have a temple. Instead, 
ibi the members of the cult group of behind the palace in which a male and 
and worshipped. This palm hut might 
sraelite feast of Tabern 

a female deity are brought together 
correspond to the f the l ó 

[ o the booths of the 1 cles or Sukbór which in Israclite legend was later connected to the exod: Canaan.” Similar booths were erected in U 
s from Egypt to 

garit to temporarily ho of deities 
The comparisons between cultural forms of Ife and similar phenomena of t Semitic world reveal how little we know about the cultic and poli 
tion of Ife and other Yoruba cities. But more particularly they show that we are 
still far better informed about the social and institutional implications of cult- 
mythological matters among the Yoruba of Ife than among the ancient Semites, 
however advantageous the documentary situation might be in certain regions and 
towns like Ugarit 

6. Conclusion: Trans-Saharan Slave Trade and the Spread of the Canaanite State 

Historians are expected to be able to explain how in Yorubaland similar institu- 
tions to those of Phoenician North Africa and the wider Semitic world could 
arise, In our time they will not content themselves with vague ideas of diffu- 
sion which were in vogue during the colonial period. We face here complex 
and interwoven parallels between phenomena which cannot possibly have been 
transmitted by isolated and haphazard individual travellers or nomadic tribes. 
In spite of the fact that the comparisons presented above concern specific myth- 
ological and institutional details, it has to be assumed that these isolated fea- 

M See Lange, "Ursprung des Basen”, 18-26: Grimme, "Südarabischer Levitismus”, 169 

199. 

P Mishnah, V, Sukkah 5: 2-4: transl. Neusner, 

* Besides the people of Obatala, the worshippers of Oluorogbo, Orisakire and Orisateko 
289; Gaster, Festivals, 82-83 

also cach have their own temple 

© Gaster, Feitivali, 84; Loretz, Ugarit, 77 ae 

" De Moor, Anthology, 121 n. 25, 121 n. 25; Pardee, Textes rituel, 1, 209-210. "Adediran, “Analysis”, 27 n. 52; Fasogbon, Conioutional History, 27-28. i 
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tures, emerging from the documentary and eth E T s to à 

cultural coniun consisting of fully articulated s an “a nological 

| structures. Ife is in this respect only a particularly NC DNE ca Nr e of an 
ancient culture in which the cult-dramatic uu S myth presuppose 

f corresponding organizational and topographical fears Beyond 
i RUE ba city states, and in the West African context other Sudanic E Er those of the Hausa and the senum seem E have been 

f an ancient complex of specific cult-mythological organizational forms 
sui 5 d ctural ramifications.” In the north, this cultural pattern included eee E of Semitic civilizations stretching from Mesopotamia to the 

Atlantic coast oF North Africa and from Syria to South Arabia and Ethiopia. 

How could such complex structures, involving institutions of the state as well 
as the priestly orders of complex cults, have reached the people of the tropical 

FF obvious lines of communication between the Canaanite city states 

of North Africa and sub-Saharan Sudanic cultures were the trans-Saharan trade 
routes, For the pre-Christian era, rock-paintings of the Sahara attest to the wide 
distribution of horse-drawn chariots.” This means of transport may have been 
used on similar routes to those known with greater precision since the medieval 
period — albeit only for limited distances.” It has often been overlooked that 
on the central Saharan route between Tripoli and Lake Chad the geographical 

_ conditions of travelling were so favorable during the last five thousand years that 
in the winter period men, walking from oasis to oasis, could cross the desert 
without animal transport.” Even at the beginning of the Christian era, as the 
camel became widely used in the Sahara, horses continued to play an important 
role on these routes. Furthermore, slaves could be forced — as in the nineteenth 
century — to cross the entire distance from the Sudanic belt to the Mediterranean 
coast by foot. For these and other reasons, during this period the Sahara between 
Tripoli and Lake Chad should not be considered a barrier preventing contacts. 

E 

” For the integration of the Yoruba into the Sudanic cultural pattern, sce Baumann, 
Völkerkunde von Afrika, 56-76, 295-296, and Oliver/Fage, Short History, 31-38, 49; for the 
Hausa see Lange, “Dimension”, 161-203. and id., “Neujahrsfest”, 109-162. 

” Law, “Garamantes”, 181-185; Mauny, Siècles obscurs, 61-65; Lhote, Chars, 47-62. 
” Mauny tried to trace the different routes used from the eleventh to the sixteenth century 

(Tableau, 430-436). 4 
™ Drawing from accidental written and archaeological remains, Law believes that the con- 

tacts of the Garamantes with the south mainly concerned the Tibesti and the Air mountains 
(Garamantes”, 197-198), while Mauny, in spite of his better knowledge of Saharan condi- 
tions, speaks of the “Saharan barrier" (Siécles obscurs, 16-20). 
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Rather, it should be seen as allow during all I eriods other than sum; As for African products 
terranean societies, 

ing casy and continuous travel and exchange ner. 
4 (dues which might have been in demand in classical Medi- ea nstorians Eu first of gold and tin.” Besides the fact that Ponent gold deposits in the Central Sudan, on the one hand the handling and transport of both products would not have required im on 

trading posts, On the other hand, Phoeni ians were well-known in the Medie Faded pone? CPR and traders e t therefore caste ten that they ex: tended the frontiers of this sin 
í of thé Sal A While a market for slaves in the € entral Sudan, the Phoe- 'rovided various supply of black African slaves. 

slave trading network 
lis 

ister trade to countries south at the same time developing 
nicians Ay 3 V 

1s may also have i Mediterranean socie es with a steady "In order to organize a pr 
they had to ally themselves 1 well-equipped garrisons in the count 

the south, other societies may have been forced to provide Still one of the Banza bakwái states in the nineteen slave recruitment, the Yoruba (of Oyo 
Sudanic belt 

1 local people and estab- 
ries south of the Sahara. Further to the 

s of slaves 
cen 

were well known am ong t 
Ihere is strong cvidence that the ancient slave a was the single most important factor cor 

state ideas as far south 

har 
ntribu 

as the tropical rain forest. 
to local conditions, n later periods and under 
cumstances these foreign inputs were used by local people to p Sudanic civilisation. Some states, like Kanem-Bornu, were abl. 

toduce their own 
to Impose in turn their domination over the Saharan oases, thus ensuring sate travel conditions and a steady flow of goods both ways through the Sahara 

Postscript: From the 4^ to the 10* of December 2002 the German Evangelist Reinhard Bonnke of t »e Pentecostal movement staged a “crusade” against t 
remnants of the traditional religion in Ile Ife aiming at the destruction of ¢ 

Apart from the accounts of European explorers of the nineteenth century wh 
on the Central Saharan trade route - D. Denham, H Barth, G. Rohlf and G. Na 

travelled 

also Lange/Berthoud, "Qasaba^, 19-40. 
Gsell, Histoire, IV, 140-141; Hu, Geschichte, 
V. Gucht, “Esclaves”, DCPR 157 Ameling, Karzhago, 119-140 

* Bovill, Godden Trade, 21-23; Mattingly, Tripolin 156. 

186-487, 487 n. 99. 

On the historical dimension of West African slavery with respect to the Sudanic states see 
Meillassoux, Anthropology, 45-67, 

™ Hogben/Kirk-Greene, Eminetes, 145-149 
" Shaw considers medieval slave-raiding from the north to have been the most important 

factor for the process of political centralization among the Yoruba (Nigeria, 168-170) 

' See also above chap. XH, sec, 10 
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Idita Oko grove. The king at first supported this attempt to eliminate the second 

most holy sanctuary of the Obatala cult. However, the determined opposition of 
Obalale, the head of the Obarala community, and the solidarity of all the tradition- 
al priests of Ile Ifc obliged che Ooni to seek a compromise with the traditionalists, 
The agreement reached restricted the right of the Pentacostals to use the land of 
the Ọbatala community to one week and excluded the grove of Idita Oko from 

the area designated to be levelled by bulldozers in order to be used as a preachin 

ground. Unknown to the members of the Christian communities of Ile Ife, it for- 

mally precluded any future use of the land by the Pentacostals.!'? 
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Almoravides. En effet, cet événeme, 

asidérables sur toutes les traditions 
s 

274 
d'une vaste opération m 

-ussions cor 
es repercu: sions E : As 

semble avoir e" des TU Gao. Sonnt Ali et Askia Muham cage 

dynastiques ultérieures anverains de l'État songha amaie T 

o pesi deux grands P ssnhadjienne, 
bien qu'en fait ils appartiene d 

nanos dynasties différentes. 5 RR 3 3 

les conséquences à long terme n z D Die ynastique, 

almoravide, ne doivent pas faire oublier que des 

dices assez sürs uggèrent que les nouveaux rois étaient issus de! la 

ame l cale des commerçants et convoyeurs de caravanes. L établisse. 

ce UE 
à Gao-Sané remontait peut-être au temps de Ja 

ment 
AUN 

e de Gawgaw lui-même- 

cen Me d ique des rois de Ces il de ES considérer 

le nom de Zaghe qui figure sur plusieurs epitapaes royal e = Gao-Sané et 

qui semble désigner l'ancétre éponyme du noni cau rose ynastique. Ce 

nom, de même que la tradition yéménite enrégistree £y es chroniqueurs du 

XVII* siecle, font penser que les nouveaux geom de Gao étaient des 

Berbéres. En revanche, les épitaphes en nombre presque égal dédiées à des 

reines et des princesses semblent se rapporter des descendantes de la 

dynastie antérieure. On peut en effet estimer que l'ex 

litaire des 

comme l'autre 

comme on sait, 

Néanmoins, k 

intervenue à l'époque 

xécution des plus 

anciennes et des plus belles stèles de Gao-Sané avait deux objectifs : d’une Part 

il s'agissait d'attester le caractére profondément islamique des nouveaux rois, 

et d'autre part il fallait insister sur la v olonté des usurpateurs de se réconcilier 

avec l'ancien clan royal. Ce rapprochement des deux forces politiques semble 

également ressortir de la reconnaissance, de la part des nouveaux rois, du 

caractère islamique de la dynastie précédante, reconnaissance que l'on 

pourrait étre tenté d'induire à partir de la référence indirecte à l'existence 

d'un premier Muhammad (Kotso). 

Des lors il pourrait surprendre que les rois de Gao-Sané affichaient leur 

origine berbere. En fait, on peut supposer que cette insistance sur la 

différence qui les séparait sur le plan ethnique de la population négro- 

africaine exprime moins le désir d'afficher une origine étrangere que la 

volonté de préserver une identité ethnique menacée par la politique d'inter- 
mariage. A la longue l'avenement d'une dynastie berbere devait contribuer 
à effacer le clivage entre les Négro-Africains de Gao ancien et les Sahariens 
et Nord-Africains de Gao-Sané. Si l'on peut admettre que le titre de Zà fut 
déjà porté par les Kanta, il serait tentant d'interpreter la substitution du nom 
de Za à celui de Zaghé vers le milieu du XIII" siecle et l'apparition, à la même 
époque, du titre de Za comme signes de la derniere étape d'un long processus 
d'indigénisation. Les traditions zarma avec leur insistance sur une origine 
malienne montrent à leur tour que la redéfinition de l'identité ethnique des 
Zaghe eut des effets durables. 

S'il faut écarter l'hypothese que les changernents politiques survenus à 
Gao furent provoqués par une conquéte militaire, comment doit-on des lors 
envisager le processus qui provoqua la chute des Kanta? Dans la mesure oü 

le facteur religieux joua certainement un rôle important dans les événements 
qui se déroulerent vers 1080 à Gao, on supposera qu'au départ il y eut un 
mouvement de révolte religieuse instigué par des fervents musulmans de 
Gao-Sané et amplifié par les musulmans de la cour des Kanta. Une faction 

H? La mise en évidence de ces répercussions fera l'objet d'un prochain article. 
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TORY OF MEDIEVAL 

BY DIERK LANGE 

University of Bayreuth 

THE study of the medieval kingdom of Gao has greatly benefited from the discovery in 1939 of a number of royal epitaphs at Gao-Sané. Earlier it was 
Virtually impossible to assess the validity of the kinglist and EUR of 
origin included in the Ta'rikhs, the voluminous Songhay chronicles from l'imbuktu. In particular no synchronism could be established for the time before the Askiyas (1493-1591) and no clearly recognizable periods of carly Gao history were apparent. In fact, it was impossible to discover behind the 
mist of legends and the unevocative names of the Gao kinglist the bare 
features of dynastic history: not only did the foundation of the kingdom 
remain a mystery but it was also difficult to distinguish between the Zà rulers 
and the Sunnis and to perceive any upheavals within the reign of either 
dynasty 

he Orientalist Jean Sauvaget was the first to study the royal epitaphs of 
Almena he Gao-Sané, From comparison with similar stelae foun 

deduced that the early twelfth-century stelae had been 
Southern Spain to Gao on the R. Niger. Suggesting ther 

of Gao. 

kings of the epitaphs were identical with the Zi 
later saw them as subordinate kinglets of the Z: 

John Hunwick, who has specialized in Songhay history, rejected the idea 

that the rulers of Gao-Sané were identical with the Zās In his opinion the 
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fore that the rulers 
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new rulers of Gao were Sanhij 

movement who had invaded and conquered parts of the Gao kingdom. He 

suggested that the Zäs were first established on the right bank of the Niger, 

only crossing to the left bank after the Sanhäja had moved further cast 

My own conclusions were published three years ago in th! Journal. | 

suggested that the rulers of Gao-Sané were local Berber traders who on the 

basis of Islam and in connection with the Almoravid movement had seized 

rulers were in my opinion identical with the early 
power in Gao, The new spe . 

Muslim kings of the ZA dynasty mentioned in the Gao kinglist. 1 further 

Jabrielle Shortland for stylistic corrections 
* | am grateful to € 
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r épitaphes royales de Gao’, Revue des Études 
1 J, Sauvaget, ‘Notes préliminaires sur les 
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lished in Bulletin de l'IFAN, xn (1950), 418740 3 
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^ ^ e The Hague, 1980), 251 
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argued that the original Za kings were Mande and that the rise of the Berb, 

Zaghé did not change the ethnic set-up of the Gao kingdom. 'T'he Mande 

institutions of medieval Gao were in my opinion transformed by incoming 

Sorko and given a Songhay overlay In the fifteenth century.* 8 

In his critical assessment of my contribution published in this issue of th 

Journal of African History, John Hunwick deals mainly with my auguestion 

that the medieval Gao kingdom was basically a Mande state. He donaa 

the evidence in favour of the Mande identity of the original Zās (without 

having considered the Zarma traditions of origin) and discards my proposal 

that the coming of the Songhay was a consequence of the rise of the fifteenth 

century Sunnis. Following Maurice Delafosse and other authorities he places 

the coming of the Songhay ın the predynastic period and maintains that the 

original homeland of the Songhay was in Dendi, not very far downstream 

from Gao. Kukiya-Bentia near the present border of Mali and Niger was 

supposedly the capital of the first Songhay chiefdom.* 

In my present reply I first deal with the identification of the rulers of Gao- 

Sané. Having little to add to what I earlier wrote, I attempt to correct the 

errors made by my critic Turning next to the question of the dynastic 

situation in medieval Gao I try to show that the Sunnis rose to power in the 

Almoravid period and that the Malian Zäs continued to play an important 

role in the Gao state within the framework of a dual kingship. I further 

suggest that the final fall of the Zas from power at the beginning of the 

fifteenth century was the result of a military intervention of Kebbi (Old 

Songhay) in support of the Sunnis. Building on this reconstruction of the 

political history of Gao I argue that the introduction of Songhay speech and 

culture was mainly the consequence of a massive arrival of Sorko troops 

under the command of Kebbi governors. Towards the middle of the fifteenth 

century the Sunnis were able to assert their authority over the Sorko 

In reaching these tentative conclusions, which are based on the outline 

provided in my first article, I try to focus on historical reality rather than 

confining my attention to isolated problems of identification By over- 

stressing the hypothetical nature of historical reconstructions, Hunwick 

gives the impression of being reluctant to take up any firm position with 

respect to the political and ethnic changes reflected in the sources under 

discussion. It is difficult to imagine how any progress m our understanding 

of medieval Africa can be achieved without the willingness to attempt the 

reconstruction of whatever history can be recovered. 

L THE IDENTIFICATION OF YAMA b. KIMA (1110-1120) A8 A KING 

OF THE ZAS 

John Hunwick starts the relevant section of his ‘Gao revisited’ by calling the 

third king of Gao-Sané by the name Mama b. K.mà, a reading which differs 

from mine which is Yama b. K.mā, It should be made clear that this name 

is of outstanding importance since the epitaphs identify the other rulers only 

* D, Lange, ‘Les rois de Gao-Sané et les Almoravides', J. Afr. Hist., xxxn (1991), 

251-75- 
; * John Hunwick, ' Gao and the Almoravids revisited : ethnicity, political change and the 

limits of interpretation”, J. Afr. Hist., xxxv (1994), 25173. 
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Hunwick has moved from a position where he identifies the ruler as Mi 

b. K.mi to a position where he accepts the reading Yama (b. K.ma) ‘as 

working hypothesis’. However, it is clear from what follows that he is 

unwilling to ‘work’ on the basis of this hypothesis. 

Let us now turn to the particular name given in the kinglist to the 

eighteenth ruler of the Zās. Hunwick says correctly that I identify Yama b 

K.mi from the Gao-Sané epitaphs with Yama Kitsi of the T. al-Fattash (an 

more precisely, with the second appendix of the TF known as ‘Notice 
historique’ [NH]),? but he neglects to say that my identification is also baseq 

on Biyu-Ki-Kima, the name given for the same ruler in the T. al-Südän 

(TS), although I clearly stated this." Now, instead of examining the 

arguments which support the identification, my critic refers to *a number of 

problems' arising from my suggestion of which he actually mentions only 

one, namely that in the Ta'rikhs Yama b. K.mà appears to be the fourth 

Muslim ruler of Gao, while according to the epitaphs he was the third, 

My explanation of this difference is based on a comparison of the two 

series of names, that of the kinglist and that of the epitaphs. The kinglist has 

Biyu-Ki-Kima/Yama- Kitsi in the eighteenth position of the Zà kings and in 

the fourth position of the Muslim rulers. The epitaphs begin with Muham- 

mad b. ‘Abd Allah and continue with Aba Bakr b. Abi Quhäfa and ‘Umar 

b. al-Khattab, the names of the first two Caliphs, a series supported by the 

dates. We cannot suppose that an epitaph is missing before that of 

Muhammad b. ‘Abd Allah, a name which must stand for the Prophet 

Muhammad — since obviously there was no Muslim ruler before Muham- 

mad. Therefore, if Yama b. K.mä is identical to Biyu- Ki-Kima/Yama-Kitsi 

(no. 18), the first Muslim ruler of the Almoravid period must have been 

Kosso-Daré (no. 16) and not Kosso-Muslim (no. 15). Hence we are left with 

the problem of knowing who Kosso-Muslim (no. 15) was. Taking into 

account that the tenth-century king of Gao mentioned by al-Muhallabi was 

a Muslim and that the kinglist mentions only the Islamization of the 

Almoravid period I suggested that Kosso-Muslim may have been the first 

Muslim king of Gao. For want of a better explanation I argued that here we 

are faced with a conscious rearrangement of the kinglist: a long time after the 

Almoravid period, when folk memory had begun to think of the two 

dynasties of Gao as one, court historians may have merged the early (tenth 

century) and the late (Almoravid) Islamization by placing Kosso-Muslim 

(no. 15) before Kosso- Dare (no. 16). 
Focusing once more on the name in dispute we find ín our sources thc 

following three forms: 

Yama b. K.má - third king of Gao-Sané (died 18/4/1120) (epitaph) 
Yama Kitsi — eighteenth king/fourth Muslim king of the Zäs (TF) 
Biyu-Ki-Kima — eighteenth king/fourth Muslim king of the Zàs (TS) 

Clearly, the first half of the name preserved in the TF (NH) corresponds to 

the proper name of the thírd ruler of Gao-Sané while the second half 
preserved in the name of the TS corresponds to the name of his father. 1f we 

add to these phonological similarities the similarities in position and time 

* Eds, and transl, O. Houdas and M. Delafosse (Paris, 1913). 
W Eds, and transl. O. Houdas (Paris, 1898-1900). 
" Lange, 'Gao-Sané', 264; sec also n. Bs. 
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y ist s arizes the steps which lead to the identificatié, 
n o indicates some of the implications derived from ae 

identification with respect to our understanding of the Gao kinglist, 

1. We have three epitaphs for the early rulers of Gao-Sané. All three giye 

assumed Arabic names to these rulers. It is only the last epitaph which has 

a supplementary indigenous name- Only the latter could be expected to have 

been transmitted by the local tradition to posterity. 

2. On the basis of a later paradigm the indigenous name should be read 

Yama b. K.mà. Only the first letter is slightly doubtful, but the reading mīm 

(Mama) instead of yd^ (Yama) has to be discarded. 

3. The first part of the name — Yami - is identical with the first half of the 

name given in the TF to the eighteenth ruler of the Zas, Yama Kitsi. 

4. There is no reason to doubt the validity of the French translation of the 

second appendix of the TF (the Arabic text being at present not available). 

We owe this translation to O. Houdas, the same scholar who earlier 

translated the TS. As far as I can see, none of the names of the 31 Za rulers 

and the 19 Sunni rulers of the TS reveals any mistake in their respective 
transcriptions. 

5. The identification of Yama b. K.m is not only based on the TF but 

also on the TS. The second part of the name Yama b. K.mä is here identical 
with the second half of the name of the eighteenth Za ruler — Biyu-Ki-Kima 

(TF: Yama Kitsi). Furthermore the Ta'rikhs provide us with the vowel for 
the second name — a kasra (i) — which is missing in the epitaph (the short 
consonants showing in any case no vowels). 

6. On the basis of the available elements we are now able to read the name 
of the eighteenth ruler of the Zas on the epitaph as Yama b. Kimi. It is 
obvious from this contemporary source that the later kinglist has merged the 
personal name with the name of the father. 

7. Both available copies of the kinglist are known from the Ta'rikhs. We 
can be sure that these chronicles were composed in the mid-seventeenth 
century but nothing proves that the kinglist was also recorded in writing only 
at that late period. On the contrary, now that the eighteenth king of the Zäs 
can be dated to the Almoravid period, we must suppose that the Gao kinglist 
had been committed to writing much earlier. 

In view of these elements there can hardly be any doubt that the third king 
of Gao-Sané, Yama b. K.mā, is indeed identical with the eighteenth Zà ~ or 
the fourth Muslim Za — of the kinglist. The combination of the available 

Hunwick also claims ideas of other scholars as his own: the seventh/eighth century 
expansion of the Songhay from Dendi to Gao ( Gao revisited’, 272; see also 256) was first 
suggested by Delafosse (Haut-Sénégal-Niger [2 vols.] [Paris, 1912] i, 239-41) and the 
relations between Gao and Almeria — whether involving kinsmen or not 
out by Sauvaget (‘Gao revisited’, 264; 'epitaphes', 132-3). 

For the sake of clarity Hunwick should have stated further that now he accepts ‘the 
name correspondence’ between the Zaghé rulers and the Orthodox Caliphs which he had 

first rejected (' Gao and the Almoravids’, 416). He should also have admitted that he no 
longer sees in the epitaphs of queens evidence for a foreign matrilineal society (ihid. 429). 
Had he furthermore given some consideration to the parallel epitaphs of kings and queens 
(' Gao-Sané', 261-2) surely a policy of intermarriage would have seemed a more likely 
explanation than a foreign conquest involving not only an invading army but also a retinue 
of women. 
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(pp. 269-70, 272). Altogether it would appear that a E re 
269-70, 272). : à : 

African people cannot be dealt with adequately oe e e ing hens 

sources alone, It is indispensable to take oral trad ei one must attempt to r à a 

account and to analyse them uii ^ eio dn the dating provided 
è mmal evidence fold 

correlate the internal and the exte nd jsentanagling the manifo 

any © g can 
by external sources there i$ hardly ar Needless to say, nothing € 

: origins 
threads of oral traditions dealing ne ir 
be achieved without an open S ‘don 

Hunwiek claims that his contri bu s written in à spirit of collegiality 
nin asf llegialit 

as 
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Therefore I am inclined to dn id EU Nee
d his 

response. However, it cannot 89 wt MAECEN EST for not 

applying the appropriate linguistic methodology pee al g with ap- 

parently cognate names in different sources (D. 253) viously the historian 

of medieval Africa has to rely on onomastic data — and these may be widely 

disparate — in order to relate key elements of the internal evidence to the 

evidence provided by external sources. Indeed, it should be clear that even 

completely different names may refer to the same historical reality. To 

dismiss possible correlations off-hand on the sole criterion of linguistic form 

would deprive historical research of important possibilities for advancement, 

Although there is no absolute safeguard against the pitfalls of speculation and 

circular reasoning, the investigator of onomastic data should consider the 

general plausibility of the resemblance between individual terms by taking 

into account their meaning and the historical context. I hope that I did this 

and that I moved on the narrow path of a fruitful approach towards a better 

understanding of early Gao history. May I now turn the tables on Hunwick ? 

Throughout my present paper I have to note many shortcomings of his own 

analysis. These shortcomings are in my opinion mainly due to an overall 

defensive approach towards new suggestions, understandable in a field where 

we are accustomed to struggle for years without in-depth responses from 

outsiders. Nevertheless, his reply has considerably sharpened my under- 

standing of medieval Gao and will certainly encourage other scholars to find 

better solutions to the many problems facing us. 

In order to make the following discussion as clear as possible I will try to 

proceed more or less chronologically, beginning with the pre-Almoravid 

Qandi rulers of Old Gao and ending with the re-establishment of the Sunnis 

as the effective rulers of Gao. However, the need to respond to the criticisms 

voiced by Hunwick leads me to deal with topics which overlap successive 

periods: the question of the site of the first capital of the Gao kingdom 

concerns the Qandä as well as the Zaghé/Sunni period; the same holds true 

for the impact of Ghana/Old Mali on Gao; the section on the Sango 

kingdom explores the common features of the old West African kingdoms as 

well as the identification of the first Songhay polity; the fourth section 

proposes a new interpretation of the dynastic history of the Gao kingdom in 

relation to the Malian expansion of the fourteenth century and the coming of 

the Songhay in the fifteenth century. These various topics are all in one way 

or another related to the stand taken towards the epitaphs of Gao-Sané and 

the question of Songhay ethnicity, the two central aspects of Hunwick's 

criticism. I deal with these topics on the basis of the brief outline provided 

in my Gao-Sané article. But the attempt to counter the arguments of my 

critic leads me to explore the history of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century 

Songhay in more depth than I had first intended. By and large the outcome 

of this undertaking is a revision of most of the concepts which were 

underlying the previous reconstructions of the pre-Askiya history of the Gao 

kingdom. 

282 

1. ! Ríght-bank Gao’ and the rise of the Zaghé 

On the basis of the TF (NH) Hunwick suggests that sometime prior to the 

twelfth century the Zäs moved from the right bank to the left bank of the 

Niger. Supplementary evidence for such a move seems to be provided by al- 
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283 tuh: nd Ib -Warrüq/al- P. 265-67). My analysis of the 

allabi a n al-Warrig/al-Bak: 
M 

āq/al-Bakrī Gao kinglist in conjunction with the Gao-Sané epit ut i sts ue + ve a pgi dynasty, the hē, c y y, hE, came to power towa Gy kings was in Gao-Sané Ina ere UTE ae The residence of the Zaghe 
M 54 al-Tdrisi e ea not residing on the banks of the Nile’, but chuc a che rulers of Gao were affluent of the "Nile 2 Phas navn but ipse to a canal (khalidj) or an 

aternen ates mid-twelfth century the rulers were residing in Gao-Sand ^ a in the here are ear: e ding in Gao-Sané a "asons to suppose that the se z at the sea N Qunda was in Old Gao on NS "b ge power of the pre-Almoravid 
eee dr e sank of the Niger. No remains of a ite of à town have been discovered on the right 
narrow hinterland makes the area PF ite t x D Pa j e area opposite to present-day € y inappropriate site for an important locality. Furth bern MuR ality. Furtherrnore such a site would [AREA di uds to reach for foreign traders 

Arabic geographers seem tc e f (oS CHE : r eem to support the idea of an early residence of 
PES a ' dā on the right bank of the Niger, but the comparative inte pretation 

of all the evide y the ex it like ud sd idence provided by the external sources makes it likely that this 
rea ue is wrong. Al-Muhallabi distinguishes between the town of the king 
o: J : f va 2 sue bank of the Niger and a town of the traders, Sarnäh (Gao- 

1€), on the WR bank, and he places a prayer-ground (musalla) between 
the two towns If indeed the towns were situated on opposite bank 
Niger, a prayer-ground in the middle would make no sense € there is no 
island. It makes sense however between Gao-Sane (Sarnäh) and Old Gao. 
two localities which are separated by the Wadi Gangeber. The large delta of 
the Gangeber (see map in: ' Gao-Sane’, p. 259) suggests that during a period 
of wetter climate the present dry-bed of the Gangeber might at this po 

have been flooded on a large scale by the R. Niger. Al- Bakri also distinguishes 

between two towns and he makes it clear that the king's town was situsted 
the two ns were 

he Saghm4ra-Berbers 
re opposite bank [of the 

of the 

on the banks of the Niger, but he does not say t 

separated by the ‘ Nile". It is only in connection wi 

and the town of Tadmekka that he places Gao ‘on th 

Niger?]' referring the reader to his later description of the town " However, 

at the point where he provides this description of Gao he neither mentions 

Nile/Niger, nor does he 
that the two parts of the town were separated by the 

a large river before reaching the kir 

raphers were misled 
indicate that traders had to cross 

town, Therefore it seems quite possible that both geog 

“the crossing of a river’ which they inter- 

preted as ‘crossing the Nile/Niger’ although actually these reports meant 

that ‘the Gangeber flooded by the Niger” had to be crossed. This in- 

al-Zuhri who in 1154 states that Old Gao - now 

certainly identical with left-bank Gao - was situated on an island in the 

middle of the R. Niger and that it could be reached only by boat." It would 

scem that al-Zuhrf provides us with a useful paradigm for understanding the 

texts of the earlier geographers He writes in the middle of the twelfth 

at a time when, according to Hunwick, the rulers of right-bank 

nk Gao. But still he describes Gao as being 

h would seem to imply that the 

s not suit Hunwick's line 

by traders’ reports mentioning 

terpretation 15 supported by 

century, Le 

Gao had already moved to left-ba 

located on an island, a statement whic 

Nile/Niger had to be crossed, ‘This information doe 

roes for West Africam History 
,evtzion, Corpus of Barly Arabie ` 

[hereafter, Corpus] 1 Corpus, 174 € 

1 fhid. 83 

w J. Hopkins and N. L 

(Cambridge, 1981), 113 

V Ibid. 87 
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of thought and he therefore prefers 

argument (p. 257)- 

As for the corresponding 

to ignore it, although it was part of my 

account provided by the TF, it would appear. ib 

reflect information on the Malian origin of the Zàs (see below). But more 

particularly it should be noted that the Rose tem soc the Songhay 

kingdom recorded in the TS is placed at Kukiya and does not involve the 

Berar the Rs! Jiger.*" It is only in the TF that the local people are said 

to have lived under their Zà kings on the right bank before they met the giant 

Zà al-Ayaman on the left bank of the Niger. Hence it would appear that the 

figure of al-Ayaman settling to the east of the earlier rulers of Gao can be 

taken to represent the kings of Gao-Sané (cf. p. 266). However, this analogy 

should not be overstressed. As will be seen below, the Gao foundation myth 

has been wrongly transferred to the Zàs. It basically belongs to the incoming 

Songhay of the early fifteenth century. — an : 

Turning finally to Hunwick's objection that Wadi Gangeber was too 

narrow to be an impediment to nomads, it may be observed that not only the 

width of the watercourse should be considered, nor its annual water-flow, 

but the vegetation on either side. In this respect the Gangeber may be 

compared with the equally narrow Komadugu Yobe which served as a 

protection against nomads for Gazargamo, the capital of Borno. Similarly it 

is the thick vegetation on the rivers K. Yobe and K. Gana which made it 

possible for the indigenous Sao to survive for about a century within a few 

kilometres of Gazargamo in spite of the hostility displayed by the Kanuri. 

The descriptions provided by D. Denham and H. Barth of the area show 

how the forest immediately north of the capital remained thick in the 

nineteenth century.” Similar conditions must have prevailed in Gao during 

periods of wetter climate and lower population density. 

In view of these considerations the historian of Songhay would be well 

advised to place the residence of the pre-Almoravid Qandä rulers of Songhay 

at the well-known site of Old Gao on the left bank of the Niger. Positive 

archaeological data in favour of a medieval settlement near to the ‘dune rose’ 

or under it would of course lead to a new assessment of the evidence, but it 

is quite unlikely that such data will be found.” 

* Hunwick's considerations concerning Kukiya (256-7) are based on four assump- 

tions: (1) the Kukiya-traditions refer truly to the beginning of the dynastic history of 

Gao; (z) Kukiya was identical with Kukiya-Bentia (Desplagnes, Delafosse); (3) the shift 

of the Zas from Kukiya to Gao was linked to the beginning of regular trans-Saharan 

trade; (4) regular trans-Saharan trade began in the second half of the eighth century. This 

is all very uncertain. 
# [bn Furtü, K. ghazawát Barnü, ed. D. Lange (Stuttgart, 1987), g-21/tr. 43-57; See 

also map p. 27. 
# D. Denham et al., Narrative of Travels and Discoveries, (2 vols.) (London, 1926) 1, 

214; H. Barth, Travels and Discoveries, (3 vols.) (New York, 1859) iii, 30. 
# [| may add the relevant part of Raymond Mauny's letter of 28 August 1990 that 

Hunwick wished me to quote: ' [...] votre lettre relative à la question du site archéologique 

de Gao-Sané (Mali) et de sa disposition sur le fleuve Niger ou sur l'une des branches du 

bas- Tilemsi, C'est aupres de celles-ci qu'il faut placer Gao ancien et Gao Sané, tous deux 

sur Ja rive gauche du Niger, Gao ancien au confluent méme du Tilernsi. La dune rose, elle, 
est sur la rive droite du Niger et il n'y a aucune trace de ville médiévale à cet endroit. [...] 

C'est donc le Tilemsi et non le Niger qui séparent Gao ancien de Gao Sané, jusqu'a 
preuve du contraire [...]'. Mauny, who had a keen eye for remains of human settlements, 

Qus not be misled by historical texts to the point that he would ignore geographical 
realities, 
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4. Old Mali and Gao 
ju is generally thought that the his q story 

the B à Modum à towards the midale sta PEMAN empi: ignores i E : tat prior to the rise of Ke € thirteenth eae begins with 
Mali state w à was centered on the | heal there flourigh This view 

in this area sti x Stify to the c xistence of te area of the Niger 28 d an older 

of the one described by al-Bakrī y it ?! royal burials y hich ast tumuli 

to the period between the PES Chena: Re Teminiscent seventh ang t as the residence of 
not situated on the R, Niger but in the Senegal. However, the ; 

ey € twe 
: à 

rà MERE century ue € kings « y i 
ngs of Ghana was apparenti, region between the Niger d 

1g 400 ka nihe Niger an 390 km to the west of the Nise 
yal power ?* This 

mentioned by al-Bakrī 

Ghana polity lir 
à temporary or 

conclusion is mainly derived from a n Bakri, a literal interpretation of and ae traditions of origin.” A major state based ¢ n the La PPraisal of th not necessarily exclude the existence of sone Lak f 

was most likely either 
a minor seat of re ew look at the 

al-Idrist RPM 

Niger does 
arginal area 

f a secondary atu. reached by the traders from the north. Th. dary state 
t »* name “Ghana 

Arabic geographers corresponds only to the st 
royal title which was either pronounced gana o 
must have been closely related to Kanta’ an t 
number of other names and terms including “Akan” an 
called the kingdom centered on the Niger ‘Malal 
learn that in the twelfth century it was called 
Ghana to the Lake area of the Niger brings 
African history into the neighbourhood of Gao 

Against this background my explanations conce 

looks at only the linguistic form. I made itc 

of the Malinké and the traditional figure Ku: 

more in common than a vague similarity o + once have 

been associated with royal power in Mali because of the 

n n, Ancient Ghana, 53-60 
Das alte Mali und Ghana: Der Bevtrag der Or 

Levtz 
D. Lange 

einer historiographischen Fiktion', Histerssch 
ty (Amer * Levtzion noted this sim 

K. Sanogo, Recherches archeologugues au M. 

Raimbault and Sanogo, Recherches, & 

7 Corpus, 77-88. It should be noted 
82). Elsewhere he k 

nce al. Bakri suggests that Gh 

f three days trom 
hat in onc Ins 

locates it at a distance ol 

Das alte Mah’, 615-16. 

he Mahnké term gee, Aina, 

andingue (Paris, 1055] t, 241} ln Borgu 

Structures de type feodo (Pars, 

was on the Niger (Corpus 

river (ibid. 88) 

^ M. Delafosse considers that Ghana 

kända meaning ‘chef de guerre (La langue Me 
ombard 

the name gando ix given to royal slaves Q. Lon large ot perhaps more properly a 
1966], 36-7), while in Hausaland gamd designates a anm 

x lin. 1906], 153). The form 
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guru Kante and the Zarma are descendants of the royal Zäs (pp. 269~73) as 

Furthermore, both are related to Old Mali, the Kante through their ancestor 

Sumanguru Kante and the Zarma through their ancestors Zaberkan and 

Mali Bero.™ Considering the similitude of form and meaning between 

‘Kanta’ and ‘Kan’, I would like to add that Zaberkan, Sambo-Kano 

Taguru-Gana and also Kandi, the ancestors of non-blacksmith Zarma,™ 

refer by their names to the same widespread institution of kingship as the 

‘Ghana’ title of Old Mali and the Kanta epithet of Kebbi. However, I now 

doubt whether the numerous onomastic survivals pointing to the early 

existence of a dynastic society on the Niger and in Kebbi associated with the 

name Kanta should be solely related to Old Mali. The ultimate origin of the 

Kanta kingship is probably located elsewhere. 

Following a general usage I referred to the people of the great kingdom 

centered on the Lake area of the Niger as ‘Mande’. In fact, ‘Mande’ now 

defines for linguists a group of languages of which Soninke and Malinke, 

once spoken in one form or another in Ghana and Mali, are historically the 

most important. Students of Songhay-Zarma society noted that even today 

the bards (jesere) cite their genealogical praises (zaamu) in Soninke.?? They 

are convinced that key terms of the political and religious vocabulary of 

Songhay-Zarma are loans from either Malinke or Soninke.?* It is generally 

thought that these Mande elements were adopted by the inhabitants of the 

eastern Niger bend in the course of the Malian domination of the fourteenth 

century." Hence it is somewhat surprising when Hunwick attributes the 

introduction of the Mande institution of jesere dunka (Royal bard) to Askiya 

Muhammad. For this he claims the authority of Olivier de Sardan (p. 259). 

However, the anthropologist — whose work is indeed of great utility for the 

historians of Songhay —is careful to quote only the statements of his 

informants in connection with the jesere dunka, whereas elsewhere he makes 

it clear that he follows the opinion of Jean Rouch in assigning the Mande 

loans to the earlier period of Malian domination.” Olivier de Sardan further 

informs us that bards called jesere dunka are today present in the courts of 

both Songhay and Zarma princes and that the Zarma princes believe that 

their forefathers came from Mali together with their bards.” Because of the 

3: [n correcting ‘Nabo Kantabo' to ‘Nabo! Kontabo!’ Hunwick insinuates that I 

misquoted Depuis- Yacouba (p. 258 and n. 24), while actually I quoted Jean Rouch (who 

has the spelling I gave) and mentioned Depuis-Yacoubs only as a further reference (' Gao- 

Sané’, 270, n. 113). He further claims (p. 258) that I consider ' Nabo Kantabo' a ' praise- 

name’ while actually 1 wrote that it is a ‘devise’ (motto), He is right however to criticize 

my translation of Sámaqands (p. 258) — it should rather be translated as ‘land of Sima’ 

(Barth has ‘ Marka-kanda ' as ‘land of the Soninke' [ Travels, iii, 702]) ~ although it does 

not falsify the opinion that also in this case Qanda stands for Kanta since even the 

Songhay term ganda — ‘earth, land’, which Hunwick reads into Qandá (pp. 257-8), would 

appear to be cognate with Kanta (B. Gado, Le Zarmatarey (Niamey, 1980], 21-2, ec also 

134, 145) 
* For the former see P. Doumbia, ' Étude du clan des forgerons’, Bulletin du Comité 

d'Etudes Scientifiques et Historiques de l'AOF, xix (1936), 334-9 and Lange, ‘Das alte 
Mali”, 605-6, and for the latter Y. Urvoy, Histoire des populations du Soudan Central 
(Paris, 1936), 56-9; J. Rouch, Contribution à l'histoire Songhay (Dakar, 1953), 207 8; 

O. de Sardan, Concepts, 406-12. 

^ Urvoy, Histoire, 56-9; Gado, Zarmatarey, 21, 129-34; O. de Sardan, Concepts, 

410-11. ™ Gado, Zarmatarey, 126-8, 145-6; O. de Sardan, Concepts, 225-30, 3307! - 
“ O, de Sardan, Concepts, 287. 
# Rouch, Religion, 12; O, de Sardan, Concepts, 287. * Concepts, 247. I. Ibid. 227 
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HE EET QE EI of QE eine composition of the DNE 
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appear to be related in one way or another to ch RO UTS eS ay or another to the ethnonym ‘Songhay’. One 
might have thought that here we have another loan from Old Mali. However 
the royal epithet tunkara noted in Kebbi, the ethnonyrns Shanga, Tyenga 
and Wasangari found south of Kebbi and the dynastic gods Tongo and 
Sango of the Achifawa and the Yoruba do not support such a restrictive view 
It seems to be more correct to consider that Sango kingdoms existed to the 
west and to the east of Gao. Therefore the establishment of a Songhay 

kingdom on the Middle Niger could just as well be the result of early 
influences from Old Mali as of late influences from Kebbi Although the Za 

and Sunni traditions of origin would seem to sugge the state builders 

of the eastern Middle Niger came from the Lake of the Niger, it would 

appear that only the eastern traditions of the Sorko dealing with Faran Maka 

Bote allow us to determine the circumstances of tł e of the Songhay 

According to the evidence provided by the external r to the 

coming of the Songhay, the eastern. Niger bend was the domain of the 

Wangara."? Hunwick denies this because he believes that the early centre of 

Wangara activity has to be located on the R. Senegal (p 263). His opinion 15 

based in particular on the identification of Yaresna, a Wangara town 

mentioned by al-Bakf, with a town near Kayes on R. Senegal." In my 

opinion Yaresna corresponds to the modern town of Dia in the inner delta 

of the Niger." In fact, Dia is still considered to be the home town ot the 

Dyula, a present-day group of traders largely identical with the Wangera 

But the Wangara were not only traders as Ibn al-Mukhtir claims." From 

it may be deduced that they were also nobles, 

warriors and peasants.* Heinrich Barth defines the W mers DER 
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descendants of the royal Zas (pp. 269-73) as 
Old Mali, the Kante through their ancestor 

a through their ancestors Zaberkan and 

Mali Bero.* Considering the similitude of form and meaning between 

‘Kanta’ and ‘Kan’, I would like to add that Zaberkan, Sambo-Kano 

Taguru-Gana and also Kandi, the ancestors of non-blacksmith Zarma,4 

refer by their names to the same widespread institution of kingship as the 

‘Ghana’ title of Old Mali and the Kanta epithet of Kebbi. However, I now 

doubt whether the numerous onomastic survivals pointing to the early 

existence of a dynastic society on the Niger and in Kebbi associated with the 

name Kanta should be solely related to Old Mali. The ultimate origin of the 

Kanta kingship is probably located elsewhere. 

Following a general usage I referred to the people of the great kingdom 

centered on the Lake area of the Niger as ‘Mande’. In fact, ‘Mande’ now 

defines for linguists a group of languages of which Soninke and Malinke, 

once spoken in one form or another in Ghana and Mali, are historically the 

most important. Students of Songhay-Zarma society noted that even today 

the bards (jesere) cite their genealogical praises (zaamu) in Soninke.* They 

are convinced that key terms of the political and religious vocabulary of 

Songhay-Zarma are loans from either Malinke or Soninke.?* It is generally 

thought that these Mande elements were adopted by the inhabitants of the 

eastern Niger bend in the course of the Malian domination of the fourteenth 

century." Hence it is somewhat surprising when Hunwick attributes the 

introduction of the Mande institution of jesere dunka (Royal bard) to Askiya 

Muhammad. For this he claims the authority of Olivier de Sardan (p. 259). 

However, the anthropologist — whose work is indeed of great utility for the 

historians of Songhay —is careful to quote only the statements of his 

informants in connection with the jesere dunka, whereas elsewhere he makes 

it clear that he follows the opinion of Jean Rouch in assigning the Mande 

loans to the earlier period of Malian domination.” Olivier de Sardan further 

informs us that bards called jesere dunka are today present in the courts of 

both Songhay and Zarma princes and that the Zarma princes believe that 

their forefathers came from Mali together with their bards.” Because of the 

guru Kante and the Zarma are 

Furthermore, both are related to 

Sumanguru Kante and the Zarm 

# [n correcting ‘Nabo Kantabo' to ‘Nabo! Kontabo!’ Hunwick insinuates that I 

misquoted Depuis- Yacouba (p. 258 and n. 24), while actually I quoted Jean Rouch (who 

has the spelling I gave) and mentioned Depuis-Yacouba only as a further reference (' Gao- 

Sané’, 270, n. 113). He further claims (p. 258) that I consider * Nabo Kantabo' a * praise- 

name’ while actually I wrote that it is a ‘devise’ (motto). He is right however to criticize 

my translation of Sámaqanda (p. 258) - it should rather be translated as ‘land of Sima’ 

(Barth has ' Marka-kanda’ as ‘land of the Soninke’ ( Travels, iii, 702]) ~ although it does 

not falsify the opinion that also in this case Qanda stands for Kanta since even the 

Songhay term ganda ~ ‘earth, land’, which Hunwick reads into Qanda (pp. 257-8), would 

appear to be cognate with Kanta (B. Gado, Le Zarmatarey (Niamey, 1980], 21-2, see also 

134, 145). 
* For the former see P. Doumbia, ‘Etude du clan des forgerons’, Bulletin du Comité 

d'Etudes Scientifiques et Historiques de l'AOF, xax (1936), 334-9 and Lange, ‘Das alte 
Mali’, 605-6, and for the latter Y. Urvoy, Histoire des populations du Soudan Central 

(Paris, 1936), 56-9; J. Rouch, Contribution à l'histoire Songhay (Dakar, 1953), 207-4; 
O. de Sardan, Concepts, 406-12, 

9! Urvoy, Histoire, 56-9; Gado, Zarmatarey, 21, 129-34; O, de Sardan, Concepts, 

410-11.  Gado, Zarmatarey, 126-8, 145-6; O. de Sardan, Concepts, 225-30, 33071: 
*! O, de Sardan, Concepts, 287. 
# Rouch, Religion, 12; O. de Sardan, Concepts, 287. * Concepts, 247. ™ Ibid. 227 
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e area of the Niger, it would 

appear that only the eastern traditions of the Sorko dealing with Faran Maka 

Bote allow us to determine the circumstances of the rise of the Songhay 

According to the evidence provided by the external sources 

coming of the Songhay, the eastern Niger bend was the domain of the 

Wangara." Hunwick denies this because he believes that the early centre of 

Wangara activity has to be located on the R Senegal (p. 263). His opinion 15 

the identification of Yaresna, a Wangara town 

mentioned by al-Bakf, with a town near Kayes on the R. Senegal." In my 

opinion Yaresna corresponds to the modern town of Dia in the inner delta 

of the Niger." In fact, Dia is still considered to be the home town of the 

Dyula, a present-day group of traders largely identical with the Wangara 

But the Wangara were not only traders as Ibn al-Mukhtir claims." From 

name it may be deduced that they were also nobles, 
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g/kore (cf. ‘king’ in Meroitic) #8 Therefore the term could have had the sam 

meaning as ‘Songhay’, namely ‘people of the king’, although obvio 

belonging to a different language. The distribution of the Wangara Y 

indicated by al- Idrisi and the actual location of surviving Dyula communities 
— a correlation not considered by Hunwick — makes the kingdom of the Te 

area of the Niger, to which Dia must have belonged, the most likely political 

center of the early Wangara. If it is correct that the main center of Ghana was 

identical with Old Mali then it is easy to imagine that the subjects of that 

kingdom - later called *Soninke’— must have acquired great importance 

from the West African gold trade and that they were also active in the whole 

area of the Middle Niger. But as *people of the king' they were not only 

traders. Their political influence on the area of the eastern Niger bend must 

have depended on the strength of Old Mali. 

3. The Sango kingship and Songhay ethnicity 

In this chapter I will try to analyse the name Songhay in more detail. It is 

well-known that ethnonyms often enshrine valuable information about the 

formative period of ethnic groups. Contrary to Hunwick, who considers that 

the name 'Songhay' refers first and foremost to a language (p. 254) and 

therefore remained for a long time unnoticed, I think that it is derived from 

a name given to a political entity. The proper analysis of the ethnic situation 

has in my opinion to give precedence to the contemporary sources over the 

l internal transmission. If the early contemporary sources indicate an ex- 

tension of the Mande world to the eastern Niger bend on one hand and a 

| Jocalization of the Songhay further to the east on the other, then later 

evidence suggesting a situation of tribal stability has to be re-evaluated, not 

the early contemporary evidence. 

In Hunwick's opinion ethnicity is something vague and difficult to define 

Yet he follows Delafosse and Rouch in believing that the Songhay settled at 

the eastern Niger bend in predynastic times, while I suggested that the 

Songhay first arrived in the area in the first half of the fifteenth century. In 

defence of the established theory of tribal stability he adds an argument 

based on the folk etymology of the name ‘Gao’: the author of the TF 

supposes that the name of the town is derived from the name gao given to the 

fruit of the insignificant hanam tree or twiner (Leptadenia lancifolia or L 

hastata). Hunwick thinks that the folk etymology reflects an historical 

reality and deduces from it that Songhay was spoken in the area since the 

earliest mention of Gao (pp. 259-60). On the other hand he rejects as non- 

valid my identifications of several Za names with Soninke or Malinke words 

(Mali-Biyai, Diata-Kor&, Kosso-Dārē),* he also dismisses my identification 

of the fourteenth-century Zaghäy with the Songhay and he ignores the 

Zä/Mande identity of the Zarma. 

"The first instance of a dynastic name similar to Songhay is provided in the 

# M. MacAdam, The Temples of Kawa, i (London, 1949), 101. 

M ‘Gao revisited’, 252-7, Delafosse, Haut-Sénégal, i, 239-42; 

165-9. 

5» B, Payre de Fabregues, Lexique des plates du Niger, (and cd., Niamey. 1979), 45 

t | do not think that any of the Songhay meanings which Rouch proposes for various 

Zi names are acceptable, Names like ‘le jeune homme jujube (for Kosso-Därt) or ‘la 

main sait un peu’ (for Biyay-Kayna-Kinba) do not seem to suit rulers of a kingdom 

(Contribution, 174, n. 13). 
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? More important is the fact that Ibn 

Battüta and Ibn Khaldün mention the same name and that they provide 

information which can be shown to refer to the same general area. The 

people which both had in view were probably the inhabitants of the Rima 

state — later called Kabawa after their capital Birnin Kebbi, built in the 

sixteenth century Further arguments presented below will support the 

conclusion that *"Zaghay' stands for *Songhay' and it will be shown that the 

rendering of the voiceless sibilant (sin) by a voiced sibilant (zd') corresponds 

to an orthographic convention having local roots. 

Before dealing in more detail with the meaning of ‘Zaghé’ we should turn 

our attention to the strange similarity between ‘Zaghay’ and "Zagháwa', 

Known from the external sources these names are more or less in- 

terchangeable: Ibn Khaldün sometimes writes ‘Zaghäy' when he means 

‘Zaghawa’ and similarly al- Maqrizi calls the inhabitants
 of Kanem and Borno 

‘Zaghāy’ although ‘Zaghāwa’ would appear to be correct.“ In order to 

understand this interchangeability one has to take into account the plural 

marker of the languages spoken on the Middle Niger and in the area of Lake 

Chad. Indeed, the final syllables -ay and -wa of the Arabic transcriptions 

correspond to the Songhay suffix -ey® and the Kanuri ending -wa indicating 

plurals, while the Hausa suffix -wa specifies ethnic designations.“ Th
erefore 

‘Zaghay’ and ‘Zaghawa’ may both be considered to convey the meaning of 

“the people of Zagha/é’. We are left with the meaning of the root ' Zagha/t' 

The identity of this root with the personal names ‘Zāghē b. Zaghé’ and 

*Zagh&' suggests that these names recorded in various contexts refer to one 

and the same — presumed — royal ancestor. - 

Who then was the alleged royal ancestor called ‘Zaghé’? This name would 

seem to correspond to the royal name, title or epithet Zunku which appears 

in the Gao kinglist in four instances: as Yama Dunku Kiba'u, Hizka Zunku- 

Dam and Zunku Bari in the twelfth, seventeenth and twenty-ninth position 

of the Zās and as Bukar Zunku in the seventh position of the Sunnis. 

Dunku and Zunku can easily be read as Dongo or Sango. Since in three 

instances the name is written with the same 2a’ as the ‘Zāghē' and the 

* Zaghay' of the external sources — and not with a dal or a sin — it can hardly 

be doubted that ‘Zaghay’ transcribes *Songhay' on account of an early 

orthographic convention. 

In a number of West African societies the name ‘Sango’ ~ or its derivatives 

—is closely associated with kingship: among the Yoruba and the Kotoko of 

Gawi it refers to an early ruler or a founding hero, in Borno and in Darfur 

it is a praise-name of the ruler,” in Soninke it is a royal title," in Kebbi 

han to 'Zai' 

‘races des Südan" ', 

290 
, 6 

Zai/Katsina referring to a town 

* It could also be argued that ' Zagháy' is closer to 'Songhay ' 1 

*! Corpus, 320, 321, 354. D. Lange, *Un texte de Maqrizi sur les ' 

Annales Islamologiques, xv (1979), 297 n. 3- 

* Prost, La langue sonay, 44-50. 

*: J, P. Hutchison, A Reference Grammar of t
he Kanuri Language (Madison, 1981), 43: 

C. H. Kraft and A. Kirk-Greene, Hausa (London, 1973), 124. 

s TS, 2-3/tr. 4-6; TF (NH), 332-6 (the second name has been amended). 

** S, Johnson, History of the Yorubas (London, 1921), 34, 14975? (Sango); ^A. M 

Lebeuf, Principautés kotako (Paris, 1969), 71 (Dongo). 

“ J, R, Patterson, Kanuri Songs (Lagos, 1926), 1, 17, 27 (Tsongorina) ; G. Nachtigal, 

Sahara und Sudan (Leipzig, 1859) ii, 343 (Donga), 

© E. Pollet and G. Winter, La société soninké (Bruxelles
, 1971), 38 (tuyha), Corpus, 79 

('Tunka). 
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Oduduwa, the son of Nimrod, who fied from Mecca * Similarly the tradition 
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ntly used in reference to the concept of kingship
,” 

approximately the same meaning as that 

West African Sango 

ay be considered to refer to ‘the people of 

Sango’, one would expect that the area of the Middle Niger was inhabited by 

the Songhay since the early medieval period. However, this would be an 

imprudent extrapolation which ignores the fact that only the suffix -ey refers 

to a specific ethnic fined by its language. On the basis of the 

available onomastic evidence provided by the external sources it would 

therefore appear that the Songhay were first based in Kebbi. This contention 

is supported by the internal evidence for the history of the Rima state. The 

Kebbi chronicle implies that the Songhay were first established in western 

Kebbi and that from there they moved to Gao because they were expelled by 

Kanta.® Muhammad Bello specifically notes that the inhabitants of Kebbi 

descended from a Songhay father and a Katsina mother.*' The reference to 

the Katsina mother being due to the rise of a Katsina dynasty in the late 

fifteenth century, the name Songhay must in turn designate a dynastic 

reality.5? Its Hausa form 'Sanwayawa ’ IS mentioned
 by the Dankanawa, the 

most senior clan of the Kebbi fisherman (Sarkawa), when asked about their 

historical identity.“ Likewise the language in which the magical spells of the 

fishermen and hunters of Argungu, the present capital of Kebbi, are couched 

is called *Sanwayanci ’ although the Kabawa live in close contact with the 

Zarma while they know the Songhay only by hear-say.“* The same name 

survives in the Mossi and Gurmance designations for the (western/Kebbi) 

Hausa: ‘ Zangoro and *Jongoy ".* Also, it may be observed that Barth called 

the inhabitants of Kebbi by the name * Azena' or ‘ Azna' which seems to be 

a modified form of *Zaghawa', the Hausa equivalent of *Zaghay '. 

Linguistic indications are particularly significant in the attempt to de- 

termine the ethnic identity of the Kabawa before they adopted the Hausa 

language. The present-day linguistic map of the Central Sudan shows that 

the Songhay zone of speech extends to the south of Air (i.e. to the north-east 

of Kebbi) where it inc Judes Black African and Tuareg groups. This north- 

eastern extension suggests that the inhabitants of Kebbi may once have been 

Songhay-speakers. #7 In the Kebbi kinglist we find among the early names 

that of Badauji d'an Bardau (no. 11)" which may belong to the Songhay 

language because of the suffix -ize (here: ji) which in Songhay indicates the 

filial relationship." The Dankanawa of Argungu trace t 

which, fangütu, was freque 

This etymology seems to cover 

which can be established for the 

Now, if the term *Songhay' m: 

group as de! 

heir origin back to 

Reallexikon der Assyriologie, và, 169 

^ p G. Harris, Sokota Provincial Gazetteer, typescript (Sokoto, 

translation of the Kebbi chronicle is here slightly truncated). 

# E, J, Arnett, The Rise of the Sokoto Fulani (Kano, 1922), 13 

# D. Lange, ‘Das frühe Kebbi und Mali’, Z. der Deut. Morgenl. Gesellsch., CXV 

(1991), 155-5. 159. # Dan Ayi, Argungu, April 1999. 

* Local informants, Argungu, Oct. 1989. 

* Barth, Travels, iii, 643. The Mossi call the present Songhay 

*Marenga’ (ibid. ; O, de Sardan, Concepts, 290-1). 

Barth, Travels, iti, 154 and below. 

^ R, Nicolai, Les dialectes du songhay (Paris, 

north-eastern Songhay dislects but for reasons not stated denies that this is an indication 

rlier more eastern concentration of Songhay-Zarma (‘Gao revisited’, 255 n. 10) 
of an eu 

** Harris, Sokota, 231. * Prost, Langue, 142; O. de Sardan, Concepts, 222 

7 M.-J. Seux, ‘Kénigtum’, 1938), 234 (the 

'Marense', sini 

1981), 14, 52- Hunwick refers to the 
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h sense."* The omission of the name 294 
vhi es not make muc 

dunt precise dating provided by the TR 
domination, v 

he TS and the 
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suggest that we are in fact dealing here with a late insertion by a shrewd 

scholar who was guided by a dated epitaph and a note on the pilgrimage of 

Mansa Musa found in the writings of Ibn Hajar al- Asqalant (c. 1444).100 

Indeed, if we suppose that Makara Komsü was a Malian agent or, perhaps 

more likely, a dynastic outsider, then we have no difficulty in conceiving the 

Sunnis of the fourteenth century as subordinates of Ma
li. 

Fortunately the seventeen th-century Ta'rikhs of Timbuktu are not our only 

sources for the origin of the Sunnis. As already noted, the North African 

scholar al-Maghilr recorded some valuable information given to him by 

Askiva Mubammad (1493-1 527), the founder of the last dynasty of Songhay. 

In his time it was apparently well known in Gao that Sunni ‘AIT belonged to 

a long line of Muslim rulers who had come to power by conquest. Mor
e than 

thirty Muslim rulers are said to have preceded him. This information from 

Askiya Muhammad, whose claim to legitimacy was mainly based on Islam, 

would appear to be close to the truth since any assertion on his behalf 

granting his arch-enemy an Islamic ancestry must have weakened his 

position as a Muslim ruler. ™® Furthermore we learn that successions in 

Songhay were notoriously violent and that the successive Sunni rulers had to 

cope with the enigmatic ‘Saghay’ before they could rule over the kingdom 

of Songhay.™ Leo Africanus in turn, at the beginning of the sixteenth 

century, provides information which does not conform to the general 

conception that the Sunnis were Songhay rulers since he insists on the 

Libyan (Berber) origin of Sunni ‘AIT by contrasting it with the Black African 

origin of Askiya Muhammad."
 In this respect it may also be observed that 

the number of thirty rulers said to have preceded Sunni ‘Alf compares well 

—as Hunwick recognized — with the number of rulers given by the kinglist 

between Kosso-Däre (the first king of Gao-Sané) and Sunni 'Ali, one having 

28 and the other 33 names.” Although the data transmitted by al-Maghilr 

are not necessarily accurate, 5 it has to be at least admitted that the reference 

here cannot be to the * Malian conquest ' of about A.D. 1300 since thirty rulers 

are difficult to squeeze into the period of one hundred and sixty years which 

separate this event from the time of Sunni ‘Ali. Also it is unlikely that 

Songhay oral traditions would have credited ‘Ali Kolon, the alleged founder 

# Therefore Ch. Monteil thought that Songhay was subdued twice by Mali: at first by 

t of ‘Alt Kolon, by Mansa 

Mansa Walt (c. 1255-70) and next, some time after the revol 

Saküra (c. 1285-1300) (“Les empires du Mali’, Bull. Com. Et. Hist Scient. de l'AOF, xit 

[1929], 365-72). He was followed by Rouch, Contribution, 175-5, and Levtzion, Ancient 

Ghana, 75-6. 

19 "TF (NH), 335; Ibn Hajar al-'Asqaláni, al-Durar al-hämina, part. transl 

Recueil, 394- 

w jn fact, it is often overlooked that the chroniclers depict Sunni ‘Alf as a bloodthirsty 

tyrant — and hence also as a bad Muslim — rather than as an unbeliever (TS, 64-71/tr 

103-16; TF, 43-53/tr. 81-109). (9 AJ Maghili, Ajwiba, 13-14/1r. 69-70 

is See A. Épaulard, Description de l'Afrique (Paris, 1956) ii, 462. Marmol calls Sunni 

‘Alt a Lemtuna (apud Delafosse, Haut» Sénégal, ii, 61). w Shari'a, 69 n. 1 

165 According to al- MaghflI Sunni "AIT succeeded his father whereas the kinglist has his 

father as either his fifth (TF) or his eighth predecessor (T8), In fact, on the basis of the 

information provided by the Ta'rikhs it would appear to be more likely that Sunni s 

was the successor of Sulayman Dendi. 
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suggest that we are in fact dealing here with 4 ate ess Y a shrewd 

scholar who was guided by à dated epitaph n a ED
S = aS pilgrimage of 

Mansa Masa found in the writings of Ibn SRE es sa 
ans (c. 1444).199 

Indeed, if we suppose that Makara Komsü was ne aan or, perhaps 

more likely, a dynastic outsider, then we have no difficulty in conceiving the 

Sunnis of the fourteenth century as subordinates of Mal
i. 

Fortunately the seventeenth-century
 Ta'rikhs of Timbuktu are not our only 

igi Sunnis. As already noted, the North African 

Elis Ee ae ane valuable information given to him by 

ord Muhammad (1493-1527). the founder of the last dynasty
 of Songhay. 

In his time it was apparently well known in Gao that Sunni ‘All belonged to 

along line of Muslim rulers who had come to power by conquest. Mor
e than 

thirty Muslim rulers are said to have preceded him. ‘This information from 

Askiya Muhammad, whose claim to legitimacy was mainly based on Islam, 

would appear to be close to the truth since any assertion on his behalf 

anting his arch-enemy an Islamic ancestry must have weakened his 

zm ition as a Muslim ruler." Furthermore we learn that successions in 

Es were notoriously v iolent and that the successive Sunni rulers had to 

cope with the enigmatic * Saghay ' before they could rule over the kingdom 

of Songhay."" Leo Africanus in turn, at the beginning of the sixteenth 

century, provides information which does not conform to the general 

conception that the Sunnis were Songhay rulers since he insists on. the 

Libyan (Berber) origin of Sunni ‘Ali by contrasting it with the Black African 

origin of Askiya Muhammad.’ 
In this respect it may also be observed that 

the number of thirty rulers said to have preceded Sunni ‘Alī compares well 

—as Hunwick recognized — with the number of rulers given by the kinglist 

between Kosso-Däre (the first king of Gao-Sané) 
and Sunni “AIN, one having 

28 and the other 33 names.!® Although the data transmitted by al-Maghili 

are not necessarily accurate, 105 it has to be at least admitted that the reference 

here cannot be to the ‘ Malian conquest’ of about A.D. 1300 since thirty rulers 

are difficult to squeeze into the period of one hundred and sixty years which 

separate this event from the time of Sunni ‘Aly. Also it is unlikely that 

Songhay oral traditions would have credited ‘Ali Kolon, the alleged founder 
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# Therefore Ch. Monteil thought that Songhay was subdued twice by Mali: at first by 

Mansa Walt (c. 1255-70) and next, some time after the revolt of ‘Ali Kolon, by Mansa 

Saküra (c. 1285-1300) (‘Les empires du Mali’, Bull. Com. Et, Hist. Scient. de r AOF, xn 

[1929]. 365-72). He was followed by Rouch, Contribution, 175-6, and Levtzion, Ancient 

Ghana, 75-5 

1% TF (NH), 335; Ibn Hajar al-'Asgaláni, al-Durar al-hámina, part. transl, in Cuoq, 

Recueil, 394- 
; 

wi In fact, it is often overlooked that the chroniclers depict Sunni ‘AIT as a bloodthirsty 

tyrant — and hence also as a bad Muslim — rather than as an unbeliever (TS, 64-71/t 

103-16; TF, 43-53/tr. 81-100). 1 AJ. Maghilt, Ajtiba, 13-14/tr. 69779. 

i63 See A. Épaulard, Description de l'Afrique (Paris, 1956) ii, 462 Marmol calls Sunn 

‘Alt a Lemtuna (apud Delafosse, Haut-Sénégal, ii, 61). 1% Shari'a, 69 n. 1: 

1 According to al-Maghill Sunni ^Ali succeeded hís father whereas the kinglist has his 

father as either his fifth (TF) or bis eighth predecessor (T'S). In fact, on the basis au 

information provided by the Ta'rikhs it would appear to be more likely that Sunn: AM 

was the successor of Sulayman Dendi. 
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W’ of the R. Niger!" Through a common sister, Gawokwot (lit.: “king of 

Gao’), the traditions connect him with Si, the personification of all Sunni 

rulers. The royal status of Faran is further indicated by the name of his wife 

Innamoy (‘queen mother’). The central theme of the Sorko traditions is the 

fight of Faran with Zinku Baru over the possession of the royal idols (tooru) 

After having vanquished Zinki Baru the hero fights with the great king Si 
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e much sense.” The omission of the name 

Makara Komsü from the TS and the precise dating DS by the TF 

suggest that we are in fact dealing here with a late insertion by a shrewd 

scholar who was guided by a dated epitaph and a note on the pilgrimage of 

Mansa Musa found in the writings of Ibn Hajar al- Asqalant (c. 1444).100 

Indeed, if we suppose that Makara Komsü was à Malian agent or, perhaps 

more likely, a dynastic outsider, then we have no difficulty in conceiving the 

Sunnis of the fourteenth
 century as subordinates of M

ali. 

Fortunately the seventeen th-century Ta’rikhs of Timbuktu are not our only 

sources for the origin of the Sunnis. As already noted, the North African 

scholar al-Maghilr recorded some valuable information given to him by 

Askiya Muhammad (1493-1527). the founder of the last dynasty of Songhay. 

In his time it was apparently well known in Gao that Sunni 'Ali belonged to 

a long line of Muslim rulers who had come to power by conquest. More than
 

thirty Muslim rulers are said to have preceded him. This information from 

Askiya Muhammad, whose claim to legitimacy was mainly based on Islam, 

would appear to be close to the truth since any assertion on his behalf 

granting his arch-enemy an Islamic ancestry must have weakened his 

position as a Muslim ruler." Furthermore we learn that successions in 

Songhay were notoriously violent and that the successive Sunni rulers had to 

cope with the enigmatic * Saghay ' before they could rule over the kingdom 

of Songhay." Leo Africanus in turn, at the beginning of the sixteenth 

century, provides information which does not conform to the general 

conception that the Sunnis were Songhay rulers since he insists on the 

Libyan (Berber) origin of Sunni ‘Ali by contrasting it with the Black African 

origin of Askiya Muhammad.’
 In this respect it may also be observed that 

the number of thirty rulers said to have preceded Sunni 'Ali compares well 

—as Hunwick recognized — with the number of rulers given by the kinglist 

between Kosso-Daré (the first king of Gao-Sané) 
and Sunni “Ali, one having 

28 and the other 33 names. 194 Although the data transmitted by al-Maghili 

are not necessarily accurate, 195 it has to be at least admitted that the reference 

here cannot be to the ‘Malian conquest’ of about A.D. 1300 since thirty rulers 

are difficult to squeeze into the period of one hundred and sixty years which 

separate this event from the time of Sunni ‘AK. Also it is unlikely that 

Songhay oral traditions would have credited ‘Ali Kolon, the alleged founder 

294 
domination, which does not mak 

? Therefore Ch. Monteil thought that Songhay was subdued twice by Mali: at first by 

Mansa Walt (c. 1255-70) and next, some time after the revolt of ‘Alt Kolon, by Mansa 

Saküra (c. 1285-1300) (‘Les empires du Mali’, Bull. Com. Ét. Hist. Scient. de l'AOF, xit 

[1929], 365-72). He was followed by Rouch, Contribution, 175-5, and Levtzion, Ancient 

Ghana, 75-6 
: 

19 TF (NH), 335; Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalánr, al-Durar al-hámina, part. transl. in Cuoq. 

Recueil, 394- 

39 Ip fact, it is often overlooked that the chroniclers depict Sunni ‘AIT as a bloodthirsty 

tyrant — and hence also as a bad Muslim — rather than as an unbeliever (TS, 64-71/1r 

103-16; TF, 43-53/tr. 81-100). 11 AJ. Maghllt, Ajwiba, 13-14/tr 69-76 

it? See A. Épaulard, Description de l'Afrique (Paris, 1956) ii, 462. Marmol calls Sunni 

‘Alt a Lemtuna (apud Delafosse, Haut Sénégal, ii, 61). w Shari'a, 69 n. 1. 

19 According to al-Maghill Sunni
 "Ali succeeded his father whereas the kinglist has his 

father as either his fifth (TF) or his eighth predecessor (TS), In fact, on the basis of the 

information provided by the Ta'ríhhs it would appear to be more likely that Sunni ‘All 

was the successor of Sulayman Dendi. 
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conception that the Sunnis were Songhay rulers since he insists on the 
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origin of Askiya Muhammad.
” In this respect it may also be observed that 

the number of thirty rulers said to have preceded Sunni Ali compares well 

—as Hunwick recognized — with the number of rulers given by the kinglist 

between Kosso- Dare (the first king of Gao-Sané) and Sunni ‘All, one having 

28 and the other 33 names.!% Although the data transmitted by al-Maghili 

are not necessarily accurate, 5 it has to be at least admitted that the reference 

here cannot be to the ‘Malian conquest’ of about A.D. 1300 since thirty rulers 

are difficult to squeeze into the period of one hundred and sixty years which 

separate this event from the time of Sunni ‘Ali. Also it is unlikely that 

Songhay oral traditions would have credited ‘Alt Kolon, the alleged founder 
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madden with Sunn “At and comer v frt gu ee d e s Roy the ore i = e rise of the Askryas. 
ro E DE to — Ali the chroniclers provide information on 
PA end às and the Sunnis and this information is clearly biased 

hey content themselves with reproducing the Gao kinglist. In 
dealing with ‘AIT Kolon, the author of the TF explicitly states that he does 
HObEWANES (5: get sidetracked. in: providing” furher deuin n aes eee 
relationship with the king of Mali’ Therefore it seems admissible Uw 
suppose that prior to Sunni ‘Alt, the conditions in Gao di Sue 
to the edifying image of Songhay history which the Timbuktu authors 
wanted to pass down to future generations." They may even have been 
considerably disrupted by the incoming Songhay 

Support for the assumption of a massive arrival of Sc 

fifteenth century comes from the oral traditions of the Sc 

figure of these traditions is Faran Maka Bote, the ruler of Gao, who ts said 

to have been born in the Dendi locality of Karékopto situated in the so-called 

‘W? of the R. Niger."* Through a common sister í 
sonific Gao"), the traditions connect him with Si, the 

rulers. The royal status of Faran is further indicated by 

Innamoy (‘queen mother’). The central theme ot the 

fight of Faran with Zinku Baru over the possession of 

After having vanquished Zinki Baru the hero fights wit 

“who ruled over half of the world’ and again Is victonous He 15 followed by 

his son Kobe Taka and by his grandson Faran Aka Nabo. Together they are 

presented as the ruling family of the Songoytye or Songhay i Earlier 

at the Sorko tradition referred to the predynastic 

royal idols (fooru) 

h the great king Si 

historians were convinced thi 

period, 119 
. Pus 

A number of arguments make it preferable to date the coming of Faran 

Maka Bote and his Sorko boatmen to the beginning of the fifteenth century 

First, Faran is presented as the ruler of Gao, not the founder of the town 

i" pg (NH), 334 

let “The author of TF (NH), 327 $, makes tt € 

Askiya Dawdd b. Hardin (1657 60) 

"^ | e, goo km downstream from t 

"^ Dupuis- Yacouba ‘Légendes de Farang i 

1907), 381480; Harris, ‘Notes on Yauri 

1»? Delafosse, Haut Senegal, à, 24174: Rouc 

tear that his writing was commissioned by 

Kukiva-Bentia 
i 

in L. Desplagnes, Le p 
288-9; Rouch, Contributes 

h, Contribution, 105-5 
migerten (Paris, 

168.72 
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T is family would not be explicable if 
E eI de predynastic period. Third, aes Baru was the first 

master of the royal idols, not Faran. Fourth, Zaks see, be identified 

with Zunku Baru (no. 29), the last king but two 0 i E xu Cf Kobe 

Taka the son of Faran Maka Bote 1s possibly dre w in A e first historical 

ruler of the Sunnis, Ibrahim Kubé (no- 3), ‘Ali Ko 3 an " n Nari being 

probably fictive figures. Alternatively Faran himself cou ; e identical with 

Muhammad Far (no. 12).!? Furthermore it should be taken into account 

that the Sorko are today ritualists dealing with the pe 
royal cult of 

Dongo/Sango.""* Although the heavily Islamized Sarkawa of Kebbi do not 

seem to have preserved the Dongo cult, the Dankanawa who are their leading 

clan claim to descend from Magajin Dankanawa and trace their origin to 

Mecca.!™ The name Danka-n-awa itself seems to suggest an earlier deep 

involvement of the Sarkawa with the Dongo cult. Turning to the name of 

Faran Maka Bote we note that the proper name Faran or Fara corresponds 

to the title farba (also: farma, fari) which is gu most common title held by 

provincial governors in Mali and Songha Among the Hausa-speaking 

Sarkawa one of the most pre-eminent titles is Issa farma (‘governor of the R. 

Niger"). The motto of Faran Maka Bote is Nabo Kantabo. In the light of 

the other elements pointing to a Kebbi origin of the Sorko, this may be 

interpreted as 'the governor of Kanta'.! Hence there are a number of 

reasons to discount the idea advanced by Delafosse, to which Hunwick 

subscribes, that Faran Maka Bote was the leader of independent predynastic 

fishermen moving up the river Niger in quest of new fishing grounds 

Probably he was a military commander acting on behalf of the Kantas of 

Kebbi. 
à j é 

European sources provide some information which may be 

x 
ion of Kebbi in the first half of 

interpreted as indicating a westward expansi n valf c 

the fifteenth century. Towards 1456, the Portuguese captain Diogo Gomes 

heard on the R. Gambia that the great king of Inner W E ADi lived in a 

city surrounded by a wall of baked tiles called Quioquia. Given its name 

and its stone walls, Quioquia would seem to correspond to either Gungu or 

Surame, the two successive medieval capitals of Kebbi."* In 1447 the Italian 

trader Malfante was told in Tuat that the region of the Middle Niger had 

tatus of Faran and h 

11 O, de Sardan, Concepts, 365- E 

32 This would ponte that the Gao list includes not only Zá and Sunni kings but also 

rulers who do not belong to the two old royal clans of Gao. As noted
 above this seems also 

to be the case with Makara Komsü. It would also mean that the 28 or 33 Sunni rulers have 

to be squeezed into the period extending from c. 1400 to 1464, or else Ibrahim Kubé was 

jy placed behind ‘Alt Kolon and Silman Nari. i 

13 J, Boulnois and B. Hama, Empire de Gao, histoire, coutumes et magie (Paris, 1954). 

; Rouch min 
: 

tt PG. Xr ind the Sarkawa come from Songhay (“The Kebbi fishermen (Sokoto 

province, Nigeria)’, J. Roy. An
throp, Inst. G. Brit. and Ireland, xxii (1942), 23). but ven 

is not the tradition of the Dankanawa thernselves (Dan Ayi and others, Argungu, Apt 

9 For Mali cf, Ibn Battüta in Corpus, 284, 299; for Songhay : Baghana-farma, Binga- 

farma, Dendi-fän, Kabara-farma etc. 18 Harris, ‘Notes on Yauri ', 289 

11 Perhaps from Arabic nd'ib - ‘substitute’, The Egyptian nb — ‘master should also 

be considered, ”* In G. R. Crone, The Voyages of Cadamoste (London, 1937), 9375 

* Lange, ‘Frühes Kebbi’, 142-8. 
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been invaded by a huge paga SUR In IE DU from the south.'® It was thought that 
itis more likely that the reference AE Poe pee of the preceding discussion 
CIR know tronic ik nere to the people of Kebbi. On the other 
AUR EN ML E be xesidence of the Sunnis prior to Sunni 
Soll downstream eot Grae ETE eee REC ER 
raga Sunni Alt went to the Bangui town SERO DIC Thsee:eaatern. connections of the lest Senni sakes ceed ADR eae 
Sie on the RAM GUCCI Genes diri 
utang ouate pport of Kebbi 

provides any evidence for a foreign int T » ort x precious document 

domination of the fourteenth cenit. However dhe change pt tae ee 
itself constitutes valuable evidence if it EY E A ange of the royal title 

dynastic situation prevailing in mediev Te nse AE EP ts with the 

to have ruled after the Zas must have AR oe e Den 

the Mali empire. Were they c nens GMa C MENT 

descendants of the Zas SES fc te = a ey ane pede E 

would certainly have poded RTE sued ec: ae = 

the title ofithelnsiliunt lola ore ab TER ETE CM TORIS D TE E 
athe efore relations between the 

Sunnis and the Zàs have to be otherwise conceived. Were the Sunnis brought 

up at the court of Mali as the TF has it? Possibly, but we must exclude the 

idea that they were Malian governors, otherwise the TS would certainly not 

have depicted 'Ali Kolon as a Songhay patriot who liberated his country and 

the TF would not have insisted on his antagonistic relations with the king of 

Mali. The widely differing versions of the Ta'rikhs can be reconciled if we 

take into account the information provided by al-Maghili and Leo Africanus 

according to which the Sunnis were early Muslim conquerors of Berber 

origin. The sunni title itself could indicate an early deep commitment of the 

Sunnis towards Islam considering that it seems to be derived from the Arabic 

sunni — ‘a follower of the sunna (of the Prophet)" and that in consequence it 

should be interpreted as an appropriate sobriquet for followers of the 

Almoravid orthodoxy." Taken together, these indications strongly suggest 

that the Sunnis rose to power in Gao at the time of the Almoravids and that 

Zaghé. They must therefore have existed for 

by side with the royal clan of the Zàs. 

„old royal clan must have been in a 
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they are identical with the 

more than three hundred years side 

Now to the Züs. Members of this age 

1 In: Ch, de La Roncière, La découverte de T Afrique (Cairo, 1924) 1, 156 y 

m Y Person, ‘Le Moyen Niger au XV" siècle d'apres des documents curopeens , 

Notes Africaines, Uxxvit (1988), 46 
f 

m TF, 45/tr. 85 Kukiya corresponds to Songhay "ewe island 

"9 T al-Fattash, 46/tr. 89 

in Perhaps the etymology prov 

soni/runni) meant ‘vicar’ (43/16 
Cue 

Arabic minni, Indeed, the son title having the meaning of the 

Niger 
kingdoms between the Nile and the i ate. E 

11 The rather neutral and non-prestigious title of malik of the Ca Sa cip 

which attracted the attention of Hunwick (p. 18) was probably meant inh eios M 

or status of the ZAght in relation to the distant, but highly respected Almoravids. 

eric À 

wed by the TF according to which the titte shi (= 

Ra) corresponds to an African interpretation of the 

ean be found in vanous 

inf 

A25 
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position of real power in Gao during the period of Malian overlordship, 

otherwise the subsequent rise of the Sunnis would not make sense. A look at 

the kinglist reproduced in TF and TS shows that after Za Yasiboi, the 

Kolon, the names of three (TF) and 

f the ‘liberator’ 'Alr 

BLD ose a pear that these Za rulers belong 

f TS) rulers are mentioned. It would ap a 

Lee period. Among them is Zunku (Songo) Baru (no. 29), probably the 

opponent of the Sorko governor Faran Maka Bote TELOR been largely 

dispossessed of their former power by the Almoravi pea 
the Zàs would 

appear to have taken advantage of the new strength of Mali under the Keita 

dynasty. Whether they actually called in the Keitas in a desperate attempt to 

rid themselves of the Sunnis or whether the Keitas used them as local allies 

after having seized Gao 1s difficult to say. W hatever the case, the effect of the 

Malian expansion on the dynastic situation In Gao is clear: from now on the 

situation was reversed and the Sunnis were reduced to the status of shadow- 

kings. They may even have been transferred to the royal court of the Keitas 

— as is implied by the Ta'rikhs — but it is also possible that the oral traditions 

refer to Mali only metaphorically on account of the Malian origin of the Zäs 

In that case the Zas would have placed the senior representative of the 

Sunnis under their tight surveillance in Gao itself. Whatever the correct 

interpretation, it is clear that the final shaping of the Gao kinglist by 

presenting the Zàs as predecessors of the Sunnis does avoid any allusion to 

plots staged by either dynasty in connivance with foreign powers. This 

streamlined version of Gao history should therefore be seen as the product 

of court historians who, working under the late Askiyas, attempted to 

come the individual clan interests by creating a national consensus 

s of the Songhay society based on an acceptable 
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over 

between the main component 

common history. 
; 

The interpretation of the dynastic history 

struggle between two royal clans is supported 

historians found it difficult to accept the inform 

Khaldün according to which Mali extended its im 

Gao to Takedda at the foot of the Air mountains.‘ In fact, i 

between the Keitas and the Zas would have provided an excellent basis for 

a far-flung eastern expansion of fourteenth-century Mali. The Sunnis stood 

in opposition to the alliance of Malian forces and apparently also the Kantas 

of Kebbi (whose alleged subdual by Mali may have corresponded to a 

temporary vassalagc). In view of this constellation it is not difficult to 

assume that the Sunnis of the late Mali period tried to reconquer the pre- 

eminent position of their forefathers with the help of Kebbi, the powerful 

Muslim state to the east of Gao. The alleged flight of ‘AI Kolon from Mali 

to Songhay may therefore be tentatively interpreted as a move from Gao to 

Gungu with the hope of obtaining the support of the Kantas for the cause of 

the Sunnis. An early fifteenth-century military intervention of Kebbi into 

the affairs of Gao can be easily reconciled with the internal written evidence 

for the history of Songhay. In fact, an invasion of Gao by its eastern 

neighbour, bringing with it a major ethnic disruption, would seem to be the 

of Gao in terms of a power- 

by another argument Earlier 

ation provided by Ibn 

perial frontiers beyond 

an alliance 

ion following H. Lhote interprets Ibn 

is K, al-'ibar, see Corpus, 336, 338-9. Levtz 
"Tadmekka (Ancient Ghana, 77-9) 

Khaldin’s reference to Takedda as à mistake for 

V Corpus, 322- 
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seriously with any 
Fhe preceding 1 

kingship 

ination for the str. ngness of both chronicler: 
nge unw h s tl ich aspect o. d 3 L š á aspect of the pre-Sunm ‘Alt history of Gao pes 

not lead s. dd er that the rise of the Sue du a the elimination but to the s QUU ME A 
pee ates that the Zas rose Once rmi id RUIT orm EH 
RE cu and it ed 5 oe D CE pefeared by a Kebbi invasion force sent in RISB cre 
EU eormorest Kebbiiand the: Sunil eretendars eo best er E Ere su brought about further disturbances. As Za-ber-banda MIA appear once more in the historical record during the reign of Askiya Mapa n they are said to have been made ‘cannon fodder’ in a orgu which took place in 1505.12 This gives rise to the supposition that during the early years of Askiya Muhammad's reign members of che ancient royal clan played an important role. They would even sppe TA 
been instrumental in the successful overthrow of the Sanak 
re Reyes the Zās survived as petty rulers of the 

principalities, while the descendants of the Sunnis, the Soh 
subject to the Askiya princelets p i 

he end of the 
dependent 

. were 

CONCLUSION 

The medieval period of Gao history is known in the fi place through the 

evidence provided by Arabic geographers and other M 
north. In order to assess the historical value of this 

remembered that these scholars were dependent on information obtained 

from traders and travellers who reached only the des: 

trans-Saharan trade, places/locations like Kumbi Saleh and Gao. In fi 

hardly more than outposts and windows of the 

powerful kingdoms of Inner West Africa on the Medi nean world. Based 

al, Old Mali and Kebbi could 

As for the kingdom of 

eastern Niger 

these market towns were 

in regions with greater agricultural poten 

mobilize more people over a longer period of time 

Gao, it was mainly restricted to the narrow river 

and could therefore dispose of only limited resources Bei 
t Gao was subject to 

ca of the 

bend 
ng situated in 

reach of Old Mali and Kebbi, it 

influences from these powerful kingdoms 

‘The site of Kukiya-Bentia had only modest advan! 

the major market towns of the trans-Saharan trade 

of the interior. parts of West Africa, P? Ir is difficult to imagine that the 

considered this locality as the cradle of the 

ason why al- Sa'di should have beheved 
that 

the time of the Pharaohs.’ Better 

@rikhs corresponds to the 

must be expected 

tages in comparison with 

and the great kingdoms 

l'imbuktu chroniclers could have 

Songhay nation and there 15 no re 

Kukiya-Bentia existed as early 

ggest that the early 

as 

arguments su Kukiya of the T 

liphs after having lost their worldly power in 945 

hadow of powerful secular rulers and that their 

1 reversals of fortune untl finally they were 

lopedic de P Islam (new edition), à, 20-2). 

ye noted that the Abbasid cal 
™ Tray t 

»eriod in the sl 
survived for even a longer p 

tuated by occamiona 

Abbásides', Eney 

‘Gao revisited’, 273 
history was also punc 

deposed in 1517 (B Lewis, 

"m TS, + Hunwick, 
of 
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chiam of the European authors of the mid-fifteenth century 132 

ally designates Gungu, the pre-Lekawa capital of the state 

183 Perhaps the first state of the Songhay known to 

300 

Quioquia/Chu: 

As such it actu 

improperly called Kebbi 

history should be called Old Songhay. à ^ 

Hitherto historians have taken the internal evidence of Gao history at face 

value and they have neglected the evidence derived from the externa] 

sources. Even Hunwick, who relies on the analysis of written texts in the case 

of the Ta’rikhs, does not appreciate the fragility of the traditions of origin 

included, while in actual fact the analysis of these traditions needs particular 

critical acumen. The foregoing discussion indicates that the Timbuktu 

chroniclers, as well as the court historians of the Askiyas, were interested in 

painting a harmonious image of the Songhay past. This could best be done 

by projecting the foreign origin of the fifteenth-century Songhay into the 

beginning of Gao history. At one stroke both the Za and the Sunni dynasties 

had become indigenous and the Sorko governors — the only true Songhay 

element of Gao dynastic history — had been eliminated. In the final version 

of the kinglist nothing recalls the Malian origin of the Zas or the Almoravid 

ts of the Sunnis. The only remaining foreign element of Gao 

]-Ayaman which has transposed historical 

events of the fifteenth century into the realm of myth.’** But as a myth of 

gnizable as history. 

anteceden 

origin it is no longer reco 

The historical reality ha: 

spearheaded by the Sorko, the 

of the river Niger. They may 

s other dimensions: led by Faran Maka Bote and 

Songhay invaded the state of the Zas by way 

have been preceded by earlier infiltrations of 

Sorko fishermen but at this stage the Songhay were acting on behalf of their 

king. The prime object of their mission was the occupation of Gao and the 

reinstallation of the Sunni ruler. However, the conquest of the town did not 

automatically lead to the eclipse of the military leaders: during the first half 

of the fifteenth century the effective rulers of Gao were a number of Sorko 

governors more or less dependent on Old Songhay. Later the Sunnis were 

able to bring the military leaders under their control. The links of the 

Songhay with their home country were completely severed after the Kanta 

dynasty itself had been vanquished towards 1480 and a Katsina dynasty had 

taken control of the Rima state. Henceforth the kingdom of Gao had become 

the sole country of the Songhay and the Sunnis were accepted as their 

supreme leaders. 

After the defeat o! 

eastward to regions later known as Za 

of Za nobles continued to be active in 

they supported the coup staged by Asi 

Sunnis. However, their association wit 

1505 they were in turn evicted from all offices 

Za-ber banda of the eastern provinces did not | 

f the Zäs in Gao, most of the Zá-ber-banda moved 

rmaganda and Zarmatarcy. À minority 

the area of the Niger bend and in 1493 

kiya Muhammad against the rule of the 

h the new regime did not last long. In 

in the Gao state. However the 

ive in isolation. As subjects of 

1 TS, 3-5/tr. 5-8; TF (NH), 326. 

139 According to Harris the name Gunga applied to an ethnic group living near Yauri 

on the banks of the Niger is derived from the name of the old Kebbi capital (‘ Notes on 

Yauri’, 291). 
14 Rouch cogently pointed out the similarities between the state tradition of Za al- 

Ayaman and the clan tradition of Faran Maka Bote (Contribution, 170-1). He did not 

realize however that the state tradition (recorded in the seventeenth century) was derived 

from the clan tradition (recorded in the twentieth century). 
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posed to the language and the culture of the 'pread from the royal court of Gao to all the 

RM 5 rom their Mande brethren in the west called, could not for long ; E : g resist the pressure o n spite of the pride they took in their Mall Rens 
E € ci ao ay state that it He aue Hu scr sixteenth-centary E ret about the linguistic and ation ol zn 2 and cultura a of che Ha abies people. In Kebbi a similar process t n ea iE ic Hausa language and a more radical form of Islam. indus 

2 Eh various mis Li ES : VE 
A conceptions may have cre rus ave crept into the outline of 
ANON Nae it is nevertheless obvious that the edic histo Eco en Hust er can be mon tightly connected with the political history ha eves — following M H Fe re res aurice Delafosse and Jean Rouch conem jene day are able to add the basic elements of the social n y of the area to the t i ethn ot » the broad outline of pol Un à of political an r oe ho lirehip willl haves produced loaves ieee st a e thing m a ones se tis not on the basis of narrow text reliance and h EA 
RM x € and hypercriticism 

progress in that direction can be achieved 

the Gao state 
Victorious S, 

1 Jt should be noted that many Sorko are ritualists, not fishermen (Boulnois and 

Sardan, Concepts, 343) Anthropologists assume that those 

descendants of fishermen, but this is not necessarily so. The 

‘Sorko’ itself, perhaps derived from sarki (Hausa and pre-Hausa: king), seems to 

his group to the king, ‘Koy’ and * Ki’, the royal titles of 

the second syllable of sar-kt 

Hama, Empire, 65-6; O de 

who live far from the river are © 

name 

lose connection of t 
indicate a € 

ye cognate to 
Songhay and Borgu, could ! 
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129. Sur cette date voir le passage de la ibla d'al-Sarakhsi cité par al-Maqqari (Corp 
433n9) ; ; 

ig 130. Aind History,
 55; Levizion, Ancient 

Ghana, 45-46; Cuoq, 1;
 5 

Abun Nasr, A History of t
he 

ation, 

Em Voir supra n. 65. 

1 pus 7. 
2. s 

33. On Vera une liste des stèles décou
vertes in: C. Flight, "The m

edieval 

RS a history ry of the site f
rom 1939 to 1950, Mélanges en hommage à Ray, [peter 

Paris, 1981, I, 105-06. 
mond fauny, 

134. Corpus, 98. 
135. Lange, “Rois de Gao-Sané,” 262. 

136 Lange, “From Mande,” 294. 

137. ent l'émergence des Almoravides les Massufa contrôlaient la route 
caravan 

de Sidjilmasa par Awdaghost au Gha
na (Corpus, 49 [Iba Hawqal], 65 [a

l- <i 

passant de Sie Pe c fuere ane des Lnuas ot des Ma
ssa qui obligea "ALS 

Bakr b. ‘Umar de retourner avant I'acc
omplissement de la conquête du Magh

reb au S 

‘Maghrib in the Islamic Period, Cambridge, 1987, 87-96. QI 
e moravi "Xpansion an © Downfall of Gha 

The Al d E d the D fall of Gh: na*) 

Dierk Lange (Bayreuth) 

Introduction 

There is y r T al history of 
€ only one fairly reliable guide fo ve medieval history E ) West, as est Africa: a summary of events provided by the celebrated Arat he celebrated. Arab 

historian Tt in T | Ibn Khaldün. The summary deals with historical upheaval t 4 eavals 
which « rre gr s T 

€ ecurred in the great kingdom of Ghana, situated new here SOF iere 
between the river Senegal in the west and the town of Gao in t 
hates 2 e he period concerned extends from the mid-eleventh to the mid-thir 
teenth century; this was for Ghana apparently a period of decline dur- 

ing which the kingdom became a prey of foreign aggressors 

Ibn Khaldün explains the decline of G growing 

strength of the Saharan Berbers in the time of the : avids. More 

particularly he links the Islamization of Ghana to a Sanhaja conquest 

that brought havoc on the people. He insinuat inal coup de 

grdce was given to the kingdom by another devastating conque: 

launched by the Soso. He next mentions that the oppressive Soso were 

vanquished by the Mushm people of Mali. He ends his brief survey of 

the history of the Western Sadan by acclaiming the great le ader Mari- 

descendants were still in power at the time 

riting.') Although the events 
Jata (Sundiata), whose 

when the information was put down in w 

*) An abbreviated version of this paper was presented at the Third Inter 

national Conference on Mande Studies (Leiden, March 1995) 

1) Ibn Khaldün K.al-^ibar wa-dimin al-mublada ' wa-T-khabar fi ayyam al 

s.d.) vol. VI, p.413; transl. Mac Guekin 

1852), vol. H, p. HO W_D. Cooley, Negro 

D. Conrad and H. Fisher The con 

Almoravids, 1076. 1. The external 

J. Hopkins and N Levtzion 

ondon, 1981). p. 333 

‘arab wa-"L-'ajam wa V barbar (Cairo. 

de Slane, Histoire des Berberes (Paris. 

land of the Arabs (London, 1841), pp. 61-2 

Ghana and the 

Africa, 9 (1982), pp RSA 
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are clearly set in chronological order and in spite of the fact that indi- 

vidual people are given precise hisi orical roles, there are reasons to be. 

that the brief statement by Ibn Khaldün, used by all historiang 
one-sided and distorted view of what really 

the medieval history of West Africa is consid- 

lieve 

of West Africa, gives à 

happened. Up till now, 

ered to be a domain of 1 

tory. Hence it is not surprising that great efforts have been devoted d 

the exaet rendering of Arabie texts. A glance at the translations of- 

fered so far for the key passage of Ghana-Mali history shows that Parts 

of it have been interpreted in different, mutually exelusive ways, In 

fact. even the vocabulary used by Ibn Khaldün remains obscure at 

times.2) However, strict reliance on the Arabic text will not help us to 

elucidate the geographical whereabouts of Ghana, nor to clarify the 

process of Islamization: neither will the scrutiny of the text by itself 

disclose the identity of the Soso or help to establish the chronology of 

events leading to the downfall of Ghana and the emergence of Mali 

In the future more attention should be devoted to source criticism 

and to solid historical reconstructions built on proper foundations 

With respect to the Ghana-Mali paragraph of Ibn Khaldün, two preli- 

minary questions have to be asked: which were the sources the author 

used and how did he use them? Fortunately, Ibn Khaldün begins the 

paragraph by explaining that he owed precious information on the 

Western Sadan to the learned jurisconsult shaykh ‘Uthman from Gha- 

na, whom he had met in Egypt during his pilgrimage in 796/1394.) 

Since he himself never visited the bilad al-sädän, he had to rely on 

either knowledgeable Arabs or Africans whom he could meet in North 

Africa. These were all more or less enlightened Muslims. Shaykh "Uth- 

Arabists, whatever their qualifications in his- 

tik einer historiographischen Fiktion", in Historische Zeitschrift, 255 (1992) 

p.593. 
*) An example is the term hima’ translated by R.Dozy as “pare. lieu 

planté d'arbres" (Supplément aux dictionnaires arabes, {Leiden, 1881] vol. 1, 

p. 329). In the Ghana passage Cooley and De Slane have it as “territory” (Ne 
groland, p.62: Histoire, vol. VI, p.110). J.Cuoq has "défense" {Recueil den 

sources arabes concernant l'Afrique occidentale du VIIT au XVI" siecle, | Paris, 

1975]. p. 343). Hopkins and Levtzion omit it (Corpus, p.333), Conrad and Vish- 
^r have “sanctuary” (Conquest, 1°, p.39). According to a parallel passage in 
K.al-"ibar, VI, p. 315 (tr. De Slane, Histoire, 11, p. 70) the author probably had 
a mind a “pare of cattle", so that the opposition in the text between hima’ 

nd bilad may be understood to refer to pastoral and agricultural land (which 
as conquered), 

7?) Corpus, p. 332. 
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treated as a heavily biased account of an oral tradition based on a sin- 

gle informant, That it was already written down at the end of the 

fourteenth century by an Arab historian does not add to the eredibil- 

ity of the informations it contains 

On the other hand, the historian should also pay due attention to 

the fact that Ibn Khaldün treats the past of Ghana and Mali as part 

of the history of the Maghrib: states rose, stagnated declined and 

crumbled. because the tribes behind them grew powerful consolidated 

their position of strength, then weakened and disappeared after defeat 

by other tribes ^) Likewise, three explicatory factors underly his sum- 

mary of Western Südänie history and make it so attractive tribal vig- 

or military conquests and the progress of Islam 

yes were the most important agents 
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Ibn Khaldüns extrapolations from North Aimee history and not to 

the actual account he was given by his informant. ) 

In North Africa, all major historical changes were brought about 

by tribal conquests. The account given of the fall e Ghana and the 

rise of Mali follows the same pattern. Did shaykh Uthman present 

such a clear-cut picture of Ghana-Mali history? In West African his- 

tory, sweeping conquests launched by tribal ous are rare. More fre- 

quently. we find clans fighting for power within preexisting states?) 

Such power-struggles may have been interpreted by Ibn Khaldün in 

the light of North African history. 

Finally, there is the overall stress put on Islam. Here we have to 

consider that in fact the regional history of West Africa must have 

been shaped by concrete actors such as kings, court officials and dy- 

nastic factions. Shaykh ‘Uthman certainly had much of this detailed 

information, but such details were too confusing for the foreign obser- 

ver, who wanted to learn about the rise of Islam and the emergence of 

Mali, not about dynastic politics and social distinctions. The learned 

pilgrim would appear to have gone a long way to meet these interests 

At the same time, he could not avoid summarizing the events in such 

a way that his own perception of what was valid — in terms of his reli 
gion — would color all the rest 

Nobody can claim that a solid reconstruction of the transition peri- 
od from Ghana to Mali can be based solely on the distorted oral ac- 
count of a single informant. Therefore we have to search for supple 
mentary sources. Some historians, well versed with Arabic texts and 
the methods of textual criticism, would like to restrict their endeavor 
to the written sources alone. By doing so they miss the only way to 
interpret the superficial accounts provided by outsiders in terms of the 
dynastic history of the people concerned 

In fact, we dispose of an oral source that is as valuable as the ac 
count of Ibn Khaldün for our purpose — the Soninke tradition of ori 
gine, the so-called legend of Wagadu.") According to the legend, the 

5 Lange, "Altes Ghana", pp-593, 621-2. 
7) For instance the struggle between the Sayfüwa and the Düguwa in Kā 

nem-Borno and the struggle between the Lekawa and the Lailabawa in Kebbi 
(D. Lange, “Die Hausa-Traditionen in ihrer Abhángigkeit von Kanem-Borno 
und Nubien”, in Anthropos, 88 (1993), pp. 67-70; id., "Das frühe Kebbi und 
Mali”, in Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgentindischen Gesellschaft, 141 [1991], 
pp. 149-155). 

") L, Tautin, "Légende et tradition des Soninké relatives à l'empire de 
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Many questions come to mind when we try to understand the his- torical content of the story É On one hand, the reader will inevitably focus first on the killing of the snake Bida. What does it represent? Is it the actual elimination of the last pagan king 
n or the destruction of 

divine kingship?!” ) Does it present the downfall of the Soninke state 
as such? On the other hand, due attention has to be paid to the fact 
that the snake-killing motif recurs in other West Afric an traditions 
particularly in Gao. Is it possible to discover a link between these 
accounts, or do we have to content ourselves wi ne idea of a float a 

ing motif that expresses almost anything, including the on- ig pro- 
cess of climatic deterioration that made the region of Wagadu in the 
end unsuitable for sedentary life!!!) 

In view of this uncertainty the historian who tries to identify the 

person who actually killed the snake may at first appear to be naive 

The legend calls him Mamadi, which suggests an Islamic identity. In 

Ghanata", in Bulletin de géographie historique e 10 (1895). pp. 472 

180; M. Adam, “Légendes historiques du pays de Sahel)". in Revwe colo 

niale, 3 (1903-4). pp. 81-95 Lt. Lanerezac, “Au Soudan: la légende histori- 

p.383; R. Arnaud, “La singulière legende 

ançaise en AOF (Paris, 1912) 

1912). tol. 1, pp. 25 
in Renseigne 

que”, in La revue indigène, 18 (1907 
des Soninkés", Islam et la politique musulmane fre 

pp. 144-158; M. Delafosse Haut-Sénégal-Niger (Pans. ae 

Pge zi Soudan accidental 
r [ x historiques et légendaires du 

pe creen 3 7. Ch. Monteil. “La légende de Ouagadou et : 4 mn 
ents coloniaux, 8 (1913), pp. 292-4 à up 

E in Mélanges ethnologiques (Dakar 1953). pp. 361-408: 
l'origine des Soninke Le Wagadow et les traditions de 

G. Dieterlen and D Sylla, L'empire de Ghana 

Y'éréré (Paris, 1902) 

*) N. Levtaion 

1) Leviaion suggests that the 

and the adoption of I 

the importance 

Ghana and the 

0 {1983}, pp. 63-8) 

Ancient Ghana and Mali (London, 1973). pp. 16-8 n 
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spite of the uncertainty concerning either the historical or the mythi- 

cal character of the legend, this leads to the question whether the n 

ight disaster on his people, was a Soninke or an 
gative hero, who brot 

| x 

; Almoravid leader? We might also 
outsider. a local king or perhaps an 

ask, whether the name more generally refers to the rise of Islam in 

Almoravid movement and hence to the San 
Ghana or perhaps to the e 

ar individual?'?) 
hāja conquest. rather than to a particul 

Most of these questions have been asked by other historians, but 

no convincing answers could be given.) Therefore we will here turn 

to the more concrete problem of dating the catastrophe that befell the 

Soninke people or, to be more precise. relating it to a specifie event of 

dynastie history. In this respect, the legend provides a precious clue. 

because it links the killing of Bida to the fall of the Sisse dynasty. 

Since the Sisse were not the last dynasty of Wagadu in terms of the 

legend, we can expect to find out at exactly what period the Sisse were 

replaced by a set of rulers who must have held power during the de- 

cline of the kingdom. ™*) 

In addition to Ibn Khaldüns text and to the legend of Wagadu, 

some other sources of information, including the Zarma and Diawara 

traditions of origin, are available to us.) We also dispose of a number 

of early written sources that were recorded earlier in time, and which 

therefore are closer to the events than the fourteenth century account 

of Ibn Khaldün. Some records are even strictly contemporary. But the 

closer we come to the events, the more we have to strain our imagina 

tions in order to fit the information contained in our sources into à 

meanigful historical reconstruction. 

12) The idea of a Sanhäja conquest of Ghana is categorically rejected by 

Conrad and Fisher (“Conquest, II”, p. 68) 

13) We owe the most thorough examination of the written and oral sources 

to Conrad and Fisher “Conquest, I", pp.21-59; “Conquest, II", pp 78), De 

lafosse did not try to make use of the snake-killing incident in his reconstruc 

tion of the Almoravid conquest (Haut-Sénégal, vol. II, pp.53-5). Levtzion re 

fers the incident to the change of religion (Ancient Ghana, 17-8, 47). P. Farias 

thinks that the incident reflects myth, not history (“Great states revisited”, 

Journal of African History, 15 [1974]. pp.484-5). 

"3 D, Lange, “The Almoravids and the Islamization of the great states of 

West Africa", Hinéraires d'Orient: Hommages à Claude Cahen, in Res Orientalia, 

6 (1994), p. 65. 

15) F Mounkaila, Mythe et histoire dans la geste de Zabarkane (Niamey. 
1989); Delafowe, Hant-Sénégal, vol. 1, pp. 266-7, 271-6; G, Boyer, Un peuple de 
l'ouest soudanais; lex Diawara (Dakar, 1953), pp. 21-30, 
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Indeed. instead of the snake-killing episode, prominence should be giv 

en to an earlier passage dealing with the origins of the different clans 

of the Soninke. We may deduce from this passage that the prestigious 
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spite of the uncertainty concerning either the his orical or the mythi- 

cal character of the legend, this leads to the question whether the ne. 

r on his people, was a Soninke or an 

outsider, a local king or perhaps an Almoravid leader? We might also 

whether the name more generally refers to the rise of Islam in 

Ghana or perhaps to the Almoravid movement and Hanes to the San. 

haja conquest, rather than to a particular individual? =) 

Most of these questions have been asked by other historians, but 

no convincing answers could be given." ‘) Therefore we will here Em 

to the more concrete problem of dating the catastrophe that befell the 

Soninke people or, to be more precise, relating it to a specifie event of 

dynastic history. In this respect. the legend provides a precious clue, 

because it links the killing of Bida to the fall of the Sisse dynasty, 

Since the Sisse were not the last dynasty of Wagadu in terms of the 

e can expect to find out at exactly what period the Sisse were 

gative hero, who brought disaste 

ask, 

legend, w 

replaced by a set of rulers who must have held power during the de- 

cline of the kingdom."*) 

In addition to Ibn Khaldüns text and to the legend of Wagadu, 

some other sources of information, including the Zarma and Diawara 

traditions of origin. are available to us.) We also dispose of a number 

of early written sources that were recorded earlier in time, and which 

therefore are closer to the events than the fourteenth century account 

of Ibn Khaldün. Some records are even strictly contemporary. But the 

closer we come to the events, the more we have to strain our imagina- 

tions in order to fit the information contained in our sources into a 

meanigful historical reconstruction. 

12) The idea of a Sanhaja conquest of Ghana is categorically rejected by 

Conrad and Fisher (Conquest, II”, p.68). 

14) We owe the most thorough examination of the written and oral sources 

to Conrad and Fisher "Conquest, I”, pp. 21-59: “Conquest, 11”, pp.53-78). De- 

lafosse did not try to make use of the snake-killing incident in his reconstruc: 

tion of the Almoravid conquest (Haut-Sénégal, vol.1, pp.53-5). Levtzion re- 

fers the incident to the change of religion (Ancient Ghana, 17-8, 47). P. Varias 

thinks that the incident reflects myth, not history (“Great states revisited", 

Journal of African History, 15 [1974], pp. 484-5). 

1) D Lange. "The Almoravids and the Islamization of the great states of 

West Africa", Itinéraires d'Orient: Hommages à Claude Cahen, in Kea Orientalia, 
6 (1994), p. 68. 

15) F Mounkaila, Mythe et histoire dans la geste de Zabarkane (Niamey, 

1989); Delafosse, Haut Sénégal, vol. 1. pp.266-7, 271-6; G. Boyer, Un peuple de . 
l'ouest soudanais: les Diawara (Dakar, 1953), pp. 21-30. 
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The most relevant information provided by the legend of Wagadu 

on the downfall of Ghana has been ignored by previous researchers. 

Indeed, instead of the snake-killing episode, prominence should be giv- 

en to an earlier passage dealing with the origins of the different clans 

of the Soninke. We may deduce from this passage that the prestigious 

Sisse clan ruled over Wagadu in the heyday of the kingdom and that 

they were followed by the Ture, who ruled at a time when the king 
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to the different versions of the legend. After his arrival in West Africa, 

he married five different wives. The first was barren, but all the So- 

ninke clans and even some neighbouring clans ofthe Berbers are sup. 

posed to have originated from the four others. His Gara) wife Assa- 

Kule, gave birth to the Djikine (Diafunu) and to the Souare (Dia), His 

third wife, Diangana-Boro, gave birth to six children; the last of them 

was the snake Wagadu Bida. His fourth wife, Kantana-Boro, gave 

birth to the five Sisse kings mentioned by name. The first of these, 

Diabe Sisse, concluded the pact with Wagadu Bida. Amon the des- 

cendants of Dinga's fifth wife, Singa-Gille, we find the Ture. ) 

Knowledge of the legend of Wagadu is not restricted to the So. 

ninke. Some isolated elements of the legend can be traced in a Son- 

ay epic from the lake district of the Niger, others in the chronicles 

of Timbuktu. The transmission of residual key-elements of the Waga- 

du legend among the Songhay can be explained by the fact that the 

lake district and the more eastern parts of the Middle Niger were in- 

habited by Soninke prior to the Songhay expansion in the fifteenth 

ES) Going one step further, it can even been postulated that 

- Wagadu itself, the prestigious early kingdom of the Soninke, was lo- 

cated precisely in the lake district of the Niger, which was known in 

Timbuktu as Tendirma.®) Soninke traditionists probably find it diffi- 

eult in our days to indicate the precise whereabouts of ancient. Waga- 

du, because this region has been incorporated into the Songhay world. 

Once we have shown that there are good reasons to locate Wagadu in 

Tendirma, we will turn our attention to the geographical description 

provided by al-Bakri and other Arab authors of medieval Ghana. Here 

again, Tendirma and not Kumbi Saleh is — as we will see — the best 

candidate for the capital of the greatest West African kingdom known 

— to the outside world. 

Beginning with the residual elements of the Wagadu legend, we 

have to consider the two patriarchs, Dinga and Diabe Sisse, and take 

into account the royal titles or epithets Kaya-Magha and Tunka. Ac- 

%) Monteil, "Légende", pp. 372-5. 
2!) D.Lange, “From Mande to Songhay: towards a political and ethnic 

history of medieval Gao", in Journal of African History, 35 (1994), pp.285 8. 
293-9. 

?!) ALBa'di, Ta'rikh al-Südan, ed. and transl. O. Houdas (Paris, 1898 
1900), pp.72, 82jtr. 119, 126 (quoted as TS); Ibn al-Mukhtär, Ta’rikh al-Fat- 
(ash, ed. and transl, O. Houdas and M. Delafosse (Paris, 1913), pp. 40]tr. 74 
(quoted as TF ). ; 
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explains the origi Kings still deals recognizably with the Enr as from Micros x Dinga was no longer associated with the sais feo which all segments of the 

great ancient kingdom from 
society originated, he was bound to be 

turned into a more popular, less commanding figure. However, the 
Baal-like character of the epics hero was probably not invented ex ni- 
hilo; he would appear to have preserved an important trait, hardly 
perceptible in the legend”), of the great patriarch which we also find 
in the Songhay god Dongo.?*) 

Next we should consider Diabe Sisse, the son of Dinga, who con- 
cluded the pact with Wagadu Bida according to which each year the 
most beautiful maiden had to be sacrificed to the snake. It would seem 

that the same figure survived until the seventeenth century in the tra- 

dition of Gao as Diâber al-Yaman or Za al-Ayaman. ^) The latter 

emendation of the name is obviously due to the attempt to make it fit 

to the local folk etymology which explains the name Dia by the Arabic 

ja’, prounounced zà* ~ "he came from” (Yaman).") It is easy to recog- 

nize in the Gao form Diâber the Soninke Diabe, the suffix be being 

probably equivalent to the postpositioned Bambara-Form -ba meaning 

like the Songhay ber "great". Hence we have in both cases a founding 

7) Depuis Yacouba, Essai de méthode pratique pour l'étude de la langue 

7 Th M4 songoi (Paris, 1917), pp. 71 À 7 

H) Conrad and Fisher note that in some versions of the legend it is Dinga 

onquest, T”, pp. 55. TI n. 159) 

een Dinga and the three female 
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e from Yemen and interacted with the snake, 

ner The main difference between the versions consists jn 

the behavior towards the dragon: while the W agadu legend distin- 

guishes between the pacifier and the killer of che dragons the first 

being Diabe Sisse and the second Mamadi the Muslim, the Gao legend 

has Diaber as the dragon-killer and hence the state-founder. In view. 

of these differences one might have supposed that we are dealing here 

with two entirely different traditions of genesis. In fact, there are a 

number of independent reasons indicating that the Dia dynasty origi- 

nated from Tendirma.””) Hence Diáber, the founder of the Dia, must 

in the first place have been associated with the founding of a kingdom 

situated in the west and not in the east, as the reference to Kükiya, 

which actually belongs to an older period, would seem to suggest. But 

this kingdom of the west is clearly localized by the Zarma tradition in 

Tendirma. The myth of Diaber the dragon-killer, the Zarma tradition 

of genesis and the origin of the Dia dynasty (as will be seen later) all 

point to the location of Wagadu in Tendirma. They exclude an identi- 

cation of Wagadu with Kumbi Saleh. 

A third argument in favour of an identification of Wagadu with 

provided by an isolated Songhay tradition from Tera, Ac- 

Tendirma the Songhay 

hero called Dia, who cam 

'endirma is 

cording to this tradition, upon their arrival in 

et a king called Kayamba. In a later version we learn that Kayamba 

equivalent to Kaya-Manga.””) We know from the abreviated version 

the Soninke legend recorded by the chroniclers of Timbuktu that 

Kaya-Magha was the most prestigious title given to the king of Waga- 

u.*!) The form Kayamba is linguistically equivalent. to Kaya-Magha 

use -mba corresponds to Malinke mümba meaning like magha| 

nga "powerful ruler".??) On account of the similarities between the 

tradition of Tera and the Ta’rikhs, one might have thought that the 

former derives from the latter, but such a feedback from written mate- 

rial into the oral tradition can be excluded precisely because the origi- 

nal tradition gives the name of the ruler as Kayamba, not as Kaya- 

Magha. 

#) Lange, "Chute", chapt 4 (in press). 

M) J-P Olivier de Sardan, Concepts el conceptions songhay-zarma (Paris, 

1982). pp.287-8; D.Laya, Traditions historiques zarma-songhais (Niamey. 

1977). p.33. 
91) In TF, pp.AlM/tr. 75. given as a title in TS. pp./tr. 18, as a name. 

%) M. Delafows, La langue mandingue e ses dialectes (Paris, 1955), vol. H 

pp. 15, 493. 
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tention the epithet Kaya-Ma- 
y record the survi irviva yi Mansa and Tunk P ose known as the title of the Keita riod the Mansa title was he 

by the subordinate 
the only officials of Son 
The epithet 

í ara in this region 
kings of Mali) During 

"ld not onl y x y by the kings of s A i TE kings of the Bara province, who were 
could veto a decision of the Askia.*) SU Tunka, the title of the kings of o taki”) In Song 

SIE were addressed ax Tunka 
Vari" 

the Songhay i 
Mali but also 

ghay who 
: l'unkara. is derived f 

Ghana mentioned by al-F two officials based in 
ise the Balama” and the Kurmina 
anc M DIET Ti id titles, used in Tendirma, may be interpreted 
a Soninke kingd: ae gdom which surviv e £ expansion of the fifteenth century or a originally to the great king of W 

) These names 
as residual traces of 

They seem to have been attached 
Vcr unice pu agadu himself and not to any minor 

1 ng ey therefore give further support. to the idea that 
Wagadu was situated in Tendirma and not in Kumbi Saleh, or in any 
other area inhabited by the Soninke at present ; 

The preceding identification of Wagadu's geographical site on the 
basis of oral traditions makes it necessary to reconsider the location of 
Ghana. The most detailed contemporary description of Ghana s pro- 

"| His 

account contains the names of two kings, gives some information on 

vided by the eleventh century Andalusian geographer al-Bakri 

the capital and its environment, depicts a royal funeral and mentions 

some other religious practices. Furthermore, it provides a number of 

itineraries which make it possible to relate the capital of Ghana to 

neighbouring towns, some of whieh are identifiable. The most impor 

tant itinerary for our discussion connects Ghana with the town of Aw- 

which is thought to be identical with the modern Tegdaoust 

Like Ibn Hawqal in the tenth century al-Bakri places 

) At a rate of 32 km per day 

320 km between Tegdaoust 

daghost, 

in Mauretania 3s 
Ghana at ten days from Awdaghost 

this distance corresponds exactly to the 

4) Corpus, pp. 383-7 (Ibn Khaldan) 

My TF, pp. H1, 6atr 14-5, 132: 

9. Similarly we have the Mandin 

wnt) (Delafosse, Langue, vol I 7 
z forms manga- (of the 

9) Corpus, p. 7 
g e um 

lord) and man nsa re 

4n) 
^, qw, pp tr? 

Fari) 
1) Corpus, pp M 5 

M) uid. pp 46, 73. 

{of royal dese 

46 (Balama'); TS, pp jos itr 204. (Balama, Kurmina 
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and Kumbi Saleh, From other indications it can beeen that 

Kumbi Saleh was one of the capitals of Ghanan i al E notes that 

Ghana was properly called Awkar, aonn which is a ae given to 

a desert situated to the north of Kumbi Saleh. He states t iab the peo- 

ple of Ghana use water of wells for drinking and for growing vegeta- 

bles, asserts that the countryside of the town is not populous; he pro- 

iden an itinerary leading to the west which after fifteen days leads to 

a gold producing area (Bambouk), another which in the east passes 

Awgham and then leads to Tiraqqà (Bourse and a third which 

crosses after seven days an outlet of the Nile (the Fala de Moloda ). and 

finally reaches Yarisna. the town of the Wangara (Dia).”) The capital 

of Ghana, situated in a semi-desert region and taken = a point of de- 

parture of various itineraries must have been Kumbi SM 

On the other hand, al-Bakri provides some information ony Ghana 

which applies to Tendirma: the description of the funeral practices fol- 

lowed by the people of Ghana with respect to their kings”), the indi- 

cation concerning the groves and thickets surrounding the town of the 

king, the comparison of the town of Ghana with Gao in contradistinc- 

“tion to Tadmekka and the statement that the people of Ghana sow 

their crops twice, once during the season when in their region the Nile 

overflows and once in the moist earth when the water has retreated 

and the localization of Safanqü on the Nile (Niger) at a distance of 

three days from Ghana.*') Further it should be noted that two geogra- 

phers of the twelfth century, al-Idrisi and al-Zuhri, place Ghana either 

on the Nile or else situate Ghana at a distance of fifteen days from 

Tadmekka.*") Both indications support the identification of Ghana 

with Tendirma. 

“a Corpus, pp.79-81; J.O. Hunwick, C. Meillassoux and J.-L. Triaud. "La 

géographie du Soudan d'après al-Bakri". Mélanges en hommage à Raymond 

Mauny (Paris, 1981), pp.401-428; Lange, “Altes Ghana", pp.615-7. 

#) L, Desplagnes, “Etude sur les tumuli du Killi dans la région de Goun 

dam", in L'Anthropologie, 14 (1903), pp. 151-172; R. Mauny, Tableau géographi 
que de l'ouest africain au Moyen Age (Dakar, 1961), pp.92-111; M. Raimbault 

and K.Sanogo (eds.), Recherches archéologiques au Mali (Paris, 1991), pp.217 

516. 
413 Corpus, pp. 8), 82, 85. 
*) Ibid., pp-110; 98. Levtzion thinks that al-Idrisi systematically places 

all towns of the Western Sadan on a river called Nile (Corpus, p.390 n. 8). This 

argument ignores the fact that the geographer is reluctant to locate Gao on 
the Nile/Niger, although thia would have been correct, and that he situates 

Malal on a river flowing into the Nile (Corpus, pp. 108, 113). 
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ferring to t 
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ches the 
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Tendirma and reaches ra) after only three days.) It : where Kumbi Saleh is called which is crossed b 

iS vaguely referred to a In spite of the fact that it was the coe If we now consider the description of the the kingdom. of Malal, said to lie 
stretching over a distance 
being we 

y the Niger before 
the land of the Sa- 
a great kingdom 

kingdom of the Daw and 
beyond Yarisna (Dia). the first ia of more than eight days and the second kr »€ a 

S 
is 10w because of its Muslim king"). we come to the conclu- sion that Daw extended to the north-east of Dia and corresponded to Ghana/Tendirma, while Malal lay further downstream on the Niger at Gao. These identifications are supported by the fact that in Daw we 

ean recognize the royal title Dia probably restricted to Ghana/Tendir- ma prior to the Almoravid period, while Malal and Mali could be syno- 
nyms of "capital" or “big town” #) 

abara 

If we apply the same approach to the description of Ghana pro- 
vided by al-Bakri we have to decide with Tespect to each item of infor- 

mation whether it refers to Kumbi Saleh or to Tendirma. Although in 
some cases the origin of the information remains doubtful, most often 

it is possible to distinguish between two layers of information corre- 

sponding to two different kingdoms known by the same name. On the 

other hand, it can hardly be doubted that these kingdoms were part of 

an empire which stretched from Gao in the east to Kumbi Saleh and 

beyond in the west. Hence it would appear to be more appropriate to 

distinguish between the capital of the supreme king. situated in Ten- 

dirma, and the capitals of vassal kings like Gao, Alükan, Samaqanda 

et probably also Kumbi Saleh, There is even a is nena vcl 

ing to which Kumbi Saleh was the second a ae al 

Ghana and the siege of a lieutenant who puce E 
once of the T.al-Fattish to Kumbi as the ca 

absence, Indeed, the reference o! 

1) fhid.. pp 85 
u " 
) Ibid., p. 82 MM 

^, Monteil. “Empires: P 208 
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the notion of a legendary pact concluded 

- ; " i and Bida must have some basis in 

ET clements should not be over-estimated be- 

3 vill be seen later, Kumbi Saleh was the scene of important 

opp owards the end of S rule. It was probably on ac- 

<3 SaaS ing the Almoravid period and also on account 

og remains that the site OM umbi Saleh later 

became associated with the foundation of the great Boninke kingdom. 

However, in spite of the correspondences noted, thara is no direct 

proof for the identity of Wagadu and Ghana. In particular, it is im- 

possible to correlate any of the two royal names mentioned by al- 

Bakrt with the Sisse kings of the legend of Vest and the Dia 

kings of the Songhay chronicles. Al-Bakri provides the names Bast 

and Tunka-Manin, or rather Manin, if we disconnect the name from 

the title. The Wagadu legend gives the names Diabe, Tane, Tane- 

Fankante, Mamadu and Kumma. The Dia list has Kinkin, Kükurai/ 

Diatakore, Yama Kimbaw, Yama Dunku and Yama Karawai as pre- 

decessors of Kosso Muslim, the king who belongs to the Almoravid 

period.*”) In view of this negative onomastic evidence one may be 

tempted to conclude that the three sources refer to different king- 

doms. But the absence of any correlation is not necessarily signifi- 

cant, because the names given may represent popular nicknames, 

surnames known by foreigners or epithets. Also, the internal sources 

may have distorted the names of the Almoravid period beyond re- 

cognition. Moreover, the possibility that Muslim court-historians later 

may have suppressed the last names of the pre-Islamie period be- 

cause of the intense antagonism between the first Muslim and the 

last pagan ruler cannot be excluded. In the absence of any tie-in be- 

tween the contemporary written records and the oral traditions, it 

would have been very difficult to give precedence to any of these 

possibilities. But vague possibilities cannot support a solid historical 

reconstruction based on chronology. 

pital of the Kaya-Magha and 
Sisse 

historical events t 

a 

2. Kema-Magha, king of Ghana: 1076-1087 

From the middle of the eleventh century onwards, the Western Su- 

dan was influenced by the Almoravid expansion. The Sanhája con- 

quered Awdaghost in 1054, soon after they had captured Sijilmäsa at 

M) TF, p.76, 
#) Lange, “Chute”, ehap.4 (in press). 

The Almoravid Ex s d wnfal Ghan 
toravid Expansion and the I lownfall in of Gha the norther n end of the í great West Sahara ished the inhabitants of the E pagan king of Ghana? 

vids became 

n trade route.” 
town for having acce 

) With the conquest of A wd À an immediate threat, for the Sa eh. In 1063, "'unka-Manin ascended the th Kumbi Saleh or in Tendirma 
al-Bakri was writing, F 

") They pun 
Pted the rule of the 
laghost, the Almora- 

trading town of Kumbi 
hrone of G 

He was still reigning in 1068 rom al-B; 
ed by the 

impression derives from the 

a. either in 
at the time 

l appear that 
rise of the Almoravids; however, this 

geographers « a : movements military potential # In fact His PERO ha stallation of Tunka-Manin, who was a son of a deni Basi, resulted from a deliberate 
Muslim party at the 

" akrTs dese 
Ghana was not affec ription it woulc 

ation of the 

sister of his predecessor 
attempt. to thwart the progress of the 

royal court of Ghana?!) According to the legend 
ast or last but one king of Wagadu was a Muslim. He 

some time after al-Bakris detailed report on Ghana 
One may speculate that he was the immediate successor of Tunka- 
Manin 

f Wagadu, the | 
must have reigne 

In fact, a name common to a number of internal sources provides 
the badly needed tie-in between the written and the oral evidence. 
This name occurs in the legend of Wagadu, in the epitaphs of Gao- 

Sane, in the list of the Dia kings of Gao, in the Zarma tradition of ori- 

gin and in the legend of the Diawara. It refers to the last king of the 

Sisse who was a Muslim. The name has two forms: Kema, a pagan 

form, and Muhammad, a Muslim form. Because these two forms. which 

appear in the five different sources in related contexts, we can be sure 

that we are dealing here with one and the same person p 

The epitaphs of Gao-Sané provide strictly contemporary evidence 

concerning the names and the exact dates of death of three successive 

kings: Aba “Abd Allāh Muhammad b. ‘Abd Allah b. Zaghé, who died 1 

muharram 494 (= 6 November 1100), Aba Bakr b. Abi Quhafa, who 

died 19 rajab 503 (= | January 1110) and Yama b. K.mā b ere, 

called ‘Umar b. al-Khaitab who died Vi muharram 514 (18 April 

t) Corpus (al Bakr), p 73 

"^j. Ibid., p. 74 
%) Ihid., p 18 

1) Levtzion su 

the kingdom from the | 

cient Ghana matrilineal! 

ien, 6 [1072], pp. 92-3) 

M) Lange. "Chute", chapt 4 (in press) 

appointed in order to protect 
guests that Tunka Manin was 

Was roval guecession in an 
»ressure. of the nomads ( 

in International Journal of African. Historical Stud 
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DENS ; Arabie names shows that they correspond to 

RE ES int Muhamaned and of the free two Califs who 

succeeded him as leaders of the Muslim community. W < may therefore 

suppose that they were not personal names, but designations adopted 

by the rulers after their rise to power COM their yea and 

worldly prestige. Only the name Yama given to the fates! king is 

strictly personal; the associated name of tho nor: Kma; could either 

refer to the second or to the first king of Gao-Sané, but if we take into 

account that the former only reigned for en gu v seems more 

likely that it was the personal name of Abü *Abd Allāh Muhammad. 

That we are dealing here with a dynasty and not with isolated kings 

belonging to different families is shown by the name Zaghé, which ob- 

viously designates the dynastic ancestor. ) 

At first sight, the Arabic loan names may appear to be pompous 

and out of place in the African context. However, if we consider that 

the first two stelae were imported from Almeria in Spain and that the 

epitaphs were beautifully sculptured^). we have to admit that we are 

dealing here not with minor boastful kings, but with a dynasty of high 

standing having connexions with the outside world. Further, it has to 

be considered that the stelae were not found in the royal town of Gao, 

but in the trading twin-town of Gao-Sané. For these and other rea- 

sons, it is unlikely that the Zaghé belonged to the local dynasty of 

Gao.™) 

The kings of Gao-Sané would not interest us very much in connex- 

ion with the history of Ghana if we could not identify them with the 

sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth king of the list of the Ghana-re- 

lated Dia kings of Gao.*”) We therefore know that Muhammad, the 

first king of Gao-Sané, was locally called Kosso-Daré, a name which in 

-  Soninke can be understood to mean “Kosso the Great". Furthermore 

we know that the second king was called Hizka-Zunku-Dam. This is 

an epithet, not a proper personal name. For the third king we have 

the personal name, Yama, and the name of the father. Kerná. 

^5 J Sauvaget, "Les épitaphes royales de Gao", in Bulletin de l'IFAN, 
XII (1950), pp. 418-440. 
) Earlier I thought that the kings of Gao-Sané were local Berbers who 

did not belong to a single family ("Lex rois de Gao-Sané et les Almoravides. 

in Journal of African History, 32 [1991], p.263, but see my "Chute", chapt.2). 

- 9^) Sauvaget, “Epitaphes”, p.421. — 
Lange, "Chute", chapt.2 (in press) — 

“Rois de Gao-Sané”, p.264; id., "From Mande", p.281. 
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Kosso-Dare, the ete first king of Gao-Sané 
lim, who is stated to have he 
certainly very strange that 
spond to the 

er care, we notice that 
ne, was preceded by Kosso-Mus- 
first Muslim king of the Dia. It is denies m ling ii kings bearing names whic’ 

preceded by another Wollen ed been the first Muslim of the Dia. i 
history make any sense 

en the 

h corre- 
hould be 

Muhammad must have 
P if the names derived from Islamic 
The most plausible explanation for this con- 

"m to be that Kosso-Muslim and Kosso-Daré — one and the same king. The first name then, refers to Kosso's rul somewhere else and the second to his reign in € Mena. 

Indeed 

tradiction would sec 

ao STI *a0.") Unfortunately 
this hypothesis cannot be direc tly verified through the other evidence 
since Kosso and his successors name Hizka-Zunku-Dam, were 
epithets. Kosso's personal name was most likely — as has been seen - 
K.ma. However, if we consider the Zaghe of Gao-Sané to be displaced 
kings or refugees, as their precarious establishment in Gao's twin town 
the trading town of Gao-Sané, suggests, then it would be reasonable to 

suppose that Kosso-Muslim was the first Muslim king of the original 

kingdom over which he had ruled. In Gao however, he was “Kosso 

the Great”, because here he was preceded by a line of earlier Mushm 

kings." 

Next, our search for a tie-in between the written and the oral evi- 

dence leads us to the legend of Wagadu. Some valuable versions have 

the name Mamadu in the penultimate and Kumma in the ultimate po- 

sition of the Sisse kings"), but the most reliable version has Mamadu 

as the last Sisse king and omits Kumma 61) Other versions place the 

name Kaya-Magha in the last position ©) These may be discarded, be- 

cause we know that Kaya-Magha was the title of all Sisse kings and 

not that of an individual king.) Once we eliminate the Kaya-Magha 

title from those lists, they too name either Kumma or Mamadu as the 

" Lange, “Chute”, ehapt.4 (in press) ; Tr 

w) According to al: Muballabt and to al-Bakri (Corpus, PP 8S s 

"y Adam, "Légendes . pp 92-3; Lanerezac im Dieterlen and Sylla, Em 

pire, pp. 205, 207 
E “Légende”, p.379 

d 
) Monteil, “Légende, p : die h m 

"5j Arnaud in Dieteclen and Sylla, Empire, p 318. Delafosse, “Legend 

UN 
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i “m TE, 15: M Delafosse, “Le Gina et le Mali et aa 
pe 

pitales^, in Bulletin du Comite d'Études Historiques & Seien qe 

(1024), p. ANT. 
4n 
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last Sisse king. According to the original legend of Wagadu, it would 

ms that the last Sisse king was called either Kumma or Mamadu; 

indeed, perhaps he was known by both names. This conclusion paral- 

lels our analysis of the Gao material. It is further supported by the 

Zarma tradition of origin. Y = E 

In the Zarma tradition, we find Mali-Bero (Mali the Great) or Som- 

bo. as the hero who leads the exodus D the pau flying with the 

base of a granary (daba) from Mali to Zarmaganda.”) The same hero 

is called Mali-Kaman-Dugusa in some versions, but more often, the 

latter is thought to have been a patriarch who lived just prior to the 

dispersal of the people in Zarmaganda."?) In both cases Mali refers to 

Tendirma, situated in the lake region of the Niger. This is the region 

that we have identified as the historical centre of the Ghana king- 

dom.%) Kaman can be taken as a form of Kumma or K.mà and Dugu- 

sa would appear to derive from Wagadu(gu), the country (dugu) of 

the Wage (noble clans). Although the patriarch is in this case not 

called Muhammad, we find the same doubling of the name already ob- 

served in the epitaphs of Gao-Sane, the tradition of Wagadu and the 

list of the Dia. Further it should be noted that the most authoritative 

version of the legend of Wagadu calls the last Sisse king by the nick- 

name Soki-Mira (the one who plaits) which seems to echo the image of 

the plaited base of the daba, that represents the Zarma exodus from 

Ghana.” ) 

In the tradition of the Diawara, the legendary figures bear similar 

names. The name of the first patriarch, Daman-Gille (Daman the 

great), echoes that of Kaman (Dugusa) of the Zarma, and hence, that 

of Kema. Gille is the Soninke equivalent of the Malinke/Bambara qua 

lifier -ba (great). This name formation therefore parallels that of Som- 

bo (Kem-ba) and, as we will see later, Kum-bi (Kem-ba). Daman-Gille 

was an outsider who came to a place that was under the authority of 

the king Mana-Maghan. If we omit the title Maghan, it would appear 

that Mana was identical with (Tunkä) Manin, the pagan king of Ghana 

M) Y. Urvoy, Histoire de Populations du Soudan Central (Paris, 1936). 

pp.57-8; Mounkaila, Mythe, pp. 166-7. 

%) Boube Gado thinks that Mali-Kaman-Dugusa is identical with Mali 

Bero (Le Zarmatarey: Contribution à l'histoire de populations d'entre Niger t 
Dallol Mawri | Niamey, 1990), pp. 14, 323). 

%) Lange, "Altes Mali", pp.611-2. 
5") Monteil, "Légende", pp.373, 379. The daba i» thought to have been 

made of plaited grass (Mounkaila, Mythe, pp. 75, 99, 119-121, 133, 153). 
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: i The wide distribution of the name can be ex- 

ao ee 1 Mt og: Ghana to Gao ^^) It is par- 

was held by the ruler of Tendirma (EOS es MS renee ea pagi ana yet by the ruler 
of Malal (Gao)."") In the second half of the thirteenth century there is 
epigraphie evidence in Gao-Sané for the title Dia?!) As these kings 
were the descendants of the Zághe/?). it seems very likely that the 

spread of the title was associated with the coming of the Zaghé 

Kema-Magha is also remembered in Diara, to the west of Ghana, prob- 

ably because some of the great rulers descendants are established 

there.7") A connection between the Diara kings and the Sisse is further 

suggested by the Dia-title that we can find in Dia-ra, the name of the 

town’), Diawara, the name of the royal clan, and the royal epithet 

Tunka-ra, which became the patronym of the successive Diawara 

kings after their rise to power 75) All three names are further distin- 

guished by the suffix -ra, also found in similar contexts elsewhere 

Apparently Kema-Magha's name also survives in the modern desig- 

nation of the trading town Kumbi Saleh. Indeed, Kumbi seems to de- 

h the Mande qualifier -ba 
rive from the personal name Kema, to whic! 

Sisse and Som-bo de- 
(great) has been added, just as the names Dia-be 
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4; Boyer, Peuple, y 

"AI e, “Chute”, chapt.6 (in press) 

79 See Corpus, p.82 and above p.325. 

11) J.O, Hunwick, Shari'a in Songhay The 

tions of Askia al-Hàjj Muhammad (Oxford, 1985), p 10 

“Rois de Gao-Sané”, p 267 

1238-9; Delafosse, Hawi-Sénégal, vol. 1, pp-273- 
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rive from Dia and Kema respectively. The second name, Saleh, corre- 

sponds to the Arabic adjective salih (good, righteous, virtuous), denot- 

ing the qualities of a pious Muslim ruler, especially those of a convert. 

This etymology can perhaps be taken as evidence for Kema-Magha's 

prolonged residence in Kumbi Saleh. 

On the basis of an unknown source of information, al-Zuhri claims 

in the middle of the twelfth century that the people of Ghana sought 

the help of the Almoravids against the town of Tadmekka seven years 

after the coming of Islam.”°) The friendly relations between Ghana 

and the Almoravids after the coming of Islam are certainly note- 

worthy.) They support the idea that Kema-Magha acceded to the 

throne with the help of the Almoravid leader Abü Bakr b. *Umar. If, 

indeed, the first Muslim king of Ghana owed his installation as king of 

Ghana to some kind of intervention or pressure brought to bear on the 

kingdom of the Soninke by the Saharan nomads, then one would have 

to expect that the powerful overlord would grant him further support 

against other pagan enemies. 

3. The overthrow of Tunka-Manin by Kema-Magha: 1076 

Having identified the last Sisse king with a particular Muslim ruler 

mentioned in various sources, we must now try to find out from the 

contemporary evidence how this king came to power. Was he a Muslim 

before his accession to the throne, or did he convert to Islam after his 

"installation as a king? If a Muslim prince supported by the Almoravids 

seized power, it has to be expected that the adoption of Islam as the 

official religion of Ghana was associated with large-scale social upheav 

al and considerable violence. 

It has been suggested that Qena-Mara b. Basi, the vassal king of 

Alükan mentioned by al-Bakri, who concealed hís Islamic faith, later 

became the successor of Tunka-Manin.™) The name of his father, Basi, 

leads us to suppose that Qena-Mara was a son of king Basi of Ghana, 

who died in 1063. On account of his filial relationship with Basi, the 

vassal king of Alakan may have earlier been an heir apparent. Perhaps 

the former king and the great officials removed him from his office be- 

W) Corpus, p. 99. 

77) For Conrad and Fisher this information provides one of the main argu 

ments against the conquest theory “Conquest, 1", pp. 26-7). 

7) Corpus, p.83. 
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1 Oral traditions offer yet another approach to the question of 
Kema-Magha's rise to power. We have seen that one of the most im- 

portant. episodes of the legend of Wagadu deals with the killing of the 

snake by a young man called Mamadi. It may be asked whether this 

incident refleets the same historical event that is associated with the 

rise of Islam in the external sources. Or more precisely: is it possible to 

identify the snake-killer with the first Muslim king of Ghana and the 

snake itself with the last pagan king? 

Different versions of the legend of Wagadu relate the killing of the 

snake or the collapse of the kingdom to the reign of a particular king 

one connects it with the last pre-Islamic Sisse king"). another with 

the last Sisse king™), and yet another with the Ture.) These at- 

M) Levtzion, "Royal succession”. pp 92-3 

"') Corpus, p. 99 
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tempts to date the key-episode of the story would seem to indicate the 

historical character of the legend. Several versions identify the snake. 

killer as a noble of Wagadu“); one considers him to have been the 

son of a foreign marabout and a local princess. *?) Indirect evidence 

pointing to the identity of the person who committed the sacrilegious 

act is provided by the name Mamadi/u, applied to both the snake-kil]- 

er and to the las sse king. We may suppose that Mamadi, the 

young hero, and Mamadu, the king, were originally one and the same 

person, because the derivation of more than one legendary figure from 

a historical person is apparent from the names Kema and Mamadu, 

both of which designate the last Sisse king. However, the main argu- 

ment for the identification of the snake-killer with Kema-Magha is 

provided by the flight of the hero to Mema, which may correspond to 

the flight of the king to Gao.) A supplementary argument may be 

derived from the king's nickname Soki-Mira (the one who plaits), seen 

above, which seems to reflect the Zarma legend according to which 

the patriarchs used the plaited base of a granary for their flight. The 

otion of the flight being associated with Mamadi the snake-killer and 

Mamadu the king, both figures apparently derive from a common pro 

totype. 

The Muslim version of the Wagadu legend, centered on Kema-Ma 

gha, is supplemented by a pagan version of the same legend whose fo- 

“eus is on Tunka-Manin. The Niare of Bamako, who claim descent of 

- Mana-Magha., a ruler of Wagadu, relate that the snake-killer was Fata 

Magha. the twin-brother of Mana-Magha. Before it can be shown that 

Mana-Magha was indeed identical with Tunka-Manin however, we 

must note some relevant elements of Niare history.™) The Niare claim 

to have stayed in Diara after the dislocation of Wagadu. There we find 

a comparable Muslim tradition. The Niare themselves consider their 

proper name to derive from Niakate, a name which in Diara history 

designates the pre-Diawara dynasty. As for the killing of the snake 

they believe that Fata-Magha, the twin-brother of Mana-Magha, com 

"5 Monteil, "Légende", p.379; C.Meillassoux, L. Doucouré and D. Sima 

gha, Légende de la dispersion des Kusa (épopée Soninké) (Dakar, 1967), p. 188 

^) Adam, "Légendes", p.92. 
^5) Conrad and Fisher noted that the theme of the flight was of great im 

portance for the legend ("Conquest I”, p. 58). 

W) V, Paques, “Lestrade royale des Niaré", in Bulletin de l'IFAN, XV 

(1953), pp. 1644-5. The text has Fatamaha (as opposed to Manamagha). 1 sup 

pose that this ix a printing mistake for Fatamagha. 
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mitted the sacrilegious act 
name Mana-Magha, 
Fata-Magha, 

In Diara history we can find both the 
given to the king of the Niakate, and the name 

given to Daman-Gillés lieutenant, the holder of the sword of kingship.") Since Daman-Gille is identical with Kema-Ma- 
gha, it can hardly be doubted that Mana-Magha al-BakrPs Tun- 
ka-Manin, since Tunka must have been the title and Manin, in the oral 
tradition rendered as Mana, the proper name. According to the T cond 

tie-in between the oral evidence and the written and more direct 

sources therefore, ''unka-Manin's brother killed the snake of the Wa- 
gadu legend 

Going one step further, we may even postulate that the name Tane 

(-Fankante), which in the legend precedes Kumma and Mamadu, actu- 
ally stands for (Tunka-) Manin, the last pagan king of Wagadu. In 

that case, the last pagan king of Ghana would appear to have prided 
himself on being a descendant of Kante (if fan can be understood as a 

nasalized form of fa — father, ancestor)" j It should also be noted that 

Tane-Fankante doubles Tane, just as Mamadu doubles Kumma. The 

Soninke tradition therefore transmits information only about the foun- 

der of the kingdom and tts last two rulers 

The Diara tradition depicts the rise to power of Kema-Magha in 

terms which reflect history more directly than the legend of Wagadu 

The tradition distinguishes between Daman-Gille (great Daman). the 

first patriarch, and his son Fie-Mamadu, the first de facto ruler of the 

Diawara. Fie-Mamadu is said to have been exiled because he deliber- 

ately injured the kings son in a fight. This incident may perhaps be 

interpreted as a contraction and inversion of two events the = 

against the royal family and subsequent exile far from the capital”) 

Fie-Mamadu returned eliminated the king. 
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ersion of the Wagadu legend 

Wara 
latter?) Considering that the Niare vi 

calls the snake-killer Fata-Magha, we may suppose that the Dia 

separated the positive figure Daman-Gille from the negative figure 

Fata-Magha; at the same time they recognize that the kingship Was 

originally obtained by Fata-Magha. In other words, Fata-Magha was 

the king-killer who paved the way for the glorious Daman-Gille 9i 

The conclusion that the snake-killer respresents Kema-Magha, and the 

snake of Wagadu none other than the last pagan king Tunka-Manin, 

is hardly escapable. 

An isolated version of the Wagadu legend told in the Zarma Village 

of Simiri in the form of the liturgy of a rain ceremony provides further 

support for these identifications.”’) In this case, the hero Mali-Bero 

(Kema-Magha) is associated with the sacrifice of the girl, the role of 

the snake-killer being given to his brother Mali-Kayna (small Mali). 

Again, the villain must flee in order to escape the wrath of the peo- 

ple.) The close family relationship between the priest Mali-Bero and 

the snake-killer Mali-Kayna suggests that the two legendary figures 

derive from an historical person who perpetrated an act of great and 

disturbing violence. 

The Zarma tradition of origin gives a more detailed account of the 
- same event. It explains the flight from Mali (Ghana) through the con- 

flict between two groups of boys. the Zarma and the Fulbe (and Tuar- 
eg). Both groups used to bath in a small lake. After bathing, the Fulbe 
dried themselves with the clothes of the Zarma. When Sombo (Mali- 
Bero), the great Zarma prince, learned about this injustice, he decided 
to attack the Fulbe. He killed the prince of the Fulbe, so he and his 
companions had to flee. Although Sombo is said to have been the son 

of the great Zaberkan (Diabe), he belongs to the group of the op 
pressed Zarma. He not only attacked the oppressors, but in all the full 
versions of the legend, killed their leader, the prince.) Disregarding 

wa "LA ^ ) Adam, "Légendes", pp.238-243; Delafosse, Haut-Sénégal, vol. 1, 
pp. 273-6, 155-7; Boyer, Peuple, pp.25-7. os É s ) Earlier Daman-Gille has been dated either to the middle of the thir 
e century (Delafosse, Hant Sénégal, vol.1, p.271; Boyer, Peuple, p.24) or 
to the fifteenth century (M. Diawara, La graine de la parole |Stuttgart, 1990]. 
p.23). 

AM ur Te 

larey, or T on the road from Niamey to Ouallam (Gado, Zarma 

2 Ibid., pp. 140, 154. 
) Mounkaila, Mythe, pp. 75, 97, 117, 131-3, 
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the artificial ethnie opposition between the Zarma and the Fulbe/Tuar- 
eg, we conclude that the legend merges Kema-Magha's EA to 
the throne with his flight from the capital to a marginal ries of 
his kingdom. Although the legend does not acknowledge a family rela- 
tionship between Sombo and his victim, it is very likely that the Fulbe 
prince was his predecessor. Furthermore, these two antagonistic groups 
are depicted as children. This representation may perhaps be inter- 
preted as an indirect allusion to the overwhelming fighting force of the 
nomads, which overshadowed the dynastic and religious conflict within 
Ghana, However, it is not clear whether the Zarma tradition refers to 
the rise of Kema-Magha or to his fall 

Other elements seem to indicate a direct involvement of the Sanha- 

ja in the overthrow of Tunka-Manin. As we have seen, al-Zuhri associ- 

ates the Islamization of Ghana in vague terms with the activities of 

Aba Bakr b. ‘Umar. According to the Diawara tradition, the Berbers 

of Tagant sent Fie-Mamadu (Kema-Magha) a caravan with many pre- 

sents, including a beautiful wife who was given to Fato-Makhan (Fata- 

Magha/Kema-Magha) ^) It is possible that this wife was a daughter of 

Abü Bakr b. *Umar and that the relations between Kema-Magha and 

his Sanhája overlord were perceived very negat ively. This would ex- 

plain why the Diawara tradition presents the marriage with the Berber 

wife as a great threat whose consequences could only be avoided by 

giving her to Fato-Maghan, rather than to Fie-Mamadu 
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sented in such a way that the deep antagonism between the two pap 

ties is no longer recognizable. The role of the Berber nomads is ever, 

less apparent; however, the two straightforward versions of the story 

still carry some evidence of a Berber intervention. Only a very an 

matic EN in the history of Ghana with far-reaching consequences, 

could possibly have engendered traditions which are still alive among 

different ethnic groups nine h undred years later. 

4. The Lamtüna conquest of Ghana and the fall of Kema-Magha: 1087 

Until now, it was generally supposed that the Berber conquest of 

Ghana was a result of the Almoravid expansion, and was motivated 

by the intention to force Islam on the pagan people south of the Sa- 

ara) In fact, it would seem that the Saharan nomads conquered 

the great kingdom of the Middle Niger only after the death of the Al- 

moravid leader Abū Bakr b. “Umar in 1087. By that time, Islam had 

already widely spread among the people of Ghana as a result of the 

rise to power of a Muslim prince of the Sisse. 

Writing towards the end of the fourteenth century, Ibn Khaldün 

claims that the Islamization of Ghana was a consequence of Berber 

domination.'') Many authors have related this statement to al-Zuhri's 

remark that Ghana was Islamized in 1076/7), convinced that the Al 

moravids had conquered Ghana and imposed Islam by force. As we 

have seen however, the date of 1076 corresponds to the overthrow of 

Tunka-Manin and the subsequent accession to the throne of the Mus 

lim prince Kema-Magha. Moreover, it has gone unnoticed that Ibn 

Khaldün did not consider the Almoravids, but the veiled Berbers (al- 

mulaththamin) to have been the conquerors of Ghana. We shall see 
that this idea corresponds more closely to the historical facts. 

Historians have also overlooked a key-element of the legend of Wa 

gadu that supports the idea of a Sanhaja conquest of Ghana. Accord 

ing to the legend, the Sisse were followed by a new family. Douassi, 

the eldest son of this family, is said to have been the founder of the 

Berber tribe of Douaich, a tribe more commonly known as Idaw 

pid Delafowe, Haut-Sénégal, vol. 11, p.54; S. Trimingham, A History of 14 

lam in Went Africa (London, 1962), pp. 29-30; J.Cuoq, Histoire de Uislamisation 

de l'Afrique de l'Ouest (Paris, 1984), p.41. 
101) Corpus, p.333. 
w) Ibid., pw. 
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sh.) Since the Idaw ‘Is à PAL 

Abt Bakr b. “Umar and dame iun oe y f : information in the 
legend can at this point shown to be valid. On the basis of the evi- 
MN Aeon v. dass and Eus Soninke tradition, we may 

D all of the Sisse was precipitated by a Lam- 

tüna conquest of Ghana 

How can the occurrence of the name Douassi be interpreted in 

terms of the dynastic history of Ghana/Wagadu? In all likelihood, the 

isolated name stands for a Lamtüna chief who helped to eliminate the 

former Sisse kings, In contrast to the ancestors of the Sisse and the 

Ture, Douassi is not said to have been the father of other rulers of Wa- 

gadu, Therefore it would appear that the Lamtüna conquest of Ghana 

did not result in the foundation of a Berber dynasty. It is more likely 

that the name Douassi represents a tribal chief who was for some time 

the de facto ruler of Ghana, after having driven Kema-Magha from 

power. The Soninke tradition would certainly not have kept traces of 

the Lamtüna chief if he had not played an outstanding and somewhat 

positive role in the history of Wagadu 

Other local traditions reveal further aspects of the same event. Ac- 

cording to the Ta’rikh al-Faltäsh, the collapse of the old dynasty of 

the Kava-Magha was marked by widespread internal disturbances: the 
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aggressor, it can hardly be doubted that 

h the fall of the Sisse dynasty, in conse- 

340 

do not mention any foreign 

we are confronted here wit 

quence of the Lamtūna conquest 
[ 

Other oral traditions also keep traces of a Berber involvement in 

the fall of the Sisse. According to the Zarma legend of origin, the great 

patriarch Sombo (Kema-Magha) had to flee from Mali (Ghana) because 

of the Tuareg and Ful jon he expected after he had killed 
be retaliati 

their children.'^*) Although the role of the Fulbe in these events is not 

clear, the refe! rence to the Tuareg would see 

sently unknown Sanhaja 

Furthermore, we dispose of a legend which refers to the arrival of 

“veiled people" at Walata. The Soninke did not comply with their de- 

mand for water, and refused them access to their wells. Therefore the 

nagic device that made the water of the wells change 

the people had to leave the town.) 

hood of Kumbi Saleh and Ten- 

be to the capital of Ghana, 

m to represent the pre- 

foreigners used a m 

into blood. As a consequence, 

Walata being situated in the neighbour! 

dirma, the reference could in this case 

which the Sisse had to leave under the pressure of the Lamtüna 

Arab geographers also report on the situation in Ghana after the 

fall of the Sisse. According to al-Zuhri, Ghana became the capital of 

the Almoravids.''”) Although it is unlikely that the Lamtüna chief 

himself moved into the seat of the Sisse kings, he must have played an 

important role in the history of the Soninke kingdom: otherwise 

neither al-Zuhri, nor the Soninke tradition would have retained traces 

of a Sanhäja presence in the centre of Ghana. Al-Idrisi in turn men 

tions the ‘Alid rulers of Ghana, whose capital was situated on the 

banks of the Niger.'’') 

Even the fall of the Sisse dynasty did not entirely escape the atten 

tion of the Arab authors. According to al-Zuhri, the pagan ruling clan 

of Ghana was called Barbara.!'^) It had lost its power by his time na 

Ibn Khaldün knew the ruling clan under the name of Soso; he even 

noted that the Soso rulers had adopted Islam in the “days of the con 

quest” (ayyam al-fath).'"*) Since the Soso were the ruling class of Gha 

1%) Mounkaila, Mythe, pp. 166-7 

1%) Arnaud, Islam, pp. 157-8; s.a. Conrad and Fisher, "Conquest, H^, p. 6] 
Mo p ) Corpus, p.99. 

111) See next chapter. 
12) Corpus, p. 9f. 
14) Lange, "Altes Mali", pp.593-7, 619. 

4) Corpus, py, B22, 333. 
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Western Sádàn. ‘) If the Arab authors refer only indirectly to the fall 

of the Sisse, this may be explained by the fact that they were inter- 

ested in the tribes of the Western Sadan and in the growth of Islam. 

but not in the dynastie history of Ghana 

When did the Lamtüna conquest take place! If it led to the desti- 

tution of Kema-Magha, it must nec essarily have taken place after 

1076, the date given by al-Zuhri for the Islamization of Ghana, which 
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te of his defeat by the Lamtüna the refugee king was well re 

n Gao. This apparent contradiction 
between 

d the Massüfa protection of the 

plained by the new situation created by 

the death of Abü Bakr b. ‘Umar As a consequence of his death the 

Berber tribes of the Sahara were no longer held together by a common 

oath of fealty towards the Lamtüna leader. While the new leader of 

the Fu tried to force the other Sanhaja tribes and the Sudanic 

kingdoms back into the Almoravid alliance, both the fugitive king of 

Ghana and the chief of the Massüfa were apparently convinced that 

their allegiance towards the Lamtüna was restricted to Abū Bakr b. 

*Umar. Once their overlord was dead, they felt no obligations toward his 

cessor. The new Lamtüna leader's attempt to en 

nave formed the basis for the temporary alliance 

he Massüfa reflected by the stelae of Gao-Sa
né 

nts, it may be suggested that the Lamtü- 

bes against a united 

ivated by the at- 

In spi 

ceived by the Massüfa ir 
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na conquest was not à 

front of Soninke defen 

tempt to reestablish a former vassa 

tried to liberate his country from the 

to renew his oath of fealty towards the successor of Abū Bakr b 

‘Umar, he had apparently not foreseen the possibility that the Muslim 

opposition against Sisse rule would side with the Berbers. Defeated 

and unable to resist the coalition formed by his internal and external 

vassal kingdoms. 
enemies, he sought refuge in one of his v 

vents, it would appear that the rebel- 
From this reconstruction of ev 

lion staged by the Muslim party did not precede the external aggres 

sion, but accompanied and followed the nomad attack. Moreover, the 

violence that forced the Sisse out of their capital was apparently car 

ried out by Soninke followers of the Muslim opposition against Sisse 

rule, not by the foreign conquerors. Hence the name Duaisse does not 

stand as a synonym for foreign intervention and brutal repression in 

the Soninke tradition, but rather as a reminder for the high-minded 

ness of nomadic rule after a period of social upheavals. 

5. The Ture dynasty 

The direct domination of the sedentary people of Ghana by the 

Lamtüna cannot have lasted for long. It seems to have gone side by 

side with the emergence of a new dynasty patronized by the nomads 

Later, when the Lamtüna had lost their religious fervor and political 
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First, if the *Alids were of Lamtüna 

; have prided themselves on their genealogy 

t Almoravid leaders Second, according to 

the Wagadu legend Douassi is followed by Mandyan-Ture, whose des- 

cendants cannot be confounded with those of Douassi. Third, if the 

ed rule of the Lamtüna and the ‘Altds extended from 1087 to 

ndent rule of the *Alids from 1116 to the 

here is hardly any room for yet 

during the sec- 

344 

brought up against this theory. 

origin, they would probably 

as descendants of the grea 

combin 

1116 and the largely indepe 

mid-twelfth century (al-Idrisi), then t 

another dynasty until the Sisse reconquest of Ghana, 

ond half of the twelfth century. The Fassiro and the Kumma clan of 

the Soninke must have ruled later. For these reasons, it ean hardly be 

doubted that the kings of Ghana who claimed descent from ‘Alt b. Abr 

Talib were the Ture. 

Any consideration about the social origins of the Ture must primar- 

ily be based on the account of the pre-Islamic situation in Ghana gi- 

ven by al-Bakrr.'??) Most of the great court officials and the Wangara 

traders were already Muslims at this period. The Andalusian geogra- 

pher does not specify whether the Muslims of the court were black 

Africans or foreigners, but judging from the large size of the traders’ 

town of Ghana, many foreigners must have been established in Ghana 

for some length of time. Since few if any of them had brought their 

own wives with them on their tiresome journey across the Sahara, in 

termarriage must have been widespread. It may be assumed that most 

of the children of these unions were brought up according to the reli- 

gion of their fathers. Although from the point of view of custom and 

language, the Mulattos may have been more akin to their mothers. 

they certainly also took pride in the genealogy of their fathers. Hence 

the son of an Arab father and a Sisse princess could be at the same 

time identified as an “Alid and as a person related to the former dy- 

nasty of Ghana. Opposition against the Sisse and their concept of di- 

vine kingship may easily have arisen among the Muslim officials of the 

court who were well acquainted with the wider world, Perhaps we may 

find a vague reference to the rising class of the Muslim Mulattos in the 

Zarma tradition, which distinguishes between the Fulbe and the Tuar 

eg among the enemies of the patriarch Sombo.'" The former may 

possibly correspond to the Mulattos, and the latter, to the Lamtüna. 
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mad later re: d 128 RE ts aT a r resorted to another son 7) In spite of 

Adda family could never assert itsel i ie D à assert itself as an independent dynasty, we 

a loc 

à5 à nomad of the desert 

may assume that the rise to power of the post-Sisse rulers of Ghana 

took place under similar auspices 

Useful insights can also be derived from the meaning given in later 

times to the name Ture. The name is widespread in West Africa, and 

often connotes a white origin. It was first mentioned by Ibn Batiüta 

in the fourteenth century. in reference to the white traders of Sokolo. 

Muslims of the Maliki school (just like the Almoravids)!™*) 

The chroniclers of Timbuktu applied the same name to Askia Muham- 

who seized power in Songhay in 1493 19 Later, it became the 

the descendants of the Moroccans 

131) qt should also be noted that 

pplied to Europeans and Arabs 

who were 

mad 

praise-name of the Arma, who were 

who had conquered Songhay in 1591 

in Hausa the name 1s still commonly à 

v 132 
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one hand, a tribe of Berb 

| on the people of Ghana, an 

for whom the Lamtüna were 

me : | * 

er nomads who had imposed their domination 

d on the other, à class of Muslim Mulattog vorable situation created by the Al 

the liberators from pagan oppression and further reforms of the institutions ee threat and promote 

amtüna must have been fairly Ghana was attacked by the Lamtüna, this ee es 
; c) tuas rame like a flame 

the rule of the Li which set ablaze a highly explosive preexisting antagonism. The elimi 

. The elimi- 
obscurantism. At first, 

direct, their local representatives, the Ture, having only limited 

f the new dynastic line asserted himself as ruler novo" of the Sisse from their ruling position put a st 

confrontations. From their bases outside the ieee
 ae 

authority. The king o 

in his own right by buildin 

on, the authority of the Lamtüna was reduced to some form of nom- j 

inal Buxerainety- By the mid-twelfth century, any bonds between the 
clan were eager to prepare for their revenge 

Lamtüna and the new rulers of Ghana had been cut. Instead, the Ture 

recognized the prestigious but ineffective authority of the distant Ab- Conelusion 

basids. 

Another aspect of the policy pursued by the new dynasty is re- 

vealed by the contrast between the ‘Alid genealogy of the Ture and 

the Islamic throne-names adopted by the Sisse,*) It would appear 

that Kema-Magha, the Sisse king who fled to Gao, chose to call him- 

self by the name Aba ‘Abd Allah Muhammad, as attested by the epi- 

taphs of Gao-Sané, only after his defeat in Ghana. This can be de- 

duced from the two names by which he is known in the king list of the 
kingdom in West 

Dia, Kosso-Muslim and Kosso-Daré, and from the two names Mamadu 

d of Wagadu. These names 
other with respect to their scope and the reliabil 

g his sumptuous palace in 1116. From then duced kingdom however, the defeated members of the former royal yal 

Phe preceding considerations show that it would be a distortion of 

fall of Ghana simply the consequence 
the evidence to see in the downf 

islocation of Ghana was 
of a Sanhája military conquest. Certainly the d 

and sudden eruption of foreign forces 
not brought about by a single 

f Songhay in 1591. Instead we 
comparable to the Moroccan conquest 9 

have to distinguish between a number of 

mulative effect resulted in the disintegration of the greatest and oldest 

Africa. These events differ considerably from each 

ity of their reconstruc- 

successive events whose cu- 

and Kema, which refer to him in the legen 

do not distinguish between an earlier pagan and a later Islamic phase tion 

in the life of the king, as one might have thought, but between his sta- 
First, there was the conversion of Kema-Magha presumably the 

tus as king of Ghana and as a refugee king established in Gao. The 
former crown prince, to Islam. It must have taken place sometime be- 

Ture, on the other hand, may be supposed to have claimed descent fore 1068, the year when al-Bakri was writing. The conversion should 

from ‘Ali b. Abi Talib right from 
the time of their humble origins as 

be seen in the context of the Islamic fervour stimulated by the Almor- 

appointees of the Lamtüna, because they must have attempted to 
avids among the Berber nomads whence militant Islam spread to the 

com te for the absence of an i i 
black Africans 

Salas iter doceo 
hereditary claim to rule through a Sicoondi it 1088 the pagan prince Manin acceded to the throne be- 
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their pledge of fealty towards the new leader of the 

the successor of Aba Bakr b. ‘Umar would 

ce in order to impose his authority. At- 

onfronted by an unexpected internal up- 

ing of Ghana Kema-Magha left 

fused to renew 

Lamtüna. In consequence
 

seem to have ressorted to for 

tacked by the Lamtüna and c 

Muslim opposition, the ki 

the capital and fled to the eastern prov 

Fifth, the Lamtüna did not give uP their n 

after the conquest of Ghana. For the praetical needs of government, 

the new masters of the country seem to have relied on a lieutenant re- 

eruited from among the Muslim court officials. This protegee of the 

Lamtüna would appear to have founded the Ture dynasty. By the 

mid-twelfth century the new dynasty had become fully independent 

from the former nomad
 suzerains of Ghana. 

Sixth, towards the end of the second half of the twelfth century 

the Sisse reconquered the kingdom. This event may have corresponded 

to a pagan reaction against Islam, because the governor of Sijilmasa 

made it clear in a letter that the king of Ghana differed from him with 

respect to his religion. ^) 

After the defeat of the military leader Sumanguru Kante. who had 

fought on behalf of the Sisse!35), the Muslim party won the upper 

hand again, when the Keita extended the range of their power to Ten- 

dirma and Gao. following Sundiata's 
vietory."") Although

 geographi- 

cally based on a region further upstream of t
he Niger. the kingdom of 

Mali was a Muslim successor state of Ghana. 

Not all of these events were
 equally disastrous for the stability of the 

great Soninke kingdom, 
some may have resulted in temporary recovery, 

others in the ephemeral resusci
tation of the old institut

ions. But the gen- 

eral development, beginning with the access
ion of a pagan chance-candi- 

date and ending with the 
Keita take-over was one o

f deep decline. 

Taking a broader perspective, we should distinguish between 

three factors which contributed to produce the dislocation of the 

rising of the ince of his realm. 

omadie way of life even 

————— 

1%) Corpus, pp-372, ag n.9;
 N. Levtzion, “Ancient Ghana

: a reassessment 

of some Arabie sources , in Mélanges en hommage à Raymond Mauny (Paris. 

g the sons of Dinga's last wife, One 

that he was the descendant of Dinga’s 

‘These and other elements suggest 

his name - Boso Sumanguru 
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the reincarnation of the highest god He Kids R
S 

k g nd his priests were the most im- 

portant dignitaries of the state It must have b hs 2 

priests that the conversion of the divi paet Eis 
ivine king would destroy the cen- 

tral institutions of the kingship of Ghana They therefore appear to 

have removed the converted prince Kema-Magha from the succession 

to the throne by appointing him as a provincial governor 

Another result of the increasing influence of Islam on Ghana was 

a Mulatto class. This section er class of the society had been 

since the earliest time of the trans-Saharan trade 

entage, the Mulattos commitment to Islam cannot 

be doubted. However they also had access to the highest positions 1n 

because they were not considered foreigners Supported by 

rs, they were the driving force of the internal oppo- 

The Lamtüna relied primarily on 

thority. One of them. perhaps the 
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kingdom, 
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his bid for the throne. For à number of years 

y that probably involved a 

th a pledge of loyalty 

lements show that the Lamtüna inter- 

na only when Kema-Magha had 
ui 

f the southern Almoravids after 
$ 

ae 

In a first move,
 the A 

mer heir apparent in 

they were content wi 

heavy annual tribute. Various € 

fered bluntly and massively in Ghar 

withdrawn from the confederation O 

the death of Abü Bakr b. ‘Umar. Indeed, the death of the great Lam
- 

tüna leader seems to have precipitated the dislocation of the southern 

rids! 79), since the Godala and Massüfa as well as 
| Traqga Score 

| wing of the Almorav 
: 

| the Sisse of Ghana defected from the Lamtüna-led alliance. The ensu- 

ing conquest of Ghana, which was supported by the rise of the Muslim 

opposition, must therefore be attributed to the attempt. of the new 

Lamtüna leader to force the Sisse to accept his authority. Therefore it 

would seem that the Lamtüna conquest of G 

purely political mot
ives. It had religious implicatio! 

its success was to a large extend due to the simultaneous uprise of the 
| 

radical Muslims of Ghana who were anti-Sisse. 

| 3 

Hence it is clear that neither the Islamization of Ghana, nor the 

dislocation of the kingdom resulted from the onslaught of the Sanh
aja. 

The decline and final disappearance of Ghana were ra ther the result. of 

the collapse of the foundamental institutions of divine kingship. This 

institutional disintegration was 

Dp 100 180 200 250 ke HE MIDDLE NIGER 
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hana was dictated by 

ns only insofar that 

dips 

à 

WAGADU a 

MEMA 

L Oto 

A 
^ 
(La 

set in motion by the Muslim king of 
| 

the Sisse and it was accelerated by the Ture kings. In spite of some 

external interference is was basically an internal process resulting from 

the growing influence of Islam. 

However, the downfall of Ghana did not mean that the past experi- 

ence of statehood was lost to the people of the Middl
e Niger. After dif- 

ferent attempts to adapt the old institutions of divine kingship to the 

Islam and to the new, more secular spirit of the time, 

- which all more or less failed, the Keita finally established a fully Isla- 

mic empire also based on the Niger, but having its capital further up- 

stream. Under its sway, the people of the Western Sudan entered into 



FROM GHANA MALI TO SONGHAY: 

THE MANDE FACTOR IN GAO HISTORY* 
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c agricultural resources of the biläd al-sudán Gao was less 

limit for rainfall agriculture is about 

kilometres to the south. The agricultural potential of 
the narrow 

plains, hardly sufficient for the riverine fishermen and herdsmen, 

arge surplus population of urban settlement. Hence only 

haran trade explains the existence of a town like Gao- 

For these and other reasons, historians believe that Gao could not have been the 

first capital of an carly “Songhay” kingdom that was based on surplus agricultural 

Kukiya, which was situated very close to the region of permanent 

\ture and to the Songhay heartlands, seemed 
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dle Niger 

However, neither a review
 of external sou

rces nor a critical an
alysis of intern

al 

f Kukiya preceded that of Gao. The 

evidence supports the view that the rise © 

earliest Arab geogra
phers including al

-Khuwärizmi and a
l-Ya‘qübi mention 

Gao 

by its Berber name Kawkaw.“ Regular trade relations between the Ibadi king- 

dom of Tahert and Gao existed as early as the beginning of the 
ninth century 

In the second half of the ninth century, “the kingdom of Gao was the greatest 

of the realms of the Sudan, the most important and the most powerful". B 

the archaeological evidence recovered 
so far, however, it appears that large-scale 

with North Africa began only in the tenth
 century.’ The most likely 

tion for the absence of N
orth African trade goods from the ar

chaeological 

record lies with the prevalence o
f Saharan salt among the imports from the no

rth 

during the early period
 of the trans-Saharan 

trade. 

Ir is well-known that Gao was a great entrepót of the Sa
haran salt trade. Ac- 

cording to al-Muhallabi, “the kings treasure houses are spacious, his treasures 

consisting principally of salt".5 The
 kings stock of salt prob

ably resulted from 

taxes levied on salt loads upon the entry a
nd departure of caravans 

from the king- 

the region of Gao. North 

dom.? Al-Bakri mentions
 thar salt served as currenc

y in 

d other mines in the Sahara and broug
ht it 

African traders loaded it in Taghaza ani 

south by camel." Tuareg carav
ans may have been — as in our days — specialized in 

the trans-Saharan trade." Control of the 

the transport of salt indepen
dent from 

Saharan salt trade secms to have been the single most important ec
onomic fac- 

tor in the rise of the great king
doms of the Sahelian belt. During the pre-Islamic 

period, the regional salt trade w
as probably not associated wit

h any regular cara- 

yan trade bridging the entire desert.
 During the eight and ninth ce

nturies North 

African ‘oder might have mai
nly imported salt which they bo

ught at desert 
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goods Pa in the north, appears uh moune the importation of 
jue 

ol : have di 

century onwards. Goods from North Africa ERIT Rs ra or barter on the Sahelia n 
markets then included ck 

and daria es à pottery, glass, beads, metal 

From the written records it is | 
Dm muscae m EE pines North African traders 

which corresponded to the yields from the old fc proni prete oot 

Gold dust from these areas reached the x bs he d Rer. c 

More recently, old gold pits have been discovered zo y a Rance 

south of Gao." Slaves from Gao, as from other Setanta d ae 

important commodity valued by North African traders.” Th Site zE 

foot through the Sahara. A point of departure as far E, A E 

high casualties of the long, dreadful
 march. Also, nés chr es LE 

avan track leading from the relevant salt mine serre enable 

| and tax the transport of the salt to the south more close to the car 

the ruling group to contro 

easily. 

It is often assumed that the trans-Saharan trade developed only after th
e Arab 

est of North Africa." In fact, the salt trade certainly Aourishe
d independ- 

ently of the integration of North
 Africa into the Arab-Islamic 

empire. Some gold 

and limited numbers of slaves reached North 
Africa in the pre-Islamic period” 

The bias of Arabic sources. the lack of subs
tantial written sources 

from the preced- 

ing period and the difficulty in interpre
ting the archaeological 

record should not 

distract from the fact that condition
s of transport th 

: 

the introduction of
 the 

era. Once adopted by the Saha
ran tribes, the camel, bei

ng, c 

waterless tracks, became the basis for regular 
wans-Saharan trading 

2 Leveaion, Ancient Ghana. 177-180: a
e ^ ci brag Gin 

645: Lao Aia Cid Geko Pura and Labi set Mauny. 

conqu 

ally improved by 

? Barth, Travels, WA, 
sagan 
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S te 
t 
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Kié é ‘or, 39-127. 

eT Were 

mms S: g
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oms: States of the M

iddle Niger 

ts trade likewise benefited from 

salt was apparent 

the introduction 

On the basis of these 

Gao kingdom
 closer to th 

critical analysis of th 

ical developmen
ts 07 

diverging interpretation
s with respect to the av. 

there is no need to locate the origins of th
e 

ds of the Songhay.
 In fact, as we shall see, a 

at Gao was at the centre of polit- 

_ although there are a number of 

ailable sources. Furthermore, the 

uld nor have been © 
the early history of 

01 
rs a since Arab authors did not mention the name Songhay be: 

fore the end of 
the fifteenth cent

ury.” Instead, 
à number of te

stimonies suggest 

that Mande people, 
coming from the west» extended 

their influence o
n the Gao 

kingdom prior to
 the emergence 

of the Songhay in the east.” This 
question of eth- 

nicity is closely c
onn to the dynastic h

istory of Gao a
nd hence to the 

ethnic 

identity of the thr
ee successive ruling houses: the Za, the Sonni 

and the Askiya. 

ition of the Gao kingdom was the subject of 

d myself? More recent researc! 

gnificance in 

h will hopefully 

and the Almoravids
 

history is mainly ba
sed on the twelfth cen- 

just before the Seco
nd World War, they 

and they were left as
ide by the less philol

ogi- 

cally-minded Jean 
Rouch.” Owing to 4 lack of convinc

ing evidence from these 

= epitaphs, most histo
rians, including Jo

hn Hunwick, still follow the writings of 

- Delafosse and Rouc
h on major poin of

 ancient Gao hi 4 The reason for th
e 

il recently, none of the 
royal names provided 

with the rulers of avai
lable king lists and 

obscure. My recent p
ropositions on 

1. The ZalZaghé 
of Gao-Sancy 

rom Ghana and Mali to Songhay: The Man c Factor in Gao History 
hana and Mal gl Mande inG 

the epitaphs have only been partly taki 
NOS a taken int i à 

ture concerned with i o considerarion i 

In order to il the history of the Niger 
bend.” ne 

» understand the difficulti f A ifficulties involved in i LES ved i 
taphs AE Gao Sanan we hate AONAN in interpreting the royal epi- 

| Their outstanding documentary i D f br E. 
| ary importance for the hi $ 

: ^ a (a 
E à à 

derives from the fact that they provide the nami nel MA 

longing to the Almoravid period. Howev wal e s 
À bs er, since most of th i 

in the epitaphs are i Bar 
T r iim are Arabic cover names, it is difficult to establish di EE 

jons with = 
d ? 

^ es names from the local sources. Several scholars us Es 

the rulers c ao-Sancy, be i L de 
: 120-Sancy, being qualified as malik “king”, were the bui à i. 

C TER is > tin 

S of any correspondence with the royal lists of Songhay this ii 
m 

remain 

unsubstantiated.’ Other authors adopted the opposing position that the ki 

mentioned belonged to a different dynasty.” The nex sade 

ethnic identity: were they Berbers on bl k Afri ugue T 
tity y t black Africans and if the latter is correct, 

were they Songhay or Soninke?™ 

Yet, the epitaphs of Gao-Sancy contain several African names deservi ng special 

attention. Mainly three royal epitaphs are relevant with respect to the problem of 

ommemorate three kings: Aba ‘Abd Allah Muh
ammad b. 

n 494 AH/1100 AD, Abū Bakr b. Abi Quhäf
a who died 

mar b. al-Khattab who died in 514 AH/1120 AD?
 Abd Allah who died ii 

in 503 AH/1110 AD 
and 'U 

the third position after the two Arabic 

The first and third epitaph mention in 

ame Zaghi or Zaghay (th
e spelling Zaghé 

es quite out of context the African n. 

identification. These c 

nam 

Lange. *Rois de Gao-San€ , 2
64-269; id. "From Mande”, 

276-281; Insoll, “
Iron Age 

Gao”, 25-26; Hunwick, Timbuk
tu, XXXII:

 de Moracs Farias, Inscriptions, §§ 381
- 

álá 3 >, 42% Ti E ; Gang, Histeirr, 136- 

$5 get. "Ej hes royales”, 429: Trimingham. His
ey, 90 2- 1; Cag, 

i 

c dcn 
dur dhe dynasty traditionally led 22 

Hunwick and de Moracs 
Farias correctly argue à n À 

in fact be called Zuvwà 
(Timbwkre, $ n. 49, 332; Jer

igen Xu 
Tem 

for the sake of clarity the present e
 d w E ERPE à a

 eR FR 

chronicles and
 the second dyn

asty of Gao as the 
Zi. = pe

t eer
 

Zàghé kings of
 the stelae wi 

the Za of the du
 = rt de vobia ng 

remains obscure: Were bs o
r a ame 

lange 

7 364.269; de Mor
ass Farias, 

B Nkk Mis PE 

I) Dec 
“Gao revisited 429-430; i 

Timbaki XXXV
ANNNNE de 

0» 

Lange.” à de Gao- Sant
» 

Inscriptions, $$
 99, 401-403 

i ny 
ET 

x 

z fo a Berber idend 
ne vm ee

i T 
XXNN. For a Soninke origin:

 

26267; Insoll, “Iron Mf ME 1526 Hanes 1327-332. 

Lange, "Chu 169-79 id, ade
 Morse Farias 

33,1526 le" 1 

# Sauvagets "Ep
h royales”, 41 

M5 

ám 
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e Niger 

).? However, it should be noted that the name 

occurs again on the royal epitaph of Fa
nda b. Arbani b. Zaghi who died in 1203 

least one century betw
een the first 

AD. In view of the chron
ological depth of a

t 
\ 

two and the latter ins
cription there can be no doubt that we 

are dealing here with
 

ence of any other common name, Zäghe 

an important ancestral figure. In the abs 
r 

can be taken as the d
ynastic name of the 

kings attested by the
 epitaphs andiforth

e 

intermediate rulers for whom there are no epigraphic testimonie
s. There are five 

ents in favour of an identity berween the Zaghé and the Za
. 

The first argument concerns the ancestor of both series of roya
l names, Leay- 

ing apart the Islamically inspired reference to Yemen, the T al-Südán begins 

with Zakay and T: al-Fattash with Oua'a
i.? These forms may be compared with 

Zaghay or Zaghi (Zaghé) of the Gao-Saney inscriptions. As de Moraes Farias 

insightfully argues, these names, provided by two different categories of so
urces, 

scem to correspond to attempts to transcribe the name of
 one and the same apical 

ancestor who was not a local ruler? 

A second argument concerns the similarity of a doubl
e name. Indeed, in his 

epitaph the third ruler of G
ao-Saney is, besides his Arabic name,

 also designated 

_ by an African name referring to himself and to his father. Unfortunately, the 

African name was misread by the ed
itor of the royal epitaphs as Mam

a b. K.ma.™ 

| — On the basis of a photograph of
 the epitaph it was later established that the 

personal name of the ruler should not be read Mama but either Bama, Tama, 

Lama, Nami or Yama. These
 variations are explained by t

he absence of diacritical 

ints in the Kufic script of the epit
aphs. Taking the name Nmi 

which refers to 

a queen who died 550 AH/1159 AD as 2 iem, the editor chose Nama as 

“the most likely vocalisation” 
However, it is more appropriate

 to base the reading 

male name of the Princ
e Yama Kari, who died in 663 

ing Yama b. K-mä to be the correct name of the 
third 

tifies him as the eighteenth k
ing of the Zà called 

the land of Zaghi b. Z
aghi (Levtzion/ 

corresponding to à 
middle position. 

“Du nouveau”, 520-521; id., Inscriptions, 24-25 {n° 23). The clearly 

cudludes an imäla and suggests the
 readings Zághi and Zaghay (here 

vax, T al-Fanásh (Notice hinorique, NH), 332. 

7 id., "Épitaphes royales”, 432493. 
5, For the translatio

ns of the third epitaph sce 

S ee mic: 
Ao nou les stéles”, 515- 

From Ghana and a and Mali to Songhay: y: The Mande Factor in G in Gao History 

Chart 16: Epitaph of the third | 

ruler of Gao-Saney — Yama b. | 

Kima b. Zäghé (503-514 AH; 

1110-1120 AD) 

Biyu-Ki-Kima by the T al- 

Sadan and Yama-Kitsi by 

the T al-Fattāsh.* Fence 

the name of the inscrip- 

tion should be read Yama 

b. Kimà." The identifica- 

tion of Yamà b. Kimà with 

the eighteenth ruler of the 

Za is further supported by 

the chronological position 

of both figures. Counting 

back three reigns from 

Yama-Kitsi, we reach the 

sixteenth ruler of the Zà 

called Kusoy- or Kotso- 

Daré who, on account of 

his name and a radical 

change of his residence (as 

we shall later see). appears 

to be the same as the pre- 

ceding Kusoy- oF Kotso- 

Muslim, the first Muslim 

king of the Za dynasty.” 

According 10 the T. al- 

2 " i ol 

Earsäsh, the inhabitants ot MI0789 and 475/1082-3.* This chronological 

Gao adopted Islam between 47 
982-3. Th ; 

closeness between
 the first Zàghé and the first Muslim King 

of the Za suggest 

s ! N à ]-Mokhtár. T. al-Farsäsh (ND,
 332-333. 

: 

N-Sa di. T. abSadan, Mer.
 3: Ibn al a

 = tan
 E ae 

= Gao-Sané” 
64-269; M. 

» Lange, “Rois de Sane, 2 
rs 

= 

r ible readings of
 the name Kama 

(mscriptiens, 
AU : x 

u^ ded l
uis de Go Su

d 358-369. On the duplication
 of Kusoy/Kuso

y- Dart and 

Kotso-Muslim/K
otso Dirt see

 Lange, 

© thon al-Mukheàn 
T. al- Fani (NED 
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that these two are identical. The reign of the first king of the Z
aghé in Gao ther

e- 

fore lasted between 
19 and 23 years.” 

bic loan names of the epitaphs. As 
pre- 

respect to the fifteen
 

ing Kusoy-Daré being — as we have seen - P 

the Zaghe and the Za 
pretended to have been prec 

thar both lines of rulers succeede
d to Muslims. Therefo 

share the important characteristic of distinguishing them
selves on false grounds 

as Muslims from their pagan precedecessors.** 

A fourth argument builds again on the identity of names. A
 Kufic epitaph of 

Gao-Saney commemor
ates the death of ‘Aisha, da

ughter of King Kari, w
ho died 

in 1117 AD. It has been 
suggested that King Kari

 is identical to Diata-Koré and 

Ka-Kuray, the last or the last but one pre-Islamic king of the Za
 mentioned by 

the T. al-Fattash and the T
- al-Südän.s If we consider that the fir

st Islamic king of 

the Zà, the first or the sec
ond successor of Diata-Ko

ré/Kü-Kuray, came to power 

between 1078/9 and 1082/3, it is not unlikely that his da
ughter died about 1117 

AD and thus outlived her
 father by at least 37 years. 

A final fifth argument has to do with the identity 
of a late thirteenth century

 

king of Gao. Indeed, it would appear that the ru
ler Fanda b. Arbani b. Zaghi of 

the epitaphs, who died in 1
203 AD in Gao-Saney, is che

 same as the 22° king of 

the Za. The latter is called Fa
nda-Diaroa by the T. al-Fattis

h and Tib by the T. 

al-Südán.* If we consider that
 the reign of Yasiboy, the 27^ king of the Z

å, ended 

towards 1300 AD, it appears that from Hünabonü
a-Kodam/Abü Bakr to Fanda/ 

A third argument 
is based on the Ara 

vious scholars observed, the names of the first three Zaghé kings of Gao-Sane
y 

correspond exactly ro the names of the Prophet Muh
ammad and his two succes- 

sors, the Califs Umar and Aba Bakr.” Kings of the 
desert edge who adopted the 

names of the Prophet and the first two Califs must have considered themselves 

to be the first Islami
c rulers of Gao. This is precisely what the Zarikhs assert with 

th king of the Za, Kuso
y or Kotso Muslim with

 the succeed- 

robably the same person. Although 

eded by pagan rulers, we know 

re the two lines of rulers 

BUENO e 

S Five earlier inscriptions for c
ommoners discovered in Gao-S

aney dated between 1042 an
d 

109 AD chow thatthe Zaghë
 kings ried on an earlier loca tra

dition of epitaph! (de Moracs 

"fpitaphes royales", 434; Cuoq,
 Histoire, 135- 

tom Ghana and Mali to Songhay e le Factor Histo: ana a li to Songhay: The Mand in Gao ry 

Chart 17: Kings of the Zar 

OST IS Ta'rikh Stelae of | 
Zaghé dynasty of Gao | 

| al-Südün  al-Fattäsh ^ Gao-Saney 

Fanda six kings reigned ees al Yaman 

for a period of 103 { i ; 
years, a 2. Zavay Qua; 

3 4 ) A ai Zaghe 

while from Fanda/Fanda | i A : ] 

to Yasiboy five kings |3 4 1 1 

reigned for a period of $ (ua. Kü-Kurey Diata-Koré T À 

97 years. As the aver- r + : i3 

age of 17.2 years in the hs Kusoy Kotso-Muslim roii 

first period compare | d 
pares | 16. Kusoy-Daré E b.'Abd 

well with the average of \ sso pe Í PA DTE 

19.4 years in the second 17. Hünabonüa-  Hizka-Zunku m 

period, it is quite likely Kodam Dam b. Abi Quhäfe 

thar the Fanda of the |, eimi 

stelac is indeed identical Š ||1& Byukikima Yama Yes ed 

with the Fanda-Diaroa A a os 

of the list of the Zå. 3 
‘ 

Having established 
3 

x 

ded 26 See UNO. 

sets of kings claiming 
3 

descent from the same 
t 

ancestor, the earliest 

belonging to the second | p) Fee Mies ting ot Gere fa orties tones of fe Tes 

half of the eleventh | ~ ei ba pt aie 
tte Ti 

century and the latest 

to the beginning of the 

thirteenth century, 1€ follows that these kings were 
members of onc and 

the same 

hé were neither subordinare kinglets nor à short-lived 

dynasty. Clearly, the Zag) 
1 

dynasty.” “Therefore,
 the identity of the Z

aghé and the Za sho
uld put a stop © all

 

speculations about 
several dynasties ruling for a short pe

riod at = — 
2 

the twelfth centur
y side by side in rela

tive independence
 at Gao.“ Inv p h 

to be admitted that the Zà at a specific time of their history ha
d strong foreign 

Almoravids”, 418, 4305 Vnsoll. 
connections. 

“es 

g e". 438; Hunwick, "Gao a
nd / 

© Sauvage, Épiraphes roy ales”, A385 k, 

Jao” 
à 

XXXV. 

“Tron Age Ga0 
: 25-26: Hunwick

, Timbuktu m) 
alto 

CIE 

a Dis Farias thinks that the “C
aliphal ee :

 Gao «c chane
l By e = 

resulted 
x of differen! powerful groups 

eer Arm from Pine cae
r and the lare wewd

ük is in many 

B Rise of the Sonni dynast
y at the end of the 14h cen

tury 

em i Rm 

pereen 
00-403). Hi distinction betwe

en t 

oS ny diac 
3 3 id, §§ 422, 43. 

pont gra to my distinction bewe
en the Ghana and t

he Gao Zagh® (abd. S$ 
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dared to take the highly presti- 
of the desert edge

 who 
? One conclusion to be derived 

gious names of the Prophet and h
is two successors: 

= deri 

from this presumptuousne
ss is that the bearers of t

hese names were not in direct 

and continuous contact with the Arab world. Indeed, spatial and cultural dis- 

tance appear to have given the Zaghé kings the ide
a that they were accom

plishing 

in their own ethnic milieu a task comparable to that of the Prophet and 
his two 

successors. The ideosyncracy of 
the naming seems to exclude the Zaghé from be- 

longing to the widely travelled Saha
ran Berbers.? Furthermore, no minor kings 

south of the Sahara w
ould have compared their

 own achievements to that of the 

great ancestral figures of Islam. Hence the highly prestigious Islamic loan names 

adopted by the first three
 Zaghé rulers imply that t

hey must have been important 

and well-known kings who, in their own region, could compar
e their status to 

cessors in the Mediterranean 

that of the Prophet M
uhammad and his two suc 1 

world. The Berbers were in close contact with the Ar
abs of North Africa and they 

did not have any tradition of ancient and fa
mous rulers of their own. Therefore, 

culariry of the names is more appropriately expl
ained with respect to 

the parti: 

black Africans of the Sudan 
than with their Saharan neighbours. 

Whar was the relationship between the Za/Zaghé kings and the 
Almoravids? 

Since the first two royal stelae are of white marble and the Kufic writing of 

their epitaphs exhibits certain characteristics of Andalusian workmanship, it 

was suggested that they were produced in ‘Almeria in Southern Spain and that 

the Almoravids were the connecting agents.” More
over, the precise dates of the 

deaths of two kings and aqueen, 
which must have been known prio

r to the actual 

fabrication of the stelae, bear witness of con
tinuous and close relations between 

Southern Spain and the Middle Ni
ger. The organizational structures 

necessary for 

the repeated sending of stelae thro
ugh the Sahara would not only seem to imply 

P dls. Berber communication 
across the Sahara but also a certa

in degree of 

political influence of the Berbers o
n the Gao kingdom.” On the other hand, the 

complex arrangements needed for t
he production and transportation o

f the stelae 

also show that the beneficiaries of t
hese efforts were important rulers in 

their own 

right and not insignificant subjects
 of the Almoravids.” These and other consid- 

LA a ae 
je should however be noted that som

e notables of Ghana visited Andalusia by
 a detour on 

their way to Mecca (Levizion/ Hopkin
s, Corpus, 98). 

? Sauvaget, “Notes préliminaires", 5; id, “Épitaphes royales”, 421; Viré, "Note sur trois 

ther Fligh rent stelae in white marble. Three of therm have 

Who were the kings 

rom Ghana and Mali to Songhay: The Mande Factor in G: History Thi de Fas ao His 

erations imply that the Zaghé i 
inde Ghia ee d renowned black African kings. Besides 

tention bestowed on them by the ie eet figures of Islam, the great at- 

dynasty benefiting from considerable one warte o. 

Were the Zà/Zàghe local kings of Gao? The nae 

geographers clearly shows that prior to the Zaghé the ME en pres 
per already Muslim, Al-Muhallabi in the tenth e PEC 

of Gao “pretends to be a Ü iw penc 

kingship roue Baa Mie ne e 
to distinguish themselves from their cu xdi Eee 2x s 

of the names of the Prophet Muhammad — Aba Abd ets posco 

Allah — and his two successors, was i k e € es 

Muslim era. It is indeed difficul RARE TE = BETES rdi t to imagine that Abū Abd Allah Muhammad 

had Muslim predecessors of his own dynasty who ruled in Gao. Even more strik- 

ingly, the king lists of the Tarikhs brand the predecessors of the Muslim Za as 

pagans who should be cursed by Allah, for none had adopted Islam.” If they had 

been the ancestors of the Zäghe, the earlier Muslim kings of Gao would. not have 

been so easily turned into despicable pagans. Therefore it is more appropriate to 

suggest that the testimonies pertaining to the Zaghé and the Za refer in fact toa 

line of rulers who immigrated from somewhere else.* Indeed, al-Maghili, who 

stayed in Gao at the end of the fifteenth century, writes that both Sonni ‘Ali and 

etended to descend from Muslim conquerors of the 
coun- 

try, although they belonged to different dynasties” This conquest apparently 

occurred during the Almoravid period and led to the Istamization of the Gao 

* Earlier, during the period of the Qanda, the impact of Islam on the 

al-Bakri remarks that the subjects 
have been very limited since 

f Gao continued to worship idols.” Therefore, it was not 

Askiya Muhammad pr 

kingdom." 

local people must 

of the Muslim king o 

© Levtrion/ Hopkins, Corpus, 174, 87. 
s disi 

* Sauvaget was convinced that the Zaghé were ne
ophytes ( Épiaphes roya

les’, 428, 4 

r 
o Histone. 134-138

). 

T sham (Hisey 90 n
 1) and Cueq (4 

Be 

— di T. ul Sada, M
ir, 5; Iba al -Mukhtàr

, T. al-Farish (N
H), 332- p

 

* Likewise Cuoq suppose: that the Zaghé had
 after their arrival - from Kiakiya - precipi- 

D 
36). 

tated a revolution 
in Gao (Histoire, 134-136). x 

n y \3 Vi, 69, 72. 
z 

* Al-Maghili in Hunwick, Sar
ia, 1? e ia d J

o de sid 

* Chronological c
onsiderations hav

e to be based on t
hc n peers

 

eeween the first Mus- à Ali (Shari'a, Vue 

à his conquest and
 Sonni Ali (Shar lv. 69) 

ark
 o | to the number

 of p " KR 
Kings 

Ton king of the
 Zà, Kusoy, and

 Sonni AIE (Shari'a, 69 n. 
V 

» Levesion/ Hopkin
s, Corpus, 87. 



le Niger 

onceit that the desc
endants of the enigmatic co

nquerors claimed 
that 

their Muslim ancestors had imposed their authority ove
r a pagan society. 

rors of the Almoravi
d period come from Kukiya? Ac- 

Hi 
Did the Muslim conque 

Hi cording to the 7- al-Südán, the Za originated in a
 place called Kukiya. 

It is here 

| i that the only Timb
uktu chronicle available to Barth and Delafosse situates the 

| 

al-Ayaman is said to have been 

foundation of the Zà dynasty: 
the foreign hero 

ised as king after he had
 killed the demon-l

ike fish whom the local popu- 

any transfer of the 

lation worshipped.
* Since the chronicle docs not mention 

dynasty from Kuki
ya to Gao, some early scholars thought that the name served 

as an alternative designation for the rown usually called Kaghu/
Gao.*' Contrary 

to the localization of the Zà legend at Kukiya, the second Timbuktu 
chronicle, 

T. al-Fartish, clearly connects the foundation account of the Za kingdom with 

the town of Gao. According to this more profane version, the Yemenite hero 

spoke a language different from that of the local people a
nd was much taller. He 

is said to have become the ruler of the country
 because of his ability to protect 

the sedentary people against the nomads.® Independent from the question of 

Za origins, various references in T. al-Südan and T. al-Fattásh vo Kukiya indicate 

that a locality of this name was situated
 about 150 km downstream of Gao close 

to the modern village of Bentia.® Lying closer to the Songhay mainlands, onc 

might think that the town wo
uld have been more of a

 stronghold of traditional 

beliefs than Gao. However,
 à number of funerary Arabic

 inscriptions show that 

iva-Bentia was inhabited by a Muslim comm
unity perhaps from the begin- 

ning and certainly from the second half of the thirteenth century onwards." 

Kukiya therefore did not remain a centre of traditional “Songhay” in spite of 

Islamizing tendencies sprea
ding from Gao. Ic is quite un

warranted to sec it as the 

cradle of the Za dynasty.“ 

*& ALSa‘di, T al-Sudan, 4lur. 7-8; 

(di, T al Sadan, tx. 6 n. 3; Delafonse, Haur-Sé
négal 1, 192 n. |- 

T. al-Fattásh, (NH), 330-331. 
6. Considering that Kuliya derives from gungu “island”, Del

afosse 

localities (Haut-Sénégal, 1, 192 n. 1). 

193, 194, 196, 198, 199, 200. An 

tia, is dated either 

and Viré, “Stèles funéraires”, 

notion of “cultural authen
ticity” as applied to 

wish, this is the case with Rouch, Contri- 

History, 76-77, Cuoq, Hinoire, 134, and 
E 

| [| 
f | Ancient Kingdoms: 

States of the Middl
 

+} only out of c 

i 

Barth, Travels, Il, 657-660; Delafosse, Haut-Sénégal. |. 

n° 189, 190, 191, 192, 

From Ghana and Mali and Mali to Songhay: ghay: The Mande Factor in G in Gao History 

Where did the Zà " Je 

concerned with ME ae the evidence from the Tarikbs is on 

to present-day traditions of p eyar Gao, we should turn our attenti : 

Zae beZ s of origin. Since the most obvious di xs 

e the Zarma, we have to take into ac ir hi Baan dide. 

It velie hah eee eee account their historical recollections.” 

Zabañan and Mali Bero: (he Beis AS ae back to the foundation heros 

Wells quen reci Ron is x D e latter came from the country of 

where he and a number of companio zi Ei of Dirmal Tenders eae 

nary by which the group mae ir pi mean 

version of dus lesen) die e AES oo ^ Zarmagand
a” In some 

the Melle tradition of origin, which seems X n is a i r PE ET =< 

dom of Ghana than to Mali properly speak: EEEN = benre e 

Zamani Mallee DICO at Ri med
 a traditionists insist that the 

of cultural traits, including the lan - of th Lai C un T sows 

tif, which attest strong elei h be (re. et PTE m 

tradition of a flying base of a = y^ Em ames ec. 

ae ee e granary seems curious, it would appear to refer 10 

i a er of people from the Lakes region of the Niger, i.e. ancient 

Ghana, to Gao in the Almoravid period. * Moreover, the stay of Mali Bero in Gao 

seems to correspond to the subsequent rule of the ZalZaghé, the ancestors of the 

Zarma. The later flight of the group to Sargan and their dispersal i
n Zarmaganda 

and other (later) Zarma countries most likely refers to the progressive takeover 

of the territorial administration of the Gao kingdom by the 
ZalZaghé and their 

the previous Qanda ruling group. 

early Zarma speak? Ar present 

he Saharan fringes in the north 
officials from 

Which language did the 

region which extends trom t 

the Zarma inhabit a 

to the dry valley of 

Gado, Zarmatarcy, 127-134; Olivier de Sardan, Comcepss. 400; Lange “Rois de Gao- 

2, and id, “From Mande”, 285-286. 
: 

re, 58-59; Gado, Zarmatany, 140-143; Olivier de Sardan, Concepts, 406: 
Sané”. 

# Urvoy, Histor 

Mounkaila, Mythe, 183. 

© Urvoy, Histoire, 59-61; Rouch, C 

de Sardan, Comp.
 3 

* Ardant du Picq, f
epni 

207-208; Hama, Hisseire, 105-108; O
livier 

calla, Myrhe, 156-242. 

17-18; Urvoy Hiswirt, 60. 
$ 

, Mythe, 232, 2345 Lange. “Altes Mal. 

610-621, 

3 

n Gado, Zarma
tarey. 129, 145; Olivier de S

ardan, Comcepts, 406; Mo
unkaila, Myehe, 

130. 

n Gado, Zarm
ataro 127-128, 145-154: Moun

kaila, M
 

d 

^ Similarly Mounkaïla, Myth
e. 187-188. In 

this context th 
— a 

ren 

perhaps chronolo
gically less mis

leading, reters to the same region 
Lange, “From 

7, 285-288). 
og 

x 
M 

poo Lange,
 “Rois de Ga

o Sant”, 269-2
575 id., “From Mande”. 285-288: i. $

t 

169-173. sw 
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Dallol Mawri in the eas he Niger in the south. Although
 certain bards 

still recite the accounts 0 e, their spoken language
 is a dialect of 

Songhay.* In view 
of the linguistic situ

ation characterized by the
 spread of North- 

ern Songhay to the oasis of Tabelba
la 1400 km north 

of Timbuktu and t
o Agadez 

860 km east of Gao,” and of Southern Songhay to Hombori in the south, it 

seems that Songhay must have been spoken in the Ni
ger valley and in the Zarm

a 

country; in Zarmaganda and Z
armatarey, since ancient times. It may be noted 

in passing that the Nort
hern Songhay speakers arc composed of three sedentary 

groups. the inhabitants
 of Takedda/In Gall, of Agadez and 

of Tabelbala, and of 

wo nomadic Berber groups the Idaksahak and the Igdalen; a third nomadic 

group, the Iberogan, are black African vassals 
of the Igdalen Because of the con- 

siderable linguistic diffe
rences between the two Songhay langua

ges, the separation 

berween Northern and Sout
hern Songhay might be tra

ced back to a period before
 

the arrival of the Zà/Zaghe 
to the area east of Gao. Since today onl

y a minority of 

Songhay-speakers consider
 themselves — to à certain extent — to be Songhay," it 

is only modern convention that applies this name to the two languages. In order 

to avoid any confusion with the later ethnogenesis
 of the Songhay on the Middle 

Niger, it is more appropriate to use
 the artificial terms Proto-

Songhay and respec- 

tively Proto-Songhay speake
rs. Because of their numeric

al weakness the Soninke- 

ing Za/Zaghé and their followers d
oubtlessly began to adopt t

he language of 

speaking 
the local Proto-Songhay popu

lation shortly after their arriva
l at Gao towards the 

end of the eleventh century?!
 À rapid takeover of the local language by the fo

reign 

ruling group is indicated by a number of in
scriptions from Gao-Sancy providing 

“Songhay” terms, the earliest
 dating from 1203 AD Though probably preceded

 

heu nce a cS 
7€ Hama, Histoire, 103; Gado, Zarmatarey, 128, 145-146; Olivier de Sardan, Concepts, 225; 

Mounkaila, Mythe, 182. 
7. Cancel, “Étude”, 306-307; Barth, Travels, 1, 334-335. The Dendi and other southern 

Songhay sre not considered here because t
heir migration to the south was m

os! likely 

the result of the Moroccan invasion
 of Songhay in 1591 (Rouch, Contribution, 213-221). 

7 Rouch, Songhay, 12-16; Nicolai, Dialec
tes, 14-25, 263.1 now prefer to explain the Mande 

identity of the Zarma solely on the
 basis of the eastward expansion of a Z

alZaghé clite, while 

t and to t 

f origin in Sonink 

earlier | conceived it in terms of a Mande 
(Lange, “From Mande”, 299). 

7 Bernus, 70, 72, 323, The may have been sedentary people 

coming of the lullemmeden (ibid., 
75). The Songhay 

err Mtem 

thers with to the linguistic relationship 
of 

i in the first instance Proto-Song
hay and 

n' 23, 28 and 29 each 

rom Ghana and Mali to Songhay: The Man ctor in Gao History 5 d Mali to Son gl Mande Fa 

by other officials of the Sisse regime, memb 
lowers Pegan omike ee bee ers of the new dynasty and their fol- 

of the Qanda dynasty in the provincial PELA onward to su
pplant the agents 

the eastern Niger bend and the loss of their = E d uri 

the Sisse establishment retained their ae E Wee members of 

successive situations progressively led to the LS oe A number of 

gration of the Zå into the local population, the alignm A yrs bonte 

the opposition between the Zå and the sei Ses Si poke 

2, The Almoravids and Dynastic Changes in Ghana and Gao 

The deus pies of the rulers of Gao-Saney with the spread of Islam sug- 

ge sts an extensive previous exposure to the new religion. In Ghana the long last- 

ing impact of Islam led to the overthrow of divine kingship and to the subsequent 

rise of an Islamic state." Because of geographical proximity, these revolutionary 

changes in Ghana were highly relevant for the history of the Gao kingdom in the 

Almoravid period Indeed, there are good reasons to suppose that the heartlands 

of Ghana were not situated in Kumbi Saleh at a distance of 850 km from G20, 

as is generally believed, but in the Lakes region of the Niger at a distance of only 

400 km. While the written evidence of the tenth and the eleventh centuries con- 

cerning the capital of Ghana supports its localization in the semi-desert region of 

Kumbi Saleh, the textual data of the twelfth century would appear to show that 

the kings of Ghana were established in the much more fertile Lakes region of the 

ites in thi dating from the 

river Niger." Furthermore, 
the arc 

twelfth century, include N 

entre of the Lakes region.
 that Zarma 

f the legendary flight of Mali Bero to the cas." On the 

acological and oral e
vidence, it must be concluded 

that, 

fourth to the 

it is in Tendirma, the 

the point of departure o 

basis of the written
, arch 

; Ser and 1253 AD Umcripiems $$ 

25a. The corresponding 
dates fot dece

 S NU 
y ictu 

i 

ne 

545-547). Similarly the Fulani jihadists wee À net Ua. Tareh, 1, 483-195. 

usaland at the beginning 

476-477) 

à m 

“Chute” 17% id., "Almor
avid expansion » i 3 

? Lange, "Chute » 169-1 x ` 
x zat 

i 

* Tho Hawaal, al-Ra
kri, ti, a i een t

 Carpe, 79-80. 

109-110; Lange, “Aimora
vid expansion ̀

 3 3 a 
d adem a

 

13 jn the region 
beween Sumpi

 i ̂ wr artificial
 elevations | 

counted which 
seem 19 7 na rae m

ounds 
Problèmæ 

tique des burr
es”s 249-269.

 §20-522). 

s Urvoy, Histoire, $8: 
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west due to the intensification
 of the trans-Sahara

n 

d to reside temporarily 
in the eastern heartlands of 

f their dead kings." During the Songhay 

h century, Timbuktu to the north of 

were in close contact. At that time 

s of the same kingdom.** Because 

Gao might have been a province 

t became the rump state of the 

despite their expan
sion ro the 

trade, the Sisse rule
rs continue 

their empire where they buried most © 

period, from the fifteenth to the seventeent 

this region and Gao 
at the eastern Niger bend 

the rwo towns were even two alternating capital: 

of these geographical 
and historical conditions, 

of Ghana during the Almoravid period before i 

Sisse” 

The Almoravid expansi
on deeply affected Gha

na insofar as it precipitated the 

f the population.” Instead of assuming 

Islamization of the court and sections o 

these changes resulted from a Sanhaja conquest,” it is more appropriate to think 

developments. Actually, the available written and oral evi- 

in terms of internal 

dence suggest that, in 1076 AD, the Muslim party of the court took advantage of 

the rise of Islamic militanc
y among the Berbers to overthrow the last pagan ruler 

Tunka-Manin in a coup d'état? Protected by the Almoravi
ds but not subject to 

them, the new ruler, Kema-Magha, set about to promote Islamic reforms. These 

were apparently more successful in the eastern province of Gao.” where the local 

Qanda dynasty had already p
repared the ground for the thorough implantation 

of Islam,” than in Tendirma, the ancient centre of the Ghana empire, or in any 

other part of the country. In 1083, he was able to conquer the trading town 

of Tadmekka far to the northeast with the help of the Almoravids, thereby re- 

inforcing his influence on Gao.” 
Ara second stage, probably set in

 motion by the 

death of the Almoravid leader Aba Bakr b. ‘Umar in 1087, further disturbances 

nung ee 
7 Lange, “Chute”, 165-169; id, “Almoravid expansion", 326-342. 

# According to Ibn al-Mukhtar, Sonni ‘Ali had four residences: Kukiya, Gao, Kabara/ 

Timbukru and Wara/Dirma (T. al-Fatrásh, Á5h
tr. 85). Leo Africanus describes bo

th Timbuktu 

and Gao as capitals of Songhay (Description, I, 15; II, 467, 471). After the Moroccan con- 

in 1591, Timbuktu became the ce
ntre of the new Pashalik and the residence of pupp

et 

Songhay kings (Abitbol, Tombouctou, 70-74, 90-147)- 

scrive views on the extention of Ghana see Delafosse, Haut-Sénégal, V, 49 

57; Mauny, Tableau, 508-511; Levizion, Ancient
 Ghana, 27-28, 

^ Aj-Zuhri, Ibn Khaldün £n: i ins, Corpus, 98, 333. 

n Levizion, Ancient Ghana, 45-46; Fage, His
tory. 73-75. 

s "Chute", 165-169; id., "Almoravid , 326-332. 

» ‘mentions the lost stele of a gadi ("Medieval cemetery", 100, 106). 

Corpus, 174, 87. 

» omit to translate ‘alayhum (Corpus, 9
9). 

Leviion/ Hopkins, 

to the towns of Tadmekka and Nsala, al-Zuhri
 mentions that “the people 

of Ghana sought the help of the Almoravids 
against them Calayhum)" (Hadj-Sadok, "K. al- 
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Ancient Kingdoms: States of the Middle Ni
ger 

Sisse Muslims led to the overthrow of Kema-Magha 

province of G 

n origin of the Za/Z
aghé provided by the 

raditions of origin and a re-examination 

pondence of ancestral names. 

d to Zaghé — can be compared 

by two geographers to a great 

in Ghana instigated by anti
- 

ag 

and his retreat to Gao, the eastern 
hana.” 

The evidence con
cerning the wester 

Gao-Saney tombstones, the Za/Zarma t 

of Ghana history is supplemented 
by the corres 

Indeed, the name Zaghi o
r Zaghay — here shortenet 

to the name Zaghi b. Zaghi given independently 

West African king- Ibn Khurrad
adhbih in the ninth centu

ry located the country 

n anonymous Persian author in the tenth cent
ury men- 

south of Morocco
 and a 

tioned the auriferous soil of his land.” 
From this information 

it can be deduced 

that both authors ha
d in mind the kingdom of Ghan

a. There can be little doubt 

ell as in Gao-Saney in reference to 

thar the name Zaghi was used in Ghana as W 

a highly prestigiou
s ancestral figure. The occurrence of the Zaghé name

 on the 

royal epitaphs of 
Gao-Saney therefore provides further evidence for the Sisse 

identity of the new dynasty. 

i ided by al-Zuhri can likewise be interpreted
 in the sense of a 

Ghancan origin of the Zaghé. Ac
cording to this well-in

formed but not fully coher- 

ent geographer of the tw
elfth century, the Berbers of Tadmekk

a raided the land of 

the Barbara. Since the ki
ng of Ghana is said to be related to the Barbara, it would 

appear that these otherwise un
known people were equivalent

 to the Zarma as de- 

scendants of the Za/Zaghé and henc
e the Sisse.” Indeed, if al-Zuhri was referring 

to the Za/Zaghé as of Sisse origin, this would not only expl
ain the localization of 

these people close to Tidmekka but also their description
 as “the most noble and 

aristocratic of the Sudan”
 and the further remark that “all the kings of the blac

k 

Africans acknowledge their nobility”.” Conside
ring the evidence of the epitaphs 

of Gao-Sancy in the context of al-Zuhri's information on the Middle Niger, the 

historian gets the impression that chis forms the background
 context for the re- 

treat of the Sisse to Gao dur
ing the Almoravid period: the Zäghé name points to 

the ancient nobility of the Si
sse kings, the pretentious Isl

amic names to their far- 

reaching reputation, and th
e beautiful Andalusian stelae to the international con- 

wards Ghana may have 

robably did not lead to Ar the death of Aba Bakr b. ‘
Umar a change of Almoravid po

licy u 

contributed to the fall of Kema-Magha (Lange, “Chute”, 171), but ít p! 

à military intervention (see below pp. 564-565). 

7 [bn Khurradadhbih in: Levtzio , Corpus, 17. Ibn al-Faqih borrowed the infor: 

mation from the former (ibid., 27). The name Rà'i b. Rá'i given by Hud
id al Alam can casily 

be amended to Zághi b. Zaghi (Cuoq, Recueil, 69). Sec also Lange, “C
hute”, 158-160. 

^ In spite of a different ical focus, my carlier attempt to identify the Barbara with 

the Sisse/Soso
 of Ghana comes close to this

 identification in dynastic terms (Lange, "Chute", 

7 Aj Zahri in: Levcion/ Hop
kins, Corpus, 99; Lange, "Ch

ute 170-171. 

From Ghana a a and Mali to Songhay: 1 hay: The Mande Fa ctor in Gao History 

tacts of their Sanhaj à 
ODER up allies. All these elements can be correlated wi 

f xheir sli portant of all, the historia
n finds in th i rs 

Gisheirslgheeonfudo
n de aate € remarks of al-Zuhri, in spite 

Shellie eastern DoVIBE OEC aO ot ic connection between Ghana 

by the Sisse of Ghana in the politics of 1 B bus of the prominent part taken 

5 
slamizati F : 

the Almoravids on the eastern Niger ed i ae posne i conjunc 

part of the Ghana empire otherwise the S urthermore, Gao must have been 

c. 
e € vi 

for their operations against Tad isse would have lacked a secure backing, 

à against Tadmekka, and they would ha = 

regional intere launc 2 not have had sufficient 

gi est to launch a military compaign agai i 

words, since the trading town of Tad PLAT ewm io 

A ; 2 mekka (Es-Siiq), situated 300 ki 

Gao, was in control of ^ post 
Rea ake the great trade axis leading from the eastern Niger bend 

to North Africa, its conquest could only serve for thi i B 
[device it y or the protection of the trade of 

i 3» x i SEAT to suppose that Ghana extended its influence over 

, 5 =f id gë ^ 
zao prior to the Almorav id period, even though the Arab geographers do not 

mention an eastward extension of Ghanaen power." As for the stages of Kema- 

Magha/Yama b. Kimas reign, they can now be determined with some degree of 

certainty: he seized power in Ghana in 1076, he conquered Tadmekka in 1083, 

he was overthrown in 1087 in connection with the death of Aba Bakr b. Umar, 

and he sought refuge in Gao where he died on 6° November 1100. 

The Berbers who dominated the country between Tadmekka and Gao were 

most likely the Massüfa. ^ Al-Bakri mentions the Saghmara in the region north 

of Tadmekka, a name corresponding to the present designation of a vassal das
s of 

Tuareg, the Isckkemaren. ^ The ruling group of the town were P y8 

Fademekker, referred to in the tenth 
century as Tanamāk™ But later, as a result of 

Ghana and the Almora
vids against Tà 

, the Massüfa 

ches of Gao." Furthermore, the 
the joint e

xpedition 
of 

the northern reac 
probably began to control 

Massüfa later established themselves in the Timbuktu-Wal
a wagh- 

Takedda regions.” We may suspect their authority behind t
he importation of 

! 
die bulk of the Sanhája armies 

the stelae of Gao-Saney for three reasons: forming 

dhe Almoravid period sole
ly 

re used to considering t
he Tidmekhea inc

ident of 1 
5 — 

position ot onho
dos Islam on ch

e inhabitants ot 
dhe von (Levaion, PR" 

28; Cuoq, Hisorre, s. 

: a 
hole month in 

1355, likc- 
5ao for a gas, 300-301). 

œ Historians à 

in terms ot the im 

Ghana, 45; Hunw ick, "Gao r
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1% Ie should be 
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with the Lamtü
na, they had far-re

aching contacts
 in the Almorav

id empire, they 

were present in the region, 
and they had the 

desire to encourage 
Islamic reform

s 

in the Sudanic 
kingdoms.'” "T

wo contradictor
y factors may hav

e influenced their 

support of the Sisse/Zaghé kings of Gao: either both partie
s had developed 

some 

animosities towards the Lamtüna leader of the Almoravi
d movement who suc- 

ceeded Aba Bakr b. ‘Umar in 1087, 
cessful rival king of the Sisse in 

Ghana relinqu
ished an earlier alliance

 with the Almoravids
. Since, according to 

the suzerainty of the Abbasids in 

al-Idrisi, the new 

1116 AD (and apparendy
 not that of the Almo

ravids), it is perhaps mo
re likely 

thar the Sisse were ous 
by a group of Muslims objecting to the 

close alliance wi
th the Almoravi

ds.""* Anyway, 
having conquer

ed Tadmekka with 

the help of the Almoravid
s earlier, the Sisse now benefited, notwithstanding

 

their defeat in Ghana, from the support of the Sanhaja o
f the Gao region. With 

respect to the patronage implied by the 
shipment of the

 Andalusian stelae and 

the residence in Gao-Saney, there can be little doubt tha
t the far-reachin

g Islamic 

reforms of the Almo
ravid period, including t

he introduction of
 judicial courts in 

particular, were the result of Sisse
/Zaghé, not of Sanhaja ac

tivities.” 

Once established
 in Gao-Saney, the Sisse continu

ed to cherish their heritage 

as kings of Ghana despite their military defeat: they claime
d descent from their 

x ancestor Zaghé, they prided themsel
ves on being the first promoters of 

re them) and they 

E- (although the Qanda of Gao had been Muslims befo 

rejected their local predecessors as pagans- These different allegations should be 

considered as an attempt to legitimize the enc
roachments of a ref

ugee dynasty on 

the local royal house
 of the Qanda. The 

pairing of a number 
of stelae indicating 

that kings and queen
s, princes and princ

esse were nearly equally repres
ented, is 

in this respect highly 
significant. It would s

eem to imply that the Zag
hé followed 

a matrimonial policy
 consisting of deliber

ate marriages betwee
n Sisse princes and 

Qanda princesses. Besides the obvious intention to highlight the supe
rior ances- 

try and the more profound Islamic faith of the Sisse kings, the precious tomb- 

stones of Gao-Saney w
ith their elaborate epi

taphs also give particu
lar publicity to 

the politically relevant 
marriages between Zag

hé men and Qanda women." 

5 Bosch Vilá, Almontvides, 245, 256-257; Hunwick, “Gao revisited", 426-428; Lange, 

"Almoravid expansion’
, 342, 347-348. 

án favour of a breach 
berween the Lamtüna and the Massüfa after the 

b, ‘Umar and a Lamtü
na conquest of Ghana

, see Lange, “Almoravid
 expan- 

id, “Chute”, 169-173. 

“Chute”, 156-158, 162-165. The introdu
ction of judicial cour

ts can be inferred 

E cemetery”, 100, 106). 

Gao-Sané”, 261-262. For a new interpretation see below pp. 562, 563- 

From Ghana and Mali 
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From Ghana and ohana and Mali to Songhay: ! 

I 
A 

y: The Mand 
= 

The middle position of the Z
aghé between the Sanhaja and 

the Qanda is also 

e Factor in Gao History 

apparent from 
the residence o

f the newcomer
s om Ghana in Gao-Sancy. 

Situ- 
- ES 

ated four kilo
metres from the royal town 

Gao Ancien, the twin town
 Gao-Saney 

4 $ 

was mainly inhabited by 
North African traders." Wi

thin immediate reach of 

à 

jous position th
an the Qanda 

the nomads, the Zaghe were
 in a much mor

e precari 

who most likely continu
ed to reside in Gao Ancien as subservient kings. The 

archaeological
 record seems to confirm the existence of a royal court residing 

in Gao Ancien, since luxury goods were more frequent in Gao Ancien than in 

Gao-Saney. The archaeologi
cal findings also indicate that the inhabit

ants of Gao- 

Saney were not solely North ‘Af
rican traders but also black Afric

ans." Although
 

craftsmen must
 have been pro

minent among
 the inhabitant

s of Gao-Sane
y, there 

could also have been room for a substantial group of Soninke refugees from 

ancient Ghana.
 A rectangula

r building wit
h massive walls of fired 

bricks to the 

west of the occupation
 mound of Gao-Saney could have been 

the tomb or the 

commemoration 
qubba of Yama b. Kima, the founder of the Zäghe dyn

asty. © 

Irs position indicates that the Zäghe r
esided in the western part of the town 

of 

Gao-Saney, facing Gao Ancien.
 Such an exposed 

position meant that the refugees 

from Ghana were much more in need of the go
od ill of the nomads

 than the 

Qanda of ancie
nt Gao- Furthe

rmore, their constant e
ncroachment on the earlier, 

| 

largely independen
t but now closely controlled Q

anda must have p
roduced many 

frictions and hence must have necessitated continuous support from the sur- 

| 
300 km 

rounding nomads until the Zaghé defi
nitively asserted their own authority over 

a 
: : |3 

the entire country
- 

| 1 
$ H +5 a ar ine 

Y 
à 

$ 23°42 
ne 

Ss ize (hla 

3. The Dominatio
n of Mali and the

 Emergence of the S
onghay 

TT š 1 81 * 

Bs 652 H ¥\2 

historical develop
ments on the Middle Niger berween 

gu i z| i 

fifteenth century are distinguishable: 
the political, the dyn

- 

| M 1 |t 
ge E 

Beginning with the po
litical, this period sa

w the expansion 

Niger to the eastern 
Niger bend. Up to n

ow, the rise of 

of the Gao kingdom into this empire have mostly been 

described with the p
resumption of an et

hnically homogenco
us and stable situa- 

45-47; id., "Iron Age G
ao”, 23-27. 

Archaeology, 32-33, 45
-47; id., “Iron Age Gao

", 23-27. 

that the building cal
led structure Q was 

the tomb of one of the kings 

stelae, while Insoll pref
ers the identification of

 the building as a gubba
 

references sce Insoll, Ilam
, Archaeology 25-27). In view of the roy

al burial mounds 

re, dhe structure Q m
ay perhaps also be consid

ered as the Islamic adaptat
ion of 
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ished leadership of 
Sundjata and 

ors, the Mal 
stronger than the neighbouring 

ples and were thus able to subdue vast regions of the S
ahelian belt including 

i i i i à ha: people." 

ddle Niger and in articular Gao a
nd the Songhay Pe 

es l
ed thar the rise of Mali did not involve the conquest 

of foreign people bur 2 process of integr
ating Mande or Mande-dominate

d 

neighbours into a common Islamic dominion on the basis of Ghanean herit- 

age. ‘According 
to the traditions of the Malinke, Sundjata, the founder of the 

Mali empire, obta
ined legitimacy to rule by going into

 exile in Mema, a
 country 

dose to the Lakes region- There, in the remnant of Ghana, he is said to have 

distinguished him
self as a warrior to such an extent that the Sisse king

 appointed 

him the leading militar
y commander. Meanwhile, the Malinke were subject to 

the oppressive Sosso king Suman
guru- Some time later, Sundjata followed a call 

back to his country; confronted the foreign tyrant 
and defeated him i

n the Bat- 

tle of Kirina. ̂  The
se episodes, generall

y dated to the first half of the th
irteenth 

century, should not
 necessarily all be seen in terms of actual events. For example 

the Mema exile, probably patter
ned on. mythological 

ideas, may just be indicative 

of a powerful Ghanean
 tradition of statehood adopted 

by the Malinke from the 

Soninke and onto 
ich they subsequently

 left their own imprint." " 

t face a distinct popul
ation with its own 

In the Gao kingdom the Keita did no 

ed ruling elite of Ghancan origin. During the twelfth 
hana bur a closely relat 

and the thirteenth centu
ry the Za/Zaghé kingdom 

was a successor state of G 

the ruling Zarma had origi- 

Sisse/Zaghé refugee king
 Kema-Magha/Yama 

n the Middle N
iger: under th

e newly establ 

d 
tion O! 

r y 

linke of Mali
 grew 

T 
his Keita success 

in the same sense as the 
kingdom of the Soninke,

 since 

nated from Ghana toget
her with the 

b. Kima. By referring to Me
lle or Mali as their countr

y of origin, the Zarma simply 

replaced a name associat
ed with divine kingship b

y a name more compatible with 

Islam. In fact, their home
 country of Dirma or Ten

dirma in the Lakes regio
n of the 

Niger was preciscly situated
 in the central province of a

ncient and medieval Ghana 

A similar case can be made for the Mali empire of the Keita, since their historical 

the Islamic Malal of the pre
-Almoravid period, situated

 

neighbourhood of the La
kes region." Here again Malal seems agai 

34 fbn Khaldán £r: Levurion/
 Hopkins, Corpus, 333. Delafos

se, Haut-Sénegal, V, 173-191; 

i History, 60-68; Levtzion, Anci
ent Ghana, 53-66, 73-80; Cu

oq, Histoire, 69-75 

urs crea assessment of To
n Khakdünis view of West Africa

n history tet Lange, "Altes Mali”, 

1 588-592, 621-623. 
115 Niane, Sundiata, 62-72

, 90-126; Johnson, Son-Jar
a, 39, 155-167, 191; Levtzion, Ancient 

Ghana, 5%; Lange, “Altes M
ali”, 599-605. 

ES 55 Md pak fn LevrionfHopláns, Corpus
, 82-83, See lio Mont 

x 323-329, and Levezion, Anc
ient Ghana, 59/55. 

hane, on, Ancient Ghana, 50, 58-60, Fage, 
History, 71. 75-76, “Empires du Mali”, 

rom Ghana and Mali to Songhay: The Mande Factor in Gao History 

to be the Muslin: à pendant of the c agan Ghana. 

name of Ghana — perhaps Wein th share Poel oo 3 r : 

known in the Central Sudan — which same BERGEN er EE 
Eo PEE ee ch was associated abroad with gold, riches and 

bene c people directly concerned some pagan connotations which 

E ushi erea d 
E 

M n ae were as eager to eliminate as the Muslim Keita.” 

e do not know precisely und i er which rule: i 
MAU uler Mali extended its influence to 

ne c western Niger bend. However, the pilgrimage custom of 

alan K 4 4 ede ings is hardly conceivable without direct access to desert trade routes 

nerefore Barmandana, the first pilgrim king, who might have ruled in the twelfth 

century, must already have controlled the Lakes region to be able to perform the 

pilgrimage without having to cross foreign territory before reaching the Saharan 

routes," Among the successors of Sundjata three are noted to have travelled 10 

Mecca: Mansa Wali in the second half of the thirteenth century, the usurper king 

Sáküra towards 1300 and Mansa Misa in 1324.7 According to later hane 

Mansa Misa travelled either by the desert route north of Timbuktu crossing 

uar, or he passed through Gao. ^ 
E 

d independent of any neighbour
ing 

kingdom for more than a century. ^ When it became subject to Mali in the sec- 

ond half of the thirteenth century this was not necessarily by conquest 
35 is often 

y “submitted to the authority” of 

* Al-Sa'di simply notes that Songha 

n of Gao into the Mali empire to the reign of Mansa 

Mali, and dates the integrati 

Müsà (1312-1337). He even implies that this submission was 
voluntary since 

it occurred during the time of Mansa Müsás absence on pilgrimage. Similarl
y the 

Taghāza and T 

In the pe yst-Almoravid period Gao remaine 

supposed. 

idc of the king 

ski oc id al-kabir feast 
in. 

1o the king of a pow
er 

of Benin owed some 

stare the king 

íK incr Ghána was the ti 
to the autho! 

* According to al-Bakri and 
jopkins, ( arpus, 79, 146). For impe 

"Légende, 378 Similarly Portuguese authors refer 

om, Doma oF s -m bon e Oba 

1 
c. 122, 124). In cach 

(Levizion! Hi 

Ghana scc Monteil 

either the Igala kin 
ful state 

r 

kind of allegiance, as Oganc (Hodgkin Nigerian Perg 9- 

eas involved in an important New Near festival which in Tgaaland îs called Ogani, in Bomu 

cons à Mudim King 

Gani, and in Ife laps 
p MT

 

* Ibn Khaldun 
ir i 

of Malal betor
e the Almoravid

 

Ibn Khaldün 
1r Leveon/ 

Both al-Sa di and I
bn ai-Mu 

Fartdso, Yt 

cvtrion Hopkins y 

period (iind... 

Hopkins, Corpse 

ikher claim that 

t. 59), but thë 7 

2.323, 339-335 

Mansa Musa took 

Notice historique” 

the route of Toat (T 
al- 

has him pasing 
through 

Sudán, Tu Us Tat 

Gao (T al- Fattdsb. 
335) 

, 
ee 

[ aren
e to. abldrisi, the ruler of G20 had the baths dei 

name 

i 
i s, 113) 

i eta 
= E. 

(Levarion/ H
opkins Corpus. | S 

Ea 
e 

T 
ay À 188-18% 

Levan? 
. à swine d 

i? Delatosse, 
Hawr-Sénége

l. V y n 
i eee 

€ 

m en 
translates malaka sughar he tuled So 

y mile linglv 
empara 

Songhai” (Tr al-Sidan
. hur, V1

 
so 
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Gao without any hintof 

icture of the historical 

fourteenth century, 
ng of Mansa Masa

 through 

| à 
T al-Fattäsh re

cords the passi ent a coherent p 

B 
a prior conquest

. ^ However, 
trying to pres 

developments of the Western 
Sudan from the eleventh to

 the à 

Ibn Khaldün associates the expansion of Mali with military exploits. He claims 

that either Mansa Säküra or ja, a general of Mansa Müsä, conquered 

Gao.” Disregard
ing this statement as being based on

 a preconception,
 it appears 

| 
to be more appropriate ro consider the extension of Mali's influence on 

Gao 

| 
in terms of a process of self-engend

ered aggrandise
ment. On the basis of com- 

mon heritage with Gha
na, the bonds of Mande ethnicity, and unifying Islamic 

solidarity, the ruling class of Gao und
er the leadership of

 the Zà appears 
to have 

consented to enter into an alliance with Mali
 as a junior partne

r. 

The concrete implications of Mali
's rule in Gao are difficult to determine. Al- 

"Umari counts Gao 
and other countries 

among the provinces of Ma
li, but he pro- 

vides no details on the administration
 of the empire. Ibn Battüta stayed in Gao 

for one month in 1353, but he fails t
o refer to the politica

l leadership of the to
wn. 

Having earlier mentioned the governor of Mali i
n Timbuktu and a farba (Malian 

in a village on the way to Gao, his silence seems to indicate that Gao 

lay within the spher
e of influence of Mali. More clearly, the cvidence

 provided 

Khaldan on the integration of Tak
edda into the Mali empire

 implies that 

ira These external sources suggest that 

'. Gao was a peaceful province of
 imperial Mali during 

the fourteenth century- 

is influence beyond Gao 
can likewise be 

E determined on the basis of information
 provided by Arabic wri

ters." Accord- 

ing to al-Umari, the empire of Mali extend
ed from Tūra on the Atlantic ocean 

Jin the west to the longitude of Mali 
in the east or, following another text, to 

Bornü.'? Ibn Battüta men
tions 4 locality called Mali down

stream of Gao but he 

describes it as a village of the Limiyy
ün forming the last district

 of Mali. Beyond 

it there lay the powerful kingdom 
of Nupe which no white man could enter,” 

Mali, situated somewhere 
between Gao on one side a

nd Bornu and Nupc on the 

Ee o Le 

xil Ibn al-Mukhtas, 7. al-Fattash, (NH), 335.
 The reluctance of inter

nal sources to admit 

ngo ccaques i i vw o le eof the Song, i this ce
 ile 

1 Lersion/Horkint CeO
 

z Al‘Umasi, Ibn Battüta, Ibn Khaldün in: Levtzion/ Hopkins, Corpus, 261, 300-301, 

336. 
cer acm to d

emi he borders of Mec 
Dean, Haut Sn 1, 191, 

221; Mauny, Tableau, 511-51
4; Levezion, Ancient Ghana, 

75-80. 

Malik and Ti rif in; LevrionI Hopki
ns, Corpus 262, 276. Tara could cor- 

of the Senegal and close to the Atla
ntic ocean. 

ion and Hopkins is her
e misleading because according vo 

(he text 

Limiyyün, was the last district of Mali (Corp
us, 287). 

From Ghana and Mali to Songha; ic Mande Fa € istory ay M: h inde Factor in Gao Hi 
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other, seems to be equivalent to the Dallol Mawr
i stretching fr

om the north to 

the south and 
therefore const

ituting à longitudinal 
delimitation, A

t present, this 

dry valley corr
esponds to the

 eastern limit of Zarma
 territory and

 could therefore 

be considered the eastern most extension of Mali’s authority. Furthermore, Mali 

the related eth
nic name Mawri which 

designates Zarma-spcak-
 

to the Mande trad
ition and Haus

a-speaking gro
ups of the 

of the Dallol Mawri.'*! In the 

rthern reaches 

f the Niger at the confluenc
e of the Dallol 

o Ibn Battütas Limiyy
ün. ^ 

d in the northwest
 

seems to refer to 

ing groups belo
nging 

Bornu tradition inhabiting the no 

south, the Tien
ga living on 

Mawri and beyo
nd could corre

spond t 
n 

In the north, th
e hegemony of Mali extend

ed to Walara, an 

ded the Tuareg tribes of Kel Intasa
r 

to the trading to
wn of Takedda, where it inclu 

and Kel Gress or
 Kel Gharus.'?? 

It is disputed wh
ether Takedda, 

located near Air, 

was controlled by Mal
i or not. AL‘Umari mentions that the copper-prod

ucing 

Zkri, Dkri or Nkwi, probably Takedda,
 belonged to Mali during the 

reign of Mansa Müs
i.!* Having visit

ed Takedda himself
, Ibn Battüta reports that 

der the rule of a Be
rber sultan and tha

t its copper was exported 

to Gobir and Born
u." During his stay in Biskra, I

bn Khaldàn heard 
of Takedda, 

in the south of Wargla. Founded
 by the Sanhäja, the town was, according to him, 

subject to Mali. From there, a huge caravan and many black African pilgrims 

annually went to Cairo, whence the pilgrims contin
ued to Mecca. Despite his de- 

pendence on i, the Berber sultan o
f the town entertained diploma

tic relations 

and with Wargla.”
 On the basis of a supposed confu

sion of copper 

with Mzab 

for salt and in view of the locali
zation of the town “south of Wargla, slightly to 

the west”, it has been that Ibn Khaldan mistakenly wrote Take
dda instead 

istake is unlikely for a number of reasons. 

of Tadmekka." However, such a mis! 

First, a rich copper mine has been discovered close to Takedda/Azelik
 and there- 

fore Takedda did undo
ubtedly export copper

." Second, al- Umari'
s reference to 

Tradition orale, 18-40, 68-78; Piault, Histoire, 91-95. 

applied like Lamlam and 
Niamiam to southern people con 

sidered to be barbarian (sce Levizion, Ancient Ghana, 54). 

15 AL Umari, Ibn Battáta, I
bn Khaldün in: Leviion/ Hopkins, Co

rpus, 262, 284, 331, 336. 

338-339. According to al Umari, the Berbers Yantasar and Tin Gharás were under the rule 

of Mali, while those 
of Air and Tademekka

 were independent (jbid., 262, 274). On the Kel 

Intasar/Igellad sec Marty, Etudes, 1, 251-327, 

ins, Corpus, 272. |n Arabi
c the name can easily be emended to Takedda 

1 AL''Umari and Ibn Batt
üta /n: Levtzion/ Hopkins, Corp

us, 272, 302. 

1% fbn Khaldian in: 
, 336, 338. 

#7 Lhore, "Contribution à l'étude
 des Touarègs”, 359-369; 

78. 
1» Mauny, Tableau, 139-141; Poncet, "Région d'In Gall", 65; 

752. 

Levtzion, Ancient Ghana, 77- 

Bucaille, “Takedda”, 736- 

From Ghana and Mali to Songhay: The Mande Factor in Gao H Gao History 

the copper-producing Zkri/ T. icing Zkri/Takedda subj i 
s Bp a ect to idi 

Khaldiin’s information. Third, for geog ; hi aD ee 

are more likely to have usted b: E p d ee to he <isted between Takedda and Biski A 
USERNAME HU ni a iskra, Mzab, and Wargla, 

To ee pede and these three northern towns, since the trade Ae 

admekka led directly to Tuat, Sijilma : 
t , Sijilmasa, and Tahert furthi 
ae 

> ert further to the west. 

1 th, on account of better travelling conditions Takedda was a more suitabl 

ne a i es 
meeting place for large caravans heading to the east than Tadmekka Fifth, bei 

situated nearly due south of Wargla, Takedda could easily be mistaken as ues 

slightly to the west of south” on account of the north-south desert routes dán 

the Hoggar mountains to the west." 
: 

al-Umari as being subject to Mal 

e eastern Tuareg. At that time the Kel Gress inhabited the region 

ding Takedda/ Azelik, where the Kel Gharus live at present. x both groups of th 

west of Air inclu 

Seventh, the black African s 

speakers of Tasawaq, a dial 

found in the region of In G 

expansion of the Mali empire 

black Africans speaking a langu: 

middle of the fourteenth century, to the 

refers, in the 

as an independent ruler, 

to point out that this ruler was dependent o 

The textual and 

medieval Mali controlled Tal 

of Gao. In this region, M
 

territorial expansi
on 9 

the Songhay co 

century. 

succeeded by 

teenth century. 

the ethnic foundat 

1 H, Lhote and N,
 Le 

des Touarègs
 : 

of the longit
ude of War 

a Aal Umari m lev 
A 

For the history and localization of the Kel Gress 
a 

ns, 57.60; M9 120 
f auc

 oe 

por us Bemus. Du sel. 1223; Noms Tuareg: 45-4
0 Nicola, L 

di Bemus Bc : S 

Hamani, Sultanat tow
ar ape

 

© Leveion/t 

va AL Ya qui 
in Levu 

w Ap Sa di,
 T al-Sudán.

 

ni, Sultanat po
nte. © 

S25 
Hama 

^ |n each 

361; Ancient Ghana. 265). 

Jopkins, Cor
ps, + 

Sixth, the Berbers Tin Gharas mentioned by
 

li could be either the Kel Gress or the Kel Gharus, 

edentary population of Takeddal Azelik consisted of 

lect of Northern Songhay, who nowadays are mainly 

all, 80 km south of the ancient town Therefore, the 

far to the cast did not only invo
lve Berbers but also 

*: Finally, since al- Umañ 
age of Proto-Songhay, 

Berber sultan of Tadmekka 

& we can discard the idea that Ibn Khaldün intended 

n Mali by the end of
 the fourteenth 

geographical evidence therefore suggests that, in fact, 

kedda at the foot of the A
ir mountains, 730 

km cast 

alian domination 
may have been precede

d by the large 

f the Gao kingdom
 in the tenth centu

ry. lt was cerainly 

aquest of western. 
Air at the beginning of

 the six- 

case the Proto-Songhay-speake
rs must have provided 

ion of the territor
ial expansion 

towards the east- 

aribution à T'éru
de 

heast of Warga (Con
s 

E) lies less than 
Tam odda sout 

trion situate Tak: 
3 

Takedda/ cdi 
(5 42 

77). 1n ft 

gla ̂ 55 à 
> 

ns, Corpus. 262 € 
jon Hopkin 

og reads Sbagharis
an (Recueil. 2 

nd the Kel Għarus
 5e Bernus, fen

t 

Farish, Te. 135- 33%; 
jon! Hopkin

s. Corpus. 
21 

75, 78e 124. 129; lbn 

205-210 

al-Mukhet. 
Tal 
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i’ i 
he beginning of 

Mali’s authority Ove" Gao can be dated to the | g 

2 d before Timbu
ktus independenc

e in 1433.!5 It 

i 
ro the emergenc

e of the Sonni, wh
ich both 

a e
a 

*Ali Kolon from Mali towards the end of 

the thirteenth ce
ntury: AL-Sa‘di describ

es the escape of the dynastic
 founder from 

the court of 
i ion which “severed his people's ties 

| 
ef subordinat

io 
7.46 The author of the 7: al-Fattash does 

1 
not present ‘Al

i Kolon as a sonal hero but as somebo
dy who was born in Mali 

ruler, but broke
 with him for reasons too complex to explain." 

ded. While som
e dep 

H 
Accordingly. historians are divi 

ict the hero as à hostage wh
o 

| was kept by force
 at the court of M

ali," others co
nsider him a Malian advent

urer 

| 
belled.? Besides the tradition of o

rigin, the latter b
ase their 

or a governor w
ho rel 

à e 

argument on 
ni and Shy title of

 the new kings. which mean
s “representa- 

tive” or “confidan
t of the ruler” indi

cating a position o
f dependency on 

à supreme 

ruler. These elements convey the impression that ‘Ali Kolon might have been 

one of the numerous 
officials at the court of Mali recruited from among the 

subordinate dynastics all over the empire. Notwithstandin
g the prospects of a

d- 

yancement and lust
re at the imperial cour

t, he would appear to have decided to 

no longer exert him
self in the interests o

f Mali, but to return to his country in- 

efforts of a long line
 of Sonni 

stead in order to org
anize rebellion. It needed the 

petty rulers before this plan came to fruition.'^' However, this image conveyed 

The cessation 

the fifteenth century: s 

or another, 

———— at ça. 

yi 
a 
d 
| 

jon thinks thar Malian hegemony over 

ile Hunwick believes 

: Gao ceased by the en
d of the fourteenth cent

ury 
(Timbuktu, XXXVII

). 

thar it continued we
ll into the fifteenth c

entury 

146 AL-Sa di, T. al-Süd
an, 6er. 11-125 Hunw

ick, Timbuktu, 8. De Farias casts doubt 

similarity of this figure with t
he culture 

i on the hiscoricity o
f “Ali Kolon by pointi

ng our tne 

| hero Aligurran of Tuareg legends (Inscriptions, $$ 165-18
4, 228-239). 

i 
T, al-Fatsash (NH), 43

4. Following Monteil (
“Empires du M 

that Songhay was 4 re
bellious province whic

h was conquered 

(Rouch, Contribution, 180; Trimingham, History, 91-92; 

74, 141, 

ali^, 165- 

Levezion, Ancient Ghana
, 75; Cuoq, Histoire, 

Histoire, 142; Hunwick, 
Timbuktu, XXXNWM. 

Mahmüd Ka'ti, Ibn al-Mukhrár wr
ites that Shy (= Sonni) means 

or substitute of the
 sultan” (T. al-Fatiásh

, ÁMr, 82). According to 

I of “subordinate
 or confidant of the 

From GI al ghay nde Factor in G ory om Ghana and Mali to Songhay: The Mande Factor i; Hi n Gao Hist 

by the Songhay traditio ^ 

'Ali Kolon figure e E hg aeons 

the Tuareg,!”? Still, there are strong, ase ee Apian 

Zaehe Wee dead che Pacis to B jeve that the descenda
nts of the 

In the light of this major event of Gao hin z / reps eee 

an ea 5 explain the split-off on the Soe bales > n R
E 

n fact, the political positi c 5 

ethnic ela of i e ee eee peers 

not find any indication that there was a Pa s 5 gens ERU. e 

of the Middle Niger. In the eleventh century d Sh T «die eet 

Bazarkäniyyin, in the twelfth abo) and in the ind ipi Bare a
a 

the dynastic level none of the ruling houses of Gac abe: icd h.e 
t 

;ao can be identified as Songhay. 

The first dynasty, the Qanda, may have been Proto-Songhay, but their real se 

identity remains unknown. ^ The Mande influence on the eastern Niger bend 

pansion of the Ghana empire to the cast in the 

read of a Soninke elite among 

Zarma — specifically 
scems to have resulted from the ex 

ater traditions associate the sp 

the Proto-Songhay — which led to the ethnogenests of the 

with the flight of the Sisse/Zà 
from Ghana to Gao towards the end o

f the deventh 

$ Various indications show that the Sonni themselves belonged to this 

ding to al-Maghili. th
e ancestors of Sonni 

‘Ali 

ently including at the begin- 

Almoravid rulers of 

Za were made by 

eleventh century. Í 

century.’ 

group of Mand 

more than thirty kings before 

Muslim kings of the Zä 

e immigrants. Accor 

him — a number appar 

# _ rose up against the pre- 

ning the 
probably also involving the 

Gao. The same genealogical claims
 

x 

Askiya Muhammad
." The author of the T al-Faszásh

 goes one step fur
ther when 

F Askiya Muhammad 
and adds 

( Sonni Al and those of 7 

Wangara and Soninke 
onga 

e Sohance. confirm a Wan: 
5 Present-dav traditions 

he links the ancestors © 
gara and hence 

that they were both ot 

about the descendants
 of the Sonni, th 

Inscriptsoni, 8$ 
165-184. However the refet- 

conquest neglect
s the local origi

n of 

ak-Maghili ir Hunsick. 
Moraes Fanas 

a foreign 

& 190, 4S 
% For these compariso

ns scc de 

o the “Moses motif” 

back to the Almoravid pe 
indication of 

as an 

nod (dem. 
ence t 

the Sonni going 
ri'a, Mtt 

69) 

x E nd 

i, al-Umari 
is Levarion/ Hop

kins. Corps
- g7, 99. 261. meme

t 

p of the ruling d
ass 

the cwelíth ccn
tum were cit s 

Sha 

» Al-Bakri, al Zuhr 

inks that the membe 

a (History: 89)
 
je dismibuno

n of Songhay 
languages. Y 

the wid 
Mande or aV oai 

7h id. "Almoravid 
expansion 

of Gao m 

thi 

or Baghar 

i9 [n view ot >, 34-342 

Proto 
suelen 

- 

1 Lan! Chute”, 169° 
x 

ipe 

La ci Pur
vi Shari'a

, 69 9 IRE diee Man
de : 

i 
i 

R à ur 69. /7- 
t » 

ev eee 
Saninke (ba

 a Mohr.
 T aL Fertish.

 AS. 

e s 
v Ap Maghili 

in 

1 Literally Wa
ngara 

93-94). 

and Na ko 
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ancestors. ^ Furthermore,
 the dynastic title of 

Sonni may have been derived from 
a royal Ghane

an title which, b
y the additio

n 

of the ethnic ma
rker -nke, gave rise among the northern Ma

nde to the ethnonym 

Soninke.'^ Therefore, the Sonni were very likely part of the Mande, 
or more 

precisely Soni
nke, ruling cl

ass of medieva
l Gao. 

. j 
i 

Who were the Songhay and when did they arrive 1n. their present location? 

Although the language later called Son
ghay was established on 

the eastern Nig
er 

bend in ancient times, the Songhay pro
perly speaking d

id not emerge before the 

fourteenth century. None of the Arab aut
hors before al-Maghi

li mentions them 

by this or a similar ethnic n
ame. Only the appellation Z

aghay applied b
y Ibn 

the Middle Nige
r and Hausa- 

a Soninke origin of the dynastic 

Battüta and Ibn 
Khaldün to people living b

etween 
1 

blance to the name Songhay. ^ Evidence for the former 

ed into the Hausa world, 

land bears some
 resem 

settlement of S
onghay 

comes from a Hausa 

according ro which the peopl 

16 Likewise, linguistic a 

£ culture traits in Kebbi 

dications do not suffice ro establish the em
ergence 0 

in Kebbi, and 2 fourteenth or fifteenth century migration of 

e eastern Niger bend
 as I thought befor

e. 

lausible interpretation, the Zaghay of west
ern Hausa- 

their common cultural heritage 

Zaghäy were descendants of the 

\6 This implies that they 

later integrat 
people in a regi

on 
inning of the 

tradition from the begi 
nineteenth century 

e of Kebbi descend from a Songhay father and a 

vals bear testimony
 

nd mythological 
survi 

later associated with the Songhay.'™ 
Katsina mother. f a specific 
to the presence O 

However, thesc in 

Songhay identity 

some of these people to t
h 

According to a more p 

land and beyond owed their appellation to 

with the Zaghay of Kanem-
Bornu. The eastern 

Zaghawa, the first ruling group of the Chadic state- 

must have spoken Kanuri, 
while che western Za

ghäy must have used Hausa and 

Songhay. Such a linguistic diversity 
undermines the argument that the 

be conceived in terms of 

common featu
res of the western and east

ern Zagháy can 

ples of western Hausa
land arc considered to 

modern ethnicity. Presently, two pco! 

be closely related to the inhabitants of Z
amfara and of Kebbi. 

Barth specifically 

75 Olivier de Sardan, Conce
pt. 336. 

» cf Binger, Du Niger
, V. 476, 384; Delafoss

e, Haut-Sénégal 1, 122-1
23, 177. 

»& Aj-Maghili in: Hun
wick, Shari a. lr, 70. 

». ins, Corpus, 302, 333; Lovejoy, "Role of the
 Wanara”, 181, 

" edi cd. A
ven, s, 13 lang "r

he ih 195 ne 

1 The main Bori spirits of the Songh
ay tradition in Kebbi are Dandu, Dango. Harakoi 

(unpubl, field research 1995, 1996), See also Lange, “Frühes 

"Dimension", 173-178. 

de Gao-Sané”, 254-255: i
d., “From Mande", 289-29

0. 

vi^ Leverion Hopkins, C
orpus, 24, 174, 354; Lang

e, "Exhnogenesiw', 265. 27 li id., From 

v hana and Mali to Songhay: The Mande Factor in Gao History 

calls them Azna.'* In term : 5 

number of other den eae dupla ee 

seven Banza” states, It has been shown se Ma LL ee 

bakwài “the seven Hausa” and the Banza bak: " "en lugo (dens 

on the prevalence of either the ch f atiae oa TE E 
chided Spine eoo clans of upperworld or the clans of netherworld 

x vong the Kanuri the same dichotomy applies to the D 

Sefuwa, the former having been overthrown gard 1068 AD o e = 

In view of this structural similarity between the Azna and i p rs oe 

surprising, that Arab authors ap} heure. 

the appellation Azna 

Going one step further we have to ask 

Gao-Saney, the Zaghé, likewise claimed di 

1d.) As noted above, the Zàghe o! 

nd of Wagadu it appears that 

ina primordial snake called Bida. The snake allowed th: 

lves in the country, It taught them how to cultiv 

king. The legend further 
equate: 

ated in all likelihood fro: 

the netherwor 
PEP 

Ghana. From the 

themse 

and it protected the 

c snake and the shift 
of th 

a specific snake cul 

gold, 

the killing of th 

of Ghana continue to practice 

he ancestral appellation Zag 

gold to 

elements suggest that ¢ 

primordial snake wa
s highly v 

Ir. As the snake was the 

d the ancestors of 

c the Duguwa of 

ctherworld. ^ 

enerated an 

principal symbol 

the Zaghé of Gac- 
which the 

ie form of snake cu! 

pear that indee 

Hausaland, anc 

deities to the m 

c Zàghé and the Zarma. the Songhay — 

have been differen 

som 

it would theretore ap 

longed, like the A
znà of 

lated by their cla 
jon of society re 

ction to th 

9g mig 

sect 
In contradistin 

cordingly the Proto-Song
ha 

Barth, Tees TIL, 154 (the whale of Kebbi 634 (the Zamtz! 

1 See above pp- 229-24 

Sce above PP 243-248, The name 

+ to the 
210 may t 

seha applied tw the Tox: 

ghiwa/Duguw
a 2 

Lexique 
herefore rete 

Bornu history 

Perhaps th 

vo an lslamizini 

clans of the neth 

t Monteil, * Légende” A
 

At first sight the hy
pothe" 

fall of the 
Duguwa in 

x, it is qu 

„read occurren
ce Of Yemen in Sadanic sraditions of 

tion into legend 
of the Zaghi

wa-Zaghàr reference 10 

har 17 p 503) ^ 

77.80, 391-395 Piques Estrade 

x an Aga i
deny of the Zàghè

 seem 

g the proce
ss ott 

c wides} 

erworkd (se € 
ne: ead. 

ds © 

24 

plied to them the same name Zaghay, related to 

whether the Zaghi or Zaghay rulers of 

escent from an ancestral deity related to 

people of Ghana believed 

c newcomers to establish 

e, it provided them with 

5 the fall of Ghana with 

Bure. Descendants of the kings 

to the present dme." These 

ghe referred 10 à kingdom in 

d'in which the rulers practiced 

| of the netherworld, 

Saney be- 

Kanem-Bornu, to the 

t. In the centre 

ra town Tymba
) 

2 to the Kanun V 

nd Zaghàv po
ss 

ongn corresponds 

dial te recon 

m 

and ac- 

of their 

Aloialy. 

js of Kanem- 

the deities and 

1649 

above PP 24M 

£xmilics was in 
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doms: States of the 

Middle Niger 

d weather-g
od Dongo."

? ven 

niverse stood the thunder 
an: 

anot! 
cult-mythologi

cal u 

| 
their ethnony

m seems to have been derive! 
her form of the 

| 
name of the weather-

god» with the 
additional suffi

x —ay for “people of ̂
.^ There 

are two Ways of looking at Dongo/Song
o: either as à weather-god 

and in this 

sense represen
ting the deitie

s of the upper
world, or as the leading

 deity of fore
ign 

invaders and in 
this sense being 

on the side of the n
etherworld. "© 

It is on this dis- 

tinction that our percep
tion of the rol

e of the early 
Zaghé kings in Gao depend

s. 

i who wanted to set 
¢ from the local elite by 

‘or, or were they flexible newco
mers who wa

nted to 

integrate themsel
ves as much as possible into the local setting? In view of the 

Caliphal loan n
ames of the ZalZaghé

 and their associatio
n with the Almo

ravids, 

it is perhaps mor
e Jikely that the n

ew kings of Gao intended to highlight their 

Islamic orientat
ion and their h

igh ancestry in contrast to the more modest claims 

of the local rulers.’ £ 

With respect to the geographi
cal -in of the Songhay we note that some 

authors suppose that these enigmatic people we 
established in the Niger 

region downstream
 of Dendi and east 

of the Dallol Mawr
i in Kebbi.'” Even the 

chroniclers of Tim
buktu, in spite of their i

ntention to present the Gao kingdom
 

as a Songhay state, depict the Songhay in certain instances as not yet fully es- 

tablished in Gao and on the eastern Niger bend." Nevertheless, the available 

evidence does not support the idea of a late medieval westward migration €" 

iti ic to link Songhay expan
sion 

r own anc
est 

referring to thei 

with a probably earlier 

better understan
ding of the slow 

masse. 

migration of Sorko fishermen. To arrive at a 

emergence of a n
ew Songhay warrior elite we have 10 turn our attention once 

more to the dynastic his
tory of Gao- 

75 Rouch, Religion, 68-69: Lang
e, “Ursprung des W

ertergottes Schango”
, 227-235. 

174 In Songhay the su
ffix —y indicates plu

ral determination for nouns including profession
al 

(Prost, Langue, 48; Lange “From Mande”, 290). 

175 The latter is the c
ase for 

the Hausa (Besmer, 
Horses, 87-89, 170; FN 96, 

14, 23, 28 [all Daura]; FN 97
, 8, 26-27, 35, 61 {all Daura); 29 [Katsina], 84 [Sullcja]). See 

also above p. 249. 

17% Alternatively va
rious groups might

 have been brought
 together under the umbrella of a 

ancestor as suggested 
by de Moraes Farias (Inscriptions § 4

03). 

umor ae convid
es he region betwee

n Kebbi, the e Dendi, and the Dallo
l Dosso as 

the cradle of the Son
ghay + 239-240). Rouch l

ocates the region of or
igin of the 

Sorko in Dendi and o
f the Songhay in Kukiy

a (“Sorkawa’, 9-13; Co
ntribution, 165-172). 

31/01. 444, 468, 471, 
With respect 10 à meeti

ng of Askiya 

Muhammad in Gao, 
al-Mukhtár 

between “all the Songhay” and 
the “nobles 

and common people”
 of Gao (T al-Fastash, 5

9). The distinction is still maintained durin
g the 

seign of Askiya Ina’
 (1537-1529 (T: al-Fas

wdsh, VAS. 261. The translation here is mislcad- 

pap Senha srein den
ce deni S

om $ inhabitants of Gao). 



Ancient Kingdoms: States of the M
iddle Niget 

ers of Gao during the Mali peri
od were appar

ently the Zà. 
Al- 

a ed
e the Sonni genealogically to

 the Za by claim
ing that ‘Ali 

Kolon was a son of Za Yasiboy,
 the last but five of the Za the Sonni stood in 

opposition to them. Yet, as We have seen, this conf
rontation pas

 not the result 

of the foreign origins of the S
onni, since the birth of ‘Al

i Kolon in Mali should
 

be interpreted, 
on the basis of Son

ni traditions, 45 a reference oa
 simultaneous

 

opposition to Mali and to the Za Indeed, the main point of disse
nt between 

the Zà and the Sonni must have been the question 
of Malian suzerainty: wh

ile 

the Za continue
d to mule in the an

cient capital of 
Gao as vassals of the

 Keita, the 

Sonni founded
 their own independen 

in Kukiya early during the Mali 

od rA. close connec
tion between Zà and Malia

n domination
 is suggested 

in particular by t
he Zarma tradition of Zarmale. The 

tribal patriarchs
 are again 

supposed to ha
ve left Melle or Mali, often situated south of Masin

a but some- 

times also at Dirma/Te
ndirma, ^^ on the Aying base o

f a granary: They
 are either 

thought to have come by way of Hombo
ri or Gao. During 

a further stopov
er in 

Wanzerbe, they are said to have met 
the 

hem. Such a 

sequence, first the Sonni and then the Zarma, and the 
i 

of the patriarchs w
ith the Malinke, w

ould seem to imply that the
 arrival of the 

on of Ghana but also to 

Zarma founding h
eros was not only

 related to the exp
ansi 

| 

ian suzerainty wa
s at one stagc reinforced 

that of Mali. Ir furth
er suggests that Mal

i 

by the presence of 
a Malinke governor

 and his people in
 Gao. 

Firmly established 
in Kukiya, in all likelihood the

 Sonni led a tenaci
ous strug- 

i 
with periods of nomina

l 

fifteenth century, 
al-Maghili refers to 

the successive Sonni kings each had 

ge
 ee A a 

TP T. al-Südan, Site. 9-10. 

1% According to the loca
l tradition 

293-294, 297). 
trash, Á5ler. 85. Ear

lier I conceived th
e Zå and the Sonni

 as two 

‘8! fbn al Mukhear, T. al
-Fa 

i ifferent origins) which existed fo
r a long time side by sid

e Chute". 

of Gao recorded b
y al-Maghili, the a

ncestors of Sonni 

(Hunwick, Shari'a
, Ver. 69; Lange, “From 

Mande”, 

refer to the first tradi- 

Population africaine, 17, and Urvoy, Histoire, 56, 

„ 148-149, 160, and Mounkaila
, Mythe, 141, to the second, 

207-208. A Songhay tradition of Tera insists on the alignment of 

the Zarma and the Mali
nke, their common retreat 10 Mali and the later re

turn of the Zarma 

(Soumaila. Traditions 
des Sanghay, 23-25). 

king as a ZA prince who
 revolted against Malian rule 

the Sonni of Kukiya wit
h the attitude of 

Arma towards the Aski
yas of Dendi (Timbukt

u, XXXVII-XXXVIID.
 De 

Mandinka war band (/nsc
riptions. 66 449-450). 

From Ghana and M Songhay: The Mande Factor in Gao History a ali to hay: The M 

ta fight and subdue them before th 
Tera e eat ete Mure assume power. Oral traditions of 

tion, their friendly reception by e M bein period of Malian domina- 

and their intermarriage with Mite E ne teruel to per 

defeat of Mali with the flight of the ae er Ere firien connec ine 

pieces of information establish a link Bey E ros eu onpas E 

E he caen Niger bene Bo oe ER bs political and the ethnic history 

the powerful Sorinl ERA E s ay, md probably been attracted by 

Lacking a united aristocracy of their own da T phere nese re 

of their Mande origins. Although it i sers cp eer 

from beyond the Dallol Mawri, the majority of ds Se a d inu. ue 

likely composed of the thwarted Proto-Songhay pine a ape 
E Esc 

the Za. With the support of these warrior hor: = wine xpo x c semen, the Sonni were in the long 

5ao and to confine Zå power to that of a provincial 

© Hence it would appear that the eihnogcnesis 

ce of Sonni militancy against Malian author- 

c of liberation that the Sonni encour ged 

and Zarmatarey to abandon their 

run able to expel the Za from (c 

aristocracy ruling over the Zarma. 

of the Songhay was the consequen, 

ity. It is in the course of their strugg} 

cavalry forces from Zarmaganda 

Zarma overlords and to rally behind them instead. Inversely, the ethnogenesis 

c defeat of the Za by the Sonni
 and the ensuing 

of the Zarma resulted from th 
Middle Niger. Therefore, the collapse of Malian 

ly nor the result of direct large-scale confrontati
on be- 

withdrawal of Mali from the 

overlordship was certain conflict berween the Sonni and 

tween local and foreign fo 

partisans of Mali 

oppositional 

rces, but of an indirect 

the local 

4. Songhay from Sonni ‘Ali to Askiya Mu
hammad 

eve ruler of the Sonni
 dyn- 

reign, the new 
Songhay 

eclipsing the ol
d Soninke 

ion of new provinces 
The founder of the Songhay 

empire and the last 

asty was Sonni ‘Ali the Great 
(1465-1492)- D

uring his 

rose to the highest 
offices of stare

 without fully 

nobility 

: 

elite. The numero
us military expeditions

 and the PE
E dri

s n 

into the expandi
ng empire, f

ostered the R
e k Me

s ̂  a a
 

ents into the ruling 
class of the

 new sate Just as "e ~
~ cis 

eres 

remarkable 
that some twenty years atter hi

s death he was ̀ 
y 

i Al-Maghili in Hunwick Sh
ari a oe 

0 

| 

ipea 
NES t aii " vad

itions of th
e Zara € 

those of the 
aristocract 

ve According, 
19 Olivier 

de Sardan,
 the rs 

of all the p
eople V an

ceps 
400 

sh 
and not those 
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gdoms: States of the Middle

 Niger 

as a great lord,
 so the people mos

t decisive for his militar
y exploits, the S

ong- 

provided the 
name for the new empire: 

It has often b
een assumed that Sonni ‘Ali relied on the forces and

 the tradi- 

tions of the S
onghay; 48 if the Songhay

 were a homogeneou
s ethnic bloc.” As 

a member of the Soninke
 ruling elite he actual

ly followed the steps of his Sonni 

and Zà prede
cessor» and thus coul

d build on the dynastic 
tradition of G

hana in 

the first place-
 A Sonni ruler

 before him, p
erhaps Sulaym

an Dama, had been able 

to dislodge the rem” 
by the Za fr

om Gao. Sonn
i Ali 

ant Mali forces represented 

sed of sufficie
nt mil 

pand the limit
s of the empir

e 

licary strength
 to ex| 

from Kebbi in the east to Jenne in the west."
 Providing the dominant 

cavalry 

inke elite of Gao the Songhay be
came 50 influential that by 

first decade of t
he sixteenth cen

tury in the western 
provinces their 

of the new empi
re." By the mi

ddle of the 

name was given to the ma
in language 

seventeenth century, the chroniclers 
of Timbuktu — again based i

n the west — ap” 

founded by Sonn
i ‘AK. The sam

e chroniclers 

rule of the 

plied their name 
to the hegemony

 

were, however, reluctant to project 

Sonni. They preferred
 using the more 

un ere
 

zi rding to Leo Africanus he was “un gran principe (Ramus
io, Discristione, 77 

Epaulard. Descrip
tion, Vl. 463). The ms- 

954 of Rome omits the passage
 (Rauchenberger.

 Leo 

der Afrikaner, 26
4), but this is obviously 

due to 4 mistake of the
 copy. From this and other 

instances it can be seen that ms. 954 was 
not the Urtext of Leo's ac

count as Rauchenberger
 

believes (ibid, 14 

onsider the manus
cript 

8-151) dl chat
 Epaulard and othe

rs were orao 

beer Ud ro be oral wd b
r Ramu UT 

, 1, VID. 

15 Rouch, Cont
ribution, 183, 186; Fage» Hist

ory, 80: Levizi
on, le Maghrib” , 428. 

19 Al-Sa‘di, T: al-Sudan, 

rd Kunta); Won al- 

Ale. 104-105 (reading ard Kanta 
instead of a 

Mukhtar, T al-Fatt
ash, 46l. 89. Without textual or other su

ppor some authors believe that 

the core of Sonni "
Alis army const 

of a fleet of Sorko f
ishermen (Rouch, C

ontribution, 185; 

Levizion, Ancien
t Ghana, 82, 84-85). 

1% Having travelled to Timbuk
tu in the years berween

 1509 and 1514 (Épaulard, Descrip 

Afrikaner, 52). Leo Africanus 
thought that Songhay 

but also ín Mali and
 in Waláta (Épaulard, 

the name into the past bey
ond the 

general term Takrür instead
." Modern 

was not only spoken in 

iption, 16, 464). 

1 Aj-Sa di, T. al-Südä
n, 22, 73, 76lts. 3

8, 120, 125; Ibn al-Mukhtá
r, T: al-Fattásh, 1 1, 44. 

46h. 13, 83, 89: T. al-F
atäsh (NH). 326-3

39. AI-Sa di is les
s strict and uses the ethnonym 

occasionally in i 
ing to the pre-Songhay p

eriod T ab-Sidan, 2, 6, 7, tt. 

instances referring 
extends the usage o

f Songhay by callin
g the Zà "princes 

w^ T al-Fasedsh (NH
). 327, 329, 335. 

With the possible excepti
on of T. al-Fantáih, 291w. 

mention a “feuillet isolé du ms. A^, Ibn al-Mukhtár
 docs not 

/ 
however 

2, he i 
ru 

pt pe pe eoa 29 n. 1). 

2, Tits, 3, 11), alt
hough he uses the

 name mainly 

ALSa di occasional
ly does this CT 

"dem, 4, 6, 6. Thr 6, M, 12 13). Both chroniclers
 employ the term 

From Ghana and Mali to Songhay: 7 y: The Mande Fa ctor in Gao History 

scholars introduce: : ed the notion th: 

Songhay had inhabited the regi * ec homoge sous posue 

period onwards." 
gion of the eastern Niger bend from the medi 2 \ 

N 

c edi 

3 Ont of the leading members of the S 
en 

A MES the high-ranking 
officer iban 

pied ces during 
thc reign of Sonni 

Hd e dec. ue Türé.'5 In 1493, a few months after 

Hd AE wo Biscay cr a successful insurrection in the course of 

NE Re ody battles against Abū Bakr Da th 

of the great conqueror.” Henceforth know Wear 

came the founder of a dynasty which der mes 
en 

the Moroccan conquest towards the end of = EEr PR 
- 

military exploits of his predece: of che aa 
ume 

i is predecessor, he extended the So 
Won 

: e Songhay empire to the whole 

nd and Agadez in the east and to Diara and Galam in the we: In th 

northeast, he incorporated the copper mines of Takedda into the empi: s 
is 

re. 

d of his Soninke ancestry, noted by the chroniclers of 
Easbulesa m 

some hist E P í ; i 
: 

; ; storians depict Askiya Muhammad as an alien usurper seizing power 

rom the Songhay dynasty of the Sonni” This view ignores the fact that all 

sies the two royal houses, the 74 and
 the Sonni, were Soninke by ori- 

gin. À -Maghili and the author ot T. al-Fattásh make it clear that Sonni ‘Ali 

and Askiya Muhammad 
descended from the same Soninke invaders who were 

supposed to have once subdued the country and introduced islam 
By wrn- 

ing Askiya Muhammad's mother Kassai into a sister of Sonni ‘Ali — although 

she actually was a daughter of Küra-Ko
y Bukar, an official based on an island of 

ence to the Mande-Song
hay complex (T. al Sidin. 120/u. 193: Elu. 104-105;

 

3, 93/ur. 101, 102, 176) 

238-246; Rouch. Conmban
en, 165-176; Triminghame Hë-

 

, "Sahara and Sedan’. 67
7-678; Cuca, Hissesre, 

Hei (Ramus, Discriztione, 775 Épaulard. 

fre. 117, and Tb
a al- Mukhor, 

T. al Fen 

Takrür in reten 

T. al-Fastash, 52. 5 

^ Delafosse. Haut-Sén 

tory, 83-845 Fage Hisar 76x 

131 144; Hunwick Timbuktu, 
XX I, 

w Leo Africanus calls him "€ 

on, 462). See also a. Sa di, 
Deyript u. 101-102, 338- 

4Grr. 88 89. 

v v 

* Ara di, T. al-Sadam, 7
7d WA Ton al-Mukhar

, T oh Famash, 531 

339. 

A 
« 

n 

pears on wo inscriptions 
of the Ja Kanje eme

y of Old Gao, 

57-59 {n° 62, 63);
 see also 

ve ‘The Askiya title api 

f which is dated vo À 134 AD ide Moraes 
Farias, Inscriptio 

one ol 

$$ 193, 198) 

“Songas 

15 Mauny, Tableas 

- 

Borno”, 344 M6. 

m 513-515: l p
raon “Western Maghrib", a

ai Huawick, 

i» Al-Sa'di T. abs m, 7 Utt. 117; 
ton al-Mukh

et. T, al Fatsishs
 ~~ 

me 

= Timingham 
History. 97 

ielarly Fag
e Hiep S

L: eer 
in ap

e 

» Al-Maghili 
in Hunwick. Shari'a, 13 

Vite, 69,73 
Ton al- 

Moke Farish, 

9394. 
S833 
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Ancient Kingd
oms: States of the Middle 

Niger 

even connect the two great- 

Songhay his
tory by mat

rimonial re
lations." M

uhammad 
Türé was 

ficer in the Songha
y army- Whe

n referring to an 

i. one of the ch
roniclers in

cidenrally me
ntions his fa- 

ther Abii Bak
r and hi 

Jater Kurmina
-Fari, amon

g senior army 

ure hi f held the title of Tondi
-Farma, prob- 

Hombori mountains, his 

2% These examples show 
that, despite 

end of the fourt
eenth century a

nd the 

establishment, 
certain mem- 

s in the Gao state. 

_ oral traditions 

brother ‘Umar
 hel 

the final evict
ion of the Za 

from Gao at the 

incorporation 
of Songhay leaders into the military 

bers of the Man
de elite continued

 to hold import
ant position 

The insurrectio
n led by Muhamm

ad Ture may e
ven be seen in connection w

ith 

r succession conflicts, menti
oned by al-Magh

ili, in which Sonni pretenders 

had to vanquish 
the opposition o

f the Songhay wa
rriors before they coul

d fully be 

installed as king
s." The most striking evidenc

e for the contin
uity berween the rule 

of the Sonni and
 the Askiya is provided by th

e pilgrimage of
 Askiya Muhamm

ad.” 

If, only three yea
rs after his rise ro

 power the new ruler could affor
d to be absent 

for nearly two years: the dynastic overthrow can only have 

i itical structures 
of the state. Onc

e Abū 

f the former officials 

earliei 

LOUPE 
ae 

#2 Rouch, Contribution, 187-189; Hama, Histoire, 137-140: Soumai
la, Traditions, 28 

Ibn al-Mukhtär, 
T. al-Fattash, 59. 78. 81er. 114, 148. 151. Sec also al-Sa'di, T: al-Sudan, 

68/tx. 111. 

25 [bn al-Mukhtär
, T. al-Fastash, 451

. 86. 

2» [bn al-Mukhtar
, T. al-Fattásh, 461

. 90. 

Timbuktu, 344. 
Shari a, \4lts. 70.

 Hunwick comes 
close to this solution. but 

Muhammad's struggle had a diffe
rent complexion from that of the Sonn! 

because of his Son
inke origin (Timb

ukeu, XL). 

m% Aj-Sa'di, T aL S
üdán, 721-73. 

119-121. Leo Africanus (Épaulard. Description, M. 

463). In the 7- al-Fattäsh only t
he recent interpolations of ms

 C mention the pilgrimage 

(16-17). 25-27). 

#7 ALSa'di, T. al.Sá
dán, 72h M7; Hunwick, Timbuktu, 102 n. 7. Ina note to a passage 

of T. aL Fanásh cop
ied from T 

(osse suggests reading Ayorou, a village situ- 

ated on an islan
d of the Niger between

 Kukiya-Bentia and T
illabery (Barth, Travels, WM, 515: 

jon, 187). However, since this region was certainly controlled by Askiya
 

speaking communiti
es of Takedda- 

Agadez seems to be
 Sor likely, The reg

ion was overrun by A
skiya Muhammad in 1500 and 

it was more 
incorporated into th

e empire in 1516 (al-Sa'di, T. al-Südän, 78/tr. 

129; Ibn T. al-Fanásh, 7018. 135-
136, 339). 

For the function 
of Tondi-Farma, 

scc Hunwick, 
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jecti i inst the Sonni reg
ime was prob- 

i lar objection. raised against 
* regi 

E 

Mdr ter eer ming H
S re.

 of Sonni A L
ae 

FOR the Za-bér
-banda incident in the war against

 Bor 
E 

ee 
3 

perficial Islam
 of Sonni “Ali 

pem
 history, Askiya

 Mubammad p
uc oe 

proe turning 

E 
å 

et ri 3 E 

ér-banda by making
 them cannon-fodder in E eut ETT 

ey coul 

gainst the sul 
uslims among the merchant 

a 
not escape. 

an 
d 

pe. When ‘Umar Komdiakha complained to his brother about the massa- 

the criticism Vo" 
= 

a i mall circles of devote M 
sa 

(ks rani Lie 
and Jenne* Behind a widespread iunyallingnes

s cre, it was answered tha 

class in towns 1! qm AWO C
S Siem adventures, it is possible to 

M MES that only through the el
imination of these brave warriors ha

d 

inl 
nba introduced into the societies of the M

iddle Niger 
f nm ble to guarantee the survival of Songhay/ As for the identification 

E asma im
pe e hay warriors. From this point of view, it is 

NES hér-banda, one of our sources clearly states that they were descendan 

ht of the Songhay V À 
of the Za dynasty, while this source at the same time rejects the erroneous es 

23 Although such confusion is understandable 

by the increasing weig) 3 i 
y cessful challenger to the regime rose from among the cy to apply this name to the Sonni? 

f the two dynasties, historians should 

ably related ro 
: 

ced by the c
hroniclers à 

on account of the gencalogical closeness o 

nor surprising tha oe Soninke elite of G 
i tradition: oninke elite of Gao: 

a the forces behind the r
evolt led by the So

ninke officer Muh
ammad 

refrain from commi
tting the same mistake.’ By distinguishing sharply between 

Turé? Most author
s suppose that support for the insurrecti

on came mainly from
 

the Songhay and th
e Za and insisting on

 the importance of eli
minating the latter 

209 Looking at the history of Gao 
from the west, the chroni- 

from Songhay history, al-Sa di highlights a crucial event which ended the long, 

the Bara-Koy Kūra as being 
conflict-stricken relationship between the Sonni/Songhay and the ZalZarma. 

After the Borgu war, Askiya Muham
mad pursued the eS ethnic policies as his 

c üde, nor a more 

the western provinces. 
f 

indeed only able to men
tion 

mad Türe. The 
prestigiou: 

applied to variou
s Bara-Koys preceding and f

ollowing him, s
u! 

‘wise belonged to the Mande section of the im
perial ruling cla

ss. 

the names of further suppo
rters © 

fore, neither the change of dynasti 

nceals the fact that the
 Askiya regime had, b

y the 

sense as the preced- 
s Malian title mansa, 

ests that he like- 

210 Probably, the 

f the revolt 

Sonni predecessors. There! 

favourable approach to Islam, co: 

brutal eviction of the Soninke, become
 Songhay in the same 

ing rule of the Sonni 
had been. 

chroniclers were
 unable to provi

de 
i 

because they neit
her held the offic

es of governors i
n the western provinces close t

o 

them, nor did they belong to the high-ranki
ng officials of the

 court: In fact, it is 

more likely that the ma
jority of military

 leaders followin
g = A ud Muh

ammad 
5, Further Develo

pments = eset 

Türé were membe
rs of the old So

ninke elite of Zarmagand
a an Zarmatarey, the 

: 
j 

i^. 

leaders of the p
rogressively eme

rging Zarma ethnic group. These partisans com 
Under the rule of the de

scendants ot Askiya Muham
mad. the history o

f << 

mitted to political chan
ge, were geogr

ap hically too distant from Timbuktu
, and 

was characterized by numerous court intrigues and e
rs bem

 i 

their actions were 
100 limited in time

 — 25 WE shall see — to raise the attention
 of 

exceptional rulers like Askiya Ishaq | and e ee
 sien 

the chroniders 211 Any regime ba
sed on Songhay s

upport must have been highly
 

reaching, expeditions 19 enn and, to = x — = 
buc 

; 
i 

i i 
ibuti 

h jer, thi Askiyas made few attempts o integ m 

suspect 10 them, whatever its other merits
 might have been

- By Er 
to 

pone a 
ee si

ne ee o
e Fe 

the success of a 
revolt against th

e Sonni regime, they pro
bably expected to regain 

E = = x a
dd nd (be ese e

c esit 

their former leadi
ng positions in Gao

. 

ve ` 

During the first decade of Askiya Mubam
mad's rule, the Za of the cas

tern 
ee dice 

-nces of the Gao kingdo
m seem 1o have once morc assumed high-ranking 

SAS ks T afe a (NH) BSS 
sori 

EE * 

^ 73. boy banda first as ic. Zara, 

positions in the Gao state. Their temporarily
 influential roles can be deduced 

^ Delfose identified the 2 e eei bem Y serr
e a 

Sa 

anus of Za-br e E i i the Th Har T Ge t “Rois 

a AJ-Sa di, T al-Süd
án, 72 118; Ibn al-Mukhtar,

 T: al Fantàih, 59h. 115. 
ino ly Tigh Hioc; nn : t Gun

 7 muris n rade zei 

29 Levizion, 
Maghrib”, 427-428

; Hunwick, Shari'a, 22; similarly Rouch, Con- 
Cu Sul. mum

 Mande’, 287, PP cor urs p 
Lees _ 

PE Fastish 
nghay 

ans of the ZA 1 VE sixrecnih
 ceni fT, ab Far into me bens af the Sonn “AR © 

2% fbn ab- 
T. al- , 53l, 102. The So: 

title koy “lord, rul
er” corresponds 

the rem ark in the 
notice historiq 

ES E 

of the Mande title mansa held also by later governo
rs of the Bara 

(Timbuktv, XXXVII n. 56) sop 201: Levit
 ancient GRIM 79's Hos 

“Songy 

the holders of the tithe were 
W Rouch, rion, 200-2 

pacient 

Borno”: M6-392.
 s37 

to a Songhay tran
slation 

province (T. al-Fats
dsh, Br. 152-153). Hunwick 

suggests that 

themselves of Mand
ing origin (Timbukt

u, 339). 

Di The Zarma ar
c only mentioned 

by the “Notice hi
storique” of the T

. al Fattash, 3A. 
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ghtly controlled by
 permanent 

t distant countries, all districts pr
ovided troops

 for 

campaigns cam
e toa standstill, ties between 

he centre bega
n to loosen and finally broke. 

particularly signi
ficant. Since appar- 

tioned in Zarmag
anda or Zarmata

rcy, 

Zarma was the same as that of 

rces of neighbour
ing and eth- 

lightly, what about
 societies 

Hombori and
 Bandiagara 

mountains were more tij 

vernors. Apart
 from the mos 

itions. Howe
ver once 

f the peripher
y and d 

a the southeas
t are 

or of Gao was 
sta 

f che Songhay-s
peaking 

communities
 © 

The Zarma countries in 

ently no provincial gove
rn: 

the administra
tive status O! 

linguistically di
stinct people. B

ut. if even the resou 

nically related c
ommunities were only drawn upo

n $ 

with different cultur
es and historie

s? 

tic instability was
 the other great structural

 weakness of the Songhay
 

empire. Beginning with A
skiya Muhamma

d, rulers promote
d their brothers and 

sons to the most i ffices of the stat
e. Only a few position

s like those 

of Hi-Koy, Hugu-Kory-Ko
y and Baray-Koy w

ere reserved for royal functi
onar- 

jes. Yet, the authority of these palace officials w
as too limited to counterbal- 

ance the weight of the Askiya princes: The out
come of the successi

on contests 

was therefore not deci
ded by the state officials but by ri

val factions amon
g the 

members of the royal famil
y. Although all nine rulers who came 

to power dur- 

f Askiya Muham
mad, the 

ing the period of t
he Askiyas belonge

d to the family o! 

ernal dissension a
mong them made 

great number of ambitious princes and int 
When in 1591 the 

ential and sustaine
d governmental ac

tion difficult. 

Ahmad launched 2 small expeditiona
ry force equipped 

Moroccan ruler Mawlay Ab 

with firearms across the Sahara for the specific purp
ose of conquering, 

Songhay, 

Askiya Ishaq II was unable to organize any efficient resistance. The result was 

y end the rule of th
e Askiya 

the devastating defea
t at Tondibi, which 

did not onl 

edieval tradition of
 statehood on the Middle 

dynasty, bur also r
uined the great ™ 

Niger. Ona limited scale, the Aski
yas of Dendi continu

ed to oppose the foreign 

ey could ensure dynastic 

invaders by tenacio
us resistance, Yet in 

the long run th 

ile central institutions of the f
ormer state 

continuity only o
n a village level, whi 

collapsed.” 

Some evidence of the dynas
tic history of Songha

y can be deduced from the 

of chiefly rule among the different Songhay-speaking peo
ple. 

The Songhay strictly speaking live 
downstream from Kukiya and are

 dominated 

i í descended from Askiya
 Mubammad."" In most regions 

by a village aristocracy
 

of Songhay proper their authority extends over isolated families of magicians. 

ee 
3: Lesion, "Western Maghrib”, 427-46: Hunwick, "Songhay. 

368. 
217 Hama, Histoire

, 104; Olivier de Sarda
n, Concepts, 285. For a ma

p 

tion of the (south
ern) Songhay groups, sec above

 map 11 p. 521. 

Borno”, 348-352, 360- 

of the present distribu-
 

From Gha ana and Mali to Songhay: The Mande Factor in Gao Histor Ky, 

the Sohance, claimin , cla g descent fh i Al 

Downstream beyond the EN See uei. 

from the area of conflict with ) spores 
px Ren conflict wid Moroccan troops to safer regions in the south. 

i 7 ng re likewise claim descent from Askiya Muhammad 7°? Tie : 

are the Songhay-Arma living upstream from Kuki a Men 
Dr y ukiya whose vill: ili 

js trace their ancestry to the Moroccan conquerors oc 
A 

th ate of Zarmaganda and Zarmatarey, on the other hand, wes hasdly af- 

ected by the collapse of the Songhay state, since the process of localization through 

which the ruling 74 established themselves among the subordinate people began 

nsive. No doubt, this rapprochment between t
he 

much earlier and was more inte! 

Soninke aristocracy and the local commoners provided the basis for the ethno
gen- 

esis of the Zarma. Although smaller and older
 ethnic groups — the Cit, Kumlaamey, 

Deriye, Hiibi and also the Lafar, Sabiri, Gol
le, Wazi and Kalle" —ar

e sill recognis- 

the flying base of a granary
, constitute the 

able, the Zarma, whose
 ancestors came on 

us and the most homog
eneous ethnic unit among Song

hay-speaking 

most numer
o! 

people ^ Others call them by 2 single 
common name with slight v 

they themselves feel bound to each other by stro
ng ties f ethnic solidarity.” The 

situation is quite different for the various groups of Songhay — among them the 

Sorko, Gow, Kaado, Wogo, Kurt 
ho hardly know their com- 

n name and who do not feel part ofa 

he long history o
f th 

Looking back a
t € 

tween the Zarma and the Songhay
 shows a final 

f jon. After the long do
mina- 

of the Mande 
factor in 

« Middle Niger. t
he present contras

t be- 

Mali, the Zà withdre
w from 

igit 

and established th
emselves in the eastern 

and southeaster
n districts 0! king 

7 s pacts, 335-339- 

1 Rauch, Contribunien, 
281-29 ~ Olivier de Sar

dan, Concepts, 
352-77 

' 

pera 
ulstion africaine. 51-51; Ure 

Hissin, 657 D; Olivier
 de Sardan, 

a Ardant du Picq
. Pop 

dan, Concert
 35- 

Concepts, 11
2113- 

: 

» Abitbol, Tomboncto™s 1
51-163; Olivier de Sa

 y 

m Hama, Histoire, 6-34; Gado. 
Zarmatary, 280-287; ON > 

36. 

410 

: 
J 3 5 

Ec 

p z According © 
demographic

 extimations of the colonia
l period. M 

arma are nearly 

all other Songhayspea
king groups

 put rogaba
t (Rouch, > FEE: med 

à 

and Zarmata
rcy sec Olivet 

Sardan, 

he ruling g9 n., Concept 406-408: Pila
itt. numerous 

spread of v 

32V 

s 

e Gado 
Zarmatarty 

130-135 Olivier de Sanda 

wo’ 
: 995.239, as BY 

Lr. 
S , 5; Olivier de Sardan. C

ont 166-168, 

x40, 406-4125 yd., 
Secsérés, 25- 

344, 390-
594. 

1 id 

i^ Olivier 
de Sandan,

 Concepts, 
599797 
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ing their aut
hority and th

eir own 

iving rise to the Zarma, they 

ited of all So
nghay-spea

k- 

the Sonni and the 

ed Songhay warrior groups to their own 

fora long-las
ting and uni

ted grass-roo
ts 

unities U 

dom as a perseve 

Mande traditions 

roved in the long r
un t 

ing groups- 
By contrast, 

Askiya, who had tried to use fragment 

5 lay th foundations 

ends, finally failed DS
 xe 

he specific label of 

rience à powerful 

their Mande 
identity, 

tradition 

The Songhay 
on 

Jabel. Having e
mergi 

i inke over! 
i 

f the Sonni. Enabling 

bout to cut the latter ance to castw -expanding So
nin! 

Niger by giving S
uPP? 

the Sonni to off Mali domi
nation, the 

Songhay wer
e al 

off from their 
Mande roots and abso

rb them entirely into l
ocal culture. H

owever, 

rerrupted by th
e rival Soninke dynasty of the 

Askiya, which 

sections and 
energies. In the end 

ive Moroccan invaders. this process Wa
s ini 

split the Songh
ay into two 

thus dissipate
d their 

they all fell victim 
to the better

-armed and mor
e aggressive 

ination did not last. and subse
quently the Son

ghay 

nic mould, If not 

the critical analysis of the
 inke overlords into their eth 

all the credit for the of Gao-Saney- 

from Zarma traditions, 
e to the Songhay 

edieval Gao state would have gon 
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA 

Section One: The Central Saharan Route 

The first thre Sah: ee articles are the result of i a t of an expe 

nized by my late friend Dr. Silvio Berth [pede aroe a A 
: y erthoud. Starting with two fe d i 

cars from Geneva, we trav [i i * ipei a, we travelled through Tuni oug risia to Libya and reached F 
yt ; ; ü y at 

the beginning of November 1976. By that time our crossing of the Sahar: y a was 

c expedition. We therefore did not try to get 

posee nd northeastern Niger. The main aim of 

expedition was to reach the other side of the Sahara and to start research in 

Bornu. In Kawar we were however struck by the many unrecorded archaeological 

t was only later that we realized that, due to difficult access, the southern 

oute itself, are up to the present day 
largely under- 

more of an adventure than a scientifi 

proper research clearances for Libya a: 

sites. I 

Fezzan, and the trans-Saharan 
r 

studied arcas. 

To Article I (1977b: *Qasaba") 

The article w 
the desert crossing durin

g 2 two-weeks 

stay in Zinder with little literature at our disposal. Some additional information
 

may help bring the results 
of the trip into better 

perspective. In Ferzan w
e visited 

the remnants of the carthern rampa
rts of a Kanuri fortification called Ga

nderma 

near Traghen (photo n° 7), saw a number of abando
ned wells with Kanuri names. 

and noticed that the grave of Ma
i Idris b. Ali (dicd 16

97) was still a place o
f wor- 

981; 681).! We did nox 
try to visit the tombs of 

the Bornoan governo
rs 

ship (l 
h 

mentioned by ni
ncteenth-century 

uavellers.* sin
i 

Ac Qatran elderly inhabitants led me to the Cas ) s 

f i 
idc of the oasis, the 

j y cared on the € 

north-north-east 
ol the town. Loc 

s 

is hidden from the view of travellers using
 the route on th

e western side bet
ween 

as written immediately after 

: 
" Sahara, 1, 165 n) Roi 

| Nachegal mentions \3 Kanuri names por ta o
ng RTE

 

jan the most ys ber of dirty te forts 

thinks that Ka
nuri was in 
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the oasis and the sands of the Ed
eyen of Murzuq. The solid but irregular con- 

struction of the castle is indicative of Sudanic workmanship (photo n° 5), an 

firmed by oral traditions. There are good reasons for believi
ng 

a near Traghen was the centre of Kanuri power in Fezzan since 

1977a: 67). The Chadic state continued to exercise some 

Ottoman Turks invaded Fezzan and 

1987a: 117-118). Apparently they expe
lled the Kanuri rep- 

resentatives from 
the Chadic state, because, in à letter of protest 

sent by Idris 

e seizure of Qalar Fezza
in3 This 

B Alawma to Constantinople, the king refers to th 

fortress of Fezzan coul
d have been either Ganderma or Mbile. A number 

of other 

fortresses of unknown
 age in the oasis between Q

atrün and Tedjerhe are also not 

yet properly documente
d. 

South of Fezzan, wc followed a track fully open 

Téjerhe to Aney we mer about ten single lorries, an: 

later, when I was alone, it was about the same. The traffic consisted exclusively 

of Libyan trucks from Sebha heading for Agadez or Kano. Whenever the direct 

route to Ngigmi is used, two four-wheel drive vehicles travel together. For this 

southern end of the ancient central Saharan route a special permit is required 

which we made no attempt to get In those years private cars hardly took the 

Murzuq-Dirku route, as Libya did not attract many tourists. For me it was the 

reverse. For the return trip in summer 1977, I was obliged to travel once more 

with my Landrover on the A
gadez-Dirku-Murzuq route because of visa probl

ems 

with the Algerian authorit
ies. 

On the trade route to Kanem-Bornu, the discovery of archacologi
cal remains 

attributed to the Romans bears witness to Roman penetration further south than 

hitherto supposed. Some aut
hors suggest that the structu

re of a number of castles 

in southern Fezzan is patterned on Roman and Byza
ntine castles further north,” 

In 1866 Rohlfs found a broke
n marble column about six metres long which he 

first attributed to the Gara
mantes and later to the Romans at the w

ell of Meshru 

90 km south of Fezzan. In 1931
 French colonial officials discove

red the ruins of 

structure of squared stone, likewise belicved to have been 

vex 

R |» à 3 & 8 H c 5 

to traffic. On our trip from 

d on the return trip a year 

Auläd Amir (Nachtigal: 
Qasr Uled *Ammi), Qasr

 Kimbé 

Kimba) (Nachtigal: Serendibé), 
; Kidde), Wadi Bishli, Kasrwa/ 

Roman, at Taradjihi o ; at Taradjihida 300 km pecs à 0 south of Fezzan and 3 
a apes Other findings include a sword with Pus nor 

ads. The latter discovery is confirme a 
stone structure i ate i 
gee ire and ancient blue pearls found at Tarajigida ee 
m mue ee Although no archaeological ich moe ees 

al-Qasaba/Guezebi, the mai Aes al Guezebi, the main archacological site of n Kus. 
eds read to the idea that the central Saharan trade ae ue ie 
a ce Chad was — since classical times — one of the most active li sof e z 
cation between sub-Saharan Africa and the outside world. CE E 

To Article 11 (1983: “Alun du Kawar”) 

Addenda et Corrigenda 

NUS es nee of Kawar confirmed 
that pure alum is found 

- The position of another four samples of alum from 

the site north of Bilma largely confirms the data of the analysis of 1977 (1982: 

23 n. 14), Further alum deposits are likely to have existed in northern Kawar in 

the form of numerous Quellhügel (source-hills). But owing to the continuous 

action of sand the original composition of the minerals is no longer detectable. 

The analysis of mineral samples from the north of Kawar, likewise termed kolvu 

sheb, revealed that they were actually natron (1991c 228-229). With respect to 

the economical significance of alum exports from Kawar during the time of the 

Crusades, Cahen points out t 

the Egyptian authorities supp 

basis. In exchange for this and other articles, Saladin 

: 
$ 

and weapons
 to use against the crusaders

. 

“Notes sur le Kawar} 

ten during my stay i
n the Niger Republi

c - where l 

fr teen sey at the University 
of Niamey 

taught African and Islamic history at s p
d 

1985 — ar the request o
f the 

fy Kara Sani (ins
titut 

i 
a num 

Science Humaines). lt draws attention to 

historical archacology 

to encourage REPE s likewise that salt 

To Article IH (1984b 
: 

This modest note was writ 

is, Knut Vikør assu peret: 

Suns trade?
 With respect ©

 individual sites b
e 

according to I
bn Said, Qasr 

V 
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Dirku, as the reading of
 al-Idrisi suggest:

 but to Jado. The tex
t of Ibn Sa‘id says 

madhküra ‘ala al-Jada Qas
r Umm ‘Isa “of their towns above 

ys northwest of al-Qasaba 

min mudunibim 
al- ra Ce 

mentioned is in Jado Qasr
 sa’1° A location four da 

corresponds well to the distance of 200 km berween al-Qas
aba and Jado a

nd to 

the north-nort
hwestern direction. This

 marginal situation with respect to the 

ute from Fezzan to Kawar explains well the
 sur- 

here until the thirteenth century: Furthermore, 
main north-south trade on the ro 

vival of a Christia
n community t 

à un 

archaeological r
esearch has recently revealed the existence of 2 Christian c

hapel 

in Jado.!! The sett
lement probably re

ceived its name from Jada in Jabal Nafüsa, 

a Christian town. Its foundation 

h Africa and it most likely 
south of Tripoli, w

hich was formerly likewise 

cannot have been later than the Arab conquest
 of nort 

in 569 (see above p. 284). 

preceded the Christ
ianisation of Fezzan 

Section Two: Kanem
-Bornu 

Bornu has made little progress in the last twenty 

years. My own interest in the history o
f the Chadic state was aroused in 1967 when 

in the course of a year 
of travel in Africa I stayed for two months in Maiduguri. 

Here I had the good fortune 
to meet David Spain, a student of Ronald Cohen, 

who first drew my attention to the neglected history
 of Bornu. Having resumed 

my studies in Paris in 1968, Kanem-Bornu appeared an attractive and feasible 

topic to me because of its long docu
mented history. My first attempts to collect 

new data were therefore directed towards written sources available in Europe: 

consular reports from Tripoli, geographic
al literature, and first hand versions 

of Arabic chronicles (1972a: 277-90; 1972b: 299-351; 1977a: 15-82; 1981: 

673-84. In 1970 I met Eike Haberland in Paris who oriented me towards the 

possibility of research grants from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaf
t (DFG). 

Having completed my PhD (1974) on the basis of a neglected version of the 

Diwan salatin Barnit preserved in Halle
 (GDR) — which in those days was genet 

ously sent to me vía a French cover name — I was able to obtain with the help of 

Haberland a grant from the DEG to work on Arab geographe
rs in Egypt (1979b: 

187-209; 1980: 149-181). During my stay in Cairo fro
m 1974 to 1980 ~ inter- 

rupted by the one-year Fezzan
-Bornu expedition — I continued to improve on my 

knowledge of Arabic. The main ai
m of my research in Bornu, likewise sponsored 

by the DFG, was the editi
on of Ibn Furtü's K ghazawá

t Barnû on the basis of the 

identification of settlement
s, localities, and ethnic groups

. A by-product involved 

the exploration of the centra
l-Saharan route from Fezzan to Kawar, Over the 

56 Vikør, Oasis, 168-169, 298-299. 

i George Liegert, "Zitadel
le", 153-182. 

The historiography o
f Kanem- 

Addenda et Corrigenda 

years, discussions with John IL oe emo n Lavers, first in Pari i 
esc ee history of aunt ME 
ne ique : uable methodological advice for work on pe 
ME me support of Norbert Cyffer, then based in Mad si ade 
RE E orno would not have been feasible (19793; 19874) De ing 

ay in Paris | met Djibo Hamani and Boubé Gado wh ee d io Invited me 

to teach Africa i ican and Islamic history at the University of Niamey. 

To Article IV (19782 : “Progrès de l'Islam”) 

Ihe historiography of the f 
anse oc RES a lo

ng time overshadowed by the 

view, the Sefuwa ruled over Vind mods ce eee puso
 

with this opinion, Hume, the first pare mer RÉ 
č, Mus! ing, was thought to have been a 

convert. On the basis of earlier critical studies of texts, I tried to show that the 

rulers of Kanem belonged to a ruling group called Zaghawa by the external, and 

Duguwa by the internal sources. Although this group was strongly ner to 

divine kingship, its last two rulers were Muslims. Duguwa rule was brought toa
n 

end by Humé, a Muslim by birth, who founded the Sefuwa dynasty- What was 

the ethnic identity of Humé Since the Sefuwa story of origin, referring to the 

Yemenite hero Sayf b. Dhi Yazan as an eponymic ancestor, seemed to build on 

a racist Arabic oral narrative, I suggested that he belonged to the Berber milieu 

Juctant to promote the rapid spread of Islam, the new rulers 

of slave traders. Rel 

ave continued to thrive on an internal recruitment of slaves 

were supposed to h 

(1978a: 506-51 1}. 

"This reconstruction remains valid insofar as i
t distinguishes berween t

wo ruling 

the Duguwa and the 
Sefuwa, it associates the Duguwa with the 

Zaghäwa. 

Duguwa were no heathens per sc. lt is faulty with res
pect 

to the Berber and foreign origin of Humé. In fact, the determinatio
n of Humes 

origin on the basis of the suppo
sed spread of an Ar

ab oral account is hi
ghly specu 

lative. Ir neglects 
the inclination of 

Sudanic legends t
owards Yemenite or

igins 

ores the difficult 
transformation of divine kingships into Islamic states 

now appears that Sayf b. Dhi Yaz
an 

other considerations 1t à 

he basis of homonymous 
names 

Ancestor 
on t 

3 e 

fan alien oral narrati
ve. The existence

 of the roy 

groups. 

and it postulates that th
e 

it igm 

From a number ot 

as an eponymie à 
was chosen 

ion ol 
t because of the adopt 

no 

nd Hiskett follow these propos!
 a cuc i E 

n Zelmer, Cuoq 
à 

à 04-105) 

wire. 234-240
; Conr, Q r 

> 

“Barly states» 226-235: Oasis. 176), See also mann
 "a: 

UNI 
a vol, Ul by Ba

rkindo (Lange,
 psc 

M 

UNESCO history of Afr
ic 



Ancic! 

Magumi d 

distinction berween 

ness to a certain 

cleavage. ^ Fur
therm 

fourteenth cen
tury $ 

asties nor as 

oppositional l
o 

than the Duguwa. 

ancestor Sef with the Yemenite hero 

deliberately-attem
pted transposition

 

P- 243). Altogether i 

consequence of
 

guwa, rather than th
e 

slaves. Also 

be seen more in terms o 

than in terms of 

seems more approptial 

with the cult-mytholo
gi 

, en: 

lan composed 
of Dugu 

degree of gover
nmenta 

hows that the two © 

ethnic groups 

were clan-families as
suming speci 

and the administr
ative SP 

cal clan asso 

The main objective of the i 

religious incompat
ibili 

slavement practices in an 

f military activities against a
liens 

internal recruitment (Meillassoux 1991: 51-52). "Therefore it 

re to consider the process © 

cal as opposed to an e
conomic context. 

nt Kingdoms of
 West Africa 

the Magumi D
uguwa an 

ore, the comeback
 of the 

fic functions 

here of che stat
e. Hui 

Sayf b. 

t would seem that the o 

result of econom! 

To Article V (19792: “Lieux de sépu
lture") 

This study hopes 

have survived. Howe
v 

at key questions of 

tory of the Chadic 

from the Duguwa 

vine kingshi ip, and 

period (Kanuri 

written sources 

recognized that the 

i clans and subgroups, 

ide only limited insights i 

Arabic chronicles 

the past, in particular 

een 
Sahara, V. 

to encourage research on o 

available written evidence. This is still a very Pi 

Islamized regions of West
 Africa where the basic i

nstitutions of pre-colonia
l states 

er, the research schedule 

historical reconstruction. 

state concern the p 

to the Sefuwa state, 

with respect to the pre- 

418-419. Certain traditions 

Duku and the Magumi Sefuwa (Palmer, Memoirs, V. 

wa and Sefuwa lineages, 

] continuity 
beyo! 

uling groups c
 

(1993a: 271; 1993b: 52) 

ciared with power
 who 

of a divine into a l
egendary f 

ties between Islam ai 

ic changes such a
sa 

ancient an 

and the present-day 

d the Magumi 
Sefuwa, bear wit- 

nd the Duguwa-Se
fuwa 

Zaghawal Zaghay 
to power in the 

n neither be conceived
 as 

. In all likelihood, they 

within the cultic, the ceremonial, 

robably a member of an 

n towards Islam 

supposed clan 

me was p 

was more ope 

dentification of
 the 

Dhi Yazan, might have been the 

gure (see above 

verthrow of the Duguwa was the 

nd the cults of the D
u- 

decreasing demand for 

d well-organized state should 

and tributary levies, 

f Islamization in connection 

ral traditions as 3 complement to 

romising field, especially in those 

should be more deliberately aimed 

Major topics for the medieval
 his- 

re-Islamic state of the Duguwa, the shift 

the Islamization of the institutions of di-
 

the agents of the territorial 
administration during the Sefuwa 

Karde and other slaves). I
n fact, the available 

nto these matters. It should also be 

themselves present a one-sided picture of 

Islamic cultural and orga
nizational 

differentiate between Magumi D
uguwa 

of Birni Gazargamo ~ Lange. 19954: 

Addenda et Corrigenda 

heritage of the Chadic state, The work un ertaken by Frauke Jager promises to 
pe te. Ihe d y j } ger pro: 

reverse the cu irrent. perspecti 
i 

ive b dari 

with E 
y considering 

d 

h North African cultural parallels.'4 g the longue durée in conjunction 

To Article VI (1982: “Eviction des Séfuwa”) 

Dealing with the me $ Id 
ps andy eee rs in the history of the Chadic 

Bornu, from the middle of the cci Modan a cons 

century. Environmental degradation was ede nee presi ET 

factor explaining the on-going westward Foe e mode 

Bornu (1982: 329-330). Howev $ Wes "e pum roa Ee 
nd wever, the final withdrawal of the Sefuwa from 

anem towards 1380 was the consequence of a military confrontation berwi 

the Bulala and the Sefuwa precipitated by dynastic and dan eri Th Bs 

no doubt that the Bulala were the main oppositional force against the tae 

Kanem. They belonged to the same population as the Sefuwa (1982: 328) and 

they were even descendants of the first ruling dan (1993b: 268-269) or rather 

Duguwa. The weakening of the Sefuwa as 2 consequence of the 

idrisids and the Dawadids, 
gave the 

ty over the people of Kanem. The 
clan-family, the 

dynastic feuds between its two branches, the 

Bulala the opportunity to assert their authori 

royal establishment of the Chadic state was torn apart by these conflicts to the 

extent that the first ruler to gain ascendancy after the withdrawal from Kanem 

was an outsider who belonged 
to neither of these bran

ches (19772: § 32). 

With respect to the regional extension of the medieval Bornu
 state it should 

be noted that the arca north of the Komadu
gu Yobe in the present Niger 

Repub- 

lic, where Kanuri settlements
 extend up to 500

 km west of Lake 

lay in the centre o
f the state. It is most likely to this region, 

casily à 

inhabitants of Ka
nem, that the Sefuwa and their loyal 

the onslaught of
 the Bulala (1980

: 174). and not 

southwest of Lake Chad (1989: 207-208).5 Wadi,
 dase to Lake 

the major capital during th
is period" The later southward 

he consequence
 of fu 

£ northern Bomu
. 

parently 

Kanuri was mainly t 

sub-Saharan 
region 9 

7 
“Craft 

P. 169-184. 

aradition » 193202; Craftsmen » i 

: 
by Barth, Trew 

Chad, probably 
ccessible for the 

couriers withdrew u
nder 

to the Bornu provi
nce of Kagha 

Chad, was ap- 

shift of the 

nher environmenta
l degradation in

 the 

V et gps hypothesi was inem 
ei d Naeem 

c Mie e el Cami et 
got ie s

u md Landes "De ida, 354 x55; Palmes, / mn à € 

S51 
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ca 

ulala took place 
in Kawar. East of 

ace called *mound 
of skulls” where

 a great number
 of 

d by a Bornoan army which came
 in defense 

d Kanem, obviously wanted
 to 

benefit of direct trade with 

Other fights between 
the Sefuwa and the B 

| 
Bilma, people identify

 a pl. 

Bulala are said 
to have been m

assacre 

of the local Kan
uri.” In fact, 

both states, Bo
rnu an 

! 
secure control over the central Sah

aran route for the 

North Africa. 

A note on chronology: On 

of Kanem-Born
u rulers has to 

Djemchach, me
ntioned in à letter t 

January 1440), sh
ould not be ident

ifi 

fa new identification, the chronology 

The Bornu king Kandji b. 

10% Sha bàn 843 (16^ 

b. Uthman (39) of the 

Scfawa bur with K
ing Ghadji b. Imata (44) of the Duguwa

.'® With this change 

of identification G
hadji b. Imata has to be antedate

d by ten years to 1439-1444. 

re Said, the first
 king ruling onl

y in Bornu, must have ruled six years ear- 

lier, from 1381-1382. From there on, the reigns of all ki
ngs have to be similarly 

dy Ayüma, the first 

dated backwards by
 six years (1993b: 

52 n. 23). Consequen 

dared Duguwa king, reigned 983-10
02, Humé, the founder of the S

cfuwa line of 

rulers, reigned 1068-
1080 and Danama Dibbalemi 1203-1242. 

the basis © 

be slightly ame
nded. 

o Tuat written the 

ed with King Kad
ay 

To Article VII (198
82: “Dignitaires bor

noans ) 

f Ibn Furtü use in certain instances 

supplementary This study shows that the two chronicles o 

general Arabic terms in reference to precise Kanuri titles. Two 

points can be made concerning the identification of the wazir al-kabir with the 

Digma. It appears from Ibn Furtü's description
 of military activities during the 

Kanem wars, that the Arjinoma was one of the closest 
officials of the wazir al- 

kabir. This informatio
n is confirmed by Rohlís 

who defines the Arjinoma as the 

incipal assistant of the Digma.'? As th
e Arjinoma holds the

 same position with 

the wazir as with the Dig
ma, the latter two can be

 considered identical. Further- 

be noted that the Digma h
ad a residence separate fro

m that of 

the king (1988: 182). In nincteenth-cent
ury Bornu the Digma was à royal slave 

similar to that of a chief
 administrator. Among, the 

present 

ulia he is the frs
 assistant of the Yerima

 (or HirimaAman an
d as such he sits 

among the right-hand offici
als of the kings, those of che le

ft hand being members 

of the royal family? 
MPO meer

 ^ 

Seed de Rivibre dacs the Bu
lala attack to the fifteenth cent

ury (Histoire, 195). 

sn Martin, Oasis, 123, and cf. Lange, 19
774: 89 

#59, 107: Rohlfs, Reise, 1, 72
, Nachtigal considers the Arjin

oma to 

(Sahara, V, 719). 

Addenda ex Corrigenda 

These elements may be e 
OM LEES ce i den ee the position of the Lowa in the court 

Bhs Pb e T MEUM cm faction of the palace officials 

l 35-14 3), Such an analogy seems to be uL A an de 

Digma/Dugma as Dugu-ma “chief of d : D eed M 

the Duguwa, E lutorically this cedem eas iius dori ae 

court faction gives further weight to "i edes 
d RR g possibility that malik Sa id, who headed 

a court after the withdrawal from Kanem, was the Dugma and Y 

the most important Duguwa official (1993a: 272: 1993b: 52n fen a si 

good reasons to suppose that the Dugma was in fhe ena isis we d. 

clans of the Duguwa as the Lowa was relative to the clans ee pese 

However, one should remember that the Sefuwa represented the former Kane 

the upperworld deities w ho had pushed aside the Dug Pas 

1068 (see above p. 245). In view of this major poli 

wa in the palace revolt of 

ding reshuffle of the 

officials linked to the 

laced from their pre-emi- 

al parallels between Chadi
c 

mmon cultural substratum 

jes tracing their descent 

that the parallel process of Islamization 

palace organization superfluous — à resh 

former clans of the netherworld would ha 

As we have seen above 

can be expl 
nent positions 

and Yoruba court institutions 

characterized by an opposition betwe 

cither from the gods ot the upper or of the 

A further similarity between Chadic and lie court 
netherwot 

nization is indicated 

lc court official called 

king, belonging to the 

x levels with the Luwa, who 

m the Ngalaga dar 
Duku, whose mem

bers 

Magumi by à joking relationship. During the coronation cere 

i 
Luwa by choosing ber 

from among the guis 

is one-week sedu
sion If the king represe

nts 

ould appear that these two oficials o 

jc mytho 
ationship as in Ve between 

nd Obalufe, and
 in Bomu 

by the same 
ev 

benween the king à 

3 Furthet culture histor
ical research, t

aking 

el position of the king and an important fe 

own of Musune south of Lake Chad The 

c relation on ài 

n akin to the Ngalma 

by the parall 

Luwa in the t 

Magumi clan has an intimat 

must originate tro 

are related to the 

monies, the new king n 

of the Ngalag
a dan, as à 

he Luwa th 

ominates the 

mate for hi 

the Sctuwar 
and t e Duguwa, t w m" 

gical rei 

Musune are united 
ogc 

owa ans 

Mai (king) an Jaran and i 
À perhaps tha

t 

between the 
à Dugma- 

» ton, 238. 265, M! 

1 See "P 330.235 an
d chars 2.3105 E

RES 26: 
; zn 

Sec above Pr 
c Luwa as concubine and

 wife of the king (Fra
mes. e 

other functions of the Luwa 
— 

2 Editha Plante Te 

92), The last Luwa wat nominated 
in 1956. T

d —
 

T he sacred m
arriage dut

ing an cartier New
 ical i 

ais called Zam
a M Ndui 

(PEE 
oi 

hat the Lo
w 

5 t the bibli
cal figure of Hagar was ° 

fers to thi 

\ 

perhaps t 

9 The fact t 

che supposit
ion © 
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ace officials and delibe
rately adopting a comparative perspec- 

veal more significant connections between historical devel- 

ral relations. 

into account all pal: 

| tive, will certainly re 

opments and present 
structu 

To Article VIII (1
989: “Préliminares — Sao”) 

abited by different groups of Sao and suggests 

lied to the city dwellers of the plains south of 

Lake Chad. It postulates chat the pastoral people 
hailing from Kanem 

adopted 

numerous culture traits from this urban society in the late medieval 
period. Most 

important for the process of cul
ture exchange would

 have been the time between 

1250 and 1470 when the Sefuwa ruled first over Kanem and Bornu and later 

over Bornu alone. During the period of closest 
contact extending from 1380 to 

1470 the southern city dwellers are supposed to have been involved in various 

ways in the dynastic conflic
ts between the Dawadids and the Idrisids, so that in 

the end the newcomer
s from Kanem borrowed numerous 

culture traits from the 

authochrones of the pl
ains. Founding their new capital Birni Gazarga

mo towards 

Sefuwa would have tra
nsferred the urban culture adopted from the Sao 

to the north (1989:
 203-210).7* 

In the light of later 
the current igm involving a regional and 

period-specific approac
h to the late medieval history of Bornu and other West 

African kingdoms appears to be too restrictive. Instead of postulating — in this 

i i i e Nilo-Saharan Kanuri from the 

- Chadic Sao during a limited and late period, it would be more appropriate to 

search for a common substratum of both cultures dating f
rom the classical cra 

In fact, numerous 
with the Canaanite cul

ture of North Africa be
ar v^ 

of an ancient proc
ess of exchange across the Sahar

a (see pp. 279-285). With 

of the trans-Saharan trade, the Nilo-Saharan people of Kanem-Bornu 

position “han the Cha
dic speakers further so

uth. Also, to refer 

from Kanem to Bornu as pastoralists, neg
lects the ancient pro- 

ildi 
east of Lake Chad. 

the Kagha ypothesis i
s neither confirmed by t

he northern location of 

the ancient contact between
 Kanem and Mali, and 

This study delimits 
the areas inh 

that the name was originally app’ 

consider the ar nt Kanuri population living we: id ad in the present. acie i f f hi OH quit K i popul ing west of Lake Chad 
5 r Repu F to have been the core group of the Bornu state. By disentangling 

edieval his! -m-Bo from that of the Sao, the co f mon heritage the medi tory of Kanem-Borm ag D, t 

of the Kanur e Sao- r a a wi me nd the Sao-Kotoko, reaching back Xon g back to classical times, will co: 
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To Article IX (1993a: “Erhnogenesis”) 

“This study focuses on the role of the Dug à 

history of Kanem-Bornu ye gg z 
ie RN 

defined as different dynasties ne ah diffe ica ns Se ae 
ynasties a ferent people, it suggests that they were 

two clans closely associated in the exercise of power. Most important for the as- 

ce of the 

freenth sessment of the role of the Duguwa in the Cha 

Zaghawal Zaghay name in an external source 

century (1979b: 207 $ 32), In terms of internal 

c state is the rcappcaran 
ot 

> power of the Bulala in 

wa officials in Bomu 

Duguwa rule had been 
currence of a quasi-ethnic label correspond 

Kanem and the temporary leading, role as: 

(1993a: 272; 1993b: 52n). While in Kan: 
g 

established by the Bulala, the situation m Bornu wa racterized by conflicts 

hin the Sefuwa dynasty and a royal court dominat
ed by conciliatory non

-royal 

Duguwa officials. Furthermore, the existence f numerous non-royal Duguw2 

in Kanem and further cast seems 1o have given rise 10 the present ethnic con- 

the term Zaghaw2 
(19772: 153 n. 50). The distinction 

berween royal 

can be based on 
the example of the Ife court wh

ere the 

ns — are in à middle position berween 
the 

Jduduwa section of the population 
a! 

c royal Karde
 slaves. w

ho 

might have © 

ted with power 

wid 

notation of 

and non-foy al Duguwa 
€ 

Modewa - divided into three factio 

dans of the € 

the Chadic state, th 

der the command 
ot the Digma. 

teenth € 
e the Duguwa 

clans not associa’ 

p of the socie
ty 

were in the nine- 

cd to 

can be come 
non-royal 

inclined king 
In 

entury un 

the Modewa
, whil 

pared to th 
fasc Muslim ruler of 

68; 19932 265). cept that the 

774: 674 rther, we may now aco 

Going one step fut 

à 

’ 
ree ed by 

the Girgam 
( 

yas a woman ^. we 
belonging 1° the Duguwa r

oyal estab- 
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t women's office such as the 

lly Muslim.?* 
In this respect 

t the mother of the second 

n as Magira, as à powerful 

d her own son for having 

al adherence of the second 

to Islam could have 

the state. A few years later the 

lishment, might have been vested with an
 importan 

Magira in Bornu, a
nd she migh

t have been nominal 

we should note chat the authors of the Girgam 
depic 

successor of Hume, no doubt on account of her 
positio 

Jamic law, emprison
e 

77a: $ 14). The
 nomin 

royal establish
ment woman who, 

too severely punis 

most important offici 

been decisive for her temporary leading role in 

elimination of the royal Dugu
wa from power woul

d in turn appear to have been 

the consequence 
of a general inco

mpatibility betw
een Islam and the continued 

reliance of the D
uguwa on the basic practices and cer

emonies of divine
 kingship. 

As former worshi
ppers of netherworld deities and as staunch defenders of divine 

kingship they like the Azna of H
ausaland, were less favourably di

sposed towards 

Islam than the worshippers of upperworld de
ities (see above PP- 246-248). 

The single most important cvent giving rise to the emergence of the radical 

Duguwa faction of the Bulala in Kanem, was the destruction of the muné by 

a Dibalemi (c. 1203-1242).
 This event should not solely be conce

ived 

a mortal blow against divine kingship, but also as an attempt tO deprive the 

of their remaini
ng i 

the munë cult 

nBuence at the royal court. 
As long as 

traditional ceremo
ny the Duguwa were assured of their 

icipation in the state cult and of their 
association with royal ad- 

istration. Its destruction. heralded for them not only thc end of
 their former 

“world view, but also the decisi
ve undermining o

f their social identity. Although
 

the Duguwa rebellion prevented a restructuring of the palace organ
ization, as 

we can see from the survival of the Du
guwa in the Bornu court, it was the mune 

incident — and not the formal adoption 
of Islam by the court

 or the rise of the 

formidable crisis for the Chadic 
state. lt 

Se! wa — which precipitated th
e most 

nor only led to the loss of Kanem but also to the tempor
ary resurgence of the 

Duguwa in Bornu. f the muné cult. Following 

Ra point to be clarified
 concerns the origin

o 

i an Egyptian influence via Meroe 

the Sudanic state theory, the article supposes 

and consequently adopts the name Amun. In fact, few culture traits in West 

African kingdoms point to Egyptian an
tecedents (1993b: 70-75; 2003: 3-6). 

The existence of sim
ilar highly venerate

d cult objects have b
een noted for Kano 

‘The people of Kano use
d to sacrifice a great numb

er of 

and Songhay (20
04d). 
bd) Th Pr che

 Koran, The neglect
 of the cul is suppos

ed 

rr Moses fie pie ou a
e Mg poon of ihe "au

 (malika) in the comem- 

, $8 415-421). 

j porary Gao state 

| 29 Oliver! Page, Short
 History. 31-38. 
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to have caused famine, and the de 

ninetee z E hb ; 
pp dr ? Unul the end of the m nos co. ae 

d irs ss de xum called din tür which was Re ee a 

Pik a iain elements suggesting important R 

Pipes re a 7 : : Sym processes in the Sahelian belt, itis tempting 

Pies ia : x x objects in connection with the Israelite traditi Th: 

res night derive from the North West Semitic din “law banal a 

Sarre adr instruction, Pentateuch” >? The term dirki is perhaps "bos 

garitic anc Hebrew drk ^power, throne of pow r > Mune could refer to nd 

s food was kept in the ark of the 

fd terms may 

ased on the 

biblical manna insofar as part of this mi 

s placed in t covenant and a jar of it v 

therefore have been a popular name for the holiest 
1 considered a: 

=e 
»nsiderec 

ndance and 
principles of divine kingships. It^ 

vernment 
a guarantee for justice and legal g 

Section Three: Hausa States 

was troubled by the question of K 

Hausa states. There were only oral tra 

for long-lasting infl
uences of the C hadic state on ki 

isa communities 9 

Northern Nigeria, in bit 

987c; 19880). In i 

which slowly nunu 

on Kanem- 

xcd by any direc 

For ycars 1 to support arguments 

her west. Also the 

ition of the Kanuri 

f today d answer to the 
powerful Hac tforwan 

in present day 

question (1987b; 1 

preoccupation 

with the Bavajidda legend 

nv ongoing 

red my conviction that, in spite 

states upheld 

powerful Bomu, the Hausa 

»endency 1 inputs from t
he 

of an age old political d 

cultural traditio 
their own 

shbour (XI Xn 
eastern neig 

My appointment 
at the Univers

it 

DFG sponsored Afr 

to begin he jd research
 on Kebbi history At 

ally the Kanta legend 

Vill, 19915). W hen 

c late mediev
 af 

yns unaffec 

1987 and my ensuing
 par- 

wan resear ch
 group g

ee mc t
he oppor

tunity 

first 1 axtemprte
d to interpret the oral 

the context of medieval state and 

of origin, 1m 

| realized that regional 
changes suppo

sed o 

à not account for the main ter- 

y of Bayreuth in 

ticipation in the 

data, espe? 

trade history ! 

have taken place in th 
seriod coul 

i 8 48 vans, Palmer Memoirs, W. 127 

al-Farräsh 

+ IV 1575-1578. 
x 

n 
HAL 1, 223 

w Kane Chroni sve MA 

x {bn al? 

x HAL. ls à : aes 

a Aistheitnet 
i 

so, 8245 

M Ex 10 
Hob? 4: 

HAL, UL 5
04 

44, Deut & à s57 
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n was attracted to the narrati
ve 

Fsuch a far-reaching
 nature 

ly on oral data. Ther
efore 1 

n how it was embedded 

nd, my attent
io 

mparisons o
l 

re based on! tures of the wi
despread Kanta lege 

of Sargon of 
Akkad (XIV; 1995e). But co! 

ecmed t00 S culative as long aS the
y we! 

a my no 
to the Hausa legend and fo

cused o 
a 

in cult-mythol
ogical and soci

al structures: Exploring at the same time the orth 

Afin and Ca
naanite horizon of West African

 history 1 finall
y came to the con- 

i 
i -ian North Africa 

is im ortant for 

clusion that the history
 of contacts w

ith Phoenicia
n Nor " o one

 

understanding
 2 number of significant 

fearures of the Hausa 
an 

states (XID- 

jidda”) 
«Evolution — Baya 

To Article X (1987d: 
t oral traditions of West 

n various written 

arrative are older 
ning the age of

 one of the grea
 

As a first al 

à 

the reflexes of th
e Bayajidda lege

nd i 

‘Africa, this study consid
ers 

sources and reac
hes the conclusi

on that the core ele
ments of then 

than the available texts. Furthermore, it subscribes to the Bornu tax list theory, 

L according to which a tributary relationship berwee
n Bornu and the Hausa states 

and simplification
s of the 

is evidenced in the legend. Neg
lecting the distorti

ons 

other Hausa towns, the study proposes 
the erroneous 

~ Hausa tradition of origin in 

concept of an early ninetee
nth-century 

ement of the 

f concealing the form
er political depende

ncy 

rtempt at exami 

of the Hausa states 

an ancient form of 
» for the purpose o 

- on Bornu. The single most important argument 
in favour of 

the legend, with Baya
jidda as the primordia

l foundation hero and his two sons as 

i ded by the parallel Is
raelite narrative of 

two sets of states, is provi 

acob and Ishmael, de
fined as tribal ancestors of 

Abraham and his two 
sons, IsaaclJ: 

ibes (1993b: 56; XII: 235-2
36). However, the re

al character 

of the Bayajidda lege
nd as an ancient founda

tion charter can only be established 

i sons which exist between the main components 

of the legend and the di
fferent cult-dramatic performanc

es of the Gani festival. 

icipation of key officia
ls of the Daura state, the re-enactment

 of 

Islamic festival points to 
the legend’s elaboration 

as early 

as the period of state fo
rmation (sce above pp- 2

21-229 and 285-286). 

To Article XI ( 19952: 
"Pre-Islamic dimension"

) 

Based on field research in Daura, this article shows that the Bayajidda legend is 

significant features a
re related to 

more than a purely oral na
rrative since its most 

y Smith, "Beginnings. or^, 347-352; Sutton, “Le
ss orthodox history”, 196-197. 
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ceremonial re-enactme i 

the gh eonnecton betwen ae lo ie EE 
actions performed during New Year anne = ne Ce ad 

donne le entiere s, I argue in this article that tradi- 

19990). By pointing out that the main fs Reim cr Museo (Ua 

former aedeswidunde Boi a ue of the Bayajidda legend 
survive as 

Beo che Echo Saks e à article suggests that prior to its legendary 

x SON yth (see also 1999b: 153-145). In fact, primordi 

mythology provides the best explanation for the on-goin cult-d 7 DERE, 

ances by former priests and priestesses acting on Chal of feed d 

Methodologically, the attempt to relate mythical incidents to ritual B 

comes close to the approach adopted by scholars of the ar ce i 

of ancient Near Eastern studies. 3 

nsist mainly in haphazardous etymologies 

ts. Furthermore, by restricting itself to 

Canaanite-Israclite societies, it 

cal explanation for the spread of Semitic influences 
to 

the societies south of the 
Sahara. A comprehensive 

study setting the comparative 

natically into an historical perspective — without however taking 

Saharan trade in classical times and related state building 

lable with Walter Kühmes 
doctoral study on the kingdom 

ritual school in the field 

The shortcomings of the article co 

and in the reference to isolated culture trai 

the study of parallel phenomen
a in Hausa and in 

does not provide any histori 

approach system 

full account of trans- 

processes — 15 now avai 

of Gobir.” 

Section Four: Yoruba States 

was nota major concern 
fo 

tention subsequent 

. XM). it struck me 
‘The history of the Yoruba 

with written texts Ir came to my à 
y Re am 

that the figure of
 Sang?» 

Kebbi on the Kanta legen
ds (1995c 

ne th: 

Frobenius to be of central relevance for Yoruba mythology: was
 

227-235). he tr
ansfer of a pries

t 

recognised by 
ak 

n 

learly connect
ed to the Semitic 

;227-235). 
J 

i tle to the name 
dary thunder

-god must hav
e pote en I

 = 

derstanding 9! ological perform
ances. à e 

oss re 

iran drew my at 
similat cult 

mythologie 
pu x 

‘they 
ag a re-enactment

 of historical 
events 

which they in 
pence 

: 
royal ti 

of a legen 

a popular un 
f cule myth 

Biodun Aded 

itapa festival of 
Ite. 

à 
Meis 

pe 
my readings in ancient

 Neat Eas
tern myt +

 a FA E 

jews with Ife pi
sts | came to realize that t

he 

interv c of rechnology a
cross the 

x Kabme, Kong" Frauke Jaget sugges
t that eh

 ah 
ui 

NI inked to the trans 
Saharan trade in the genie 

a C
 

Sahara was linked t the 
jeter

 aye
 

180), For the Pho
enician factor in the state 

ailding 
Sahat 

ange 

180). For 
siehe 

2003: 6s and abo
ve PP: ^ 387. 359 
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many respects 

myth similar to 

festival (2003:
 9-26; 

of Owo and the my 

To Article XIII (‘I
f - o! 

This survey of previous 

ce of 

ence, scholars thou
ght that 

ide 

by the insistence 
on int 

valid culrural compari
s 

Canaanite-Isra
clite cultu 

records. Postcolon
ial sch 

reconstructions
, but ins 

on the results of a
rchaeol 

a perfect exa! 

the Ugaritic 

th of Ishtar se
e Gabr 

ons pointing © 

tead of pursuing 

the late medieval datings of archa 

thar the emergence of
 towns and 

This new orthodoxy
 dis 

circumscribed exca
vations of art 

d have been obtained if it had 
been possible to 

ical rescarch to sites like the Palace, 

luduwa in the midd
le of the town of If

e. 

Africa 

mple of the 
cult- 

Baal Cycle th
roug 

similar conclusions 

jele Weissen XV). For 

rigin of the 
Yoruba’) 

theories conc
erning t 

ideology on African 

African societies Were 
hig] 

historio; 

world, after indepen 

ernal factors of deve 

re traits among
 

olarship on the other hand 

logical excavatio 

eological sites an 

regards the fact t
hat n 

To Artide XIV (1995b
: “Links West Africa”)

 

research in Kebbi and published studies on Oyo, this 

myths and cult-mythologie
s. More precisely it consi 

Kanta and Sango and compar
es them with the 

of Sargon of Akkad and 

dramatic re- 

h the perforr 

he origins of t
he 

dence this tenden 

lopment. I 

ut the existence © 

the Yoruba, authors 

transmitted from
 nort 

od supposed that these elemen
ts were t 

> 

fanciful long-dist
ance migrations 

for which there is no evidence i 

the state building p 

enactment of a festal 

mances of a New Year
 

ing the Igogo festival 

Konigtum der Qwo-Yoruba.
 

Yoruba insists on 

graphy: before independ- 

hly influenced by cult
ural 

cy was reversed 

n spite of a number 
of 

f Mediterranean and 

of the colonial peri- 

h to south by way 
of 

n the historical 

dismisses such unwarranted
 

in all directions it relies heavily 

ns. For Ife and the 
history of the Yoru

ba, 

d finds led to the conclusion 

rocess itself belong to this 

early all the availab
le dates 

objects. Certainly, m
ore 

the temple of Obaral
a and 

imordial goddess (
1995b: 

ith Anat, the partner of Baal, the 

enemies of the weath
er-god 

‘African and Mesopotamia
n 

iders the oral ac- 

Baal, While with respect to 

Addenda et Corrigenda 

Kanta conside b 
SUR Rem is parallels can be shown to exist between th 

: priest-king sangé to the mytholi oue uie 

a confusion between the divine and the M See SIME 

enigma WAREN IA T CT ian spheres. The solution to this 

je. assumed the role of the pur 2 T sess C ND. 

sisting in the cult-dramatic perf FER esther 5 

ER DRE dies LE à of the New Year festival, as 

ees aes pee A same being. In other words, in their 

king (angi). This popular view p th eee ges idle unio 

knowledge but as the result of person pe ee Wee Stier eae 

For Africanists used to d Kee i 

eration involving ancient Meso t Mon ciunt miehien e 
a ient) potamia must appear far-fetched. Contrary to the 

anaanite culture of the Phoenicians in North Africa there was a arently 

CRE da bridge between Mesopotamia and sub-Saharan d 

should be noted tha e Phoe 
: à 

tribute to vndc e ca d es is Re p 

: y € ninth century BC, and that from the 

first half of the eighth century BC they were subject to direct Assyrian adminis- 

tration lasting until the end of the seventh century BC. During the latter period, 

were certainly subjected to considerable 

the Phoenicians — as also the Israelites — 
r Assyrian overlords. A number of his- 

cultural influence exerted on them by thei 

torians suppose that the Israelites participated in the Phoenician colonization of 

North Africa.” Similarly, Assyrians or Assyrian-influenced C
anaanites may have 

established themselves in the North African trading towns of the Phoenicians. 

esc emigrants and refugees might easily hi 

Some of th 
Sahara. 

traders on their way across the 

Section Five: States of the Middle Nig
er 

field benefited first from the lessons 

merous discussions with } 

77 to 1980. But v 

1985 that the history 
© 

My interest in this 

the Sorbonne, 
then from nu 

common residence in Cairo from 
19 

University of Niamey trom 1980 to 

preoccupation 
for me. Jean Rouch w

ho dec ared 
the 

o made the or
al traditions o

f the 

ans, Boubé G
ado wh 

| eadicions of Oe 

goned the ling
uists identity ot Soi 

rt Nicolai wh
o quest 

wered numerou
s 

the 

became a major 

be useless for
 histori 

et 
jor issue. Rot 

ave joined the Thocnician
 

of Raymond Maun
y at 

ohn Hunwick during our 

i was not until teachi
ng at 

£ the Middle Nig
er 

Jared the Tarikhs vo 

he Zarma 

nghay. 

links beween 
Songhay 

ama 

Jean-Pierre 
Oliver de Sardan w

ho unco 
expansions S

E Bunnens 

© For the connecti
ons beween

 the Phoenicia
n and = 

ad —
 verd 

pcr 46 and for the participat
ion of Israelites i

n thE 

in 
à V 

^ 

Africa Olive
r Page, Short 

History. 42 

Sol 
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d anthropology; 
and others w

ho € 
et 

= 1 
is f the region w

here I was living 

brought the h
istory 0! 

with me, 
tellecrual focus. 

centre of my in 

To Article XVI 
(19918: 

on the discove 

with the 
Saney are identical 

ronicles (1988
b: 8). It corre

c 

mers who imp
osed th the Timbuktu ch

 

Saney were newco 

of Gao. It is also right t
o suppose 

Caliphal loan 
names, were not the 

founded that Kukiya was not 

Songhay state fro
m the beginning. 

The major shortc
om! 

Saney rulers as Be
rbers and the not

i 

eastern Niger 
bend. 

the great magna mate
r goddess ( 

ing. to criticism voiced by
 Hunwick who su 

ings of this art
icl 

ry that the earl
y 

first Muslim 
kings of 

the first capi 

d. Further, I now
 disclai 

rtain queens 

tegration of a foreign dynasty into the 

XX: 514). De Moraes Farias sup! 

thar the queen
s were part 

constitutional 

eir authority on
 

that the rulers of Gao-San
ey, 

first Muslim 

e concern the i 

on of a pre-dynas
tic 

r views on Songh
ay 

ared to share thei 
and teaching to the 

“Rois de Gao-Sané”
) 

twelfth century rulers of Gao- 

the Za dynasty kno
wn from 

tly stipulates that 
the rulers of Gao-

 

the earlier Qanda kings 

in spite of their 

kings of Gao. It is further well- 

tal of the Za and 
that Gao was not a 

dentification of the Gao- 

Mande ethnicity on the 

m the idea that the usc
 of the “Caliphal 

-dynastic mode of su
ccession, and that 

is the result of a concerted 
marriage 

local establish- 

ports the first idea by 

7 expresses 2 pact berween powerful 

of succession. With 
respect to 

of a system in which “of- 

roles.3 From the perspective 

functions in connection with 
priestly 

1999b: 129-149). They were o
nly abolished at a 

i the process of Islam
ization (1990: 145-14

7). 

To Artide XVII (19942: “From M
ande to Songhay ) 

pports an orthodox view of 

bring into better focus the
 connections be- 

history of the Middle Niger. lt continues to 

tribal stability and 
insists on the importance 

of ethnogenesis (specifically of the 

of the Middle Niger, it draws 
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attention to the ; geographical ene: 

iis Lakes region of the Nige SESS of the first centre of anci 

to define Songhay edini iger, to Gao and the eastern Niger b ncient Ghana, in 

S TET hnicity on the basis of the royal LM 

a 7-222) oyal Dongo/Sango cult (see also 

he article is flawed b a y several mis ei A 
Bhs, mrs conc VE s 

S pposed pre-Zaghe Mande substratum € ees ine 74 are sal med end 

Songhay are seen as late caste NU ee 
B 

stern immi E 5 e T un 

ignia grants from Kebbi. On the | : 

ce ghé are still identified as Berbers and th ue ee 

their descendants, A related misinterpretation debi es 

ot a Za and a Sonni royal clan. The 74 are x GR the Sag eee 

tion against an alliance between the Sonni d th 2 is. Ae 

leads to the question of the circumstances d : se or 
SM Be es "s i under which the submitted Za could 

pon d able to call in the Keita and thus throw off the Zaghé/So 

ee hip. There is little support in the available documentary and oral jacks 

such multi-faceted and momentous medieval history for the caster Middl 

Niger. The disconnection between the Zaghé and the ZÀ is in eim 

mined by the appearance of the Za/Zuwa tide on the Ce Sa inscriptions.” 

To Article XVIII (1996a: “Chute des Sissé) 

„evaluation of Songhay 

between ancient Ghana and th 

Soninke and not Berber by origin. Th
e 

article tries to show that the Zaghé are identical with the Za of the Tarikhs and 

that they correspond to Sisse refugee kings from Ghana. k considers 
the Zà te 

be a homogenous ruling house which first ruled in Ghana,
 then à a 

palace revolt with a Muslim branch coming to power. and fina
lly were expelled 

shana by non-Sisse
 Muslims. This reconstruction 

makes it possible 
to con- 

e Zaghé as refu 
Shana who establis

hed themselves 
under the 

gee Zå from C 
c ` : 

al Massüfa ¢ 
Sao-Sancy. It further makes

 it possible 

[ from Tendirma 
as Sisse having 

origina on the site of C 

f a timeless Ma
nde substrarum

 on the easte
rn Niger x 

The study proposes a re 

geographical proximity 

reasons the Zaghé are now seen to be 

from € 

ceive th 

umbrella of loc 

; replaced by 

Ghana and the Zagh
 

Misconceptio
ns concer t 

T 

he local yass
al dynasty of the Qanda an

d the casem 
origin 

to t 

(19962: 157, 164). Havi
ng 

need to practice a ma 

» De Mora
es Farias,

 Inscriptio
ns. $^ 

e 
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at the malika ("queen") of
 Gao-Saney 

was not 

ice i o 

pi ES 
n "um the king, oF rather a former high priestess 

k á her office resemble
d 

the wife but the legal counte
rpar' 

reduced to the status of constitution 

pace 

thar of the Ma
gira of Bornu and the 

XIX). 

al superviso
r 

Magajiya of the Hausa 
states 

To Article XI
X (1996b: *A

lmoravid exp
ansion") 

jon with the previ 

eali ainly with Ghan
ean and 

à 

gom 
à row light on the geographica 

an earlier attempt to ch 
: ciens 

i istori h: d ancient Mali (1992b). On t à 

cope
 side it ar

gues that the centre of the Ghana ki
ngdom was 

E Kumbi Saleh but at Ten
dirma in the Lakes region of the Niger. The essay 

far thar Islam was not implanted in the Ghana state as à conse” 

ee a 
ult of a palace rev

olt in 1076 facilitated 

croit op
t 

sse rulers is thought conquest but as
 a e ji aren 

id pressure. Hence, the fall of the pre-Islamic 91 
à 

: E 
about by a coup d'état staged by the

 Muslim EY z
 E 

Sisse under Kema-Magha
. It suppose thar in 1087, following t

he death e t 4 

Almoravid leader Abū Bakr b
. Umar, Kema-Magha was In tum overt

hrown an 

that he withdrew with his
 royal household to the provincial tow

n of Gao. 

A major correction
 of this article conc

erns the role of the Lam
rüna in the fall 

of Kema-Magha. There are some difficult assumptions 
involved in the postulated 

1087 (1996b: 338
-342). If the Alm

oravids con- 

Lamtüna conquest of Ghana 
in 

; 

” quered row the death of ‘Aba Bakr
 b. “Umar — and suppo

sedly established 

te — where then did the ‘Alid kings of Ghana 

themselves there as 4 ruling eli 
probet 

come from who were paying allegiance
 to the ‘Abbasids at the beginning of the 

Why does an external source associate the date 1076 with an 

1 

rdi cuca an
d nox the dae conespondi

ng o ihe de of Aba Bakr b 

Umar, 108777 How is it co
nceivable that Kema-Magha got support from other 

Almoravids in Gao after his supposed explus
ion from Ghana by the Lamtüna* 

to interpret the oral indi
cations of a Berber prese

nce 

terms of some king with t
emporary influence in Ghana 

establishment of a Berber
 dynasty. lt is more likely that 

Ghana, and Almoravid preachers from outside, 

institutions of divine kingship. Under un- 

‘ous study, this essay reverses the perpective 

incidentally with 
Gao history: It builds on 

lly and historically overlap- 

i basis of written, oral 

Addenda et Corrigenda 

know circumstances Sisse were expelled from the capital of Ghana 
n political p p 

F cumstances the Sisse 
and sought refuge re 

i Evidence For ibe ei a ‘pay haa S "e Figur id 

Zaghé of Gao-Saney can be found uns E of divine kingship among the 

probably right to interpret the RS ae of the queens, De Moraes Farias is 

in reference to official nud em in d ae ne ee 

pondences noted between the stelae of two denm PE j m es 
Y i O queens co: 

maa : VERA opi between two officials, though see ofa ie 

$ al nature (cf, 1991a: 260-261). In the mid-fourteenth century 

the “offical queen” of Mali was vested with considerable power.” A ood sen 

of a queen-mothers office resisting Islamizing tendencies for aes xx im 

before finally succumbing to Islamic reforms, is provided by the office of the Ma. 

gira in Bornu (1990: 151-153) Within the Hausa states the Sarauntya eem ). 

usually called Magajiya, was formerly a high priestess and as such she played an 

important role in the Gani festival 4° After their conquest of the Hausa states the 

Fulani Jihadists abolished this former priestly office because of its pre-Islamic re- 

a institution of Gao. Just 
ligious nature." These parallels throw light on the ma 

as the formerly divine Zaghé kings prided themselv
es of thei slamic Zaghay 

ancestry, they were cager to u hold the rich institutional and festival tradition of 

g P - 
sre of the malika stelae of 

as possible an earlier 

d related Islamic 
Ghana, their country of origin. "Therefore the raison dé 

Gao-Saney should be seen as an attempt to Islamize as much 

kev institution of divine kingship through Arabic epitaphs an 

funeral rituals 

3 REI 

es Varias, rip TOR" vw là, M ee 

Hopkins, Cope ^ B. ag 

Shuaibu, Chronicle, 
99» o De Mons 

44 bn Baitûta P Levizion 

$ 
san 

as Smith, Z
azzst 130, 338, MO: Has 

225) 

, 

4 Smith, Za
" 13h: Lange 

76; sec above PP- x 

999d: 46 47 
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, 236, 

i 255.256, 259-261
, 265-267, 
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 496-497, 510, 5 

548, 560, 564 
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Arma, Songhay su
bgroup: $39 

ce-holder, 552: 552n 

Amen, E. J- 288 

àse (= divine authority), 348
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uth 

‘Arabia, 260-261 

Asir, province o
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ia, 260 

ja, dynasty of Son
ghay, 5» 498, 535n, 

534, 537-540. 
557 

Askiya Dawid, 537 

Askiya Ishaq. 537
, 538 

Askiya Isma'il, 5
28n 

iya Muhammad, 505, 525, 528n, 
533- 

537, 538, 539 

275; fall and migration
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271.271n, 275; Hor
n of Africa. 271, 

276; merchants,
 273, 275; state, 269-2

75; 

Wadd, 269. 270, 355 

nà, Canaanite ba
ckground, 

234235, 274% clan-familys 220, 250, 265; 

and deitics of the
 netherworld, 227n, 237; 

and Hausa, 220, 226, 230, 2
50, 251, 

274, 286; and Ma
guzawa, 286n, 
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‘pagans 224, 230, 
248, 286n, 556; royal, 

242, 250: ritual combat, 2515 section in 

Hausa society, 230, 248, 2
86n, 556; and 

Zaghiy, 5275 see 
also Banza 

AznilArnà/Anl 

Baal, 228, 229, 2
33. 

265, 345, 355, 3
58, 559-561 

Baal Cycle of Ugari
t, 3, 227, 228, 233, 344, 

367 

351-354, 355, 358, 367 

Babylon(ian), 227, 252 

Babylonian creation cp" 
Cano, 248-249 

Bagauda, legendar
y founder of Kano

 24 

Baghama, medieval
 people of 

Niger, 5250 
Baghdad, 216, 243, 286, 290.

 2918 

iya, figure of the Ba
yajidda legend, 

216, 224, 225, 230,
 232, 235, 237, 238, 

250, 294, 295 

al-Bakri, Arab 
, 496, 498n, 502n. 

505, 509. 513, 51
9n, 525n 

Bandiagara, mountai
ns of, 538 

Bantu, 275n 

Banzi, distinction 
Haus bakwái — Banzá 

bakwai, 230-235, 265
, 295, 527; section 

(of Hausa and other societ
ies). 242, 252; 

the Banzá sif'seven Banzà stat
es of the 

Central Sudan, 215, 220
, 227-235, 242, 

252, 265, 286, 295, 2
95n, 371, 527; see 

Barbara, medieval people o
f the Middle Niger, 

512, 512n, 513, 525 

Barbaroi (= 
of Somalia, 272, 274n, 275 

bards, 215, 507-508 

Bariba, people living in Bor
gu, 343 

234, 238, 242, 243, 2
49, 

"barbarians ), ancient inhabit
ants 

a" 

Barka (= Cyrenaica), 248 
Barkindo, B,, 549n, 551n 

king of Mal, 519 
arth, H,, 2 2 1 mn E: e: 281, 288, 571n, 496, 506, 

Baudissin, W. W. v., 352n 
Bawa, Bori spirit, 232 
Bano, figure s ie Bayajidda legend, 216, 558, 564-565 

wid mU 236-238, 246, 251, 286, 294- Boll. E E 281n, 5021 

Bayajidda, hero, 216, 218, 223, 224n, 227 meee epi. ES " 
236-238, 251-252, 285-286, 290, 345 5 : 
legend, 3, 215, 218-220. 226277 2. 

230, 232, 235-237, 242, 248, 249. 251 

252, 285, 287-296, 557-559 
Bazarkaniyyin, medieval inhabitants of Gao. 

Borgu, re , region between So; 
Yorubaland, 537 mcr 

Bori, Hausa cult of Oss X 

: 235, 249, 274, 526.559 pesci 
Bornu, 2, 215-216, 21 » 2, 215-216, 218-219, 225, 24 

248, 251, 251n, 279n, 2 HA 
€ s £A Po : 5 520, 522, 545, 548, 551, 552, 554-556. 

525 
Beeston, A., 269n, 270n 

Beirut, 241 

Bel-A&ur, Assyrian deity, 239 

Benin, state of the Edo, 236n, 237, 284n 

519n 

Bentia, villag 

Berber, 4, 218, 219 245 

502n, 504, 505, 512-513, 522- 

c on the Niger, 506, 506n 

277, 496, 499. 

523, 549, 

549n, 562-564 

Berbera, port in northern Somalia, 272 

Berthoud, S., 545 

Biblc, biblical, 254. 2
56-262, 268, 270, 276. 

977, 344. 553n; ec ale Old Testament 

Bida, snake of the Wa
gadu legend, $N 

> 
Casson, L., 2779. N 

Chad, Lake, 4. 245
,2 

282. 285, 290. 37
0, 547, 551, 553

555 

Chadic. stare. 2, 3, 219, 242. 2
43, 286. 287, 

526, 546, 548 557
; languages, 55% ac

 ale 

Bornu, Kanem and Kanem Boma
 

Bilma, town in Kawar, 55 

Biram, figure of the Baya
jidda legend. 216.

 

236 

Bir Meshru, we 

546 

Birni Gazarga! 

$50n, 554 

Birnin Gwari, town south of Hauslan
d, 295 

Birnin Samri, 
town north of Kanina

: 251 

Biskra, North 
African town. $22, 923 

in northern Som
alia, 26 

77, 279, 281, Ba,
 

J north of Kawar 
282, 282n. 

mo, capital of Born
u, 290. 

1,272 
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tor of a Somal
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245-248, 289, 
295 (sec also Girgam

); of 
254-256, 258, 259-261, 

271-272, 276; 

Kano/ Kano C
hronicle, 217,

 242: 248-250
; legend, 255-2

57, 271 

| 
DlataKoré 

of Timbuktu, 505-507, 528: 253,53 
 Dalbl Mae valley north of the Nig

er, 521, 
| Diaa Koré, king of he Gao tai

 
ma 

900.552, 562 (oe also Taibh aud
i 528, 531 

Ed) ec
t a LT 

and Tarikh al-Fa
ttasb) 
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nger in Daura, 223 
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EE 

279, JEN 218
,256, 257, 267, 272 

dan, ancestor, 243, 254, 255, 26
0, 261, 264 
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3, 369,547,556
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ghay, 557 
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246,247, 250, 251, 254, 258-25
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s Ere ipa eya a6 
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346 348, 353, 367, 551
-355, 569 587 

Darfur, 279 

530, 563, 564 SE
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Aud Idam, 2, 246-248, 254
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sa, 3.219 
Dba, Canaanite deity, 234n, 23 esr e kdo 

ecacisgnsmium 1,2 208299 4. 
16 219-233, 235, 238, 249

-252. 286- 
e 

R E 

as 264, 265, 276, 344
, 346-347, 350, 

296, 553n, 558 
E 

Dodo 215-216, 225, 292m: ml 
espe SRE 

: 
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T aa also snake 

E. , 56 
xa 

Cohen, R., 548 
b ome

 294; se alo Magajiya 
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 the Daarood legend, 255 

Connah, G., 55
10 

David, king of
 l 1, 248, 249 

piv Songhay
 deity, 528, 563 

Dawiadids, 
rof 2 

donkey, 246, 498, 498n 

copper. 522529
. 533 

i dynasty Kanem-Bornu,
 551, 

=e see snake 

Corsica, 278 
Day, J 3478 

p Diki legend
ary king of Kanem. 

246 

Roe ayi
iot 037944 

0, 243.59 
Deber, J., 282

n 

E .2á8n, 254, 553 

352; see alio Ba
bylonian creati

on i 
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a 
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s in central Arabia. 2
70, 

246-248, 254, 527, Re u
s 243, 

cult-drama an
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dris of the 

2 

Fs b. Ibrahi
m (= Dugu), 246 ge 

cubemerism, euh
emerisi. 351, 359 

Jumuzi/ Ta 
" E 

+: 

1, 4, 215, 221-
22 

227, 230 

z mmüz, Mesopotamian 
deity, 25 

= a 

el 264, 346, 347,350,3
51 E E 

233.238, 241, 246, 248, 254, 
260, 263- 

Dünama Dibbalem
i, king of — 

3 — Fage. J- D. 278a, 502a 

A A 
265, 267-269, 271, 2940, 346, 358, 217 

556 
ni^ P 

-mythological
, 3, 216, 22

5-237 2 
528, 556; of

 the upperworl
d 226-227, 

Durbawa/Durbi
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 ou Edbiop
ian Jews 267 

241-242, 246, 549.2
50, 257, 262, iam

 230, 233-238, 241,
 246, 254, 260, 263- 

230, 250,251 
e à Aba ee 

ES 

d 
268- 

i n 

(aria. Malian governor, 52 

285, 346, 352
, 368, 527-528,

 550, 553 
265, 268-269, 346, 517.

518, 556: astr
al, 

Durbi-ta-Kusheyi
, locality cast of Katsina, zi 

dis s 
mere +:

 

558-560 
2 1217n; black, 233, 237

; white, 253, 237: 
dying and rising God 

4, 263,268, 43.346 
— 7. a ES aN 

ak 

pe Z7», 262, 268- 
, 237; of 

347, 351-354 
Feman, 245, T 379, 281, 282.

 284, 287, 

group, 2360, 239
, 347, 349, 350, 350

n, of Lom M 271, 276, 355; 
Sen 

S45457 
: 

364 369 j: 
the sun, 
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: R 

i 

Delafosse, M. g
rt T 

East, R M., 288 
Flaccus, Sepeimas, 

Roman officer, 280-281 

cult parry, 226n,
 237, 357, 362, 36

7, 368 
|. 498, 506, 524n,

 528n, 534n. 
uicta 

1 
Flaccus, Soci, Rom
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Td 
, A 

5370 

East Africa, 3, 8, 264, 265 267-277 
Fig. C. 5 

 culsure-hi
storical sc

hool, 217 

mace d ai 259 » e 
ight. C, 5040. 5160

 

Cuog J 502
0, 505m, 549n
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a acy a ab 
frankincense. 270

, 372: see als ince
nse and 

530n, 538
-539 

v 
t 

ber, biblical hgure, =" = 

Denham, D., 2
81 

Ede, town northwest of lic, 356n, 3588. 

., 281n, 371n 

uit 

359n, 368 

Édcna, gate of the palace
 of Lie, Mn, M6 

ene 

|, 549 

 CyrenaicalBarka, 
Desanges J., 2720, 

248, 279, 280 
o 

280n, 281n 

na SEES 
Pr À pres erran

t 
| Edgar, F 288 

= Dii, Sonink 
rag co sta

te, 272, 274 
Edi, festival of He

, 358 

qi 
533 

southwest of
 Kumbi 

Edom, state in ihe so
uth of lrach, 26

88 

Xy aps 
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Gabas-ta-Biram
, town in eastern Hausaland, 

290, 295, 295"
 

pe 

Gabbra, ethnic group ak
in to the Somali

, 

261n 

Gabriel, angel m
entioned in the Bible 

the Koran, 261 

Gado, B., 537m 549, 5 

and in 

61 

‘aladima, Hausa 
office-holdes 230, 

232, 
G 

234, 287, 290,
 290n, 293n 

Galam, region of the Mi
ddle Senegal, 533 

Ganderma, med
ieval fortificat

ion in Fezzan, 

545, 546 

Gani festival, 22 

558, 559, 565 
| 

Gao, political centre
 on the Middle Nige

r, 

217, 495-539,
 5560, 563-56

5 

Gao Ancien, 51
6 

4-5, 4950, 498-5
09, 512-516, 

1-226, 287. 292,
 519, 519n, 

P names, Garamanti
an, 279-282, 284

 

285, 370n, 546 

Garhajis, ancestor
 

see also Imaal 

Gan Laroko, ancie
nt castle in Fezzan, 2

64 

t JKawkaw (= Gao), 4
96, 496n 

6 Gaya, village on
 the Niger, 291 

Garargamu, capita
l of Bornu, 290 

Ghaji b. Imata, king o
f Bornu. 552 

45, 216-217, 5
04n, 507, 

509-514, 516-520, 525
-527, 530, 532, 

539, 563-565 

of a Somali dan, 2
57, 258; 

hero of Mesopotamia,
 

253, 254 
ide of Bornu, 2, 245-248, 5
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‘Anna, 226, 228, 230, 25
0, 295n; state, 

321, 251n, 295, 522, 559;
 traditions, 21

9, 

220n; others, 228n, 2
89 

Gog, biblical figure,
 249 

eld 277-278
, 371, 496n, 4

97, 497n, 519, 
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Gow, Songhay o
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p» 539 

Greece, Greek, 245, 272
n, 277 

Grimme, H.» 270n 

Gsell, S.. 279+
 288n 

Guezebi, see al-Qasaba 
i 

Gurage, people o
f central Ethiopia

 speaking a 

Semitic language
. 267n 

Gurmance, people living in B
urkina Faso, 

508n 

clan, 257, 2570, 2
58 

, 257, 257. 258 Habar Awal, Som
ali 

Habar Ayuub, Som
ali dan. 

Habar Habuusheed
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257, 258, 276 

Habar Magaadle, gr
oup of Somali clans, 258. 

276 

Habar Toljalo. Som
ali clan. 258. 272

n 

Habe (= Hausa), 295
 

Haberland, E., 548 257. 
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260, 268-271. 27
3n, 276n 

; biblical figure. 235,
 236, 250, 256, 

Hagar, 
258-261, 266, 3530 

Hagarism, 266 

Hagarites, 2680 
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264, 367 

Hallam, W. 218n, 2
88 

Hamani, D., 
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, 

257-258 

Harakoi Dikko, Bori spir
it, 526n 

Harar, town in eastern Et
hiopia, 257 

Harari, Semi ae Semitic language of Ethiopia, 267 
ausa, ethnic group, 215-221, 233 294 ̂  
e : 48, 264, 286, 343, 344, 369, 370, 
ns language, w, 2. 252, 287, 288, 

, 426, 522, 526; land, 215- 
230, 246, 248, 285, m teen Pd id 

528, 533, 537, 556; legend, 214 Lu 

lio Bayada legend) origins, 116-221; 
215, 220, 221, 230, 222, 224, ^ Sberoga: 

Hueu-K PE. UU Songhay office-holder, 538 
mé, king of Kanem, 245, 247, 549, 549) 
550, 552, 556 4 

Hunwick, J. ©., 498, 499n, 502n, 505n 

Index 

530n, 534n, 536n, 537n, 561, 562 
Hurdiyo, port in eas 2 

Hug, W., 281n tern Somalia, 272, 275 

n, Songhay-speaking Tuareg tribe, 
E vus m states, 3, 215, 216-221 508n, 521 

sie ), nd 286, 554, 557-559, 564; Ibn Abd a-Hakam Arab scholar, 2 

ion, 3, 221, 225, 230, 526 282n, 285n p 

pes ixi eyes the Central Sudan), Ibn Ati Arab historian, 244n 

Lh Se pros NE ee 
295, 527; section (of Hausa society), 230, thn al Fach Arab geographer, 5122 

242, 252, 264, 265; the Hausä bakwai ot 

scven Hausa’ states, 227, 229, 230, 251 548, 552 

234, 235, 242, 249, 254, 265. 286 295 Tba 

hawan daushé, a procession of the Gani Tbn 

festival of Daura, 222, 224, 225 

hawan sallà, a procession of the Gani festival 

of Daura, 222, 223, 224n, 225 

Hawiye, Somali dan-family. 255 

Hawwi bint Arkü, queen of Kanem, 
247. 

Hebrew(s), 244-245, 260, 271, 557 

oasis in central Arabia, 270 

555 

Hegra, 

Herodian temple, 35 3354 

Herodotus, 277, 278n 

Hiis, port in northern Somalia, 272 

Hi-Koy. Songh
ay office- holder, $

18 

Himyarlite), 271-273, 275 

Hiskert, M. 549n 

Hittites, 253 

Hafner, M., 2688. VAn
 

Hogben, S. J., 2860, 288, 296n 
ke 

Hombori, mountains of 508, 530, $4.
 538 

Homer, 277 

Hopkins, | , 5
200 

horses. 279 281, 2859, y 

Hoses, king o
! Isracl, 240 MY

 

Hubal, deity 
of Meca. 262

-263 

Hudüd al ‘al
am (book of 

geo 

70, 497, 53,59. 

y), $428 

Ibn Furta, Bornoan Imam and chronicler, 2, 

Vawqil, Arab geographer, 509n, 5132 
Khaldün, Arab historian, 518, 519a, 520, 

Toraan. ancestor of à Somali dan, 257,
 258 

Tbrähim Abraham, patriarch, 246, 251,2
58 

\daksabak. Songhay
-spedking Taareg v

ibe. 

398, 521 

Idanre, town in caster Yorubaland
. 2360 

ata, dan in lie. 3
58 

Vina The, temple i
n tfe, 357, 359, 363, 366 

Vira Oko, grove 
m Ife, 357, 359, 35

9 360, 

63, 71 

towa, E B, 3488 

Viris Aluma, king 
af 

Wris b, “Ali. king of Bor
n, 545 

1 Arii, Arab 
gopi 254p, 5090, 514

, 

$190, 48 

Borna, 546 
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|drisids, dynasty
 of Kanem-Born

u, 551, 554 

racle, 357: 365 

= E 
city of the Yoru

ba, 3, zm 

736.28, 242, 260, 26
60, 344, 346-351, 

372, 519n. 553, 

rat town south of Ife, 3580 

Ton, town north of Ife, 26
6n. 368 

Igala, people li
ving in southeast

 Nigeria, 295, 

519n 
3 

cestral people of Ife, 358 

era or
et in Ife, 357,

 361, 363, 

369 
Obameri. 

in Ife, 359n.
 363 

ae e rak
 Tuareg tribe, 508, 

521 

: incense, 269, 270
, 272, 27 20: et al

e 

r i ava west 

je fen Hans of
c ole, 25 

E 228, 230n, 232, 55
30 

. Inna Baka, Bori spirit, 2
29 

- . [nsoll
, T, 496n, 516n 

d a day of the Kapa fe
stival, 359-361 

ton, spread of, 28
5m. $59 ether, 26

1 

Isaac, patriarch, 226, 228, 2
36-240, 246-247, 

251, 254-266, 269, 344
-345, 558 

Iona, ancestor of a Somali clan-family,
 254 

255, 258-261, 266, 276;
 legend, 257-260 

leaf, Arabian deity o
f Mecca, 243 

achdemaren, vasal d
as of Tuareg, 513 

Mhmadl, biblical figure
, 226, 227, 236, 238, 

242247, 251, 254-266
, 269, 276, 4- — 

ities, 248, 257» 263, 264
; 

jam, and Ar 
ization), 505, 510

, 

3, 550, 553, 556, 
562, 564; 

21-225, 227, 228
, 230, 233, 

256, 262, 266, 2
76, 

, 287, 293n, 497
, 500, 

502, 504, 506, 
507, 509, 510,

 512, 518, 

520, 5270, 549; law, 556; r
eforms, 343, 

510, 514, 565; spread
 of, 220, 242, 2

46, 

51G Zo, 505, 506, 509, 510, 512, 513
m 

514, 5270, 530
n, 549 5 39. 

219, 220, 343,
 504, 5 

550, 556 

Ismaa'iil Jabarti, 
ancestor of the D

aarood, 

256-258. 260
, 271 

Isogan. of Ife, 363-364 

Israel, 267, 270,
 345, 354n, 29

5 

, 226, 235, 236. 23
9-246, 248- 

, 564; others, 1, 2 

05, 518, 535-537
, 

250, 252, 

A 285-286, 344, 
346, 353, 355; lege

nd, 

261, 263-264, 267, 3
46, 369, 558 

tapa festival, New Y
ear festival of Ife, 4,

 228. 

347-351, 354-358, 
359-366, 367, 519n 

ullemmeden, Tuareg 
tribe, 508n 

= rype of sacrifice 
performed in Ife, 361 

Jya, sec Inna 

Jabal Nafüsa. mountain
ous region southwest 

“oli, 548 

Boise 226,227, 236-237, 246-247. 

251, 254, 256-257.
 265-266, 344-345,

 558 

Jado, village in Kawar,
 2810. 284. 284n, 548 

Jager E, 551 

Jaja, region in southeast B
omu, 554 

ilo, ancestor of a Somali dan, 257, 25%
 

Jaran, palace official in Ife
, 363, 365, 368, 553 

king of Isracl, 240, 24 

Jenne, 497, 532, 532n, 
535-536 

Jerusalem, 249, 353-354 

Jews, Jewish, Judaism, 23
5, 236, 259, 266. 

354n 
509n, 557; ser also Ful

ani 

Joseph, patriarch, 256, 257, 265-267, 276 
Joshua, Israelite leader, 249 ; 

kun(a sople livi Ju o people living in central Nigeria, 

justice, dispensement of, 514n 

Kaado, Songhay ethnic subgroup, 539 
Ka ba, 256n, 261-263, 267 

Kablallah, ancestor of a Somali group of dans 
255, 256, 258, 259 

Kaday b. Uthman, king of Bornu, 552 

Kagha, region in southeast Bornu, 551, 551n 
554 

Kaigamma, Bornoan office-holder, 552n 

Kandji b. Djemchach, king of Bornu, 552 

Kanem, 2, 216, 246, 248, 281, 282 

Kanem-Bornu, 2, 3, 217-219, 242-248, 254 

264, 284, 284n, 286, 287, 371, 526-527 

546, 548, 549, 551-557 

Kano, 217, 233, 242, 249, 291, 295, 546, 

549, 556 

Kano Chronicle, 21 

Kanta, legendary hero of K 

d, 557-561 

7, 242, 248-250 

cbbi, 3. 252: 

legen 

Kanuri, people living in no 

225, 243-245, 343, M6, 

545, 546, 550-552, 555 557 

Karbagari/ Karap da
 Gar figure of the 

Kawar, oasis between Lake Chad and Fezzan 
2, 281, 545, 547, 548, 552 À 

KawkawlGawgaw (= Gao), 496, 496n 
Kebbi, state of the ‘seven Banzai, 3, 230, 232- 

233, 242, 252-254, 295, 524n, 526, 526n. 
528, 532, 557, 559, 560, 563 

Kedar, Ishmaelite clan, 268 
Keita, dynasty of Mali, 5, 518-520, 530, 563 

Kel Gharus, Tuareg subgroup, 522-523, 523n 
Kel Gress, Tuareg subgroup, 522-523, 523n 
Kel Inusar, Tuareg subgroup, 522. 52n 
Kema-Magha. king of Ghana, 510, 512, 

512n, 513, 518, 564 

ids, 218 

sermon), 519 
cographer writing in Arabic, 

Kira, Bori spat, 5260 

Bayajidda legen
d, 216, 224, 226, 236-239. 

32&n. 294, 295 s À f = ; 

242, 246, 251, 286n. = »
 950, X 

cere
 ; vn 

Karde, Kanuri subgroup- 550, 555 
- ps 

viibanary of Lake 

70, 27 
F ` y 

Kaob'i Watar 1, king of Saba, 2
70, 2 ni ee 

Metu 

Kassites, dynasty of Mesopotamia
. 253 | Kong, w" eerie e

en uA 

K Agna, 242, 246 350, 252; Bon, 233 Korn), > es s 
Mn. 

na, Amn, 242, 2
48) =>" 

; RE 

re 
250 276,345, 9 

vestes 

background. M
2. 

$28n, Cansanite 

320, 251; dual instit
utional oras, legendary king 

of Kaina, 77 

clan-families, à RERO si 250251 
pi 

sce, 219-2205 Debe EE
 Kothar wa-Khasis, Canaa

n das 7 

250, 5l das ange DE Mode peste Ing euh ilie Qu 

250 52 Maus state, 2500, 295; king, 
vus 4 

2502534 
+ a è 

Rs 

à 42n, 250; king list, 220, 2500, 251
, sie Ks piren Malin

 net OS 

pret 720, 250; New Year festi
val, 253 a 

Muslims, 220: a 
à 

y40 ritual combat, 250-252 t
raditions. Rare scite 500-502, 50 

Es 3 
3, 

5 5 

220n, 526: aber, 230, 252 35 
Kühme, Wa 55 

Kaura, office-holdet
 in Daura 2 
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n the Niger 495, 

Cukiya, medieval town ©
 

ein 
28, 530, 530n

, 538 

495n, 496, 50
6-507, 5 

539, 562 in southern 

509-510, 564 

Küra-Koy Buka
r Songhay of

fice-holder, 53
3 

Kurmina-Fari 
Songhay office

-holder, 534 

Kurtey, Songhay
 subgroup, 539

 

Kusoy-Dare/Ku
soy- Muslin 

king of Gao, 

region of the Middle
 Niger, 5: 507, 

509, 510, 518, 519, 56
3-564 

Lamrina, Berber t
ribe of the Western

 Sahara. 

514, 514n, 564 
Akkadian, 245, 252, 2529

 
languages: 

Amharic, 267m; Arabic
, 3, 271, 288. 552

; 

Canaanite, 277; Chadic, 
554; Harari, 

267n; Hausa, 229, 28
9, 508n, 522, 526; 

Hebrew, 234, 245, 2
59, 271, 557; Kanuri, 

246n, 526, 545n: Nilo-Sahara
n, 554; 

Phoenician, 254, 271; P
roto- r 

521, 523, 5251; Semitic, 
267, 2677, 557; 

Somali, 261; Songhay, 508, 523, 525m
, 

526, 532, 538-540; Soninke,
 507, 508, 

509; Sumerian, 245; Tasawaq, 521, 525 

Tigrinya, 267n; Voltaic, 525n; Z
arma, 507, 

522; others, 506. 508 

Latium, region in Italy, 278 

Leptis Magn
: 

Levi/Levit 

Arabia, 2 

355, 368-369
: 553n 

Levezion, 

Lhote, H-» 

Libyphocnic
ian 

North Africa
, ^ 

Limiyyün. generic n: 

south of the 

Lobi, people ai 

497n 

Lokore, p! 

longue durée. 1,3, 

Lowa, pal 

Luwa, female office-h
older in Musune, 225, 

553, 553n 

Magaram, figure of
 

, 282, 285 

66, 267, 267; 
in 

the Yoruba, 353- 

a, 279, 280 

es, in Israel, 2i 

70, 270n; am
ong 

N., 520n, 523m
 524n 

281n, 523n 

s, ancient peop
le living in 

frica, 277, 285 

ame for people living 

Sudanic belt, 520, 522 

nd region in Bur
kina Faso, 497, 

riest in Ife, 357: 
363 

286, 551 

ace official in Ife, 368, 553 

Madema, well north of Kaw
ar, 282n, 547 

Magaad, father o
f Magaado. 257, 276 

ancestress of a group of Somali
 

dans, 257-258, 27
6 

Magajin Bayamadi
, office-holder in Daura. 

224,230 

y female office-hol
der in Daura and 

of the Bayajidda le
gend, 215-216, 

222, 224, 225. 230,
 232, 236-238, 249, 

251-252, 290n, 294,
 564-565; see alio 

Queen of Daura 

525-516, 530, 530n, 533-5
34 

female office-holder in B
ornu, 216, 

225, 225n, 236, 290n
. 556. 564, 565 

Mago, Carthaginian trav
eller, 280 

Mahmüd Ka'ti, w n ik ati, with Th a cere 1 F al-Mukhtar author 

Mahri Ismaa'iil, lhmaclite clan of South 

Maikorema, Z., 551n 

Ma in, Minean, South Arabian state, 268 

Mait, port in northern Somalia, 257 
Majeerteen, Somali clan, 258. 259 272 

Maal Nal Si SR ai i 
Mali(an), 5, 507, 509, 510, 516-532, 536. 

537, 539, 540, 513n, 554, 563-565 

Mali Bero, ancestral figure of the Zarma, 507 

queen), 556n, 564-565; see alia 

queen queen-mother 

Malinke ( people of Mali), 518, 524n, 530, 

Mallance/ Malinke, 507 

Mama b, K mà, mistaken name for a ing 

Gao, 500; see alio Yama b Kmi 

Manassch, tribe of 

Mande, 4, 5, 498, 508n 513,51 

531.5 536. 539-540. 

518, 520 

Mandinka/Malinke
. 530n 

the Bayajidda legen
d, 290 

Muslim jurist
 of Tuar, 4989, 505, 

]- Maqrizi Egyptian h 

Marduk, Babylonian 

à, 531, 553 sacred. 22 

t Lu 
Middle Niger. $ 

errore
 

Index 

mawlid (= birthday ; festiv 
of the Prophet, H E pco 

Mawri, peo E living east of S Mani pe of Songhay, 522 Mie an sm Fran 43,540 
Mbum, people living south of Lake Chad, 7 g south of Lake Chad 
Mecca, 228, 229, 235, 23 

ot 

southeast of ls: 

; palace officals in Tie, 36
8. 

Modòd (= Dad, Can
aanite deny

. 

3S6. ser 2e pa 

Mogadishu. 175 

Mogador, port
on the Adan

 oust of 

y 
oaoa, à 

"S 
3579, 2580. 2618 

2560. 20/1 

«13, tán, 563 Ae 

Maternus Julius, 
Rom: n tradet " M 

Moot À de. 352a 
` 

À 
pcnin Ele 5 

2390, 240. 
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495n, 499n, 500, 500n, 

501n, 503n. 506
n, 5 

528n, 530n, 556n, 562 

Morocco, Morocc
an 500. 

249, 249n, 258, 525n 

Burkina Faso, 534, Moses, biblical figure: 

Mossi, people living in 

Canaanite deity, 228, 233, 
234, 235". 

256n, 2630, 27
4,3 

geographer, 496, 
502n, Movers, EK., 2782

 

P 
ian deity, 269n 

krah, South 
Arabian 

2 

aie: ancient people l
iving south of 

Cyrenaica, 280
 

in Bornu, 225n, 555
n 

Náufu, town T 1-4, 215-217, 221, 229. 
Fast, ancient, 

Noz 1, 245, 252, 254, 2
86, 347, 352, 

356, 559 
M xamian deity 35

8 

Nergal, M 026-230, 233-
235, 248, 256, 

i 
353, 357- 

60, 262-263, 268, 
271, 350. d 

5 362-367, 527
-528. 534, 553: s

ee also 

deities 

netherworld river, i Ife, 357, 359, 390
 

ni 221-226, 2
27, 229, 233, 

pese 255, 
255n, 346, 352, 3

53, 359- 

366. 366-371, 51
9n. 553n, 559-5

61; see 

lo Booths, Gani-festival, 
rapa festival 

Kanuri dan, 225, E
. c 

Ngalma Duku (=
 Dugu), 245. 550n. 

Ngigmi. village on
 Lake Chad, 546 

Nicolai, R-. 508n,
 561 

351, 358, 359, 359n, 360, 362, 363, 364; 
king, kingdom, 241, 266, 266n, 366, 366n; 
legend, 237, 349, 359, 360; opposition to 

Opone, Cape (= Ras Hafun), 272, 275 
oral narrativel record, 1-4, 230, 235, 237, 239, 

264, 287, 289-296, 549, 557-560, 563 
Oduduwa, 233, 237, 239, 246, 344-350, oral tradition, 2, 215, 235, 237, 242, 245, 
355, 356, 359, 362; palace organization, 
361, 365-568; section of society, 234, 239, 
265; statue, 359, 360; temple, 356, 359, 

252, 257, 287-296, 335-344, 531, 534, 
546, 550, 557-559, 561, 562, 564; see alio 

366, 369, 369n, 560; consort of Yemoo, Oramfe, Yoruba deity, 237n, 260n, 349-350, 

356, 360, 560; others, 228, 241, 349, 350n, 
359, 365, 366n, 372 

Obawinrin, priest in Ife, 349, 358, 360n: see 
alo Sanponna 

Oduduwa, ancestral figure, 239; Canaanite 

background, 239, 241, 242, 270, 344, 
355, 369; clan, 237-239, 348, 553: deity, 

233, 236, 237, 348, 348n, 350, 355- 

356. 360, 361, 362, 367, 369: hero, 234, 

236, 236n, 237, 246, 343, 344, 356, 

legend/ tradition of origin, 237, 343-348: 

opposition to Obatala, 344, 348, 350; 

palace organization, 368, 553; section ot 

society, 265, 266n, 555: others, 241, 248n, 

266, 349n, 362n, 560 

Ogaadeen, Somali dan, 259, in 

Ogane, enigmatic king of the 
C 

284n, 5190 
Ogbomoso, town 

onl Yoruba deity, 2660. 357 

Ogungun, section of the palace o
fficials in 

fe, 368 
n 

Ojualayo. O..
0.. H7n, 349n. 

360n 

Oke Mopo, quart
er 1n Ejigbo, 3568 

palace 
in Ke, 234, 

Kasna. 

‘entral Sudan. 

in central Yorubaland,
 3586 

350n, 3512. 

Old Testament, < coe iie 

357, 358, 368 

Oranmiyan, deity of Ife and Yoruba legendary 
figure, 239-241, 344, 357, 356m, 363 

Orisakire, deity of Ife, 369n 

Orisateko, deity of Ife, 369n 

Osaara, deity of Ife, 236, 237m, 260, 261n, 

266n 
Owo, town in castern Yorubaland, 560 

Owu, ruined wan in Yorubaland, 236n 

oxen, 279 

o, capital of the Oyo empire, 2360, 239- 

242, 3472. 371, 560 

. in Daura, 216, 223, 28
7, 292, 294; 

350, 360, 361-368, 560;
 in 

250; in Sabon Bimi (Gobi
r). 

DEB, 232-233, OP, 
241; in Zamfara, 

233; others, 553-554, 55
6, 563-564 

Palestine, Palestinian, 
270, 289 
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Pliny, 272n, 274 

rapes region in western Yorub
aland, 236n 

Portugal, Portugue
se 28án, 519 

Priests, Israelite, 353: 354
, 369 

rocession, 221-
225, 228, 237, 262, 

347n, 

349, 356, 359-3
65. 367; sec also hawan 

daushé and hawan 
5 

Songhay, 508, 
521, 523, 525-

527, 531 

Prolemy, 274, 275n. 2
80-281 

Punic, see Phoeni
cian 

Pura, region in B
 kina 

adi (= judge), 5150 

ad = rt in South Arabia
, 270, 272 

- Qanz., ancient 
po! 

dynasty of Gao, 50
5, 507, 509, 510, 

—— 514 516, 525, 562,
 563 

4 ‘al-Qasaba/Guezebi,
 ancient town in Kawar, 

Faso, 497, 4970 

of Gao, 495n, 500, 5
04, 514, 556n. 562- 

290, 565 

queen-mother, 290n
. 495n, 565 

565; of Sheba, 254. 2
55n, 267; others, 260

. 

Rohlfs, G.. 281n
, 282n, 371n, 545n, 546

, 

: n, 278, 279% 280, 282, 284, 

279n, 281, 282, 283, 
284, 285, 285n

, 370, 

371n, 545-548, 55
2; incense trade, 270; 

Sudanic, 219-22
0; trans-Saharan, 2, 217, 

370, 495, 497, 
519. 523; others

, 225, 280, 

281, 519n, 52
2 

Rudā, North Arab
ian deity, 268, 268n

 

Ruprechtsberger,
 E. M. 284n 

Saba /Sabcan, 26
7, 268, 271, 273

n, 274, 275 

Sabe, kingdom in w
estern Yorubaland, 

236n 

iage, 226, 228, 22
9, 255, 267, 

366, 366n, 553
n 

al-Sa‘di, author of 
T. al-Südän, 519, 5

24, 530, 

$37 
ja, general of Mali

, 520 
Saghaman 
Saghay (= Songhay), 

498n 

gra (= Isekkemaren) Saghmara ( 

Sahara(n), 370-37
1, 496-497, 504. 

545, 554, 559n 

Sa'id, king of Bomu, 552, 553 

Saküra, king of Mali. 519 

, 513-514 

, 507, 538, 

Salifou, A., 288 

Galmama b. ‘Abd Allá
h, king of Kanem. 245 

IIl, king of Assyria, 239, 240 

salt, 2, 278, 496, 4
96n, 498, 4989, $22, 547 

Samaale, figure of the Somali, 261 

Sanaag, region in nort
hern Somalia, 260 

Sanau, legendary king of K
atsina, 220,242, 

250-251, 251n 
Somali dan, 257, 

258 
ancestor 

Sango, Yoruba deity, 23
9, 254, 559-561 

Sanhaja, group of Berber
 tribes, 510, 513- 

516, 522 
deity, 349, 358, 360, 36

0n 
Sanponna, 
Sao legendary people

 of Bornu, 3, $54, 555 

Saphon, mount nort
h of Uparit 358 

Saracens, 259, 266n 
Sarah, biblical figure, 235, 236, 249, 258-260 a " - 260, 

Sarauniya, female s 
Salle Mee a à in Abujal 

Sen cl amas 07 
Em Akkad, 252, 254n; legend, 558 

Sarkin Aljann Sulemanu, Bori spirit, 249 
Sarkin Anna, office-holder in Gobir, 224, 

226-228, 230, 250, 295n 

Sarkin Makera, office-holder in Gobir, 228 

Sarkin Masu, office-holder in Daura, 224 
Sarkin Rafi, Bori spirit, 233 

Satan, biblical deity opposed to Yahweh, 235, 

262, 263 

Saturn, Roman deity, 262 

Saul, king of Istael, 248 

Sauvaget, ]., 500n, 504n, 505n 

Sayf b. Dhi Yazan, Yemenite hero, 243, 244 

254, 549-550 

Sayhad, desert in South Arabia, 270 

Schice, G., 261n 

Schwarz, W., 549 

Scbha, town in Fezzan, 546 

Sede, ancestor of a Somali clan, 255, 259 

Sef, cponymic ancestor of the Sefuwa, 243. 

246, 247, 254, 550 

Scfuwa, dynasty of Kanem-Borna, 2. 243- 

248, 549-556 

Semitic, 2, 217. 227, 229, 43 245, 246, 

348, 267-269, 366-371, 559 
da 

holder in Daura. 2 

ial, 23 

353 

Septuagint 

Shamaki, office- 

hàn babdeest, Hausa
 fox 

Shapsh, deity o
f Ugarit. 

Islami law). Dio 

Simeon, tribe of Israel, 21 Sai NU o 
Sirba, tributary of the Niger, 497, 497n 
Sisse, dynasty of Ghana, 4, 5, 509, 510, 512 

514,518, 525, 563-565 ig 
slave, raids, 278, 281, 285, 285n, 286, 371, 

371n; recruitment enslavement, 2, 278, 
282, 284, 287, 371, 549-550; trade, 275, 
A 2, 285-287, 369-371, 497, 

497 n, 549; tribute, 281, 284-21 

Smith, J. Z. 
Smith, M. G. 

525,530, 53? 

Joco Caliphate. 524m. 

ja, king of israel 

254-261 265-268, 771 n
. 

"533, 525:527, 531 
Songhay, 508. s

u fa 

è à 523, 526, 538-540, 
Songhay gabe ss

, 

539a 

Sonnke, people li
ving m^ ta 

Maminni. 499, 

5% 525a, 92. 531-548
, 565 

à Gan, 5, 498. 503, 5050 

sharia Le 
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